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ABSTRACT
MANAGING AN INFORMATION EXPLOSION:
CIVILIAN ADMINISTRATION AND THE
ARMY OF LOUIS XIV, 1661-1701
Robert Fulton, PhD
Department of History
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Dr. Brian Sandberg, Director
This dissertation examines the operations of the civilian administration of the War
Department in early modern France during the reign of Louis XIV. Specifically, it analyzes the
documents that represent a wide variety of information types which circulated within the War
Department’s administrative networks. I connect these sources and their significance to the work
of a new group of civilian agents, the premier commis, and utilize them to infer in what manner
they were able to effectively manage a rapidly increasing volume of information materials and to
influence state development in a profound manner. This examination found these information
sources to be increasing not only in volume but in sophistication and standardization, reflecting a
growing sense of professionalism and specialization within the civilian administration.
In this endeavor, the premier commis operated within the bureaux to continuously manage
administrative operations and workloads, progressively constructing an information state between
the 1670s and the 1690s. The premier commis repeatedly struggled with rapid and increasing
information flows, while crafting regular and systematic methods of managing and ordering the
massive amounts of information that circulated within War Department networks. Their efforts to
manage the diverse logistical needs of French armies resulted in growing administrative power
which reflected a transformation to administrative governance in France.
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INTRODUCTION

1

In the spring of 1672, Louis XIV and his armies prepared for the impending outbreak of the FrancoDutch War (1672-1678). François-Michel Le Tellier, marquis de Louvois, the king’s secrétaire
d’État de la guerre (War Secretary), issued orders for noble military officers across the kingdom
to mobilize their infantry and cavalry companies for a planned invasion of the Netherlands. In one
such order, Giles Charpentier, a premier commis (head clerk) in the Dépôt de la Guerre (War
Department), sent a short letter to one M. Chazerat, an officer who owned one of these companies,
containing the march route which would permit Chazerat to have his newly recruited company
conducted to an assembly area at Meaux: “I am presently sending to M. Danone … at Moullins
the route leaving from the vicinity of La Palisse and the assembly area near Paris which you have
requested for the raising of your company.” 1 Charpentier was simultaneously managing numerous
similar orders in his capacity as premier commis in charge of troop movements, providing crucial
coordination for the initial French military operations in the Netherlands. Towards the end of the
Franco-Dutch War, in January 1678, Charpentier’s colleague, Gilbert-Colbert de Saint-Pouanges,
sent the same Chazerat a letter with a billet that authorized him to re-equip his company with
undergarments (justaucorps) and weapons, and telling him that the equipment would be shipped
to his garrison’s location. Saint-Pouanges was acting as the premier commis in charge of military

1

SHD 1M 1745, folio 3, pièce 22; Charpentier à M. Chazerat, à Dunkerque le 14e mai 1671. « J'envoye
presentement à M. Danone chez M. Hevoys, Tresorier de France à Moullins la routte à partir des environs de la
Palisse et le quartier d'assemblé près de Paris que vous avez demandé pour la levée de votre compagnie. »

2
provisioning at the time, managing the diverse logistical needs of the French armies. In order to
verify that the orders were received and carried out, Saint-Pouanges asked Chazerat to
acknowledge receipt of the billet he would find attached. 2
These seemingly mundane exchanges provide glimpses of the changing practices of
information management that the premier commis were in the process of developing to provide for
the administrative and logistical needs of Louis XIV’s enormous military system. Civilian premier
commis such as Charpentier and Saint-Pouanges became vital information workers in the central
bureaux of the War Department. The premier commis acted as important agents on behalf of the
secrétaire to gather and distribute information necessary for military administration, but they
developed their own techniques to manage paperwork and thus imposed increasing influence over
information flows. The premier commis of the War Department performed crucial roles within a
vast network of agents who gathered, exchanged, and processed military communications and
knowledge. Their routine everyday activities facilitated the circulation of military information and
significantly transformed information management practices in Louis XIV’s France.
The War Department staff employed information to make war, to conduct diplomacy, and
to manage local governance. The marquis de Louvois did not operate alone in this development
nor did he proceed from any vast, preconceived plan for administration. He had inherited the
structure and staff of the French War Department that his father, Michel Le Tellier, had
constructed. Louis XIV’s bellicose foreign policy demanded that the Le Telliers supply him with
an ever-growing army and they set their collaborators to accomplishing this task. French military
administration began to grow during the reign of Louis XIII as civilian administrators increasingly

2

SHD 1M 1745, folio 3, pièce 119; Saint-Pouanges à M. Chazerat, à St. Germain le 3e janvier 1678. « Accusey
moy, s'il vous plaît. Monsieur, la réception du billet que vous trouverez cy joint; à l'égard des justaucorps et des
armes, on vous les enverra à votre garnison, c'est-à-dire où est votre compagnie. »

3
grappled with the challenges of army operations and logistics during the Thirty Years War (16181648). 3 The royal government of France progressively collected and contended with more and
more information, which was needed to manage its financial, diplomatic, and military activities.
However, it was not until the reign of Louis XIV that French military administration transformed
its information management practices. Louis XIV’s relentless pursuit of gloire prompted a rapid
expansion of French army size, as French wartime forces mushroomed from approximately
200,000 soldiers during the Thirty Years War to 420,000 during the Nine Years War. The French
military system also began to maintain large standing military forces, paying for garrisons
composed of over a hundred thousand soldiers even during peacetime. 4 This stunning army growth
allowed Louis XIV to wage expansive warfare on multiple fronts throughout most of his reign,
producing a deluge of military information. As a result, the War Department and its premier
commis began to develop administrative practices that would prove capable of organizing the
rapidly increasing volume of detailed military information. I will argue that the ways in which the
premier commis and their colleagues responded to this information explosion transformed Louis
XIV’s military system and effectively created an information state in early modern France.

The Premier Commis as Information Managers
This study examines the premier commis, their roles within the French War Department, and their
active development of information management practices. In the first half of the seventeenth

3

David Parrott, Richelieu's Army. War, Government and Society in France, 1624-1642 (Cambridge, 2001), 10.
Parrott disconnects the rise of the fiscal-military state from a historical teleology that argues its inevitability.

4

John A. Lynn, Giant of the Grand Siècle: The French Army, 1610-1715 (Cambridge, 2006), 32-64.

4
century the secretarial ministries—whether guerre, affaires étrangères, or finances—had been
“temporary” in the sense of continuity of leadership and personnel. That is, each minister held his
office as his own personal domain until he left. Offices were meagerly staffed, consisting generally
of a few trusted associates. 5 When one minister was replaced by another, much of the paperwork
and support staff left with him. If he died, most of his papers were considered to be within the
private domain of his family. 6 During the early seventeenth century, successive ministries formed
under each office holder and then persisted only for a limited time period. Originally constrained
to strictly routine duties, the powers of the secrétaire d’État de la guerre grew under the CardinalMinisters Armand-Jean du Plessis de Richelieu and Jules Mazarin in response to the suppression
of the office of Constable in 1627, and prolonged warfare lasting from 1635 to 1659. Successive
secrétaires expanded this portfolio by assuming more and more administrative responsibilities for
the army, including control over much of the correspondence and field service expéditions. 7
Over an extended period of time, the secrétaires began to transform the operations of the
War Ministry, producing a more impersonal organization. 8 The three most influential ministers to
participate in this transformation were Abel Servien, marquis de Sablé (1630-36), François Sublet,
Sr. de Noyers (1636-1643), and Michel Le Tellier (1643-1677). The Testament of Cardinal
Richelieu, written during the ministries of Servien and Noyers, offers one of the first pieces of
evidence of the “inflection of the royal state.” Joël Cornette believes the Testament was a statement
of political will, yet “its de-personalization, décorporalisation, are inseparable from a necessary

5

Parrott, Richelieu's Army, 3-10.

6

See Thierry Sarmant et Mathieu Stoll, Régner et Gouverner : Louis XIV et ses ministres (Paris, 2010), 381-89.

7

Bernard Barbiche, Les institutions de la monarchie française à l’époque moderne, XVIe-XVIIIe siècle, 2e édition
(Paris, 2001), 195-207.

8

Barbiche, Les institutions de la monarchie française, 199.

5
evolution toward abstraction, objectification of public affairs, isolated contingency and accident,
at the same time crafted from constraints and obligations that were associated with interpersonal
relationships.” 9 It was a document that reflected evolutionary, not radical, change within the
existing social structure.
While Louis XIV carried this evolution forward, his system of direct rule only partially
undergirded the transition in quotidian governance. Although the king personally selected his
secrétaires d’État (secretaries of state), these ministers brought about fundamental changes within
their individual policy areas. Jean-Baptiste Colbert, Michel Le Tellier, and Hughes Lionne each
sought, in their own manner, to implement new and more lasting organizational structures for
governance. In this new administrative world, Lucien Bély discerns two forms of government
practice. First, the sovereign ruled through his councils, where his ministers offered advice and
consent to the king’s decisions. Second, hierarchical administrative organizations, the bureaux,
grew up around the ministers, who transmitted council decisions to them for implementation. 10
Preparatory work, undertaken by premier commis and commis, took place in the bureaux. Council
members made ministerial-level group decisions in the Conseil d’État privé, while the king made
decisions requiring royal assent in the Conseil en Haut (High Council) in consultation with his
ministers. Bély’s observations on these higher-level decision-making processes is informative, but

9

Joël Cornette, Le Roi de Guerre : Essai sur la Souveraineté dans la France du Grand Siècle (Paris, 1993), 243-4.
« Visant par une accumulation de raisons d’ordre politique, administrative, militaire, psychologique, à éloigner la
personne royale, le corps charnel du roi, hors du champ des forces de la mort, le long argumentaire du cardinalministre en 1635 témoigne bien de cette inflexion de l’État royal: sa dépersonnalisation, sa décorporalisation sont
inséparables d’une évolution nécessaire vers l’abstraction, l’objectivation de la chose publique, isolée des
contingences et de l’accident, délivrée en même temps des contraintes et des obligations liées aux relations
interpersonnelles, fondement de l’éthique aristocratique. » See footnote 122 (468) for a related discussion of
Habermas, administration and public power.

10

Lucien Bély, La France au XVIIe siècle : puissance de l'état, contrôle de la société (Paris, 2009), 578. « De
véritables départements ministériels se créent des ‘bureaux’, constitués de premiers commis et de commis …
viennent préparer le travail de ces ministres et du contrôleur général des finances. »

6
he does not address daily decision processes within the bureaux, whose functions and participants
have received little attention from historians. 11 As bureau heads, the premier commis could control
policy discussions through their active selection of what information pieces would reach ministers
and then the councils. This dynamic meant that over time administrative departments grew in both
size and power, underpinned by patron-client practices, which paradoxically contributed to
institutional stability and thereby an accretion of power by the premier commis.
The overlapping Thirty Years War (1618-1648) and the Franco-Spanish War (1635-1659)
revealed both the primacy of military needs and the inadequacy of French army administration.
When Michel Le Tellier, appointed secrétaire de l’Etat de la guerre in 1643, assumed
responsibility for army administration, pressures were already in evidence. He brought attention
to detail and a penchant for action. One of Le Tellier’s primary concerns, according to historian
Douglas Baxter, was to “learn the actual condition of the army, for his days as intendant of the
army of Italy had taught him that the civilian chief needed daily information if he hoped to
administer the army effectively.” Le Tellier’s management style required assistants who could
gather necessary reports and evaluations. He appointed salaried, but not venal, administrators in
ever increasing numbers and then demanded that they supply him with “statistics, accounts of army
expenses, rolls of troops, receipts of contributions, and reports on the condition of magazines.” 12
After the Fronde Civil War (1648-1653), Le Tellier was able to structure a number of increasingly
specialized bureaux that would support the ongoing work.
As the War Department took on more tasks, information needs transformed the premier

11

For an exception, see the discussion of premier commis and decision making in John C. Rule and Ben Trotter, A
World of Paper: Louis XIV, Colbert de Torcy, and the Rise of the Information State (Montreal, 2014), 176.

12

Douglas C. Baxter, Servants of the Sword: French Intendants of the Army, 1630-70 (Urbana, 1976), 89. See 89-91
for the full discussion of changes.

7
commis into important knowledge managers who filled new roles, slowly becoming the “eyes and
ears” for the royal state. Over time Le Tellier’s management resulted in his establishment of regular
practices of information flow both in and out of the bureaux. Although financial challenges drove
some of this need for data, the War Department staff members seem to have viewed their primary
goal as producing an administration more capable of managing military logistics. Historians
Thierry Sarmant and Mathieu Stoll persuasively insist that the bureaux held a principle place
within a system of shared governance, “of speech as much as of the pen,” and where a “culture of
writing” became pervasive. The secrétaire d’État de la guerre gradually became a “model of the
administrative minister.” 13 As heads of the bureaux, the premier commis requested and received
information, processed updates, built databases, produced reports, issued a variety of materials,
traveled, and verified. They hired their own family members and generally depended upon their
patrons but survived and persisted in their offices based on their competencies as much as their
family ties. The nepotism in patron-client relations leads

historian Emmanuel Pénicaut to

characterize the second half of the seventeenth century as a period of ossification in the War
Department, since it had been “born through a single family and related to them for more than half
a century.” 14 Such a characterization serious underestimates the ability of the bureaux to adapt and
endure independently of the Le Tellier family. Instead, substantial structuration processes were
largely complete by 1701 and the organizational changes under secrétaire Michel Chamillart, who
succeeded the marquis de Barbezieux, were minor and concerned primarily with procedures, rather

13

Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 283-4. « Le temps passant, la culture d’écrit tend cependant à l’emporter.
Le ministre est d’abord un homme de cabinet, et son travail de terrain fait encore l’objet de longs rapports. Du
ministre négociateur du XVIe et du premier XVIIe siècle, on passe à un modèle de ministre administrateur. »

14

Emmanuel Pénicaut, [Faveur et pouvoir au tournant du Grand siècle] : Michel Chamillart : Ministre Et
Secrétaire D’état De La Guerre De Louis XIV (Paris, 2004), 229.

than structural change.

15

8
Far from being “ossified,” the routines of daily administrative work

gradually produced institutional stability and durability. 16
The activities of the premier commis within the War Department between 1661 and 1701
reveal both continuities and changes in practices of military administration in this period. 17 Before
the 1650s, the civilian administration remained weak and held little authority. Despite the retention
of scribal processes, the War Ministry was gradually transformed during this time period into a
stable and resilient War Department and a professional network grew up around and within it based
on shifting social relations and information needs. 18 Historian John A. Lynn sees the central
bureaux as one component within a larger but decentralized administrative system, while Guy
Rowlands dismisses the central administration as barely competent, devoid of noble status and
thus anything more than indirect power. 19 What has yet to be fully evaluated regarding the nature
of military reforms under the Le Tellier family is the overarching importance of information flows
and communications vectors to the accretion of both micro- and macro-power in Louis XIV’s royal
state. Historian David Parrott, for example, makes no mention of the role of information in
assessing administrative reforms after 1643. Yet, in ministerial relationships, processes of
information exchange seem to have been instrumental in achieving “direct and unchallenged

15

See Sarmant, et. al. « Le département de la Guerre de 1570 à 1792, » dans Les ministres de la guerre, 1570-1792 :
Histoire et dictionnaire biographique (Paris, 2007), 90-5. Pénicaut was a main contributor to this article.

16

Rule and Trotter evaluate similar but later processes within the Foreign Affairs Department under Colbert de
Torcy. See Rule and Trotter, A World of Paper, 175-76 and 470-71.

17

From the perspective of governance generally, Barbiche affirms that 1661 is “une date charnière dans l’histoire
administrative et politique de la France.” Barbiche, Les institutions de la monarchie française, 15.

18

Lynn uses the term “War Department,” as do Sarmant, Stoll, Baxter, and Barbiche, while Rowlands continues to
use “War Ministry,” doubtless because he focuses on instability and impotence not power and durability. For a
discussion of processes of durable bureaucratic growth, see Karl Appuhn, “The Venetian Forest Bureaucracy,” in
A Forest on the Sea Environmental Expertise in Renaissance Venice (Baltimore, 2009), 144-194.

19

See Lynn, Giant of the Grand Siècle, 67-106, esp. 64-66. See also Guy Rowlands, The Dynastic State and the
Army under Louis XIV: Royal Service and Private Interest, 1661-1701 (Cambridge, 2002), 73-108.

9
authority” for the king. My research addresses precisely this gap between military history and
20

state development theory, reassessing French military administration and early modern
governance through a sustained analysis of the premier commis and their use of information
management tools within the War Department.
The dissertation constructs a cultural history of information in early modern France,
evaluating the premier commis as actors in the military administration and analyzing their methods
of managing information. These information managers and their practices had sweeping
implications for the French royal state that raise important questions for the history of early modern
state development: How did increasing needs for military information drive the administrative
demands placed on the premier commis and their associates? What methods did the premier
commis adopt in order to organize, format, and structure information in the War Department? What
conceptual categories of information did the premier commis utilize to classify and preserve army
information? How did an expanding volume of information shape the department’s administrative
responses? How did information affect interpersonal exchanges and power relationships within the
military system and its wider information networks? Finally, how did the War Department speed
and secure the circulation of information? Exploring these questions will help to uncover the roles
that the premier commis played in the development of an early modern information state.

Conceptualizing the Information State
Utilizing interrelated methodological tools permits us to more effectively analyze how the War

20

Parrott, The Business of War: Military Enterprise and Military Revolution in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge,
2012), 273.

10
Department and its networks became structurally enabled to manage a deluge of information. First,
the expanding field of information history, a newly crafted field, provides a lens through which
we may examine and qualify arguments of state development, a lens through which historians can
discern the root causes of these changes. 21 The field of information history has crafted its own
methodologies and developed to the point where information can be conceived as both an object
as well as a process. Toni Weller declares that historians can now confidently study how
information “affected, and is or was affected by, the social, political, economic and cultural
climates” of particular time periods. 22 Second, information history builds on analyses and theories
of organizational culture and complexity. 23 Theories of organizational change can give agency to
the information managers and workers who were responsible for adaptations in early modern
governance. 24 Paul Edwards stresses that information organizations made up of interacting parts
which adjust to each other periodically and which are “embedded in and overlaid across cultures,
organizations, governments, and other social forms, which interpret, alter, and erode them.” 25
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Third, early modern archival studies, with its focus on information classification and preservation,
allows to examine how information moved, how it was utilized in decision-making processes, and
the ability of administrative organizations to “remember” it. 26 Approaching state development in
France in this manner allows insights into the rise of the premier commis as information managers
both in the central bureaux and in the wider networks, as well as how the types of information they
transmitted affected state power relationships.
These three methodologies can illuminate the fundamental changes in early modern French
governance through examinations of information management and administrative growth. The
functions, operations, and structure of the bureaux of the War Department changed over time due
to internal pressures and external environmental effects, yet core activities remained and
sometimes were enhanced. Information history.

The Information State
Information management deserves a more prominent place than historians have accorded it in
processes of state formation and indeed led to variances in state forms. Shared features in early
modern governance have to do with the more or less increasing desire of rulers and ministers to
gather information which could be converted into “useful knowledge” for military and policymaking applications. 27 Historian Peter Burke declares that although early modern states “collected
information in order to respond to specific problems or crises,” after 1650 officials made greater
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efforts to collect information that would facilitate “routine practices of government.” Burke’s
28

emphasis trends towards collection sidesteps his more important observation: that ministers
struggled to establish organizations which could gather, convert, store, and utilize information on
an ongoing basis so as to create “routine practices of government.” As John Brewer asserts,
“administrations thrive on routine,” an idea which will inform much of the basis for the analysis
contained herein. 29 Establishing standardized, routinized, information management practices for
clerks in early modern states in turn reinforced the growth of a durable infrastructure to create the
necessary conditions for routine to thrive. In France, the routines of royal government gradually
created an information state in the second half of the seventeenth century.
Information became a tool by which administrators could more fully understand their
duties as well as their capabilities. The challenge lay in the conversion of raw data into useful
knowledge. Daniel Headrick, a historian of technology, insists that although the two concepts
intersect, knowledge represents a set of ideas or facts that have been “internalized and understood,”
that is, to be useful information has to be applied as knowledge. 30 Further, this idea of knowledge,
the nature and form of which varied widely, raises questions as to how and why knowledge became
important to governance. Historian Ann Blair declares: “A new attitude toward seeking out and
stockpiling information was the crucial cause of the information explosion,” and that cultural
factors are behind this attitude. 31 In contrast, Burke cites the advent of statistics and the rise of
“objectivity” as factors behind the general trend for useful knowledge to accumulate, in volume as
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well as in value. However, neither argument is satisfying in the present case because cultural
32

factors were less predominant than political ones in government, nor was this “new attitude”
restricted to intellectual circles. Jacob Soll argues that “the history of information is more complex
than a tension between the public sphere, bourgeois private secrecy, and absolutist states,”
emphasizing that information needs were not restricted to one particular group, nor were they
historically reducible to dichotomous conceptions. 33 Early modern antiquarians such as Gabriel
Naudé and Nicolas-Claude Fabri, Sr. de Peiresc, believed knowledge and learning to be important
to state sovereignty for both legal and political reasons. 34 Royal administrators demonstrated high
levels of information conversion skills, but the information they collected was intended to address
narrowly defined goals. Venice had pioneered the use of cadastral surveys and expert supervision
for forest management, but Louis XIV’s ministers adopted these techniques for a variety of
resource management needs. 35 Even so, the responses were directed only to those specific needs.
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Processes of information management and knowledge extraction became increasingly
linked to state power. For a number of scholars, including Michel Foucault, these processes relate
to systematic efforts by the state to control its subjects or citizens. 36 Foucault predicated his
theories of gouvernementalité, the active employment of information in pursuit of state control of
its population, upon the notion that a centralizing sovereign state would seek to accumulate,
safeguard, and utilize its knowledge in the interests of increasing that control. However, such a
restricted view of the goals of information-based power ignore other outcomes, as information
could also be employed to benefit the population, for example, to create a system of march orders
and étapes to relieve what John Lynn refers to as a “tax of violence.” 37 Further, creating a
“surveillance state” was a long and historically contingent process. Early modern polities seem to
have been more concerned with processes through which knowledge is converted into government
power, such as deliberation and negotiation for policy making. Such conversions generally
depended upon secrecy. In Venice, control of language and the flow of information between
council members to elaborate, illuminate, and create policy was vital. Inquisitors who dealt with
conspiracy faced similar challenges. 38 Secrecy was a fluid concept.
Understanding the tensions between the exchange and the safeguarding of information
were essential in the creation of the information state. Silence and control in early modern polities
were ideals, almost dysfunctional: “every administration creates friction in its attempt to impose
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order and structure on the entropic enterprise of collaborative human endeavor.” Secrecy was as
39

much about controlling perceptions as it was about guarding knowledge and administrators sought
information management tools that would enhance their ability to both safeguard knowledge but
also to govern, that is, to employ it effectively. 40 Even so, processes to restrict access could only
work to a limited degree in early modern information states. While some information remained
secret, some had to be disclosed to those who applied it.

Information Management Systems
Historical methodologies based on information objects and practices with respect to early modern
French administration are able to demonstrate how knowledge workers actively gave order and
form to that information. 41 The creation of information-based networks which could be adapted in
response to internal needs or external shocks resulted from the explosion of information which
accompanied Louis XIV’s dynastic wars, significantly affecting processes of state development.
Information history methods are thus useful for examining the context in which information was
created, converted, and conserved. 42 Such approaches to studying administrative change and
governance have been successfully employed by historians such as John Brewer, Edward Higgs,
and Eric Ash, who study early modern English finances and administration. Brewer’s detailed
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examination of the growth of administrative apparatuses in tandem with tax collection yields new
insights into administrative developments, in particular for the growth or defined administrative
structures. 43 Higgs seeks to explain how information gathering by the state shifted from a local to
a centralized perspective and the resulting effect on power relations. 44 Ash examines “expertise”
and its value through the lens of the English navy at the time of the Armada, an “enormous
undertaking, requiring a massive, centralized coordination of personnel and material resources.” 45
Historians of Venice Filippo de Vivo and Karl Appuhn have examined the interplay between
political change, methods of state security, and the flow of information. 46 Although these
approaches consider aspects of state political, diplomatic, and internal development, none of them
directly examine the organization and prosecution of warfare.
Information management systems are structured by their knowledge workers and by the
information which these workers gather and utilize. My approach to analyzing information
management practices from the perspective of war and military administration relies on the
conceptual model of an information ecosystem to describe the War Department’s information
networks and their characteristics. James Cortada has developed the concept of an “information
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ecosystem” in his historical study of the Spanish diplomatic corps, defining it as a “body of
information which circulates within some institution or group of individuals who communicate
frequently with each other.” 47 Cortada’s conceptualization provides a useful model for examining
the War Department premier commis and their bureaux as conduits and managers of information—
gathering, summarizing, analyzing, and transmitting—as well as studying their actions and
decisions in utilizing that information. Increased professionalization and specialization in their
roles gave permanence to the system. 48 The nature of the information and its transmission, passing
through work processes within a large organization-based network, both affect and are affected by
organizational change within that network. In addition, agents within the system made conscious
determinations of the need for information, when it should be gathered, how it should be
summarized, and how it should be protected. We can more fully understand processes of
organizational development specific to the structure and operations of the information ecosystem
by examining not only how information was manipulated, but how actors perceived its value.
A second analytic concept that I will use in analyzing the premier commis and information
practices is that of information flows, which focuses on the patterns of information circulation.
Information flows within any governmental system respond to both specific needs and to broader
demands to generate capacity for information transmission. Brian Larkin asserts that information
cannot circulate apart from the media on which it is encoded and the “means of storage and
dissemination are not neutral vehicles simply transmitting data, but actively shape the information
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Paul Edwards similarly refers to information flows as part of a “knowledge

infrastructure.” 50 These ideas are useful in analyzing the premier commis and their actions because
they permit us to move beyond theories of bureaucracy and formal state structures, theories that
reinforce conventional modernizing narratives of institutional state development and largely
ignore fluid processes of administrative power in early modern governance. Whereas theories of
bureaucracy presume direct linkages to governance systems, an information ecosystem model
allows the study of any type of social grouping with at least a semi-formal structure. The War
Department network itself was composed of many informal subsidiary networks, and its agents, in
their information circulation capacities, interacted with many networks within and outside the
royal state. An “information organization/ ecosystem” framework in tandem with an examination
of both the actors and the information flow processes they utilized provides a broader framework
for developing historical conclusions around governance and changes in administrative power.

Archives and Information Classification in the Information State
The early modern French information state relied on new methods of classifying and preserving
military information. The correspondence of the premier commis and their colleagues in the War
Department included an assortment of attachments. Numerous attachments were long ago
separated from their accompanying letters, particularly maps and plans, resulting in an incomplete
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view of bureau work. However, letters in many of the registers still contain or at least list them.
Attachments included news reports, intelligence information, planning mémoires, geographic
descriptions, fortification progress reports, contributions accounting, forage results, arsenal
inventories, lists of wounded and killed officers, counts of sick and hospitalized soldiers, amounts
of powder and grain bought, milled, or transported, lists of prisoners, lists of cows and tourbes de
chauffage, and reports of revenues, costs and expenses. 51
The premier commis cataloged, inventoried, analyzed, and categorized hundreds of
thousands of the documents flowing through the information arteries of the War Department. Yet,
many of the documents produced by the premier commis and their colleagues were presumably
intended for immediate use and therefore probably barely survived their initial use. Nonetheless,
within their bureaux, the premier commis retained many of the important information pieces, even
if a substantial amount of the documents that flowed through the ecosystem were ephemeral. The
premier commis used marginalia such as “garder” or “cote et garder” on a significant number of
documents, giving clues as to the relative importance of specific information items. 52 The premier
commis and commis applied routine departmental practices to collect, evaluate, use, and store
needed information. As these chapters will demonstrate, information also became more detailed,
thus generating useful knowledge which influenced War Department decision-making.
Visual and textual descriptions are equally important pieces of evidence in recreating
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information systems used within the bureaux. Cartography and engineering drawings of particular
places provided a level of understanding that conveyed a functional clarity to the user not possible
from texts alone. The maréchaux des logis and engineers in the War Department served these
purposes well: map making and plans that consisting of “direct observation and accumulated
information,” yielded information through processes by which the king could “better understand
and manage his affairs.” 53 Such visuals provided the knowledge necessary for royal administrators
to impose themselves on conquered lands, and it offered a panoptic view of the kingdom.
Production of visuals was a process well suited to a process of conquest. As Cornette reminds us,
statistics were invaluable in “understanding” the kingdom but geographic pieces were just as
important. Maps and learning went hand-in-hand. He discerns a significant concurrence of numeric
and cartographic approaches to territory in the seventeenth century, where statistical knowledge
of provinces and evaluations of people—“as taxable inhabitants and potential soldiers—was
inseparable from the process of the definition of sovereignty as personified by the prince.” 54 The
War Department, with the king in his councils, required information for decisions involving
everything from campaign plans to fortification repairs.
By the late 1680s the systematic collection and processing of so much paper within the
central War Department had created a need to better organize and manage it. 55 In 1688 Louvois
appointed François d’Arbon de Bellou, one of his relatives and a premier commis, to begin the
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process of organizing an archival bureau, the Dépôt de la guerre. Bellou was a sensible choice
56

for this post because of his extensive experience as head of the department’s secretariat, where his
duties involved drafting outgoing correspondence as well as distributing incoming information.
He had intimate knowledge of communication flows within the department’s information
ecosystem. Bellou began to collect and organize papers in the Dépôt, and eventually established a
centralized home for the young archive in the Hôtel des Invalides in 1701. The salient feature of
this transition to an “official state archive” is the gradual shift in the ownership of documents from
private individuals to ownership by the state. The result was often a subjective system of
organization and tangled arrangement: in the case of the Dépôt, much of the information stored
was purposed by practical but inconsistent records retention rules, yet was shaped by the royal
government’s expanding information needs and purposeful attempts to gain ownership. Studying
this transition permits historians to gain a clearer understanding of how early modern
administrators conceived of “information” and how they applied informal and changing policies
for gathering and utilizing stored documents. The formative years of this military archive afford
an interesting case for illustrating how state actors “know,” that is, how they preserve and secure
access to information, thereby participating in the creation of an early modern “information state.”
Any analysis of the classification and archiving information flows begins with a need to
interpret the massive collections of documents that have survived from Louis XIV’s military
administration. One of the principal purposes of this analysis is to engage more fundamentally
with debates on the reasons why civilian administration begins to assume a new character under
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the pressures of army growth. In the vast array of visual and textual sources available for this study,
I uncovered a wide variety of information types and styles with which the premier commis and
others worked. The primary source manuscript and printed sources for the civilian administration
of the army are mostly contained within the Archives de la guerre, Archives nationales de France,
and the Bibliothèque nationale de France. The collections not only of correspondence but the
diverse quotidian output of different hands permits a close evaluation of how workers performed
their jobs and how the government made decisions. Importantly, the variety provided a framework
from which to reconsider governance processes in an interdisciplinary light. The documents
conserved within the archives are the reflections and mirrors into both the live of the information
workers and their efforts to manage information.
Examining the premier commis as archival “information workers” rather than simply
members of the War Department or social participants in patron-client networks provides a
different lens through which to understand their significance and agency. Such an evaluation of
information workers and their styles allows a more complete assessment of the accrual of power
because of their ability to convert information into knowledge, thereby establishing a state-based
knowledge infrastructure. 57 Understanding how complex governmental information systems grow
and develop and in what ways, as well as how they affect change beyond their own ecosystems,
depends upon situational factors but also upon the purposes to which they are directed, permitting
us to better comprehend later eighteenth-century developments. 58 Historians are also discovering
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that warfare was a primary means whereby royal state organizations created knowledge workers
who could address information flows. 59 To more fully appreciate governance processes historians
are also seeking evidence of work processes and worker professionalization, including the work
of public officials, “who among others,” according to Cortada, “represent the quintessential
knowledge workers in almost any century.” 60 Increasing information complexity within any
institution can over time result in increasing levels of both worker professionalization and related
processes of specialization, and the underlying processes associated with such a transformation are
crucial to understanding the development of the information state.

War, Information, and the Royal State
Interpreting the premier commis and the rise of the early modern French information state requires
addressing three related historiographical debates on the Rise of Absolutism, the Military
Revolution, and the Nature of Bureaucracy. Historians have long posited the emergence of
“absolute monarchies” during the seventeenth century, especially citing the case of Louis XIV’s
France. But, numerous critics have questioned the very existence of “absolutism” over the past
several decades. 61 In France, the relationship between powerful families, provincial elites, and the
king had a profound effect on evolving administrative practices of whether the royal government
was “absolutist” or not. 62 Meanwhile, the Military Revolution Debate has examined the
59
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relationships between military technologies, tactical systems, army growth, and state development
in the early modern period. 63 While some historians argue that state development resulted from
growing extraction of revenue, others argue that army growth was closely connected to state
modernization. 64 French army administration figures prominently in the hotly disputed debates
over definitions of a Military Revolution. A third historiographical debate over the Nature of
Bureaucracy has attempted to define administrative structures, information systems, and
bureaucratic forms within early modern states. 65 Rulers such as Louis XIV clearly sought
additional sources of information about their kingdoms in order to assert control or to better
manage state finances, and historians have sought to understand the methods used to generate and
control information. 66 This dissertation will contribute to these disparate historiographical debates
by analyzing the premier commis, their networks, and their ostensibly bureaucratic practices as the
French military administration gradually developed during Louis XIV’s reign. The information
ecosystem of the War Department became a crucial component of the information state by the
early eighteenth century, transforming early modern French governance.
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French Absolutism and State Development
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“Absolutism” as both a concept of the practice of governance and a methodological framework for
evaluating early modern developments has proven to be problematic for understanding early
modern France and Louis XIV’s reign in particular. William Beik offered a sustained criticism of
absolutism under Louis XIV, significantly revising older models of the “absolutist state.” 67
Subsequent historical studies of royal administration chipped away at the king’s ostensibly
“absolute” powers, so that by the 1990s the façade of absolutism as a frame of reference for the
unlimited power of the king had been demolished. More recent historiography has focused on two
narrow aspects of governance related to the nature of social collaboration and centered on the
causes of collaboration, whether due to common interests, required by necessity, or lately the
relative bargaining power of provincial elites. In the wake of William Beik’s groundbreaking
analysis, realignment of the model of social collaboration between the provincial nobility, local
officials, and the royal court has received significant attention, to the point where some historians
contest the concept of absolutism itself. 68 John Hurt declares: “Few historians today believe that
there was anything very ‘absolute’ about what was once reflexively called the absolute
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Historian Sara Chapman examines the dynamics between powerful provincial

families, patron-client ties, and personal alliances to demonstrate that noble decisions were based
both on increasing family power as well as serving the state. 70 Related studies examine the
intricacy of governance relationships between royal and local elites, but have generally focused on
ministers and senior administrators. 71 These studies offer only nominal discussion of the everyday
influence of mid-level administrators and royal officials.
Prior notions about the relentless march of the “absolutist” French state were predicated on
apparent “modernization” by the Cardinals Richelieu and Mazarin, who served as first ministers
during the reign of Louis XIII and the minority of Louis XIV. 72 However, the Cardinals did not
set royal French government on the inexorable path to a modern nation-state, as French absolutist
historiography had long claimed. Parrott argues that Louis XIII was no absolutist king and
Richelieu was far from a foresighted strategic planner. On the contrary, the first minister worked
within the confines of factional court politics and moved cautiously, if not conservatively. 73 Only
after the imposition of personal rule by Louis XIV did a significant shift in strategies of governance
take place. Thierry Sarmant and Mathieu Stoll perceive a fundamental change in the nature of
ministerial relations between the Cardinals and Louis XIV’s ministers, emphasizing that “this
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small and cohesive group maintained and developed a culture of shared government, where the
work of the bureau held a central place.” French royal administration under Louis XIV was a
“baroque but not static state,” where the new “minister was first a man of the office,” not a courtier
but an administrator. 74 This concept of the French state as “baroque” was first raised by Peter
Campbell who declared that a “baroque state” was a “socio-political entity, whose structures were
interwoven with society” and whose power processes “operated in ways that, although anchored
to the past, corresponded to the distinctive characteristics of the age.” 75 This approach therefore
fundamentally questions the “absolutist” or “modern” nature of seventeenth-century states, even
if the king himself selected ministers to manage the major functions of government.
The limits of absolutism within Louis XIV’s government also meant that provincial royal
administrators had to work with local networks of collaborators at all levels to accomplish their
work. Indeed, processes of collaboration and change in royal governance are seen by historians
such as Nicolas Henshall as a continuity of the policies of the Valois and Bourbon kings rather
than a radical departure under Louis XIV. 76 Yet James Collins, following Campbell and Sarmant,
has argued that a theoretical notion of “absolute power” was not what was transformed during
Louis XIV’s reign, it was the system of governance, from “monarchal commonwealth to a
monarchical state.” 77 Subordinate administrators were full and active participants in these
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processes but historians have yet to fully evaluate processes of rule shaped through ordinary
means. Colette Brossault argues that an intendant’s authority was absolute, in certain ways, yet
they needed to manage local concerns by delegating agents for many tasks. Indeed, “the intendant
had to quickly surround himself with an administrative team.”
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have provided only a partial view of state centralization in early modern France, dealing only
marginally with the power of lesser court functionaries within royal bureaux and in provincial
networks. Historians John Rule and Ben Trotter observe that despite recent historiography on
ministerial structures and processes of early modern royal governance, we know little of the dayto-day operation of power within royal ministries, nor do we have many studies of the exercise of
power by secrétaires or commis within the ministries themselves—a significant gap in analysis. 79
Increasingly, the logistical needs of a growing French army required Le Tellier to appoint
salaried workers over its nascent administrative apparatus. Because of changes implemented by
the Le Tellier, military administration fell chiefly under civilian control. Guy Rowlands makes
strong arguments about the impotence of civilian regulation of the army based on noble
predominance, but in doing so he conflates control by officers over the command structure with
control over the entire military system. 80 Rowlands and Baxter also assert that the existence of
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self-interest and hierarchical deference meant that the power exerted by civilian administrators
remained muted. 81 Such generalizations fail in any examination of the entire organization and its
operations. Rowlands declares that his analysis “examines the civilian agents working for the War
Ministry, both those toiling in the central bureaux at Paris and the Court, and those administering
logistical matters out in the field.” Yet he devotes only one abbreviated chapter of thirty pages to
civilian administrators, and only four pages to the bureaux commis, in which he concludes that
these officials were essentially powerless outside the realm of mundane logistical matters. 82 Le
Tellier and Louvois undertook tremendous efforts to establish administrative structures and expand
information management networks to enhance their control over information. While the War
Department grew up under a prevailing social system of patron-client relationships, it became
more structurally responsive to the growth in information needs. This stands in sharp contrast to
Rowlands’s arguments about the power exerted by noble officers, who controlled troop
movements and military operations by field armies. Despite his contentions, operational control
was in some ways less important than the underlying methods that made it possible to actually
wage war. As we will explore, the civilian network of the War Department was arguably the most
extensive and potent state organization during Louis XIV’s reign, with power accruing through
urgencies of administration and the resulting efforts to gather useful information.
In addition, past historiographies involving the ostensible primacy of war finances have
provided only a partial view of state centralization processes in early modern France. Historians
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evaluating the interplay of war and finance in early modern state development have argued in
particular that extraction of financial resources was central to the process. A set of emerging late
seventeenth-century systems of war finance based on direct taxation became more and more
crucial to paying for larger armies. 83 historian Charles Tilly has asserted, and other historians have
qualified only in limited ways, that finance was a vital factor in changes in governance, creating
systems leading to the formation of nation-states despite the potential for divergence in methods.
Richard Bonney goes further, arguing that fiscal power served as a necessary precondition for
modern state development. 84 Joël Cornette discerns that in this alteration, two pillars of the modern
state—taxes and the army—were justified one by the other. As a consequence, rulers required
administration for extraction. 85 Yet these arguments ignore the rapid growth of administrative and
logistical systems within early modern governments, including France.
As technology changed and as army size increased, early modern rulers found themselves
with ever more acute financial strains. Following the work of I.A.A. Thompson, Tilly explored indepth a line of inquiry into the relationship between capital and control, but also detected that “the
struggle over the means of war produced state structures that no one had planned to create, or even
particularly desired” and that these “bureaucracies developed their own interests and power
bases.” 86 States thus began, in Hamish Scott’s words, to “adopt more interventionist policies and
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to seek to extract more and more resources from their subjects,” efforts which resulted in the
largely unintended consequence of expanded administrative infrastructures. 87 Although he does
not perceive processes of state finance in this light, Christopher Storrs does contend that increasing
sophistication of armies “required the elaboration of more complex administrative structures and,
of course, money to pay the troops and the suppliers.” 88 The creation of these administrative
structures, a prominent result of changes in systems of financial extraction, has received only
tangential attention in these studies.
The relationship between resource extraction and the prosecution of war as an outgrowth
of state development is a crucial component for a “fiscal-military” view of state development.
However, Tilly has also affirmed that war drove finance, not the other way around. 89 As historian
Jean-Philippe Cénat argues for the French case: “War effectively made the [War] secretariat,
which not only absorbed the majority of the royal state budget, but also constantly aroused the
attention of the king, for whom nothing was more important than his military glory and his place
among the great European powers.” 90 In other words, resource extraction was not an end in and of
itself; the processes of extraction were intended to serve the purposes of war. Financial extraction
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was ancillary to the management of war, serving to sustain and not to define its prosecution. In the
interaction between financial extraction and prosecution of war, it was the civilian managers, the
premier commis, who provided the information needed in support of army management.

The Military Revolution and Early Modern French Army Administration
This study of the premier commis and the French War Department responds to some of the crucial
issues of the Military Revolution Debate. 91 In particular, a debate has emerged over patterns of
French army growth and its significance during the wars of Louis XIV. 92 Brian Downing believes
that the urgency of warfare, not the advent of better weaponry, motivated the French king to extract
ever more personnel and other resources, resulting in “the rise of a military-bureaucratic form of
government.” 93 David Parrott argues that before 1660 “the growth in the size of armies was not
necessarily either a product or a cause of administrative or financial developments in the state.”
Jeremy Black goes further, reducing army growth and warfare as “causes of political change and
instead reduces them to mere effects.” 94 Black’s arguments miss the causal interplay that began in
the 1660s, at a time when commissaires took on more and more importance for administration.95
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Nevertheless, increases in the size of the French army resulted in fundamental alterations to
supporting administrative systems. John Lynn reasons that the army’s contribution to state building
resulted more from intimidation rather than overt violence but in any case was external to civilian
governance. Lynn emphasizes that the changes in army size resulted in more gradual reform during
the seventeenth century, rather than an urgent military revolution. 96 In addition, both Lynn and
Rowlands reject the theory of army growth as a driver of “modern” state development. The former
argues that army growth in some ways actually worked against improvements in royal
administration because of its salience as an entity of royal control. 97 The latter explicitly rejects
modernization by arguing that the French state was shaped by dynastic tensions involving family
rivalries, demands of duty and valor, and “by the need to find money to fight wars.” 98 Both
arguments discount the expanding administrative responsibilities of the premier commis.
Certainly the French army did not immediately achieve logistical improvements because
of the efforts of Le Tellier and Louvois, a debate within which historians differ mostly on timing.
Parrott argues cogently that under Richelieu and Mazarin, little more than guidelines existed for
maintaining the army: “the central coordination of supplies remained skeletal; the main burden
rested … with provincial officials.” 99 Parrott believes these efforts were problematic and that
disorganization and disorder within logistical support structures lasted some years into Louvois’s
administration. Lynn observes that French armies marching from the interior to campaigns on the
frontier exacted a “tax of violence” on their own people, one of many types of disorders created
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by logistical and administrative inadequacies which the Le Tellier set out to address through
central coordination and planning, aspects that Lynn does not pursue. 100 In addition, much of the
ongoing work of the bureaux was towards managing the information necessary to feed, pay, and
clothe soldiers, as well as to establish military hospital facilities. Lynn observes that the army was
a different entity by 1690—training, uniforms, discipline, and arms had all changed, something
with which Rowlands agrees. 101 In contrast, each historian discerns differences in relative power
relationships. While Lynn emphasizes centralization, considering for example the relative and
increasingly important role of intendants and commissaires, Rowlands perceives a weakening of
central power after the death of Louvois. For Rowlands, field administrators were subservient to
officers who as nobles continued to assert their relative power over them. Sarmant and Stoll adopt
a middle position, arguing that despite setbacks, Le Tellier worked to bring a measure of order and
even standardization to army ranks. 102 An increase in influence occurred gradually but unevenly.
Debates concerning the nature of French army administration also center on whether Le
Tellier and Louvois were modernizers or self-interested aggrandizers. Although logistical
management of the army shifted after Michel Le Tellier took up the post of secrétaire, fundamental
changes had to wait until Louis XIV assumed personal rule in 1661. Parrott insists that while Le
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Tellier was able to increase the relative power of field administrators, these civilians were
restricted in their ability to affect substantial change. 103 Even so, administrators were able to
influence officer behavior. The efforts of Louvois and the premier commis were often directed
towards getting officers to effectively manage their regiments. According to Drévillon, maréchal
Catinat served well in this capacity, able to effectively manage both men and his army’s budget.104
Such efforts required better information coordination as well as more staff. Bernard Barbiche
refers to the structuring of the War Department as a process: the prominence of war and the army
under Louis XIV resulted in the rise of “the secrétaire and his services to a preeminent position”
at the Court, partly evidenced by the rising number of bureau staff. 105 This dominant position
permitted the marquis de Louvois, Michel Le Tellier’s son, to manage and partially control the
increasing volume of information to which the king had access. For historians Joël Félix and Frank
Tallett, information flows are a key indicator of change and they assert that a “burgeoning
administrative correspondence reflected the expanded numbers of civilian administrators
answering to the war office … who undertook a wider range of responsibilities than ever
before.” 106 The secrétaire and his subordinates undoubtedly sought to maintain their position of
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power with the king, but other motivations were also at work. Historical research has not as yet
revealed the full roles played by the premier commis with respect to power relations and the
increasing amounts of information and analysis they managed beyond routine matters such as the
payment and provisioning of troops.
In a similar manner, historical research has also largely neglected the importance of visual
sources as information management devices. The primacy of positional warfare required gathering
significant amounts of information, from engineering plans to three-dimensional models. Historian
Yann Brousse cogently observes that the secrétaire recognized that late seventeenth-century
methods of warfare raised knowledge and information to predominance. 107 The winner of this style
of war would know more and, vitally, more of the right things about the enemy than the enemy
knew of him. War was to be conducted using timely, precise, and verifiable information. Cénat
has refined this notion of war as “risk management” into a wider thesis that Louisquatorzian war
involved meticulous preparation and the perfection of logistical planning and organization. 108
Cénat argues that “Louis XIV more than his rivals sought to make war into a type of rational
science and less subject to the fate of combat,” and that he “was particularly obsessed with the
complete safety of his kingdom.” 109 This concern for managing military actions and the risks of
war infers that scientific and technical knowledge came to be increasingly valued. Military
planners and officials slowly adopted practical principles and theories, sometimes tried and tested
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by others but mainly based on personal experience, which led to a developing “science” of
warfare. 110 Efforts to pursue positional warfare required expanding information networks to
supply the bureaux with both visual and textual documentation in order to “know” and to plan.
A rising need to collect, process, and employ information with which to manage not only
the military transformation of the army, but also risk in warfare, was undoubtedly a crucial factor
in the growth of administration. As war moved to the frontiers, an information-rich aspect of army
logistics arose around the process of collecting contributions in occupied territory to pay for the
maintenance of the army. Both Rowlands and Lynn focus primarily on a discussion of the
contributions collection figures themselves rather than how administrator negotiated, calculated or
collected contributions. 111 Despite the obvious implications for the creation of state “knowledge”
databases, Rowlands concludes more generally that because of the venal nature of the officer corps,
the patron-client structure of the Le Tellier administration, and the relative impotence of appointed
civilian administrators, the army seems not to have participated in state modernization in any but
a cursory manner. 112 Although his arguments run true if one examines administration through a
social hierarchy lens, such conclusions ignore the underlying changes discussed above. Indeed,
Brousse argues cogently that “a personality so voracious for information [and] associated with
three simultaneous charges [Guerre, Bâtiments, Postes],” enabled Louvois to accomplish many of
his goals. 113 Although Brousse restricts his analysis to intelligence gathering systems, his
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argument suggests that the entire administrative system, to date inadequately studied, was more
robust than historians of the latter part of Louis’s reign have conjectured. Lynn declares that after
Louvois’s death, his system started to unravel and that larger armies in the latter part of the reign
put tremendous burden on the system of logistics. 114 The burden undoubtedly also affected the
flow of information. Yet a closer examination of these flows will also reveal why the system set
up by Louvois remained resilient even under great strain.
The debates and arguments advanced by these historians of Louis XIV’s military reveal
that certain foundational elements of transformation, elements grounded in information transfer,
remain largely unexplored. Historians generally give little nod to underlying changes in the staff,
structure, and work of the bureaux in regards to administration and reporting. Although Lynn
downplays the ability of the administration to keep up with army growth, he nonetheless declares
that “Le Tellier appreciated the problems posed by larger armies in an era of absolutism and was
able to devise important [organizational] solutions: Louvois possessed the secure royal backing
and the force of character to apply those solutions with vigor.” 115 Despite the implication that
Louvois singlehandedly achieved success, the premier commis were integral to the changes, being
vital to the reduction of corruption. Rowlands asserts that the Le Tellier “insisted on receiving
papers and receipts which inundated the central bureaux of the War Ministry, and in fact generated
the possibility of fraud going undetected amid a mind-boggling array of documents and figures.”
In his view, the administration did not have an effective means of systematically combatting fraud
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ordinances over the [reality of] catch-as-catch-can practices,” a cogent observation. See pp. 68, 598-9.

because so many were unwilling to play the role of auditor.
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Yet, the premier commis were at

least able to organize this deluge and partially reduce the amount of overt fraud.
Despite historians’ efforts to minimize their influence, under the premier commis the
département superseded the ministère in the sense that it took on a durable existence during the
reign. 117 This analysis will demonstrate that after 1661 the situation in France with respect to the
salience of governmental efforts had changed dramatically, as administration became increasingly
complex in character because of army growth and the information demands placed upon the
bureaux. The Le Tellier family set about creating processes to achieve a goal of a more centralized
system through which the government could more effectively manage and control the military.
Certainly the efforts of the family to impose civilian control over the military did not achieve
“complete centralization” as Louis André proposed in an earlier analysis. 118 However, the opposite
is also not the case. Rowlands and Parrott have both discerned an impotent and largely irrelevant
War Department during the early years of Louis’s reign and, in Rowland’s case, into the 1690s,
yet during the same time period the army became more effectively managed. 119 Drévillon
discusses royal magnanimity towards officers for the purposes of equipping their units helped to
maintain officer expenditures but does not fully address the War Department’s efforts to help
alleviate the financial and material problems of regimental maintenance, including monetary
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grants provided for just such purposes.
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Parrott sees substantial changes after 1661: the army

became better organized, equipped, managed, funded, fed, and lodged because Louis XIV rejected
the ways of the cardinal-ministers. 121 The bureaux and staff were foundational to this effort.

The Nature of Early Modern Bureaucracy
This study reconsiders debates over the nature of bureaucracy in seventeenth-century France.
Examining closely the work of the premier commis reveals the inadequacies of Weberian notions
of fixed administrative structures, as well as functionalist views of the state. Early modern changes
in systems of governance are more profitably centering on information and role in governance.
Recent historians have rejected Weber’s narrowly constructed conception of bureaucratic
organizations. Nevertheless, historians of early modern state development continue to debate the
definition of the term “bureaucracy,” utilizing various arguments and theories of state
development. 122 Thierry Sarmant observes that Louis XIV’s government “evidently does not
fulfill all the criteria enumerated by Max Weber,” but concludes that certain underlying
bureaucratic processes did exist.123 The ministers and the clerks came and went, he points out,
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while their “bureaux and papers remained.” He asserts that rather than the “will of the king and
ministers, it was time that created the [early modern] bureaucratic state,” emphasizing again that
quotidian work has power. Rule and Trotter agree, pronouncing that “a bureaucracy is not a
machine but an organization animated by people.” 124 Louis XIV’s concentration of many
administrative units to semi-permanent office spaces at the château de Versailles in the 1680s
seems to have accelerated this transformation. 125 Despite the continued itinerant nature of the
Bourbon court, ministers and royal administrators established permanent bureaux within the
château de Versailles where they could work and also interact with their counterparts in other
administrative departments. The bureaux provided important sites for bureaucratic development,
but office space represented only one aspect of the “information state.”
Historical analysis of early modern bureaucratic development is now receiving meaningful
attention through evaluations of administrative changes in governance. Historians have begun to
identify the difficulties and have attempted to address them. Jan Glete’s notion of groups as rational
users of resources which spread the work of “knowing” allows us to analyze organizations “as
social ‘containers’ of technical and administrative competencies which otherwise would not exist.”
They are created to carry out specific tasks related to “knowing,” an idea for which he provides
only a marginal evaluation of the role of information. 126 Barbiche discusses the rising power of
the commis as one of a number of new groups necessary to not only “arbitrate and judge, but to
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Sarmant observes that the routine of office work and the longevity of workers

performing it were important sources of a rising administration model. 128 Even so, the early
modern state grew because of the daily work processes occurring within administrative bureaux,
not because they were following models of bureaucratic development. The establishment of
relatively fixed office locations, in evidence in France by 1650 and especially after 1683 for the
War Department, contributed to both permanence as well as process. The most important of these
criteria which remains largely unexplored is the routine of office work. As will become clear, the
commis in the War Department bureaux adopted work procedures and practices resulting in an
organization that was not independent of the king but which ensured that he alone would govern.129
State information processes are best understood through knowledge workers and historians
have recently begun to try to better understand both their motivations and their actions. Early
modern conceptions of governance and decision-making are based in the idea that seventeenth
century rulers sought to “know” their kingdoms so as to develop tools for social discipline. 130
Michel Foucault, in his classic theories about the growth of modern state administrative apparatus,
argues: “In reality one has a triangle, sovereignty-discipline-government, which has as its primary
target the population and as its essential mechanism the apparatuses of [internal] security.” 131 The
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process of social discipline, a process whereby the state seeks ever more information for specific
purposes of surveillance, is closely tied to expanded government bureaucracy. However, historians
are beginning to question this narrow and somewhat myopic view of governmental change. Rule
and Trotter, using Peter Burke’s model of patrimonial and bureaucratic systems, assess late reign
French governance using five separate factors along a spectrum of “bureaucratization.” These
include two structural factors (jurisdiction, hierarchy) and three process-oriented factors (training
and testing, professionalization, and documentation). 132 Such a model informs their examination
through broader theories of organizational management. Nevertheless, the model still falls short
in two crucial respects: first, Burke’s process factors are too narrow and should be redefined to
encompass skill acquisition, experiential professional development, and finally formalized rules
and procedures. Second, specialization is only party addressed, something Barbiche stresses when
he states that “it was only under Louvois’s ministry that documents allow [us] to differentiate the
bureaux and to identify their remits … the bureaux were by then clearly specialized.” 133
Information flows are vital to the rise of administrative specialization within government bureaux.
The secrétaire d’État de la guerre began to comprehend that control of both power and
information had its limits, yet at the same time embraced developments which could provide more
detailed knowledge of administration. He aimed to expand the formal and informal information

“One can see here how Foucault’s analysis of government rationality connects up with the ‘micro-physical’
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networks working on behalf of the bureaux. In studying Jesuit networks, Marcus Friedrich believes
that social organizations could make more effective decisions through an in-depth understanding
of local conditions. 134 The historiography of both Colbert and Louvois has touched upon the
relative importance of localized information for both men. Jacob Soll stresses that Colbert’s
tremendous efforts to gather information had produced “something new: a centralized system of
information for international relations and political legitimacy” as well as local knowledge. 135 In
regard to Louvois, Roget Mettam identifies “an almost obsessive desire to gather more and more
information about the problems which faced him,” including localized conditions. 136 Meanwhile,
James B. Collins declares that both men “clearly understood that the first precondition of modern
government is information.” 137 Soll believes that after Colbert’s death Louis XIV’s style of
management led to fragmentation and thus the loss of administrative capabilities. 138 Yet Colbert’s
local information networks in Marine passed to his son, while Bâtiments was taken up by Louvois,
each of whom sustained departmental work in their own ways. Rule and Trotter examine formation
of international intelligence and diplomatic networks for Foreign Affairs Department under the
leadership of Colbert de Torcy, pointing to important developments in clientage and collaboration
asserting that Torcy “sought to centralize power and reshape rational institutions for greater
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Unlike most other historians, Rule and Trotter accord some agency

to the work of those directly involved in managing the collection of localized information, the
bureaux commis. Understanding the structure of their information networks in terms of what was
exchanged and why therefore represents a crucial element of research relative to governance.
After Louvois’s death in 1691 the nascent administration was hard pressed to even maintain
operations, much less accrue added power. Rule and Trotter state that the king’s decision regarding
the “dismemberment of Louvois’s former accumulation of charges,” Barbezieux’s role as the new
War Department secrétaire was to deal strictly with “administrative and logistical matters and with
his department’s domestic administrative duties,” 140 a conclusion that ignores the ongoing support
the bureaux provided as well as control over information flows vital to the operation of the king’s
armies. Rowlands believes the department was rendered almost powerless by the administrative
shifts. 141 The difficulty with these interpretations is that they are based on a narrow and unusual
time period which was more an anomaly than indicative. Indeed, the latter part of the reign was a
period where the administrative structure was tested to the breaking point and yet it survived. The
War Department itself was not dismembered, certainly not core departmental responsibilities, only
ancillary and support functions such as Bâtiments and the artillery service. In addition, neither the
king nor Barbezieux re-structured the department or changed essential functions. The information
network persisted despite changes to individual players and the strains within, or exogenous shocks
to, the system and a process view can qualify prior arguments about permanence and function.
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This dissertation examines the premier commis and their information management practices within
the early modern French War Department as an information ecosystem, emphasizing both
networks and processes. As secrétaires d’État de la Guerre, Le Tellier and Louvois built the
organization over almost sixty years in an ad hoc manner to exert control but also to facilitate the
flow and processing of information. The pressures of information imperatives for military
administration, political change and military technologies created a crisis of control within the
royal government, 142 and because of these pressures the War Department crafted methods to
collect and process information, convert it knowledge, and then to utilize that knowledge to make
decisions. In order to manage these exchanges, the department built an organization which was
durable and relatively stable in both form and function. A patron-client social system paradoxically
contributed to the permanence of staff which in turn led to stability of careers, specialization, and
professionalization of department staff. It also permitted stabilization and formalization of work
rules and expertise within an adaptive centralizing organization.
Part I: The Information Managers examines the premier commis and their efforts to build
and shape the information ecosystem. Chapter One, “Directing the War Department,” is a cultural
analysis of the work of the premier commis who managed the central administrative bureaux of
the War Department and who constituted the central actors of the information state. This chapter
examines the premier commis as information agents who devoted their efforts to administrative
activities in service to the War Department. Relationships, durability, and continuity are major
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themes which we will explore. My research uncovers the increasing continuity among clerks in
the bureaux, less due to protective influences of “entrenched ministerial dynasties” and more
because the secrétaire sought out “knowledgeable and skilled bureaucrats to project the
department’s power.” 143 While the premier commis became procedurally dependent upon the
information flows which underpinned their efforts, their primary goals focused on an ability to pay
and feed soldiers, created the crisis in administration. Continuity of personnel, durability of routine
work processes, and the creation of organizational structure were required to create an information
state. In addition, an evolving “science” of administration meant that premier commis took on a
salient role as central information managers, accruing power to influence despite the scribal nature
of the work. A vital development was the creation in 1688 of the War Department’s state archive,
the Dépôt de la guerre, as a data repository of collective memory. Much of the information stored
in the Dépôt was purposed for practical use. Its organization was shaped by the royal government’s
expanding information needs and by attempts to restrict access to those with a “need to know.”144
Chapter Two, entitled “Networking an Information Ecosystem,” looks beyond the bureaux
to examine actors and communications in the wider information networks. I examine the structure
and operational character of these networks, including agents, communications systems, growth,
and power. The flood of data demands resulted in an increasing need to coordinate collection and
transmission of specific types of information and greatly increased sophistication of interaction.
Demands for information encouraged both increasingly professional and specialized processes in
the central bureaux as well as increased communications. War Department information flows
encouraged the creation of a thick network of communications vectors which emphasized
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An increasing knowledge base at the center, an accretion of power to

the bureaux, resulted from an expanding number of field agents through which the department
could gain a quasi-monopoly on information necessary for royal decisions.
Part II: The Information Explosion uncovers the increasing variety and complexity of the
“little tools of government” that served as artifacts of the information ecosystem, concentrating on
the volume and variety of the actual information objects. 146 Patterns of adoption of increasingly
detailed information formats allows a more in-depth understanding of what tools were deployed,
how much detail they contained, how often they were utilized, and by whom. Chapter Three,
“Managing by the Numbers” examines forms of numeric data, such as reports, lists, accounting
summaries, and inventories, tools which allowed the War Department to maintain its logistical and
administrative support of field armies. The changes over time to these “little tools” demonstrates
that the need for regular and precise reporting led to specialization of practice and regularization
of information transfer. Chapter Four, “Creating Visual Artifacts,” continues the evaluation of
patterns of adoption and use of different information formats by examining visual tools created by
engineers and cartographers. These exchanges of information acquired a precision and level of
quality that would allow more effective planning. Visual representations served as scientific and
engineering information devices that could be applied to practical situations. However, the power
of these representations—maps, profiles, drawings, and models—permitted early modern rulers to
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control territory. Both chapters seek to illustrate the importance of management tools in driving
increasing specialization of expertise, scientification, and, to an extent, bureaucratization.
Part III: Information and its Uses evaluates the outputs of collected and processed
information both in decision-making and in remembrance. Chapter Five, “Decision-making and
the Power of Information,” evaluates the logistics of decision-making in networks, whether to
inform, advise, advocate, or plan. Different types of information featured in decision processes,
but all decisions required precise and up-to-date information. Logistical considerations directly
affected the work of agents in the War Department, and meant that precision and availability of
information were crucial determinates for many decisions, even as these concepts were understood
in problematic ways. Information and how it is organized has tremendous implications for the way
in which it is remembered. The Conclusion examines relationships of information ecosystems,
complexity, and government power within the early modern French government, focusing on
organizational change, production of knowledge, and the creation of institutional memory. The
threads are drawn together to view the ad hoc processes of creating one department within an
“information state,” but one which continued to influence other departments. The building of an
information ecosystem, durable and relatively stable in form and function, led to a continuity and
formalization of personnel and processes within a centralizing government which was at the same
time dependent upon the information itself to project its power.
To understand process and change in the bureaux, we must view the premier commis as a
special community of knowledge workers who, through conscious but reactive efforts, created a
system of state administration that served as a model for Louis XIV’s government 147 and, more
broadly, other European states well into the eighteenth century. They gathered information,
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converting it into useful knowledge, thereby increasing administrative state power and
significantly affecting the work of other participants in the vast early modern French information
networks and then of societal groups. These early modern administrators developed new tools for
data collection, conversion of data into useful knowledge, and strategic planning. During the reign
of Louis XIV, the premier commis developed information management techniques that reshaped
and transformed French governance.
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PART I:
THE INFORMATION MANAGERS

CHAPTER ONE:

52

DIRECTING THE WAR DEPARTMENT

The premier commis within the War Ministry were situated at the heart of the transformation from
“absolutist monarchy” to “absolutist state.” They were one of the vital groups of actors upon which
Louis and his ministers depended to create an information state. During this transformation,
different ministries–Finance, War, Foreign Affairs, and the Navy–took on a more structured
departmental form with a growing number of bureaux headed by premier commis (head clerks).
The War Department was, however, at the center of the transformation. 148 From the 1650s, the
Michel Le Tellier sought not to centralize in the sense of complete control over the details of
warfare but instead pursued ways to address the increasingly complex administrative demands
placed upon it by war. 149 At the Ministry, the secrétaire assigned narrowly focused work tasks
and areas of responsibility to his premier commis with the result that, as André Corvisier observes,
bureaux were “carved out to the size of each individual and the grouping of various matters,” 150
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suggesting that specialization, organizing work tasks based on an individual’s expertise, had rising
importance. This was, however, not the implementation of a strategic design. Thierry Sarmant
argues that the growth of French government in this period “was an evolution of fact; no text
anticipated it, no regulation organized it, no testimony gave it an overall description,” 151 a
characterization that closely aligns with the actual development process.
The structure and operations of the War Department changed gradually and in a manner
reflecting both the need for specialization but also in reaction to demands for information. Because
of a growing French military, Louvois and his father recognized the need to increasingly utilize
trusted family members to carry out the routine demands required for military administration.
Whether strategic or not, information flows were a primary factor in this development. While
steeped in the dominant patron-client system, which served as a stabilizing factor, the premier
commis increasing took more and more responsibility for both creating information management
systems and managing them to achieve the goals of the War Department. As the information needs
of the department changed, the premier commis and their staff became increasingly specialized
and professional. 152 The demands for specialized information grew more acute in the fires of war,
and in response more bureaux were added or expanded. A financial bureau was established within
the secretariat in the 1650s, but was made independent under Pierre Tourmont in 1679 to allow
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Tourmont to utilize his unique talents to manage War Department expenditures.
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Changes in the

complexity of the bureaux, culminating in the creation of the Dépôt de la guerre in 1688 reflected
the growing importance of the premier commis to the evolving organization.
A comprehensive understanding of the nature of the work of the premier commis is not
possible because of the massive volume of information that has not survived. A substantial amount,
of information pieces were retained only for a short time following their use and were later
destroyed or lost, hence providing a distorted idea of the actual volume of materials daily flowing
into and out of the bureaux. Yet hints as to the volume remain: copies of contrôles from the period
in the A4 collection illustrate that the commis in the bureaux daily consumed significant amounts
of paper. 154 The contrôles provided vital information for completing tasks such as arranging winter
quarters. Much tracking took place using master documents, corrections, changes, orders, and note
making. 155 Printed material such as the comte de Chamilly’s August 1672 ordonnance concerning
local commercial activity illustrate the continual efforts of the War Department to manage
provincial life. 156 Passport forms, issued with permission from the Department, were essential to
controlling favorable and eliminating contraband items, especially with respect to shipping
lucrative trade goods that the royal government wanted to sell even during wartime. 157 However,
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most of these items had a quite limited useful life. Once utilized, they could be stored and forgotten,
discarded, destroyed, or even sold. As we will explore, the premier commis adopted information
practices that were expedient for performing their daily work and in doing so, gradually developed
the administrative systems that resulted in an information state.

Information Agents in the War Department
The structure of the bureaux reflected a more territorial logic than a strategic division of
responsibilities with few novel innovations in organization. Nevertheless Michel Le Tellier’s
functional organization structure represented a more formalized and ordered department than its
transient predecessors under the regimes of Richelieu and Mazarin. 158 The successive secrétaires
d’État, the marquis de Louvois and his son, the marquis de Barbezieux, did not radically alter it.
Commis were taken into the department to learn from a patron of the family. Ann Blair explains
that amaneuses, helpers, within the early Republic of Letters functioned as assistants “to help in
reading, summarizing, excerpting, sorting, and indexing, and above all as scribes, taking dictation
and making copies.” 159 Commis acted in the same capacity, but possessed specific information
management skills as compared to Blair’s helpers. They were more than personal secretaries and
assumed specific administrative roles. The most important commis, generally relatives and friends
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of the Le Tellier family, received appointments as premier commis to serve as heads of individual
bureaux. As their time in office lengthened their skills, and therefore their usefulness, increased.
The premier commis slowly became more and more important for managing and maintaining
circulation of information within the department. Over time, their efforts helped to craft an
increasingly formal and structured information ecosystem to support civilian administration.
Methods of learning and training, as well as an increasing need for administrative expertise,
drove the development of specialist functions and responsibilities within the bureaux. Despite the
emphasis on learning, government administrative networks had little in common with scholarly
information networks, which were a direct outgrowth of European intellectual communities. The
contrast between work methods and techniques, correspondent networks, information exchange
circuits, and even purposes exhibit great divergence. Where intellectual circles emphasized sharing
of information predicated on trusted networks of correspondents with generally open access,
government agents sought knowledge in the service of the state and sought to restrict access. 160 In
his evaluation of Colbert’s system of information management, Jacob Soll demonstrated that,
unlike inclusive networks within the Republic of Letters, government administrators and elites
sought to manage information through restricted networks of exchange. Karl Appuhn has revealed
that the Venetian forestry management bureaucracy sought to maintain precise and useful records
within the secrecy of a controlled archive. 161 In addition, much of the learning in government
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circles was experiential as opposed to processes of formal education. Experience could be applied
to solve problems or to meet needs, whereas education supplied theoretical knowledge, a poor
basis for applying practical administrative methods to every day work routines. Whereas both early
modern scholars and government clerks sought to gather, process, manage, utilize, store and
retrieve the information needed for creating useful knowledge, commis sought to monopolize
knowledge to prepare, pre-empt or gain advantage, rather than sharing knowledge to facilitate
learning, becoming in effect arbiters of a more restrictive governmental Republic of Letters.
The positions held by the premier commis in the bureaux allowed them to act as both
conduits and filters to screen information before it passed to either the marquis de Louvois or the
Haut Conseil. The crucial and essential nature of patronage ties within the department, discussed
by Guy Rowlands and Douglass Baxter, permitted these information agents to survive and even
thrive in their careers, despite the significant tensions between civilian and military leaders which
at times impaired civilian administration. Although both historians cogently illustrate that family
and patron-client ties frequently served as a means to gain employment opportunities, that is, as
the oil that lubricated the engine of government staffing, the tensions that they cite did not disrupt
administrative effectiveness as significantly as Rowlands posits. His research is concentrated on
an analysis of intendants and the commissaires de guerre in the field, primarily in the last twenty
years of the reign, yet he largely ignores the operations of the department bureaux under
Louvois. 162 The scope of authority of the premier commis gradually increased because of the
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increasing importance of logistical and operational information that they managed. Further,
although the relative power of individual field administrators varied, several bureaux heads
functioned as direct intermediaries in the flow of information between the court and the army, in
effect serving as filters or conduits. The power and levels of authority which accrued to these royal
administrators were based as much on individual skill and specific work processes as on social
relations, which in turn affected the development of departmental functions and methods.

The Changing Structure of the Bureaux
The way in which the bureaux expanded and assumed a defined structure in later decades allows
a more thorough investigation of the formation of royal administration. The premier commis were
tasked with assisting the minister with implementing control over various logistical matters, for
instance the effort in 1670 to standardize military equipment in infantry regiments. 163 Such efforts,
attempted in the past, represented a new direction for the War Department because they carried
weight. As David Parrott discusses, during the reign of Louis XIII neither Richelieu nor Mazarin
envisioned a strategically structured or oriented civilian military administration. 164 The Le Tellier
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family firmly understood the implications of this lack of structure and made efforts to expand and
organize data collection to better manage logistics as well as military operations. These efforts to
collect more and more information thus resulted in the creation of a gradually more professional
staff, that is, one in which members became specialized and skilled, and a more complex
organizational structure. Similar processes of gradual professionalization were at work in English
administrative structures from 1688 and which began to take on foundational features of
bureaucracy, including salaried rather than venal positions, more or less formal career ladders,
pensions, administrative loyalty, entrance exams and training schemes similar to apprenticeships,
encouraging “an ethos of public duty and private probity.” 165 In France, such private probity was
a relative commodity but certainly the administrative staff exhibited a sense of duty and loyalty to
both the secrétaire d’État and to the department. In addition, commis in the Le Tellier War
Department established linkages, working relationships, with other parts of the royal government
in order to perform their daily tasks, for example paying bills. 166 As this chapter will demonstrate,
bureau commis acted as information coordinators, engaging as needed and at specific times in
observation, research, planning, estimation, cost analysis, networking, and decision-making.
The department began to assume a well-defined structure and hierarchy once the marquis
de Louvois assumed joint leadership with his father in 1667. In the 1650s, after the Fronde, Michel
Le Tellier created the original five bureaux, fluid in structure with overlapping responsibilities.167
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Louis André affirms that the secrétaire distributed specific roles and functions to each chef de
bureau, based on their relative skills resulting in “great order [being] brought to the oversight and
transaction of business,” 168 that is, more formalized structure. The premier commis in turn selected
commis to work under them. Gradually after 1667, Louvois imposed his own management ideas
on the bureaux which he expanded and reorganized to add specialization. 169 By 1680, the essential
business structure that would remain for much of the eighteenth century had become visible and
thereafter grew rapidly in sophistication. Each chef de bureau (head clerk) assumed accountability
for certain activities: different bureau created étapes and routes, processed complaints, issued
benefices, appointments and gages, and authorized payments. 170 According to Jean-Claude Devos
by 1688 there were about twenty-seven commis in Louvois’s ministry, the number and structure
remaining relatively stable through the remainder of the reign. 171 The changes to the organization
structure of the department from the early 1660s through the ministry of Chamillart in the early
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1700s illustrate both expansion as well as an increasing focus on different specializations based in
part on the types of information management needs and methods. 172
Information management needs and methods became central factors behind the changes in
the department, resulting in increasingly detailed demands for information necessary to administer
the logistical and administrative aspects of the army. Structuring and expanding the department
was from a short-term perspective intentional so that Louvois could effectively address the most
crucial information needs, as evidenced by the changes during the Franco-Dutch War. Career paths
within the department, although not a new development, were a logical outgrowth of the gradual
but systematic adoption of a more defined organizational structure. Commis who performed well
for their masters eventually assumed leadership positions. This was the case for those with
prominent family connections such as Saint-Pouanges fils and Darbon de Bellou, but as well as for
those who had demonstrated skills, such as Mathieu Pinsonneau in the secretariat. Bureau roles
gradually became more clearly defined if not specifically bounded. Alistair Black recognizes
observes that this type of change applies to early modern governance generally, as new techniques
of managing information resulting from “improvements in the methods and ‘machinery’ of
collecting and communicating information in organizations and in the way that information and
documents were controlled.” In Black’s view, however, these developments were anything but
planned with a long-term view. Rather, they “emerged in response to the complex tasks” such as
accounting reports, major construction project plans, and fortification cost estimates, as well as the
“operational requirements that confronted the burgeoning government bureaucracies.” 173 Even so,
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Louvois at times demonstrated incredible foresight, as when he created the Dépôt de la guerre to
organize and preserve departmental records.
Increasing army size increased the need for information to manage army movements and
supply. In response, different bureaux assumed responsibility for specific administrative aspects
such as tracking and coordinating payments which fell under control of Tourmont’s bureau.
Gilbert-Colbert de Saint-Pouanges, managed not only officer commissions, troop reviews, and
extracts (summaries), but also materials management and hospital supply. Overtime, the issuance
of officer commissions was transferred to Dufresnoy’s bureau, which also issued edicts,
ordonnances and regulations. During this period, urgencies of administration initiated a reenvisioning of functional organization such that by 1688 the War Department, in Sarmant’s words,
“gradually changed from a diplomatic specialization–by type of acts sent or received–to a
functional specialization” 174 to manage more effectively the diverse information demands. After
Colbert’s death the Bâtiments (royal building) department under Louvois’s leadership adopted this
type of structure, with three specialized bureaux: routes, règlements et commissions, and placets
et contentieux. The Foreign Affairs and Navy departments eventually created similarly specialized
bureaux for administration and financial affairs. Although bureaux staff worked under verbal
procedural rules, once each had assumed a stable structure and absorbed certain primary tasks, by
1710 they developed into their more formalized eighteenth century forms. Sarmant’s analysis,
however, leaves unanswered the question of how change management proceeded, that is, the
reasons why the department adopted certain structural forms and others ignored.
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Longevity is one of two vital elements that stimulated both stability and an expanded durable
structure because longevity in position allowed an office-holder to place their unique stamp on
bureau work procedures and tasks. The longevity of personnel is astonishing but was as much due
to an administrator’s procedural knowledge and effectiveness as due to close family ties. As Sara
Chapman has insisted in the case of another powerful family, the Pontchartrains, “the family’s
increasing confidence in formal political networks of power was tied to the measure of
‘professionalization’ of the personnel and officials who staffed the royal administrative hierarchy.”
Chapman maintains that upon assuming power the Pontchartrains purged neither the Le Tellier
nor Colbert clients from their posts, a salient development for administrative continuity and the
adoption of bureaucratic practices, preferring to “regularize and systematize the departments and
the personnel he oversaw.” 175 The Le Tellier family exhibited this same propensity to retain
expertise based on specialized skills, as seen in Table 1 below. The implications of these practices
are, however, much broader when considering that the structure of the War Department changed
very little under secrétaires d’État Michel Chamillart and Daniel Voisin, both of whom served at
the end of Louis XIV’s reign. 176 Although ministers changed as political alliances changed, the
staff, and particularly the chefs de bureaux, remained. Abel Poitrineau asserts that “from their
stability and their deep knowledge of affairs they derived a particular authority,” 177 but even
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beyond this idea an expertise that made their services essential. Despite the notion that their
authority was narrowly defined, a certain power accrued to those who did the actual work.
Longevity in a particular bureau allowed the office-holder to learn valuable skills and to
gradually refine their experiences to address new challenges. Grants of pensions and incomes
based on length of service reduced the need to seek specific patron favors. 178 Pierre de Tourmont,
the premier commis responsible for financial administration, is an important example. 179 His
career had already been progressing before joining the War Department through his connections
to the Lionne and Pomponne 180 foreign affairs administrations as premier commis des affaires
étrangères. After Pomponne’s disgrace, he offered his services to Louvois and served from 1679
until April 1705, succeeding Le Boistel as premier commis in 1680. His bureau managed all

s.v. « Commis, » par Abel Poitrineau. « Les fluctuations de la politique amènent des changements dans la
personne des ministres, certains of ces employés, dits ‘premier commis’, sont les véritables chefs des bureaux. Ils
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financial affairs and he served as liaison with the military treasury system and supply companies.
Tourmont took on the responsible for the payment of pensions and for interfacing with the royal
Treasury a role which put him in a position of tremendous influence. He was ennobled in 1679,
illustrating the continuity of ancien régime social goals, and soon brought his son Robert Henri
into the bureau to assist him with administrative duties. According to the marquis de Sourches,
both Pierre and his son were above all esteemed for their expertise, and “it was difficult to find
individuals as well educated in an office as detailed and as difficult as this one.” 181 Emmanuel
Pénicaut observes that Tourmont’s detailed knowledge of administration of foreign affairs
“without doubt explains his rapid elevation to the head of the bureau des fonds.” 182 Certainly
Louvois saw that the knowledge he had already gained was an invaluable asset for the War
Department and sought to utilize it.
Expertise, both experiential and educational, provided the second crucial factor necessary
for the development of a defined organization. Promotions to a higher rank still depended at least
partly on power relations rather than on pure merit. According to Sarmant and Stoll, “access to
higher levels of employment came with technical competence gained in the bureaux, but also from
a position of social distinction,” as evidenced by the careers of Saint-Pouange and of Bellou.
However, expertise, hard work and social relationships all combined to make the premier commis
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Table 1
Longevity of Service–Premier Commis and Commis in France, 1630-1750
Premier Commis
Bureau

Name

Timoléon Le Roy
Pierre Carlier
Elie Dufresnoy
Expédition des patentes,
Georges-Hélie Gardien
pouvoirs, règlements,
François Marie
commissions
Pierre de Briquet
Louis Allain
Jacques-Philippe Blondeau
Secrétairerie

Thomas Carpatry
François d’Arbon de Bellou
Mathieu Pinsonneau
Pierre de Briquet (returned )

Jean-Colbert Saint-Pouanges
Gilbert-Colbert Saint-Pouanges
Commission des officiers Claude François Alexandre
des troupes, extraits des Gilbert-François Alexandre
revues, des hôpitaux
Jean-Ancré Esprit
Sr. de Mellot
Nicolas [Le] Peletier
Routes, ordonnances et
règlements

Fonds, des vivres et des
pensions

Rôle des placets et
informations

Giles Charpentier
Hyacinthe-Louis Charpentier de Jossigny
Charles d'Heu
Pierre Michellet de Belairement
Guillaume Pinard
Louis Agogué
Pierre Le Boistel

Pierre de Tourmont
François d'Honneur
Claude Laurent [Laurens]
Pierre Le Roy
Henri Bourdon

Jean Fleury
Didier Fontaine
Paul des Ecots
St. Jacques

Rôle des bénéfices, des Pierre Desmarets de La Renaudière
mois de Mgr. le secrétaire
Gabriel de Laneau, Sr. de La Cossière
d’État
Dépôt de la Guerre

Bureau is unknown

de Lafaye
Pierre Bernard

Esprit Anfossy
Jean-Baptiste Bonot de La Moissette
Charles-François Broutin de Montigny
François-Vincent Le Beuf
Saviniens Rifflé

Service
Start

End

# of
Years

Served as
Premier Commis

early 1630s
1640s
1641
1696
1691
1691
1682
1689

1659
1650s
1698
1715
1742
1707
1728
1740

25+
10+
57
19
51
16
46
51

*

1636
1650s
1670
1701
1680
1689
1687

1663
1701
1701
1742
1705
1724
1722

1640s
1670?
1680
1715

1640
1673
1688
1690
1690
1690

1657?
1679
1700
1688
1692

1670?
1668
1685
1698
1680

1674
1719
1721
1748

1703
1723
1745
1730
1742
1726

1680
1705
1709
1729
1734
??

63
50
57
40
52
36

10+
26
9
41
42

25+

40
26
48
10+

1708

13

1692

1690s?
1681

1748
1726

1686
1690
1678
1676
1676

27
45+
31
41
25
35
35

1708
1711
1746
??

1675

1695

30+
49
41
33

??
1718
1715
1722
1705

66

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

17

*

50+
45

*

*

10+
28
37
46
29

Source: Compiled from SHD, Ya 23, « Bureaux de la guerre, » Ya 26-31, « Dossiers et biographies. » Pénicaut,
« Les commis et premiers commis des bureaux du département de la Guerre …, » 87-130.

Notes to Table 1:
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Notes:
A "*" indicates the individual served at some point as Premier Commis
Only commis who entered by 1700 are listed; only important transfers between bureaux are noted
Jean d’Arbon de Bellou served in various capacities from the 1640s through the 1660s
Pierre Carlier was the borther of Etienne, who served the Le Telliers as an intendant d'armée
Pierre de Briquet left in 1707 to serve as personal secretary to Chamillart's son, returning to War in 1715
According to Pénicaut, Hyacinthe-Louis Charpentier de Jossigny did not enter his bureau until 1680
As of 1688, François d'Arbon de Bellou became head of the Dépôt
According to Pénicaut, La Renaudière's bureau was recombined with the Secretariat by 1708 under Voisin, with
Laneau as its head
Didier Fontaine was Paul des Ecots' uncle
Carpon also served as a commis under Le Roy, but dates are unknown; he was the author of Louvois's
"training mauals" (BNF fonds françaises 4221ff)
The Sr. de Mellot served as Premier Commis of the bureau des habillemens des troupes et de passeports
after it was split off
I suspect the M. de Lafaye entered the Department before 1700, but I cannot locate his dates; he was head
of the Dépôt after Bellou's death in 1719

into subject matter experts for the department. They and their commis gradually became less and
less “men of the minister and more and more of the ministry.” 183 Despite a patron-client social
system which acted to constrain a purely merit-based model of government service, each premier
commis made a lasting mark on administration during their long period of service. 184 Significant
numbers of premier commis and commis served the department for many years during this period
and survived changes in leadership, from grandfather, to father, to son and beyond. Barbezieux,
Chamillart, and Daniel Voisin all retained a majority of the bureau staff and rarely replaced
premier commis except in the case of retirements. Pénicaut reinforces this position when he
declares that “if we retrospectively regard the forty years that separated the beginning of Louvois’s
ministry to the end of that of Voisin, the most striking fact is perhaps the permanence of the names:
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Thierry Sarmant et Mathieu Stoll, Régner et Gouverner: Louis XIV Et Ses Ministres (Librairie Académique
Perrin, 2010), 303-4. « L’accès aux emplois supérieurs vient de la compétence technique acquis dans les bureaux,
mais aussi de la position sociale de départ … ils sont de moins en moins les hommes des ministres et de plus en
plus ceux des ministères »

184

Appendix B is an analysis of longevity of service and tenure, presented visually in terms of the service periods
for the premier commis. Their length of tenure is striking. Appendix D provided relevant biographical data.
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the secrétaires d’État succeed each other but the commis remain.” Indeed, they became “veritable
anchors of civilian administration of the War Department.” 185 Pénicaut however misses a related
development, the situation whereby each of the premier commis, as they left or retired, was
replaced by either a relative or someone else who had worked for them for quite some time.
Expertise seems to have been even more vital a consideration in promotions.
During long periods of service, the premier commis expanded their roles as information
coordinators, not only taking dictation and transcribing, but analyzing and distributing information
in different capacities, to ensure clarity of transmission. Pénicaut’s evaluation of the implications
of long service periods misses another, deeper, implication that longevity had for functional
specialization and organizational change. It had a tremendous effect on both management practices
and administrative processes. The clerical staff members began to act as gatekeepers in their areas
of expertise. For example, Tourmont and his commis periodically summarized details regarding
the accounts of various functionaries, including the engineer and artillery commissaire général
Dumetz. In May 1684, Louvois instructed Tourmont to make a partial payment of Dumetz’s
expenses but also requested him to “examine them and to provide a report on them on my return” 186
in order to settle final payment. In another letter, Louvois instructed him to check with one of the
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Emmanuel Pénicaut, « Les commis et premiers commis des bureaux du département de la Guerre sous Michel
Chamillart, » Annuaire-bulletin de la Société de l'histoire de France (2002): 82. « Si l’on jette un regard
rétrospectif sur les quarante années qui séparent le début du ministère de Louvois de la fin de celui de Voysin, le
fait le plus frappant est peut-être la permanence des noms ; alors que les secrétaires d’État se succédaient, les
commis demeuraient ... véritables chevilles de l’administration civile de la guerre. » Pénicaut’s assembly of
details on sixty-six commis and premier commis in the département de la guerre during 1701 to 1709 was itself a
fascinating process of information gathering. Constructing a ‘history’ of each commis required compiling many
fragmented and disconnected pieces of information within the French archival system. See esp. 85-87.
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SHD A1 713, folio 197, 10 mai 1684 and folio 311, 14 mai 1684; « Je vous envoyé les états ci-joints qu’il m’a été
remis par M. Dumetz afin que vous les examiniez de m’en rendrez compte à mon retour et cependant en
adresserez un ordre pour lequel le trésorier envoie 40000lt à compte de ce qu’il est doit du reste par lesdits états. »
Typically, these types of instructions were issued verbally and not via handwritten notes. On this occasion,
Louvois was travelling. Dumetz’s expenses needed to be summarized and partial payment issued forthwith.
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commis for the supply commissaire François Jacquier to make certain that he had the necessary
money for a particular supply contract. 187 Tourmont acted as a gatekeeper authorizing payments
from treasury personnel, and conceivably could hinder or expedite reimbursement of various
expenses. Other premier commis asserted themselves similarly. In a mémoire, one of the premier
commis, in all probability Charpentier, created a specific schedule of the arrival of regiments under
the Cardinal de Furstemburg’s command at the town of Avenes. The marginal notes on this
mémoire indicate that two copies were to be made and that the compiler needed to produce a
contrôle in order to verify actual rolls on arrival. 188 These types of activities reveal both the
salience of the work of the premier commis and the latitude with which they carried out their duties.
The demands of their positions probably required each of the premier commis to prioritize
their work and closely manage daily bureau activities. Yet attending to rising information needs,
overseeing department work practices, and managing information processes were in many ways
reactive responses to day-to-day work pressures. Bureau tasks and processes remained fluid
throughout this transition period and only gradually became functionally defined by the early
1700s. Each of the bureau began with generally vague responsibilities and this lack of written
organization delineation applied to leadership positions as well, 189 with variation even in titling
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SHD A1 712, folio 492 (577); Louvois à Tourmont, à Roye le 26e avril 1684. « A vo[us]; n____mon si le fils
ay____ du Sr. Jacquier est party pour aller joindre M. le Maréchal de Créquy, et s'il n'est pas party de sçavoir de
luy si il a fait tenir à ses commis l'argent necessaire pour l'execution de son triatté ayant rendu des lettres quelles
m’ordonner lieu de croire qu'ils n'ont pas _____ tout de de luy dont ils ont besoin. »
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SHD A1 851, folio 280 ; « Mémoire des jours que les quatre regiments de M. le Cardinal de Furstemberg qui se
doibvent rendre à Avesnes y arriveront »; juin, 1689. « Que il me mande si grand( ?) il a fait ce contrôle; il aseur
que ces regiments ce par ____ que le 20 de ce mois … »
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See discussion in Emmanuel Pénicaut, « Les commis et premiers commis des bureaux du département de la
Guerre sous Michel Chamillart, » Annuaire-bulletin de la Société de l'histoire de France (2002): 83 and fn22.
Pénicaut’s research underscores the fluidity of terms until the 1740s. His comment about the more rigorous use of
titling in the département des affaires étrangères is telling.

and the use of either principal or premier commis.
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Their expertise and knowledge rather than

written guidelines determined their actual responsibilities. For example because of skills in coding
dispatches, Dufresnoy’s bureau assumed the responsibility for the chiffrage, coding and decoding,
of the secrétaire’s correspondence in addition to their “official” responsibilities for managed all
the drafting and dispatch of rules, regulations and ordonnances. 191 A crucial quality which made
the difference between a simple commis and a premier commis was not only their education and
training but their administrative competence, that is, how they applied their training as information
managers with networked links to field administrators and other departments.

Jean-Claude Devos, Samuel Gibiat et Pierre Waksman, Inventaire Des Archives de La Guerre : Sous-Série Ya :
Archives Administratives Du Département de La Guerre, XVIIe-XVIIIe Siècles, Publications Du Service
Historique de l’Armée de Terre (Vincennes, 2003), 8-9, fn32. Devos and his colleagues stress that “until the years
around 1730-1740, the premier commis were often called ‘premier commis des bureaux de la Guerre’ or the
‘premier commis de M. d’Angervilliers’, without any clear designation of the bureaux which they headed. « De
fait, jusqu’aux alentours de la période 1730-1740, les premiers commis étaient souvent appelés « premier commis
des bureaux de la Guerre » ou « premier commis de M. d’Angervilliers », sans que le bureau dont ils avaient la
direction fût clairement désigné. » Devos also maintains that “a mémoire concerning the bureaux de la Guerre
delivered by maréchal de Villars to the Regent and dated 11 March 1716 nevertheless demonstrates a distinction
between ‘chef de bureau’ (or principal commis) and premier commis, at this date. In view of their treatment, the
premier commis (correspondence, routes, Invalides…) are in all probability former commis much in the details,
several of whom became ‘chefs de bureau’ thereafter.” See page 9, fn34: « Un mémoire relatif aux bureaux de la
Guerre remis par le maréchal de Villars au Régent en date du 11 mars 1716 témoigne cependant d’une distinction
entre chef de bureau (ou principal commis) et premier commis, à cette date. Au vu de leur traitement, les premiers
commis (correspondance, routes, invalides…) sont vraisemblablement des commis anciens très au fait du détail,
dont plusieurs devinrent chefs de bureau par la suite, cf. Arch. nat., G7 1903. » Nevertheless, I maintain that they
definitely had distinctions relative to overall responsibilities.
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See SHD A1 1181, pièce 52, and SHD Registre Ya 23 Annex Number 2. Also see John Lynn, Giant of the Grand
Siècle: The French Army, 1610-1715 (Cambridge, 2006), 85. His responsibility for chiffrage is inferred from
Pénicaut’s comment that when his nephew took over as the head of his bureau, ministerial chiffrage was part of
the charge. See Entry « GARDIEN (Georges-Hélie) » in Pénicaut, « Les commis et premiers commis des bureaux
du département de la Guerre sous Michel Chamillart, » 111.

Education and Preparation of the Premier Commis
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Knowledge workers, those who deal in the management of information rather than the production
of goods, played an increasingly important role in different developments in the early modern
world, including scientific and intellectual exchange and governance processes. Education was
one of the key ingredients to professional success, and educational achievement was a critical prerequisite in professionalizing knowledge workers. Yet education could take a number of different
forms. Formal education processes are important, but much of a knowledge worker’s competence
stems from an ability to learn and adapt to situations based on experience. 192 Recent historiography
on the transformation of the early modern state generally ignores the contributions of knowledge
laborers, who are nonetheless salient agents during historical “information revolutions.” In early
modern France, the skills and expertise possessed by clerks in the War Department allowed them
to transcend traditional social boundaries, thereby integrating into, but also in some ways
challenging, established social hierarchies and power structures. In other words, the unique
expertise of the premier commis, obtained through daily work effort, had a significant impact on
the way in which government departments conducted business.
Methods of learning within early modern French governance were highly dependent upon
applied knowledge and practical application. As successive secrétaires d’État, the Le Tellier
developed intricate processes to train commis to manage specific classifications of paperwork.
Upon Michel Le Tellier’s appointment as secrétaire d’État de la guerre in 1643, his principal
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Aad Blok and Gregory J. Downey, Uncovering Labour in Information Revolutions, 1750-2000 (Cambridge,
2003), 9. Blok and Downey highlight the role of computer programmers, noting that “the skills and expertise that
computer programmers possessed transcended traditional boundaries between business knowledge and technical
expertise” and thereby “constituted a substantial challenge to the established corporate hierarchies and power
structures.”
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commis, Timoléon Le Roy, provided sage counsel regarding how information should be managed.
Le Roy was a favorite of Mazarin and had served the previous secrétaire, Sublet de Noyers. He
instructed Le Tellier to keep in mind that “the secrétaire must make copies of anything which is
of any importance … the extracts must be carefully kept, together with all letters and dispatches
provided they are of consequence, in batches from month to month,” implying that importance
was something that needed to be determined on a case-by-case basis. He added that “it is good to
keep registers of the most important letters and expeditions, in order to have access to them in case
of need,” given that the secrétaire needed to be prepared by having access to information during
meetings and Conseil sessions. In another part of the letter, he indicated “to retain mémoire and
minute of everything which is sent out,” a recommendation that resulted in the extensive use of
chronological “minutes” books. Finally, he declared that “the one who keeps these papers must
put each of them with those of the same character, and in good order,” as well as to record the
time, date and recipient of each dispatch sent out by the post or regular courier. 193 All of these
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SHD A1 1181, pièce 11. « M. le Secretaire d'Estat doibt … faire faire extrait de toutes celles qui sont de quelque
importance ; et mesme le faire faire sous luy, s'il se peut lequel extrait doibt contenir un mot de chaque point dont
on luy escrit, soit que le faille [must] faire resoudre, ou qu'il despende de luy de le decider, à fin que cet extrait
serve à faire la response à la lettre, et à gagner le temps qu'il faudroit employer à la relire en y faisant response. …
Les Extraits doivent estre soigneusement gardes, ainsy que toutes lettres et despesches (stop) pour peu qu'elles
soient de consequence, par liasses de mois en mois. En pareillement il est à propos de faire des Extraits des
memoires qui sont donnes pour les affaires du Roy, ou pour les autres, et retenir mémoire et minutte de tout ce qui
s'expedie, arrivant souvent que l'on a besoin longtemps après l'expedition, d'un papier qui a esté jugé alors inutile.
Celuy qui garde les papiers doibt les mettre chacun avec ceux de mesme nature, et en si bon ordre qu'il en puisse
respondre … Il est bon de tenir Registre des lettres et expeditions de plus grandes consequence, pour y avoir
recours en cas de besoin. De faire exactement enregistrer toutes les ordonnances de fonds, et tenir des liasses des
Estats et des Ordonnances de descharges qui doivent estre remises de mois en mois en la garde de celuy qui est
responsable des papiers. En mesme demarquer sur un registre separé, comme il s'est pratiqué ailleurs, tous les
noms de ceux à qui l'on a donné des ordonnances de voyages, et des pacquets de consequence pour trouver à point
nommé le temps de leur depart, mesme y coucher celles qui sont données à la poste, et aux courriers ordinaires.
Continuer le Registre de toutes Commissions de nouvelles levées, augmentations, et convertissements de troupes,
provisions de chefs et officiers reformations et licentiements de troupes ou officiers, et de toutes les choses de
cette nature. Quant aux routtes et quartiers d’assemblées les minuttes expédiés par le maréchal des logis en sont
gardées en liasses par chacun mois./. Faire le semblable du Roolle des placets, et garder mesme tous les placets

aspects hint at important management methods and classification concepts.
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Le Roy’s recommendations were doubtless based on his personal experience and the need
to be fully prepared to answer questions about the department, but his ideas also suggest a more
fundamental awareness of the need to retain competent administrators to organize, classify, and
preserve information using practical methods. Indeed, it appears Michel Le Tellier applied this
advice diligently to ministry operations from the start of his tenure. The variety of registers from
his administration during the period 1640 to 1667, now held in the Bibliothèque nationale as well
as the Archives de la Guerre, attest to methodical information management skills of the bureaux
commis. 194 Le Tellier knew that experience mattered and encouraged his son Louvois to obtain
recommendations from his premier commis. In a letter to his father dated 18 April 1668, Louvois
asserted that he was relying on their instruction and advice when in the field: “I shall find myself
appropriately instructed in all to be done here with respect to the sustenance of a large number of
troops that the king wants to maintain.” He acknowledged that “when I have spent four or five
hours with Monsieurs Boistel and Charpentier I can speak more affirmatively [on these
matters].” 195 The two experienced War Department administrators supported Louvois with

qui y sont employes, sur les expeditions desquels il est bon de consulter le reglement de 1617 et s’y conformer. »
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For example, see BNF fonds françaises 4237, BNF FF 4237: Reforme des armées and specifically folios 37-42,
Reforme de l'inf[ante]rie. This volume is compiled, with sections added from various original liasses, but it
contains the necessary and specific ordonnances for 1658 and 1659 when the campaign against Spain was winding
down. The documents relative to the reform of the infantry include documents for the army of Catalonia and Italy,
and include états, taxations, contrôles, dépêches, et logements. These documents were actively accessed and
consulted, as the marginal notes suggest. On one dispatch (folio 37) a marginal note declares « Sçavoir quatre
depesches comme celle qui suit, les noms dit M[aistr]es de camp en blanc pour licentur des regiments. » On
another (folio 39) the note announces that « On a aussi fait la depesche suivante à M. de Baas gouverneur de
Mortare où ^trois de^ quatre reg[imen]ts sont en garnison. »
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SHD A1 251, pièce 64 ; Louvois à Le Tellier, du 18 avril 1668, à Tournay. « Je m'en retrouveray bien instruit de
tout ce qui se peut faire icy tant pour le logement que pour la subsistance du grand nombre de troupes que Le Roy
veut tenir dans le pays; quand j'auray passé quatre ou cinq heures avec Charpentier et Boistel je parleray plus
affirmativement, ... » Le Boistel was a relative of the Le Telliers and acted as a receiver of contributions in
Picardie and Artois from 1667 thru 1678 before he was made premier commis in the bureau of financial affairs.
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logistical activities which he was in the field to coordinate. Le Tellier regarded their expertise as
indispensable for effective administration and encouraged his son to utilize that expertise.

Formulation of and Taxonomy for a Centralizing Administration
Le Tellier sought to have his premier commis transfer their practical knowledge for the benefit of
his son’s effectiveness as much to ensure his son’s survivance. From an early date, Timoléon Le
Roy enjoyed his minister’s favor and later had a direct hand in Louvois’s education. From the late
1650s both Le Roy and another of Le Tellier’s commis, Carpon, assumed the task of instructing
Louvois in the protocols and traditions of departmental administration. Louis Henri de Loménie,
comte de Brienne, was a close friend of the Le Tellier family and provided particular insight on
this systematic process in his Mémoires, portraying Le Tellier as desperate to ensure that his son
was properly trained in administrative tasks. Brienne remarked that the method chosen was a
“protocol which consisted of learning all of the expéditions, lettres-patentes, édits, déclarations,
ordres et routes that M. Le Roy, premier commis for M. Le Tellier, had prepared with great care
... in six large volumes, or folio booklets.” 196 The folios had been structured based on actual
correspondence stored within the ministry, and Le Roy seems to have selected each for its
prototypical value. Brienne went on to assess the volumes as training devices, proclaiming that “I

The Charpentier to whom he refers was likely not the engineer at Dunkerque but Giles Charpentier, a commis (and
by the late 1650s premier commis) of the bureau for routes, winter quarters, and étapes.
196

The volumes that Brienne referenced are now in the Bibliothèque nationale and exist as fonds françaises 4221,
4222, 4223, 4224, 4811 and possibly, according to Louis André, 4258. See André, Le Tellier et l’organisation de
l’armée monarchique (Paris, 1906), 651, fn2. « [Brienne] Mémoires t.II, 277, note 1. —Ces volumes sont, à la
Bibliothèque nationale, manuscrits fonds français, 4221, 4222, 4223. 4224, 4811 et peut-être 4258. » I maintain
that register 4258 is one of the six volumes as it bears certain similarities to the others. The most striking thing
about them, aside from the physical organization is that much of the material is a synopsis of Michel Le Tellier’s
early years in the War Ministry during the time of the Frondes.
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have read them, and I confess that I enjoyed them: they were laboriously made. This is the type of
work that was done, and with this type of assistance [Louvois] would have been more than foolish
to not do well in the War Department.” Brienne saw the value in having someone practice different
forms of correspondence so that anyone performing the work could learn how to create various
types of documents. More importantly, the materials represented a practical set of training manuals
containing formulaires which reflected not only the work of the Ministry but how correspondence
and other materials were classified and categorized according to their utility.
These formulaires served as templates for all types of information output, models and
patterns for copying and fashioning all manner of dispatches, ordonnances, rules and regulations,
and other tools used to manage administrative information for the army. Brienne regarded such
work as routine, consisting “only of great detail, [and] which requires more diligence than wit,”
and which stood in stark contrast to the Foreign Affairs department, “where every day brings new
and unexpected things.” 197 Brienne considered the work of the Foreign Affairs Ministry, crafting
dispatches, assessing ambassadorial correspondence, and gathering intelligence, as more of an
intellectual endeavor than the work of the War Department, but this attitude his understanding of
the fundamental nature of the work. The volumes for which he had such admiration were an
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Louis Henri de Loménie, comte de Brienne, and F. Barrière, Mémoires Inédits de Louis-Henri de Loménie,
Comte de Brienne, Secrétaire D’état Sous Louis XIV, t.2 (Paris, 1828), 277, fn1. « C’était un protocole tout digéré
de toutes les expéditions, lettres-patentes, édits, déclarations, ordres et routes que M. Le Roi, premier commis de
M. Le Tellier, avait dressé avec beaucoup de soin, cela était fort bien écrit, en six gros volumes, ou porte-cahiers
in-folio. Je les ai lus, et j’avoue que j’y ai beaucoup profité : c’était de la besogne faite ; et il eût fallu, avec ces
secours, être plus que bête pour ne pas bien faire le département de la guerre, qui ne consiste que dans un fort
grand détail, ce qui demande plus d'assiduité que d'esprit. Il n'en est pas ainsi du département des étrangers, où
tous les jours ce sont choses nouvelles, soudaines et imprévues : outre que tel, comme M. Le Roi, fait très bien
une lettre-patente et une déclaration, qui écrit très mal une dépêche et une instruction d’ambassadeur. » This
assertion is repeated by both Louis André and the Petitots. See Louis-Jean-Nicolas Monmerqué Petitot and
Alexandre Petitot, Collection Des Mémoires Relatifs À L’histoire de France, series II, t.63, 225, fn1. « On voit,
dans les Mémoires de M. de Brienne le fils, que Louvois s’étoit formé au ministère en étudiant les protocoles de
ce M. Le Roy (Mémoires de Brienne, t.2, p.277). »
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example of methods by which the War Department preserved its procedural knowledge. Emulation
and standardization, precedent and protocol, were more important than formal education. The
documents in these volumes were all drawn from actual correspondence and other records for the
1640s and 1650s by Le Roy and the commis Carpon, 198 and Brienne’s description is certainly
indicative of how they were used to train. It may be they were constructed not solely for Louvois
but were also used to train new commis. Their structure, organization, and use of specific types of
documents in each volume demonstrates that their usefulness in instruction was derived from
actual application. Many entries contain blank lines where the apprentice could insert proper
names or actual numbers using such a template. Many have marginal notes, inserted by Carpon or
another copyist, to explain the use for which a document is intended. For example, in the volume
on army administration, a commission for a Mestre de camp has a marginal note at the top that
confirms, “When one wants to assemble the companies of a regiment that is already established or
to be raised, one creates [the following] preamble,” 199 and the preamble followed. Such notes were
intended to be highly functional for training.
The documents within these volumes are topically, not chronologically, organized and
precisely compiled, covering many contingencies. For example, the second armée volume has
headings such as “Artillerie: Commissions, dépêches, ordonnance et provision de Louis XIV,
Vivres, Officiers de l’estat major d'armée, contenant commissions, dépêches, édits, ordres et
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Carpon was a commis who worked for Le Roy in the bureau des expéditions during the 1640s through the 1660s.
Little is known of him except through André. He is mentioned in Claude Le Pelletier, « Vie de Monseigneur le
Chancelier Le Tellier et Mémoire de mes véritables et derniers sentiments sur les affaires de l’église et de l’état. »
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BNF manuscrits, fonds français 4223, Premier Volume d'Armée, folio 98 ; « Autre Commission de M[aistr]e de
Camp de cavallerie pour faire mettre un regiment sur pied. » « Lorsqu'on veut composer le regim[en]t de
comp[agn]ies qui sont desja sur pied et d'au[tr]es qu'on veut faire lever on met au preambule : Salut ayans resolu
du former un regim[en]t du Cav[alle]rie tant d'auer_mis? comp[agn]ies an___mes que de nouvelles ... »

provisions de Louis XIV,” and so on.
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Many of the documents deal with the continuing war with

Spain in the 1650s. Each section has templates and prototypes that are specific as to the nature of
the information transfer. For example, in the section on recruiting and safeguards, the compiler
included dispatches to a provincial governor for assembling new recruits, an order to the peasantry
to provide recruits, and a route order for a company of recruits to facilitate their march to join with
their regiment. The sections contain related proclamations, such as the two ordonnances included
in the recruiting section that pertained to disciplining recruits and officers who neglected their
duties. 201 These documents are full of legal and protracted phrasing about the king's will and the
efficacy of his decisions, as well as his expectations for obedience, and as such clearly reflect the
administrative style of Michel Le Tellier. Some templates also hint as to the increasing importance
of the premier commis to coordinating field operations, such as one authorizing assistance to the
Sieur Darbon on a mission to inventory various magazines. 202 Early in his administration, Le
Tellier sought to expand his administrative reach, and I will discuss more on this aspect later.
These six volumes utilize a specific administrative taxonomy which framed functional
work methods and employed examples, memorization, deference, and precedent. In the third
volume, the section on food provisioning (“Vivres”), contains a methodically arranged group of
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BNF fonds français 4224, Recueil de copies de pièces, renfermant, sous le titre Royaume, t.III collection de
Timoléon Le Roi, deuxième volume d’armée.
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Idem., folios 233 through 279. Selected listing – Recrües (folio 233-252): « depesche à un Gouverneur de
Province pour l'assemblée desd[its] recrües, » « depesche aux habitans pour l'assemblée desd[its] recrües, »
« routte pour faire joindre les recrües à leur corps, » containing « deux ordonnances pour la police d'armées,
faisant mention de la punition des officiers qui n’ont pas leurs compagnies completes et de la punition de Ceux
qui n’ont pas satisfaict à leurs recrües. Sauvegardes (folio 261-279), « Sauvegarde pour une maison, »
« Sauvegarde pour la maison d'un Gentilhomme, » containing « Cahier de prisoner et gueralle, une protection et
sauvegarde pour un homme ayant querelle et pour le faire garder par un garde du Roy. »
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Idem., folio 42. « Mande et ordonne Sa Ma[jes]té aux Gouverneurs et Lieutenants generaux en ses provinces,
intendants en icelles; Gouverneurs par[ticuli]ers de ses villes et places, et aucun qui y commandant en le[ur]
absence, et tous au[tr]es ses officiers et subiertes q[u]e appartiendra de donner aud[it] Sr. Darbon toute l'assistance
dont il aura besoin. »
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documents necessary to organize food supply for a field army. The section begins with general
ordonnances and then encloses various commissions and dispatches necessary to inform various
responsible parties of their duties and tasks. 203 The templates in the second volume are organized
more along hierarchical lines, providing standard brevets, orders, and commissions for officers by
level: Constable, maréchaux, gensdarmes, and then cavalry and infantry officers. It also provides
examples of levees, troop marches, army assembly, detachments, offensive war both foreign and
internal and defensive measures which are organized more by process. 204 The organizational
variance reveals that administration was not a rigid process but based on experience and process.
To the standardized templates, Carpon added marginal notes regarding how various documents
were to be correctly and fully deployed. Regarding winter quarters arrangements, Carpon
transcribed a dispatch to a locality with an added marginal note addressing how to structure the
dispatch, stating that “as one shapes regimental lodgings in various quarters, putting a number of
companies in each,” the drafter was to indicate the place where the company was to stay by
marking it at a specific section of this dispatch. 205 Carpon, as part of his practical training program,
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BNF fonds français 4224, Recueil de copies de pièces, renfermant, sous le titre Royaume, t.III ; folio 20-53,
Section heading: « Vivres », containing « une ordonnance pour le retranchement des despenses, » « Estat general
de la distribution du pain et munnittion aux officiers generaux, » « Commission et ordre en papier portant
confirmation de la commission donne à un Intendant des vivres, » « Depesche à un Gouverneur des places pour
faire assembler des chevaux et charriots pour servir à des convois, » « Commission `un Intendant pour faire rendre
compte à des munitionnaires de places, » « Ordre portant instruction pour visiter et faire renouveller des magasins
de places, » and several other sub-sections.
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BNF fonds français 4223, Recueil de copies de pièces, renfermant, sous le titre Royaume ; t.II. Title and section
headings include « Connestable et Mareschaux de France, folio 22ff; Gensdarmes, Cavallerie, folio 50-122;
Infanterie, folio 123-191 ; Levées de Trouppes de France, folio 192-219 ; Levées de Trouppes Estrangeres, folio
220-261 ; a section on command by and of Officiers Generaux d'Armée, folio 262-340 ; Marche de Trouppes,
assemblée d'armée et detachements, folio 341-399 ; Guerre offensive et Progrès, folio 400-427 ; Guerre
deffensive, folio 428ff. »
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BNF fonds français 4224, Recueil de copies de pièces … sous le titre Royaume, t.III; folio 177v, « Autre
depesche aux habitans a mesme fin [quartier d’hiver]. A marginal training note indicates: « Il faut observer
lorsqu'on duisse le logement d'un regim[e]nt en divers quar[ti]ers mettant un nombre de comp[agni]es en chacun;
L'Estat major se paye dans les quar[ti]ers ou conge le comp[agni]e colonelle (ou de M[aistr]e de camp de
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exposed Louvois to all manner of material not only related to the War with Spain and the Fronde
but useful for understanding how civilian administration in general was information-based. The
training program Carpon laid down for Louvois influenced the latter’s subsequent structuring,
organizing, and managing of daily departmental operations.

Premier Commis and Family Ties
Within the Le Tellier War Department, training not only consisted of memorization but also valued
actual experience, gained either through work in the department or in a related career. Although
background and family connections were important, the Le Tellier selected the premier commis
both for their loyalty to the family and for administrative competence. Most came from robe noble
families where grandfathers or fathers had frequently served the government through a local or
regional judicial or notarial position. 206 Family experiences help to shape them for a career in
administration, and their training was pragmatic and hands-on. Commis transcribed letters and
recorded official actions but also took dictation, drafted letters for dispatch, and summarized letters
received. Few received in-depth formal education beyond an elementary legal education. Most
were brought in as young apprentices to work for a parent or relative in the department and as such
served first as commis. For example, Saint-Pouanges served as intendant of Lorraine during the

regim[en]t de Cav[aller]ie françoise; Et pour marquer le lieu où lad[ite] comp[agni]e d'où loger, on en faict
mention comme à l'endroit où il est barré dans cette depesche. »
206

The names of the premier commis appear in evidentiary documents in the problematic ennoblement and family
records of the Minutier central at the Archives nationales and in the Cabinet des titres in the Bibliothèque
nationale. The records are spread out across a number of collections, including, the Cabinet d'Hozier, Pièces
originales, Dossiers bleus, and Nouveaux d’Hozier. Charles d’Hozier tried to separate fact from fiction in the
records and his family’s efforts, while laudable, were ultimately quixotic in purpose; so we are left with a need to
make assumptions and inferences. For some biographical data, see Douglas C. Baxter, “Premier Commis in the
War Department in the Latter Part of the Reign of Louis XIV,” Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the Western
Society for French History 1980, t.VIII (1981): 81-89, as well as Pénicaut, « Premier commis et commis. »
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time period 1670 to 1672 before he was replaced by Jacques Charuel. With his administrative
expertise honed through service as an army intendant under the Great Condé, and then as a
provincial intendant, he returned to the War Department to head his father’s bureau and assume a
much larger role as troubleshooter. 207 Practical training molded and shaped his skills to meet the
demands of increasingly intricate logistical administration, yet the crucial factor was Le Tellier
family sponsorship and trust. Frequently a commis would serve for many years, patiently and
diligently learning each assigned administrative task. Charles d’Heu is a salient example, having
joined Charpentier’s bureau in 1688, but eventually became premier commis in 1717. 208 His long
service illustrates the continuing importance of family ties but also an accumulation of knowledge.
Family ties served as an important stabilizing factor in the development of effective civilian
administration of the department through overlapping service periods, but only partially explain
the significant longevity of both premier commis and commis. As with many aspiring professionals
in royal government, the premier commis frequently sought to add to their status and family
fortune. The leadership of the secrétairerie (secretariat) illuminates this contention, especially
considering the crucial importance of managing the minister’s correspondence. Thomas Carpatry,
originally a commis serving under Le Roy, assumed leadership of the secretariat from the early
1650s until 1674. 209 Darbon de Bellou entered the Ministry some time before 1674 and succeeded
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Charles d’Heu (30 October 1671-14 November 1745) served as commis in the bureau des routes under
Charpentier from 1 May 1688 and from 1703 under Charpentier’s nephew, Charpentier de Jossigny. D’Heu
became premier commis of the bureau only in 1717 after serving for 29 years as a commis. He died in office in
November 1745. His son became a commis and his daughter married into the wealthy munitionnaire family of
Berthelot. BNF Cabinet des titres, Pièces originales, 999; Ya 29.
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Carpatry as head of the secretariat. In 1688 he had intended to retire but Louvois tasked him with
oversight of the newly created Dépôt de la guerre which he headed until 1719. Mathieu Pinsonneau
joined the secretariat in 1680 and was able to serve across ministers, even reigns, as head of the
secretariat from 1688 well into the 1720s.210 These three men, who knew each other and must have
shared work methods and systems of organization, bought stability to leadership in the secretariat
for close to seventy years. Each certainly had their own systems for managing correspondence and
did so at a time when the volume of correspondence rose exponentially.
Other bureaux benefited from this same situation of stable leadership, as demonstrated by
Table 1 above. Élie Dufresnoy served as a commis from the 1630s, then as premier commis for the
bureau d’expédition under the Le Telliers until 1698. Management theory posits that work
processes developed under one or a small, connected, group of leaders do not change significantly
unless some type of internal or exogenous shock is experienced. Otherwise, work rules tend to
become quickly settled. 211 These essential processes tended to reinforce specialization and
professionalization. Bureau positions began to slowly give way to people who were willing to
serve in a more rewards-based clientage system. 212 Their power to get things done and to do
professional damage control enhanced their wider network support as well. Gilbert Colbert de
Saint-Pouanges was an important premier commis in the War Department, a trusted Le Tellier
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 291-2. The two Colberts serving in the Le Tellier bureaux illustrate that
family ties, while important, did not necessitate fixed loyalties. Both Édouard Colbert de Villacerf and his
younger brother Gilbert Colbert de Saint-Pouanges served the Le Tellier family throughout their professional
lives. Their mother was Michel Le Tellier’s sister, and their father Jean-Baptiste Colbert de Saint-Pouanges was
first cousin to the great Colbert, but the father had served as a premier commis of Le Tellier before going on to
intendancies in Lorraine, Soissons, and Picardy. Édouard would go on to be premier maître d’hôtel de la reine,
then in 1686 was made Inspecteur général des bâtiments, serving Louvois until the latter’s death in 1691, when
Villacerf was awarded the position of Surintendant des bâtiments.
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associate, who succeeding his father Jean-Baptiste Colbert de Saint-Pouanges to the head of his
bureau in the 1660s. The family were close relatives to the great Colbert, yet Saint-Pouanges
became an early correspondent with Vauban, who he assisted in getting cleared of
misappropriation of funds with respect to the fortifications at Brisach in 1668, and remained a
trusted War Department premier commis until the death of Barbezieux in 1701. Family ties were
important, but less so than the combination of patron-client loyalty and expertise.
Expertise meant that an administrator had to be able to acquire knowledge of how a bureau
operated, but as well had to apply it in executing orders and performing important tasks. SaintPouange was able to demonstrate such talents not only with his bureau but also in the field, where
he performed so well that he literally became the eyes and ears of the department during important
campaigns. Sarmant supports this contention, declaring that “Saint-Pouanges acted as the double
of Louvois when the latter was not able to travel to an outside theatre of operations. Conversely,
he replaced the minister when [Louvois] was ill or absent from court.” 213 He traveled and verified,
conveyed information to third parties, interpreted, and reported. In 1678 Jacques Charuel, one of
Louvois’s intendants, wrote to the secrétaire when the latter was travelling assuring him that the
intendant would not only send letters to him in Paris but would “send duplicates of everything to
M. de Saint-Pouanges so that he can give an account of [these matters] to His Majesty.” 214 Louvois
had entrusted Saint-Pouanges with not only keeping him informed of developments but also
making sure the king received timely briefings when he was away. He slowly developed a close
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 292. « Saint-Pouange agit comme un double de Louvois quand celui-ci ne
peut se transporter sur un théâtre d’opérations extérieure. À l’inverse, il remplace le ministre quand ce dernier est
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SHD A1 606, pièce 64 ; Charuel à Louvois, à Nancy le 13e fevrier 1678. « J'ay receu M. la lettre que vous m'avez
... de m'escrire le 6 de ce mois; suivant qu'il vous plaist de me l'ordonner Je continueray de vous addresser mes
depesches à Paris, Et j'enverray des Dupplicata de toutes choses à M. de St. Pouenges, afin qu'il en rende compte à
Sa Majesté. »
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relationship with the king, at times participating in the petite levée, because of his association with
Louvois and Le Tellier, and therefore was able to obtain decisions on matters requiring the king’s
intervention without a formal meeting. 215 Saint-Pouanges served as mentor to the young
Barbezieux, doubtless at Louvois’s insistence, and retired from the department in 1701 after
Chamillart’s appointment as secrétaire d’état de la guerre. Saint-Pouanges was indispensable to
the Le Tellier family because of both his competence and patron loyalty.
Yet Saint-Pouanges’s role was not unique, as illustrated in a document from the 1640s
relative to the systemic nature of information needs that saw Bellou père in the field for Michel
Le Tellier. Jean d’Arbon de Bellou, the father of François, was sent on a special “fact finding”
mission to assist one of the king’s generals, the Sieur d’Infreville who was to provision a combined
military force in the Mediterranean. 216 Bellou was especially charged with easing d’Infreville’s
regarding many of the army’s logistical needs upon embarkation. Such needs included munitions,
converting grain into flour for baking, preparing bread and biscuit rations, reviews for embarking
troops, and otherwise maintaining good order among the troops. 217 Bellou’s role was one of critical
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Louis Le Roux, seigneur d’Infreville (1600-1672); intendant de la marine (des ports) under Louis XIII.

BNF fonds françaises 4173, folio 50-57 ; « Instruction donnée au Sr. d’Infreville Intendant en la Marine pour
faire preparer les vivres et autres munitions qui seront necessaires pour ladite armée de terre, » 5 février 1646.
« Sa Majesté sçachant bien que l'on ne sçauroit employer trop de gens fidelles en chose de cette importance et
pour lesquelles Il fault agir en du_ra sceaux avec differentes personnes à encores desiré envoyer une personne
avec ledit Sr. d'Infreville mant? pour agir soubz ses ordres et a choisy pour cet effect le Sr. Darbon commis du Sr.
Le Tellier Secretaire d'estat et la chargé particulierement de soulager ledit Sr. d'Infreville en ce qui concerne les
vivres le convertissement des Bleds en Farines la confection dudit Biscuit et Farines, la reveue des trouppes en
s'embarquant, le bon ordre qu'il faudra garder pour empescher le desbandemment des Trouppes et pour se garantir
de la perte des munitions et d'autres inconvientes? dans les embarquements ... » See also fonds françaises 4173,
folio 45-50 ; « Depesche audit Sr. Brachet sur le subject de la precedent commission, » 6 février 1646.
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importance in terms of managing a variety of logistics for the army’s commander, a task which
carried significant risk as well as the potential for personal disputes. The prior year Jean d’Arbon
had been sent on another errand for Le Tellier to document expenses relative to the siege of Roses
in 1646. In a letter to the commander, one Monsieur Imbert, Le Tellier announced that he was
sending “one of my clerks with a comprehensive mémoire to pass on to you,” asking for an
“accounting of expenses incurred at the siege of Roses with the necessary [receipts] in good form
for each piece in order to observe the required financial procedures for the Chambre des comptes
… as regards to the replacement of artillery munitions and tools” taken from “the comte d’Harcourt
for service in the siege of Roses.” 218 Again, this mission was an important but potentially explosive
situation that Le Tellier could not trust to just anyone. D’Arbon’s task required both military
experience and expertise in negotiation. These experiences gained through family bonds and
reinforced by the trust accompanying them were invaluable for learning how to administer a
growing army and allowed a commis to accrue crucial administrative competence.

The Value of Practical Experience
Over time direct experience served the premier commis well; through hard work and loyalty they
became highly skilled artisans who could employ those skills to advance their careers. 219 Reading
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and writing became an art for the best commis, and such talents were prized. A letter from Louvois
to Vauban illustrates a desire for both precision and technique on the part of the secrétaire, as
Louvois asked him for “a person who knows perfectly well how to take dictation and write well
enough to create clean letters in my office when I am unable to attend to it.” 220 Sarmant argues
that a good commis had to be able to write quickly, employing a type of shorthand, but also had to
write cleanly and clearly when drafting important dispatches. 221 Yet in order to be effective, they
needed more than to be simple copyists. The work demanded diligence to retain both content and
form, a type of learned behavior developed by technical expertise, not detailed knowledge of
administrative theory. Commis also conducted certain types of research for the Minister. In a letter
sent to Bellou fils, Louvois remarked that he had “a need for an abridged history of France,”
dealing specifically with recent reigns, and that Bellou should “consult M. Favre, buy it, and send
it to me” so that the secrétaire could acquaint himself with important events and decisions from
history. 222 A commis could increase his value to the department through the services he performed.
War Department commis also had to demonstrate knowledge of tradition and application
of formulary rules. Commis crafted different information pieces such as nominations, grants of
pensions, orders of exile or imprisonment and other actions which needed the king’s approval.
Decrees, édits, and ordonnances also followed a specific typology with no apparent logic other
than that of traditional royal secretarial practices dating from Valois reigns. The processing and
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SHD A1 248, folio 204; Louvois à Darbon de Bellou, le 23e septembre 1670. « J’aurais besoin d’un abrégé
d’histoire de France pendant les règnes de la dernière race de nos rois. Consultez sur cela M. Favre, en ensuite
achetez-le et me l’envoyez. » This was François d’Arbon, son of Jean d’Arbon discussed above.
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transmission of these categories of routine information required an essential routine juridique,
legal procedure, using collections of similar types as guides for structure and language. Commis
needed to utilize a specific format for different information objects, such as ordonnances, which
under Louvois took on new importance as methods of royal regulation. An ordonnance concerning
the furnishing of étapes is particularly instructive. 223 The language was according oriented towards
that goal: they would begin with a specific expression of the king’s desire, “His Majesty wishing
to ensure not only that étapes are promptly provided … but that they are distributed in good order
without confusion ... His Majesty ordered and orders” expresses the idea of active implementation
of the royal will. An ordonnance would also typically finish with admonitions such as “His
Majesty expressly orders” or “expressly forbids” officers or others to take certain actions. Despite
brevity and simplicity, such correspondence also carries the weight of a royal command, important
in its own right. As we have seen with the Le Roy training registers, these types of information
transfers illustrate specific patterns of repetition and formulary style.
Commis often utilized notebooks containing draft copies of letters, reports, and other
secretarial communications, notebooks which served a similar function as such printed books as
Parfait Notaire in notarial studies or the Parfait Négociant in merchant shops, the difference being
that the printed works contained theoretical formulations which had no administrative equivalent
within the bureaux.” 224 Theoretical models had little value for administrators. Administrative
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SHD A1 213, folio 344; « Ordonnance du Roy concernant la fourniture des Estappes; le 27e mars 1668. » « Sa
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science developed first as an applied science, practical in application where commis followed
formulary-based procedures largely because that is what they were trained to do. Royal secretaries
had for many years followed similar procedures. 225 Long service under a premier commis meant
that “the commis practiced knowing their formularies almost by heart and knew when and where
to use them for an ordonnance, a royal order, a brevet,” or other information device as they
performed their work. 226 Crafting ordonnances, such as one sent to commissaires to address
approvals, required exactness and meticulous word choices. 227 In this capacity, War Department
commis were more akin to scribes than experts in civil law, jurisconsultes, who served as
independent legal consultants. Although clarity in writing and expediency in production were
important, memorization of form and format served more purposes than that of expediency.
Memorization allowed them to quickly craft orders and other official royal documents no matter
where they were working. 228 They became versatile in their abilities as well.
Despite a general standard of social politeness and deference to hierarchy, department
correspondence also took on specific forms that depended upon the type of information the writer
wished to convey. Early in 1646, Michel Le Tellier sent instructions to the Sieur d’Infreville to

marchandes, avec cette différence que ces livres imprimés contiennent une elaboration théorique qui n’a pas alors
d’équivalent dans l’administration. »
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SHD A1 267, folio 20; « Ordre pour payer les chevaux de poste de relais 2# »; au Camp de Rimberque le 6e juin
1672. Louvois dictated the order when travelling. Even so, the drafter needed to follow the formulary.
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provision a combined force in the Mediterranean, stating that “the king … having resolved to
establish …, and desiring diligently to secure …, His Majesty has decided that he is able to confirm
the need for a person who will fulfill [these duties] no better nor more faithfully than the Sieur
d’Infreville …” 229 The commis crafted this type of letter according to the precise will of the author,
in this case to send a strongly worded message that the king had every confidence in d’Infreville’s
particular talents. The precise formulation of the phrases forcibly places emphasis on the royal
will, with a goal of conveying clarity of intent despite the generally verbose nature of dispatches
and instructions. Formulary was salient, as Sarmant stresses, because of the importance of honor
and precedence, and “the formulary must be expressed both in the function of the missive and the
quality of the recipient.” 230 Commis had to capture the language exactly whether dictated correctly
or not. An experienced commis may have thus been able to draft these types of materials with little
guidance or specific dictation.
Administrative theory addressing these types of functions did not as yet exist. Instead, the
commis learned experientially by memorizing the formats and forms, following rules of formulary
and tradition when managing information. They then applied their training and experience to
individual situations. In transcribing or even crafting correspondence, the primary mode of
information exchange, the commis who took dictation copied only the basics of the information to
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France (1999): 61. « Dans cette société d’ordres …, dignités et préséances revêtent une importance extrême. Le
formulaire doit exprimer aussi bien la fonction de celui qui l’emploie que la qualité du destinataire. »
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be conveyed. They then crafted a final letter or document that the sender or his designee would
sign and send, as for example a circulaire requesting that provincial intendants send him
information on all maréchausée units in their areas so that the secrétaire knew which could be
deployed to watch nouveaux convertis. 231 As with most circulaires, the letter is for multiple
recipients and contains a linguistic formulary that importantly provides evidence of the productionfocused nature of the work of the commis. The work never stopped. As functions became more
specialized, the premier commis forged a “science de bureau” through accepted practices and
experience rather than arcane knowledge of law. Circulaires, dupplicata, and official copies
became tools through which the War Department standardized and routinized information
transfers, 232 as witnessed by the explosion of circulaires issued before and during the first years
of the War of the League of Augsburg. 233 As administrative duties became more defined,
increasing in volume and variety, the premier commis began to manage more complex information
flows in their bureaux. They became more specialized.

The Premier Commis and the Developing “Science” of Administration
Assistants in both the intellectual and governmental worlds “were not a new kind of relationship,
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SHD A1 1020, folio 166 and 167; Circulaire aux Intendants des Provinces; à Versailles le 5e janvier 1691. Folio
166 is the dictated manuscript and contains the list of recipients. Individual letters had to be drafted by hand for
each recipient. The “clean” copy in folio 167 is signed, possibly to approve the final version.
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For example, see SHD A1 741, folio 395; aux Intendants des places, à Versailles le 21e janvier 1685. A top
marginal note indicates « bon à faire, » showing that the commis reviewed these drafts before copying them out.
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A review of Minutes registers for 1672, for example SHD A1 267, 1672 Minutes d’Avril, May, Juin, et Juillet;
and A1 268, 1672 Minutes d’Aout et Septembre, yields few examples of important circulaires. In contrast, SHD
A1 835 contains numerous circulaires to groups of intendants, including 9 March, 8 / 14 April, and 30 May, 1688.

but they became more common in the early modern period as personal secretaries.”
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Erasmus’s helpers, commis were taken into to department to learn from a patron of the family.
They embodied trust but also tension, as “recruitment of premier commis depended heavily on the
rules governing relations in the seventeenth century, based on a network of reciprocal obligations,
dedication, trust and loyalty.” 235 Work and family did not exist as separate spheres; frequently,
obligations from one overlapped into or coincided with the other. By custom each commis enjoyed
specific benefits as a government employee, including certain exemptions, a reasonable regular
salary, and a potential retirement pension if he performed well. 236 In turn, they worked alongside
their chef de bureau or the secrétaire when they were needed. Nevertheless, during the late
seventeenth century, as duties became more specialized, the position of premier commis began to
assume the character of a more permanent, and professional, position. Methods of work within the
War Department and other ministries were of a particular genre, a combination of styles stemming
from older Chancery methods as well as more recent innovations. The ever increasing volume of
paper, information, necessitated that ministers develop new methods of work to assure effective
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Ann Blair, Too Much to Know: Managing Scholarly Information before the Modern Age (New Haven, 2010),
108. See her discussion of Eramus and his ‘helpers’ (puers, proper famulus) on 105.
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François Bluche, rédacteur, Dictionnaire du grande siècle, les indispensables de l'histoire (Paris, 2005 [1990]),
s.v. « Commis (Premiers), » par Jean-Baptiste Geffroy. Entry reprinted in Appendix C. « Le recrutement des
premiers commis est largement tributaire des règles qui régissent les relations au XVIIe siècle, fondées sur un
réseau d’obligations réciproques de dévouement, de confiance et de fidélité. »
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Azimi notes that one of the benefits of service as a commis was an exemption from the cost of sending letters.
See Vida Azimi, « Les traitements des agents publics sous l’Ancien Régime, » Revue historique de droit français
et étranger, n° 3 (1989): 456. Pénicaut also discusses the benefits of being a government employee. See Pénicaut,
« Les commis et premiers commis des bureaux du département de la Guerre sous Michel Chamillart, » Annuairebulletin de la Société de l'histoire de France (2002): 84, and fn26. Evidence of these benefits survives in the
archives, but does not permit a full picture until the 1720s. John Brewer, The Sinews of Power: War, Money, and
the English State, 1688-1783 (Boston, 1990), 79-80. Brewer declares, as regards the emergence of professional
clerks within the English state, that the attractions were good salary, rise of social status, a more defined career
ladder, and even tenure or promotion based on seniority in some departments.

government going beyond daily work habits.
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Indeed, the resulting models of concise and

Spartan administrative writing were imposed on generals commanding armies, local magistrates,
and intendants in the field as much as on administration commis. The intellectual devices in
widespread use among intellectual circles included dictionaries, compendia, concordances,
indexes, tables of contents, page layouts, textual ordering notations, and “florilegium,” a type of
compendium of the best passages and statements from other works. 238 However, administrators
generally used these devices selectively if at all when conveying, conserving or perpetuating
practical learning. Indexing was used to specifically order minutes books. 239 Textual ordering
notations proved useful for crafting complied volumes of correspondence to “narrate” a campaign,
although these were backwards looking applications of information management technology. 240
In the ordinary course of daily work, commis appear to have arranged their copies day-byday until the month was complete. They would then tie the stacks in bundles. 241 However, commis
worked under many different conditions which depended upon where the Court was located during
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 355. Sarmant claims that this particular ‘administrative style’ represented
the “bastard child of the chancellery and civility [as] styles extolled in the personal correspondence of the
Renaissance.” « Ce qui se met en place dans ces années-là, c’est le ‘style administratif’, enfant bâtard du style de
chancellerie et de civilité prônée dans les correspondances privées depuis la Renaissance. »
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For an explanation of the importance of these devices to intellectuals, see Ann Blair, Too Much to Know:
Managing Scholarly Information before the Modern Age (New Haven, 2010), 34.
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See for example SHD A1 923, « Minutes 1690 Juillet 16 derniers jours. Table alphabetique: Amelot: 61, 192 297,
337, 453; d'Argouges: 21, 65, 181, 290, 349, 350, 400, 441, 484, 503; Auzillon: 84, 402, 527 … » Recipients’
names are listed alphabetically and each name has a listing of folios next to it.
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See for example SHD A1 1056, « Recüeil des Lettres de M. Voisin intendant en Haynaut avec copies de celles de
M. Louvois pendant l'année 1691. » « Table des matières » where the commis summarized the contents of the
register by piece number by date. Each piece is summarized briefly in the Table: « Dattes 1691 – 4 Janvier;
Matières: M. de Louvois à cause de reception des lettres des 27 et 29 du mois passé au sujet des Ecuries à faire à
Beaumont etc; Nombre: 1. »
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A definitive piece of evidence of this practice is the registers that are believed to be the first inventories ever
taken of the existing ‘files’ for the War Department: SHD A1 3669 a 3773, « Catatogue des registres manuscripts
concernant la guerre, le règlement des limites, les fortifications des places, et autres matières importantes qui se
trouvent au Dépost à l'Hostel royal des Invalides 1658-1697. » The catalogues are organized by bundles (liasses).
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a given season. They followed the secrétaire as he travelled and brought their tools with them as
they travelled. Bureaux were not large and well-staffed office facilities, in Sarmant’s words,
“administrative citadels,” yet over time the premier commis established office space royal courts.
In addition, relations between bureaux involved contention and even clashes, but “they were not
watertight compartments” and certainly had no fixed social structure. No set of documented staff
regulations existed for “clerks or corporation, or even confraternity.” 242 With respect to their
working conditions, we can reasonably assert that commis worked in the homes of various officials
such as the premier commis as well as in offices at Versailles, Marly and other royal palaces. 243
What little we can discern about such items as office furniture and working quarters is
generally known from the estate inventories that were made when one of the premier commis died.
The 1723 inventory of the home office of Hyacinthe Charpentier lists a small library of works, a
second floor room with chairs and collections of maps, atlases, legislative texts, copies of peace
treaties, regulations for war, military ordonnances, and military codes. 244 His office appears to
have been well equipped for his position as the chef du bureau des routes. The materials there
would have permitted his commis to work in relative closeness and at the hours in which it was
convenient for him. Even so, we know little of their work habits, or even the conditions under
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 325. « Il y a ni statut des commis, ni corporation, ni même confrérie. »
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Despite inquiries to archivists at the Archives de la Guerre (sous-série de X, archives de l’Hôtel des Invalides) at
Vincennes and at Le Centre de recherche du château de Versailles, little useful information exists regarding office
furniture. Dr. Sarmant was kind enough to discuss aspects of their work with me. With respect to furniture, Dr.
Sarmant commented: « C’est une question très difficile. On ne possède presque jamais les comptabilités relatives
aux petits [sic] fournitures. Sinon, pour un organisme non ministériel mais parisien, on a encore ce type de
comptabilité pour la Bibliothèque du roi aux XVIIe-XVIIIe siècles (Département des Manuscrits BNF série AR).
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AN, Minutier central, LXVII, 383 ; inventaire après décès du 9 décembre 1723. Cited in Emmanuel Pénicaut,
[Faveur et pouvoir au tourant du Grand siècle]: Michel Chamillart: Ministre Et Secrétaire D’état De La Guerre
De Louis XIV (Paris, 2004), 248-249, and fn144. See also his father’s estate inventory, AN, Minutier central des
notaires de Paris, LXII 277 and 278; 28e mars 1703; Inventaire des biens et Effets demeurez après le deceds de M.
Gilles Charpentier, Tresorier de L'ordre Militaire St. Louis et premier commis de M. de Chamillart.
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which they toiled. According to Pénicaut, commis generally worked in rooms adjoining the offices
of both the secrétaire and their chef de bureau 245 likely because they reported directly to whoever
needed their services in the moment. Bureaucratic ideas of formal reporting hierarchies had not
yet replaced more socially-based patterns of deference. Premier commis and their staff had to
remain mobile, and were prepared to work under different conditions in different locations, a
situation which began to change with the more or less permanent establishment of the Court at
Versailles in the 1680s. 246 Filing and tracking documents must have reflected this need for
mobility and diverse working conditions.

The Commis au travail – Copying, Filing, Transcribing
As the volume of paperwork increased, reordering and classifying papers in all bureaux required
increasingly detailed tracking and management systems within the War Department. During the
early seventeenth centuries the activities of commis were of three primary types: “to reorder, to
classify papers, and to make copies of the most important mémoires.” 247 Yet this generalization
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Pénicaut, « Les commis et premiers commis des bureaux du département de la Guerre sous Michel Chamillart, »
Annuaire-bulletin de la Société de l'histoire de France (2002): 83-84. Pénicaut refers to work spaces as “pièce
jouxtant.” In addition, he cites SHD A1 248; A1 2015 folio 391 in fn143: "If we are to believe the annotations on
many pieces of correspondence, clerks were scarcely permitted to be separated from the minister; we read [in A1
248, folio 391] a marginal note in a letter indicating that “M. Guardian, [is] to send an order to this effect
diligently.” « Si l’on en croit les annotations portées sur de nombreuses minutes de correspondance, les commis
ne devaient guère s’éloigner du ministre ; on lit ainsi ‘M. Gardien, éxpedier un ordre en ce sens diligemment’. »
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For example see SHD A1 293, pièce 85; Carpatry à Louvois, à Paris le 14e mai 1672 and pièce 176 ; Carpatry à
Louvois, à St. Germain, le 31e mai 1672. Pénicaut also describes a situation whereby in the early 1670s three of
Louvois’ premier commis, Charpentier (père), Le Boistel, and Carpatry, bought and subsequently shared a hotel in
Paris where they and their bureaux commis would sometimes work. Each time one of the three owners died,
another premier commis would be asked to enter into the triple ownership agreement.
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Jean-Claude Devos, « Les secrétariat d’État à la guerre et ses bureaux, » Revue historique des armées, No. 162
(mars 1986) : 96. « Les travaux sont donc de trois sortes : rassembler, classer les papiers, faire des copies des
mémoires à partis des plus importants. »
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gradually loses its applicability to the work of the War Department, when after 1643 clerical
variety expanded and the primary activities became embedded in the secretariat as other bureaux
commis took on specialized tasks. Added responsibilities included assessing incoming and
outgoing correspondence to add corrective, summary, or additive notes to a primary text. The
commis also added cross-references as finding devices or flags to identify important passages. 248
The very act of separating and organizing incoming information for parsing to the responsible
bureau meant that commis, at least in the secretariat, had to have a basic understanding of the
department’s operating methods. These types of recording tools were used by commis for a variety
of purposes, but most often for the organization of papers. 249 Commis also used an indexing system
whereby they wrote a document’s title across the spine of every document received in the
department, demonstrating their efforts to organize and catalogue incoming materials. 250
One of the vital responsibilities of the secretariat was to ensure distribution of incoming
correspondence to the appropriate person, organizing and arranging correspondence as it arrived.
The secretariat acted as a mail room or letter office, according to Sarmant, with the chef de bureau
acting as a personal assistant to the minister, sorting incoming correspondence by bureau and
deciding to which matters the secrétaire would need to personally answer. 251 Those commis in the
secretariat were the “first readers” of all arriving correspondence and would note on each piece of
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Blair, Too Much to Know, 71-73. Here Blair describes the tools available to intellectual workers for these
purposes within the Republic of Letters. First, readers could add notes to correct the primary text but also inserted
cross-references as finding devices, comments involving praise or criticism, or flags to facilitate remembrance. In
addition, readers recorded excerpts in commonplaces under certain headings, loci, or topoi. Adversaria was a term
for notes which were in relationship to printed texts.
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The basic method of organization was to put papers in a liasse or bound register, which became more frequent as
time passed and the departmental operations became more sedentary.
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See SHD A1 416, pièce 298; « Fonds de Nancy pen[dan]t l’année 1674. »
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 312.
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correspondence not only responses but also that matters contained within them had actually been
addressed. A small “f”, meaning “fait” would be used as a textual notation to indicate that the
Minister or one of the premier commis had fashioned a response to the sender. 252 For example, in
letters that various engineers sent to the War Department in 1678, they addressed a variety of
matters, both routine and extraordinary, and each document has an “f”, an indication that it was
read and processed. 253 A letter from the commissaire Durencher, partially coded, providing enemy
recruitment data illustrates as well that commis utilized an “f” to indicate other types of completed
actions such as the need to decode a letter. 254 In this manner, the commis in the secretariat could
track and manage the large volume of materials arriving each day at the War Department.
Notation devices such as “f” served additional purposes. Although many of these indicators
indicated simply receipt, the “f” may also have indicated a need for a response. Louvois himself
was in the habit of writing or dictating responses separately, as well as making notes on the
document itself, but the premier commis received letters and notes directly as well and could have
used notations to track their own responses (see Figure 1). 255 No matter who made the responses,
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Dr. Bertrand Fonck at the SHD, Archives de la guerre informed me that commis in the department, not later
archivists, made most of these notations at the time of receipt and processing. In a separate discussion, Dr.
Sarmant observed that “f” is a simple notation representing the word “fait,” likely indicating that a letter has been
processed and a response generated as necessary. He agreed with Dr. Fonck on the origin of the notation.
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For example, see SHD A1 616, pièce 51, Robelin à Louvois, à St. Omer, le 13e mai 1678, and pièce 110, le 1er
juillet 1678. Both are marked with “f” as well as the notation ‘génie’ indicating final disposition as regards filing.
See also SHD A1 794, pièce 32; Tarade à Louvois, à Strasbourg [mai 1682]. This document contains a diagram of
the citadel and profiles of its walls. The front page contains a top marginal response, crossed out, and marked “f.”
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See SHD A1 596, pièce 17; Durencher, « faire état des ennemis », au Quesnoy ce 15e février 1678. See also pièce
7; Calvo à Louvois, le 13e février 1678. The first page of both pieces have a notation at the top « déchiffre » with
an “f” marked next to the notation. Whichever commis received these items noted that they needed to be decoded
and when this was done, again on the letter itself, the task was then checked off in a manner of speaking.
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In this respect, we can only speculate as to the frequency of actual practice. The fact that the bureaux generally
retained only drafts of outgoing correspondence, and without any indication of the signatory, means that evidence
for the premier commis drafting letters is sparse. However, evidence exists demonstrating that premier commis did
write to a wide variety of agents in the network, as evidenced by the letters from Saint-Pouanges and Carpatry to
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the “f” indicator made in the secretariat minutes registers clearly represent the fact that the letter
or note itself had been cleanly copied and sent. 256 Other letters in the minutes registers, especially
those designated as circulaires, have more informative notations such “il en faut 29”. 257 Such
letters for multiple recipients can contain marginal notations of the number of copies necessary,
lists of the recipients, and an indication of the form or method of delivery. 258 Once the notes on
incoming correspondence were transferred to a draft response the original was no longer needed
and could be filed or destroyed according to retention practice. This action represents a third usage,
that is, “f” as an indicator that the document was ready for filing. Commis adopted procedurallybased processing methods for both incoming and outgoing correspondence to closely track work.
Note-taking also assumed central importance for premier commis because of the specific

the engineer Chazerat in Arras. See SHD 1M 1745, folio 3 [10]; Carpatry à Chazerat, à St. Germain-en-Laye le 30
juillet 1670. In this letter Carpatry asked Chazerat to make a detailed report on the condition of the fortifications
for Louvois by the time Louvois was to return from one of his excursions. In another letter, Charpentier wrote to
Chazerat providing instruction on the assembly of Chazerat’s infantry company. Chazerat was not only an
engineer but a noble who financed his own company of soldiers. See SHD 1M 1745, folio 3 [220]; Charpentier à
M. Chazerat, à Dunkerque le 14 mai 1671. The register also contains letters from Saint-Pouanges and Dufresnoy.
Interestingly, most of the letters written by these premier commis were written when Louvois was with them, and
not when he was travelling as might be suspected. For a fairly complete set of dates when Louvois was travelling,
see Corvisier, Louvois, Annexes, 508. His ‘agenda’ for his trip to Flanders, 3 to 9 December 1676 from SHD A1
485, 28 novembre 1676 is discussed on 509-10, as well in Rousset, Histoire de Louvois et de son administration
politique et militaire (Paris, 1863), t.2, 274-275.
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See SHD A1 848, folio 311; Louvois au Commissaire de Vic[k] ; à Versailles le 22 May 1689.
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See SHD A1 848, folio 5; Circulaire aux Colonels de Milice et aux Commissaires des guerres, à Versailles le 13
May 1689. The author dictated two versions of this letter whereby Louvois had requested a full report of
regimental militia officers who will remain with their regiments. The note to the colonels is marked « il en faut
29 » and the other « il en faut 26. » Although these letters do not list all the recipients as some circulaires do [see
A1 848, folio 311 below], it is clear from the language that the commis would have had a list of the officers and
commissaires who were to receive this note. Interestingly, the two letters also suggest a system of doublechecking the resulting lists.
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SHD A1 848, folio 311; [Louvois aux intendants]; à Versailles le 22 May 1689. The names of the intendants are
listed, and next two each is the term « billet » or « un mot ». Because the letter requests these intendants to
identify which cadets in the compagnie de gentilhommes under their commands are qualified to be officers, the
term « billet » may indicate that an accompanying note was to be attached for the intendant to circulate to these
men. The term may also indicate the form the note to the intendant was to take in dispatching it.
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and generally confidential nature of the information with which they interacted. Marginal notes
and other devices for crafting a correct and final version was more important for bureau commis
than for students in early modern intellectual networks. 259 Commis created “working papers” and
making corrections on draft correspondence for purposes of precision, or even possibly so that
premier commis could verify their work. The work was parceled out based on the necessary action

Figure 1:

Incoming letter with “f” and response and marginal notation.

Source: SHD A1 616, pièce 81; La Mothe de la Myre [à Louvois, 12 juin 1678, à Puicerda].

or response resulting in a “rapid rhythm of work to minimize effort,” 260 meaning that different
commis cycled through several secretarial activities daily so as to vary the duties. The premier
commis and commis do not appear to have used any type of fixed system of shorthand, yet they
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Blair, Too Much to Know, 66.

Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 369. « … rythme de travail rapide et pour minimiser les efforts. » Commis
rotated through this duty no doubt because fresh hands could work faster.
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definitely employed shortcuts when making notes and crafting draft responses. The handwriting
had to be quick and was barely legible since the letter would be directed to a limited number of
insiders for final copying. The commis abbreviated words and employed formulas of civility which
were only sparsely outlined. They needed to economize on paper as well as to share the tasks.
Different commis would take dictation, create drafts, or issue final copies. Sometimes the wrong
version was sent out: Sarmant has identified a note to Colbert de Croissy with Louvois’s own
corrections actually written on the letter that was sent, showing that tracking was not foolproof. 261
The commis in the secretariat developed their own systems of abbreviations and stylistic
letter formation, a limited type of shorthand. The secrétaire relied heavily on their secretariat for
letter writing, clerical support and probably comprehension of correspondence. The secrétaire
wrote few official letters in his own hand; many were dictated to commis or premier commis and
sometimes corrected on the spot. A commis taking dictation used a variety of shortcuts, such as
abbreviating the verb “faire” as “fe.” Commis regularly abbreviated certain common words (“vre”
for “vostre”) or “q’l” for “qu’il”, salutations (“M.” for “Monsieur”) and prefixes or suffixes (“-mt”
for “-ment”). 262 Spelling was not standardized. 263 Abbreviations were standardized in order to be
understood by both the ones taking dictation and by copy draftsmen, but words themselves were
spelled out as completely and consistently as possible in the final letter. Commis developed
marginalia using specific words and phrases, as well as shortened formulas, brief words of
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Louvois’s handwriting was of “small block, fine and compact, [betraying] a long and strict self-discipline.” See
Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 370-1. The authors mention that Colbert’s handwriting was barely legible.
Louvois asked both Vauban and Chamlay to have someone write for them because of their bad, inky handwriting.
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See for example SHD A1 715, folio 79 (111); Louvois à M. de Saint-Pouanges, à Versailles le 4e juillet 1684. « Je
vo[us] prie aussy de parler à to[us] les command[ants] des regi[men]ts suisses po[ur] f[air]e q[u’i]l ... »
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SHD 1M 1745, folio 3 (10); Carpatry à Chazerat; à St. Germain-en-Laye le 30e juillet 1670. Carpatry spelled
‘fait’ as ‘faict.’ It was correctly spelled in SHD A1 360, pièce 233; Carpatry à Louvois, à Paris ce 14e may 1673.

instruction, and abbreviations, all of which were recognized and understood by transcribers.
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Commis developed systems of notetaking, marginalia, and abbreviations to enhance their
accuracy and speed in drafting. They would make these types of notations directly on the original
letter and then use them to draft different responses for the minister. 264 However, the originals
themselves were not intended to be sent. Instead, the head of the secretariat tasked certain commis
with drafting clean versions of an original, some dispatches even requiring multiple drafts. For this
reason calligraphy skills were highly prized, readability being a primary goal. 265 Actual drafts of
minutes would have been illegible to most recipients. Occasionally, commis created multiple
drafts, and some were included in registers of minutes because of their corrections, as for example
a letter for the Prince de Taxis, postmaster general for the Spanish Netherlands which a commis
redrafted with final corrections. The revised document is in a fine, clear hand. 266 Louvois dictated
to multiple commis, sometimes asking those in the secretariat to work in shifts. He would review
and personally correct letters before or after the drafting of a clean copy. 267 A letter that Louvois
264

See SHD A1 616, pièce 137, La Mothe de la Myre à Louvois, de Puicerda le 20e juillet 1678. This letter contains
a top of the page addition of lines written between the original lines of the response to be drafted. Once drafted, an
‘f’ was added to the original, and the response lines are actually crossed out. This action indicates that the commis
drafted the response line for line from the handwritten notes on the original letter and then marked it as completed.
The response would be found in SHD A1 576, Minutes de juillet 1678, but I did not have the opportunity to verify
this fact. Gabriel La Motte de la Myre (12 octobre 1632-20 mars 1685), engineer, was assigned to Perpignan and
in 1678 was ordered to demolish Puicerda. He died ‘on the job’ at Pinero in 1685 and was replaced by the
engineer Rousselot. See Blanchard, Dictionnaire Des Ingénieurs Militaires: 1691-1791 (Université Paul Valéry,
Montpellier III, 1981), s.v. « La Myre, » 419.
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Louvois demanded the same from those in the field as he himself demonstrated. See SHD A1 824, folio 98;
Louvois à Saint-Pouanges du mesme jour 27e septembre 1688; [à Versailles]. In this letter he asks Saint-Pouanges
to to regularly report the news, even on Sunday, and “if you write something in your own hand, I pray you apply
yourself to make it legible.” « Je vous repette que vous m'escriviez amplement, et ne me laissiez ignorer aucun
detail de tout ce qui se passera, mettant dans des billets a part ce que vous voudrez qu'il n'y ait que moy qui voye,
et si vous escrivez quelque chose de vostre main, apliquez vous je vous prie à faire qu'il soit lisible. »
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SHD A1 714, folio 56 (75) and folio 82 (106); Louvois à M. le Prince de Taxis,

à Valenciennes le 3e juin 1684.

See for example SHD A1 267, folio 55; du Camp de Boutit le 22 juillet 1672 and A1 248 fo.182, which are good
illustrations of dictated letters with corrections in Louvois’ own hand. Many examples exist in the minutes
registers where the style of hand changes on the same or on different pages where letters were dictated on the
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sent to one Monsieur de La Cour on 13 May 1685 contains strikethroughs and inserts throughout
the letter. 268 All of these changes had to be incorporated, but it is unclear whether Louvois read all
final versions or simply affixed his signature to final copies without review. It seems highly likely
that once urgent matters of the day addressed, Louvois had the commis manage the ordinary and
mundane matters themselves, with little input from him. Since most commis worked for the
department for many years, they probably came to know and understand his style and what
required his approval or at least attention and what was permissible for them to handle directly. 269
Annotations also served to direct the commis to make specific additional notes to individual
recipients of an otherwise identical letter. This action saved time and effort in terms of not
requiring dictation of separate and slightly different individual letters. After the fall of
Luxembourg in July 1684, Louvois had the commis draft a letter to the intendant Breteuil
concerning the need to rapidly collect goods and contributions owed by the Spanish before the
recently negotiated peace treaty was to effect. The draft itself lists several articles as postscripts
that were to be directed to different individuals. 270 In another example, in a letter to Saint-Pouanges

same day. Sarmant alludes to but does not directly claim that there was a practice of different commis taking
dictation in succession. See Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 370-72. For Thomas Aquinas’ habits of
dictation, see Blair, Too Much to Know, 83. It is unclear whether Louvois was also able to dictate to multiple
assistants as was Aquinas. Knowing his proclivity for multi-tasking, it is not beyond the realm of possibility. In
any case both men had illegible handwriting.
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SHD A1 745, folio 262; Louvois à M. de La Cour à Versailles ce 13e May 1685; « Je mande presentement à M.
de Menars de se rendre à Dreux entre cy et samedy prochain 19e de ce mois [begin strikethrough] pour prendre de
vous in... [end] ^ où vous vous trouves pour luy employer ^ ce qu'il y a à faire pour le restablissement de la
navigation de la riviere d'Eure dans son departement, vous aurez soin de vous y [begin strikethrough] trouver
[end] ^ mettre ^ en mesme temps, et de luy [begin strikethrough] si bien expliquer toutes choses [end] ^ donner
des mémoires si precise? de ^ toutes les reparations necessaires à ladite riviere, ^ qu les ^ ne puissent manquer
d'estre bien executées. »
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Further evidence of this is provided by the recurrence, during the 1670s, 1680s, and 1690s, of the same hands in
the minutes registers, with occasional and rare changes of hand.
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SHD A1 730, pièce 96; Louvois à de Breteuil, à Versailles le 21 Juillet 1684. In this memo, Louvois makes a
variety of requests to a variety of people; for example the annotation after the first postscript article states that
“this article is only for [the letter to] Monsieurs Chevalier, Desmadrys, La Goupillier, and Charuel.”
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during October 1688, as a fall campaign was in full swing, Louvois asked him to check into the
navigability of the Necker. The draft minute contains a marginal notation directing the commis
drafting the letter to send a separate note to the duc de Duras. 271 These side notations are quite
common and saved time and effort, certainly on the part of the secrétaire. Much earlier during the
Franco-Dutch War, Louvois told the Prince de Condé that M. Saint-Pouanges was aware of, and
M. Berthelot was addressing care of, the need for grain. He also affirmed that he would send a
letter to the intendant Damoresan to assist, and this letter was dictated the next day. A note on the
Damoresan letter written by the commis taking dictation states that he had already “written to the
Sr. Berthelot in conformance with the last article of this letter, touching on the ovens at [Le]
Quesnoy.” 272 Informational notes of this nature marked directly on incoming original or outgoing
draft letters permitted commis in the secretariat to more effectively manage the crafting and flow
of outbound correspondence.
A system of annotating drafts with a type of “carbon copy” avant la lettre allowed the
commis to save time by creating identical copies of originals in order to forward them to additional
recipients who were not named in the letter but needed the information in order to remain informed
on a matter. Louvois wrote to Saint-Pouanges in September 1670 and included a copy of a letter
he was to give to the army commander, maréchal de Créqui: “You will see from the letter I have
written to maréchal de Créqui, of which I am sending you a copy, that His Majesty has approved
the punishment that he has made on a soldier who was caught pillaging,” and that this action was
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SHD A1 811, folio 170; Louvois à Saint-Pouanges, à Fontainebleau le 23e octobre 1688. A marginal note reads:
« Solliciter aussy mond[it] Sr. le duc de Duras de donner ordre à la com[missai]re qui est aud[it] Haibron d’aller
f[air]e du desordre dans le pays pour l’obigent à aporter de longeur et de f[air]e destriure le chasteaux et lieux
fermes. »
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SHD A1 380, folio 12; Louvois à Monseigneur le Prince, au camp devant Besançon du 7e May 1674, and folio
12v, Louvois à Damoresan, au camp devant Besançon du 8e May 1674. « L'on a escrit au Sr. Berthelot en
conformité du dernier article de cette lettre, touchant les fours du Quesnoy.

best for maintaining discipline among the troops.
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Army and provincial intendants also received

copies of important letters, but often copies were forwarded directly to a particular recipient for
distribution to the final recipients. In a letter dated 21 June 1689, Louvois instructed the intendant
d'Herleville to forward packets of correspondence and other materials to commissaire Le Camus
and another official. 274 The archives also contain a variety of examples of early form letters, such
as those sent to a number of intendants on 5 April 1684 providing details concerning engineers in
their departments. 275 Issuing general instructions to a group of functionaries was common practice
in the War Department and because of this practice, it is a reasonable assumption that Louvois did
not physically see or even sign final versions of these “copies.”

Professionalization and Scribal Work
The increasingly varied nature of duties and required increasing levels of professional skill.
Commis began as copyists but slowly assumed greater responsibilities as drafters, writers and
editors. Administrative work also demanded organization management skills on the part of the
premier commis. Commis both sent and received letters through the ordinaire and extraordinaire
courier systems in a rhythm dependent upon need and timing. They organized, categorized with
spinal notations, and parceled out incoming information as required. 276 They checked, copied, and
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SHD A1 248, folio 178; Louvois à Saint-Pouenges, 22e septembre 1670. « Vous verrez par la lettre que j'escris à
M. le marechal de Créquy de laquelle je vous envoye Copie que Sa Majesté a fait approuvé la justice qu'il a fait
faire d'un soldat qui avoit pillé, il n'y a rien que l'on ne doibve faire pour maintenir la discipline dans les troupes. »
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SHD A1 1116, pièce 98; Louvois à d'Herleville, à Versailles le 21e juin 1689. « Je vous supplie de faire tenir à
Mon[ieu]r le marquis de Crenaris? et M. le Camus les deux pacquets cy joinct le plustost que vous pouvez. »
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SHD A1 712, folios 128, 129 and 131; 5 avril 1684. The first is a list of engineers by department, the second is a
letter to several intendants, and the third is the official notification to the engineers regarding their service.
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For one example of the spinal notation written by a particularly conscientious commis, see SHD A1 867, pièce 11;
« Mémoire des munitions necessaires pour l'Irlande sur lequel il faut prendre les ordres du Roy, 1689, » where the
spinal notation indicates « ce mémoire est de novembre ou decembre 1689. »
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dispatched outgoing materials with duplicates carried by multiple couriers. This activity demanded
precise organization and recording of materials sent and received. Within department bureaux, a
premier commis generally had the charge to create a “cahier des expeditions” for each year and
which, according to Sarmant, “had a list of items expedited in chronological order. Every piece of
paper of whatever nature (whether duplicates, coded, decoded, extracts) was inventoried,” usually
chronologically. 277 Premier commis in War Department bureaux did so by labelling each received
document on its spine with the title and type of document, the date, and the sender, as for example
with a memorandum received from the intendant Charuel, entitled “mémoire touchant les fonds
de Nancy pendant l’année 1674.” 278 Again, the “f” indicator may have played a role in readying
the document for filing within a liasse. In any case, the retention of documents provided the
commis in a bureau with the ability to recall information as necessary, a hallmark of Le Tellier
procedure. A database indicating retention of original documents received, as well as copies of all
materials sent out, was crucial for a developing sense of state memory.
The premier commis were in the front lines of data protection and sought methods to restrict
access to bureau information. Although no one individual was apparently singled out for this duty,
a selected group of bureau commis coded and decoded information. 279 The War Department
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 358-9. « Il s’agit d’une liste en ordre chronologique des pièces expédiées.
Toutes les écritures établies, quelles qu’elles soient (duplicata, chiffrements et déchiffrements, extraits) sont
recensées. L’intitulé de chaque pièce, lettre, mémoire, etc. est suivi d’un nombre de feuillets. À la fin du cahier, le
secrétaire d’État certifie le service fait. »
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SHD A1 416, pièce 297, M. Charuel, « mémoire touchant les fonds de Nancy pendant l'année 1674. » Because of
the process of placing the notation on a document’s ‘spine,’ the organization of binding liasses into registers in the
eighteenth century caused many of the spinal notations to be sewn within the binding and to be rendered
unreadable. However, this conclusion is inescapable through any examination of the organization of the archival
registers. Although a formal inventory of liasses in the War Department was not completed until the late 1690s
(see SHD A1 3769-3773, « Catalogue des registres manuscripts concernant la guerre »), they nonetheless illustrate
that methodical organization of materials was already a common practice.
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Le Grand Chiffre was designed by the Rossignol team of father and son for Louis XIII was reputed to be
unbreakable. Modified forms were in use by the French Peninsular army until the summer of 1811. See Simon
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managed protections against interception, loss, and deciphering in a similar fashion. Indeed, it was
“safe enough that the correspondence between Louvois and Catinat could not be decrypted until
the end of the nineteenth century.” 280 Yet, commis also sent and received much of the War
Department correspondence “in the clear.” In a letter received from Jean-Saveur de Calvo,
Governor of Maastricht during the Franco-Dutch War, the first page of the letter has a notation
“déchiffre” and an “f” made by the commis who was tasked with decoding the letter. It was duly
decoded and marked before he sent it for evaluation. 281 Commis also kept busy decoding captured
enemy letters and other documents. In a letter to Louvois on 6 August 1674, Condé told him that
“A party which I have sent [on patrol] between the enemy camp and Brussels today has captured
a courier with a number of dispatches of which I am sending you the most important.” A commis
would then attempt to piece together the information contained in the letter, which had, like most
of the War Department’s own dispatches, contained only partially coded text. Condé further
asserted, using his own code, that “there is one that is coded which I hope that you will be able to
decode as you have done with the others.” 282 Condé in effect coded that section of this letter which
acknowledged the department’s ability to decode enemy dispatches so as to keep this bit of
valuable information secret.

Singh, The Code Book: The Science of Secrecy from Ancient Egypt to Quantum Cryptography. New York: Anchor
Books, 1999. A more complete analysis of this aspect of the work is explored in chapter two.
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André Corvisier, La France de Louis XIV : ordre intérieur et place en Europe (Paris, 1979), 297. « Le Grand
Chiffre fut assez sûr pour que la correspondance entre Louvois et Catinat ne puisse être décryptée qu’à la fin du
XIXe siècle »
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SHD A1 596, pièce 7; de Calvo à Louvois, à Maastricht le 13e fevrièr 1678. Note that not all of the letter was en
chiffre, only the portions deemed to contain sensitive information. Very few letters were written entirely in code.
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SHD A1 400, pièce 24; Condé à Louvois, au camp du Pieton, 6 août 1674. « Un party que j'avois envoyé
commandé par M. de [___] la entre le Camp des ennemis et Bruxelles, a pris aujourd'huy un Courrier avec
plusieurs despesches donc je vous envoye les principales, Il y en a une en chiffre [begin chiffre] que je souhaitte
que vous pussiez deschiffrer comme vous avez faict les autres [end chiffre]. »
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Beyond drafting, copying, and coding duties, commis managed a substantial volume of
daily and mundane information required to move recruits or even entire infantry and cavalry units,
by formulating and authorizing étapes, creating march routes, and determining winter quarters. 283
They also processed information vital to officers and the conduct of their officers, addressing
complaints, resolving disputes, and issuing benefices, appointments, and gages. 284 The commis in
the bureau des fonds provided information reports necessary to authorize payments of military
expenditures. Premier commis and commis frequently summarized incoming information, such as
Berthelot’s requests for distribution of powder in arsenals in Flandres in 1689, a summary report
of which was sent to several intendants. 285 All of these activities generated specific information
sets within the War Department and were in many cases rote pieces which historians have in
general ignored. Nevertheless, summary reporting provided the secrétaire with crucial knowledge
for managing and planning. The reports compiled by Charpentier’s bureau illustrate that deciding
on the distribution of troops and their subsequent provisioning for étapes and winter quarters
orders were of crucial importance: infantry, cavalry, and artillery had to be carefully lodged along
the Rhine during the winter 1688-89 so as to facilitate provisioning as well as mobilization the
following spring. 286 These cases demonstrate that premier commis were tasked with supplying
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SHD A1 296, pièce 25; Commissaire Le Vacher à Louvois, au Quesnoy le 4e novembre 1672. « Monsieur
Charpentier m'a envoyé les ordres et Routes pour les garnisons du Es_aux, Je les ays des__er sy chacun lieux et le
plus part des officiers sont partis pour aller … » See SHD A1 822, pièce 11, Maréchal d’Humieres à Louvois, à
Dunkerque le 3e septembre 1688 for acknowledgement of receipt of troop contrôles.
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See SHD A1 822, Louvois à Bagnols [état des ingénieurs], 7 septembre 1688. In this letter Louvois lists engineers
who have received commissions assigning them to a specific location for the coming campaign. See also the
report in SHD Ya 101, « Estat des Officiers Majors des places du départment de Monseigneur de Louvois; du 15
septembre 1683 » which illustrates that Bourdon’s bureau commis kept careful track of all officer appointments.
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SHD A1 856, folio 15; « Estat des poudres que le Sr. Berthelot pretend avoir fournis cette année 1689 dans les
places du département de flandres »; A Marly le premier septembre 1689.
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SHD A1 838 folios 156-157. « Estat de l'infanterie qui doibt hyverner audela du Rhin; du 2 November 1688. » A
similar report was created for the cavalry and the artillery.
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necessary information through reports from their particular bureau that would be sent to those with
a need for the information. By learning how to address an increasing range of administrative and
logistical responsibilities, the premier commis and their bureaux slowly began to specialize and
assume more and more detailed duties through their professional skills.

Specialization of the Bureaux
The work in each of the bureaux involved precise methods of gathering and summarizing records,
many times requiring ministerial or even royal decisions or approval. Specialization served to
allow the department to address problems in administration procedurally. For example, as historian
David Parrott has noted, the War Department sought to eliminate much of the disorder caused by
internal disorder, what historian John Lynn has called the “tax of violence.” 287 Although results
before the 1660s were sporadic, under Louvois the assertion of royal control made a major
difference in lessening the disruptions caused by internal marching and quartering. Charpentier’s
bureau was given overall responsibility for crafting the necessary routes and winter quarters plans:
orders issued to maréchal d’Humières for the end of the season, containing both troop controls as
well as quartier d’hiver plans, reflect this type of activity. 288 The commis who prepared these
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John Lynn refers to the disorders created by French troops that lacked orders or appropriate provisions, who were
marching across the country during the 1640s and 1650s the ‘tax of violence.’ If they were inadequately supplied
when arriving at particular destinations, they frequently took what they needed from civilians. See John Lynn,
“How War Fed War: The Tax of Violence and Contributions during the Grand Siècle,” The Journal of Modern
History 65, no. 2 (1993): 286–310. David Parrott insists that the crisis caused by the expansion of the army during
the Thirty Years War was to blame: “The obvious problem confronted by the étapes after 1635 was that the
volume and frequency of troops moving to the frontiers considerably exceeded the capacity of the chosen places
to buy in and stockpile foodstuffs,” and similar issues existed with wintertime lodging and subsistence. See
Parrott, Richelieu's Army. War, government and society in France, 1624-1642 (Cambridge, 2001), 507-9. After
the 1660s, this violence was significantly reduced, but abuses switched from violence directed against civilians to
fraud against the government. See Rowlands, The Dynastic State, 140-47, 261-62.
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SHD A1 703, pièce 149 et 149bis; Louvois à M. le Maréchal d'Humières, à Versailles le 24e octobre 1683. See
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orders would have considered such factors as the capacity of towns to both feed and house troops,
as well as the need to station the troops to facilitate assembly in the spring. In a letter dated 18
August 1672, the commandant at Dunkerque requested that Louvois send a route to an officer to
“conduct the soldiers of Monsieur Flanquier in order for him to able to assemble them” together,
as soldiers were never permitted to march without officer leadership. 289 Troops also could not
move within France without an official route order and the appropriate étapes arranged.
Charpentier thus had tremendous responsibility for troop movements and conduct.
The use of print represents a highly specialized technique of government information
management. One particular bureau, probably the secretariat, had the primary responsibility for
the printing of government forms. Although knowledge processed by the royal government rarely
crossed the boundary into “public” space as print, it was many times necessary to ensure consistent
communication of information as well as to control the physical movements of individuals,
particularly foreigners, associated with military activity. Printed materials issued by the frontier
intendants were also designed to inform the public about specific regulations. In some cases
intendants themselves arranged printing of decrees, edicts, and other royal decisions, as when Le
Boistel sent copies of an ordonnance to Bergues, “to print a number of copies of the ordonnance
which you have sent to me concerning the interdiction of packets and letters carried by town
messengers.” 290 In these instances, intendants claimed royal authority to convey information in a

also SHD 1M 946 Mémoires Militaires et historiques 1674, 1676, 1678, 1679-1697, folios 138-144;
« Dispositions des quartiers du pays de Treves et Hundsrück. » This is a transcribed document based on the
original routes.
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SHD A1 271, pièce 178; M. de La Bourlie à Louvois, à Dunkerque ce 18e aoust 1672. « … qu’il la sera tres
bonne en luy demand une route de mener? les soldats de M. Flanquier?, où il les pouroit assembler … »
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See, for example, the decree printed by Le Boistel as gouverneur of Dunkerque, SHD A1 338, pièce 49 Le Boistel
à Louvois, à Dunkerque ce 19e mars 1673. « J'ay envoyé aujourd'hui à Bergues faire imprimes plus copies de
l’ordonnance qu'il vous a plu m’addresser, portant deffence aux messageurs des villes de porter des lettres et
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targeted fashion. In other cases, intendants requested the printing be done by the bureaux. The
intendant Charuel sent Louvois a mémoire on 4 April 1674 concerning a number of different
exemplaires that he was arranging to print and distribute, one of which concerned the requisition
of transport: “I have used the strongest expressions that I can make to require that peasants will
supply transport; it will be necessary to print 1600 copies of this order and to post them in all the
villages ...” 291 This type of printing required direct coordination between the intendant and the
bureau so that copies would be printed correctly and distributed on a timely basis. The department
also utilized printed forms to maintain control over physical movement with passports and
sauvegardes (safeguards). The premier commis arranged for the printing of forms to be utilized as
control documents, thereby providing support to field administrators. A blank, printed passport
form for the intendant La Goupillière for 1690 contains a series of spaces to be filled in upon
issuance, as well as detailed instructions for the commis who would issue it working from his
office. 292 The obvious risks entailed through the printing of blank forms was likely offset by the

pacquets ailleurs qu'aux villes de leur institution, afin de la faire publier y affischer dans les lieux que nous
trouverons apropos, après quoy Je le feray executer de point un point, et afin de sçavoir a combien par septmaine
peut alles les portes de lettres, qui vont d'icy à Lille et mesme de Bergues, ce qui se verra facillement pendant
douze ou quinze jours, que les messageurs ordinaire a porteront dans vostre bureau de la poste, on ____ leurs
m'alles par vostre commis, ensuitte de quoy nous vous serons sçavoir Monseigneur s'y cela vaudra la peine que
vous establissiez un courier d'icy à Lille ... »
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SHD A1 727, 4 avril 1674. « Je me suis servy des expressions les plus fortes que j'ay pû pour obliger les paysans
a diligenter ces voitures il faudra imprimer 1600 exemplaires de ce ordre afin d'en envoyer dans tous les villages,
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SHD A1 1113, pièce 105; 1690. « De Par Le Roy ; Laissez librement & seurement passer [large blank space] sans
[blank] donner aucun empêchement; mais bien toute aide, assistance & sauvegarde, si vous en êtes requis, à
condition de ne rien faire de préjudiciable à nôtre service & à nos Sujets : Le present Passeport valable pour
[blank] à commencer du jour qu'il sera collationné. Donné [small caps] à Versailles le premier Octobre mil six
cens quatre-vingts-dix. Signé, LOUIS. Et plus bas, Le Tellier [small caps]. [Marginal side printing: Le soussigné
Commis à la distribution des Passeports au Bureau de [blank]./. à reçû pour le present Passeport la Somme de
[blank]./. Fait audit Bureau [blank] [end]] Collationné à l'Original pour Nous Conseiller du Roy en ses Conseils,
Intendant de Justice, Police & Finances de la Province de la Sarre, & Pays Frontières. Fait à Hombourg le
[blank]. » See another La Goupilliere form in SHD A1 1069, pièce 36.

requirement that intendants maintain lists of personnel to whom the documents were issued.
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As the demands of war became more constraining, the demands for summary reports grew
and became regularized. Commis and premier commis were also responsible for summarizing
specific data sets that were collected by the War Department. A prime example of this type of
summary reporting is to be found in the “États généraux des dépenses nécessaires à l’entretien des
officiers dans les garnisons du royaume, 1681-1712.” These cahiers were all created in the same
fashion and are organized by province, starting with Île de France and Soissonois, followed by
Picardie, and so on. 294 The cahiers were most likely created by War Department commis, as for
example cahier four, an original manuscript, ends with the notation “Fait à Fontainebleu le dixième
jour du mois de novembre mil six cens quatre-vingt deux” and it is signed by Louis and Le Tellier.
The commis in Tourmont’s bureau created these year-end reports likely to aid in both planning
and tracking. A number of expense lines contain blank spaces for names to be filled in. For
example under the entry for Metz in cahier one (1681), there is a payments line “Au Sr. ______
secrétaire pour les appointements par forme de pension ... 150#.” The significance is not the fact
that this is a full accounting of garrison costs for the winter but the systematic and comprehensive
way in which the information is summarized. In addition, it provides a list to track where nobles
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The following document hints at the need to track lists of people who have recieved passports by asking for an
accounting of revenues from them: SHD A1 871, folio 236; Louvois à La Grange, du 5e janvier 1689; à Versailles
[aux intendants]. « Je vous prie de m'envoyer incessamment un Estat de ce qui a esté receu dans vostre
departement jusques au dernier du mois de decembre 1688 tant des contributions, sauvegardes que passeports, et
de continuer à m'en adresser exactement un pareil à la fin de chaque mois de ce qui aura esté touché pendant ledit
mois afin que je puisse en rendre compte au Roy. Idem à Messieurs Bouridal, Voisin, Mahyeu, La Goupillière,
Heiss, Bagnols, Gresillemont. »
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AN G7 1798 et 1799: « États généraux des dépenses nécessaires à l’entretien des officiers dans les garnisons du
royaume, 1681-1712. » Table des matières: cahiers 1 et 2: Etat general des garnisons expedié pour l'année 1681.
cahiers 3 et 4 Etat general des garnisons expedié pour l'année 1682, cahiers 5 et 6: Etat general de la Depense que
le Roy veut et ordonne estre faite ... pour le payement ... de gens de guerre ... estant en garnison, 1683; cahiers 7 et
8 cover 1684. The cahiers in G7 1799 have expense reports for garnisons for 1685 through 1694.
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and other named individuals are in command. There were two cahiers per year, as the second book
for each is a duplicate of the first, the only difference being the use of a roman numeral accounting
system in the second book. The reason for this difference in accounting style is unclear, but the
second set of cahiers must have been created for a specific purpose, possibly for the Finance
Minister, at this time Colbert. Indeed, multiple copies were likely made for different reasons. They
are in effect reference books with a narrowly defined purpose and limited useful life.
The long-serving hands of the commis comes into sharp relief in the style and the method
of production within archival documents. Sarmant insists “the same hands appear often in the
minutes of central government archives during dozens of years [of records],” and a close scrutiny
of the many secretariat minutes registers confirm his conclusion. 295 Ghost writing of instructions,
requests, and demands using Louvois as the “author” conveyed the authority of the secrétaire but
with the power of an expanding staff behind him. Here was the solution to Philip II’s information
overload. 296 Indeed, the growing sophistication of informational circulation meant Louvois could
not do it all alone. The commis did not just copy letters; they summarized information as well as
created demands for information. 297 Their activities were changing the face of administration,
making it into a profession, with practices of training and credentialing, but with the “subjection
of bureaucrats to a rigid discipline as the price of empowerment.” 298 Such rigid discipline within
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 304. « Les mêmes mains apparaissent souvent dans les minutes des
archives centrales de l’État des dizaines d’années. »
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See Geoffrey Parker, The Grand Strategy of Philip II (New Haven, 1998), 73-4. Soll argues that in Colbert’s
case, the “solution” was to train Seinelay: “Here was the solution to Philip II’s information overload. Seignelay
learned each link in the chain of information: the choice of subject, the collection, the writing, the organization,
and the presentation to the king. Even more, he would have to oversee archival management, and the general
functioning of the state paperwork machine.” This assertion is problematic. See Jacob Soll, “How to manage an
information state: Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s archives and the education of his son,” Archival Science 7 (2007):338.

297
298

A1 992 1690 Guerre d'Allemagne Lettres de Differents Officiers mai-decembre.

James W. Cortada, “The Information Ecosystems of National Diplomacy: The Case of Spain, 1815–1936,”
Information & Culture: A Journal of History 48, Number 2 (2013): 223-4. See Peter Becker and William Clark,
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the bureaux became the basis for procedural rules and defined processes. Yet rules provided a
means by which the premier commis could serve more and more as information coordinators and
managers for an expanding royal government.

The Premier Commis as Information Managers
The expanding role of the premier commis as information managers was part of the transition of
the War Ministry from transitory management to a more permanent bureaucratic organization, a
facet exhibited within other French government departments, but less on a European scale until
the eighteenth century. 299 Before the late seventeenth century, a culture of service with specific
rules and customs existed that was largely centered on patron-client relations. In the transformation
process, the bureaux became producers of papers, but were also produced by that same paper as
Sarmant has observed. Yet differences existed: within many of the bureaux of Louis XIV’s
government, new concepts arose, founded on a “culture from service, a service that is neither that
of the courtesan, nor the magistrate, nor the military, but that of a new man: the administrator.”300
Brewer posits the same change in England even before the 1688 revolution. 301 Although Sarmant
defends the transformation of attitudes and some of its implications, the reasons for this altered

“Introduction,” Little Tools of Knowledge: Historical Essays on Academic and Bureaucratic Practices (Ann
Arbor, 2001), 12.
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See the discussion in Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 323-5.

300

Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 287-8. « Producteur de papier, le gouvernement est à son tour produit par
le papier; … chaque département ministériel secrète une somme de règles et d’habitudes que l’on peut désigner
sous le nom de ‘culture de service’. Mais au-delà des particularités propre à chaque microcosme ministériel se
constitue un socle commun de conceptions, une ‘culture du service’, un service qui n’est ni celui du courtisan, ni
celui du magistrat, ni celui du militaire, mais celui d’un home nouveau : l’administrateur. »
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Brewer, Sinews of Power, 69.
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obedience are less clear. Such a social realignment meant slow and subtle changes in loyalties, a
shift towards serving the needs of the department, and ultimately the government, and away from
service from devotion to a patron. Longevity of service, practical and extensive experience, and
specialization were all underpinned by the increasing need for effective information management.
Additionally, the institutionalization of work practices represents a fourth important component.
Procedure was both a driver and result, taking on more defined character by the end of the reign,
when transformative processes were well underway.
The existence of standardized forms stands as crucial evidence supporting this contention.
By 1700 use of printed forms was established practice, as illustrated by a commission form from
1690. The form is a commission, but the name throughout is blank with lines provided for inserting
it. The form itself was designed for easy completion with the name of the appointed commissaire,
signed, approved, and issued. 302 It is possible that the form was merely drawn up in advance or in
anticipation of the selection of one out of a pool of commissaire candidates. In any case, these
forms were expedients, making the work a bit less onerous and eliminating errors. Certainly within
a few years the premier commis regularly ordered and issued a wide variety of printed copies of
all kinds of standardized forms, as illustrated in two “Mémoires des Impressions,” invoices from
two different printers in 1712. One of these print services invoices was for blank printed passports
and placard ordonnances and in the bureaux of Georges-Hélie Gardien, Dufresnoy’s nephew, and
Hyacinthe-Louis Charpentier de Jossigny, a distant cousin of Charpentier. 303 Both of these men
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SHD A1 1020, folio 60; « Commission au Sr. ...... Commissaire des guerres pour traitter des conditions pour le
passage des courriers de France et de Savoye; à Versailles le 30e juin 1690. » The first line uses a standard and
formal style of address: « Nous Conseiler du Roy en ses Conseils Secretaire d'Estat et des commandements de Sa
Majesté Surintendant General des Bastiments, arts et manufactures du Royaume … »
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SHD Ya 23, folio 1 (1712); « Mémoire des Impressions faites et fournies pour le service du Roy au sujet de la
Guerre, par Leonard son Imprimeur ordinaire depuis le premier Avril 1712 jusques et compris le dix Octobre de la
même Année. » This document is a bill presented by the official printer, M. Leonard, for printed materials. Note
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had served under their family mentors for many years, and undoubtedly their use of forms stemmed
from improvements in practices that these chef de bureau had introduced. The second invoice was
for printed circulaires, exemplaires, and relieures, bound materials, regulating the treatment of
deserters. 304 Manuscript and individualized documents were slowly replaced by the commis
serving in the bureaux with more process-based tools. Such items demonstrate that the commis
serving in the department needed to develop “little tools of governance” to more effectively
manage information for which they were responsible. 305
In addition, premier commis slowly adopted specific procedures to coordinate how and
when materials were issued to field administrators and military commanders. Louvois wrote to
maréchal d’Humières in October 1683 at the end of the season advising him that he was attaching
several large packets “enclosing copies of the dispatch from His Majesty, which will authorize you
to convey to the officers the orders for winter quarters and the contrôle that I have sent you
identifying the places where they must go into garrison.” 306 Providing all of this information to
Humières in a single grouping would provide increased coordination for winter quartering, part of
the seasonal duties of the commis in Charpentier’s, and to a lesser extent, Saint-Pouanges’s and
Tourmont’s bureaux. However, it was not only seasonal information that kept the commis busy.

the names of commis who served under Louvois illustrating the early point regarding continuity of personnel.
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SHD Ya 23, folio 2 (1712); « Mémoire des Impressions faites et fournies pour le bureau de M. Gardien,
conseileur du roi … au sujet du rolle des deserteurs de l’année 1712. » The types of special paper, « papier
marbré, » « papier d'impression, » « papiers fin, battues, et rognées (cropped) » indicates specialized usage.
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The term “little tools” refers to a discussion by Peter Becker and William Clark regarding little tools of
representation of authority and objectivity. See Becker and Clark, “Introduction,” in Little Tools of Knowledge:
Historical Essays on Academic and Bureaucratic Practices (University of Michigan Press, 2001), 1-34.
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SHD A1 703, pièces 149, 149bis; Louvois à Maréchal d'Humières, 24 octobre 1683. « ... Les gros pacquets qui
seront ci joints qui enserrent des copies de la Dépêche de S.M. pourront vous donner lieu de faire croire aux
officiers que vous avez les ordres pour le quartier d'hiver, et le Contrôle que je vous envoyé qui contient les lieux
où elles doivent effectivement aller en garnison vous mettra en état de les mieux persuader qu'aussitôt après
l'affaire d'Ath l'armée séparera. »
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Commissaire Camus Du Clos acknowledged the receipt by courier of a wide variety of department
materials in a letter dated 8 October 1671, again at the end of the season, containing original and
duplicates of letters from the secrétaire, “the six routes of 100 soldiers each, and the two mémoires
given to you by the Ambassador of Savoy,” illustrating as well the use of duplicates. Another
courier had the previous day brought him additional dispatches from the past month and three more
routes for three hundred men. 307 An increasing need for coordination between the bureaux and
field administrators was one result of a progressively sophisticated organization, as well as a result
of the day-to-day management needs of an increasingly complex division of tasks.

Organizing Information
The ability to coordinate their distribution of information would have necessitated that each of the
bureau be able to organize incoming information, as well as to summarize it. As the amount of
information sent and received by the Department grew, the premier commis became more
constrained in their ability to effectively organize it. Le Tellier had, as we have seen, encouraged
his premier commis to transcribe important letters and other items in order for the secrétaire to
have materials at hand when he needed them, particularly when attending Council meetings. In the
1660s, the premier commis also began to create liasses, packets or bundles, for both secretarial
minutes and received letters. These exist for all years starting in 1668 and running well into
Chamillart’s administration during the early 1700s. They contain a substantial amount of the
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SHD A1 260, pièce 36; Camus Duclos à Louvois, 8 octobre 1671. « J'ay receu par le courrier que vous m'avez
fait l'honneur de me despescher lequel arriva mardi à la point du jour, vostre lettre de premier du courrant, le
duplicata de celles des 24e et dernier passé, les six routtes de cent hommes chacun, et les deux mémoires qui vous
avoient esté remis par M. L'ambassadeur de Savoye. » He also acknowledged the receipt of additional routes
orders. « L'ordinaire qui estit arrivé le jour precedent m'avoit apporté nos despesches , des 24e et 26e dudit mois,
et des routtes pour trois cens hommes. »
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Department’s outgoing correspondence, that is, the actual letters themselves generally without
attachments. The purpose of batching items in minute books, liasses of received letters, or expense
summaries was for the minister to have at hand important transcribed letters, expert opinions,
status updates, and other items at venues where he might need to remember content. 308 Minute
books and batches of letters received allowed a chronological reference to information. Summary
reports and documents were likely batched by category for reference to specific events. 309 These
methods of organization were, however, only expedients for access to current information. Other
methods would be necessary for storing information that was no longer immediately needed but
still important enough to retain.
Before 1688 each bureau was responsible for its own papers. From that year forward, the
Dépôt de la guerre gradually assumed the primary guardianship role for records storage, but even
so the change involving a long and drawn out process of re-defining responsibilities. We may
surmise that each premier commis had his own system of information organization, although given
the Le Tellier family management style, it is likely that there was some standardization of method.
No formal written guidelines exist as to which types of document might warrant preservation and
indeed the absence of any formal retention policy means that the guidelines were likely both verbal
and somewhat arbitrary during this time period. However, little tolerance would have been
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Documents were organized using principles similar to those employed by other early modern administrators and
diplomats such as Hans Kaspar Escher, who acted as Zurich’s delegate to Diets in Baden on various occasions
between 1673 and 1688. As Randolph Head relates, Escher made arrangements to have copies of important papers
available for meetings and negotiation sessions. He made his own selections as to what to take with him and these
included expert opinions on specific matters. The Le Tellier family operated in like manner with respect to
accessing important information. See Randolph C. Head, “Knowing Like a State: The Transformation of Political
Knowledge in the Swiss Archives,” Journal of Modern History 75 (2003): 774.
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This is speculation on my part, based on Timoléon Le Roy’s letter of 1643 (SHD A1 1181, pièce 11) and the 1697
inventory of liasses in the department (SHD A1 3769-3773, « Catalogue des registres manuscripts … »).
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displayed for a premier commis who kept bureau papers with their own personal papers. Although
we know very little about how documents were physically organized before the establishment of
the Dépôt, the chefs de bureau and commis were tasked to reorder, classify, and make copies of
the most important mémoires and other documents. 310 Indeed, the naissance of the Dépôt has as
its basis the Le Tellier family habit of carefully conserving important government papers.
Beyond their purely clerical duties the premier commis had at least some latitude to make
recommendations or even decisions regarding preservation. Such inferences are possible based on
the existence of archival documents marked with terms such as “garder” and “cote et garder” in
a number of ancien régime registers (see Figure 2). 311 These types of preservation notes were
recorded directly on the documents shortly after receipt by the commis in the bureaux, tasked with
organizing and storing these particular pieces of information, perhaps more carefully than other
items. 312 However, once documents were physically filed, we know little of the methods used to
retrieve them if they were needed for further processing or reference. The commis filed most
documents using the spinal notation system previously discussed. The widespread use of various
“finding devices” – such as title pages, section breaks, page numbers and indexes as described by
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Jean-Claude Devos, « Les secrétariat d’État à la guerre et ses bureaux, » Revue historique des armées, No. 162
(mars 1986): 96. « Les travaux sont donc de trois sortes: rassembler, classer les papiers, faire des copies des
mémoires à partis des plus importants. »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 39, « Pour Monsieur l’Intendant suivant les estates des commis des vivres, » and fo.40, « état
des bateaux. » The first is marked « cote et garder » and the second marked « garder ». Both are early 1672
reports sent by the intendant Jacques Charuel to Louvois. I had a discussion with Dr. Thierry Sarmant concerning
the terms “garder” et “cote et garder,” which he believes are an indication by one of the commis about the final
disposition of the materials.
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See SHD A1 260, pièce 149, advis du Sieur de Vauban le 19e octobre 1671, and 313, Les Estats d’Hollande
payent leur cavalliers et infanterie sur le pied qui ensuit, as examples. See also 1VD 18, folio 4 ; La Marinière à
Philisbourg, le 30e May 1695. His letter regarding codes used to read an accompanying map are marked « à
garder », possibly by one of the War Department commis. SHD A1 292, pièce 40; Charuel; « état des bateaux » is
also marked ‘garder’.

Blair
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was limited within the War Department. Folio sheets within minute or correspondence

registers were numbered, but this may well have been completed in the 1720s under de Lafaye’s
leadership of the Dépôt. Although the evidence suggests that commis organized and arranged many
of the ancien régime registers in the department as they received them in order to facilitate access.
Each bureau stored their own papers; however, the physical means of storage remains unknown.

Figure 2:

Letter with “cote et garder” upper left corner.

Source: SHD A1 292, pièce 39; « Pour Monsieur l’Intendant suivant les estates des commis des Trèves. »

In any case, War Department staff believed preservation to be crucial for their ongoing
work. During Louvois’s ministry, the volume of stored paper grew tremendously, with each
bureau retaining what it thought was needed for the conduct of their daily affairs. By 1688 Louvois
had decided to name his chief of the secretariat, d’Arbon de Bellou, as the new head of the Dépôt
de la guerre, tasking this new bureau with collecting and organizing all important departmental
papers. Despite his influence from his years as premier commis, Bellou had considerable
difficulties in getting the other chefs de bureau to give up their papers. It appears that protecting
and safeguarding bureau papers charged to an individual premier commis still counted for more
than intradepartmental cooperation. Moderated access to important information or even lost papers
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Blair, Too Much to Know, 46-52.
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would have indicated a potential failure to perform required roles and responsibilities. To
314

complicate matters, one Monsieur de Préfontaine, a relative of Timoléon Le Roy, advised Louvois
that he had eighteen large sacks of letters, dispatches, patents, instructions, pouvoirs, reglèments,
arrêts, ordonnances and many other documents from 1620 through 1659 which had been collected
by bureaux commis. We unfortunately do not know where these documents had been stored nor
who had taken the initiative to collect them, although the papers likely came from the personal
collection of a relative of Michel Le Tellier. What is known is that the sacks were a disorganized
hotchpotch which simply added to Bellou’s organizational headaches. Louvois told him to take
the sacks to his residence in Paris to sort and organize them. Two of Bellou’s clerks, Monsieur
Bernard and a colleague, took more than a year ordering them and putting them in bundles
organized by categories that included dispatches, expéditions, and minutes, and further organized
by year. Given that the process took two years, the sacks must have contained a significant number
of documents, or, the process of organization was problematic. 315 Yet by organizing these papers
the Dépôt became an active site for consolidating and accessing military records. 316
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This is not to suggest that Bellou was conscientious about his work or that the process of organization proceeded
smoothly. He was likely reluctant to demand papers be placed under his care, especially if one of his colleagues
had good reasons for needing ongoing access.
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SHD, A1 1181, pièce 55; Enregistrements de le dépôt, M. de Lafaye vers 1720. « En 1689 un M. de Préfontaine,
parent de M. Leroy, qui avait été premier [principale] commis de M. Le Tellier, donna avis à M. de Louvois qu'il
avait dix-huit grands sacs remplis de minutes de dépêches, lettres patentes, instructions, pouvoirs, Règlements,
arrêts, ordonnances, lettres reçues et de beaucoup d'autres expéditions de toute nature émanés de différents
bureaux, et ce depuis l’année 1620 jusqu'en 1659 inclusivement, c’est-à-dire du temps des ministère de Mssrs. les
Cardinaux de Richelieu et Mazarin et de Mssrs. Les Secrétaires d’Estat de leur temps, Sur quoi M. de Louvois
chargea M. de Belou de les faire retirer et porter à son hôtel à Paris, où l’on les débrouilla estant pesle-mesle
[pêle-mêle] [M.] Bernard [commis] et son confrère furent plus d’un ? an à les mettre en ordre et en liasses.
[Marginal note : Papiers de la guerre ? depuis ? 1620 jusques 1659. » M. de Préfontaine may have been a commis
in the Le Tellier ministry but more likely he was been given the papers by a family member.
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For Jesuit systems of managing flows, see Marcus Friedrich, “Government and Information-Management in
Early Modern Europe: The Case of the Society of Jesus (1540-1773),” Journal of Early Modern History 12
(2008): 539-563. Friedrich, “Archives as networks: the geography of record-keeping in the Society of Jesus
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Several important questions relative to methods of information management arise from this
examination, the first being the methods by which Bellou gathered documents to be placed under
archival protection. Whether he was conscientious about his work or not, Louvois seems to have
paid little attention to Bellou’s efforts to collect departmental papers. In addition, the bureau heads
were reluctant to part with records under their jurisdiction, although they had no problem
transferring some older records to Bellou when necessary. 317 Undeniably, the types of papers, their
immediate use, past practice reference utility, and their value as planning documents had tangible
effects on the bureau heads’ willingness to give them up. Parting with potentially valuable papers
would have entailed a definite risk, one that would not have been lightly assumed in this world of
patrons and clients and intermingled family and work relationships. Indeed, many bureau records
were destroyed or discarded shortly after use because the information was not understood to have
permanent value. The idea of creating a royal archive, primarily military, was a new concept and
the bureau heads would not necessarily have seen value in separating their documents from the
confines of their offices. Moderated access to important information or even lost papers would
have created the possibility of failure to perform their roles and responsibilities. It appears from
the sporadic documentation that the Dépôt’s collections grew in a haphazard fashion under
Bellou’s watch, probably in part because the premier commis had concerns about access and
safety. Whether Louvois had intended such a role or not, the Dépôt never became the “nerve
center” of administration. Only in the 1720s under the leadership of M. de Lafaye, Bellou’s
replacement, was the Dépôt recreated as a historical archive to more fully achieve its purpose.

(1540–1773),” Archival Science 10 (2010):290.
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Idem. See also Boislisle, Correspondance des contrôleurs généraux des finances, vol. I, v.

Coordinating and Managing Information Flows
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Primary responsibility for coordination fell to the secretariat, the one bureau vital to wellorganized functioning of department flows. The secretariat managed outgoing mail, which was
checked, recorded, and sent, as well as organized, categorized with spinal notations, and
distributed incoming information. However, when Louvois was travelling and especially when he
was on campaign, the head of the secretariat acted to coordinate department affairs. During the
crucial opening campaign of 1672, Carpatry coordinated communications with Louvois and two
of his operatives at Dunkerque. He sent Louvois a letter indicating that M. Le Tellier requested
him to obtain clarification on some items, and that after he had consulted them, they will be able
to “craft a response for each item.” Carpatry noted that Le Tellier “decided to do this in order to
spare your time and save you the trouble.” 318 Though it is clear that Le Tellier had charge of the
department in the secrétaire’s absence, it was Carpatry who maintained liaison contact between
them, making certain that Louvois was aware of important matters. At a later point in the letter
referenced above, Carpatry demonstrated this aspect of coordination again when he remarked that
upon opening Louvois’s mail he had found “a letter and memorandum from some new fermiers in
the Normandy postal offices,” of which he “believed that I ought to advise you.” 319 This passage
also illustrates his decision-making as to matters that required Louvois’s personal attention,
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SHD A1 293, pièce 85; Carpatry à Louvois, 14 mai 1672. « Monseigneur m'a commandé d'envoyer au Mssrs.
Boistel et Charpentier un mémoire de plusieurs choses sur lesquelles il a besoin de quelque esclaircissement, afin
qu'après avoir sur cet apris vos ordres, ils puissent faire response sur chacun article, Il en a osé de cette sorte pour
mesnager vostre temps, et vous espargner de la peine. ».
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SHD A1 293, pièce 85; Carpatry à Louvois, 14 mai 1672. « … ayant trouvé entre les pacquets que j'ay ouvert
pour vous une lettre et un mémoire des nouveaux fermiers du bureau des postes du normandie; J'ay crû que je
debvois var[___] les adviser. Mr. Rouillé qui est aupres de vous pourra deffendre la cause du grand bureau. je
vous envoye aussi une lettre et des mémoires de Mr. Scaron de Longne que j'ay crû estre àpropos de faire passer
jusques à vous. ».
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matters that could await his return, or that Carpatry could address on his own initiative. He acted
both as an information filter as well as a conduit, coordinating the flow.
Carpatry’s role as an information coordinator was a vital one for smoothing flows of
information with the wider network. During his absence from Versailles in the spring and summer
of 1673, Louvois laid out a pre-arranged process for synchronizing the exchange of letters between
him and the secretariat, evidenced in a letter Louvois wrote to his father lamenting the loss of some
important papers both the first and second couriers that Carpatry utilized and that “we can only
take this as a lesson not to trust these types of people as couriers in the future.” 320 Carpatry told
Louvois when his letters had been received: “This morning the regular courier has brought me
your letter of the 10th of this month. I am going to decrypt it and will depart momentarily” to share
it with M. Le Tellier. He continued, affirming that “I will also show him the dispatches for Italy
which, per your orders, M. de Bellou had advised me of in order to send them by an express courier
… on my return I will deal with everything that you requested of me.” 321 Carpatry’s numerous
letters to Louvois during May 1673 demonstrates that they were accustomed to communicating in
person on a daily basis, and that when Louvois was away they communicated almost as often. The
same arrangement was in place when Bellou ran the secretariat. 322 During the siege of
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SHD A1 316, folio 74-5; Louvois à M. Le Tellier du 25e juillet 1673, à Thionville. « J'ay receu la lettre que vous
m'avez fait l'honneur de m'escrire le 20e de ce mois, vous aurez apris depuis que le second courier depesché par
Carpatry à fait le mesme faute que le premier, mais comme il n'en est point mesarrivé il faut seulement prendre
cela comme une leçon pour l'avenir pour ne jamais confier de tels papiers à de ces sortes de gens. »
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SHD A1 360, pièce 216; Carpatry à Louvois, 12e mai 1673. « L'ordinaire m'a rendu ce matin la l[ett]re que vous
m'avez fait l'honneur de m'escrire le 10e de ce mois, Je la viens de deschiffrir, et je parts dans cet instant pour
l'aller faire voir à Monseigneur qui est depuis ana___por? après midy à Chaville, Et luy faire voir aussy les
despesches pour Italie que Belou m'a adviser? par vostre ordre pour estre envoyer par un courier expres que je
demanderay aux vallez de chambre de Monseigneur ainsy que vous l'ordonnez. J'en rendray à mon retour tout ce
que m'est prescrit. » See also A1 360, fo.247; Carpatry à Louvois, 18e mai 1673. A cryptic letter of 29 May 1673
discusses finding ‘someone’s secret’. SHD A1 360, pièce 302; Carpatry à Louvois, à Paris ce 29e mai 1673.
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For example, a 1678 letter from Saint-Pouanges illustrates the role of Bellou as coordinator: “Today I received
during the journey with the king to arrive in this city the letters that you … have written to me yesterday with
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Luxembourg in June 1684, Louvois left Bellou with the king at Cambrai, enabling Louvois to
return to Versailles to deal with construction concerns. An annotation, possibly added later, on a
letter dated 4 June to Bellefonds alluded to the arrangement, stating “it is this [fact] which made
Louvois leave the Sr. de Bellou, one of his clerks, with the king to read all the letters he would
receive concerning the war to his Majesty,” 323 reinforcing the notion that the head of the secretariat
was also tasked with bringing important letters to the king in Louvois’s absence, a task that
Carpatry also performed. 324
The premier commis were able to act on their own when it was required of them. In the
spring of 1675 Louvois was again travelling on campaign when he sent a letter to Carpatry with
instructions to copy and “send the following exemplaires to all governors with an accompanying
letter from M. Le Tellier,” demonstrating the interconnectivity of royal departments as well as the
fluid nature of authority under the various secrétaires d’État. The immediate purpose of the
circulaire and Le Tellier’s instructions, authorization, was to inform the governors “that the
intention of the King is that they are to return all prisoners” taken during the campaign in

those that were attached for His Majesty, which I have placed into his own hands. I just received the packet [of
papers] that Mr. Bellou sent me from you.” SHD A1 596, pièce 101 ; M. de Saint-Pouenges; à Oudenarde le 3e
mars 1678; à 5 heures du soir. « J'ay receu aujourd'huy dans la marche que le Roy a faite pour le rendre en cette
ville les lettres que vous ...m'escrire hyer avec celles qui estoyent joincte pour Sa Majesté lesquelles je luy ay
remises en main propre. Je recois presentement le paquet que M. de Bellou m'adrese de vostre part. »
323

SHD A1 738, pièce 61; Louvois à Bellefonds, à Cambray le 4e juin 1684. In a section of a transcribed letter
entitled ‘Observations,’ a commis annotated it after the postscript as follows: « Le Roy en partant de Valenciennes
laissa le commandement de son armée à M. le Maréchal de Schomberg, et M. [de] Saint-Pouenges resta auprés de
ce général; l'on fait cette remarque pour faire connoitre que l'absence de Mr de Louvois et de M. de SaintPouenges mettoit le Roy hors d'état d'être informé de la prise de Luxembourg, c'est-à-dire par aucun de ceux qui
avoient l'honneur de lire les dépéches à Sa Majesté, ce qui fit que M. de Louvois laissa à la suite du Roy le Sr de
Bellon [Bellou] l'un de ses commis pour lire à Sa Majesté toutes les lettres qu'elle recevroit concernant la guerre. »
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See SHD A1 550, pièces 5-6; Le Tellier à Louvois, le 16e août 1677. « J’ai reçu, cette nuit, par La Mouche, votre
lettre en date du 14 de ce mois, avec celle qui était pour le roi, auquel je l’ai envoyée incontinent par Carpatry,
qu’il a donnée à Sa Majesté, étant dans son lit, et laquelle Elle a reçu avec beaucoup de joie, témoignant avoir bien
d’impatience de recevoir les lettres, que vous lui devez écrire par un second courrier pour avoir la confirmation de
ce que vous lui mandiez. »

compliance with the agreements made with the Dutch and Spanish.
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Because copies of the

originally attached letter and exemplaire do not remain with this letter in the archives, the actual
content and instructions for the governors are not known. 326 Yet, more importantly, certain of these
governors were under either Colbert’s or Pomponne’s authority, and the department would have
found it necessary to notify the other secretaries. Carpatry, either alone or possibly in the company
of Le Tellier, would have had to meet with and appropriately advise them.
Although the head of the secretariat acted to coordinate information flows when the
secrétaire was travelling, Saint-Pouanges, whom we have already met, also coordinated
information exchange with Louvois from the field. On numerous occasions he served as Louvois’s
eyes and ears with the king when Louvois was travelling, or when the king travelled and Louvois
remained in Paris. His role as a coordinator was similar to Carpatry, but more versatile because of
his bureau responsibilities and his field experience. His role was however not solely as a messenger
for the secrétaire, as for example when coordinating information flow between Louvois and the
king he indicated “you will see by the letter which I am sending to you the response from His
Majesty which he told me not to code, having said to me that it was not necessary.” 327 Saint-
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SHD A1 425, folio 397; Louvois à M. Carpatry, à Gembloux le 27e mai 1675. « Je vous adresse une coppie des
deux traites de cartel que M. le Comte d'Estrades faits pour la rançon des prisonniers de guerre, vous aurez mandé
que les Espagnols et les Hollandois en auront fourny ladite ratiffication dont? vous envoyerez en suitte des
exempliares à tous les gouverneurs lesquels vous accompagnerez d'une lettre de M. Le Tellier pour leur dire que
l'intention du Roy est qu'ils renvoyent tous les prisonniers faits sur les champs jusques au jour dudit traitte ... »
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For the problems created by such a situation, see for example SHD A1 316, folio 88 ; « Estat des troupes qui
doivent estre soubs le commandement de Monseigneur le Prince en Flandres. » This état is in a transcribed
‘history’ volume, and is actually blank, with a top marginal note « la minutte de cet estat est au bureau du Sr.
Charpentier. » This is only one of many cases I encountered, and the blank space illustrates that documents were
often separated at receipt. It is almost impossible to reconstruct separated documents in the SHD archives.
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SHD A1 596, pièce 30; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, 18 février 1678. « J'ay receu il y a trois heures les lettres que
vous ... m'escrire hyer avec les papiers qui y estoient joincts, j'ay remis au Roy les deux lettres que vous m'avez
adressées pour Sa Majesté après que j'ay eu deschiffré celle qui estoit chiffrée. Vous verrez par la lettre que je
vous envoye de Sa Majesté la response qu'elle y a faict laquelle Elle ne m'a point donnée à chiffrer m'ayant dit
qu'il n'estoit pas necessaire. »
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Pouanges corresponded directly with administrators regarding important departmental issues. In a
letter to the engineer Chazerat, who also owned an officer title in the regiment of gardes françaises,
Saint-Pouanges advised him that his office had been sold, per his instructions, and that Chazerat
should advise him as to where and to whom to send the money. 328 Such direct correspondence
rarely survives, but the extant letters such as this one illustrate the importance of the premier
commis in maintaining relations with field officers. Saint-Pouanges also kept an eye on important
developments in the field, such as when he accompanied the Dauphin’s 1688 army for the siege
of Philippsburg. 329 This interaction makes clear the secrétaire’s willingness to delegate certain
responsibilities regarding the conduct of departmental affairs to the premier commis, and to allow
them to deal directly with nobles and civilian administrators in the field. 330

The Premier Commis and Processes of Change
The daily work of the bureaux slowly shifted from scribal to administrative in nature, the longevity
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SHD 1M 1745 folio 3 (63/64); à Chazerat; à Versailles le 17e avril 1675. « J'ai vendu la sous-Lieutenance dans le
regiment des gardes françaises à laquelle vous avez interêt. Je n'en ai pû tirer que dix-huit mille cinq cents livres,
ces charges n'etant plus si chères qu'elles ont été à cause des seconds sous-lieutenants que le Roy a mis dans ledit
regiment, cette somme est entre les mains de M. de Grandmaison qui la doit delivrer par mes ordres, prenez la
peine de me faire savoir quelle part vous y avez et à quelle personne vous voulez que je fasse remettre ici ce qu'il
vous en appartient. » He sent a second lettre on 2 May : « Comme vous ne me marquez pas, Monsieur, ce qui vous
appartient de la vente de la charge de sous-lieutenant au régiment des gardes, et M. de Louvois ne sachant pas ce
qui a été réglé à cet égard, il m'a ordonné d'en écrire à M. de Vauban pour le savoir de lui, lorsque j'aurai sa
réponse, je ferai remettre à M. de Bellou la somme que mondit Sr. Vauban me mandera qui vous en doit revenir. »
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Ambert, despite a hyperbole, illustrates the crucial support role played by Saint-Pouange as well as Chamlay and
La Frezelière when he discusses the War Department administrators assigned to the Dauphin’s army in the
Rhineland in 1688: « Le maréchal de Duras fut chargé de guider le dauphin. Autour de ce prince se réunissaient
Catinat le tacticien, Vauban l'ingénieur, la Frezelière l'artilleur, Chamlay le clairvoyant et Saint-Pouange
l'administrateur. » Joachim Marie Jean Jacques Alexandre Jules Ambert, Louvois: D’Apres Sa Correspondance,
1641-1691, 4e édition (Tours, 1886), 270.
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The correspondence with Chazerat and correspondence with the intendant La Grange are two of the few sets of
surviving correspondence that occurred directly between administrators. However, such extant correspondence is
at best an imperfect view of the volume of direct information transfer which took place.
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and practical experiences of department’s information workers to develop a certain amount of
professionalization and specialization. As this chapter has shown, both the patron-client system of
which they were so much a part and the knowledge that they developed over time supported
longevity of service as well as increased experience. 331 Departmental procedures remained verbal,
but the premier commis passed them, along with knowledge processes, to the next generation. As
bureaux such as Bourdon’s or Tourmont’s were either created or expanded to address specific
information demands, the commis became more and more organized around the work itself,
allowing them to bring their experience to bear through continual on-the-job training. Over time,
scribal clerks performing routine and circumscribed tasks became information managers, acting as
both conduits and filters of information as well as able to engage in decision-making.
The premier commis functioned within a world of patron-client relations but also cultivated
personal relationships to perform their roles. Bureaux commis probably accomplished a majority
of transactions in face-to-face meetings and other informal settings with actors holding similar
positions in other departments. Louis himself managed military decisions through Haut Conseil
meetings where issues were discussed, debated, and then decided, but rarely recorded. Only
important actions coming out of any council meetings were documented and these by the
secrétaires du roi, the information production of which existed in their output—decrees, arrêts,
édits, and instructions—and issued directly from the king or through the bureaux of royal
government departments. 332 Similarly, the work of the bureaux required close relationships
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For a wider view of this notion, see Chapman, Private Ambition and Political Alliances, 9. The Pontchartrains
did not purge the Le Tellier or Colbert clients from posts, and this was crucial for administrative continuity and
the solidification of bureaucratic practices. Indeed, “Pontchartrain sought to regularize and systematize the
departments and the personnel he oversaw.”
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Chamlay took notes only in war councils in the field. As historian Ronald Martin states, he “sat in the [High]
Counsel as a secretarial assistant and as a geographical resource person.” See Ronald D. Martin, The Marquis de
Chamlay, friend and confidential advisor to Louis XIV: the early years, 1650-1691 (Ph.D. dissertation, University
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between departments in order to process transactions such as payment of expenses. Commis made
copies of important reports for field agents, and requests for everything from money transfers to
accounting reports were often hand-delivered to recipients at Versailles and other royal offices.
Louvois wrote to commissaire Mayheu in April 1684 that he would issue the necessary orders to
pay for fortifications repairs near Luxembourg which Mayheu had already undertaken; one of
Tourmont’s commis would have carried the authorizations to a commis in the finance department
for processing. 333 The royal government conducted its business relationally but to a great extent
orally. Commis circulated letters and reports for review by other departments to ensure a smooth
flow of information: “thus were created, below the level of properly political decisions and
struggles of power, connections of sociability and solidarity which contributed to bringing together
the commis in a unique manner.” 334 I have suggested, as Sarmant has, that commis actively created
connections which would allow them to successfully perform their assigned tasks.
The premier commis crafted and utilized networks of daily contacts and mutual support,
with the result that work allowed them to accrue power. Sarmant declares that “this power passed
largely unnoticed, as it was exercised in the hidden offices of the bureaux, on subordinates of the
ministers or on their staff, who felt the state weighing heavily on their shoulders with an ever
increasing weight.” 335 Under pressures of war, the premier commis cultivated relationships with

of California at Santa Barbara, 1972, Microfilm), 73.
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SHD A1 712, folio 56 (58); Louvois à Mahieu, à Versailles ce 3e avril 1684. « J'ay receu vostre lettre du 23e de ce
mois [this should read « du mois passé »], vous devez m'envoyer tous les quinze jours des estats de la depense qui
se fera par les ordres de M. de Lambert tant pour la reparation des postes des environs de Luxembourg qu'il fait
occuper, que pour la demolition des deffenses des chasteaux voisins de ladite ville qu'il juge à propos de destruire;
je donneray les ordres necessaires pour les payer. »
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 362. « Ainsi, se créaient, au-dessous du niveau de décision proprement
politique et de ses luttes de pouvoir, des liens de sociabilité et de solidarité qui contribuaient à rassembler les
commis en un milieu unique »
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Idem, 308-9; 311. « Le réseau bureaucratique des premiers commis complète ainsi le réseau administratif et
clientélaire propre aux ministres … Cette affaire montre en tout cas que les premiers commis, tout comme les
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field information agents, sometimes sending letters taking positions contrary to their ministers. In
1669, Vauban was having legal difficulties with the Colbert family and Louvois decided to take
the engineer under his protection. In an exchange between Carpatry and Vauban, the former
advised the him on the most important locations to which he should request assignment. 336 The
premier commis intervened in all kinds of issues, offering helpful advice and demonstrating their
ability to get things done. Working at the hub of the War Department’s information ecosystem
meant that they assumed greater importance both as their roles expanded and as their expertise
grew. This increase in usefulness in turn meant that field information agents in the ecosystem came
to depend upon the premier commis for their own personal performance. The expansion of power
and functionality within the network, expressed through its structure and complexity, as well as its
redundancy, strongly illustrates that information management was an adaptive process. 337 The
information processes increasingly managed by the bureaux staff helped to define and expand the
operations of the wider network, to which we now turn.

ministres, donnaient audience…recevaient à leur table, se formaient leur propre réseau de relations,
complémentaire mais différent de celui des ministres, agissaient, parfois au rebours des intentions déclarées de
leur patron » (308-9). « Mais ce pouvoir passe largement inaperçu, car il s’exerce dans le secret des bureaux, sur
les subordonnés des ministres ou sur leurs administrés, qui sentent sur leurs épaules l’État peser d’un poids sans
cesse plus lourd (311). »
336
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Idem, 309.

On process, see Alistair Black, “Information History,” Annual Review of Information Science and Technology 40
(Information Today Inc., 2006): 442. On redundancy, see Yann Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois
dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques, 1671-1691 : Guerre et renseignement à la fin du XVIIe
siècle. » Revue Internationale d'Histoire Militaire 82 (2002), 9. http://www.institutstrategie.fr/RIHM_82_BROUSSE.html.

CHAPTER TWO:
NETWORKING AN INFORMATION ECOSYSTEM

The commis and premier commis of the War Department did not operate alone or in isolation.
Although the War Department provided centralized coordination through the work of the premier
commis, a center-periphery model is inadequate for an analysis of Louis XIV’s administration. The
War Department instead seems to have served as a site for the processing and circulation of
information. 338 The wider information ecosystem encompassed a tremendous variety of actors,
roles, and responsibilities. Indeed, an examination of the surviving administrative correspondence
offers a tremendously biased view of the operations within the entire civilian administration
handling military operations. While information flowed into the department’s bureaux, and orders
flowed out, much of the quotidian activity occurred in local venues and in the halls of royal palaces,
with much of the exchange taking place face-to-face with some supporting written records. 339
Engineers consulted with city governors to plan, contract, and execute military buildings and
fortifications. Army intendants and commissaires worked with munitionnaires to obtain necessary
supplies and stockpiles of materials when needed. Provincial intendants and commis worked with
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Note that an examination of the wide variety of records existing today in archives the Service Historique de la
Defense contains only a small sample of the materials sent out by the War Department during this time period,
other than correspondence and copies of critical reports.
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The War Department had no written records retention policy that has as yet been located. In fact, de Bellou, in
charge of the archival processes of the Dépôt from 1688 to 1719, appears to have paid scant attention to the
collection and organization of papers. Other than material which they sent to the War Department, papers
remaining in the hands of field administrators rarely made it to the Dépôt’s archives.
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local religious orders to establish and maintain military hospitals for wounded and sick soldiers.
In performing their work, these varied royal officials produced nodes of information transmission
within provincial and local settings that over time became part of an intricate system of exchange.
Much of this daily activity directly or indirectly involved bureaux reporting and administration.
This chapter will analyze the diverse connections and operations of the wider information
ecosystem in which the premier commis were enmeshed, before turning in the following chapters
to examine the output generated by the premier commis and their network of field administrators.
This study will shed light on the nature of civilian administration and the resulting information
flows that took shape during the last half of the seventeenth century. Field administrators did not
as yet have explicitly clarified responsibilities; indeed, local administrators also sometimes
reported different information to two or more ministries. For example, the intendant Michel Le
Peletier de Souzy reported to both the marquis de Louvois and Colbert with respect to the financial
and military administration of Flanders. Vauban reported to both men as well when dealing with
fortifications for ports (Colbert) or for frontier provinces (Louvois). Similarly, a letter from Colbert
to the intendant in Lorraine, Jacques Charuel, illustrates the complex nature of administrative
connections. This letter addressed the king’s approval of contributions to be collected in the
province, yet reveals that Charuel’s primary loyalties lay with the Le Tellier family and the War
Department. 340 Because of these fluid relationships, the premier commis depended upon multiple
sources of information within wider administrative networks, and local representatives served as
information coordinators as well as implementers of royal administration. They acted, sometimes
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SHD A1 606, pièce 38; Charuel à Louvois, à Nancy le 27e janvier 1678. « Je vous envoye M. la copie d'une lettre
que m'a escrit M. de Colbert le 21 de ce mois par laquelle vous verrez qu'il me mande que Sa Majesté luy a dit que
la contribution de Lorraine estoit accommodé....
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on their own and in their own best interests, but they often fed the information needs of the premier
commis and other officials in the War Department.
The premier commis grappled with the expanding dimensions of information circulation
trying to ensure precise information and to speed its flow through the War Department, while
avoiding any breakdowns in the chain of communications. In addition, department administrators
had to be concerned with a third aspect of network operations, confidentiality related to the
protection of data and the security of their communication lines. Finally, the increasing volume
and variety of data transmission, as well as the expanding network of correspondents, created a
need for the premier commis to develop methods for managing flows. Much of the complexity of
the information ecosystem stemmed from these overlapping, but often incompatible goals.
Patronage ties continued to be important to individual premier commis and other officials working
within the wider system, but these personal bonds gradually declined in significance as information
processes altered communication practices and administrative routines. Thierry Sarmant argues
that the transmission of instructions and information through Louis XIV’s royal administration
generally followed a hierarchical path, but emphasizes that “this route was not at all exclusive. It
never ceased to be duplicated through direct communications, both ascending and descending.” 341
This perspective informs the workings of information management and the social relationships
through which policies were discussed and implemented in the royal ministries. Relationships were
changing during Louis XIV’s reign, as officials demanded an increasingly free flow of information
within royal governance systems. The premier commis constructed network communications
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Thierry Sarmant et Mathieu Stoll, Régner et Gouverner : Louis XIV Et Ses Ministres (Paris, 2010), 354-5. « Ce
système n’ignore pas la transmission d’instructions ou d’informations suivant une voie hiérarchique, mais cette
voie n’a rien d’exclusif. Elle ne cesse d’être doublée par des communications directes, ascendantes et
descendantes. »
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within the War Department that took on a more diverse and specialized nature during the late
seventeenth century. Meanwhile, intendants and commissaires slowly detached themselves from
specific patrons and became salaried professionals, thereby accruing administrative power within
the War Department. The information gathered and processed by these royal agents began to take
on increased importance for royal oversight of military administration and the waging of warfare.

Networking Connections
Local and provincial officials who participated in the information ecosystem of the War
Department maintained a system of administrative management through a networked organization.
This organization encompassed a wide variety of players in relatively close coordination with the
commis in the bureaux. As the need for effective management of larger armies increased during
the Franco-Dutch War, the field network of the War Department expanded. The demands of the
war forced various field personnel to operate through ever closer relationships. Agents such as
provincial intendants, intendants d’armée, maréchaux, lieutenant generals and other officers,
maréchaux des logis, commissaires des guerres, trésoriers extraordinaires, munitionnaires,
ambassadors, business contacts, special envoys, travelers, partisans, and paid informants all
became subsumed within the information ecosystem managed by the premier commis. Although
some of these individuals were powerful military and administrative officeholders who had
purchased their offices through the venal system, many of these positions were staffed by nonnobles who held no office at all. Military officers represented a tiny minority of these provincial
and local information agents. The War Department’s information network was thus dominated by

civilian administrators who managed daily operations.
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The heterogeneous composition of the organization is striking. The War Department
represented an increasingly diverse collection of information agents, unlike the Finance Ministry,
which was largely made up of tax fermiers and other financial officials who engaged in specialized
transactions. The circle of military informants continued to expand during the 1670s and 1680s,
as diverse agents gathered information. Noblewomen could serve the information needs of the
Ministry. For example, a noblewoman, Madame Bidale, wrote repeatedly to the marquis de
Louvois while she was traveling in German lands in 1678 regarding political and military
developments involving the Swedes, to which she added her own commentary. In a letter
discussing the performance of the Swedish army in battle, she wrote: “We found a hundred and
fifty men at Ribenitz who completely surrendered after suffering eight volleys from three cannon,
[where] the Earl of Königsmarck had led the cavalry … and you can see by this [event] that the
Swedes are not so weak in Germany as one imagines.” 342 Her comments appear to indicate that
Madame Bidale had very detailed knowledge of Swedish operations during February and March
1678. The information she supplied while in the German states kept the department well informed
as to the Swedish army’s aims, providing practical information useful for operational planning.
The network rapidly expanded and extended beyond appointed department operatives, and
various parties kept the ministry informed of developments within other ministries. For example,
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SHD A1 606, pièce 117; Madame Bidale à Louvois, 14 mars 1678. « ... cependant on a trouvé cent cinquante
homme à Ribenitz quy se sont rendus à discretion ap[rès] avoir essuyé huit volées de trois pièces de canon, que M.
le Comte de Konigsmarck avoit mené avec le cavalerie, … q[ue?] nous en scaurons le succes ou le faillis de cette
entreprise en mes[me] temps que cette lettre; Et que l’on peut voir par là que les Suedois ne sont pas sy foibles
que l’on se l’imagine en Allemagne ... » See also pieces 125 (18 mars) and 130 (20 mars). A1 606 & 607 contain
her 1678 letters.
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during treaty negotiations with Sweden at the start of the Franco-Dutch War, Carpatry sent a letter
to the secrétaire to inform him that “the Sieur Rousseau, who brought the Swedish treaty to the
king yesterday, gave the [treaty] ratifications of His Majesty to Monseigneur [Le Tellier] at
Chaville along with a letter, above, from Pomponne to be sealed. He is then to return them [to the
king].” 343 This letter illustrates that not only were individuals retained for continuing assignments,
but that the War Department engaged individuals for specific tasks. Brousse asserts that Louvois
did not have a specific intelligence service available to him, and “not benefiting from a specific
organization, the minister utilized men for whom intelligence gathering was not their primary
activity.” 344 His observation is limited to the intelligence network, yet the entire system displayed
such a character. The network was a fluid construction, with a basic infrastructure but without
rigidly defined roles. In the present case we can evaluate the organizational complexity of the
information ecosystem in three ways: vertically through hierarchical relationships, horizontally
through discrete functions and professional specialties, and spatially across geographic areas. 345
The fluidity of the information ecosystem reflected both the ad hoc growth of the system but also
permitted immediate responses to information needs.
The premier commis needed agents in the field to report specific information encompassing
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SHD A1 293, pièce 85; Carpatry à Louvois, 14 mai 1672. « Le Sr. Rousseau qui a aporté au Roy le traitté de
Suede remit hyer à Monseigneur à Chaville les ratifficat[io]ns de Sa Ma[jes]té avec une l[ett]re desus de
Pomponne pour les faire sceller. Il la sera et les luy rendra ensuite. »
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all aspects of administration from supply to troop movements. The need grew out of a fundamental
disconnect between the desired ideals of administration and the realities of the poor conditions
which existed for army management in the 1640s and 1650s. 346 Agents within the system varied
in importance with respect to their tasks and administrative activities, the salience of the role in
terms of the administrative hierarchy, and finally the level of trust in the individual performing the
role. These factors could also affect how much latitude for action each agent could undertake. In
addition to the premier commis and important advisors, Michel Le Tellier and the marquis de
Louvois relied most heavily on a small inner circle of advisers in the field, a circle restricted to
proven intendants (such as Louis Robert, Jacques Charuel, and Jacques de La Grange), engineers
(Thomas de Choisy and Jean de Mesgrigny), and family members (such as Michel Le Peletier de
Souzy). 347 A letter to one of the army commanders at the start of the Franco-Dutch War illustrates
the high regard Louvois had for Louis Robert. Charles de Montsaulnin, comte du Montal, was to
take command of troops at Cologne from the comte de Chamilly, who would leave him the
appropriate documents. However, the secrétaire also instructed him to take Robert's advice,
declaring: “M. Robert is quite well informed of everything needing to be done in the area that you
cannot do better than to defer to the advice that he will provide you, and I hope that you will heed
it.” 348 The secrétaire d’État de la guerre generally had few words of praise for subordinates, and
this language indicated Robert’s high standing with him, but also the need for the intendant to gain
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See Louis André, Michel Le Tellier et Louvois (Genève, 1974 [1942]), 418, for a description of all three factors in
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SHD A1 273, folio 21; Louvois à M. de Montal, de St. Germain du 26e avril 1672. « M. Robert est si bien instruit
de tout ce qui est de faire en ce pays là que vous ne sçauriez mieux faire que de defferer aux advis qu'il vous
pourra donner, et j'espere vous y suivre après; Je suis. »
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du Montal’s trust. Such acceptance was a social mechanism for achieving a more harmonious
working relationship but also a way to remain informed and the process worked both ways. In
another missive a few days later, Louvois had sent Lieutenant general Noël Bouton, marquis de
Chamilly, express orders regarding both the arrival of du Montal and countermoves against the
Dutch, and the secrétaire informed Robert appropriately. 349 Robert thus served as a go-between to
both obtain and transmit information. While having a network of trusted advisors was nothing
new, the premier commis in Louis XIV’s War Department forged an exceptional broad information
network that coordinated information flows throughout the entire information ecosystem.

The Importance of Information Agents
The premier commis and provincial agents participated in the information ecosystem through
process flows. Army commissaires played one of the crucial roles in this regard. An effective
commissaire needed several competencies which included prior service in administration,
mathematics, and the experience of having served as company captain and owner. Claude Sturgill
persuasively argues that the growth of the commissaires des guerres was tied to the change in army
behavior from pillage to ongoing and regular management in the mid seventeenth century. Sturgill
explains that “when armies become permanent, their management demanded the appointment of
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SHD A1 273, folio 49; Louvois à Robert, de Charleroy du 3e may 1672. « Je respondray par cette lettre aux
vostres des 25e et 27e du mois passé et à une de M. de Chamilly dudit jour 27e ne luy escrivent plus de peur qu'il
ne soit party vous luy en donnerez part s'il estoit encores sur les lieux et à M. de Montal s'il est arrivé./. … Toute
la lettre de M. de Chamilly dont je ay parlé cy dessus n'est qu'une relation de l'entreprise des hollandois, il y a
seulement deux articles sur lesquels j'ay à vous faire sçavoir les intentions du Roy, l'un c'est sur les fregates que
ledit Sr. de Chamilly me mande estre arrivées à Reimberg, lesquelles quoyqu'il n'y ayt pas d'aparence que l'on
puisse songer à venir remontre si loing meritent neantmoins que l'on t fasse reflexion et que en croissant le lieu
pour dresser le pont sur le Rhin … »

accountants, trésoriers and inspectors.” 350
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Sturgill’s observation points to a more significant

change: creating an enhanced information reporting role for the commissaires. It was the premier
commis who benefited most from these changes. An ordonnance of 4 April 1664, one of many
directed to army officers, reinforced both the responsibilities and the authority of the commissaires
des guerres, spelling out the level of respect which officers were to accord them. The ordonnance
emphasizes commissaire rights but also hints at the crucial nature of their information gathering
role by declaring that these royal agents were not to be obstructed in their efforts to conduct
required reviews or their responsibilities to maintain order. 351 Improving social order meant
ensuring troops were lodged, fed, and paid regularly—functions that also affected the performance
of the premier commis. Such clear and specific language sent a strong message to officers about
the relative power of the commissaire office. Even if military officers at times ignored these
ordonnances, they nonetheless helped to clarify administrative roles by specifying not only the
honors accorded but also tasks with which all officers were to cooperate in managing the regiments
and their logistical needs.
Information reporting on the part of field agents needed to be regular and precise for the
bureaux to perform their functions. Another ordonnance addressing the responsibilities of the
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BNF fonds françaises 4256, folio 49; « Ordonnance du Roy pour regler quelques difficultez formées aux
Commissaires des Guerres, dans les prerogatives & fonctions de leurs charges, » du 4 avril 1664. Printed
ordonnance. « Et voulant maintenir lesdits Commissaires dans tous leurs droits, & que les anciens Reglements
concernant la Police & les Reveües de ses Trouppes soient observez. … qu'aucune Trouppe aussi d'Infanterie ou
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l'absence des Generaux ou Lieutenants generaux …, ne pour quelle autre cause que ce soit, refuser de se mettre en
bataille & de passer en Reveüe lors & ainsi quelle en sera requise par un ou plusieurs Commissaires des Guerres
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commissaires dealt with regular reporting but also emphasized precision: “His Majesty desiring to
provide that musters and reviews of his troops are conducted with the accuracy that the good of
his service requires, so they are paid for the actual number of Officers, Cavaliers, and Soldiers who
compose them, and to oblige the commissaires to ordain the conduct and review of said troops;
[they are] to do their duty without counting passe-volants nor drawing other [unwarranted]
benefits, and that they carry out what is ordered of them by His Majesty.” 352 The War Department
employed this language, as with many ordonnances, with the intent to spell out specific duties
without constraining the administrative methods used by field agents.
The same ordonnance specified a requirement for counter-signatures when sending regular
reports, an additional element of not only precision but verification. 353 Counter-signatures made it
more difficult to commit outright fraud. The department sought increased oversight as well as
precision. In addition, commissaires not only reported “accurate” counts and payments but also
maintained records of weapons and capabilities. Such information allowed War Department
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SHD X1 12; Ordonnance du Roy, Portant injonction aux Commissaires des Gueres de faire desormais signer les
Extraicts des Monstres & Reveuës qu’ils feront des Trouppes de Sa Majesté, aux Gouverneurs où commandans
dans les places, & aux Sergens Majors d'icelles; avec deffences ausdits Commissaires, & Sergens Majors, de
prendra à l'avenir aucune paye de Cavalier ny Soldat, sur les payemens qui seront faits ausdites Troupes; Du 2
Mars 1671. « Sa Majesté desirant pourvoir à ce que les Monstres & Reveuës de ses Trouppes se fassent avec toute
l'exactitude que le bien de son service requiert, en sorte qu'elles ne soient payées que pour le nombre effectif des
Officiers, Cavaliers et Soldats qui les composent, et obliger les Commissaires des guerres ordonnez à la Police et
Reveué de desdites Trouppes, d'en faire leur devoir, sans pour ce prendre l'homme passé, ny tirer autres avantages,
que ce qui leur est ordonné par les Estats que Sa Majesté fait expedier. »
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Idem., « Sa Majesté, conformement à ce qui est porté, tant par son Ordonnance du 2 Janvier 1663 par celle du 27
Decembre 1665, Ordonne et enjoint très-expressement aux Commissaires des guerres, soit ordinaires ou
provincaux, aux conduites, & aux residences, de faire desormais signer par les Gouverneurs des place, … & par
les Sergens Majors desdites Places, les Extraicts de toutes les Monstres & Reveuës qu'il feront des Trouppes qui y
seront en garnison; Et en outre Sa Majesté a deffendu & deffend très-expressement ausdits Commissaires & aux
Sergens Majors, de prendre ny recevoir à l'avenir aucune paye d'homme d'armes, Chevau-leger, Carabin, Dragon,
ny de Soldat, sur les payemens qui seront faits aux Trouppes dont ils feront les Reveuës, pour quelque cause,
occasion & sous quelque pretexte que ce puisse estre, mesmes de ce qui pourroit estre porté par les Edicts de
creation de leurs Charges Declarations & Arrests donnez en consequence, ou autrement … »
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commis to notify them of the need for replacing antiquated armaments. 354 While such official
pronouncements did not guarantee precision or even honesty in reporting, they made clear the
needs of the War Department. The role played by field agents such as commissaires and intendants
began to evolve in response to increased demands from the premier commis.
To achieve more regular and precise reporting, field administrators had to change the
manner in which they communicated with the War Department. Yann Brousse’s research on
diplomatic agents in the Netherlands who corresponded with the War Department suggests that
“Louvois’s correspondents were well aware of this need for constant information and made it their
duty to properly inform him.” 355 Correspondence from other diplomatic agents located elsewhere
supports Brousse’s analysis. The diplomat Jean Heiss wrote extensively to the secrétaire from the
German states, and he generally included reports of diplomatic intelligence that were of interest to
the War Department. His news could take on tremendous urgency, such as his report from Cologne
on 1 March 1678: “We have received [news] from Julich and Cleves that everyone is alarmed
because of a flying body of four thousand foot and three thousand horse that has assembled at
Maastricht ready to march and launch military operations.” 356 Heiss was responsible for keeping
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SHD X1 12; Ordonnance du Roy, Pour deffendre aux capitaines d'Infanterie de souffrir qu'aucun Soldat de leur
Compagnie soit armé de Pertuisanne; du 25 Févrierer 1670. « Deffend en outre très expressement Sa Majesté aux
Commissaires des Guerres ordonnez à la conduite & police desdit Regimens, de passer dans leurs reveües aucun
Soldat armé de Pertuisanne. Et afin qu'aucun Capitaine ou Officier n'ignore ce que est en cela des intentions de Sa
Majesté, Elle veut que par lesdits Commissaires la presente soit leuë à la teste de chaque Corps & Compagnie à la
premiere Reveuë qu'ils en feront. »
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Yann Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques,
1671-1691, » 1. « Les correspondants de Louvois sont bien conscients de cette soif d’information et se font un
devoir de bien le renseigner. »
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SHD A1 606, pièce 90; « Nouvelles politiques » [de Heiss] à Cologne le 1er mars 1678. « L’on nous mande de
Jullich et de Cleves, que tout le monde y est alarmé à cause d’un corps volant de quatre mil hommes de pied et de
trois mil chevaux s’est assemblé à Mastricht prest à marcher et à faire quelque execution militaire … Je prens la
liberté de joindre icy la translation d’[une] lettre de l’Electeur de Tréves qui m’est tombé [en] ses mains. »
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up a continuous stream of useful military information from the Rhenish states so that Louvois
could take needed action. 357 He ended his March letter by noting that he had also translated and
attached a letter from the Elector of Trier, which “had fallen into his hands,” demonstrating Heiss’s
ability to gather information as well as an ability to intercept the communications of other parties.
Although the department depended upon Heiss and other such agents for both diplomatic and
military intelligence, expectations went well beyond routine reporting. The department also sought
situational analysis and recommendations. Exemption from logements for example received
scrutiny and required local officials to verify basic information about exemption, for example as
with the intendant Lafonds in Franche Comté regarding professors at the University of Dole. 358
Different events could also trigger the need to update information. In addition, each season
required particular types of reports and data collection. Civilian information managers in the
network attempted to manage, however imperfectly, their various responses to the variety of
information demands the War Department placed on them.
From the very beginning of his incumbency, Michel Le Tellier sought to establish an
administrative structure that would both monitor and enhance of the flow of information as well
as increase connections between various transmission points. His son Louvois continued this
policy. Certain individuals such as the intendants Jacques Charuel, Louis Robert, and Michel Le
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For example, Heiss wrote to the War Department at least four times during January to March 1678. See SHD A1
606, pièces 57, 80, 90, and A1 615 pièce 37. While Heiss was an informal agent, Barillon served in the same
capacity as an official royal ambassador to England.
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SHD A1 835, Louvois à de Lafonds, Intendant en Franche Comté, à Versailles du 4e janvier 1688. « J'ay receu la
lettre que vous avez pris la peine de m’escrire le 23 du mois passé au sujet de l'exemption de logement de gens de
guerre pretendue par les Recteurs, professeurs, et college de l'Université de Dolle, auparavant que d'en rendre
compte au Roy, j'ay besoin de sçavoir s'ils en jouissoient du temps que celle ville estoit soubs l'obeissance
d'Espagne et en ce cas ceux d'entre eux qui en estoient exemptes et ceux qui ne l'estoient pas, c'est ce que je vous
suplie de me mander.
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Peletier generally remained in a posting for an extended time period, while Saint-Pouanges
travelled and acted as a troubleshooter, or more properly, as an “activator.” 359 The result of the
establishment and growth of these processes of information transfer for military administration
was an increase in difficulty, particularly for managing the flow of data. From an organizational
perspective, complex systems are generally characterized by, but also a natural response to, the
increasing variety of tasks and information managed, non-linear and sophisticated interactions
between actors within the system, and density of interconnections including imperfect but
structured feedback loops. Their characteristics require both flexible structure as well as adaptation
to changing circumstances, even regarding personal interests. 360 They are capable of managing
exogenous shocks which affect their parts or the whole, yet complex systems bring with them their
own unique set of challenges. 361 One of the primary challenges is how information is transferred.
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For an example, see SHD 1M 1745, folio 3, pièce 63; Saint-Pouanges à Chazerat (engineer), à Versailles le 17e
avril 1675, and a second letter, pièce 66, 2 mai 1675.
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Response to change does not mean a system becomes more efficient. Such a generalization is certainly not
evident in the War Department ecosystem. Rowlands discusses for example how, in response to efforts by royal
administrators to scrutinize if not control officer actions, “the [increasing] threat of punishment for fraud and other
disorder, instead of stamping it out, may have just pushed officers into perpetrating more subtle forms of it.” See
Rowlands, The Dynastic State and the Army under Louis XIV, 263.
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Philip Anderson, “Complexity Theory and Organization Science,” Organization Science 10, No. 3 (May-June,
1999), 216. “With respect to organizations, Daft (1992, p. 15) equates complexity with the number of activities or
subsystems within the organization, noting that it can be measured along three dimensions. Vertical complexity is
the number of levels in an organizational hierarchy, horizontal complexity is the number of job titles or
departments across the organization, and spatial complexity is the number of geographical locations. With respect
to environments, complexity is equated with the number of different items or elements that must be dealt with
simultaneously by the organization (Scott 1992, p. 230).” The War Department certainly qualifies as a complex
system even from a cursory evaluation of its operations under Louvois.

Interconnectedness and Information Transfer
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The challenges presented by complexity raise specific problems that were both causes and results
of the increase in volumes of information transfer during the Le Tellier family administration. The
War Department utilized multiple sources of information in order to ensure that they had not only
precise and reliable data but alternative perspectives. Organization theories developed by Kenneth
Frank and Kyle Farhbach, who analyze network information transmission, may help explain the
Le Telliers’ obsession with multiple sources of information in that “information may be partly lost
in a system as it is inefficiently communicated.” 362 Practices of information gathering assumed
high importance when it came to coordination in order to “control information received from
several [sources] and untangle its veracity,” but also to ensure that information agents carried
through a critical path of necessary actions. 363 The premier commis often played a coordinating
role with these crucial network information transfers. In a salient example at the start of the 1674
campaign, the War Department was attempting to ensure that the necessary powder was available
for the invasion of Franche-Comté but also at various arsenals in Flanders. Louvois wrote to
commissaire Camus Destouches to have him draw thirty thousand pounds of powder from several
arsenals and convoy them to Gray as soon as possible. To make this happen, he was to issue orders
to the governors and send them to Carpatry, “one of my commis, … and showing him my letter,
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Kenneth A. Frank and Kyle Fahrbach, “Organization Culture as a Complex System: Balance and Information in
Models of Influence,” Organization Science 10, No. 3 (May-June, 1999): 270.
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Louis André, Michel Le Tellier et Louvois (Genève, 1974 [1942]), 137. « Ni Le Tellier ni Louvois ne pouvaient
et ne voulaient avoir un seule source d’informations: ils désiraient contrôler les renseignements reçus de plusieurs
et démêler ainsi la vérité. » In addition, the Le Tellier positioned officers especially to report on the activities of
army commanders: « Il se trouve aussi des militaires, sans mandat formel, mais atteints d'une jalousie
ombrageuse, pour contredire les renseignements envoyés par le général en chef. »
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he will arrange to have [the orders] signed by Monseigneur Le Tellier.” 364 Carpatry would then
distribute them for execution. Such actions not only served purposes of coordination but also kept
the premier commis abreast of munitions levels, transfers, and replenishment needs.
War Department field agents in turn depended upon their own networks to move both
physical material as well as information. These subsidiary networks provided military intelligence,
arranged procurement, made diplomatic contacts, and provided army logistical services.
Information agents in the field directly reported information back to the department. Jean Heiss,
discussed above, facilitated and maintained a constant flow of necessary diplomatic and military
information through a network of correspondents. 365 However, the department needed information
on more routine matters as well. During the preparations for the invasion of Franche-Comté in
1674, Louvois chastised the Sieur Berthelot, an important munitionnaire, 366 for the disorder
created at the army encampment at Marnay outside Besançon. Before the start of the campaign
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SHD A1 380, folio 1; Louvois à Camus Destouches, au camp de Marnay, du premier May 1674. « Comme je
crains que nous n'ayons encores besoin de trente milliers de poudre pour la conquests de la Franche Comté, … Je
vous prie de les envoyer à Gray le surplus dilligemment que vous pourrez, et afin que le convoy qui a esté resolu
pour le Quesnoy ne laisse pas d'estre complet, vous ferez tirer dix milliers de poudre de La Fere, quinze milliers
de St. Quentin, et cinq milliers de Peronne, où cette quantité sera incessammment remplacée par M. Berthelot,
c'est-à-dire de la premiere que feront ses moulins, vous n'aurez qu'à fournir à Carpatry un de mes Commis les
ordres necessaires pour les gouverneurs, et en luy montrant ma lettre il se chargera de les faire signer à M. Le
Tellier. »
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Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques, 16711691, » 1. « Jean Heiss paraît bien informé grâce aux diverses correspondances qu’il entretient dans les évêchés
rhénans où les Hollandais possèdent plusieurs places fortes. »
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François Berthelot acted as a munitionnaire but in reality was at the center of a web of military suppliers for the
army and navy. He was one of two munitionnaires, the other being François Jacquier, who was entrusted by
Louvois with major military supply coordination as proven by the frequent correspondence between them.
Berthelot’s role was as financier, supplier, and most crucially, coordinator. His titles included commissaire
général de l’artillerie, poudres et salpêtres de France, munitionnaire général des armées, vaisseaux, et galères de
Sa Majesté, and directeur des manufactures de serge et literie. His nephew Etienne Berthelot, sieur de Pléneuf,
served as a War Department premier commis under Chamillart. For information, see Gouberville, « Armes et
argent: Les Berthelot, munitionnaires du roi soleil, » Annales de généalogie et d’héraldique 52 (1994): 5-23.
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Berthelot had sent too few commis to manage both the equipment management and transport. The
secrétaire complained that his actions “did not serve the king well.” Part of his service meant
attending to multiple needs, he would need to “put other commands in order,” but he also needed
to ensure that “no time will be lost in promptly sending more commis and wagon drivers” as a
needed remedy for the present problems. 367 Berthelot’s negligence clearly illustrates the
importance of the munitionnaire system but also demonstrates the dependence of information
flows on the network. Commis acted as material movers and information coordinators; when they
were absent, the information circuit deteriorated.

Information Flows and War Department Administration
The need for military preparedness heightened the pressure on War Department personnel in their
efforts to manage information flows. The Department’s archives contain a diversity of information
that shows the importance of gathering details for matters requiring immediate attention. In the
military preparations at the start of the Franco-Dutch War, the premier commis depended upon the
field network for information that could be utilized in many ways. In a letter to commissaire
Damoresan, Louvois affirmed that “attached you will find a letter that [Lieutenant general] du
Montal has written to me, by which you will see that he has sent information to me on several
items.” He urged the commissaire to “examine and verify all of these items the first time you are
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SHD A1 380, folio 1v; Louvois à M. Berthelot du premier May 1674; au camp de Marnay. « Je ne puis assez
vous expliquer le desordre de l'equipage des vivres qui est icy, avec lequel il n'y a parle le quart des commis qui y
deburoyent estre, et sont tous des innoces hors deux, il n'y a point nonplus de Capitaines de Charoy, ny d'autres
gens soubs eux pour faire aller l'esquipage, ensorte que le tout va très mal, si cela est de mesme dans les autres
armées, il est impossible que Le Roy soit servy, et il faut que vous y mettiez ordre pour lesdites autres armées Et
pour ce qui est de celle cy vous m'avez asseurement point temps de perdre pour y envoyer promptement des
Commis, et des gens de Charoy, c'est ce que j'ay crû vous debvoir faire sçavoir, et combien le Roy sera mal
satisfait si vous n'y aportez le remede necessaire. »
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in Charleroi and you will send me your report on each [item].” 368 While the letter is not specific
as to the nature of the items, it demonstrates that information agents were intentionally dispatched
to provide on-site reporting and analysis. Information transfer to and from the War Department
took place through deliberate and elaborate communications exchanges, as shown in Figure 3
below. These included reporting from multiple sources, soliciting recommendations, requesting
and verifying information from agents, creating ad hoc reports, confirming orders, and
coordinating actions. The premier commis expanded information requests in the ecosystem, and
the information network grew through these ad hoc actions.
The War Department relied on multi-source reporting from trusted associates in the field
in order to fully assess the situation. These expectations applied even to those serving with
commanding generals in the field. A series of letters from Saint-Pouanges, temporarily assigned
to the field, and from the army intendant Robert during the Franco-Dutch War exemplify the
process of duplicative but also complementary information reporting. Robert wrote to Louvois on
12 August 1672 concerning the supply demands made on the Estates in Utrecht, remarking that
“he need not make mention of the refusal” by the Utrecht Estates of his contributions propositions,
because M. Saint-Pouanges had already written much to him. 369 However, in acknowledging the
refusal, Robert was reinforcing the message to the War Department that he was working diligently.
Saint-Pouanges also wrote on 12 August, providing further details of the said propositions and
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SHD A1 261, folio 76; Louvois à Damoresan, à Fontainebleau le 8e août 1671. « Vous trouveriez cy joint une
lettre que M. du Montal m'ecrit par laquelle vous verriez ce qu'il me mande sur plusieurs choses, vous
examineray? et veriffirez tous les articles de sa lettre la premier fois que vous irez à Charleroy et vous me
manderez sur cela de vos nouvelles. »
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SHD A1 294, pièce 75; Robert à Louvois, à Utrecht le 12e Aoust 1672. « Je me remets pour le surplus de touttes
les choses à ce que vous mande M. de st. Pouenges, et ne vous parle point non plus du __fus que m'ont fait
Messieurs les Estats d'Utrecht à touttes mes propositions, parce que M. de St. Pouenges, m'a dit qu'il vous
escrivoit amplement, … »
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suggesting that Robert’s ideas about extracting money rather than in-kind materiel was reasonable,
“since such continuous provision could be strongly harmful to the area.” 370 His language substantiated and reinforced a description of the local conditions, upon which the premier commis had to

Figure 3:

War Department Process Flows

Source: Author’s ideas based on Jay Neely, “The Google Information Ecosystem” (July 2007).
http://socialstrategist.com/2007/07/08/the-google-information-ecosystem/
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SHD A1 294, pièce 78; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, à Utrecht le 12e Aoust 1672. « Monsieur Robert qui est arrivé
icy quatre jours devant moy, a demandé à M[essieu]rs des Estats, de la Bierre et des vaches pour la sub[sistan]ce]
des trouppes, quoy que par les memoires que vous nous avez donner, … Mais il a crû que comme lesd[its]
trouppes souffroient beaucoup, estant campées, et que le pays devoit continuer en fournir des vaches, ainsy y
Salpêtre fait jusqu'à present, Il valloit mieux tirer de l'argent, d'autant pl[us] que cette continuation de fourniture
pourroit estre fort nuisible au pays, et il a enfin demandé aux estats ___ pour toutes les trouppes qui sont d[ans]
leur province, la somme de quatre-vingt dix-sept mil cinq cens livres. »
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rely in order to comprehend the situation. Saint-Pouanges also wrote on 26 August to address his
impatience with providing the necessary food for the garrisons in Holland. He again made certain
that Louvois would know of their efforts to obtain the necessary grain, assuring him that Robert
was fully informed of the implications of the Estates’ refusal to provide contributions. 371 The
complementary reports provided by both men permitted the War Department to have a more
comprehensive view of the supply situation.
The bureaux often needed field agents to verify information that the premier commis had
already received, as well as to recommend appropriate courses of action. In cases of disputes
between soldiers and officers, Henri Bourdon’s bureau requested formal procès-verbaux to obtain
official, legal testimony so as to sort out the dispute. 372 In other matters, the premier commis used
intendants to gather information rather than simply accepting as fact what had been sent to them
by an interested party, the wide ranging responsibilities of intendants and frontier provincial
management extended even to religious matters. In October of 1685 Louvois wrote to the intendant
Desmadrys to ask him to verify a matter involving a local religious order and then and provide
advice on a matter: “I am sending a letter to you from the nuns of Bergues. Please examine what
they claim and let me know the truth of it with your advice [on the matter].” 373 The blunt language
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SHD A1 294, pièce 195; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, à St. Germain le 26e Aoust 1672. « J'ay receu vostre lettre du
12. de ce mois par l'ord[inai]re qui est arrivé icy Dimanche et n'en ay point eu par celuy de Mercredy par lequel
vous devriez ce me semble m'accuser la reception des lettres que je vous ay ecrites sur les achaptes de bleds de
l'execution de le[que]lles, je suis dans une peine extreme, comme je vous croire presentement vers Wezel je fais
sçavoir à Mr. Robert ce qu'il faut qu'il fasse sur le refus des Estats d'Utreck, n'oublies rien pour faire avoir
incessamment des bleds de Cologne, Bonn et Andernack c'est à dire tous ce qui est au-dessous de Mayence,
Bingues et Francfort où le Sr. Sadoc achete. »
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See for instance SHD A1 294, pièce 30; Le Camus à Louvois, à Courtray ce 6e aoust 1672. Commissaire Le
Camus sent four procès-verbaux to provide detail in two cases of passe-volants in companies in his garrison, as
well as a case of foreign soldiers improperly serving in another company. See also SHD A1 950, pièce 95; Voisin
à Louvois, le 4e août. Voisin investigated the case of a barracks fire at Givet and sent a procès-verbal.
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SHD A1 750, fo.183; Louvois à Desmadrys, à Fontainebleau le 6e octobre 1685. « Je vous adresse une lettre des
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indicating the secrétaire’s inability to simply trust the sisters is jarring, but the short note also
signaled the secrétaire’s trust that Desmadrys would report back to him and again illuminates the
need for a local point of view. Desmadrys, as the man on location, was in the best position to report
back with details and advice on the matter.
Field agents also had to verify that they had received their orders and then had executed
them. The War Department issued different types of orders to officials in the wider information
network, as well as field officers handling everything from troop movements to the stockpiling of
munitions and food. The engineer Chazerat had been tasked with implementing fortification plans
in the Pays-bas provided to him by Vauban. In confirming both the receipt and the execution of
these plans to the War Department, in a letter dated 3 October 1672, Louvois demanded that he
provide “a more detailed account of each location,” as well as for Fort de Wart, “which you have
never mentioned,” and that he fully inform the department on the execution of everything that the
king had authorized concerning defensive works under Chazerat’s supervision. 374 In the present
case, the engineer had failed to provide enough information for department to confirm that he had
taken the required actions. However, in these types of cases the War Department might also rely
on another trusted correspondent to execute high priority orders. Robert had already alerted the
secrétaire in a September letter to the fact that he was sending Chazerat to Campen to coordinate

religeueses de Bergues, Je vous prie d'examiner ce quelles exposent? et de me mander la verité de ce qui en est
avec vostre advis. »
374

SHD 1M 1745, folio 3, pièce 32; Louvois à Chazerat; à Versailles le 3e octobre 1672. « J'ay receu vostre lettre du
17e du mois passé par laquelle j'ay veu en general ce qui se fait aux fortiffications des places de holande que M.
de Vauban a commises à vos soins; cela ne suffit pas, il faut que doresnavant vous me rendiez compte plus en
destail de chaque place, et de ce qui se sera au fort de Wart dont vous ne me parlez point, Et que vous m'informiez
de tout ce qui fera en execution des ordres que j'envoye à M. Robert pour les ouvrages que Sa Majesté veut qui
soyent faits dans lesdites places. »
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urgent repairs to some fortification works that were under threat from the enemy. 375 It was up to
the engineer to report on his progress, something he had failed to do adequately. In any event,
some of Chazerat’s reports were acceptable, as Louvois’s letter to him on 17 October declared that
“you have done well in sending me your letter of the 2nd of this month [a day before Louvois sent
a letter chastising him] on the state of Worden and the dikes,” and that he must continue to “inform
me of all that happens.” 376 This type of confirmation provided evidence to the premier commis
that plans and orders had been carried out promptly, at least in theory.
In specific instances, administrators reached out to alternate information sources, those
personnel outside of the War Department’s immediate circle of field agents, in order to accomplish
necessary actions or to be informed about significant events and activities as needs arose. A desire
to remain informed of events reached well beyond the immediate demands of the administration
of war and extended to newsworthy events to keep Louis informed. While he and the king were
travelling at the start of the Franco-Dutch War, Louvois solicited the help of the prevôt des
marchands in Paris to feed him information about events in Paris. The prevôt may have been a Le
Tellier client, but it was more likely that he was in a position to receive and pass on much of the
news of the city. In any case, the secrétaire presented a very direct in his request: “The king being
pleased to be particularly informed of what is happening and what is said in Paris during his
absence, I beg you to send me every week a small mémoire in the manner of a newsletter (gazette)
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SHD A1 278, pièce 292bis; Robert à Louvois, à Utrecht le 6e septembre 1672. « Nous avons nouvelles que les
ennemis ont pris sur M. de Munster un poste que l'on dit estre assez important, et qui n'est pas loing du Campen
nommé Bloczyl, le brust cours aussi, mais incertain qu'ils ont encore pris Kuynderborck, j'envoye presentement
[chiffre] M. de Chazerat à Campen affin qu'il donne ordre pour y faire en diligence les reparations les places
pressés. »
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SHD 1M 1745, folio 3, pièce 32; Louvois à Chazerat, à St. Germain ce 17e octobre 1672. « Vous avez bien fait
de m'informer par vostre lettre du 2e de ce mois de l'estat de Worden et les diques que M. de Luxembourg à fait
couper. Il fault toujours vous apliquer à executer ses ordres et à m'informer de tout ce qui se passera. »
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all that you will learn, without omitting anything of any nature whatsoever,” a device which could
serve as a summary document that would facilitate reading as well as prioritizing necessary
responses. These newsletters would likely have first been read and evaluated by someone in the
secretariat, and this person would have in a position to filter out unimportant news as well as
possibly select which items to share with the secrétaire to in turn share with the king. Louvois then
continued on, assuring the prevôt that he would “not be named in any way, and so nobody will
ever know you spoke ill” regarding any particular matter. 377 The secrétaire assured the prevôt that
his information would be kept in the strictest confidence in order to facilitate the transfer of useful
information on events in Paris as well as to increase its value. Partly this was for his own benefit
but it was also in order for him to be well-informed on Parisian matters.
The premier commis maintained detailed inventories and summary reports on military
operations and supply conditions, requiring field administrators to provide detailed reports on
aspects of military logistics. As part of the preparations for the 1688 autumn campaign, Louvois
wrote to his artillery commander Pierre Claude Berbier Dumetz in September to request “a detailed
accounting of all pieces of artillery and munitions which are [stored] at locations in your
department,” insisting that it be sent at “the earliest you are able.” 378 The War Department had no
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SHD A1 267, folio 34 (2); Louvois au M. le prévôt des marchands, au camp de Vezelle le 14 juin 1672. « Le roi
étant bien aise d'être [particulièrement] informé de tout ce qui se passe et se dit à Paris pendant son absence, je
vous prie de m'envoyer, toutes les semaines, un petit mémoire en forme de gazette de tout ce que vous en pourrez
apprendre, sans y omettre quoi que ce soit de quelque nature que ce puisse être. [Here Louvois had scratched out
several lines: je vous fassiez que et vous ____ de ___ avoir en cela ___, Et cela vous doibt faire d'autant mont de
pense que je vous assure que] Je vous assure que vous ne serez nommé en nulle manière, et qu'ainsi personne ne
vous saura jamais mauvais gré de cela. » Partially reprinted in Rousset, Histoire de Louvois et de son
administration politique et militaire, I: 355.
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SHD A1 808, folio 84; Louvois à Dumetz, à Versailles le 3 septembre 1688. « Je vous? prie de m'envoyer ^le
plustost que vous pouviez^ un estat detaille de toutes les pièces d'art[ille]rie et munitions de guerre qui sont dans
les places de vostre departement. »
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other method of determining readiness at particular arsenals and relied heavily on field agents for
this type of data. The last phrase was an addition made by Louvois to the draft memo for inclusion
in the final letter to Dumetz. Most likely, the information was needed by Saint-Pouanges’s bureau
so that they could adjust levels of munitions stores based on current campaign needs or to ensure
that each location was adequately supplied. In any case the request emphasizes the urgency of the
matter. Reports of this nature were probably designed not only to identify the amount of available
munitions but also to actively adjust inventories maintained in bureaux records, discussed below.
Field administrators involved in the information ecosystem wrote back to the premier
commis to confirm their orders. For the campaign in the autumn of 1688, Louis sought to pre-empt
the Austrians by besieging and occupying vital fortress towns along the Rhine to attempt to seal it
against incursions. Bureaux administrators sought to quickly supply the French army that had set
up siege camp outside Philippsburg. The premier commis Saint-Pouanges was once again in the
field coordinating this frenzied activity: “You will see from the attached letters from Monsieurs
de La Grange [intendant d’Alsace] and de [La] Frezelière [lieutenant-général d’artillerie] that we
have lost no time in moving the convoys of food supplies as well as of artillery and munitions.”379
Confirmation meant that the supplies needed for the duc de Duras’s army had been transferred per
orders previously issued by the premier commis, who were charged with keeping inventories and
supply reports. A few days later, the intendant La Goupillière provided a detailed report on towns
in the Rhineland captured by maréchal Bouffler’s army in response to a department request for an
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SHD A1 831, pièce 14; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, au camp devant Philisbourg le 3e octobre 1688. « Vous verrez
par les lettres cy jointes de Msrs. de la Grange et de Frezeliere qu'on ne perd point de temps pour les convois des
vivres et pour ceux d'artillerie et des munitions de guere; Les vingt-huict pièces de Canon dont Ils parlent dans
leurs lettres sont arrivez aujoud'hui à midy au pont de batteaux sur lequel on passe depuis hier matin à onze
heures. » The French army under Duras had begun siege operations against the town on 1 October.
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update. His report would allow administrators to recommend garrison and supply needs to the king
for winter quartering. 380 The reordering of fortress priorities also meant a need to shift munitions
between locations. A letter from the commissaire Mahieu indicated that in response to orders from
the War Department, and in coordination with Charuel, he was moving munitions from
Luxembourg to Remich. The letter listed the specific items and quantity being moved so that
inventories could be adjusted by the premier commis. 381 Verification that an order was received
and carried out meant that further decisions could then be ordered and implemented.
At times, network managers neglected to report valuable information needed by the royal
administration. During the first year of the Franco-Dutch War, as the fighting was reaching a
critical stage, Louvois expressed consternation that one of the army commanders, maréchal Guy
de Durfort, duc de Lorges, had not bothered to update him on events under his responsibility. Here,
Louvois was arguably expressing the king’s, rather than his own, displeasure as a way of speeding
a response. 382 The secrétaire d’État persistently demanded information and he could be quite
acerbic with those who negligent in providing a steady stream of reports. 383 Part of Louvois’s
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SHD A1 831, pièce 50; La Goupilliere à Louvois, à Altzey, le 8e octobre 1688. « J’ay l’honneur de vous adresser
cy jointe un mémoire des villes, bourgs, et chasteaux du Palatinat en deca la Rhin conquis par les trouppes
commandées par M. le maréchal de Boufflers avec des apostiles qui pourront Monseigneur vous servir
d’eclaircissement en cas que Le Roy desire y mettre des garnisons, et des quartiers, d’hyver, ou les faire desmolir,
il y a encore quelqu’uns aprendre mais ils ne resteront pas longtemps a estre pris ... » Louvois’s request is A1 831,
pièce 16; Louvois à La Goupilliere, à Fontainebleau le 3e octobre 1688. More will be said of this exchange later.
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SHD A1 831, pièce 61; Commissaire Mahieu [Mayheu] à Louvois, à Luxembourg le 9e octobre 1688. « J'ay fait
partir aujoud'hui de Luxembourg à une heure devant le jour, 76 chariots chargés de quatre-vingt miliers de poudre
et douze mille sacs a terre, que M. de Charuel m'a mandé, ensuitte de vos ordres, de tirer des magasins de cette
place pour les faire conduire à Remik [Remich], où ces munitions arriveront ce matin avant les 9 heures comme il
me l'a marque pour estre chargées sur les batteaux qu'il doit y faire descendre de Metz pour les prendre. »
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SHD A1 277, pièce 107; Louvois à de Lorge, à St. Germain le même jour [16e août 1672]. « Ce mot n'est que
pour vous expliquer la peine où je suis de n'avoir point eu de vos nouvelles depuis le depart du Roy, Sa Majesté ne
peut comprendre que vous n'ayez pas pensé à luy rendre compte de ce qu'elle vous a commis. »
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According to Corvisier he was caustic and cutting with those who did not have a rational basis for their position
or their argument. See André Corvisier, Louvois (Paris, 1990), 166-67. According to André, by 1668 Louvois was
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concern was undoubtedly for his own position, but he also required that his premier commis be
able to perform their assigned tasks. In an April 1685 letter to the intendant Faultrier in Hainaut,
the secrétaire had requested that a company of troops be sent to another location. He expressed
his surprise at “not having heard from you regarding news of the body of troops which I had
requested of you; please let me know from where it is coming” and to send this news “as early as
possible.” 384 During peacetime part of the responsibility of Charpentier’s bureau was tracking the
whereabouts of troops, whether in garrison or on the move and a lack of information meant the
potential for disorder and confusion locally, a condition that might be avoided if subordinates sent
requested information in a timely fashion. In 1688 while making defensive plans for the coming
winter, La Frezelière received a bureau query about two munitions inventories that the department
had not yet received: “I am surprised to have not as yet received the inventory of artillery pieces
and munitions which are in Philippsburg,” a key town the Rhine which had fallen to the duc de
Duras’s army in November. He placed the blame squarely on the person in charge at Philippsburg
by pronouncing that “the Sieur de La Forest, whom you have selected to command the artillery,”
will find that his performance suffers from a “lack of satisfaction on the part of the king for
negligence which is unsuitable to the service of His Majesty.” Such harsh language was designed
to generate a prompt response on the part of the field agent doubtless because of the importance
of the information. Louvois also declared that he “had also not received a report for Manheim”
and finished by tasking La Frezelière to “take charge so that I have both of them as soon as

already developing a disagreeable personality; his father worked with him as mentor but also to look after him and
keep him out of trouble. See André, Michel Le Tellier et Louvois, 185.
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SHD A1 744, folio 131; Louvois à Faultrier, à Versailles le 8e avril 1685. « Je suis surpris de ne point avoir de
vos nouvelles sur? les troupes que je vous ay demandés; je vous prie de me mander d'où cela vient et de les
envoyer au plustost.
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possible.” 385 This query likely emerged from the reports of the department commis who held
responsibilities for tracking munitions and who had notified the secrétaire that the required reports
had not yet been received.
The War Department also managed its own information transfer responsibilities by
informing all parties of any specific actions they needed to take at certain times. Garrison
maintenance was an important task to which both commissaires and intendants applied themselves.
Pinerolo was a key frontier fortress on the Savoyard frontier and was hard to supply. The secrétaire
wrote to intendant Antoine de Brouilly, marquis d’Herleville, in August 1682 concerning plans to
provision the garrison. Writing that while he had received Herleville’s previous recommendations,
“as soon as possible we want to establish a canteen and a bakery in the citadel of Pinerolo in order
to provide soldiers [with] bread and wine cheaper than elsewhere.” This type or arrangement was
needed to save money, yet Louvois admitted that he was willing to allow sellers the “freedom to
bring large or small quantities in from the outside as much as he desires, and the king will find this
a good thing, because it can be useful to the garrison. I will write to [commissaire] Bréant ... so
that he will approve the accommodations for the conditions there.” 386 While Herleville had overall
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SHD A1 871, folio 92; Louvois à La Frezelière, à Versailles du 30e novembre 1688. « La lettre que vous avez pris
... le 18e de ce mois m'a esté rendue, je suis surpris de n'avoir point encore reçeu l'inventaire des pièces d'artillerie
et munitions de guerre qui se sont trouvées dans Philisbourg. Le Sr. de La Forest que vous avez estably pour y
commander l'artillerie, s'aperçevra par ses apointemens, du peu de satisfaction que le Roy a de sa negligence qui
ne convient point à la maniere dont Sa Majesté veut estre servie, je n'ay point non plus receu celuy de Manheim,
je vous prie de tenir la main à ce que j'aye au plustost l'un et l'autre. »
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SHD A1 792, pièce 16; Louvois à d’Herleville, à Versailles le 3e aoust 1682. « J'ay receu lalettre que vous avez
pris la peine de m'escrire les 25 et 26e du mois passé; Toutes fois et quant des ? que l'on voudra establir dans la
citadelle de Pignerol une cantine et un boulanger dans la veue de fournir au soldat du pain et du vin à meilleur
marche qu'ailleurs, et qu'outre cela il luy restera la liberté de faire venir de dehors en gros ou en détail tout ce qu'il
desirera, Le Roy le trouvera bon, parce que cela ne peut estre qu'utile à la garnison, ainsy je mande à M. Breant
auquel Sa Majesté a donné l'intendance de Pignerol, qu'elle aprouve qu'il laisse faire cet establissement à ces
conditions là … » I have been unable to determine if d’Herleville or Bréant responded in writing to Louvois.
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responsibility for compliance, Bréant had responsibility for implementing the detailed plan of
action. The division of duties was clear in that department administration set policy and crafted
plans based on overall goals while local administrators implemented and coordinated responses.
Field administrators were also responsible for the transmission of information by their
subordinates to the War Department. The premier commis expected second-level administrators
to respond with full information as soon as they were able and there are cases where Louvois wrote
to field administrators repeatedly making the same request for data. In a letter to Chazerat, his
Directeur des fortifications des villes du Nord, the secrétaire d’État reminded him of his prior
instructions regarding regular end-of-month reporting by his subordinates; otherwise, the king
would have to “assuredly take resolutions against them that will not benefit them.” 387 Such threats
were intentional to speed compliance, that is, accurate transmission. Indeed in most cases,
information was needed not only regularly but as soon as possible. The urgency with which data
was requested by the War Department may have been simply an indication of Louvois’s personal
tendency towards impatience, or, it may have indicated a more reactive management style where
many requests for information were unanticipated and generated at the last minute. In any case,
these deeper secondary connections were a necessary component of information transfer.
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SHD 1M 1745, folio 3, pièce 255; Louvois à Chazerat, à St. Germain le 25e mars 1682. « Le peu de soin que
plusieurs ingenieurs ont eu jusques à present de m'envoyer les mémoires du nombre des hommes et des chevaux
qui sont employes aux fortifications des places dont ils sont chargés m'obligé à vous reppeter que l'intention du
Roy est que vous m'adressiez régulièrement toutes les dernieres semaine de chaque mois ledit mémoire du nombre
d'hommes et de chevaux qui auront esté employiez pendant ledit mois aux travaux de la place dont vous esté
chargé autrement je ne pourrais pas me desoenser? de rendre compte à Sa Majesté de la negligence ce ceux qui y
manqueront qui prendre asseurement des resolutions contre eux qui ne leur seront pas avantageeux. »

Subsidiary Network Connections
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While the War Department served as a site of transmission, many of the field information managers
directed their own subsidiary networks, complete with a variety of data sources and other
connections which served to not only enlarge the information network but to link with others. The
challenges of managing a newly conquered province meant that an intendant’s authority had to be
strong, but at the same time managing local concerns required that he develop many linkages to
local power structures. 388 Creating local connections began with organizing the work. As historian
Colette Brossault affirms in the case of Franche-Comté, an intendant had to quickly surround
himself with an administrative team, since such teams were necessary for delegating and managing
the multiplicity of tasks. 389 In part because of the demands associated with the management of
provincial information, an intendancy was at the same time centralized and decentralized in
structure, necessitated by the “nature of the work, which had many details, and the relatively slow
transfer and flow of information.” 390 This idea highlights the need to delegate certain information
gathering and processing tasks, a critical facet of network growth and durability because it required
field agents to develop and maintain their own more or less stable support network. An intendant
who was unprepared, or worse uninformed, about local concerns risked being marginalized, a
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For a discussion of the dynamics associated with these royal and local relationships, specifically in the case of
Franche-Comté, see Darryl Dee, Expansion and Crisis in Louis XIV's France: Franche-Comté and Absolute
Monarchy, 1674-1715 (University of Rochester Press, 2009). The classic monograph which first examined
decentralized power concepts was William Beik’s Absolutism and Society in Seventeenth-century France: State
Power and Provincial Aristocracy in Languedoc (Cambridge University Press, 1985).
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Colette Brossault, Les Intendants de Franche-Comté, 1674-1790 (Paris: La Boutique de l'Histoire, 1999), 55.
« Les intendants … ont tous un réseau de correspondants par lequel ils se tiennent informés de tout ce qui se passe
dans leur département. »
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Idem., 28. « Comme l’administration royale, l’intendance est à la fois très centralisée mais aussi très
décentralisée, ce que rendent nécessaire la nature du travail qui compte de nombreux détails et la lenteur relative
déplacements et de la circulation de l’information »

situation which would not have served the interests of the War Department or the king.
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From the perspective of the War Department, intelligence gathering was a crucial network
function and depended upon creating a system within which agents could transmit and check
important pieces of information. The engineer Dufresnoy at Dunkerque, working with town
governor Le Boistel, periodically communicated with Father Hyacinthe Lefebure in Spanish
territory to gather information on Spanish activities. 391 Late in 1672 at the start of the FrancoDutch War the Father wrote to Dufresnoy to let him know that, first, he had “presently received
confirmation” of the same information he had indicated in his last letter on a matter which was
“very important to the king’s service,” and second, he was now dispatching an “express letter in
order to be assured that you will receive it.” 392 Although the subject of the letter is unclear, it is
likely, given the date, that the Father was conveying information on Spanish army maneuvers. In
any event, his urgency and thoroughness in the matter meant that Dufresnoy was able to rely on
him to provide useful data. In Flanders, the intendant Le Peletier de Souzy regularly sent men on
reconnaissance missions, and recruited bands of partisans with which to gather and verify
intelligence and information on a variety of issues, from contributions to the location and numbers
of enemy troops. 393 He had developed this practice early in his experience while serving as
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This Dufresnoy was an engineer at Dunkerque, while Élie Dufresnoy was premier commis in the War
Department.
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SHD A1 279, pièce 479; « Copie de la lettre du Pere Hyacinthe Lefebure provincial de recollets escrit au Sr.
Dufresnoy, octobre 1672. » « ... comme je recois presentement la confirmation des memes avis tres important au
service du roi, je vous envoye cet expres afin d’estre asseure de la reception de la mienne. »
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Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques, 16711691, » 7. « Ces hommes reçoivent une solde et des rations de fourrage régulières, des gratifications pour les
nouvelles importantes qu’ils rapportent et une part des prises lorsqu’ils en font. » See also George Satterfield,
Princes, Posts and Partisans: the Army of Louis XIV and Partisan Warfare in the Netherlands (1673-1678)
(Leiden: Brill, 2003), 55-59, 82-85, 110.
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intendant in Franche-Comté in 1668. One particular incident reveals his attention to the details.
Local peasants were selling and transporting grain to Vaux and to the Swiss in Geneva, a cause of
concern for winter quarters provisioning as managed by Charpentier’s bureau. He notified the War
Department, and after having several “men of intelligence who knew the affairs of this country”
investigate the situation, reported that “I was informed that this transport of grain was nothing out
of the ordinary.” He sought to further allay any fears by stressing that “the single district of Amont
is able to supply more wheat that consumed in all of Franche-Comté.” Nevertheless, the Swiss
purchases were concerning, and he would continue to investigate the activities on the border, after
which, “I will give orders to stop the transport of grain.” 394 He sought not only to ensure that he
kept the department informed, but in addition to use information gathering practices proactively,
taking steps to manage these types of situations.
Le Peletier continued to refine his coordination techniques for information management
after his appointment to the Flanders intendancy. He played a role similar to that of Charuel and
La Grange through his connections to different agents who could supply his needs for data. Le
Peletier worked closely with a wide circle of agents in Flanders, according to Yann Brousse, “but
he also had contacts in foreign countries, including an agent whose choice of assignment was
submitted to Louvois,” 395 an indication of his astuteness in selecting correspondents. Albert
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SHD A1 225, pièce 63; Le Peletier de Souzy à Louvois, à Dole dudit jour 10e mars 1668. « On m'advertir il y a
quelques jours qu'il passoit quantité de chariots de bled de cette province du costé de Geneue? et du pays de Vaux,
j'ay conferé? la dessus avec des personnes intelligens et qui sçavont l'estat du pays, on m'a dit que ce transport de
grains n'estoit pas extraordinaire, que cela de pratiquoit tous les ans en cette saison cy, et qu'il ne faloit pas
craindre que cela pust causer la disette dans le pays parce que le seul baillage d'Amont fournir plus de bled qu'il ne
s'en point consommer dans la Franche Comté, l'inquietude et l'aprehension que tesmoignent les suisses me fait
croire neantmoins qu'ils font des provisions extraordinaires, je m'en informeray sur la frontiere et suivant ce que
j'aprendray je donneray des ordres pour faire cesser ce transport de bleds. »
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Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques, 16711691, » 3. « Mais il a aussi des contacts en pays étranger, notamment un agent dont le choix de l’affectation est
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Croquez, historian of Flanders, remarks that his circle of contacts included merchants such as
Wanackère, “a ‘very rich merchant of Menin’, very intelligent and very enterprising,” and “the
Sieur Wautier, a bourgeois of Lille, whom he often employed for verification of paperwork.” 396 It
appears that not only did he know how to delegate but also who he could trust to provide needed
information. Le Peletier was adept at managing his own smaller network of information agents, all
of whom assisted him with reporting and assessment: “all these people supplemented the services
which could be rendered to the intendant, his staff, and to commissaires des guerres who he had
under his command.” 397 The evidence presented by Brousse and Croquez suggests that he
purposely included in his network many individuals outside of regular provincial governance
structures. Le Peletier’s long service within this vital frontier province (1668-1683) is evidence of
his ability to create a relatively effective subsidiary information network.
Lists could serve an important function by permitting, at a glance, a field administrator to
track various correspondents by function or location. Le Peletier learned how to not only generate
an information reporting network but to manage his contacts to ensure he stayed abreast of various
activities. His instructions to his successor in Flanders contain numerous references to trusted
personnel. 398 After he became Directeur général des fortifications in 1691, he maintained several

soumis à Louvois. » See SHD, A1 615, pièce 239, Le Peletier de Souzy à Louvois, Gand, 28 août 1678
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Albert Croquez, Histoire politique et administrative d’une province française, La Flandre (Champion, 1912), 41.
« M. Le Peletier consulta bien d'autres personnes encore, un nommé Wanackère, ‘marchand fort riche, fort
intelligent et fort entreprenant de Menin’, un sieur Wautier, bourgeois de Lille, qu'il employa souvent pour des
vérifications d'écritures … » See fn5, Le Peletier à Colbert, 7 juillet 1668.
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Idem., 41. « — Le Comte aîné, homme habile aux affaires de finances. Tous ces gens-là complétaient les
services que pouvaient rendre à l'intendant ses subdélégués et les commissaires des guerres, qu'il avait sous ses
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Souzy à son successeur en Flandre Wallonne (1683) (Paris, 2013), 37. « Instructions que je dois donner à M. de
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listings of personnel, ministerial as well as local, who were active in his department along with
their titles and responsibilities. 399 The first list contains the names and roles for important artillery
officers such as La Frezelière père et fils, De Genouville, and others, and then Commissaires
provinciaux with the location where they were stationed. These individuals would have been his
primary contacts in his command hierarchy and included noble officers in the royal artillery
service. A second list detailed names of Commissaires ordinaires, Commissaires extraordinaires,
and finally Gardes magasins, which are ordered alphabetically by province and arsenal location.
The names on this list would have been his contacts with respect to important payment, logistics
and security arrangements for the artillery corps. This entire document was put together as a bound
notebook, and was probably used as a functional “address list” useful for communication, kept on
hand for his personal reference, and which was kept complete and current. The first page is full of
different pen marks and strikethroughs, signifying that a purposeful amount of updating took place.
Lists such as this one allowed users not only to track and maintain important contacts based on
their roles but also to ensure functional coverage within the army administration.
Field administrators sometimes found it necessary to engage the War Department staff to
assist them with the outflow of information to their own network. To ensure adequate funding of
and provisioning for army garrisons in the military department of Thionville during the winter of
1673-74, the intendant Charuel arranged to post notices about the payment of taxes throughout his
department. He wrote to “Dufresnoy, or one of his clerks,” in the bureau d’expédition to ask them

conseiller pensionnaire des états, lequel m'a toujours paru très honnest homme et habile. »
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Messieurs Les Commissaires provinciaux, ordinaires et extraordinaires, des gardes Magasins des villes, citadelles,
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to redraft an ordonnance because the first version they had sent to him was missing a “crucial
word.” The fact that Charuel did not feel compelled to ask Dufresnoy to address the matter
personally means that he considered any of Dufresnoy’s commis as capable to adequately address
the request, and that they could be trusted to act in the place of the chef de bureau. The intendant
continued, indicating that “they forgot the words, ‘the domains’, that I have put in the margin of
this copy and marked the spot where it should be added with a cross,” which he placed at the
appropriate point in the draft ordonnance. Marginal notations were commonly used to indicate
points in the body of draft documents, where material should be inserted or modified. The premier
commis utilized standard procedures to keep copies of everything, and Charuel mentions to the
recipient that “as soon as I receive the [redrafted] order which you will send to me, I will return
the other original to you that I have kept.” 400 Charuel was obviously concerned not only about
repairing the language of the printed ordonnance but preserving his original intent. Mistakes could
delay the processing of important correspondence and reports, but mistakes could be more easily
and quickly corrected by a commis if originals were kept for reference.
The Charuel letter also indicates that in practice administrators were generally careful to
keep copies of important documents, including drafts of edicts, ordonnances, and other printed
materials, to preserve the original intent. In addition, the premier commis and other military
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SHD A1 351, pièce 156; Charuel à Dufresnoy, à Nancy le 15e octobre 1673. « Je vous renvoye Monsieur la copie
de l'ordonnance que vous m'avez envoyée concernant la taxe? des sous fermiers et commis des fermiers generaux
des Domaines et gabelles de Sa Majesté, on a oublié les mots, des domaines, que j'ay mis en marge de cette coppie
et marqué l'endroit (place) où il doit estre ajousté avec une croix, Car c'est justement un mot principal, et qui fait
la moitié du sujet, pour lequel l'ordonnance est rendue, Je vous supplie donc Monsieur de faire expedier
diligemment cette ordonnance en la maniere qu'elle est refomée, et de me l'envoyer avant le quartier d'hiver
commence, car il est important de l'avoir, vous sçavez qu'il fault dans ce temps là aller pièces en mai__ en ces
sortes d'affaires, des que j'auray recu l'ordonnance que vous m'envoyerez. Je vous renvoyeray l'autre original que
j'ay garde, » Interestingly, this letter is marked ‘duplicatta’ and is incorrectly numbered: it should be pièce 154.
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administrators likely kept originals and copies to protect themselves if something went wrong. As
information moved through the information ecosystem, it had to be carefully guarded to prevent
loss, alteration or misdirection, particularly important in the case of financial records. One of the
commissaires working for the intendant in Franche-Comté had sent some original invoices to the
War Department as part of their reporting of food purchasing expenses. A response from the
marquis de Louvois, probably drafted by Bourdon, stressed that in the future, he should “send me
copies of such billets” and “keep the originals so as to compel the treasurer to take them into
account.” 401 The War Department expected anyone conducting financial business to keep original
records in order to recreate a paper trail of transactions. 402 These practices reflected not only
Louvois’s desire to justify expenses in an increasingly financially strained regime, but also broader
concerns of administrators who tried to manage costs as well.

Managing Information at a Distance
Distance represented the enemy of information transfer, and doubly so when an army was moving,
something which the War Department attempted to address in several ways. The premier commis,
Saint-Pouanges, constantly battled against the problems of distance. Saint-Pouanges was not only
an important premier commis of the bureaux but provided the department with “eyes and ears” in
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SHD A1 749, folio 36; Louvois à Murat, à Versailles le 7e septembre 1685. « J'ay receu vostre lettre du 22e du
mois passé avec le billet du tresorier de quatre mil cens trente-trois livres quinze sols pour le bled que vous avez
fait remettre aux munitionnaire de Casal, il suffira que vous vous contentiez de m'envoyer à l’avenir des copies de
pareils billets dont vous devez gardes l'original pour l’obliger ledit tresorier à en tenir? compte. » Quoted in
Colette Brossault, Les Intendants de Franche-Comté, 1674-1790 (Paris: La Boutique de l'Histoire, 1999), 28.
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the field during major campaigns and for important missions.403 The marquis de Louvois trusted
Saint-Pouanges in his capacity as premier commis, but he also conferred important informationgathering roles on him. Saint-Pouanges acted as a troubleshooter for maréchal de Créqui and his
command while on maneuvers, not only reading copies of letters from Louvois and the king but
coordinating activities necessary to maintain good order in the army. 404 Saint-Pouanges could be
counted upon to convey orders and requests as promptly as possible. He also verified that missions
assigned to others had been accomplished, or offered reasons why those missions had not yet been
completed. In a letter while he was at the siege of Trier in September 1673, Saint-Pouanges
acknowledged the king’s orders that Rochefort, commanding the siege, send much of his cavalry
to join maréchal de Turenne on the Rhine, but declared: “I feel compelled to tell you that it is
presently impossible for him to execute this order.” He gave cogent reasons, insisting that “aside
from the numerous detachments from the regiments” that were to be moved, “he would be forced
to raise the siege,” rather than expose the army to the relief columns toward Luxembourg. 405 In
this capacity, he acted as both a supporter for the local commander but also as someone who could
confirm a particular situation. Louvois entrusted him with providing reliable, confirming,
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When Saint-Pouanges was on field assignment, as he frequently was during wartime, his subordinate Claude
François Alexandre took charge of the bureau of provisioning, equipment, and reviews.
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SHD A1 248, folio 199; Louvois à Saint-Pouanges, à St. Germain du 28e septembre 1670. « Il faudra que M. le
mar[ech]al de Créquy recommande bien à M. de Genlis , que l'on ne prenne rien sur les terres d'Espagne pour ne
point donner le subjet de plaintes aux espagnols qui jusques icy se conduisent comme S.M. le peut desirer. »
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SHD A1 326, folio 177; Saint-Pouange à Louvois, au camp devant Trèves dudit jour 4e septembre 1673. Part of
the reason included the necessity of protecting the siege lines themselves. « J’ai vu par la lettre que Monsieur de
Rochefort vient de recevoir de vous, que l'intention de Sa Majesté est qu'il envoie de la cavalerie de celle qu’il a
ici, joindre Monsieur de Turenne. Sur cela je me sens obligé de vous dire qu'il est impossible qu’il puisse
présentement exécuter cet ordre, parce qu’outre qu’il y a beaucoup de cavaliers détachés des régiments que vous
lui marquez, c’est qu’il faudrait de nécessité lever le siége, à moins que de s’exposer à voir encore entrer du
secours en cette ville, dont nous sommes menacés de côté de Luxembourg. La circonvallation de cette place étant
fort grande, ne se peut garder qu’avec toute la cavalerie qui est ici, l’infanterie ayant de l’occupation d’ailleurs. »

information regularly from the field.
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While the premier commis became an information troubleshooter at a distance, SaintPouanges’s bureau performed important administrative tasks for field operations, and Louvois felt
his absence. In September 1670, Saint-Pouanges had been operating in the area of Metz to assist
in setting up winter quarters arrangements for Charpentier. He was looking to return to Paris, but
Louvois informed him that he could only return once winter quarters arrangements are made,
“however, I pray that you will send Alexandre to me here to carry out the instructions I will give
him, saying nothing about my orders.” It was more important that Alexandre accompany the
minister than to remain in Paris directly managing their bureau. Part of the reason was likely that
the secrétaire needed Alexandre to fulfill Saint-Pouanges’s role while the premier commis was
away on assignment. Charuel had just been assigned to the post of intendant des camps et armées
of Lorraine at Metz, and Louvois needed Saint-Pouanges to brief him thoroughly: “when he
returns, before you leave, you can provide him everything you have in regard to your current
plans.” 406 Face-to-face information transfers were not always possible, but desirable.
The challenges of timely data collection and information transfer became more acute as the
distance from Versailles increased. The intendant d’armée Robert acted as a versatile “mobile”
information manager before and during the Franco-Dutch War, an expert in army administration,
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SHD A1 248, folio 199; Louvois à Saint-Pouanges, à St. Germain du 23e septembre 1670. « Le Roy ayant pris le
resolution de faire une levée de troupes considerable, je fais estat de supplier Sa Ma[jes]té de vous laisser revenir
du moment que l'armée sera en estat de se mettre en quartier cependant je vous prie de m'envoyer icy Alexandre
sans dire moi ordres d'executer ce que je luy diray. Charuel sera intendant en Lorraine pendant l'hyver et s’il
rendra? apres de vous auparavant que vous partiez afin que vous puissiez luy donner toutes les intentions que vous
aurez des affaires. » See A1 248, folio 193, Louvois à Charuel, à St. Germain le 23e septembre 1670, which
confirms to Charuel that he will be meeting with Saint-Pouanges for instructions. As previously noted, Alexandre
assisted Saint-Pouanges in the management of his bureau as his direct subordinate.
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but faced with numerous information challenges which included gathering and reporting logistical
situations for an army on the move from a series of stations. 407 During the march into Holland by
the main French army in late 1672, Robert wrote to Louvois apologizing for not reporting sooner
on the numbers of cavalry he would be able to supply locally, declaring that “because of the bad
weather we have had since, as well as troop movements we are presently making both on the Rhine
as in the Betau. We will reduce a good portion of our forage. Not until good weather arrives will
we be able to bring our magazines forward a little.” 408 The army’s operations presented a number
of information difficulties for Robert, and these included tracking consumption of grain, reduction
of forage for horses in certain areas, and keeping food supplies as close as possible. These types
of information challenges often required daily updates, which undoubtedly forced Robert’s staff
of commis to keep busy gathering and sending information to Saint-Pouanges’s bureau.
The premier commis’ constant information gathering kept French armies fed and made
them less vulnerable to threats from opposing military forces. An army intendant needed to ensure
that a command remained able to move by ensuring troops were continuously supplied with food
and other supplies. Army intendants reconnoitered areas and remained aware of terrain challenges,
in order to coordinate supplies. The difficulties of information gathering related to provisioning
became more acute as field armies moved further into enemy territory. After consulting with SaintPouanges, who was troubleshooting food provisioning for the army on the lower Rhine, Robert
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For a discussion not only of his career but of the importance of his role, see Douglas C. Baxter, Servants of the
Sword: French Intendants of the Army, 1630-70 (Urbana, 1976), 146-63, 175-86, and 204-5.
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SHD A1 278, pièce 292bis; Robert à Louvois, à Utrecht le 6e septembre 1672. « Je vous suplie très humblement
de ne pas compter comme seur ce que je vous ay cy devant mandé du nombre de cavallerie que l'on pourroit
entretenir en ce pais cy, parce que le mauvais temps qu'il a fait depuis, et les mouvements que l'on fait
presentement faire aux trouppes tant du costé du Rhin que dans le Betau nous diminuerons vray semblablement
une bonne partie de nous fourages. Il faut attendre le beau temps soit venu et que nous ayons un peu avancé nos
magasins ... »
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laid out their plan for making sure that troops had the bread they needed, remarking that “we wrote
that the ovens at Ninove were not at all secure. We proposed to set them up at Enghien but we
were afraid that they would not be secure.” The decision, first, on a temporary and then a more
convenient location for the bread ovens no doubt required some reconnaissance of the geographic
situation: “We resolved to make the bread in Ath and then send it to the camp by convoy,” but had
significant concerns the “distance was impractical.” Robert and Saint-Pouanges thus decided to
establish the ovens at a different location, to which they would arrange “to bring tomorrow the
iron ovens, flour, and other [materials] from Ninove.” 409 If the army intendant set up the bread
ovens too far from the troops, rations possibly would spoil. If too close to enemy camps, supplies
might fall into enemy hands. Distance could present significant challenges for a field administrator,
and the supply information which they reported to the department required thorough investigation.
Intendants depended upon munitionnaires and others to provide information for the reports
they submitted to the War Department, as was the case with Charuel while serving as intendant of
contributions at Thionville in 1672. Despite the geographically “stationary” nature of his position,
reporting and information gathering required that he request locational data from other
administrators. During the 1674 summer campaign, the munitionnaire Jacquier was assisting
Charuel with supplying the garrison of Trier with food and other provisions. In a rare letter between
field information managers, Jacquier wrote concerning his purchasing activities, having been
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SHD A1 587, folio 12; Robert à Louvois, au camp de petite bigarde du 5e Juin 1678. « J'arrivay hyer au soir au
camp de St. Catherine Lombeck, Mr. de St. Pouenges en est party ce matin pour Paris … L'on a ecrit que les fours
ne seroient point de tout seurement à Ninove, l'on a proposé de les faire à Anguien [Enghien], mais on a eu peur
qu'ils n'y fassent pas non plus trop bien, L'on avoit resolu de faire le pain à Ath et le conduise au camp par
convois, mais comme l'on a eu peur que l'esloignement ne fut incommode, l'on vient de resoudre de les establir
dans le camp mesme au Chasteau de Gaesbeck [Gaasbeck], et l'on y fera demain venir les fours de fer farines et
autres à Ninove.
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tasked by the War Department to supply grain to Trier in the amount of about 5,000 rations per
day, declaring that “3,000 setiers of flour must always be at Nancy without being drawn down,”
and that orders for replacing what had been consumed had not been given to Berthelot, who had
informed Jacquier he was ready to resupply the garrison at Trier, but only until the end of October.
“I am taking the liberty to tell you [about it], Monsieur, so that you can write to the Court (here he
means the War Department) when you judge it appropriate.” 410 Jacquier expected the intendant to
write to the bureaux directly for specific orders on replenishment, after which he could take action.
Charuel has to act as coordinator between the two locations.
Distance also decreased speed of communications, slowing information flows within the
information ecosystem. This was especially the case when water barriers existed in between
transmission points, severely handicapping an information manager and increasing the time
necessary to respond to requests. Commissaire Fumeron’s 1691 correspondence from Ireland
illustrates the problematic nature of managing information and reporting from across the English
Channel. In order to support an ongoing uprising against William III in Ireland, the king had
dispatched several expeditions of both men and supplies to the island. After sending a substantial
number of reports in several packets, he told the secretary: “You will also find enclosed another
report regarding several items that are missing here and that have seemed to me to be necessary;
if you agree, I beg you to order them to be sent to us by the first ships leaving to arrive here.”411
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SHD A1 416, pièce 160; « Coppie d'une lettre escrite à M. Charruel par M. Jacquier le 19 juillet 1674; à Nancy. »
« Je vous le dits Monsieur [___] fin que en soyez aussy de bonne ___se, car les ordres [___] vous n'avez du? que
Monseigneur le Marquis de Louvois donnoit? [___] tousjours 3000 setiers de farine audit Nancy sans estre
diminués qu'à charge? de remplacement à mesure de la consomm[ation] n'ont point est donnés à M. Berthelot
lequel m'a mandé qu'il ne vous avoit point escrit qu___ y restituent tousjours mais bien que y seroient une fois mis
pour fournir le pain de la garnison jusques à la fin d'octobre seulement, je prens la liberté de vous dire ___
Monsieur affin que vous p___se d'en escrire de la Cour quand vous le jugerez apropos. »
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See SHD A1 1066 Irlande, pièce 174; Le Commissaire Fumeron à Louvois, à Lymerick ce 10e fevrier 1691.
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Fumeron was dependent upon the navy’s lines of communication, none of which were as consistent
as land-based postal schedules, and which were subject to interdiction by the English and the Dutch
fleets. Consequently, he had to await the arrival of ships for both incoming orders and supplies, as
well as for sending outgoing reports, so he compiled a large amount of data at given times.
Although water barriers could slow service, the courier system provided relatively regular
and reliable links between agents and reports could be transmitted almost immediately. However,
Fumeron’s case was not unique. In many instances, field administrator assembled a wealth of
attachments into batches of papers which accompanied a letter that described the information
contained therein. Transmissions proceeded in both directions. Before the start of a spring
campaign, various bureaux issued a flurry of orders for troop movements, officer appointments,
postings, and stockpiling of supplies, among other crucial notifications. Preparations for the
Luxembourg campaign in early 1684 required the premier commis to coordinate information
transfers to individuals who could be counted on to make certain that orders, billets,
appointements, and other pieces reached their intended recipients safely. 412 Information also
flowed into the department for a variety of needs, including issuing orders as printed exemplaires
for local administrative purposes. Charuel wrote to Louvois in April 1684 to acknowledge that he

Fumeron was the commissaire ordonnateur and managed the flow of information to and from the Irish expedition
and Versailles; his letters throughout this volume are accompanied by many reports. « Vous trouverez aussy cy
joint M. un autre estat de plusieures choses qui manquent icy et qui m'ont paru necessaires, si vous le trouves
ainsy M. Je vous suplie d'ordonnez qui l'on nous les envoye par les premiers Bastiments qui partiront pour venir
icy. » A series of detailed reports followed this letter: pièce 175, État des prix des danrés en Irlande; pièce 176,
Détail du payement qu'il seront necessaire de faire aux officiers; pièce 177, État des troupes du Roy d'angleterre
en Irlande; pièce 178, État des munitions qui se sont trouvées dans les magasins des places; pièce 179, État de
l'artillerie et des munitions de guerre qui se sont trouvées dans les magasins des places.
412

See for example SHD A1 922, folio 202; à Marly le 7e Juillet 1690; aux Intendants du Royaume 36? dont [___]ol
par billet. Louvois requested that the intendants send exemplaires to their subordinate commissaires regarding
regulations to be published for the cavalry and dragoon squadrons.
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had received the forty-four packets of paperwork that the secrétaire had sent. These were largely
exemplaires and other materials which must have been printed in Paris through the efforts of War
Department commis. However, the intendant needed some detail concerning the information he
was handling: “I would ask that you send me a mémoire which will apprise me as to the content
of the exemplaires that it contains.” 413 Charuel had previously requested that the commis arrange
to print a number of different public postings, and he needed to know what the department had
printed and sent back. The postal systems took on an increasing level of salience for effective
connection and communication within and outside of the War Department ecosystem.

Moving “Packets of Data”
War Department administrators recognized the efficaciousness of a reliable governmental mail
delivery service. For example, in the 1680s both Louvois and Seignelay used their speedier
couriers to get important news to the king before (respectively) Pomponne and Croisy. 414 This
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SHD A1 727; M. Charuel [à Louvois], à Verdun dudit jour 16e avril 1684. « Le Sr. de la Neuville vôtre courier
m'a rendu du hyer la lettre que vous ... le 13e de ce mois, avec les imprimés des ordres et lettres dont je vous avois
adressé les projets estant en 44 paquets dans chacun desquels j'ay trouvé ainsy que ... vous de me mander un
mémoire qui me fait connoistre la nature des exemplaires qu'il contient. » This letter was an acknowledgement
that the War Department had received and processed all of Charuel’s requests which were contained in SHD A1
727; Autre lettre de M. Charuel, à Nancy du 4e avril 1684. « Je vous envoye un autre projet d'ordre pour faire
fournir par les villages de la generalité de Metz leur cotte part des vaches ... Un autre project d'ordre que je dresse
aux officiers de Lorraine et Barois pour faire fournir par les habitans des lieux dependant de leurs offices leur
cotte part des vaches ... Et un autre projet d'ordre qui s'adresse aux officiers des Prevostes, seigneuries, Mairies du
comté de Chiny pour faire fournir par les habitans des villages et lieux ... Vous trouverez cy joint un autre projet
d'ordre des pionniers qui seront fournis par les villages de la generalité de Metz, dont il faudra imprimer 1400
exemplaires. Un autre de ceux qui seront fournis ... dont sera imprimé 60 exemplaires. Plus je vous envoye un
autre project d’ordre des chariots qui seront fournis par ... Metz dont sera imprimé quatorze cens exemplaires. »
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 362-3.
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competition to deliver fresh news was only one relatively minor aspect of the broader need to build
a dependable communications network. So important was this goal that Spanish and French
combatants in the Franco-Dutch War agreed that a free flow of mail would exist between them.415
Regular correspondence between the War Department and the Prince de Taxis, the Director of the
Postal Service for the Spanish Netherlands, addressed situations where the other side had arrested
or abused couriers, intercepted letters, violated passports, abused guarantees of safe conduct, and
opened private mail. 416 Couriers’ safe passage through enemy lands could be guaranteed by both
sides, but such agreements did not always protect them. Indeed, periodic attacks on couriers
brought threats of reprisal. The vigilance was particularly acute during preparations for war, such
as the lead up to the siege of Luxembourg during the War of the Réunions in 1684. 417 Throughout
his tenure as head of the postal service, the marquis de Louvois sought to ensure that information
for the War Department flowed quickly and reliably. Assembled mail packets and circulaires,
which were designed to ensure that the exact same instructions reached multiple recipients, provide
ample evidence that the French postal system served an important role in both managing
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Eugene Vaillé, Histoire générale des postes françaises (Paris, 1947-1953), 4: 323-412. The Accord of Ath, 28
May 1669, and the accord postal du 5 mars 1674 signed by the Prince de Taxis and Louvois regulated passage of
couriers, issuance of passports and sauvegardes, composition and compensation of escorts, and penalties for
violations. The accords were never kept in the breach because of suspicion, accusations, and reprisals (340).
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See the ‘give and take’ between them in SHD A1 312, letters of 5 September (pièce 52) 21 September (pièce
114), 9 October (pièce 199), 15 October (pièce 221), 17 October (pièce 257), and 19 October (pièce 273) as well
as others in this registre all concerning attacks on couriers and the opening of mail. A similar exchange between
them took place in 1684 (A1 712 and 714).
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See SHD A1 712, folio 192 (252); Louvois à M. le Prince de Taxis, à Versailles le 10e avril 1684. « J’aprends
qu'un courrier venant de Liege a esté volé [marginal inserts: par trois hommes] entre [cette premiere ville] et
Dinan, ses paquets destruires? et plusieurs lettres ouvertes, et que mesme ledit courrier a esté fort maltraitté; il est
for___ qu'après vous avoir suplié de faire donner des ordres pre___ pour la seurité des ordinaires l'on voye
encores arr___ de pareils desordres, Et c'est ce qui m'oblige de vous dire que s'ils continuerent, je ne pouray pas
m'empescher de prendre l'ordre du Roy pour faire reprasaille. »

departmental information and contributing to its increase. 418
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Through the coordination of the

secretariat, the premier commis utilized the postal system daily and counted on regular deliveries.
The premier commis seem to have regarded openness of communication as important to
the functioning of administration, just as openness of river navigation was vital to the provisioning
of the army. This situation was inadequate during Le Tellier’s term and by 1668 an urgent need
arose to improve and extend the postal network: “it was necessary to be certain of the ‘passability’
of communications and productive interest in it could find that the King of the service and the
public.” 419 Before 1660 maintenance of and improvements to the royal courier service were
problematic at best. 420 Louvois was concerned with increasing the speed and safety of information
transfer and his administration of the postal system took on a more reliable form from that of prior
administrators. 421 In 1668 for example, he improved the postal organization in Artois in a precise
fashion, desiring to “establish, in the places of his [Majesty’s] province of Artois that are judged
most proper and located in proportional distances, courier stations.” 422 While the order also refers
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SHD A1 838, folio 253-4; « Lettre circulaire, Maréchals de camp et Colonels de dragons des nouvelles levée; » à
Marly le 16e fevrier 1689. « Le Roy ne pouvant donner ses ordres au regiment que vous avez levée pour son
service que Sa Majesté ne sache auparavant dans quel temps il sera en estat de marcher, je vous prie de me le
mander pour luy en rendre compte et cependant s'il y manque encore quelque chose de ne rien oublier pour le
mettre au plustost en sa perfection. » folio 254 has a list of commanders whose names were crossed off as the
bureau crafted and sent out their personalized letter.
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Vaillé, Histoire générale des postes françaises, 3: 212-213. « Il fallait être certain de la praticabilité des
communications et de l’intérêt productif qu’y pouvait trouver le service du Roi et celui du public. » See also an
official report from 1636, « Catalogue général des postes qui sont au long des routes et chemins pour aller tant
dedans que hors le royaume. »
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Charles Estienne, La guide des chemins de France (Paris C. Estienne, 1552).
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb30407812z. Estienne advised travelers of hard journeys, potholes, morasses,
and making detours as opposed to interminable delays.
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Vaillé, Histoire générale des postes françaises, 3: 212. « C’est le développement du réseau routier et son
amélioration progressive qui leur permet de tirer le meilleur parti des chevaux dont ils disposent, pour le service
du Roi et celui du public. » The development and progressive improvement of a relatively comprehensive road
network allowed postmasters to better manage the use of both horses and riders.
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SHD A1 216, folio 438; « Ordre pour Establir des postes dans tous le pays d'Artois; » à St. Germain le 23e juillet
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to an adequate number of horses and riders, the most important observation is that he pressed for
“proportional distances,” that is, arranging relay stations to facilitate precise timetables.
Timetables were crucial for keeping War Department information moving in a methodical fashion
and the premier commis relied on prompt and regular delivery of information both to and from
field agents through the postal system.
Communications depended upon physical information transfer and suffered disruptions
from many sources. During the late spring and early summer of 1672 some of the postal routes
around Metz which necessary for communicating with the French armies in Holland suffered
deprivations. Louvois and commissaire Givry at Metz exchanged a number of letters on problems
with the routes to Metz, a key frontier town in Lorraine, and their exchange illustrates the primacy
of uninterrupted communications. On 26 May 1672 Givry wrote to the secrétaire d’État to tell him
that the postillon run by the Sieur Larcher had been taken by “miserable” and that Larcher was
killed in the process. 423 Sometimes couriers themselves were to blame for disruptions. While the
War Department had rules for transport, in many cases overworked and underpaid couriers ignored
them and took on personal but profitable extra loads, slowing down official mail. A distraught post
master wrote: “Permit me to remonstrate to Your Lordship that in the past six weeks five of my
horses have died. Three are left to me ...” The post master then went on to blame the losses squarely

1668. « Sa Majesté a ordonné et ordonne qu'il sera estably dans les lieux de son pays d'Artois qui seront jugez les
plus propres et sçituez en des distances proportionnaires [sic], des postes, où il y aura des chevaux en nombre
suffisant, tant pour porter ceux qui seront depesches pour les affaires de Sa Majesté, que les couriers ordinnaires
charges des lettres et pacquets pour son service et celuy du pubicq, »
423

SHD A1 293, pièce 146; Givry à Louvois, à Metz le 26e mai 1672. See also his subsequent letters or 31 May, 2
June, and 4 June (pièces 173, 185 and 195), as well as the letter from Dubois on 31 May (pièce 172) discussing
the re-establishment of the route. His letter of 15 May (pièce 91) announces that he has been successful in setting
up a route from Metz to Nuits. Pièce 92 is the list of all the relay stops on the route from Metz to Nuits. Pièce 93 is
an agreement with the maîtres for the establishment of the courier posts.
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on one of his courriers d’ordinaire serving between Bordeaux and Bayonne, La Grange, “who
carries such large burdens that he generally kills all the horses along the entire route.” Carrying
excessive weight over long distances would exhaust the horses very quickly, and “not a week goes
by without him killing one of them in a like manner.” The postmaster asked Louvois to order the
courier to carry only dispatches from then on. 424 Robberies, vandalism, abuse or lack of horses,
deaths of couriers, financial problems, enemy activity, and many other dangers existed as threats
to both speed and surety of information transfers.

Couriers: Speed and Reliability
The secretariat took different steps to ensure that information transfers could be as certain as
possible given the risks. The goal was to have materials arrive undisturbed in a reasonable
timeframe. According to Sarmant, correspondence sent using the ordinaire courier system arrived
speedily in days, resulting in an ebb and flow, a “rhythm,” of regular correspondence within the
royal government. 425 Only through implementing this rhythm could the War Department ensure
that its instructions were received and that they in turn received the information they required.
Louvois took the first steps in 1668 by setting up two important families—the Pajot and the
Rouillé—to assume oversight of the entire ordinaire postal system and to maintain an open and
certain flow. As administrators of the two Fermes des postes, these “postmasters general” served
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AN G7 1300, folio 7; M. Sainte-Croix à Rouillé, Route de Bayonne de Magese ce 14e avril 1694. « Permettez que
je remontre à Vostre Grandeur que depuis six semaines il m'est mort cinq chevaux, il ne m'en a resté que trois ...
Le sujet de cette perte de Chevaux ne me prouient? que par un Courrier de l'ordinnaire de Bordeaux à Bayonnne
nommé La Grange, qui porte de si gros fardeaux, qu'il tue generallement tous les chevaux par toute la route;
Jusques à remplir sa malle de sans bons? de Bayonne, il n'y a pas huit jours qu'il m'en a tué un de la mesme
maniere; qu'il plaire à Vostre Grandeur de luy ordonner de ne porter que les despesches. »
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Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 363. « La réponse par retour de courrier est de règle. »
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as crucial facilitators of information transfer across the entire ecosystem. 426 They worked to make
certain that courier kept to timetables and that maîtres de poste maintained their stations and horses
in useful condition, and they intervened when those schedules were not kept. 427 Precise schedules
allowed administrators the opportunity to make regular reports or send information when it was
needed. Historian Eugene Vaillé purposefully calls them the architects of a very successful royal
service: “The Pajot and Rouillé would create, develop, and improve a highly successful business
… in the beneficial shade of Louvois, who recognized their capacity.” 428 From the perspective of
facilitating information transfers within the ecosystem, the relationship developed into a beneficial
symbiosis. Both families managed their respective areas of responsibility with the understanding
that the bureaux premier commis were important users of their services.
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The Pajot held the Paris Ferme while the Rouillé held the provincial and pays de conquis Ferme. The post being
hereditary, it passed to the sons and was subsequently managed by Colbert de Torcy, who made even more
improvements in delivery See Rule and Trotter, A World of Paper, 342-48. See also Vaillé, Histoire générale des
postes françaises, 4: 20-43 and 5: 94-106. For an interesting analysis of postal routes, see SHD Ya 23 Bureaux de
la guerre, function and organization (1711-1789), 1719 folder: « Course faite par François par l'ordre de M. le
Comte de Sallians pour porter un paquet à M. Le Blanc, Ministre et Secrétaire d'État. » The document shows the
intricate design of the postal route system and the length of journeys. A series of letters from Rouillé in AN G7
1300 establishes that he continued in his position of administration well after Louvois’ death, under the auspices
first of Claude Le Peletier and then Torcy, another example of how the evolving nature of governance allowed
men of professional talent to retain high position in spite of ministerial changes.
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SHD A1 713, folio 134 (209); Louvois à Rouillé, à Condé le 7e May 1684. « Le courrier qui est arrivé hyer à St.
Quentin est venu fort tard icy et pour s'excuser il a montré un part qui fait voir qu'il est party de Paris à six heures
trois quart après-midy, Pour ce m'oblige de vous dire que mon p____ que les couriers montent à cheval à deux
heures precises et que pour quelque raison que ce soit ils ne soyent? pour depesches plus tard. »
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Vaillé, Histoire générale des postes françaises, 4: 2. « Les Pajot et les Rouillé allaient créer, développer,
améliorer une entreprise éminemment fructeause et qui allait faire des chefs ... discrets et dévoués, dans l’ombre
bienfaisante de Louvois, qui s’il reconnaît leur capacité, ne leur ménage à l’occasion ni ses réprimandes, ni ses
récriminations, ni ses menaces, ils savent abandonner à leur maître, tant est grande l’habileté de leur action, le
bénéfice des mesures heureuses dont ils sont les artisans, se contenant d’en recueillir de substantiels profits. ... ils
avaient appris de quelles possibilités était riche un organisme judicieusement mené et dont seuls les excès de son
exploitant avaient compromis le succès ... Cette association d’un homme de gouvernement avec deux
professionnels, enfants de la balle si on peut ainsi parler, et qui avaient grandi dans la ‘chose’ postale de l’emploie
le plus humble jusqu’à la maîtrise de l’entreprise, devait, à travers nombre d’écueils, de jalousies et de
concurrances, en faire un grand organisme d’État. »
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In order to perform their roles and to move information, the premier commis needed
information to transfer quickly and in a reliable fashion. Both aspects of performance were
important for Rouillé, and he routinely worked with Louvois to improve transmission to and from
not only occupied territory but to and from each French army, seeking to establish cost-effective
transfers. Courier stations in the pays conquis were not technically official postal routes but were
overlaid on local services generally at local expense to save money. Early in the Franco-Dutch
War, Carpatry wrote to the secrétaire to inform him that Rouillé had “changed his opinion
regarding the transport of mail to towns in occupied territory” because of some new information
obtained concerning greater than expected costs, 429 indicating his efforts to balance cost and
performance. However, the most important objective seems to have been reliability of delivery.
Saint-Pouanges wrote to Louvois during the 1688 campaign in the Rhineland: “Courcelles’s postal
clerk has arrived yesterday morning. He has taken care of everything in a way such that we now
will have very prompt correspondence with Strasbourg in order to send letters from the camp and
those which must arrive from Paris.” 430 At times commis in the War Department utilized direct
communications routes and relays linking Versailles with armies in the field. 431 The secrétaire
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SHD A1 360, pièce 417; Carpatry à Louvois, à Paris ce 27e juin 1673. « Par la lettre que Rouillé vous escrit, vous
verrez qu’il a changé ses sentiments au subject du transport des malles pour les arrivés à les villes conquises, en
Flandres, et en Hollande. Ce changement est arrivé par un raison _________, après qu’ayant pris le lettre l’on a
vue que de faire porter les malles de Hollande, ce? des arrivés par les postes de Paris à Peronne? en ________ cela
coustent? beaucoup davantage qu’il n’avoit cru, … » See Vaillé, Histoire générale des postes françaises, 4: 102
for the idea that Louvois sought to reduce costs as he improved reliability.
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SHD A1 831, pièce 14; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, au camp devant Philisbourg le 3e octobre 1688. « Le Sr.
Courcelles commis de la poste arriva hier matin. Il a disposé toutes choses de manière que presentement nous
aurons une correspondance fort prompte avec Strasbourg pour l'envoy des lettres du camp et celles qui doivent
venir de Paris; je ne vous escrivis point hier au soir parce que l'ordinaire de Strasbourg n'en part pas aujourd'hui. »
See also SHD A1 425, folio 371; Louvois à Sr. Rouillé, au Camp de Thimeon le 26e may 1675, where Louvois
tells Rouillé that the service from Ath to Charleroi must be daily.
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Vaillé, Histoire générale des postes françaises, 4: 384. « Il ne suffisait pas d’obtenir la liberté des
communciations, il fallait l’utiliser et on peut admirer le souci continuel que manifeste Louvois, surtout pendant la
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periodically sent missives to both Rouillé and Pajot voicing concerns regarding the service and the
diligence of relay station postmasters, as when he requested a postmaster in Rennes to be replaced
immediately because of several complaints against him. 432 He did not tolerate poor performance,
declaring to one unfortunate postmaster that if the abuses in his station did not stop immediately,
“he would order the fermiers généraux to revoke his office.” 433 Mishandling mail distribution
meant that connections and information flows could be disrupted and important information
sidelined.
One of the more important steps for increased governance of the system, and oversight of
performance was the establishment of a network of regional postal directors. The War Department
invested these newly established office holders with tremendous responsibility for control of mail
operations and regional oversight of all postal stations inside particular areas of France. Louvois
and Rouillé understood that establishing such a position would allow them to directly monitor the
performance of postal station masters. In a 1681 circulaire sent to all maîtres de poste in Flanders,
Louvois declared that “the Sieur Petit has been charged with the general direction of all the postal
offices in Flandres,” charging that “the commis engaged in the management of other offices will
offer him no difficulties, will report everything to him, and will obey him in all the orders he issues

campagne de Flandres, où il est fréquemment présent avec le Roi, d’organiser à l’arrière les communications qui
se mettent à la remorque des armées dans leurs déplacements » According to Sarmant, letters took only 3-6 days
to reach the army in Flandres from Versailles. See Sarmant et Stoll, Régner et Gouverner, 363.
432

SHD A1 848, folio 245; Louvois à Rouillé et Pajot, à Versailles le 20e may 1689. « Les plaintes que je recois de
la mauvaise conduitte du Sr. Daspres, Maistre du bureau de la poste de Rennes, m'obligera à vous dire de mander
aux soufermiers des postes de Bretagne que je desire qu’ils mettent auplustost un autre homme en la place de
celuy là. »
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SHD A1 747, folio 105; Louvois à le commis du bureau de la poste de St. Dizier, à Versailles le 8e juillet 1685.
« J'ay receu diverses plaintes des abus qui se comettrent dans la distribution des lettres du bureau dont vous avez
l'administration ayent? soin de les faire cesser parce que si l'ay continue à m'en faire l'ordonneray aux fermiers
generaux de vous renvoquer?. » See also SHD A1 748, 348 (449); Louvois à Rouillé, à Versailles le 17e juin 1684,
where Rouillé is chastised for allowing letters from Luxembourg to take seven days to arrive at Versailles.
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on my behalf.” 434 The language of oversight is clear, and reveals an increasing need for continual
attention to performance. In addition, as with other information managers, the postal commis were
asked to “report everything” to the Sieur. The desire of the bureaux and the secrétaire d’État to
maintain a continuous flow of information is evident in other letters to information agents, at times
finishing with an invitation to “continue to report … everything that happens with respect to your
area of responsibility.” 435 Louvois and the premier commis expected all intendants, commissaires,
engineers, and postal commis to report information regularly.
Concerns with the reliability of reporting also meant that information agents in the courier
service needed to minimize the time it took for letters to flow between the transmission points, or
network nodes. In a June 1684 letter to Rouillé at the height of the siege of Luxembourg, the
secretary expressed incredulity that it had taken seven days for a letter from Luxembourg to reach
him in Paris: “I am surprised at the slowness with which I have received letters from Luxembourg.
It has been seven days since those which were just received today were sent off, and [the situation]
is the same for those from M. le maréchal de Créqui,” an indication that the commis in the War
Department were not only checking dates but also measuring delivery times and that even a few
days delay, given the crucial stage of the siege, was completely unacceptable. The condition of
roads or the weather were two potential factors in hampering effective information flow, but in
any case the secrétaire continued by demanding changes: “This [delay] compels me to tell you
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SHD A1 660, folio 191; « Circulaire aux Directeurs des bureaux postale; 7 décembre 1681. » The circulaire was
issued to announce the replacement of Commissaire Charlier with the Sr. Petit: « J’ai charge le Sr. Petit de la
direction générale de tous les bureaux de postes des Flandres, tant des places du côté de la mer que Picardie,
Artois, Haynaut. Les commis préposés (official mail clerks) à la direction des autres bureaux ne feront point de
difficulté à lui rendre compte de tout ce qui se passera et de lui obéir dans ce qu’il leur commandera de ma part. »
This circulaire is reprinted in Vaillé, Histoire générale des postes françaises, fn3, 215.
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Vaillé, Histoire générale des postes françaises, 216. « … continuer à lui rendre compte de tout ce qui se passera
dans les choses dont je vous ai commis le soin. » The formula is the same if the words vary from letter to letter.
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that it is again necessary for you to get the couriers to travel more quickly.” 436 While the causes of
the delay are not discussed in the letter, the demand made it clear that whatever the cause, it was
preventable. Controlling travel times, standardizing departure schedules, and ensuring adequate
personnel and horses were all vital for servicing routes and were under control of the post master.
Systematic rules and procedures for creating reliable relay stations were apparently never
published, but the War Department did adopt some standardized practices. In order to adhere
closely to daily and weekly delivery timetables and schedules, one of these practices involved
determining the optimum number of horses and relays needed. A report prepared in the department
in 1668 detailed the number of relay stations, seventeen with either six or nine horses required for
each station, in order to maintain regular service between Tournai and Paris. 437 This report does
not contain any information relative to distances between stations, but given the structure of this
report and the need for practical distances, as well as some of the locations, we can surmise that
the stations were relatively equidistant. More importantly, five provincial governors were notified
that riders were required to carry official billets in order to identify them as legitimate to carry
departmental mail. In addition, the department discouraged unofficial routes, even those deemed
necessary for expediency, which would have created a mélange of possibly competing and
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SHD A1 714, folio 348 (449); Louvois à Sr. Rouillé, à Versailles le 17e juin 1684. « Je suis surpris de la lenteur
avec laquelle je reçois les lettres de Luxembourg; il y a sept jours que celles qui sont arrivées aujourd'huy font en
chemin, ce n'est de mesme de celles de l'armée commandée par M. le Maréchal de Créquy, c'est ce qui m'oblige à
vous dire qu'il est necessaire que vous fassiez encore que les ordinaires l’aller plus viste. » See also SHD A1 714,
folio 503 (666); Louvois à Rouillé, à Versailles le 24e juin 1684, where a letter from commissaire Descarrières
took ten days to go from the camp de Vasserbilick to Versailles.
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SHD A1 213, folio 90; « Routte du Paris à Tournay passant par Peronne pour establir des chevaux de Tournées; »
à St. Germain le 7e avril 1668. « Paris …… Bourges ….. 6 chevaux, etc../. Cinq lettres à Messsrs. les gouverneurs
de Peronne, Bapaumme, et Arras, Douay, et Tournay portant ordre de ne laisser courir aucunes personnes? soient
les billets de Monseigneur le marquis de Louvois./. Dix ___ ordres pour chacun desdites Maistres des postes
portants deffenses à aucuns courriers de courir les postes sans billets ... » The report also contains costs for
maintaining the horses per month.
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certainly conflicting courier systems. In February 1672 as the French were preparing to begin the
opening campaign of the Franco-Dutch War, Louvois wrote to Robert in his capacity of army
intendant regarding disestablishing an unauthorized courier route to Metz. After acknowledging
that only a few of Robert’s recent letters had been received, he observed that “you will see by one
of my preceding letters that the king does not want a courier to Metz established at your location.
I will confirm it for you again, and His Majesty, who intends that the former ordinaire remain,
desires you to prevent there being any exchange of letters with your area and through any other
route than Liège and that one can write [to Paris] by way of Metz.” 438 While Robert thought the
route he had established to be an acceptable one, the department thought otherwise. Since postal
offices were a source of royal revenue, they needed to be managed for financial as well as for
performance reasons. Additionally, planned routes could be more easily monitored and protected.

The Most Dangerous Job
The greatest challenges for completing a circuit of information exchange involved guaranteeing
the physical delivery of mail packets. The insecurity of bridges, roads, horses, and bad weather all
affected the delivery of packets of correspondence. In many instances, particularly with important
correspondence, the premier commis would send out multiple copies of letters, dupplicata, as
insurance to guarantee receipt on the other end. A July 1684 letter, sent to maréchal de Schomberg
after the siege of Luxembourg, demonstrates how the bureaux employed the process. Charpentier’s
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SHD A1 292, pièce 50; Louvois à Robert, à St. Germain le 13e fevrier 1672;. « Je n'ay receu depuis que je suis de
retour que deux de vos lettres l'une du 29e du mois passé et l'autre du 3e du courant, celle que vous m'avez ecrite
par Liege ne m'a pas encore eté rendu, vous aurez veu par une de mes precedentes que le Roy ne vouloit pas que
l'on etablit un courier de Metz au lieu où vous etez, je vous le confirme encore et Sa Majesté qui entend que les
anciens ordinaires subsistent desire que vous empeschiez qu'il y ait aucun commerce de lettres avec vos quartiers
par autre voye que pas Liege et que l'on puisse ecrire icy par Metz. »
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bureau organized and distributed important route orders, and to safeguard them the commis sent
them out at two different times using two different couriers. The letter to Schomberg notified him
that he would receive full details on “the intentions of His Majesty, both as to the places where
troops which His Majesty has left under your command are to remain, as well as on the suspension
of arms, by the originals and the duplicates of the letters with which the two couriers I sent to you
yesterday are charged.” 439 The organization of material in this manner increased the chances that
at least one set would reach Schomberg for his execution.
In addition, the department relied on field agents to confirm receipt of correspondence,
even during peacetime, so as to verify that the “information circuit” was completed. Commissaire
Camus Duclos acknowledged the receipt of routes for troops from Charpentier, as well as
duplicates of dispatches in an October 1671 letter to Louvois, affirming: “I have received by the
courier … your first letter of this month, the duplicates of those of the 24th and later for last month,
the six routes of 100 soldiers each, and the two mémoires which were given to you by M. the
Ambassador of Savoy.” Duclos specifically listed the items in this manner so as to acknowledge
receipt for a commis in the secretariat, who may have informed the various bureaux preparing the
information that the material had been received. He further acknowledged some additional
materials, no doubt to clarify any further questions: “The ordinaire who had arrived the previous
day brought me your dispatches of the 24th and 26th of the past month, and the routes for three
hundred men.” 440 Sometimes the confirmation took the form of a simple acknowledgement, as
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SHD A1 730, pièce 92; Louvois à Maréchal de Schomberg, à Versailles le 13 Juillet 1684. « J'ai reçu par le
courier que vous m'avez dépêché, la lettre que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de m'écrire le 11e de ce mois, vous devez
être si particulièrement informé des intentions de Sa Majesté tant sur les lieux ou pourront subsister les troupes
que Sa Majesté laisse à vos ordres, que sur ce qui regarde la suspension d'armes par les originaux et duplicata des
lettres dont sont chargés les deux couriers que je vous depêchai hier, que je n'ai rien à y ajouter … »
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SHD A1 260, pièce 36; Camus Duclos à Louvois, 8 octobre 1671. « J'ay receu par le courrier que vous m'avez fait
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when the intendant Chauvelin wrote to confirm that he would carry out a redistribution of oats. 441
In any case, confirmations were a common device and seem to have served the purpose of
demonstrating physical receipt of orders and other information which circulated in the system.
Whether during wartime or periods of peace, the premier commis purposely sent duplicates
because of the constant danger to couriers, especially in conquered territory. Danger from enemy
soldiers, partisans, and highwaymen meant that a courier was at risk whether within the borders
of France or in conquered territory. Early in the Franco-Dutch War, Carpatry wrote to Louvois on
8 July 1673 to advise him that Rouillé was investigating a situation where couriers travelling
between Charleroi and Maastricht had been killed. They had been travelling without escort, and
Rouillé had requested his man on location to implement additional measures to protect the
couriers. 442 Despite protection for couriers in enemy territory, the risk of loss of information was
not insignificant. In May 1672 during the Franco-Dutch War, the Sieur de Givry wrote to the

l'honneur de me despescher lequel arriva mardi à la point du jour, vostre lettre de premier du courrant, le duplicata
de celles des 24e et dernier passé, les six routtes de cent hommes chacun, et les deux mémoires qui vous avoient
esté remis par M. L'ambassadeur de Savoye. L'ordinaire qui estit arrivé le jour precedent m'avoit apporté nos
despesches, des 24e et 26e dudit mois, et des routtes pour trois cens hommes. »
441

SHD A1 870, pièce 183; Chauvelin à Louvois, à Arras du 27e fevrier 1689. « Je recois hier au soir icy la lettre que
vous m'avez fait l'honneur de m'escrire le 23e de ce mois avec les ordres du Roy pour le repartement d'avoine que
le Roy desire qui soit fait dans l'Artois. Je vais y travailler incessamment affin qu'elle estoit? preste dans le tems
present par l'ordre du Roy. »
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SHD A1 361, pièce 32; Carpatry à Louvois, à Paris ce 8e juillet 1673. « Le retour du Prince, et de la garde ont
donné de l'inquietude à Rouillé, ils luy ont raportté qu'ils ont trouvé des gens mort sur le chemin de Mastrick à
Charleroy qui ont esté tues les uns passant sans escorte et les autres sans? avec escorte, cela l'oblige à faire de
grandes l[ett]res à Boucher pour [ètablir] dans Mastrick pour v[ost]re service tout ce qui il y pourroit faire luymesme s'il y alloit, Et il s'efforce de me dire que Boucher est capable et hardy, et qu'il va partout où il fault sans
rien craindre pour sa personne. Je les pre[nne] de se mettre en estat de partir, Et il y travail mais avant qui de
desloger d'icy Je crois qu'il attendra response aux lettres qui nous avons eu l'honneur de vous escrire par le dernier
ordinaire./. J'ay fait des ordres du Roy en la forme que Roui[llé] a desiré pour la levée des chevaux de postes qu'il
fault envoyer sur la routte de Nancy au deffault de vos brevets. Monseigneur signé une l[ett]re de la main pour M.
de Vaubrun par lequel il le prie de favoriser? l'establissement du bureau de la poste dans Mastrick, Et d'aper___
Boucher dans toutes les choses où il aura besoing de son autorité. J'ay fait aussy une l[ett]re pour faciliter le
passage de l'ordinaire d'aujourd'hui depuis Philipeville jusques au lieu où il vous pourra rencontrer./.
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department expressing his concern that a set of packets he had sent off to Paris had been snatched
by robbers, and that he had no news of the person he had dispatched with those packets, so he was
sending them again. 443 The loss of riders or even an entire relay station, as indicated in Givry’s
letter, require re-sending information. The risks of transmission of packets by couriers were
generally accepted and administrators made efforts to foresee or at least correct any disruptions.
Despite the use of multiple recipients, dupplicata, and other methods for ensuring receipt,
faulty transmission of information at times occurred. Information managers who changed location
typically had to notify the War Department of their movements for several reasons, not the least
of which was for them to make sure they received their mail and their instructions. Field agents
became, in effect, moving targets and couriers had to locate them to deliver packets of mail to
them. Often the premier commis tasked post masters and postal commis with forwarding mail to
other information managers to effect delivery. In one example, the bureaux prepared different
packets of information at the same time and included cover notes to different postal commis
indicating the appropriate recipient. 444 Not only are these notes important for explaining
distribution methods, they serve as further examples of secretariat practices of drafting master
letters with lists of recipients. The department also employed third parties in foreign territory to
forward mail. Trusted men such as Louis Bruant Descarrières, who had been a Fouquet client and
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SHD A1 293, pièce 146; Givry à Louvois, à Metz le 26e mai 1672. « Voicy la seconde fois que je me donne
l’honneur de vous envoyer les pacquets de Paris pour l’armee mais Monseigneur je suis cruelement surprise de
n’en voire arriver aucune de ____ pour Paris et beaucoup plus de n’entendre? nulle nouvelle de M. Dubois que je
priay il y a dix jours d’aller le long de la route; je vien d’apprendre par un expres que les maires et gens de
maître ? du bourg de Cronnebourg? m’ont envoyer la mort du pauvre Larcher et de son postillon, que les
miserables ont [fait] dix jours apres leur prises; la raison c’est qu’il ne s’estre pas _____ mettre a rancon … »
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SHD A1 748, folio 2; à Versailles le premier Aoust 1685; Les commis des bureaux des postes. « Je vous adresse
un pacquet pour M. le Marquis de Montaubon que vous auray soin de luy rendre des mains propres et de s'en
accuse la reception. Le commis du bureau de la poste de Besançon./. Idem à celuy de Metz pour M. Le Roy./.
Idem à celuy de Nancy pour M. de Bissy./. Et à celuy de Luxembourg pour M. de La Bretesche. »
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who had fled after the 1661 disgrace, later became an important information agent. By 1672 he
had taken up residence in Liège, where he was now in regular contact with Louvois for “secret
negotiations with the town” to provide passage for French troops on their way to Dutch territory.
He was in a position of some importance to forward mail safely to army generals such as the duc
de Duras. 445 In December 1672 Carpatry entrusted him with an important packet of papers for
maréchal Duras, of which he was to make three copies and “send them by three different
couriers.” 446 The bureaux clearly used a variety of expedients to facilitate distribution and delivery
of correspondence and packets.
In addition, the bureaux arranged for trusted agents to distribute information for matters in
which they had a stake, that is, they received materials designated for both themselves and
someone else, took a copy, and forwarded it on to the end user. In early 1678 before the start of
the spring campaign, Charuel received information from the War Department concerning plans for
the fortifications at Thionville to be forwarded to the engineer in charge, Thomas de Choisy. He
acknowledged in a return missive that he had taken “a copy of the letter you wrote to M. de Choisy
on the subject of the same, after which I reassembled the package you addressed for me to him and
sent it to him by the ordinaire,” and requesting further instructions on what Choisy needed him to
do in Thionville. 447 The exchange permitted a level of coordination between the two men who
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Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques, 16711691, » 4. « …il est en contact régulier avec Louvois pour des négociations secrètes avec le chapitre de la ville,
étant en particulier en relation avec un chanoine de la cathédrale nommé Quevin. Louvois se sert de cet homme en
temps de guerre pour faire parvenir des lettres en sûreté à ses généraux. »
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SHD, A1 270, folio 288; Louvois à Descarrières, à Versailles le 17e décembre 1672. Reprinted in Brousse, « Les
réseaux d’information de Louvois, » 4.
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SHD A1 606, pièce 86; Charuel à Louvois, à Nancy le 27e fevrier 1678. « J'ay pris copie de la lettre que vous
écrivez à M. de Choisy sur le sujet d'icelles, après quoy J'ay reformé le paquet que vous m'avez addressé pour luy
et luy ay envoyé par l'ordinaire, et j'ay prie de me mander ce qu'il y aura à faire de ma part pour l'execution de vos
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were in physical proximity and thus saved time and effort. The exchange also likely served to
reduce the potential for error in execution. The transfer allowed the department to coordinate action
without having to make multiple copies themselves. After the siege of Luxembourg in June of
1684, the marquis de Louvois sent a letter to Saint-Pouanges, who was on site in the city, that
included copies of letters to maréchaux Créqui and du Montal. Louvois remarked that “I pray you
to provide a report to maréchal Schomberg of the contents of these letters, having nothing to send
to him at present.” 448 Rather than repeating information already in these letters to Schomberg,
Saint-Pouanges could pass the information along verbally, saving secretariat commis time in
crafting an additional letter.
Delays in delivery meant that crucial time could be lost in executing orders. In 1690, the
marquis de Louvois went so far as to threaten the job of a postal clerk who was holding mail: “I
have learned that you are holding letters from commissaire Marié until the day after the arrival of
the mail at Trier; I warn you that the first time you do not deliver it to him immediately I will send
another commis in your place.” 449 Despite the harsh language this type of delay presented only
minor difficulties. However, other delays could have extremely serious consequences. At the

ordres à l'avancement desdites fortiffications. »
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SHD A1 730, pièce 18 ; Louvois à M. de St. Pouenges, à Versailles le 8 Juin 1684. « Il paroit par les lettres de
M. le Mal de Crequy, que M. le Comte du Plessis doit être parti aujourd'huy d'auprés de Luxembourg pour se
rendre en six jours à Charlemont où il arrivera par conséquent le 13 ou le 14 de ce mois; Je dis le 13 ou le 14 parce
que je ne sais point s'il ne sera point obligé de faire quelque séjour, Je lui écris présentement la lettre dont copie
sera cy jointe, aussi bien que de celle de M. du Montal, je vous prie de rendre compte à M. le Mal de Schomberg
de ce qu'elles contiennent n'ayant rien à lui mander présentement. »
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SHD A1 913, folio 89; Louvois au Commis de la poste de Trèves, à Versailles le 19e fevrier 1690. « J'aprends que
vous gardes les lettres du Commissaire le Marié jusques au lendemain du jour de l'arrivée du courrier à Trevès, je
vous advertis? que la premiere fois que vous ne les luy delliveriez? pour aussitost que vous les aurez recevoir
j'envoyeray un autre commis en? vostre place. See also SHD A1 808, folio 92; Louvois aux commis de la poste, à
Versailles le 3e septembre 1688. These are notes to two different commis requesting that they forward packets to
their intended recipients as soon as they receive them. See as well A1 838, folio 242; Louvois au Commis de la
poste de St. Malo, à Versailles le 14e fevrier 1689. Here he requests a postal clerk to deliver a packet to Vauban.
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height of the 1672 campaign in Holland, Jean Heiss, one of the War Department’s most important
intelligence operatives in the German states, had informed the department in a letter from Cologne
on 9 August 1672 that the Emperor and the Elector of Brandenburg were advancing their troops
towards the Rhineland in a provocative manner. 450 Such a move would have threatened French
army supply lines. On 13 August 1672 Louvois sent a request to Saint-Pouanges, travelling with
Turenne’s army, asking him to work with Jacquier to buy up as much grain as possible in the
Rhineland. The secretary emphasized the urgency of this request by insisting that “every possible
effort” be made to accumulate as much grain as possible to ensure that the king’s “conquests would
not suffer any inconvenience even if the Emperor were to succeed in his project.” The purpose was
to deny the enemy any provisions and that at any cost: “you will have already seen, by the last
ordinaire, the order [the king] gave me to purchase 20,000 setiers of grain in the upper Rhine area,
[and] for Jacquier to purchase 10,000 [setiers] at Cologne.” 451 For whatever reason, SaintPouanges never received the letter and therefore could not acknowledge it. Scarcely three days
later the secrétaire demanded an immediate update from Saint-Pouanges, stating that “I am
impatiently awaiting your news on the execution of what I asked of you regarding the grain
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SHD A1 277 pièce 59; Heiss à Louvois, à Cologne le 9e août 1672 ; and pièce 96, « Nouvelles envoyées par M.
Heiss », à Paris le 15e août 1672.
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SHD A1 277 pièce 84; Louvois à St. Pouanges, le même jour [13e août 1672]. « Les nouvelles que le Roy a eües
d'Allemagne étant quel l'Empereur et l'Electeur de Brandenbourg n'ont au dessein que d'introduire un grand
nombre des troupes dans quelque poste sur le Rhin pour empescher qu'il ne descende plus de bleds dans les
conquetes de Sa Majesté ... tous les efforts imaginables pour y amasser une si grande quantité de bleds que ses
conquetes ne puissent recevoir aucune incommodié de ce projet quand même il reusseroit, Pour cela vous aurez
deja veu par le dernier ordinaire l'ordre qu'elle m'a donné de faire achepter au haut du Rhin vingt mil septiers de
bled froment de faire dire au Sr. Jacquier d'en faire achepter 10000. dans Cologne presentement Elle vient de faire
un nouveau fonds de 200000.# pour employer en la continuation de les achats, J'auray soin de les faire passer au
1er jour au lieu où vous estes aussy bien que les 100000.# dont elle a fait fonds pour les 10000. septiers que je
vous ay mandé de faire acheter à Cologne, ... Je mande à M. Charuel de couvertir en bleds et en avoines la
contribution en argent de tout le Brabant .... »
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purchases that the king desires us to make as quickly as possible, having little time to lose.” In this
case, a delay could mean disaster. Louvois continued, insisting that Saint-Pouanges was not to
“lose any time in moving forward to complete” his mission, “and to make certain that the Sieur
Jacquier hears that it is not a question of economizing but it is a coup de partie to obtain the grain
at any price whatsoever.” 452 Lack of confirmation of the original orders meant that the urgency
had increased the stakes even further.
The lack of confirmation meant uncertainty as to task completion. Unfortunately, SaintPouanges had not received either of the secrétaire’s letters. On 18 August, maréchal de Turenne
told Louvois that “Monsieur Ravigny returned today and has left Monsieur de Saint-Pouanges in
Zutphen with Monsieur Robert; they are going to Wesel along with Monsieur Jacquier. They had
not received the letters which you mentioned” to me in your last letter, but “what you have written
will easily be done.” 453 Turenne attempted to assure the War Department that the matter was under
control. However, on 20 August, likely not having seen Turenne’s letter, Louvois took the time to
reiterate to Saint-Pouanges that he was “impatiently awaiting news that we have begun to
implement all of this, as nothing is more important than benefiting from the time that the distance
of the troops of the Emperor and Brandenburg has left us to keep the rivers open and prevent them
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SHD A1 277, pièce 106; Louvois à St. Pouanges, le même jour [16e août 1672]. « J'attends avec impatience de
vos nouvelles sur l'execution de ce que vous ay mande à l'egard des amas de bleds que le Roy desire que l'on fasse
incessamment y ayant d'autant moins de temps à perdre que la seule ressource de l'Empereur et de M. de
Brandenbourg pour donner secours aux hollandois est d'empescher qu'il ne decende des bleds le long du Rhin et
Comme il faut qu'il se passe encore un mois auparavant qu'aucune de ses troupes y puissent arriver c'est à vous à
ne perdre aucun moment à avancer l'execution de ce qui vous a eté commandé et bien faire entendre au Sr.
Jacquier qu'il n'est pas icy question de menage mais que c'est un coup de partie d'avoir du bled à quel prix que se
soit. »
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SHD A1 277, pièce 125; Turenne à Louvois, du camp d'Aerle? le 18e août 1672. [Postscript transcription] « ... M.
de Ravigny est revenu aujourd'huy et a laissé M. de St. Pouange à Zutphen et M. Robert avec luy; Ils s'en vont à
Wesel et menent? M. Jacquier, Ils n'avoyent point receu les lettres dont vous me parlez par vostre derniere; ce que
l'on d'escrire? se fera aisement.
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from stopping the transport of grain.” 454 The plan was implemented but not without significant
delays in communications. While it is unclear as to why the War Department’s original instructions
were not delivered in a timely fashion, the existence of additional channels of communication, in
this case to maréchal de Turenne, and the duplication of information sent to him meant that the
department avoided more serious consequences from a communication breakdown. The system of
transmission utilized by the premier commis was resilient enough to overcome major delays.

Secrecy and Openness
Delays in communication presented important risks but a more significant danger was that of
documents falling into enemy hands. Effectively managing administration within the War
Department’s ecosystem was in part dependent upon the secure transmission of those documents.
As was the practice in most of the ministries, much of the information circulating within the
ecosystem was purposefully designated to be read only by a select group of participants. 455 Secrecy
could make the difference between success and failure not only for army operations but for
logistics as well. Early modern armies tended to consume food supplies at a prodigious rate, thus
prices tended to escalate in areas where armies camped, raising expenses and creating shortages.
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SHD A1 277, pièce 139; Louvois à St. Pouanges, à St. Germain le même jour [20e août 1672]. « J'attends avec
impatience des nouvelles que l'on ait commencé à executer tout cela, rien n'etant plus importan que de profiter du
tems que l'eloignement des troupes de l'Empereur et de Brandenbourg peuvent laisser les rivières libres tout le mal
qu'ils peuvent faire à Sa Majesté consistant à empecher qu'il ne descende des bleds du haut du Rhin ... »
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Joël Cornette, Le Roi de Guerre: Essai sur la Souveraineté dans la France du Grand Siècle (Paris, 1993), 204.
« Une majorité de ces documents demeura en effet à l’état de manuscrits et ils étaient tenus secrets, même si
parfois quelques copies circulèrent. Mais ces textes ne pouvaient en aucun cas entrer dans le circuit d’une
publicité qui dépasserait les limites des cercles étroits des hommes de pouvoir. » See also p. 452, endnote 98.
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Supply needs existed during both peacetime and wartime. In 1683 in preparation for the War of
the Réunions, army intendant La Goupillière was instructed to locate a suitable area in Lorraine
for the summer training camp at which the army would conduct training exercises. His
acknowledgement sent from Homburg in March 1683 indicated that he would soon be scouting
several areas for the potential camp “without disclosing my intentions to anyone, and after
thoroughly examining them, will provide you with a full report.” 456 He took the secrecy of his
mission seriously, as the effect of disclosing the location would have meant that Saint-Pouanges’s
bureau would incur higher costs for all sorts of supplies, especially food and fodder for the horse.
Bureau planning might have been adversely effected in other ways as well, possibly allowing local
merchants to monopolize certain goods or permitting enemy agents to gather valuable information
on French preparedness.
Secrecy in military operations was necessary to keep an enemy off-balance, yet
commanders needed to inform the bureaux to facilitate and implement their intended maneuvers.
Achieving these conflicting goals required information agents in the system to restrict their
contacts to administrators with a need to know. After declaring a truce with the Spanish and the
Dutch in the War of the Réunions in August 1684, the War Department issued orders for maréchal
de Schomberg to move his troops towards Alsace to keep the Emperor guessing as to his intentions.
At the same time, Schomberg needed to work with the provincial intendant La Grange to ensure
that the area was prepared for his march and arrival: “His Majesty finds it appropriate that you
keep secret the resolution he has made … it would be good for you to make these moves known
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SHD A1 705, pièce 88; La Goupillière à Louvois, à Hombourg du 21e mars 1683. « Je feray la visitte des endroits
propres à camper, sans en donner rien à connoistre à personne, et après l'avoir bien examiné, j'auray l'honneur de
vous en rendre compte. »
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to M. de La Grange so that it does not create any problems with étapes, advising him at the same
time not saying a word to anyone.” 457 Once La Grange had been made aware of the intentions of
the army, he could then work with Charpentier’s bureau to make the appropriate étapes
arrangements. The department purposely restricted the knowledge of Schomberg’s army’s
anticipated movements to the few officials absolutely necessary to effect operational maneuvers.
Secrecy also represented a decisive element in logistical preparations to provision field
armies. Exposure of processes of this nature could jeopardize the success of an entire campaign.
The year prior to the commencement of hostilities in the Franco-Dutch War saw the Sieur Sadoc,
an important purchasing agent and Jewish banker, working for the War Department by traversing
Holland to purchase munitions that included cannonballs, powder, lead, and saltpeter from the
Dutch. 458 Ironically, Sadoc made the purchases under orders from the department for the French
armies, with the intent to utilize against them against the Dutch in the subsequent year. In one of
his letters to the department, Sadoc declared that he had restricted the number of those involved in
the purchasing of powder to two of his associates so that his purchasing plans would not be too
soon exposed. In addition, he witnessed that “even my correspondents are unaware of where I
intend” the purchases to be conveyed, and was convinced that he would be the only one aware of
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SHD A1 730, pièce 115; Louvois à maréchal Schomberg, à Versailles le 16e août 1684. « S.M. a trouvé bon de
renvoyer sur la Sambre 44 Escadrons des 55 que vous avéz fait marcher vers la Moselle, et de faire arreter sur la
rivière de Moselle les 11 Escadrons de la brigade des gardes du corps du Roy qui marchoient les premiers, de quoi
j'ai cru vous devoir informer, je vous dirai cependant que S.M. juge à propos que vous teniez secrette la résolution
qu’elle a prise, afin que les allemands croyant toujours que le grand corps de cavalerie qui s'étoit ébranlé (get
going, set off) vers l'Alsace y doit arriver au 1er jour, se pressent d'avantage de donner une entiere satisfaction à
S.M. il sera seulement bien à propos que vous en fassiez part à (make known to) M. de la Grange afin qu'il ne se
mette point en peine de faire préparer des étapes, lui recommandant en même tems de n'en dire mot à personne. »
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See Corvisier, Louvois, 249. « C’est ainsi qu’il avait commandité le banquier juif d’Amsterdam, Sadoc, pour
acheter aux Provinces-Unies, poudre, salpêtre, plomb, boulets, destines prétendument à la Flandre Espagnole ou à
certaines villes d’Allemagne et qui prenaient le chemin de l’Electorat de Cologne (septembre 1671). »
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their eventual destination. 459 Saint-Pouanges’s bureau would have been coordinating these actions
with Sadoc, and needed his reassurances of secrecy. The department would also have been
seriously concerned that someone might alert the Dutch as to what Sadoc was actually doing;
however in a follow-up letter on 3 September, he pronounced success in his efforts to keep the
mission covert. 460 Once Sadoc had made his grain purchases, Berthelot took responsibility for at
least some of them, and began grinding grain as quickly as possible during the winter. In a 3
November letter, he tells the department that he was continuing to push his Holland correspondent
to send the grain as quickly as possible, and that a new mill design is able to “grind around thirtyseven setiers within twenty-four hours; I have asked for three of these mills.” 461 Because of the
high level of secrecy associated with these logistical preparations, most of this letter was written
in cipher, using a special system of chiffres, designed and employed all through the reign by the
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SHD A1 263, folio 14v; Sadoc à Louvois, à Amsterdam du 21e aoust 1671. « Je n'ay pas voulu employer plus de
deux personnes pour me travailler les poudres (parce que tout ce qui a esté fait a esté enlevé) et crains que cela ne
vint à esclatter, et ne nous porte prejudice vous asseurant que la chose a esté si bien conduite jusqu'après que
personne n'en a eu de connoissance, et j'espere qu'il en sera de mesme jusqu'à la fin, mes correspondants mesme
ne peuvent sçavoir pour où je les destine, ainsy je veux croire que je seray le seul qui auray de cette marchandise,
ce que j'executteray entierement vos ordres pendant tout le mois de septembre … »
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SHD A1 263, folio 39v; Sadoc à Louvois, à Brull du 3e septembre 1671. « … car de m'a part soyez asseuré,
Monseigneur, que par m'a personne, n'y par ceux qui me servent dans mes achapts, n'y par ceux qui les
transportent il est impossible que vos desseins soient traverses quoy qu'asseurement dans l'estat present des
affaires l'entreprise soit grandes bien delicatte, et en verité si j'y puis reussir vous pouvez dire que vous en devez le
succés à cette prudence et grade delicatesse avec laquelle vous conduisez toutes vos affaires ... » Corvisier notes
that by the time the Dutch discovered that they were being duped, the operation was almost complete (249).
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SHD A1 262, pièce 210; Berthelot à Louvois, le 3e novembre 1671. « L'on a trouvè apropos de changer le dessein
du moulin sur le Rhin, Et au lieu qu'une voue devou faire tourner deux moulages l'on fait une voue à chaque
moulage, Et l'on m'assûre que dans quinze jours une voue travaillera qui fera environ trente-sept septiers dans les
vingt-quatre heures, J'ay demandé trois des d'moulins … Je seray attendant la response du Sr. Morice si il aura
trouve quelques moulins à achapter pour les faire descendre la gelée est fort contraré à ces sortes de moulins
pendant laquelle il les faut tirer abord ne pouvant plus rien faire … de la largeur que j'ay demandé s'entendant
avec l'homme de M. l'Evesque de Strasbourg que j'ay prie d'en achapter afin qu'il n'y arriver point d'augmentation
de prix, C'est à vous de regler, Je luy mande qu'il continue la quantité qu'il en faut cela dependant de vostre project
… J'ay pressé M. Barbon par lettres de faire montre? à nuits les bleds qu'il a achaptes en Hollande; Il respond qu'il
ne perd pas de temps, Je continueray de le presser. »
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premier commis and their bureaux. Encoding correspondence and reports became a common
method in which the department sought to restrict knowledge of its actions and activities to a
limited number of individuals.

Chiffres and Confidentiality
While much of the information circulating in the ecosystem was sent through normal
correspondence, the War Department emphasized that certain communications be kept secret using
a special system of chiffres. Such coded correspondence had been used prior to Louis XIV’s reign,
but the methods of encoding were extended and improved upon in the latter part of the seventeenth
century. Chiffres allowed the ministry to effectively control the flow and reading of information
and to ensure that much of that flow was channeled through the commis of the War Department
itself for processing. The ministry also controlled the coding of outgoing messages. 462 It is unclear
whether the secretariat or Dufresnoy’s office, the bureau d’expédition, had the main responsibility
for creating chiffres. Dufresnoy’s bureau was the most likely candidate for developing chiffres,
given that Timoléon Le Roy had been in charge of this same bureau. 463 Assigning responsibility
to a single bureau is not crucial, since the chiffres were utilized throughout the information
ecosystem. Ambassadors and other external intelligence agents used Louvois’s system of chiffres
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For evidence of part of their responsibilities, see A1 425 folio 45; Louvois à Créqui, à Versailles le 2e may 1675.
Louvois wrote to Créqui asking him to prepare for an assembly of troops by bringing in grain. On the draft copy
of the note there is a marginal indication at the top that says “chiffre,” meaning before this was to be sent out it
needed to be coded.
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Jean-Claude Devos, « Le secrétariat d’État à la guerre et ses bureaux. » Revue historique des armées, No. 162
(mars 1986): 94. Devos places déchiffrement clearly in the bureau de correspondence, but this was an eighteenthcentury development.
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extensively in their correspondence with the War Department. 464 For example, Madame Bidale, a
noblewomen who gathered intelligence information on the Swedes during her travels in the
German states, corresponded with the War Department using a chiffre for reporting of specific
events and personalities. 465 In addition, no evidence exists as to exactly how the commis created
each version of the coding system. Nor is it clear how randomly arranged the code really was when
a commis set it up, how many people had access to a particular code, or whether the code was
double-checked for accuracy.
The correspondence of the War Department reveals a number of procedural steps in the
use of chiffres. Evidently, the commis copied each of the duplex code sheets by hand, which when
completed were retained by the department in a “master file,” again probably in Dufresnoy’s
bureau, of the chiffre used for the year. The also secretariat required recipients to acknowledge
receipt when sent a chiffre, such as in the case of an officer stationed at Charleroi, who announced
to the department “on my arrival here I received a paquet from M. de Louvois where he ordered
me to notify you of the reception of a cipher he sent me.” He further informed his reader in the
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See for example the correspondence from Heiss, SHD A1 606; Avaux, SHD A1 792 and 822; and Barillon SHD
A1 598 and 615. Louvois exerted extensive control over the circulation of diplomatic information with
ambassadors and others serving in intelligence gathering roles in foreign countries, a subject with which it is
impossible to treat with anything other than a cursory examination here. The volume of information flow during
the Franco-Dutch War, the War of Réunions, and the early years of the War of the League of Augsburg was
immense. Louvois knew as much as anyone about affairs in England in 1672, 1673, and 1688 as well as the
response of the Dutch Republic in 1684. In his book Espions et ambassadeurs (Paris, 1990) Lucien Bély treats a
later period under Croissy, but the variety of correspondents as well as the depth of information circulation was
established under Louvois, and Croissy was simply building upon what had already existed. Yann Brousse is one
of the few historians who acknowledge the diplomatic importance of Louvois’ management of the circulation of
diplomatic and intelligence information.
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SHD A1 606, pièce 117; Madame Bidale à Louvois, le 14e Mars 1678. The following passage concerning the
Swedish king’s desire to keep those he distrusts at arms-length illustrates the technique: « ... que le Roy de Suede
luy avoit temoigné d’avoir un grandiss[ant] desir [begin chiffre] d’avoir M. de Conigsmarck aupres de luy se
desfiant de Guldenstern et ne pouvant se fier à personne de ceux qui l’aprochoient esntans tous ses creatures et
d’abattre l’ambition esfrenée de ce premier Ministre [end chiffre] que ce sont propre ___ de la lettre ... »
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department that “I thought I should give you advice so that you have the goodness to inform” him,
indicating that he had written his confirmation to one of the commis, and not directly to Louvois. 466
Finally, the distribution of chiffres was tightly controlled so as to ensure the knowledge contained
within a correspondent’s letters remained circumscribed.
Chiffres functioned as a “little tool of knowledge,” in this case government knowledge, to
keep information restricted to a small circle of users who had that particular code, and the
department created them to expressly mask information. 467 The War Department’s system had its
origins in Le Grand Chiffre, a classification system developed by the Rossignol family during the
reign of Louis XIII and used by a number of ministries. 468 The War Department’s version of the
chiffre seems to have been quite elementary, yet incredibly robust. 469 The commis who created a
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SHD A1 271, pièce 44; Roquepine de la Capelle, ce 10e mai 1672. « J'ay receu en arrivant icy d’un paquet de
Monsieur de Louvois où il m'ordonne d'adviser la reception d'un chiffre qu'il m'a envoyé comme il est party de
Charleroy le jour que je suis arrivé icy j'ay crû que je devois vous en donner avis affin que vous avez la bonté de
l’en? advertir. » This note was sent to someone in the department, not to the secretary of state.
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“Little tools” is a phrase employed by historians Peter Becker and William Clark to refer to the reports, protocols,
dossiers, questionnaires, and tables utilized by early modern polities as instruments of authority but which have
been neglected as historical objects. In a compendium volume, Becker, Clark, and other historians examine
quotidian practices of “little tools of knowledge” in the context of authority and objectivity, thereby positioning
the role and relevance of these tools in the early modern period. See Peter Becker and William Clark, eds. Little
Tools of Knowledge: Historical Essays on Academic and Bureaucratic Practices (Ann Arbor, 2001), 1-32.
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Le Grand Chiffre designed by the Rossignol team of father and son for Louis XIII was reputed to be unbreakable
until a 19th century French military officer broke the code. Modified forms were in use by the French Peninsular
army until the summer of 1811. Other contemporary systems included Blaise de Vigenère, Traité des chiffres ou
secrète manière d’écrire (1586), a heavy system to manage and not fully understood until 1869; Antonio Maria
Cospi, L'Interprétation des chiffres, ou Reigle pour bien entendre et expliquer facilement toutes sortes de chiffres
simples (Chez Augustin Courbé, 1641), a system based on tables of frequency of letter usage. See Corvisier, La
France de Louis XIV, 1643-1715 : ordre intérieur et place en Europe. Paris (Société d'édition d'enseignement
supérieur, 1979), 297-8. See also Simon Singh, The Code Book: The Science of Secrecy from Ancient Egypt to
Quantum Cryptography. New York, 1999.
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In studying the tables created by the War Department, Guy Malbosc states that « Le point fort du code apparaît
immédiatement. La lettre ‘A’ peut être chiffrée par six homophones. Le code propose ensuite des noms et des
syllabes. Le déchiffrement s'effectue avec une table inverse. » Guy Malbosc, « Aspects méconnus de la bataille de
Camaret, 18 juin 1694, » Master 2 « Recherche de dynamiques identitaires, » directeur de recherche, P. Jarnoux
(2009), Annexe 2, Espionnage). Simple sometimes is best. I am most indebted to Monsieur Malbosc for sharing
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particular chiffre would create each one uniquely by laying out two matching tables. The first was
an alphabetic sheet where the numbers “1” through “999” could be randomly assigned, and these
assignments were then recorded on the second, numeric, sheet. The commis could work in either
direction according to their own process: creating the alpha list first and then randomly assign the
letters, terms, names, and phrases on the numbered version, or, working in the opposite direction.
Early versions were simply sheets of paper where the originator listed letters beside blank columns
for the alpha sheet, and columns of numbers for the numeric sheet. By the 1690s, the department
commis seem to have established a routine process for creating a set of codes annually, whereby
their previous use of manuscript lists was replaced by the use of pre-printed forms with generic
lists of letters, consonant-vowel combinations, and common words or phrases. 470 The commis
probably discussed the needs of various correspondents, because the randomization and
assignment process included allocating names, places, and phrases based on the theatre of
operations. 471 A fascinating element of obfuscation the commis employed was a technique where
they added null values, 23 of them, for spaces as well as “annulling” numbers which when used
would cancel either a preceding or a following number. Because of information-masking processes
and techniques, unless one had one of the code sheets, the system was virtually unbreakable.

his Annexes relative to the history of cryptology and his work examining the WWII Enigma system. See also:
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/photos-videos-publications/archives-diplomatiques-3512/article/la-diplomatiesecrete-evolution-de.
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BNF fonds françaises 6204, folios 5-6; undated alpha sheets; « Chiffre commun entre M. de Louvois et M.
Tirconel. » Folios 23-24 are the numeric version of the alpha sheets and have pre-printed numbers up to 625 in 8
columns;fo29-30; 1 May 1696; « Chiffre avec M. le Duc de Vendosme à Dechiffrer. » This chiffre contains a preprinted numeric table with 10 columns, numbers 1 to 1000. This entire regiater contains a number of chiffre sheets
from the 1670s through the early 1700s.
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BNF fonds françaises 6204, folios 1-4, 1688. « Chiffre commun entre M. de Louvois et M. de Maumont et de M.
le Comte d'Avaux. » The place and person names on this chiffre include « Watersfort, Keinsal, passage, M. de
Schomberg, Le Roy d'Angleterre, Chester, Morlaix, Gallwe, escorte, Brest, et Prince d’Orange. » See Appendix E
for a visual representation of these two complementary pages.
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Chiffres were recreated annually, and the War Department maintained a very tight rein on
the annual distribution of code sheets. However, the department was also constantly creating new
codes for specific purposes. As head of the secretariat, Carpatry took responsibility for the
distribution of these special mailings. At the beginning of the Franco-Dutch War, Louvois was in
the field and received a letter form Carpatry, indicating that he had “returned to Chaville yesterday,
where Monseigneur [Le Tellier] has given me orders to get back to drawing up the chiffre that you
will find attached, [and] which is [now] complete.” 472 Clearly Louvois had expressed an urgent
need for a new chiffre. It may have been designated for use by an army commander or it may have
been needed by a field intelligence agent in order to correspond with the secrétaire of State. On
31 May, Carpatry wrote again to Louvois to advise him on some additional chiffres: “You will
also find attached the letter from Monseigneur [Le Tellier], two pairs of chiffres being made as per
the last order.” 473 Again, the specific use to which these two codes would be put is not disclosed
but the fact remains that the department commis had the responsibility for managing them. At times
because of the urgency involved, the secrétaire tasked other information agents outside of the
department commis with copying coded letters and sending them to another field agent who was
given the code for that express purpose. In 1683, the department needed to get urgent information
both to maréchal d’Humières as well as the provincial intendant Le Peletier. The comte d’Avaux
was to carry the letters to Humières on his way back to The Hague, where he was ambassador,
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SHD A1 293, pièce 85; Carpatry à Louvois, 14 mai 1672. « Je revins hyer de Chaville où Monseigneur m'a
donné ses ordres pour ce que restour à faire du chiffre que vous trouverez cy joint, qui est complet. » the
accompanying marginal note on the letter is also of interest: « [Il est] déchiffré, et donné [est]ant l'ordre de
Monseigneur, copie en clair en est cy joint. ».
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SHD A1 293, pièce 176; Carpatry à Louvois, 31 mai 1672. « Vous trouverez cy joint outre la lettre de
Monseigneur, deux paires? du chiffres que est le travail qui s'est fait depuis le dernier ordre, Et encres quelques
nouvelles d'Angleterre qui m'ont esté données »
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from Versailles but could not delay his departure long enough for the secretariat to make copies.
In a cover letter, Louvois told Humières that Le Peletier needed a copy of the information, as he
had “only been sent been sent a copy of the same chiffre that you will find attached.” Humières
was to copy the coded letters and send them along as quickly as possible. 474 Because the chiffre
sheet was also included in the packet to Humières, one can surmise it was actually created for this
particular communication.
The number of chiffre versions that the commis crafted multiplied with the variety of uses.
The premier commis periodically changed the chiffres, but also sought to control the replacements
as closely as the prior versions. When a chiffre in general use needed to be replaced, the department
issued a circulaire regarding replacement and tracking to the affected field administrators, who
were responsible for verifying completion of their instructions. Before the commencement of the
1690 campaign, the secretariat issued a circulaire in Louvois’s name in April to a number of
governors and intendants to identify changes in the general chiffre, declaring that “His Majesty
has commanded me to enclose the one which you will begin to use as soon as you receive it,
whether with governors, frontier intendants, or with me,” when information they needed to convey
will “deserve this precaution.” An interesting implication of this statement is that the determination
of the need for secrecy was at the discretion of the field agent, not the department. In addition, the
circulaire made plain the need for controlling who had access even to the old code: “I recommend
you to keep it carefully and send me the one you have used until now, confirming with me that
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SHD A1 688, pièce 85; Louvois à maréchal d’Humières; à Fontainebleau le 21e aoust 1683. « Comme je ne
pourrois faire faire des copies de tout ce que contient ce Paquet pour en donner une particuliere connoissance à M.
le Peletier sans retarder considerablement le départ de M. d'Asfeld, par lequel Sa Majesté m'a commandé de vous
l'envoyer, je vous supplie d'en laisser prendre des copies à mon dit Sr. Le Peletier, auquel j'envoye seulement la
copie du même Chiffre que vous trouverez ci-joint, et dont je vous adresse une table pour remettre à M. de
Boufflers, en lui donnant les ordres de ce qu'il aura à faire en conséquence de votre Instruction. »
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you have received this one with a letter that does not address anything else.” The department also
made it clear that the personal secretaries who would be writing and coding letters for the field
agent use the entire range of numbers provided in the code for the same letter, word, or phrase: “In
your dispatches you or your secretary please should not always want to use the same character
when one has two or more in the table which signify the same letter or syllable, rather sometimes
[use] the one, sometimes the other.” 475 The system seems deceptively simple because of the many
ways in which it could be used to very effectively mask information from prying eyes. Yet security
depended upon restricting access to the keys of the chiffre.

Having the Keys to All Knowledge
The durability, in the sense of its unbreakable nature, and sustained employment of the system
demonstrates the concern of the secretary and the premier commis for using chiffres to both control
and restrict access to department knowledge. Circulation of specific code sheets was restricted to
certain department commis and one or more individual information agents. Louvois had his own
code which the premier commis would utilize when writing to him, especially when conducting
periodic tours. 476 During his tours at the start of the Franco-Dutch War, he wrote to Carpatry from
the camp at Vezelle 8 June 1672 to acknowledge the receipt of his coded letter. 477 While no records
475

SHD A1 917, folio 74; Louvois aux intendants, 20 avril 1690. « Le Roy ayant jugé apropos de faire changer le
chiffre general, Sa Majesté m'a commandé de vous adresser cy joint dont vous commenceroit à vous servir
aussytost que vous l'aurez receu, tant avec les gouverneurs, et intendants de la frontiere, qu'avec moy, lorsque les
choses que vous aurez à escrire meriteront cette precaution, je vous recommande de le garder soigneusement et de
me renvoyer celuy dont vous vous estes servy jusques à present, en m'acusant la reception de celuy cy, par une
lettre qui ne parle point d'autre chose, vous observerez, s'il vous plaist, dans vos despesches, vous, ou vostre
secrétaire, de ne pas tousjours voulant servir du mesme caracter quand il en a deux, ou plusieurs dans la tabl[e]
pour signiffier la mesme lettre, ou syllabe, mais bien tantost de l'un, de tantost l'autre. »
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For details on the dates of Louvois’s many tours in the field, see Corvisier, Louvois, Annexe 9, 508.
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SHD A1 267, folio 26; Louvois à Carpatry, 8 juin 1672. « Vostre lettre du 2e de ce mois ne desirant pour de
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exist of the number of chiffre crafted each year, enough were crafted that their tracking within
Dufresnoy’s bureau must have presented some challenges. His bureau would have been required
to indicate each and every change and the dates for which they were applicable, a monumental
task. However, periodically changing the codes was necessary so as to keep them fresh and
unbroken, and this may have actually been done semi-annually at the start and end of a campaign,
as suggested in a late 1673 letter from maréchal d’Humières. As the secrétaire d’État was
returning from his five and a half month tour in the field, Humières confirmed that he had “received
the new chiffre which Monseigneur Le Tellier has sent to me, which we will use only after 15
November,” 478 a statement also illustrating the risk of faulty transmission. If the timing was not
precisely followed, commis and personal secretaries would waste time coding or decoding letters
using out-of-date chiffres. The short missive exemplifies both the ephemeral nature of individual
chiffres as well as the problematic nature of the control process, that is, their restricted timeframe.
As the need for information increased, the premier commis attempted as much as possible
to funnel information through specific lines of communication to control access. Over time, the
department implemented a policy that required governors in conquered locations to send reports
and updates through the intendants and other designated intermediaries. 479 To this end, provincial
officials utilized a shared system of chiffres created by the War Department. A note sent to the
intendant Bagnols in Flanders in 1690 during the War of the League of Augsburg requested that

response, je ne vous fais ce mot que pour vous accuser la reception de ce qui y estoit joint en chiffre. »
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SHD A1 312, pièce 219; M. d'Humieres, 15 octobre 1673. « J'ay receu le nouveau chiffre que Monseigneur Le
Tellier m'a envoyé duquel on ne doit se servir qu'au quinziesme novembre. »
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Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques, 16711691, » 3. « Afin de récupérer l’information des gouverneurs de places conquises en toute sûreté, Louvois utilise
les intendants en demandant aux gouverneurs de faire passer le courrier par leur intermédiaire et, pour favoriser
ces relations, met en place un système commun de chiffre. »
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he distribute a common chiffre to all of the governors and others who needed to report to him.480
According to Croquez, this communications system was implemented as a standard to be
employed by all intendants and governors in conquered lands. He notes that on 8 February 1679,
Louvois “sent Le Peletier de Souzy a set of chiffre tables for encryption and decryption, with orders
to give a copy to his governors, in sealed packets, and against receipt.” 481 Sealing the tables in
particular packets allowed the intendant’s commis to track them and to check them against the
confirming receipts, a practice already adopted within the central bureaux. Croquez further stresses
that “when changing a number, the intendant was to ask for the tables and packages, which must
be returned sealed if they were not used.” 482 This procedure confirms that the War Department
was intent on ensuring the safety of the coding system. While the department changed codes
frequently, the risk that copies would end up in uncontrolled circulation was always present. Too
many people with access to current, or even older, codes could compromise secrecy.
Despite the risk, the War Department sometimes asked field administrators, including
military officers, to provide others with access to specific chiffres, so as to code confidential
correspondence that passed between them. In 1673 Louvois asked Saint-Pouanges, who was acting
head of the department while the secrétaire was travelling, to send a copy of the chiffre général to
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SHD A1 948, pièce 2; Lettre de Louvois à Bagnols, à Versailles du 4e mai 1690. « Vous devez avoir receu
presentement un chiffre general pour vous en servir avec les gouverneurs des places voisines, vous en trouverez
cy joint un autre qui sera particulier entre vous et moy afin que vous en serviez lorsque vous le jugerez à propos.
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Croquez, Histoire Politique et Administrative D’une Province Française, La Flandre, 217, n3. « Ce chiffre était
commun aux intendants et aux gouverneurs des places frontières. Le 8 février 1679, M. de Louvois envoie à
l'Intendant de Lille des tables à chiffrer et à déchiffrer, avec ordre d'en donner des doubles auxdits gouverneurs,
dans des paquets cachetés et contre reçu. »
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Idem. « Quand on changeait le chiffre, l’intendant redemandait les tables et les paquets, qui devaient être rendus
cachetés, s'ils n'avaient pas servi. » He goes on to note that the governor of Cambrai got into trouble when he left
the chiffre with his wife, and as a consequence his secretary, « qui était un fripon, » promptly made off with it.
Brousse cites this incident as well.
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commissaire Deslandes. 483 The secrétaire made this request of other administrators as well, and
this practice in and of itself may have created some problems with monitoring distribution. In a
letter to the marquis de Chamilly in late summer 1672 during the Franco-Dutch War, Louvois
indicated that “as M. de Rochefort has no code to use to help him to contact M. Turenne or to fully
explain the things that should be kept secret, I pray you to please send him a copy of the chiffre
général that was addressed to you” in order for him to utilize it. Louvois offered his reasons for
the request, his belief that “he would receive it more reliably by this means than if I send it to him
directly from here, [consequently] I will notify him of this request I am making of you.” 484
Tracking of these ad hoc decisions doubtless presented challenges for department commis.
The impression given by the chiffre correspondence at the start of the Franco-Dutch War
is that the system of distribution was not well planned. While in many cases, if not all, to enhance
control the recipient was asked to confirm the receipt of the chiffre as a direct form of control but
it remains that the secrétaire seemed to be asking a number of administrators to forward chiffres.
A letter that intendant Villepaux sent to the War Department in April 1672 characterizes this
necessity, affirming that following orders, he confirmed the “receipt of the chiffre with the list of
governors and commanders in the frontier area where it has pleased you send me.” 485 In 1678, as
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SHD A1 351, pièce 73; Louvois à Saint-Pouanges, à Nancy le meme jour [12e septembre] 1673. « … je n'ay rien
à ajouter à celle cy que pour vous prier? de donner à M. Deslandes une copie du Chiffre general et de luy dire de
s'en servir pour les choses qui meriteront le secret. »
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SHD A1 277, pièce 33; Louvois à M. de Chamilly, à St. Germain le 6e aoust 1672. « Comme M. de Rochefort n'a
aucun chiffre duquel il puisse ayder pour communiquer avec M. de Turenne ou pour s'expliquer par dela sur les
choses qui meriteront le secret, je vous suplie de luy vouloir envoyer une copie du Chiffre general qui vous a eté
adressé afin qu'il s'en puisse servir ayant estimé qu'il le recevroit plus seurement par cette voye que si je luy en
envoyois un directement d'icy je luy donne avis de ce que je vous mande à cet égard ... »
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SHD A1 271, pièce 38; Villepaux à Louvois, à Hesdin le 29 avril 1672. « C'est pour me donner l'honneur de vous
rendre compte suivant vos ordres de la reception du chiffre avec la liste de Mssrs. les gouverneurs et
commandants de cette frontière lesquelles il vous a plû m'envoyer. »
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the war was entering its last phases, La Grange wrote to the department at the beginning of a
particular year asking what he should do with the extra chiffre copies he had been given the year
before. He would need specific permission to provide the copies to anyone else for future use.486
The department appears to have attempted over time to increase its control by tracking the
distribution of chiffre tables and by restricting how information agents used them. 487
However, the War Department never had full control over the use of chiffres, and so access
to information, for administrative correspondence. Although department documents give the
impression they issued separate codes to each commander for their use in correspondence with
both Louvois and the king, sometimes maréchaux and generals used their own chiffre. In a letter
to the secrétaire d’État in June 1684 at the height of the siege of Luxembourg, Saint-Pouanges
discussed the problems associated with decoding a letter sent by one of the principle French
commanders. Maréchal Créqui had sent a letter to Schomberg concerning the movement of some
of his troops, which “his secretary has coded from a personal chiffre.” Saint-Pouanges maintained
that neither he nor Schomberg had been unable to decode it because “this chiffre is not connected
with any of the maréchal’s [codes], nor with either Chamlay’s or my own,” of which more below.
The letter contained crucial information about the route that Créqui’s troops had taken to reach
Charlemont as well as their arrival date. Saint-Pouange believed that the War Department should
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SHD A1 606, pièce 2; La Grange à Louvois; à Brisach le premier de janvier 1678. « Vous me fistes tenir aussy au
commencement de l'année derniere 12 tables de chiffres, à chiffrer et dechiffrer, dont j'en ay remis trois par vos
ordres à Mssrs. de Montclar, Dufay, et de Gondreville pour s'en servir en cas qu'il? y eut quelques unes des places
de la province assiegés et ay gardé (kept) les autres, mais comme l'année est finie et qu'il eut y avoir quelque
changement à faire, je vous suplie très humblement Monseigneur de me faire sçavoir s'y je les retiendray encore
où s'ils vous doibvent estre rendus, parce que s'ils me demeurent, je crois qu'il sera très apropos d'en mettre un à
Fribourg, et d'en donner un autre à M. de St. Just à Belfort.
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Here we can refer back to a previous letter in SHD A1 917, folio 74, à Versailles le 20e avril 1690; aux
Intendants, where a top marginal note for the drafters reads « Circulaire aux gouverneurs; mais il faut des lettres
aux Intendants pour les faire passer que je l'ay. »
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nevertheless have a copy of the code because he indicated that he was sending a copy “via an
express courier so it can be decoded.” He finished by asking Louvois to “please inform maréchal
de Créqui that when he has to write in cipher to maréchal Schomberg that he writes using the
chiffre général.” 488 The fact that maréchaux used their own personal codes raises questions about
the complexity of the system and the restriction of access to information. While the use of a chiffre
général was certainly risky, a specifically private chiffre would have entailed its own risks which
could have compromised the timeliness of information and jeopardized operations.
When sending correspondence to the War Department, information agents used coding to
keep information from prying eyes both within and outside of the information ecosystem, they
were selective in deciding what was worthy of secrecy. Much of what was actually coded in letters
had to do with grain quantities, troop movements, strategic objectives, and enemy intelligence. It
also seems that the premier commis did not use coding extensively in outgoing correspondence.
Few of the minutes in archival registers are marked “chiffre.” 489 Further, even private chiffres were
not exclusive. Saint-Pouanges had his own code with Louvois, and despite the implications for
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SHD A1 726, folio 13; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, au camp de Bossu du 9e juin 1684. « M. le Maréchal de
Schomberg vous envoye la lettre que M. le Maréchal de Créquy luy a escrite touchant la marche desdites troupes
laquelle son secrétaire ayant chiffré du chiffre particulier qu'à mondit Sr. le Maréchal il n'a pas esté possible de la
pouvoir deschiffrer, ce chiffre là n'ayant aucun raport avec ceux de M. le Maréchal de Schomberg n'y avec ceux
que nous avons, M. de Chamlay et moy, comme mondit Sr. le Maréchal de Créquy avoit joint à la lettre la routte
que tiennent lesdites troupes pour se rendre à Charlemont, et que par là, on a esté informé du jour quelles sy
doivent rendre; on n'a pas jugé à propos de vous envoyer par un courier exprès ladite lettre pour la faire
deschiffrer parce qu'il aparu par la brièveté dont elle est quelle ne pouvoit regarde que la marche desdites troupes,
je crois qu'il seroit bien à propos qu'il vous plust mander à M. le Maréchal de Créquy que lors qu'il aura à escrire
en chiffre à mondit Sr. le Maréchal de Schomberg il s'escrit du chiffre general. » See also SHD A1 726, folio 16;
Schomberg à Louvois, au camp de Bossu du 10e juin 1684, where he mentions the same problem.
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For a rare exception, see SHD A1 425, folio 25; Louvois à Créqui, à Versailles le 2e may 1675. In preparation for
the start of the 1675 campaign, Louvois notified Créqui to prepare for troop arrivals by bringing in grain; a
commis made a marginal note at the top “chiffre,” evidence that the note had to be coded before it was dispatched.
The ‘instructions’ for maréchal Humières in folio 45 are also marked “chiffre.”
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compromised communication between the premier commis and the secretary of state, Louvois
wrote to him in November 1688 during the open phases of the League War asking him to “send
M. de Feuquières a copy of the chiffre that you and I are using, so that when he receives” my
letters, “he is able to use it to write to me on any matter he believes merits this precaution.” 490
Louvois’s willingness to share his private chiffre beyond his inner circle is puzzling, but not
unique. The king had posted Bernardin Gigault, marquis de Bellefonds, to a new command in June
1673, and the secrétaire wrote to Le Peletier that because of the need for them to share information,
“I pray you to provide him with a copy of the chiffre that you and I share.” 491 If the private code
between them was for communicating truly confidential information, he probably would not have
shared it in this cavalier a manner. It is more likely that truly damaging private information was
not sent through regular channels. One or more of the commis in the department probably assisted
him in this regard when necessary.

Managing a Flood of Information
Despite the need to protect and limit access to information within the network, in order to perform
their roles, the premier commis and field administrators had to coordinate communications. Field
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SHD A1 871, folio 27; Louvois à Saint-Pouanges, à Versailles du 12e novembre 1688. « Je vous prie d'envoyer à
M. de Feuquieres une copie du chiffre que vous avez avec moy, afin que suivant ce que je luy mande il puisse s'en
servir pour m'escrire ce qu'il croira qui meritera cette precaution. »
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See also SHD A1 315, folio 350; Louvois à Le Peletier de Souzy, au Camp devant Mastrik, du 26e juin 1673.
« Ce mot n'est que vous dire que j'envoye presentement un ordre du Roy à M. le Maréchal de Bellefonds qui luy
donne pouvoir de commander dans les places où se trouvera la Reyne pendant la campagne, et comme il aura
plusieurs choses à faire sçavoir icy qui meriteront le secret, je vous prie de luy donner une copie du chiffre dont
vous vous servez avec moy. » This letter was an instruction to Le Peletier de Souzy to send maréchal de
Bellefonds the chiffre that Louvois was using currently with Le Peletier.
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administrators conveyed information from within their own subsidiary networks through to the
department on a regular basis because of the department’s need for detailed information as to what
was actually happening in the field. During the critical campaign of 1674, Charuel endeavored to
brief the War Department on events in the Rhine area where maréchal de Turenne was operating.
In a letter to Louvois in July, Charuel wrote that, among numerous other important tasks, he was
sending “all the news” that general Rochefort had sent him, and that he had in turn “sent all the
news to M. de Turenne in compliance with Rochefort’s orders,” 492 smoothing the flow of
information between the War Department and the field. By doing so, he took the needed steps to
make certain that both Turenne and the department remained in the information “loop”
demonstrating his role as both filter as well as conduit. According to Douglas Baxter, intendants
served as internal informants but more generally as the eyes and ears of the War Department, thus
illustrating the “importance of having an agent in the field as opposed to a bureaucrat issuing orders
from a desk.” 493 However, Baxter’s conceptualization of their role limits and understates their
value to the secrétaire and the bureaux. While they certainly acted as “troubleshooters placed in
strategic areas,” 494 their more crucial function was to support the activities of the War Department
by facilitating the administrative work of the premier commis.
The practice of placing highly competent and experienced commissaires in positions as
intendants helped to facilitation information exchanges. Louis Germain-Michel Camus de
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A1 407, pièce 52, Charuel à Louvois, à Verdun le 26e juillet 1674. « … Je vous envoie Monseigneur la copie des
nouvelles que M. de Rochefort m'a mandées ... J'ai mandé toutes ces nouvelles à M. de Turenne par les ordres de
M. de Rochefort. » The letter has numerous updates on everything from the safe arrival of a convoy at Treves to
discussing an enclosed packet of information on Turenne’s proposal to set up an ordinaire.
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Baxter, Servants of the Sword, 171. See his full description of this responsibility on p. 175 and fn27, fn28.
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Idem., 197.
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Beaulieu serves as a significant example of the practice. He was trained in the elemental logistics
functions of the department while serving as commissaire des guerres from 1664 to 1673, and then
as intendant d’armée under maréchal de Turenne in 1674. After becoming intendant in Roussillon
in 1676, Camus de Beaulieu acted as a go-between with maréchal Navailles, the king’s military
commander in the province. He decoded dispatches for Navailles so as to help coordinating
provincial military activity, but more importantly to make himself aware of their content. Camus
de Beaulieu declared in one letter that, having decoded the letter himself, he had been asked by
Navailles to “leave tomorrow for Puierda to take the necessary and proper action with Monsieurs
de Montauban and La Motte La Mire” in regards to fortifications and munitions. 495 This document
exhibits Camus de Beaulieu’s value to maréchal de Navailles as an important troubleshooter, the
missive also informed the department about what was occurring. In effect, he supplied intelligence
on internal administrative issues to the War Department as these situations unfolded.
Precise reporting meant that field agents reported important matters but also coordinated
their activities with other administrators so as to keep the department fully abreast of what was
happening. Jean Mahieu had also served as a commissaire des guerres, and then as intendant,
during the War of the League of Augsburg, at the beginning of which he wrote to the department
to describe how he was implementing everything necessary to move some munitions. He noted
the steps he took, stressing his orders but also his initiative: “I have early this morning sent from
Luxembourg seventy-six wagons loaded with eighty thousand miliers of powder and twelve
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SHD A1 587, folio 78; Camus de Beaulieu à Louvois, à Perpignan le 10e juin 1678. « La lettre que vous m'avés
fait l'honneur de m'escrire du 5e du courante avec laquelle j'ay trouvé celle que vous escrivés en chiffre à M. le
Maréchal de Navailles m'a esté rendüe estant à Thouy avec luy, j'ay dechiffré moy mesme cette dernier comme
vous me l'ordonnées et ensuite je l'ay rendue, et sur ce qu'elle consient? mondit Sr. le Maréchal a jugé apropos que
j'allais ce demain à Puierda pour prendre les mesures necessaires et justes avec Mssrs. de Montauban, et La Motte
La Mire tampour? mettre les choses en estat que souhaitte Sa Majesté à l'esgard des fortiffications,. »
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thousand sandbags, as M. de Charuel instructed me, and to your orders drawing the stores from
Luxembourg and sending them to Remich,” confirming the various instructions which he was
coordinating. He continued, announcing that he was moving the goods by the river Moselle, loaded
on barges for Metz and “escorted by a hundred men” for which he made requests to the king's
lieutenant. He put the soldiers under the command of a commissaire d’artillerie with an
explanatory mémoire. He coordinated all of the tasks necessary to safely move munitions to their
intended destination. He also had written to the commander of the battalion of Foix to provide any
help that he would need. The needs for which he was volunteering his assistance are not indicated
but he clearly placed himself in a position to help and allowed the department to track tasks.
The bureaux generally depended upon field information agents to ensure confidentiality
and to safeguard information. La Grange, intendant in Alsace, regularly distributed to officers in
the field the commissions and appointments issued by Dufresnoy’s bureau. Such distributions
typically necessitated some coordination. In a letter from Louvois which also included a list of
commissaires, he noted that the artillery officers were not to be given their assignments too soon:
“as it is important that these officers are not aware [of their assignments] too early, you must
consult with M. de La Frezelière regarding the day on which the letters he has written them must
be sent to them” in order to make the appointments according to a pre-arranged timetable. Louvois
also declared that he should “address all these letters to M. Charuel by an express [courier],
indicating on paper the day that each letter should be delivered to [each officer].” 496 La Grange
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SHD A1 824, folio 14; Louvois à de La Grange à Versailles du même jour 3e septembre 1688. « … et ainsy M. de
La Frezeliere ne doibt mander que les officiers qui sont en Comté, en Alsace, et dans les pais sçitués entre la
Meuse et ladite Alsace, observant mesme de n'en point demander des places de dessus la Meuse, qui sont au
dessous de Mezieres, et comme il est important que ces officiers ne soient pas advertis trop tost, vous debvez
concerter avec M. de La Frezeliere le jour que les lettres qu'il leur escrira leur deburont estre rendües, et vous
adresserez toutes lesdites lettres à M. Charuel par un exprès, luy marquant sur un papier le jour que chaque lettre
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was to work closely with both La Frezelière and Charuel to ensure that assignments were delivered
in a coordinated and methodical fashion but for unknown reasons. Likely, the reason was because
each officer was to take up the appointment and join their command on a particular day as close
as possible to the start of operations in the autumn of 1688 campaign, either to ensure that French
intentions were not discerned too soon or to avoid command confusion. In any case the instructions
to La Grange were relatively specific. Yet the process of delimiting a network field administrator’s
charge could also work to confuse lines of authority. In some instances, vague definitions were
purposely created so as to require clarification from the department. For example, intendancies of
contributions in newly conquered areas were lucrative appointments but the War Department
purposely kept the geographic boundaries vague so that disputes would require intervention central
authority. 497 Even vague definitions of authority had a purpose for the department.
Once information reached the War Department, the premier commis and their bureaux
worked to separate minor or routine pieces of information from the types of valuable knowledge
needed for decisions. They worked to re-craft and distribute information generated by other royal
administrators or in response to requests from the field. Specialization of task, increased logistical
demands, and an expanding network of field administrators meant that the volume of work flowing
into the bureaux multiplied rapidly. 498 During the 1670s, the reporting of information into the
bureaux began to take on more regularity, very much in evidence in the 1690s. In the month of

leur debura estre rendüe, afin qu'il tienne la main à ce qu'ils ne les reçoivent que ce jour là. » The list of
commissaires is in this register, folio 15.
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Baxter, Servants of the Sword, 174-179.

For support of this contention, see Sarmant and Stoll, Regner et gouverner, 319-321. « On y voit comment, dès
1688, on passe insensiblement d’une spécialisation d’ordre diplomatique – par type d’actes expédiés ou reçus – à
une spécialisation fonctionelle. »
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June 1690, at the height of the War of the League of Augsburg, Saint-Pouanges’s bureau received
eighteen troop reviews and seven reports of provisions of viande from the Rhine theatre. In July,
commissaires completed fifteen troop reviews and seven viande reports. The reviews themselves
were not unusual but rather an indication of both increasing regularity and standard reporting, that
is, monthly reporting on administrative matters such as purchasing, provisioning, munitions, états,
and expenses. 499 During the 1690 expedition to Ireland, commissaire Fumeron sent informational
letters and reports on an almost daily basis, despite being across the Channel. 500 A dense and
sophisticated information network moved a growing amount of routine and useful information.
The information demands placed on the wider network presented, however, challenges for
the bureaux because they directly or indirectly touched much of that information flow. As the
complexity of connections increased, more and more information was generated within the system.
The secrétaire could himself overload his field administrators with constant demands for
information. On 2 March 1678, as the Franco-Dutch War was in its final phases, the intendant Le
Peletier responded to a deluge of letters, declaring that on that day he had received, “on the return
of my courier, all of your dispatches of the 16th, 17th 18th, 19th, 20th, and 21st of this month. I
will try to give account for all the things for which you have asked me to clarify.” 501 The volume
doubtless reflects that the exchanges took place immediately prior to the start of the campaign
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SHD A1 992, 1690 Guerre d'Allemagne Lettres de Differents Officiers mai-decembre; folio 227 illustrates how
detailed reports of certain items had become, in this case an état des fournitures de pain for the cavalry in the
Rhineland theatre, as certified by the Commissaire Perrin. See als SHD A1 993 and 994, Guerre d'Allemagne
1690-Lettres [de genie] mai-décembre, registers which are full of engineering reports, costs, and projections.
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See Fumeron’s plentiful correspondence in SHD A1 1066 Irlande.

SHD A1 605, pièce 93; Le Peletier de Souzy à Louvois, à Gand le 2e mars 1678. « J'ay receu Monseigneur cette
nuit par le retour de mon courier touttes vos depesches des 16, 17, 18,19, 20, et 21 de ce mois, je tascheray par
celle cy de vous rendre compte de touttes les choses sur lequelles vous demandéz de s'esclaircissemens. »
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season and much needed to be done. Table 2 below illustrates the increasing number of letters and
notes sent to the field from the secretariat for four years representing the start of each of Louis’s
major wars. Information requests included data on arsenal inventories, payments to the troops, the
status of reports about flooded land, and fortifications. Each data report was needed by one or more
of the premier commis to manage expenses, magazine replenishment, and fortification repairs.
Reporting back on so many requests was likely challenging in the best of times, but must have
Table 2
Volume of Correspondence (Minutes) Sent from the War Department in France,
1668, 1673, 1684, and 1690
Year

1668

1673

1684

1690

Monthly Avg

393

443

604

899

Annual Total

4,710

5,314

7,246

10,789

698

743

638

776

651

567
505

456
614
694

567
585
561
627
655
699
477
531
624
708

747
774
756
952
992
1186
988
882
905
825

641

574

1006

January

Month

February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

342
472
535
356
323
475
396

December

462

541
553

Source: Compiled from physical counts in Minutes registers in the SHD, AG. André Corvisier, Chapitre XVI,
« Louis XIV, la guerre et la naissance de l’armée modern, » in Histoire militaire de la France, t.I: Des origines
à 1715, A. Blanchard et P. Contamine, rédateurs (Paris, 1994), I: 392.
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presented tremendous difficulties for Le Peletier considering his responsibilities. As will be shown
in chapter three, control of the flow by the premier commis was never perfect, but was rather a
reactive response to the information overload crisis.
The increasing complexity of connections created situations of information overload. Field
administrators, in contrast to more narrowly specialized premier commis, managed a variety of
information classifications which included regular accounting reports, planning documents,
intelligence gathering, and one-time requests or special investigations. As this chapter has shown,
as the War Department regularly demanded information during both war and peace from its
administrators, and developments within the ecosystem reflected both a need to generate and to
process that information in specific ways. The secrétaire attempted to solve information overload
problems by expanding the network of field-based information managers but also to standardize
their tasks to support the work of the premier commis. The information agents within the system
also began to learn the types of responses that the department required, and accordingly changed
how they worked. The structure of an organization affects and is affected by how that organization
absorbs information. 502 The War Department ecosystem was changed through both its formal
structure and process interactions. The type of information flowing through that system played an
important part in the responses of those managing that information.
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Kenneth A. Frank and Kyle Fahrbach, “Organization Culture as a Complex System: Balance and Information in
Models of Influence,” Organization Science 10, No. 3 (May-June, 1999): 269-270.
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PART II:
The Information Explosion

CHAPTER THREE:
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MANAGING BY THE NUMBERS

Information management for the increasingly detailed activities of the War Department meant that
the type and nature of exchanges between administrators gradually evolved from ad hoc, sporadic,
and episodic to periodic, structured and regular. The rising volume of correspondence during the
reign of Louis XIV and the striking variety of reports and other materials, numeric as well as
visual, provide direct evidence that the department’s premier commis and their bureaux played a
primary role in organizing this flood of information. 503 The information itself, fluid and verbal in
Le Tellier’s time, became progressively routinized and documented in standardized reports. 504 In
addition, work process expedients such as printed information and even pre-printed forms took on
more significance in information exchanges, particularly with respect to engineering and
munitions. Finally, duties and responsibilities which had been transitory and less structured in the
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In this chapter we will take a slightly different approach to the terms “information” and “knowledge” as
employed by Peter Burke. Burke defines “information” as “what is relatively ‘raw’, specific and practical while
‘knowledge’ denotes what has been ‘cooked’, processed or systematized by thought.” We shall refer to
“information” as any type of data content, whether in “raw” or useful summary form and “knowledge” as
information which is specifically employed for a defined purpose. Much of the content coming into the War
Department was ephemeral but it also met Peter Burke’s definition of knowledge. In addition, it could also create
rather than solve problems. See Burke, A Social History of Knowledge, 11-13.
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Compare BNF FF 4264, folio 43v; « État des recettes et dépenses faites pour l'armée et les garnisons de
Catalogne, du mois de janvier au mois de juillet 1648 »; SHD A1 1113, pièce 112; « Estat des Trouppes qui sont
en garnison et en quartier dans la ville et citadelle de Dunkerque et Fort Louis, le 1er mai 1691. » The 1648 report
is a well-organized byt handwritten and non-standard semi-annual report for expenses for Catalan garrison forces.
The 1691 report is a standardized report of the required daily rations for garrison troops in the Dunkerque area for
the month of May. The “form” is certified by the Directeur général des vivres and justified the resulting expenses.
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1640s gradually morphed into defined tasks and responsibilities which the commis wrote down in
formal “instructions,” based more on the requirements of the role rather than the specific talents
of the individual. 505 In this chapter I will argue that it was the premier commis who implemented
these changes, although not with any specific long-range plan in mind but as reactions to the flood
of regular and increasingly detailed and precise information required to manage administration.
Field administrators supported the premier commis as critical organizers of information
through a variety of means. The department required its agents to develop a thorough knowledge
of their different obligations while also improving numeric competency, their skill with numbers
and numeric tools. In intellectual circles, scholars and students gained such competencies through
education and through networks of correspondents. 506 In the arena of government administration,
the ability to manage numeric information was an applied skill, developed over long experience.
Administrators entering the War Department ecosystem came from bourgeois backgrounds and
had already been exposed to numeric data in account books and inventory sheets. 507 Because many
achieved long periods of tenure in the War Department, their prior exposure and prolonged service
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Compare, for example, the instructions provided in BNF FF 4221, folios 389-91; « Ordre pour faire demolir une
place, 3 juin 1646 »; and SHD A1 815, folio 25; Louvois à Tarade, à Versailles le 14e decembre 1688. » Certainly
some of the responsibilities of these assignments were the same, the former appointment is broad in scope and full
of stylistic language while the later appointment reflects a concise order to perform a very specific set of tasks.
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See Peter Miller, Peiresc’s Europe: Learning and Virtue in the Seventeenth Century (New Haven, 2000), 10-12.
Peter Burke, A Social History of Knowledge, 25-28.
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The Le Tellier family in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries were merchants and minor officials serving
in a variety of capacities. Michel Le Tellier’s father was a counselor at the Cour des aides (André, Michel Le
Tellier et Louvois, 580ff). For a discussion of the types of recording devices these merchants used, see Ann Blair,
Too Much to Know: Managing Scholarly Information before the Modern Age (New Haven, 2010), 69. Here she
discusses the fact that early modern scholars looked to merchants because they employed three-layered notetaking
utilizing a waste book, a journal (kept in systematic order) and a ledger which contained an index of people,
plances, and goods. See also Jacob Soll’s discussion of merchant culture as well as Jacques Savary’s Le parfait
négociant (1679) in Soll, The Information Master: Jean-Baptiste Colbert’s Secret State Intelligence System (Ann
Arbor, 2009), 34-35, and 86.
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permitted them to attain high levels of departmental usefulness that would not have been possible
working in other government bureaux. Fundamentally, because of changes in warfare and growing
military demands the bureaux sought more robust and practical methods for managing information
related to logistical and operational requirements. The War Department needed both administrative
specialists in the central bureaux and administrative generalists, “polymaths,” in the field. Not all
field agents were good at their tasks but gradually the royal government recognized that functional
administration depended on increased skills. These jobs were not venal and this state made it easier
to place clients and family members based at least partly on merit and not on financial wherewithal.
Because of the skills that administrators brought to their craft, information also began to
take on a more evaluative format during this time period. Numbers were important because of their
increasing importance for administrative decision-making. Also, the manner in which numeric
data was summarized and classified could determine its potential as useful knowledge. As Brewer
asserts, “the increased demand for knowledge was fueled by changes in the ways of understanding
and classifying knowledge” 508 and civilian administrators began to more frequently produce
analytical reports that contained numeric data representing specific aspects of their responsibilities.
Information preserved in the various ancien régime registers in the French War Archives shows
this evolution despite representing only a small portion of what administrators actually generated.
Field agents produced reports of accounts, inventories, expense statements, cost projections,
personnel lists, and other analyses. These reports filled drawers and pouches in the central
administration, and the premier commis used the information to produce summaries and analyses
of certain vital data sets such as fortification costs, munitions, food supplies, and contributions, all
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John Brewer, The Sinews of Power: War, Money, and the English State, 1688-1783 (Boston, 1990), 223.
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of which contributed to specific operational decision-making processes. The result was a slow and
gradual change in the methods of information management in the department, as shown in Table
3 below. During the 1670s and 1680s, War Department commis helped to transform each of these
characteristics of information from dependence upon ad hoc and individualized pieces to more
standardized devices, devices which ultimately led to more systematic conversion of information
into useful knowledge.
Table 3
The Evolution of Numeric Administration Ecosystem in France, 1660-1700
Elements
Reporting
Procedures
Forms
Structure
Responsibilities

1660s
Ad hoc, sporadic,
episodic
Verbal, fluid
Handwritten
Ad hoc
Individual
instructions

Transformation

1690s
Periodic and regular
Written, routinized
Printed, pre-filled
More regular
Defined tasks

Information Reporting and Control
The premier commis worked to sustain continuous flows of numeric information and useful
knowledge between the field and the central bureaux. As previously discussed, by 1680 each
bureau had relatively defined responsibilities for providing administrative support material and
the commis generated it through routine daily and weekly activities during the year as well as for
more urgent needs of different commanders and armies. On a daily basis, commis were engaged
in producing routine items such as routes, appointments, gages, winter quarters assignments, and
payment authorizations. Such information was necessary to make sure that officers had clear and
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distinct orders with respect to these quotidian activities. In addition, most of this information was
highly specific and was generated for one-time use; much of the material was not kept because of
its routine nature. 509 In any event, information that was numeric in nature required commis to spend
time calculating expenses, food rations, and inventory replenishment needs, for example.
Although numeric information demands on bureau commis increased, information required
from field administrators by the War Department increased in parallel fashion. The marquis de
Louvois was persistent in his pursuit of necessary and usable information, particularly regarding
the monitoring and payment of military expenses. A letter to the intendant Charuel, who in May
1668 was serving as commissaire in Hainaut, is revealing at an early stage of Louvois’s
administration: “from now on I urge you to send me every fifteen days very precise mémoires of
the troops which pass through your department and the expenses incurred to furnish their étapes,
so that I will be able to draw treasury funds” for payment by Tourmont’s bureau. The request is
interesting because of an expressed desire for regular reporting but also exactness demanded. The
secrétaire wanted itemized information as to both numbers of troops and actual expenses. Even
more revealing, he added that Charuel should inform Monsieurs Robert and Talon to send in the
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For an interesting discussion of issues surrounding records retention, see SHD 2M 4, folios 1-7; « Dépôt de la
Guerre; 1728. » This document provides a somewhat detailed overview of the state of the records held by the
Dépôt for each of the main bureaux in the War Department by a later head of the Dépôt, M. de Lafaye, and as
such reflects the very haphazard past practices. Since the bureaux heads themselves did not have formal records
retention policies in place, in some cases important or useful documents were destroyed, misplaced or
inappropriately sold off. In the bureau responsible for military equipment, papers were lost in an attic but were
later discovered and transferred to the Dépôt. In another interesting situation, batches of what must have been
important papers from Dufresnoy’s bureau, responsible for the drafting and distribution of rules, regulations,
commissions, and military ordonnances, were sold to a butter seller (beurrière): “we know the unfortunate fate for
the papers of this office, a part of which … was sold to a butter seller, while the other part remained at Versailles.”
See my forthcoming article entitled “Crafting a site of incomplete state memory: the French case of the Dépôt de
la Guerre” in a special 2017 issue French Historical Studies devoted to archival history.
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same types of reports. 510 Authorization of payments of expenses for logistics of this nature
required specific accounting in order to control costs, and only by receiving regular reports could
this data be tracked properly.
The concept applied as well when it came to purchasing grain for soldiers’ bread rations,
pain de munition, a constant concern of the War Department. The Sieur Berthelot, an important
department munitionnaire, at times proactively reported this type of information. In an August
1671 mémoire, Berthelot provided a rudimentary accounts document describing planned grain
purchases in several key German towns, as well as in northern France in preparation for the FrancoDutch War. 511 A marginal comment on the document, probably by Saint-Pouanges, indicates that
such excessive quantities drawn from places such as Dorsten and Liège would require significant
expense for building storage. This type of information allowed premier commis such as SaintPouanges to track and evaluate developments in the field and then to utilize the information to
make recommendations.
The existence of types of information exchanges points to an extensive and developing
system of information gathering and processing in the ecosystem. Information management
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SHD A1 222, Louvois à Charuel du 16e may 1668; à St. Germain. « Je vous prie de m'envoyer doresnavant tous
les quinzes jours des mémoires bien exacts des troupes qui passeront dans vostre departement et de la despense
qui se fait pour leur fournir l'estape, afin que je puisse avoir? tires le fonds de l'espargne, et de mander à Mssrs.
Robert et Talon d'en mander? mesme. »
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SHD A1 263, folio 1; « Mémoire donné par M. Berthelot lors de son depart pour aller par ordre du Roy dans le
pays de Cologne; du 6e aoust 1671; à Fontainebleau. » « A Keyserswert où telle audite place sur le Rhin que l'on
jugera au dessous de Cologne, de quoy fournir 150 milliers rations de pain par jour pendant deux mois et demi,
c'est en septiers de bled mesure de Paris ...... 75:milliers; A Dorsten sur la Lippe 60m rations pendant 3 mois ........
36:milliers; A Liege 100m rations par jour pour deux mois ....... 40:milliers; [Marginal note: Ces quantités de
bleds sont exhorbitantes pour pouvoir estre resserrées? dans de si petits lieux, et cela ne se pourra sans bastir des
magazins ce qui ira à de grandes despenses]. » See A1 263, folio 5v; Mémoire de M. Berthelot de ce qui se pourra
faire à Ath pour l'achapt, conservation, et moulture des 30m s[eptie]rs de bleds, » where Berthelot discusses the
grain-to-flour milling capacity of two mills at Ath and mills in Champagne starting 1 October in order to ensure
required daily rations determined by the premier commis.
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models illuminate the content and context of information exchanges through a framework
emphasizing the foundational nature of the content itself. The volume of extant correspondence
within the War Department archives reveals that not only did certain positions, independent of the
individual, assume responsibility for different qualities of information, but that these types can be
easily categorized by their functional numeric content and the frequency with which they were
generated. As Table 4 below illustrates, various types of reports were specifically assigned to
certain positions, the expectations for which slowly became independent of an individual.
Different “data sets” had to be created based on a regular reporting cycle and others when specific
events occurred or when local needs demanded. The field administrators had to have knowledge
of not only what numeric information to report, but how to report it to the next level of authority,
be it local or central. In certain cases, the reports were used to manage ongoing or continuous
activities, such as the issuance and tracking of passeports or the numbers of soldiers going into or
out of hospital. Passeport regulation was important because of the effect on both commerce and
tariff revenue. A document from 1672 lists tariffs to be paid for the transport of grain, both wheat
and oats, to various locations on the Rhine. 512 A tariff sheet for Luxembourg and Chiny, crafted
by intendant Mahyeu in early 1689, illustrates the challenges associated with regulating wartime
commerce. 513 Frontier intendants had to regulate commerce without strangling it or allowing
contraband material to be sold to the enemy, as well as securing maximum tariff revenue for the
government, all while minimizing the number of passeports issued in the area. 514 Passeports were
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SHD A1 295, pièce 281; « Memoire de droit qu'on payoit pour le passage de grain; 1000 muids payent aux
Tollieux. » Tariffs paid for the transport of wheat and oats on the Rhine, by location for 1672.
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See SHD A1 887, pièces 98 and 99; « Tarif, Des Droits qui devront ester payez pour les Passeports de Guerre;
[envoyé par le Sr. Mahyeu le 5e may 1689.] »
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SHD A1 867, pièce 1bis; « Tarifs des droits de passeports accordé en Flandre pendant la guerre de 1688 … Fait et
arresté pour nous Jean Mahieu conseilleur du Roy en Ses Conseils Estant pour le service de Sa Majesté en la
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Table 4

Numeric Reporting within the War Department Administration in France, 1661-1700
Type of Report
Contributions (tax) reports
Contrôles and Reviews
Munitions inventories
Stocks of supplies, food and
equipment
Expense reports
Counts of prisoners and
officers killed or wounded
Passports: tracking and lists of
those receiving; tariffs
Counts of soldiers in garrison,
detached for forage or patrol
Counts of soldiers ill or in
hospital, deserters,
passevolants

Frequency and Nature

Responsible Agent

Periodic; financial

Intendants (frontier
provinces)
Commissaires,
Commandants
Intendants, Commissaires,
Commandants, Engineers
Intendants, Commandants,
Commissaires
Intendants; Extraordinaires

Periodic, monthly (reviews)
but also episodic
Periodic, annually or specific
to consumption or transport
Periodic or specific to
consumption or transport
Periodic, monthly but much
more often quarterly; financial
Episodic; numeric data
through observation
Specific; issued based on
local needs including
commercial and diplomatic;
Specific to the situation;
numeric data
Specific to a geographic
location; numeric data

Intendants d’armée
Intendants (frontier
provinces)
Intendants, Commissaires,
Commandants
Various but generally
Commissaires

time sensitive and specific as to the individual; however, they had to be precise in terms of duration
as well. Finally, they had to be precisely monitored to attempt to prevent abuse.

province de Luxembourg et Comté de Chiny, à Luxembourg le 14e mars 1689. » The document is quite specific
with regard to the passeport costs by type of transport or whether the purpose is commerce or not. In addition,
certain valuable materials entering the province are taxed at a lower rate: « Pour chaque cheval d'attelage de
chariot ou charette chargée de marchandises pour un mois ... 8 florins de Brabant … et pour chaque cheval
d'attelage des villes qui ne contribuent pas ...... 10. Pour un batteau chargé de toutes sortes de marchandises pour
un mois ...... 100. Pour un batteau chargé d'ardoises (slate), bois, ecorces charbon, pierres, fer, mines et sables
pour un mois ... 48. Pour un homme à pied pour un mois ......10# [patare?]

Precision and Reporting
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Precision in reporting, whether before or after a decision or an action, made it possible for the
premier commis to understand field conditions, allowing them to assess costs, or more generally
manage aspects of logistics. Field agents were tasked with sending all types of reports in order to
inform War Department commis as to grain purchases, fortification construction, troop tallies, and
recruiting results, but numeric reporting was not simply about costs alone. An unsigned report,
probably compiled by Lieutenant general Stoppa who had the responsibility for recruiting in
various Swiss cantons, summarized recruitment efforts in 1671 by listing the number of complete
companies recruited by canton. The report recorded companies recruited to full complement, thus
giving the War Department an idea not only of the numbers of Swiss soldiers but location and how
quickly they had been assembled. 515 The report itself also reveals that a certain amount of planning
took place within government with respect to recruitment quotas assigned to officers. Recruitment
and management of company enrollment affected expenses, but also readiness which over the
course of the 1680s became a primary concern. Efforts to regulate musters became more rigorous,
with commissaires taking on a greater role in monitoring company strengths. In 1688 at the start
of the War of the League of Augsburg the secrétaire notified commissaires that they needed to
instruct captains to bring their companies up to the requisite strength of forty-five men each, and
that if any captain did not do so by a certain date he would be cashiered. Once the deadline had
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SHD A1 260, pièce 314; « Mémoire des leves qui se sont faittes en Suisse et qu'il restent à faire suivant l'ordre de
Monseigneur outre les 50 compagies franches qui estoyent desja en France, » décembre 1671. The report lists
recruitment with totals on the right « Le Canton de Berne en a fourny douze qui sont touttes complettes ….. 12 »;
the total at the bottom of the second page shows that 43 companies were raised, noting that « Voila les 43
Compagnes que M. m’a ordonne de lever, lorsque je seray aupres de luy je luy diray les onze que l’on pourra
mettre en garnison. » A second report, pièce 315, is entitled « Mémoire des capitaines qui ont entrepris à faire Les
Cent Hommes d’augmentation » and shows each captain’s efforts to recuit the needed 100 men per company.
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passed, the commissaires were to make a detailed report of the state of each company as well as
an actual count of the men. 516 By 1688, rigorous reporting demands reflected in company muster
reports served as precise department tracking mechanisms.
The War Department also generated precise documentation for its field administrators to
implement. Commis in Charpentier’s bureau were tasked with the responsibility of issuing official
étapes and routes orders to regulate the movement and provisioning of specific numbers of troops
on the march within the country. These devices typify the type of routine and high-volume
information sent periodically to officers to manage their actions but also to impose a level of
control on officer decisions. Whether leading a group of replacement recruits or an entire regiment,
by ordonnance officers had to keep to their route itinerary so they could reach a given location in
good order. 517 They also had to obtain and an official étape order to obtain provisions along the
line of march. Charpentier’s commis were continually busy issuing these documents during a
campaign season, as shown by the many archival letters which mention them. 518 Increasing
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SHD A1 1113, folio 7; Aux Commissaires des guerres et aux Inspecteurs d'Infanterie, à Versailles le 1er
septembre 1688. « Vous verrez par l'ordonnance du Roy ci jointe la résolution que le Roy a pris d'augmenter son
Infanterie jusqu'à 45. hommes effectifs par compagnie; vous aurez soin d'en avertir les capitaines de votre
département afin qu'ils travaillent au plutôt à rendre leurs Compagnies complettes en sorte qu'elles ne manquent
par d'être dans la fin du mois de decembre prochain … Vous devez les avertir que comme S.M. comptera sur ce
nombre de 45. hommes dans chaque Compagnie doit être, pour composer les garnisons,ceux qui ne les auront pas
faite dans le temps prescrit seront assurément cassés, et pour cet effet vous m'enverrez un mémoire dans le
premiers jours du mois de Janvier prochain qui ne puisse faire connoitre l'etat où sera chaque Compagnie de votre
département. »
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SHD A1 213, folio 233; « Ordonnance du Roy concernant la fourniture des Estappes; le 27e mars 1668. »
Although the ordonnance itself does not specify that officers must receive their route and étape orders from the
War Department, it does specify that officers and the maréchal des logis must regulate the soldiers’ behavior and
to ensure order whether on the march or in the towns.
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See SHD A1 260, pièce 36; Camus Duclos à Louvois, à Turin le 8e octobre 1671 and SHD A1 296, pièce 25; Le
Vacher à Louvois, au Quesnoy le 4e novembre 1672, both of which acknowledge receipt of the routes sent by
Charpentier. Also, SHD A1 1113, pièce 43 ; Louvois à M. d'Herleville, à Versailles le 11e janvier 1689. « Je vous
adresse encore dix routtes de vingt hommes chacune, pour les officiers et soldats du regiment de Montferrat qui
arriveront à Pignerol, Je vous prie de faire sçavoir à M. de Crenan que vous aurez receu lesdites routtes, entre
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volumes of routine papers of this nature are also demonstrated by a dramatic rise in étapes expenses
in a number of provinces during the first half of the 1670s, including the first four years of the
Franco-Dutch War. By 1675, annual étapes expenses had more than doubled from 1671 in most
provinces, and even more so in frontier areas such as Amiens and Metz. Soissons in particular saw
étapes expenses increase from 223,411 livres in 1671 just before the start of the war to 1,359,504
livres in 1675. 519 This increase meant that a substantial number of additional troops were passing
through the province on their way to the Flandres theatre or on their way into winter quarters, and
the increase was accompanied by continual étapes orders and route itineraries. Routine
information processing of this sort was designed to incrementally increase departmental control
over the army.
Because it was they who implemented these orders, administrators in the field required
direct support from War Department commis to properly carry out their duties. If orders were not
forthcoming, administrators would write to the department rather than act without them. As the
intendant Charuel attended to necessary campaign preparations during the Franco-Dutch War, he
wrote to the secrétaire to remind him to send a route so that the forty-five recruits that had been
assigned to a captain of the vieux régiment Dauphin could march from their assembly point at
Nancy in the Trois-Évêches to Ath on the Flandres frontier to join the remainder of the regiment.
Without this order, officers could not move the recruits. 520 Charpentier’s bureau was also

celles que je vous ay envoyées pour ledit regiment. » See SHD A1 881, pièce 129bis ; « Controlle des routes que
tiendront des bataillons de la Garnison de Mayence pour aller à Neubourg(?), Schlestatt, Fribourg et Brisac
[Spetembre 1689] » which lists the dates and towns along the march route that each battalion will take.
519

Arthur André Gabriel Michel de Boislisle, Mémoires Des Intendants Sur L’état Des Généralités Dressés Pour
L’instruction Du Duc de Bourgogne, « Mémoire de La Généralité de Paris » (Paris, 1881), I: 470. Reprinted as
« Carte 24. – Dépense des étapes (en livres), 1670-1675, » in Corvisier, Histoire militaire, I: 427.
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SHD A1 292, pièce 37; Charuel à Louvois, à Nancy le dernier janvier 1672. « Je vous seray ressouvenir s'il vous
plaist Monseigneur d'envoyer une routte, pour faire marcher à Ath quarente cinq hommes de recreües, commandes
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responsible for regularly issuing orders to regulate and monitor winter quarters, quartier d’hiver.
Moreover, winter quarters could not be changed without notifying the bureau. In the same letter
Charuel further indicated that he would ask maréchal Créqui, in command of local forces in the
Trois-Évêches, to issue appropriate orders to “withdraw a half company of cavalry of the régiment
du Roy” in garrison at Metz, so as to move it to “another location that I will show him.” He finished
by stating that “when this is accomplished I shall indicate this location for M. Charpentier.” 521
This is one indication that department commis both tracked troop movements and kept specific
records of logements, attempting to create up-to-date locational “databases” complete with
numbers of troops and battalion or regimental names. Routine information reporting meant that
the premier commis were able to actively manage important administrative functions.

Calculating and Reporting
The premier commis not only coordinated sending and receiving of specific sets of numeric data,
they also provided information for monitoring. Contrôles were summary listings of troops which
permitted a commissaire or an army intendant to monitor battalion strengths, payments, and rates
of desertion. A contrôle could also serve as a planning document for arranging winter quarters, as
evidenced by a document providing details of every location in the Rhineland where the troops of
the army commanded by Louis’s son the Dauphin would be lodged during the winter of 1688-89.

par le Sr. de Montleon, capitaine au regiment Dauphin, lesquels ont esté envoyes à Nancy, au lieu qu'ils doivent
aller à Ath, pour joindre les compagnies du Regiment, qui sont en garnison dans ladite ville. »
521

Idem. « ... j'en donneray part aujourd’huy à M. le Maréchal de Créquy qui est tousjours à Metz, afin qu'il
m’envoye diligemment les ordres pour en retirer la demye compagnie de Cavalerie du Regiment du Roy, qui y
restée en garnison, et la mettre en un autre lieu que je luy indiqueray, & lors que cela sera executé, je marqueray
ce lieu à M. Charpentier … »
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This particular contrôle indicates exact logements (locations) for each of the battalions and
gendarmes, as well as companies of artillerymen and squadrons of cavalry and dragoons. 522 The
list was probably created with input from the provincial intendant, La Goupillière, as well as
commissaires attached to the Dauphin’s army. However, it was drafted by Charpentier’s bureau
and after being approved by the king, sent back for execution. The report was also undoubtedly
retained in the War Department for spring campaign planning to facilitate reforming units into a
functioning field army, in this case the Rhineland army in a major theatre of combat during the
entire War of the League of Augsburg.
Planning and analysis also required using numbers beyond simple counts, that is, for
estimation, calculation, and verification. Certain bureaux engaged in mathematical calculations to
support specific administrative policies. Sometimes these calculations required consideration of
multiple concerns, for example food rations and the observance of Lent. Lenten practice required
a change in standard bread and other rations. In one example, for troops in the County of Chiny,
beef rations were replaced by a similar weight of dried fish, and the authorization issued by SaintPouanges’s bureau specified the exact replacement amount. 523 However, the instructions provided
for some flexibility in the type of fish provided, such as hake or cod for whitefish. Local conditions
determined specific application. The planning of a training camp on the Saar during 1683 further
demonstrates that the premier commis coordinated work with field agents, permitting some
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SHD A1 838 folio 159-160bis; « Controolle des troupes de l’armée de Monsiegneur et les lieux où le Roy a
resolu de les faire loger pendant l’hiver; du 2 November 1688. »

523

SHD A1 745, folio 69; « Mémoire du poisson et autres danrees que l'on peut donner aux troupes Marchant par
estape en la Comté de Chiny, pendant le Caresme, au lieu et place de la viande; à Versailles le 3e May 1685. »
This document describes the size of rations for soldiers by étape in the County of Chiny, for example « au
gendarme, Chevaux-leger, et Mousquetaire de la garde du Roy qui ont deux livres et demy de viande Chacun, on
peut luy faire fournir une livre du poisson blanc et un quarteron de beurre; Ou une livre trois quarterons de
Stocfich [hake] ou Merlusse [cod] avec un quarteron de beurre … »
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adaptation. In addition, the bureau heads needed to make sure that an intendant had the data needed
to perform his administrative tasks effectively. 524 La Goupillière, acting as army intendant in 1683,
needed materials such as troop musters for the commissaires to prepare complete reviews, the
trésoriers to make appropriate payment to officers, and for munitionnaires to prepare the required
number of daily food rations. 525 On 16 May La Goupillière acknowledged that he had received
reports from the department which included contrôles, routes, ordonnances regulating food and
discipline to be posted, and reports containing lists of general officers, commissaires, numbers of
tents, counts of artillery pieces, and quantities of munitions. 526 All of this information would
permit him to properly plan and manage preparations for the training.
The drafting and coordination of printed material containing numeric standards was
another way in which the bureaux sought control over administrative decisions. Ordonnances
regulating food rations and amounts and timing of payments to soldiers specified standards that
the premier commis calculated based on past experience and operational knowledge. The étapes
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SHD A1 705 is a register of transcribed documents from original source registers with respect to training camp
operations in 1683. Much of the correspondence is between the War Department and La Goupillière, the intendant
assigned to establish and manage the administration of the camp.
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SHD A1 705, table entry « 27 avril, à M. de la Goupillieres » A summary note on this document indicates « notta
que les minutes de ses expeditions sont dans les bureaux de Mssrs. Charpentier, du Fresnoy, Tourmont et St.
Pouenges. » The reports referred to are detailed in La Goupillière’s letter of 16 May (below).

526

SHD A1 705, table entry « 16 May; M. de La Goupilliere accuse la reception des orders du Roy pour le
campement des troupes sur la Sarre, lesquels il fera executes; qu’il fera aprester, f(?) 313 perches pour autant de
tentes, et 10 626 fourches, et que pour les bois il y en a tout aut[___] du Camp; qu’il fera donner une botte de
paille de 20 à 22 l[ivres] pour 2 hommes, et qu’il en restera encores plus 10 mil bottes chez les particuliers prestes
à voiturer où l’on voudra; qu’il fera imprimer les ordonnances pour la discipline et subsistance des troupes, et
afficher au Camp; qu’il a fait fournir des pasturages au boucher du Camp, et attend des orders pour conclure la
marché de l’avoine./. » [marginal note acknowledging reports from the premier commis: « un controolle des
troupes; une ordonnance pour la subsistance et discipline; l'extrait des routtes de leur marche; la copie de
l'instruction à M. de Villeroy; l’estat des officiers généraux; celuy des Commissaires; celuy des Tentes artillerie et
munitions de guerre. » He indicated that he had obtained 10,626 forked wooden poles and one bail of straw
weighing twenty to twenty-two pounds for every two men, with 10,000 bails remaining to be transported.
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reglèments issued in 1675 and 1687 are specific as to the number of rations to be issued to each
soldier and officer, and when they were to be issued. The reglèments themselves would have been
drafted by a commis or premier commis, possibly Saint-Pouanges, and then printed by an approved
royal printer or sent to intendants and others for printing by a local printer. 527 Payment requisitions
from the military treasury system through the Controller’s office, a form of incoming information,
required the commis in Pierre de Tourmont’s bureau to analyze and summarize incoming accounts
and once summarized, to request payment from the Treasury. 528 However, while Tourmont could
arrange for payments that had been approved, he did not simply take field administrators’ requests
at face value. In a return note to the intendant La Grange regarding pay for newly raised gardes
companies for the Rhine, Tourmont explained that Louvois had not yet made his intentions clear
and that La Grange needed to write to the secrétaire directly for clarification. 529 Department
commis could process ordinary requests which fell within existing guidelines, but issues outside
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Boislisle, Mémoires Des Intendants Sur L’état Des Généralités Dressés Pour L’instruction Du Duc de
Bourgogne, « Mémoire de La Généralité de Paris, » I: 470-4. Reprinted from AN, collection Rondonneau,
AD11AVI, 10bis, no 6.
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SHD A1 713, folio 197 (306); Louvois à Tourmont, à Condé le 10e May 1684. « Je vous envoye les estats cy
joints qu’avoit esté remis par M. Dumetz afin que vous les examiniez de m’en rendrez comptant à mon retour et
cependant en adressiez un ordre pour lequel le tresorier envoye 40000 # à compte de ce qu’il est ______ par
lesdits estats. See also A1 806, folio 511; Louvois à Tourmont, à Forges ce 26e juillet 1688. AN G7 1774, folio
107; « Mémoire des debets de clair qui se sont trouvés sur les Estats au vray de l’extraordinaire, et cav[ala]rie et
fortiffications veriffiez au Con[se]il depuis le premier Janvier 1684, Lesquels ont estre portés au Trésor Royal. »

529

SHD A1 999, pièce 146; La Grange à M. de Louvois, à Strasbourg le 26e may 1690, avec réponse de Tourmont.
« Comme la derniere ordonnance du Roy portant reglement du payemnet aux troupes de Sa Majesté pendant la
campagne ne regle point celuy qui doit estre fait aux compagnies franches de nouvelle levée pour la garde du
Rhin, Je vous suplie Monsieur de me mander sur quel pied je dois les faire payer, elles ont esté jusqu'au premier
may comme les compagnies des bataillons de campagne. » Tourmont sent a response from Versailles on the 30th:
« M. de Louvois n'ayant point expliqué son intention sur la solde pendant la campagne des compagnies franches
pour la garde du Rhin, je crois, Monsieur qu'il est à-propos que vous luy en escriveiez directement. » Compagnies
franches were individual companies of one hundred men raised by and serving under a captain. They were light
troops and not assigned to a particular regiment but had specific military duties. During Louis’s reign in some
cases these companies were not paid except by pillaging in enemy territory.

of official “policy” generally required a ministerial or even royal decision.
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Every field administrator had some responsibility for reporting numbers and for managing
numeric information. By the Franco-Dutch War, intendants and receivers of contributions had to
estimate as precisely as possible the amount of cash or in-kind provisions which could be wrested
from an occupied countryside, and they were required to send regular monthly reports in this
regard. 530 Calculating and reporting on the availability and collection of contributions, a
significant portion of army maintenance, served to reduce other expenses. By the time of the War
of the League of Augsburg, French armies had grown larger, well beyond any ability for local
extractions alone to support and sustain them. Supply contracting, which required knowledge of
local prices and more detailed planning for deliveries, meant that food provisioning required
precisely calculating necessary quantities of bread, meat or wine for a set number of soldiers for
specific durations of time. Often field administrators had to report on local situations so that the
War Department could gauge the larger picture and adjust plans accordingly. Because of the
uncertainty of the oats and straw harvests in 1688, a circulaire from the secrétaire d’État requested
that each of the intendants advise him of the possibility of making fixed supplier contracts at
reasonable prices. 531 As the letter acknowledged, while the intendants were the ones to do the

530

SHD A1 871, folio 236; Louvois à La Grange à Versailles du 5e janvier 1689; [aux intendants]. « Je vous prie de
m'envoyer incessamment un Estat de ce qui a esté receu dans vostre departement jusques au dernier du mois de
decembre 1688 tant des contributions, sauvegardes que passeports, et de continuer à m'en adresser exactement un
pareil à la fin de chaque mois de ce qui aura esté touché pendant ledit mois afin que je puisse en rendre compte au
Roy./. Idem à Messieurs Bouridal, Voisin, Mahyeu, La Goupilliere, Heiss, Bagnols, et Gresillemont. » Both this
circulaire and the one in the prior footnote also illustrate the incessant nature of these demands from the Ministry.
These types of reports were useful in crafting “histories” as well. At the front of SHD A1 1067, an enterprising
commis under Bellou crafted a 20-page document, entitled simply “Mémoire”, and containing all manner of
summary data and tables relating to La Grange’s intendance during 1691. The summary information includes
grain and beef prices, contract rates, foraging, contributions (impositions, receipts, remaining), and confiscations.
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SHD A1 835, Louvois à Bagnols, à Meudon du 30e may 1688. « Monsieur, Il me paroist utile presentement que
l'on peut connoistre qu'elle sera l'abondance des soins, de faire marché le plustost que l'on pourra pour la
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negotiations all such contracting needed final department approval. The approval process for
supplier contracts, such as payments to entrepreneurs working on fortifications, was another aspect
of information monitoring through which the department attempted to maintain control over
expenditures.
Attending to these activities required skilled information managers who could combine an
ability to negotiate favorable contracts and contributions agreements with a detailed understanding
of basic mathematics, “accounting” principles, and planning. Consequently, summaries of costs
and accounts for fortification work and workers were highly detailed types of reports. Before his
assignment to the intendancy of Alsace, La Grange served as commissaire in Hainaut with
responsibility for different military projects. In 1672 he sent a report from Ath describing the
construction work he was supervising which employed both civilian workers and soldiers. Each
entry listed in the report supplied an itemized cost as well as a short description of its current status.
In addition, each entry had an indicator which could be matched to a drawing that was attached.532
In any event, most of the construction tasks had been completed by this point, illustrating that this
document also served as a current progress report during construction. Reports of this nature

fourniture du fourage, et comme dans l'incertitude de la reussit de l'avoine, et des pailles, il se pourroit faire qu'un
Entreprenneur soluable ne voudroit pas s'engager à les fournir qu'à un prix assez haut pour n'y rien perdre en case
qu'elles vinrent à marquer, je croirois que l'on pourroit traitter presentement pour la fournture du foin, et remettre
au premier jour d'aoust à traitter pour la fourniture de la paille et de l'avoine, vous ferez sur cette proposition ce
que vous jugerez plus àpropos, et me donnerez s'il vous plaist part du party que vous aurez pris./. Idem à Mssrs.
Chauvelin, Desmadrys, Voysin, de Malezieu, Charuel, La Goupilliere, La Grange, Lafonds, Trobat, Bouchu, Le
Bret. » The contracts would be reviewed by the War Department for approval.
532

SHD A1 271, pièce 106; La Grange à Louvois, à Ath le 10e juillet 1672. « Vous serrez informe par le mémoire
des nouveaux ouvrages qui doibvent estres? faicts cette année à Ath Et l'estat des ouvriers qui y ont_? au ville la
semaine derniere que je vous envoye, de l'estat auquel ils sont et des dilligences que l’on y aporte, le plan de la
place que vous trouverez cy jointe Monseigneur vous instruira? des endroits où chacun desdits ouvrages doibvent
estre coustrients?. » The accompanying report is SHD A1 271, pièce 107; « Estat des nouveaux ouvrages à faire à
Ath l'année 1672 pour le Parachevement de la place. » Unfortunately, the attached plan with its corresponding
marked indications for each item is missing from the register.
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provided the commis with methods to monitor progress of the costs as well as the actual work.
Controlling and Reporting
As reporting exchanges expanded in scope and complexity, the War Department sought to impose
standards of performance, or at least expectations thereof, on field administrators through direct
supervision by intendants. Although not all of these offices carried the same weight of
responsibility, incumbents performed critical supervisory tasks for the department by monitoring
the accounts of Extraordinaires des guerres, authorizing payments, and safeguarding revenue,
even actual specie. They were expected to be carry out reporting requests diligently and with some
level of precision. One of the methods by which the department managed reporting requirements
was through the use of circulaires and instructions. The use of a circulaire meant that each
administrator received the identical request, although this practice did not always result in identical
compliance. Circulaires became more common by the time of War of the League of Augsburg and
were used to implement policy decisions. 533 The tool had been in use for some time before 1688
however: in 1685 the department informed infantry inspectors that the king had been made aware
that certain company sergeants were selling unused powder which had been issued to soldiers for
weekly training exercises. The circulaire instructed each of them to verify the truth of this matter
and then take a hand in “stopping this disorder” to make certain that the powder was being used
as intended. 534 Each was expected to carry out the order directly and immediately.

533

Although minutes registers before 1687 contain individual circulaires, they occur infrequently. After 1688, they
appear in increasing numbers in many minutes registers. See for example SHD A1 838, Minutes (supplement)
1687-89. This register contains at least eleven circulaires (folios 3, 12-15, 82, 110, 253-4, 456, and 474).

534

SHD A1 745, folio 212; à Versailles le 8e May 1685; aux Inspecteurs. « L'on a donné avis au Roy que les quatre
livres de poudre que l'on distribue ordinairement par semaine à chaque compagnie d'infanterie pour tirer en faisant
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In response to multiple requests, field administrators developed a practice of creating
attachments, each of which would feature a specific type of report. Intendants, engineers, and
commissaires developed a practice of writing a letter describing the information they were sending
and would then provide reports as separate attachments. These attachments could be separated in
the department, then sent to the proper bureau for processing and for potentially generating a
request for clarification or a specific response. While serving in the field, Saint-Pouanges also
adopted this practice, regularly sent numerical reports for the other bureaux to evaluate. Following
a skirmish in Lorraine in 1670, he sent several reports on conditions of the French troops that had
been involved in the combat, including lists of prisoners and the numbers of killed and wounded
French soldiers. In the letter that accompanied these reports, he summarized the food stores found
in a captured château, enumerating the amounts of flour, wheat, salted meat, and wine available to
feed the army. 535 With this data in hand, a commis could determine how best to use the supplies.
The process also worked in the other direction. The department at times sent multiple information
pieces to intendants, commissaires, and inspectors for implementation. For example, in January
1678 prior to the start of a new campaign year, La Grange acknowledged receipt of authorizations
for payment of engineers, troop controls and musters by étape location, and a lettre de cachet for

l'exercise, les soldats n'en consomment pas la moitié, et que les sergens vendent le surplus, Sa Majesté desire que
vous verifiez ce qui en est, et [begin strikethrough] en ce cas que [end] ^ que si cet advis est bien fondé ^ vous
empeschiez la continuation de ce desordre. »
535

SHD A1 251, pièce 95; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, au camp devant Chastre du 29 octobre 1670. « Vous verrez,
Monseigeur, par la lettre cy joincte, qui fut faicte à l'infantry la veille que nous sommes partie d'Espinal, quelle est
diminuée; cela ne pourient? pas seullement des nombre de soldats tues et blesses au siège, ny de ceux qui sont de
mesmes malades dans la ville ... Vous verrez aussy par les estats des prisonniers qui ont esté faicte à la reduction
de la place ... J'ay laisse le commissaire Pinquer à Espinal pour garder un controolle exact de tous ledits
prisonniers, et de faire fournir par jour une ration de pain à chacun … J'y aussy laissé le commissaire Eyrault
lequel j'ay chargé de la conduitte de l'hospital que j'y ay estably pour les blesses qui sont au nombre de 250 dont la
pluspart sont assez blesses. Il s'est trouvé dans le Chasteau de ladite place 300 sacqs de farine et 150 du bled, huict
à 9000 ri[___] de viand salles, et 40 piches de vin … »
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furnishing them with food provisions. 536 Packaging multiple information pieces saved both field
agents and bureau commis the trouble of tracking separate packets and reduced the potential for
loss or confusion, an important consideration as information transfers increased in volume.
The processes of information exchange and transmission within and outside of the
ecosystem were crucial for administration precisely because information had to be shared for
administrators to be able to perform their jobs. The dynamics of information exchange required
the War Department and its field administrators to be in constant communication with each other.
Surviving documents presented above illustrate that the premier commis were sometimes directly
in contact with the field administrators but because much of this information was not retained in
the archives, it is not possible to do any more than estimate the frequency. 537 Often the exchange
took place through an official transfer of correspondence with the secrétaire himself. In any event
the expansive list of specific duties required of field administrators reveals the increasing effort by
the royal government to impose a data collection regimen so as to control logistical operations and
administrative reporting as much as possible. Department personnel had to have both the means
and understanding to collect a wide variety of types of information as well as the knowledge
required to process it for analysis, summarization, reporting, and verification. One of the most
fundamental needs was that of mathematics and accounts.
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SHD A1 606, pièce 40bis; La Grange à Louvois, à Brisac le 28e janvier 1678. « J'ay receu la lettre que vous
m'avés ... de m'escrire le 16 de ce mois, avec l'estat pour le payement des appointemens des ingenieurs qui sont
dans mon departement, un controolle des troupes qui doibvent moustier? par Estape dans la province, et une lettre
de cachet pour leur faire fournir la subsistance, j'executeray sur cela touttes les choses que vous me prescrivés. »
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As previously discussed, much of the communication between the premier commis was done verbally in royal
palace offices or while traveling in the field.

Learning How to (Ac)count
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While the premier commis and commis of the War Department specialized in certain types of
information, their counterparts in the field had to adopt a variety of reporting functions that could
vary from accounting to gathering military intelligence. In short, they had to act as administrative
polymaths, but the knowledge itself was the type that Burke refers to as “useful knowledge,” that
is, knowledge more of a practical nature than classical learning. 538 Lower level field administrators
such as commissaires, who could negotiate cost-effective supply contracts, calculate and distribute
rations appropriately, verify munitionnaire deliveries, and calculate accurate payments made
themselves indispensable. To increase their performance, field administrators utilized tools for
information management that were related to but also distinctly different from those employed in
scholarly circles. Rather than indexes, bibliographies, and compendiums, they had their own
systems for note-taking and finding devices. 539 These included taxonomic headings on reports and
reference indicators which allowed the reader to associate two separate documents, often a map or
a plan and a text. 540 Department commis employed these same devices, for example in Louvois’s
instructions to maréchal Humières in the preparatory autumn season before the War of Réunions,
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Burke, A Social History of Knowledge, 84-5.
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See Blair, Too Much to Know, 173-75. Compilers created reference works using the stockpiled notes of other
authors, thereby contributing useful information to readers without the time to search the works listed themselves.
“Compilers selected, summarized, sorted, and presented textual material to facilitate its use by others,” (175) and
in addition, learned authors created various systems of organization for finding devices (see 132-175 generally).
For an interesting application of note-taking, see Lucien Bély’s discussion of the investigative voyages to places
along the Rhine of the engineer Muller with a formal 36-point observation plan in Bély, Espion et ambassadeurs
(Paris, 1990), 217-18. Bély observes that the document is very similar to a set of “ambassadorial instructions.”
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For example, see BNF fonds françaises 4237, folios 19-36; « Reforme de la Cav[alle]rie »; these folios consist of
a two groups of dispatches: one for the army of Italie (folios 19-25) and one for the army in France (folios 27-36);
all contain a variety of side notes to mark illustrations, clarify points, or reference other dispatches; see also SHD
A1 746, folio 548; Louvois à Tarade, à Versailles le 29e Juin 1685. Louvois acknowledges receipt of a plan with
specific numbered buildings and fortification structures.
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but not surprising given the necessary level of coordination in such information exchanges. 541
Effective performance of their responsibilities required field administrators to have
familiarity of a broad array of subject matter. Financial reporting was arguably the most frequently
requested information because of the continual need for the French government to manage the
costs of its wars. Expense reports comprised a crucial numeric data set because in order to process
payments, Tourmont’s bureau required detailed numbers. Intendants supplied the commis with
accounting reports that listed what had been collected and what had been spent during the year for
various activities. Once winter quarters were established, provincial intendants had to report
itemized expenses in order to ensure that funds had been appropriately allocated; in some cases
these reports were required for reimbursement of personal expenditures. These practices were not
new, but Louvois established specific requirements for regular reporting early in his
administration. In a July 1668 circulaire sent to six of the intendants, the new secrétaire indicated
that the king desired a full report with respect to the “issuance and the distribution of expenditures
reserved for winter quarters.” He also requested that the report to the king be comprehensive,
informing the intendants that because expenses had been processed by two different treasurers,
they would need to create two different reports, one for receipts and expense during November
and December and the same for the first three months of the following year. 542 Even though the
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SHD A1 688, pièce 87; Instruction pour M. le ma[récha]l d'Humieres; à Fontainebleau le 21e août 1683. The
instructions reference a number of attachments, mostly cntrôles, for troops to be placed under Humières’s overall
command, for example, « … Le Mémoire ci-joint, coté A, lui servira à dresser l'Instruction qu'il doit donner au Sr.
d'Asfeld, Brigadier de Dragons, … »

542

SHD A1 216, folio 10; « Intendans rendre compte de deniers de quartier d'hiver; à St. Germain le 1er juillet
1668. » « Comme je suis obligé de rendre compte au Roy de l'envoy et de la distribution des deniers destinez pour
l’entretenement des troupes, je vous supplie de vouloir prendre la peine de m'envoyer le plustost que vous pourrez
ceux de quartier d'hyver dernier, et parce qu'ils ont passé par les mains de deux differends Tresoriers, vous aurez
s’il vous plaist soin d'en faire de deux sortes, l'un de la recepte et despense des mois de novembre et decembre qui
est de l'exercice de M. Jossier, et l’autre de celles des mois de janvier, fevrier et mars qui est l'exercice de M. la
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secrétaire did not specific the actual details to be included, the recipients understood that bureau
commis would question insufficiently detailed reports as authorized payments were tracked
rigorously. 543 Finances and detailed reporting of costs was a primary concern for the Finance
Ministry, but had salience for the War Department as well because of the significance of royal
expenditures on warfare.

Accounting and Monitoring
Knowledge of accounting was one of the more critical aspects of the administrative polymath, and
the need to be an accomplished “accountant” was all the more important when it became necessary
to negotiate matters such as pricing for supply contracts. Administrators had to be able to
adequately predict both future quantities needed as well as the effect on prices so as to time their
purchases. Intendant La Grange reported the current prices of oats as the 1678 campaign was
getting underway. He noted that he was sending a report on the local amount of oats that would be
purchased by 1 July, but that if more were purchased, this “would push up the price considerably,”
to not “less than seven livres, fifteen sols or eight livres, setier of Paris, and we must carefully
search [for more] in the direction of Langres and towards Franche Comté,” noting that on this last
he would await orders. 544 Prices were intensely regional, subject to local events and while Louvois

Clerc. »
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See AN G7 1774, folio 117; « Copies d'ordonnances et certiffications envoyées par M. de Villeromard, assignées
sur le traitté des abus des Estapes, et sur l'imposition faite en 1678 en la g[é]n[ér]alité de Paris our les Estapes. »

544

SHD A1 607, pièce 137; La Grange à Louvois, à Brisac le 17e mai 1678. « La cavalerie sortit des quartiers
d’Alsace pour se mettre en campagne l’année derniere le premier jour de may, et sans les derniers froids de la fin
d’avril, l’on auroit pû l’en sortir de mesme celle cy, je vous ay envoyé Monseigneur le mémoire des avoines que
j’auray au premier juillet, l’on pourroit bien en achepter encores, mais elle rencherit considerablement, et je crois
que le prix n’en sera pas moindre que de sept livres quinze sols ou huict livres le septier de Paris, et s’il faut bien
prendre soin de l’envoyer chercher du costé de Langres et Franche Comté; j’attendray vos ordres la dessus pour
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often questioned them, he did so only when he believed that department commis had knowledge
of conditions the field agent did not have. Knowing this fact, a commissaire was careful to note
both prices as well as any savings which he was able to achieve. As the 1690 campaign began,
commissaire Lebeuf wrote to the secrétaire about prices paid for grain in Nancy, where “949 and
a half setiers of grain entered this city this past week ending 30 April, selling for ten livres, five
sols, nine deniers,” this last price having been reduced by two livres, five sols, nine deniers. Lebeuf
acknowledged that the price he had paid for purchasing and transporting the grain was “far from
that of six livres that you want us to agree to accept for the king’s accounts,” 545 yet does not provide
further explanation. The commissaire was likely aware that the department already had knowledge
of the elevated prices and that no further explanation was needed. The price represented the best
he could do and that therefore he had made the best decision possible based on his information.
In a similar fashion, administrators produced reports concerning contributions collected in
kind or in specie in the greatest quantity for the least effort, data on the production, availability,
and storage of munitions such as powder and saltpeter, and actual expenses for the payment of
troops, workers, fortifications. 546 Louvois advised intendant Faultrier in Hainaut as to setting up
his bureau des contributions asserting that “I think you can do no better than to task the commis

les executer tres ponctuellement. »
545

SHD A1 992, pièce 6; Lebeuf à Louvois, à Nancy ce 4e may 1690. « Il est entré dans cette ville la semaine passée
finissant le 30e avril 949 septiers et demy de bled dont l'un s'est vendu 10# 5s 9d, Il se trouve par ce dernier prix
qu'il est diminué de 2# 5s 9d, lesdits 949 septiers 1/2 avec 246 1/2 de la semaine precedente font ensemble 1196
qui ont esté transportes icy, vous voyez bien par là, M., que ce prix est esloigné de celuy de six livres auquel vous
desirez qu'on eu prenne? pour le compte du Roy. »
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Regarding saltpeter production, see for example SHD A1 889, pièce 14; Trobat à Louvois, à Perpignon ce 1er
fevrier 1689. « J'escris à M. de Beaulieu, par cet ordinaire que si M. Berthelot veut envoyer icy un salpetrier, il y a
de la terre en plusieurs endroits, propre pour faire le selpetre, et il pourroit faire en ce moulin, tous les ans, de
quatre-vingt à cent miliers de poudre, le ruisseau? estant à present en estat de pouvoir fournir toute l'eau
necessaire même en esté, sans incommoder ceux qui s'en servent pour arroser leurs terres. »
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de l'extraordinaire de la guerre” with establishing its two offices, “giving to each a controller,
which you will choose, to ensure their efforts and maintain a register of receipts they are given” to
discharge obligations. 547 Establishing this type of an organization would permit some division of
responsibilities based on expertise but also additional oversight. Availability of local and regional
transport was another important aspect of useful knowledge required of field administrators, who
had to be familiar with location, carrying capacity, and costs. Details included the types and
numbers of carts, boats, boatmen, navigability of rivers, and transport times. A July 1681 letter
from the secrétaire d’État to commissaire du Chaunoy in Pinero clearly illustrates this expectation;
it contains a detailed request for numeric information on the numbers of horses, mules, and carts
which could be employed in the area. 548 Knowledge of this kind of local detail served a specific
purpose by seeking ways in which waste, delay or unnecessary expenses could be better managed.
The War Department did not always have means to check the veracity of such reports and had to
rely on the administrators for the quality of the information they sent in. Monitoring of information
was often self-managed.
Developing both measures and standards for logistical management, such as with rations,
was a response by the bureaux to gain additional control. They then paired standards with local
supply capacity to keep the soldiers fed, a means to maintain discipline. Administrators thus
gathered information on local supply and production capacity. A field army required weekly
shipments of food in certain quantities, which meant obtaining it from local suppliers in the greatest
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SHD A1 688, pièce 93, Louvois à Faultrier, à Fontainebleau le 21e aoust 1683. « Quand je dis que vous établirez
deux Bureaux pour la Recette des dites contributions je crois que vous ne pouvez mieux faire que d'en charger les
Commis de l'extraordinaire de la guerre, leur donnant à chacun un Controleur que vous choisirez pour veiller leurs
actions et tenir un Régistre des quittances qu'ils donneront. »
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A1 665, folio 2; Louvois au Commissaire du Chaunoy, du 23e Juillet 1681. See Appendix H for a complete
transcription of the many request items.
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amount at the lowest price. Once it was purchased, it had to be milled and once milled, because
flour in the early modern period had a short shelf life, it had to be baked. The numbers and grinding
capacity of mills, the numbers and baking capacity of both permanent and portable ovens, and the
availability and pay level of bakers became valuable statistics for managing logistics. These data
sets provided useful data for bureau planning purposes to develop both measures and standards
for production. 549 Over time, the department developed precise standards for such calculations
based on experience in the field, expected yields and established prices. Estimating and reporting
situational needs converted information into standards that proved even more useful in the longerterm. As the bureaux set standards, commissaires and intendants used them in negotiating prices.
Becoming an administrative polymath carried with it the expectation that one would be
able to remain informed as to agricultural production, weather, and transport capabilities.
Referencing again the detailed list of items for commissaire du Chaunoy to research in Pinero, the
list is not as random as it might seem at first glance. Indeed, it reflects the need of the War
Department to fully comprehend Pinero’s immediate military preparedness: equipment available
for harnessing and using mules and horses, the production capacity of local mills, the local and
regional cost of a setier of grain, that Berthelot has supplied adequate beds for the troops, and even
whether the local barracks “will be able to adequately house the troops” stationed there. Although
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Standards for bread rations were very specific and were based on the amount of bread that could be baked from a
setier of flour. See SHD A1 665, folio 64; Louvois à Catinat, à Pont à Mousson du mesme jour premier Novembre
1681. « Pour empescher que vous et le Sr Breant ne fassiez aucun mauvais marché a l'esgard du pain de munition,
vous debvrez sçavoir que dans toutes les places de Flandres où le bois est beaucoup plus cher qu'il ne peut estre a
Cazal, en donnant trente sols a un Boulanger et 200 livres de Farine poids de marc, Il rend 180 rations de pain de
munition de 19 onces chacune poids de marc, Et comme le septier de bled mesure de France pese 230 au moins Il
y a de quoy payer la mouture et donner un proffit honneste a un munitionnaire en luy fournissant un septier de
seigle, et un septier de froment, et un escu en argent, en l'obligeant à rendre 360 rations ... » Louvois repeated
similar information to the intendant Bréant in SHD A1 665, folio 89; Louvois à Bréant, du 29e décembre 1681.
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the order reflects Louvois’s style of almost randomly putting thoughts on paper as they came to
him, the essential thrust was to ensure that du Chaunoy could supply the necessary numeric
information for planning capacity in Pinero. He had to gather data on how much grain the local
mills could grind and the cost of grain available as well as the time needed to “construct or procure
these various items,” 550 but the overall intent was to determine readiness in terms of feeding and
housing the troops, and assessing operational capabilities of the assigned garrison.
In regards to implementing construction projects, plans that had been approved often meant
a field administrator would spend funds first and then would request reimbursement. Such
expenditure generally meant an administrator had to account for the work before the department
could process reimbursement. However, in occupied territories, local bureaux des contributions
would be created to facilitate local collection of funds or supplies, under the auspices of an
intendant, governor, or someone who assumed the charge of receiver of contributions. 551 Governor
Le Boistel assumed this charge during his time at Dunkerque. 552 Because administrators frequently
had to spend their own funds first and then request reimbursement, local transfers of funds also
took on crucial importance. Voisin was authorized to have the commis of the local trésorier
extraordinaire reimburse the wife of the Sieur Bady for workers’ expenses provided they supplied
valid receipts. 553 Administrators managed local funds under War Department auspices and proper
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A1 665, folio 2; Louvois au Commissaire du Chaunoy, du 23e Juillet 1681. « Redespeschés moy le Courier qui
vous portera cette lettre avec les Esclaircissements que vous me pourrés donner sur les points cy dessus, Et ne le
gardés que le temps necessaire pour cet effect. » See Appendix H for a complete transcription.
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Louvois gave receivers of contributions an “admonition to learn the relative strengths of each area in order to
apportion the demands to the inhabitants' ability to pay.” The French also did not respect the Spanish borders with
respect to collections See Douglas Baxter, Servants of the Sword: French Intendants of the Army, 1630-70
(Urbana, 1976), 181 and fn36.
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See George Satterfield, Princes, Posts and Partisans: the Army of Louis XIV and Partisan Warfare in the
Netherlands (1673-1678) (Leiden, 2003), 47.
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SHD A1 804, folio 175; Louvois à Voysin, à Versailles le 17e mai 1688. « J'ay receu la lettre que vous avez prier?
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accounting required official documentation. Reimbursements for construction expenses and pay
for soldiers affected defense as well as army morale and discipline, and one of the most important
functions of the bureaux was to ensure the appropriate transfer of funds. In this regard a substantial
improvement to information management was the creation of a separate bureau for analyzing
expenses and arranging payments. Managed first by Pierre Le Boistel, and later Pierre de
Tourmont, 554 bureau commis processed approved expenses and then met with trésoriers in the
Controller’s office to facilitate transfers from the royal treasury. Under Tourmont’s leadership, the
bureau provided some needed coordination to ensure that the funds moved appropriately to the
field thus easing burdens on field administrators. 555
Payment of military expenses presented one of a number of ongoing challenges for the War
Department given the growth of the army and the immensity of frontier construction efforts.
Numerical expertise extended well beyond understanding costs and counts to a more general
knowledge of business issues. Commodities such as cloth, shoes, wood were needed in increasing
amounts as the army expanded, and these rising demands are reflected in the determination of
specific field army needs during and in-between campaigns. Stocks of grain, ground flour, meat,

la peine de m'escrire le 11e de ce mois, vous pourrez faire d____ de l'argent à bon compte à la femme du Sr. Bady
pour le payement des ouvriers qui travaillent aux fortifications de Maubeige, et afin qu'elle puisse donner des
deschargés valables au commis du tresorier de l'extraordinaire des guerres. »
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According to Baxter, during the short War of Devolution lack of money was a serious issue and “the reason for
the problem lay with Louvois’s inexperience.” Expenses were likely managed by different bureaux, but by the end
of the Franco-Dutch War Le Boistel had been brought in from Dunkerque to head it up. He died in 1681 and his
position was assumed by Pierre de Tourmont, assisted by Tourmont’s son until 1705. Baxter, Servants of the
Sword, 168-170. See also Emmanuel Pénicaut, « Les commis et premiers commis des bureaux du département de
la Guerre sous Michel Chamillart, » Annuaire-bulletin de la Société de l'histoire de France (2002): 128.
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For an interesting view of the records kept in the bureau, see AN G7 1774, folio 21; Bordereau de l'Estat au Vray
des Fortiffications de France année 1675; M. Terrat. Even though the bordereaux in these folios were constructed
in 1698, they clearly show the state's ability to reconstruct information from existing records on military work and
how it was extensive, organized, documented, and accounted for.
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and fodder such as oats or hay were counted and categorized, both as inventories within depots,
but also as quantities of material to be moved and consumed. The intendant Robert demonstrated
his ability to make decisions based awareness of the local situation but recommending that instead
of transporting grain to Binche to make bread, he could transport supplies to Ath yet satisfy the a
department requirement that “3,000 setiers remain in Ath.” His plan was to write to Damoresan to
“take charge of some local wagons to bring two or three thousand setiers of flour from Charleroi
to Ath.” 556 The bread could more easily be made at Ath without depleting the supply. Experienced
administrators like Robert balanced department mandates, local conditions, and opportunities to
achieve their goals but at the same time manage basic department expectations.

Making Lists and Checking Them Twice
Managing expenses was an important component of understanding military needs. However,
administrators also used other devices to monitor their duties, devices such as lists. Lists were
tracking devices that allowed the War Department to monitor the quality of officers, of food, and
of construction materials. 557 However, making lists was only a beginning and many times required
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SHD A1 587, pièce 287; « Robert à Louvois, dudit jour dernier Juin 1678; au camp de petite Bigarde. « l'autre
chose que j'ay à vous faire observer c'est que des à present il ne reste que bien juste dans Ath les 3000 septiers à
qu'il semble que vous vouliez qui y demeurent toujours sçavoir cinq cens en bled, et 2500 en farines sur lesquels
nous allons commencer à vivre, de sorte que si vous voullez qu'l reste toujours 3000 septiers dans Ath, je ne vous
de meilleur expedient que d'escrire à M. Damoresan de commander un nombre de chariots du pays pour faire un
convoy de deux ou trois mil septiers de farine de Charleroy à Ath, ce qui ne peut estre embarassement pour
l'escorte … » See also SHD A1 729 pièce 199; Louvois à M. le Maréchal de Schomberg, à Valenciennes le 18e
May 1684. Reprinted in Hardré, Letters of Louvois, 353-354.
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The lists seem endless: wood to build boats, amounts of powder or grains bought, milled, or transported, reports
of forage and in-kind contributions such as numbers of cows and amounts of tourbes for heating during winter
quarters. For counts of sacks of grain, rations, shoes, cloth, and other items, see for example SHD A1 281 pièce
299, Mémoire pour la solde des Milices Boulonnoises, décembre 1672; A1 292 pièce 241, Charuel à Louvois, à
Nancy le 20e mars 1672; A1 406 pièce 9, Robert à Louvois au camp de Pieton, le 5e aoust 1674; A1 884 pièce 95,
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additional assessment skill. The War Department sought excellent quality wood in order to make
artillery carriages, carts, and wagons and during the War of Dévolution, the intendant Terruel
received instructions from Louvois to assist with refitting the artillery for the next year. 558 In order
to make the best quality carriages at the best price, “it is necessary to have dry wood, and that he
should be carefully informed” of its availability “in locations in his department that are the best
and where wood carriages can be made.” 559 Terruel therefore needed to not only to list availability
but also had to be aware of where the wood could be best utilized. Lists could also be employed
to better understand transport capacity. At the start of the Franco-Dutch War, the department tasked
the intendant Charuel with assessing transport capability on the rivers Moselle and Saar,
particularly those in the vicinity of the town of Metz. His report provided the cost of each boat and
its grain carrying capacity, information vital for the War Department in regards to planning for the
amount of grain that could be moved by water. For example, the third page lists a boat on the Saar,
a new boat at the town of Lautren which is “thirty-nine feet long and six and a half feet wide [and]
which can carry fifty maldres of grain, which may be hired for twenty risdales.” 560 The report was

La Goupilliere à Louvois, à Hombourg le 20e septembre 1689.
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“Besides levying taxes, requisitioning forage, confiscating goods, and selling passports, the state decided to
plunder the occupied area for seasoned wood for artillery use during the next spring campaign.” See Baxter,
Servants of the Sword, 189.
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SHD A1 208, pièce 32; « comme pendant l’hyver prochaine Sa Ma[jes]té pretend faire travailler aux esquipages
d’artillerie de champagne, et que pour les faire meilleurs et a meilleur marché, il faut avoir des bois secqs, il
s’informer bien soigneusement des lieux de son department qui sont les plus propres et y faire travailler le bois
des affuts. » Referenced in Baxter, Servants of the Sword, 189. In pièce 65, 8 Octobre 1667, Louvois instructed
Terruel to “obtain dry wood of good quality at whatever price he deemed appropriate.” See fn54 for similar
instructions to intendants Charuel at Lille and Robert « du costé de la mer. »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 40; Report of M. Charuel, « Estat des bateaux qui sont sur la Mozelle dans la ville de Metz »,
sans date [janvier 1672]. This report contains a complete list of boats available on the Moselle at and around the
town of Metz and also on the Saar river. « Un bateau neuf de 39 pieds de long et six pieds et demy de large qui
pourra porter environ 50 maldres de grain, est au village de Lautren et se pourra donner pour vingt Risdales. » The
Dictionnaire de l'Académie française, 4th ed. (1762) indicates that a risdale was a « nom d'une monnoie d'argent
en Allemagne, qui vaut environ cinquante sols. »
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supplemented by another containing information on current amounts of grain in several arsenals,
including Mazieck, Congrès, and Liège, and the carrying capacity of available wagons. One of the
commis des vivres under Charuel supplied him with the information, which the intendant then
summarized. 561 Charuel was tasked with providing essential information on stocks of food and the
ability to have it transported that went beyond creating simple lists.
At times an administrator had to act in haste to create a list and then to use it to make quick
decisions. During the heat of an operation in October 1688, commissaire Coquiel wrote to Louvois
concerning the need to make an inventory of munitions stored in the fortress at Oxbourg after its
officers surrendered the fortress to the French. He asked the secrétaire for instructions regarding
his intentions for those munitions: “I am heading there myself to make an inventory of the
munitions and firearms that are there.” At the same time, they attempted to stay within their charge;
he continued “after which you will kindly let me know what the king’s wishes are for making use
of them.” 562 Coquiel made a decision to act and head to the location to take an inventory but at the
same time he wanted to be able to provide an inclusive assessment of the materials stored in the
château. Louvois could then make a decision on the distribution of these materials in an informed
manner, which the commissaire intended to then carry out.
Regimental colonels and captains were often absent from their units for any number of
reasons, 563 a practice to which the secrétaire d’État strongly objected. Both he and the king
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SHD A1 292, pièce 39; « Pour Monsieur l’Intendant suivant les estats des Commis des Vivres. » Interestingly,
this report is marked “cote et garder,” providing further evidence of the essential nature of this data.
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SHD A1 831, pièce 92; Commissaire Coquiel à Louvois, à Fribourg le 13e octobre 1688. « Je m'y suis transporté
suivant les ordres, pour y faire l'inventaire des munitions de guerre et de bouche qui pourroient sy rencontrer, et je
me donne l'honneur de vous envoyer cy joint le procès-verbal, affin Monseigneur, que vous ayiez le bonté de me
faire scavoir, ce que vous saurez être des intentions du Roy touchant l'usage qui sera fait desdittes munitions. »
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expressed continual concern that officers were on leave without permission. Discipline was
negatively impacted and desertion rose when too many officers were absent from their regiments.
Absences could also lead to all sorts of quality problems as training and drill suffered. Accordingly,
the department required administrators to monitor officer absences, whether on official congé or
absent without orders. A three-fold system of “semesters” (semestres) had been implemented for
congés, but unauthorized absences occurred most frequently during the winter semester. 564 In early
1684 Louvois wrote to the comte du Montal, Governor of Mont Royal, telling him that the king
wanted the governor to send a list of the squadrons under his command, and at the same time he
should “indicate the names of the commanding officers, and the names of those who were absent
out of semester, so that he can severely punish those who are absent without permission.” 565 The
urgency and severity was no doubt due to the fact that the War Department was planning the
Luxembourg campaign which would require officers to be at their posts to maintain a state of
preparedness for the launch of the campaign in early spring.
In a related fashion, estimation of arms manufacturing capacities was the responsibility of
the intendants and commissaires. In November 1688, Michel de Malezieu, the intendant for the
province of Champagne, sent a report the War Department which provided a listing of workers
and output for the arms manufacturing facilities at Sedan and Charleville, where he noted the types

to 1701 (Cambridge, 2002, 255.
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Corvisier, Louvois (Paris, 1990), 115-16. Le Tellier recognized this problem during his administration; he and the
king attempted to control absences by establishing official rules to implement a managed system of congés, as
embodied in the ordonnance du 18 décembre 1665.
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SHD A1 729, pièce 1; Louvois à M. du Montal, à Versailles le ler Janvier 1684. « L'intention de Sa Majesté est
aussi que vous lui envoyez un mémoire des Escadrons que vous aviez avec vous, et que vous y marquiez le nom
des officiers par lesquels ils étoient commandés, et le nom de ceux qui étoient absents qui ne sont pas de semestre,
afin qu'elle puisse faire punir trés séverement ceux qui se sont absentés sans congé. » Reprinted in Hardré, Letters
of Louvois, 335.
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of workers he had on hand and their weekly output. At Sedan, this included two gun makers who
would produce forty gun barrels 566 and eight platine or gun lock plates, makers who would furnish
thirty platines for fusils, and twenty gun makers who would supply “one hundred fusils or eighty
at least.” The work at both locations would, according to his calculations, result in “at least 800
arms per week, specifically 250 fusils and 500 to 600 muskets.” 567 These types of production
reports existed for a wide variety of munitions, including saltpeter production and allowed the War
Department to forecast both demand and supply of war materials.
The quality of these munitions was a continuous concern for both the War Department and
for field commanders. Not only did assigned information managers learn to estimate, forecast and
inventory, they evaluated product quality. In October 1688 as the War of the League of Augsburg
was beginning, Louvois wrote to commissaire de Sourdis, assigned to the Rhineland, to inform
him that the comte d’Avaux, ambassador to The Hague, wanted someone to receive and inspect a
shipment of powder and fuses from the Dutch merchant whom he had contracted for the materials.
The merchants was to provide, “at his own risk, peril and fortune, forty thousand livres of powder
and twenty thousand fuses that the king intends” occupied places in Cologne. The material was to
be shipped to Kaiserslautern, and when received de Sourdis was to issue a receipt. The most
important activity was, however, to assess the quality and this assessment was partly to ensure that
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The term used here is “canons.” Since no foundry or factory could possibly turn out 800 artillery pieces per week,
this word must refer to barrels. According to the Dictionnaire de l'Académie française, 1er Edition (1694),
« ‘Canon’ signifie … cette partie d'une arme à feu ou l'on met la poudre & le plomb. Le canon d'un pistolet, d'une
arquebuse. canon canelé. canon rayé par dedans. »
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SHD 822, A1 pièce 180; « Estat des ouvriers du departement de la frontiere de Champagne, novembre 1688. »
« Par la supputation (calculation) du travail cy dessus, et de celuy de 31 ouvriers de Liege ou des environs qui sont
venus depuis peu pour travailler avec les m[aistr]es on pretend faire au moins par semaine 800 armes. Scavoir 250
fusils et 500 à 600 mousquets. »
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it did not “contain anything that could damage the magazines.” 568 Louvois expected that de
Sourdis would be able to make an informed decision as to its disposition through direct observation
and assessment. In a like manner commissaire Lebeuf informed the secrétaire that he was going
to check on the status of works at a citadel, visit a hospital to assess the quality of care, and to
effect precise troop reviews on a number of regiments stationed nearby. 569 Observation and
assessment were standard tools for reporting information to the War Department and
administrators were expected to gather their information first-hand if possible. They made
decisions based on personal experience and sound judgment, but also on the knowledge that they
maintained regarding their territorial responsibility.

Knowing One’s Domain
The War Department’s obsession with information extended into many areas of food supplies,
including stocks of wheat, oats, hay, straw, and rye, all of which were essential to feeding the many
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SHD A1 811, folio 332; Louvois à de Sourdis, à Fontainebleau le 28e octobre 1688. « Par une lettre que je reçois
de Monsieur le Comte d'Avaux j'ay rendu? qu'il est sur le point de faire marche avec un marchand de Holande
pour fournir, à ses risques, perils, et fortune, quarante milliers de poudre, et vingt millieres de mesche que le Roy
destine pour les places que Sa Majesté occupe dans le pays de Cologne, si cette quantité du munitions arrive à
Keyserslautern vous le ferez, s'il vous plaist, recevoir et en ferez donner un receu après avoir visité si elles sont
non seule meme de bonne qualité; mais encore s'il n’y auroit point quelque chose dedans que peut endommager
les magasins. »
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SHD A1 992, pièce 18; Lebeuf à Louvois, à Nancy ce 8e may 1690. « J'ay esté bien aise avant que de partir d'icy
de faire la reveue des troupes d'Infanterie qui y sont et à la citadelle pour veoir si les reparations que je les avois
ordonnés estoient faites, et que les officiers ont executé et je vous assuré M., qu'elles sont en très bon estat./. Je fus
hyer faire la visitte des soldats à l'hospital où il y en a 130 tant d'estrangers que de la garnison, Ils y sont forte
soignes./. J'iray aujoud'huy au pont à Moussons pour y faire la reveue des regiments de Varennes et de
Romainville de Cavallerie et particulierement du second bataillon du regiment de Boufflers pour vous en rendre
compte tous les huict jours, ainsy que vous m'avez ordonné Monseigneur, où il n'y a voit à ma derniere reveue que
huict compagnies dont cinq estoient de vingt à vingt-deux hommes./.
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garrisons and the field armies. Transportation costs were important for feeding an ever-increasing
army because of the simple fact that grain was heavy, animals themselves had to be fed thus
limiting the range of movement, and the flour used in the early modern period was perishable,
lasting at most a week. 570 Boats and wagons were generally in short supply and had to be
contracted or otherwise commandeered for distributing material to the army. 571 Although some
historians have pointed out that Louvois was never completely successful in supplying a field army
during war, his overriding determination to locate, inventory, and transport food directly affected
operations within the bureaux as well as extending to wider ecosystem. 572 In this regard, the
secrétaire had no patience for an administrator who was not knowledgeable about his areas of
responsibility, which included local grain prices. While making preparations for the Saar training
camp in early 1683, La Goupillière had negotiated what he thought was a reasonable contract for
the supply of grain. However, the secrétaire wrote him in March that if he had been considering
grain costs in Alsace and Metz, he would have seen that the costs there are more reasonable, “so
it would be good for you to seek other [suppliers] who can arrange a better contract.” 573 La
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SHD A1 705, pièce 5; Louvois à La Goupilliere, à Versailles du 26e mars 1683. « J'ay receu vostre lettre du 18e
de ce mois, par laquelle j'ay veu les propositions que vous a fait le Sr. Voinier pour la fourniture du pain aux
troupes qui camperont cet esté sur la Sarre, et à la garnison de Phaltzbourg; si vous vouliez bien faire reflexion sur
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Goupillière seems not to have considered his proposed munitionnaire contract in light of regional
grain prices and that he therefore needed to reconsider the prices to which he had agreed. This
admonishment illustrates that the bureaux were often better informed as to the larger picture and
provided a check on administrators, challenging them on decisions made in isolation on the basis
of better knowledge.
The secrétaire’s larger purpose in challenging administrators in this fashion, however, was
often simply to push them to obtain the information themselves and to motivate them to greater
performance. La Goupillière was undoubtedly taken aback by the letter, but if so he more than
justified Louvois’s confidence in his work. Responding on 29 March he provided both a revised
price list as well as a plan for feeding and housing the troops in camp, including a contract with
three munitionnaires for purchasing food, setting up ovens and granaries, and lodging troops and
stabling horses. The agreement also addressed procedures to replenish stocks and an analysis of
the prices to be paid for obtaining required grain from the region. 574 The price to be paid to the
munitionnaires per ration per day was to be 19 deniers; the ration would consist of “one-third
wheat and two-thirds rye, one and a half pounds poids de Paris.”575 The price of transportation

ce que le bled couste en Alsace, et à Metz, vous verriez qu'elles sont de raisonnables, que vous ne vous chargeriez
pas de m'en escrire, ainsy il est bien apropos que vous cherchiez d'autres gens qui l'entreprennent à meilleur
marché. »
574

SHD A1 705, pièce 89; La Goupilliere à Louvois, à Hombourg du 29e mars 1683. « J'ay l'honneur de vous
adresser avec les propositions des Srs. Cousin, Bevalet, et Carné, pour la fourniture du pain du camp de la Sarre,
un mémoire du prix des grains, et de ce que coustera le sacq de bled du poids de 200#, rendu à Bouquenum, ainsy
que vous m'ordonnez par celle du 23 de ce mois que je reçois presentement, il est fort juste, il n'y a qu'à craindre
que le bled vienne à encherir si l'on donnoit à connoistre qu'on en vouloit achepter quantité, les trois personnes qui
se presentent sont soluables, et habiles, mais trop chers, il doibt encores me venir trouver ces jours cy un homme
de Nancy fort entendu, j'auray l'honneur de vous rendre compte de ses propositions, continuant d'estre ... »

575

SHD A1 705, pièce 90; « Propositions faites ... pour la fourniture du pain des troupes. » « Il sera payé auxdits
Entrepreneurs dix-neuf deniers par ration de pain de munition, Sçavoir un tier de froment et deux tiers de seigle,
suivant l’ordre du Roy, dont la ration est d’une livre et demye pois de Paris ... Il sera fourny aux dix entrepreneurs
les voiturer et chevaux lorsqu’ils en suront besoin, en payant quinze sols par cheval par jour suivant l’ordre du
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was also contractually determined at “fifteen sols per horse per day.” Finally, and critically,
estimated calculations of transport volumes and costs were also provided, as for example transport
from Saint Avold, where “four bushels weighing approximately 110 pounds will cost three livres,
twelve sols for which seven and a half bushels make up a sack” 576, to Bouquenum, a distance of
ten leagues and costing “thirty sols per sack, together [totaling] eight livres, five sols.” 577 The
intendant supplied these calculations methodically and exactly. More importantly, inclusion of all
of this information from a contract demonstrates the depth of local knowledge required for a field
administrator to properly estimate, analyze, and manage a wide variety of administrative concerns.

Practices of Counting, Weighing, Inventorying
One of the most crucial aspects of War Department planning involved both storage and transport
of munitions. If a fortified town had inadequate munitions, it would not be able to withstand a
siege. If a field army required more munitions than planned, the army would be a risk of losing
any battle in which it engaged. The department encouraged detailed munitions inventories and
took special interest in their preparation. 578 Both Pierre Claude Berbier Dumetz (du Metz),
inspecteur général d’artillerie, and François Frezeau, marquis de La Frezelière, lieutenant général

Roy. » See also A1 688, pièce 93 ; Louvois à Faultrier, à Fontainebleau le 21e aoust 1683, where Louvois tells
Faultrier that if he cannot contract water transport for grain, he is to contract land transport at the same rate.
576

A sack is a measure of weight, being equal to approximately 12 pounds.

577

SHD A1 705, pièce 91; « Mémoire du prix des bleds des lieux aux environs de Bouquenum, et de ce qu’ils
cousteront rendus à laditte Ville » « A St. Avold la carte de 4 boisseaux pesant 110 l[ivres] ou environ coustera
3#. 12s. dont les sept boisseaux et demy font le sacq, et la Voiture jusques audit Bouquenum distance de dix lieues
30s par sacq, ensemble ….. 8#. 5s. »

578

After Louvois’s death in 1691 the responsibility for munitions and the artillery service fell to a special
department headed up by Michel Le Peletier de Souzy. Before this time, it was managed within the War
Department, probably by Saint-Pouanges’s bureau. See the discussion in Chapter four.
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d’artillerie, managed the artillery service and munitions supplies throughout the 1670s and 1680s.
Dumetz was charged in many cases with making sure that arsenals were adequately stocked. The
diligence with which he performed this task is validated by two aspects: first, his tenure, from the
1650s until his death at the Battle of Fleurus in 1690. Second, the secrétaire d’État wrote to him
regularly asking for inventories. Before the opening Autumn campaign in 1688, Louvois wrote
asking him to “send to me, as soon as you are able, a detailed statement of all pieces of artillery
and quantities of munitions which are all locations in your department,” 579 knowing that he would
receive a detailed response, necessary to maintain a precise “living” inventory relative to current
war supplies. 580 Munitions inventories became standard tools with which the department sought
to actively manage current levels of equipment and supply at the start of a campaign.
Munitions inventories permitted more comprehensive operational planning. The commis
in the War Department used location-based inventories sent to them to produce a comprehensive
inventory for the kingdom, such as the 1688 munitions inventory of powder, lead, and fuses.
Bureau commis constructed these annual planning documents using reports from the field. The
1688 inventory, most likely created to assist with planning and preparation for the 1689 campaign
in the Rhineland, provides little detail other than the quantity of powder, lead, and fuses or wicks
(meche) that are contained in each and every arsenal from Alsace through the German Rhine area.
Nonetheless, each and every location had been surveyed and inventoried: the entry for Strasbourg
for example lists 258,932 livres of powder, 120,775 livres of lead, and 47,589 wicks. The citadel

579

SHD A1 808, folio 84; Louvois à M. Dumetz, à Versailles le 3e septembre 1688. « Je vous prie de m'envoyer ^le
plustost que vous pouviez^ un estat detaillé de toutes les places d'art[ille]rie et munitions de guerre qui sont dans
les places de vostre departement. » For an early example of the secrétaire’s reliance, see SHD A1 259, pièce 36;
Louvois à Dumetz, à Lille le 8e août 1671.

580

This inventory is contained in SHD A1 808, pièce 428, and is discussed below.
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of Strasbourg, a separate arsenal, details 240,013 livres of powder, 99,090 livres of powder, and
100,063 wicks. Each of the forts around Strasbourg are then listed, and so on for all of Alsace, the
Rhineland, and Franche-Comté. The numbers listed are precise with the weight listed down to the
livre, and the count down to the tens. As to their accuracy, verification of these exact counts may
or may not have been made as there are no references to audit processes. The commis listed each
quantity in three separate columns, for powder, lead, and wicks, and added side notes describing
specific outcomes or needs. 581 The resulting inventory represented a thorough description of the
quantity of munitions in each arsenal and would have been quite useful to ensure adequate supplies
in case of a siege or stocks upon which to draw for the coming campaign.
Evidence of the document’s use as a planning or tracking tool is also evidenced by the
marginal notes. These notes provide clear support for the contention that the department commis
used inventories for tracking. A marginal note for the Longwy record indicates that 46,000 pounds
of powder in that location was earmarked to be moved to Le Montreuil, but the reason was not
indicated. 582 The notation accompanying the Brisach entry indicated that a commis was to resend
the inventory to Brisach, possibly to either verify the amounts or to check amounts, as the note
indicated “we are able to calculate that there is more than 450,000 [pounds] of powder, more than
250,000 of lead, and 300,000 of wicks/fuses in that location.” 583 The numbers may have been
speculation, or was it a note for the commis to create an order to stockpile that amount in Brisach?
In any case the entry implies that the War Department commis must have already had some

581

SHD A1 808, folio 428; « État des poudres, du plomb, et de la mèche qui sont dans 1er places frontières
Allemagne du département de Monsieur le marquis de la Frezelière; à Versailles le 14 septembre 1688. »

582
583

Idem, Longwy notation: « les 46000 destinés pour Le Montreuil ? en [___]. »

Idem, Brisach notation: « J’ay renvoyé l’inventaire audit Brisac puisque en notifier quelques ____ on peut
compter qu’il y a dans cette place plus de 450000 de poudre, plus de 250000 de plombe et 300000 de meche. »
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reasonably accurate numbers for the arsenal at Brisach. A notation for the town of Metz also shows
the document’s value as a tracking tool, stating that “there are more than 30,000 pounds of powder
in the town, including the 15,000 pounds which has been delivered to M. Berthelot which has not
yet been delivered [to Metz].” 584 The inventory may have been used to check numbers supplied in
future inventories.
Examining various types of inventories taken from the 1650s through the 1690s reveals a
progression of detail and precision. At first inventories are simple lists but over time they become
more detailed and descriptive, that is, they progress from general estimates of basic munitions to
more precise and complex inventory sheets which break out many different categories of war
material. A 1671 document that inventories artillery and materiel to be moved to Le Quesnoy, Ath
and Charleroi lists cannon and shot by size, along with grenades and a few other items. In contrast,
the 1688 report details artillery by type and by size, including each variety of ammunition and gun
carriage, defensive infantry weapons, tools for fortification repair and maintenance, and artillery
manufacturing materials. 585 The annual inventories are even more detailed and better organized.
Increasing detail is reflected not only in the diversity of munitions but also in intensive
specialization of tools and supplies, particularly siege equipment such as pioneers’ tools for
offensive operations and transport. 586 They even contain records for some royal foundries, such as

584

Idem, Metz ville notation: « Il y a plus de trente milliers de poudre dans la ville de [___] compris les quinze
milliers qui ont esté remis de M[___] de M. Berthelot laquelle n’est pas encore remis. » There is also a final
notation : « Sans comprendre les cent milliers de poudre que doit fournis Monsieur Ber[thelot] en Alsace. »

585

SHD A1 261, pièce 279; « Mémoire contenant l’artillerie et munitions de guerre que le Sr. Damoresan doibt faire
tirer de plusieurs places pour estre voyturées au Quesnoy, à Ath et à Charleroy [13 aoust 1671] » to the detail
found in SHD A1 867, pièce 3; « Garnison suffisante de deffendre Le Fort de Nieulet, pour un mois. » This second
document has a section entitled « Estat de l’artillerie et munitions qui devroit re au Fort Nieulet, » which not only
lists each type of artillery pièce by its shot weight and the number of shot but a wide variety of specialty items.

586

SHD A1 1114; « Inventaire d'artillerie 1691, du premier janvier 1691. » Most locations list totals and subtotals for
each item and category. Each inventory totals the weight of powder, lead, and wicks in the arsenal. In addition,
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the Paris foundry, for which the inventory provides an assessment of manufacturing capability. 587
Annually after 1688, the commis in Saint Pouanges’s bureau were probably the ones who compiled
location inventories into booklets organized by province. These annual inventories represent a
growing need for precision in reporting which likely served to facilitate campaign planning.
The comprehensive inventories represented “living” information sources, munitions
records which department commis could adjust and correct when material was transported to other
locations. Preparation of these inventory books required a considerable number of man-hours for
the department to complete but were probably worth the investment because of their value for
readiness and capability, as once prepared they could be consulted as necessary. The books would
have been useful for determining the capacity of a location to withstand a siege, the ability to equip
a regiment stationed there, and in addition replenishment needs. Folios were organized by location
within province and were actually paginated into a complete register, a written record of all of
available war material. Indeed, the evidence for this is verified by the existence of blank but
foliated pages for certain locations. 588 The commis no doubt expected to receive numbers for these
“missing” locations to be sent in to them shortly, but for whatever reason were either never sent
or were intentionally left out of the summary. However, by the mid-1690s the process became

spoiled, old, damaged, or otherwise useless materials are listed either separately, such as “vieux casques” or
“vieux canons,” or are identified in the subtotal of counts for the item, such as “plusieurs poids demare jusqu'au
nombre de 200” or “feüilles de fer de nul service” or "quelques artifices de nulle valleur”. A sampling of some of
the information includes: « arquebuses de fout et de fer; mousquets, pierres et fusils, piques, spontons,
hallebardes, cuirasses, mortiers, bombes et fusées à bombes, grenades, artifices, cordages, aves boulets
[cartridges], outils à pionniers, sacs à terre [sand bags], autres munitions, paires d'armes pour les pièces, affutes,
salpêtre, soudre, poix raisine, huille de navette, tonnes de gaudron, fagots gaudronnez, saucissons detoille. »
587

SHD A1 1184; Inventaire d'artillerie 1692, fait 1 janvier 1692. Entry for the Paris foundry : « Pièces d'artillerie de
fonte [cast iron] provenant de la fonderie dudit arsenal livrées par le Sr. Baltazard Keller aux armes de France et
de Monseigneur le Maréchal duc de [sic] Humieres, ornées de devises royalles, marquées du poids et de leurs
noms. » This particular inventory lists only the materials found in the Paris foundry.

588

See the entry for “Douay” and several other locations in SHD A1 1114.
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even more defined when the handwritten inventories were replaced by pre-printed inventory sheets
listing all possible items that could be found in an arsenal. 589 The department distributed the
printed sheets to local individuals designated to make the examination and were verified by a local
official.
Printed inventories made it possible to impose a specific information regimen on the
process. The printed sheets specifically list war materiel in an organized and easy to read manner
in order to provide a complete picture of war materiel. It would be a simple matter to update the
sheets as materiel was used, or to calculate replenishment needs, either at the end of the campaign
season or more immediately to supply a field army. 590 Yet, one of the most important items, cost,
is missing from the data. Nothing in the inventory speaks to costs: no monetary value is placed on
any of these items. The books were constructed solely as a numeric inventory, not an assessment
of value, as can be illustrated both by folio numbering and the existence of numbered blank pages
for certain locations. Munitions inventories represent an important but selective aspect of firsthand reporting within a field administrator’s sphere of responsibility.
Despite the lack of cost data, periodic inventories and états allowed bureaux commis to
process and forward requests to replenish munitions or to transport supplies from one location to
another. These types of requests provide evidence, even if indirectly, that the annual inventories
were actually used for planning purposes. In preparing for next year’s campaign in the Rhineland,
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By the 1690s, annual and periodic reporting became fully standardized and routine. For example, compare the
similarities between SHD A1 1184, « Inventaire d'artillerie 1692 » and the pre-printed inventory sheets in AN G7,
1789, Correspondance du grand maitre et du tresorier general de l’Artillerie (1697-1715), folio 166; « Inventaire
des Munitions de guerre … Inventaire fait en presence de <nom>; Des Pièces & Munitions de Guerre 169X. »

590

Compare, for example, the inventory usage reports for Rhine locations in SHD A1 809, folios 132-133 and folio
368bis. Brun catalogue note: « Les folios 132, 133, 368 et 369 du volume 809 sont des états du matériel
d’artillerie des armées de Boufflers et du Dauphin (septembre – novembre). »
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department commis created a list of materials in October of 1688 for Charuel to arrange to draw
from various locations in his department, such as “Powder, fifty miliers, 591 which will be drawn
from Metz” and “eight 24-pound pieces; four will be drawn from Metz and four from Thionville,”
all of which was to be sent to Mont Royal. The request also covers “ammunition, grenades, fuses
and lead and finally gun carriages for listed mortars.” 592 This request represents a case where the
commis were sending information to the field and requesting that a certain task be performed. The
commis were also specific as to what materials and which location each cannon, stock of
ammunition, or piece of equipment was to be drawn. The War Department therefore must have
been able to consult more or less up-to-date information, and this means that administrators had
adopted a system that employed quite regular information reporting and updating. Coordinating
these activities required the War Department to maintain knowledge about what materials were
stored where, although as intendant in Lorraine, Charuel organized the actual collection of
materials. He would have had to send someone to each location, with a copy of this order in their
hands and with authorization from the intendant himself, in order to collect and transport the
materials. The intendant Mahyeu also coordinated these tasks with Charuel, moving a quantity of
munitions from Luxembourg to Remick. 593 Both intendants stayed abreast of the situation in their
geographic areas such that they could respond to these types of requests with little delay.

591

A milier was 1,000 pounds in weight. See Dictionnaire de l'Académie française, 1st ed. (1694), s.v., millier.
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SHD A1 831 pièce 18, « État des munitions de guerre que Le Roy a donné ordre que l’on envoyerai au Mont
Royal, » 3 octobre 1688. This was mailed to Charuel with the letter in A1 831, pièce 17. A pièce is the term for a
single cannon, boulets are cannonballs, and affuts de fer are gun carriages.

593

SHD A1 831, pièce 61; Mahieu à Louvois, à Luxembourg le 9e octobre 1688.

Commerce and Pricing
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Armies required not only munitions but the transport of frequent supplies of food. The War
Department had to gather information on available grain and the prices to be paid, but also were
obligated to issue documents to control the movement of foodstuffs. 594 One of the duties of
intendants and commissaires was to ensure that commerce, particularly trade in grain, was strictly
controlled. Merchants had to seek permission to trade outside of their provincial area using
certificate issued by local town magistrates. In 1677 La Grange was concerned about grain being
shipped from Franche-Comté to Switzerland when it was needed in Alsace, stating in a letter that
although “it would be necessary to allow the inhabitants to move the grain from one province to
another,” it would also be necessary to “establish guards on the borders of Switzerland, both in
Franche-Comté and in Alsace, to prevent them from carrying grain there.” He also recommended
that the intendant of Franche-Comté, Louis Chauvelin “give passports to all the merchants of
Franche-Comté, with the requirement to bring back a judicial certificate from the places where
they will sell their grain, listing the identical quantity on the certificate that they will be given.”595

594

See Lynn, Giant of the Grand Siècle, 107-146. Logistics for Louis the “proper care of his troops stood as a
solemn moral obligation” but for Louvois it was a matter of good management practice (107). Lynn is
undoubtedly correct when he states that the commissaires des vivres “became not agents of direct supply but
inspectors, supervisors of a system of supply by private entrepreneurs” (111); however, he ignores the real and
significant role of both Berthelot and Jacquier as information managers and movers. They supplied continuous
data on availability and concluded major contracts in addition to being good munitionnaires. Both were in effect
government agents who were critical to Louvois' ongoing supply needs. Lynn also neglects to discuss the role of
the intendants in supply management.

595

SHD A1 607, pièce 137; La Grange à Louvois, à Brisac le 17e mai 1678. « Je ne vois point d’autres expediens,
Monseigneur, pour que les habitans d’Alsace se puissent servir? des bleds de comté, s’y ce n’est que l’on laisse
trafiquer comme à l’ordinaire les habitans d’une province à l’autre, et que l’on establisse des gardes sur les
frontieres de Suisses, tant du costé de la Comté que de l’Alsace, pour empescher qu’ils n’y en transportent, sinon
il sera necessaire que M. Chauvelin intendant donne des passeports à tous les marchands de Comté, à la charge de
raporter un certifficat des magistrats des lieux où il vendront leurs grains de la mesme quantité portée par ledit
certifficat qui leur aura esté donné ... »
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In this way, inter-provincial grain shipments could be closely monitored and amounts verified.
Transportation contracting and pricing were information aspects for both food supplies and
for fortifications. Tremendous amounts of materials were sometimes required for construction, and
costs could be substantial. Commissaire Gresillemont notified the department of the existence of
a contract for conveying fortification materials to Montroyal to indicate that this matter had already
been addressed. 596 In addition to fortification materials, arms and clothing were another crucial for
not only equipping the growing army but also for maintaining discipline and training. The
condition of the troops under an intendant’s or commissaire’s care was a high priority in terms of
monitoring and sending information to the War Department. Although officers were generally
expected to supply these materials, administrators were periodically tasked with supplying new
clothing, shoes, or other equipment at the king’s request. La Grange had orders to support the resupply of certain items such as shirts, undergarments (justaucorps), and pairs of shoes and socks
for Turenne’s Rhineland army in the fall of 1673 and to send everything to a Monsieur Dufay, the
commandant at Philippsburg. He was ordered to have most of the items made in Metz and then to
deliver them punctually. To complete the task, however, he would have had to work with Charuel,
intendant for the Trois-Evêches. In addition, he needed to coordinate with Strasbourg clothing
makers, as Louvois told him to “not trouble yourself with the 2000 undergarments, as these can be
made more quickly in Strasbourg by someone of good faith and loyalty” who assuredly would be
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SHD A1 1069, pièce 89; Gresillemont à Louvois, au Montroyal le 15e fevrier 1691. « J'ay receu la lettre ... au
subjet du marché qu'il vous semble avoir esté fait l'année passée, entre les entrepreneurs generaux du Montroyal,
et les batteliers de la Moselle pour le voiture des pierres tirées des carriers de Vasserbillieg, il n'y a point eu
d'autres marché fait avec eux,que celuy arr[ive] par M. Boizot dès le commencement de la Fortiffication ... » The
contract is SHD A1 1069, pièce 90; « Marché ». See also A1 871, folio 14; Louvois à La Goupillière, du 6e
novembre 1688, addressing the need to dismiss boatmen hired to transport munitions to maréchal Boufflers’ army.
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able to “make as many as you need and at the same time have them shipped to Philippsburg.”597
La Grange was then expected to coordinate manufacturing in at least two locations, to arrange for
the required number of items, and then to arrange for the transport of all of them by a specific date
to Dufay. Such coordination required knowledge of both manufacturing capacity and conveyance
as well as being required to supply periodic informational updates.
Additionally, information updates became important when it came to commerce and the
movement of contraband. Field administrators were required to police their territories and to
ensure that contraband materials did not slip through to enemy territory. From Dunkerque, Le
Boistel wrote to the department that while inspecting several ships taking salt to St. Omer, in one
of the ships one of his subordinates had discovered an illegal shipment of iron bars hidden beneath
a load of salt. He further writes that “I informed him that I thought it was appropriate to confiscate
the iron and even the salt, and to stop all traffic until we have known your will on the subject,
which you will please kindly let me know.” In this case the contraband represented valuable
material and he needed Louvois to decide on its disposition. He took the initiative to request
instructions for issuing passports for the other ships to take their salt to St. Omer, “because one
had assured me that you had no longer forbidden salt to be delivered to St. Omer.” 598 Although he
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SHD A1 351, pièce 159 ; Louvois à de La Grange, à Versailles le 16 octobre 1673. « M. de Turenne vous doit
avoit ecrit? pour luy envoyer incessamment 6000 paires de souliers, 2000 justaucorps, 2000 paires de bas et 8000
camisolles pour le tout etre envoyé à M. Dufay commandant à Philisbourg qui les devra de livrera à son ordre ou à
cette du Sr. de Beaulieu, il faut faire faire incessamment les 6000 paires de souliers les 2000 paires de bas, et les
8000 camisolles, mais ne vous mettés point en peine de 2000 justaucorps, et pour faire que le tout se fasse plus
promptement chargés à Strasbourg quelqu'un de la bonne foy à fidelité duquel vous puissiés etre asseuré d'y en
faire faire tout le plus que vous pourés et en meme temps les faire embarquer pour ledit Philisbourg, Il faudra que
vous envoyés audit Strasbourg ce que vous aurés fait faire à Metz, le Chemin de Metz à Philisbourg pouvant?
n'etre pas seur à Cause des garnisons de Bitche et de Hombourg, vous ne sçauriés me faire plus de plaisir que de
faire faire ce que dessus avec le derniere diligence et pour vous en donner les moyen. »
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SHD A1 225, pièce 168; Le Boistel à Louvois dudit jour 25e mars 1668, à Calais « J'ay receu aujourd'hui une
lettre de M. de Flau[___] qui me marque que faisant visiter quelques batteaux chargez de sel qui voulloient passer
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does not indicate why the transport of salt to St. Omer had been halted, evidently the situation was
uncertain enough for Le Boistel to request further clarification. A request for clarification was a
prudent step, as orders frequently changed based on shifting military needs. Verification could
make the situation clear.
Contraband trade and smuggling were not only problems relative to monitoring, they were
actually revenue management concerns. Exceptions based on the need for revenue, if not clearly
communicated to the intendants, could cause significant problems. Intendant Voisin in Hainaut
requested clarification of the king’s orders prohibiting commerce with Spanish towns because
passports supposedly signed by the king for the sale and transport of wine were surfacing in
Hainaut. Voisin needed to know how to approach the issue to ensure he took the correct action. 599
Stopping or confiscating a legitimate shipment of goods, either into or out of a province, meant
that tariff revenue was lost. However, disrupting enemy commerce served to improve revenues, as
evidenced by a plan Le Boistel sent to Louvois discussing trade between Ostend, Nieuport,

sur la riviere d'Aa pour aller à St. Omer, l'on a trouvé dans l'un de desdits batteaux soubs le sel, environ six
vingtieme ares de fer, et comme c'est une marchandise de contrebande, je luy ay mandé que je croyois qu'il estoit
apropos de confisquer le fer et le sel mesme, et d'arrester tout jusques à ce que l'on eust sçeu vostre volonté que
vous aurez s'il vous plaist la bonté de me faire sçavoir, comme aussy si vous trouverez àpropos que l'on donne des
passeports pour quatre ou cinq batteaux qui sont dans le port de Gravelines aussy chargez de sel qui voudroient
passer à St. Omer, je n'en ay pas voulu donner jusques icy, à cause que l'on m'a asseuré que vous aviez deffendu
de ne plus laisser passer de sel pour ladite ville de St. Omer, ce que je ne feray pas encores si vous ne me faites la
grace de me l'ordonner … »
599

SHD A1 1056, pièce 45; Voisin à Louvois, à Maubeuge le 21e fevrier 1691. « Jusqu'à present je n'ay pas cru que
le transport du vin dans le pais estranger fust permis, parce que l'ordonnance du Roy et les ordres que vous m'avez
souvent fait l'honneur de me donner ne marquent aucunne exception; il en a neantmoins passé une assez grande
quantité sur des passeports signes du Roy, accordes sous des noms de differents princes estrangers; j'en faciliteray
doresnavant la sortie, mais je vous supplie très humblement d'avoir la bonté de me marquer si vostre intention est
que je permette aux chartiers du pais d'Espagne de le venir chercher, et si je puis leur delivrer des passeports pour
cela seulement en paient ou si vous voulez que le vin soit voituré par les chartiers de France jusque dans les villes
d'Espagne. » Louvois’s affirmative response is in pièce 45.
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Dixmunde, and Ypres. 600 Inhabitants in occupied territories were also at certain times forbidden
from trading with the enemy and administrators made these regulations known through printed
placards that officials posted in affected locations. One such placard, issued by Lieutenant general
le comte de Chamilly and posted throughout the Spanish Netherlands, prescribed harsh punishment
for those trading with Maastricht. 601 Administrators purposely worked to keep up-to-date not only
with the diversity of commercial activity in their area but also with regulations issued by Versailles.
Any field administrator who reported information inconsistently was at risk of being
admonished, particularly if more recent information sent was in direct contradiction to what he or
someone else had previously reported. In one case as the Rhine campaign of 1673 was in full force,
Louvois chastised La Grange for reporting lower stocks of grain at Brisach than the quantity that
was supposed to be in the city, as reported by commissaire Poncet. The secrétaire declared his
surprise at this report and told La Grange that “you will take necessary care to make an exact
account of the consumption” of grain, without relying on M. Poncet who had made the original
calculation.” 602 Louvois wanted La Grange to in effect make a new inventory and to find out why
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SHD A1 338, pièce 35; Le Boistel à Louvois, à Dunkerque ce 12e mars 1673. « Auparavant de vous envoyer un
plan du travail que vous a estee proposé de faire pour ruiner le commerce et empescher la communication des
villes d'Ostende et de Nieuport, avec elles de Dixmude et Ypres, et le mémoire instructif de ce qu'il y auroit à
faire, nous avons estimee apropos; M. de Charignot et moy, apres avoir examiné les chose à Furnes, avec gens
Cognoissans, de vous envoyer la carte du pays, avec un mémoire que nous avons arossé? sur le tout … »
Curiously, Satterfield does not directly treat this subject in Princes, Posts and Partisans.
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SHD A1 277, pièce 15; Nous Comte de Chamilly, Lieutenant General, Commandant en Chef une des armées du
Roy. « Faisons tres-expresses deffences à toutes personnes, de quelque qualité, conditions & nation que ce soit,
d'aller dans La Ville de Mastrick, ny d'y porter, & voiturer aucune chose que ce puisse estre, & sans aucune
exception, sur peine aux hommes qui contreviendront au present Ordre pour la premier fois, d'estre traittez comme
prisonniers de Guerre, & mis à rançon, & aux femmes du foüet, & aux hommes qui contreviendront pour la
seconde fois, d'estre mis aux galeres. Et afin que Nostre presente Ordonnance soit renduë publique & que
personne n'en puisse ignorer, Nous Voulons qu'elle soit luë, publiée, & affichée par tout ou besoin sera. Fait au
Camp de Sluse, le quatriesme Jour d'aoust 1672. »
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SHD A1 351, pièce 260; Louvois à La Grange, à Versailles le 10e novembre 1673. « ... mais je serois surpris de
ce que vous me mandés qu'il n'y a presentement dans Brisack que 2000 septiers de bleds puisque 3000 septiers qui
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the stocks had been reduced. Reporting incorrect information about the quality of soldiers was
even more problematic for a field agent. In July 1677 as Alsace was being threatened by the
Habsburg Emperor’s troops, Louvois confronted the commander of the garrison at Belfort: “I am
very surprised to hear you tell me that the garrison of Belfort is weak ... since you have sent me
nothing to the contrary up to the present,” and especially since his previous report had indicated
that the garrison contained 600 effectives.” 603 The secrétaire did not add anything—he probably
did not have to—because the commander undoubtedly was expected to explain and clarify the
matter and that he had better do so promptly. Again, War Department commis had to rely on the
veracity of these types of reports to ensure that garrisons were properly equipped and that soldiers
were maintained not only in a state of readiness, but also in a state of high moral. The only way in
which they could double check was to do it themselves, unlikely, or have another person make a
report. In any case, these types of reports which dealt with morale and other issues became part of
an increasingly regular process in which department commis played a coordinating role.

Gathering Territorial Information and Intelligence
The War Department had only two ways by which administrators and munitionnaires could supply
an army when it was in the field, these being the transport of munitions and provisions by water

y ont eté envoyés n'ont ppas deu? etre consommés, vous aurés soin de vous faire rendre compte Exact de la
consommation desdits bleds sans vous en remettre à celuy que M. Poncet doit m'adresser lequel vous me ferés
plaisir de les faire tenir au plutost
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SHD A1 533, folio 7; Louvois à St. Just, commandant à Belfort du mesme jour [le 16e juillet 1677]. « J'ay recue
la lettre que vous avez pris la peine de m'escrire le 4e de ce mois par laquele j'ay esté surpris de voir que vous
trouvez la garnison de Belfort foible, et qu'il y a desendroit de la place fort Imparfait puisque vous ne m'en avez
rien mandé jusqu'à present, et que par les reveues que vous signez tous les mis, Il y a lieu de croire qu'il y a 600.
hommes effectifs dans la place. »
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or by land. Detailed transport requests, amounts, and methods illustrate that precise information
was collected for bureaux commis in order to understand transport capabilities, which formed the
basis for informed logistical decisions. 604 Intendants and commissaires repeatedly chose water
transport, not only because boats tended to have greater carrying capacity per unit but it was also
less susceptible to interdiction by the enemy. However, river transport was often not available or
open navigation restricted to specific geographic points. Land transport required wagons, carts,
and conveyances of different types. 605 Horses and wagons of varying types were also inventoried:
a mémoire produced in 1674 is an example of a list of wagons available for army use. 606 Such
reports allowed the department to form a fairly precise picture of how much transport capacity was
available for current requirements or in case of unexpected needs.
Urgent demands to transport supplies could lead to a scramble to buy, collect, or otherwise
confiscate bateaux on navigable rivers which paralleled operations. 607 Ensuring that the supplies
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SHD A1 416, pièce 93; « Instruction pour M. le chevalier Lenet allent à Auxonne »; fo94, fo95, fo96, fo97, fo98.
These pieces are of a set issued to Lenet and all relate to distribution and provision of food and munitions to Gray
and Auxonne. These documents detail the exact numbers of boats, accompanying guards, wagons, and amounts of
food and munitions to be transported, including an exact transport itinerary. The documents were likely put
together by Claude Bouchu, intendant de Bourgogne in 1674 (“à Dijon 20 avril 1674”), but likely with input or
approval from the War Department. The fact that the reports are preserved here means that they were copied and
sent into the Ministry. The preparations were meticulous, and appear to be associated with a journey by the king.
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Each type of conveyance was specialized for a particular purpose. Bread wagons designed to carry food were
very different vehicles from merchandise wagons, ammunition carts, or gun carriages.
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SHD A1 416, pièce 95; « Mémoire des Charettes, » 1674. « Il y a 300 charettes commandees pour se rendre
Samedy 21 avril à Chalon et porter le 22.210 esmines d'avoine à Lovans?, et le 23e à Lyon le saunier, Et il ne faut
pour cela qu'environ 230 charettes. » Interestingly, this report, part of the set described below, lists the numbers of
wagons available, the number of those required, and the remaining number. See also A1 612, pièce 48; Le
Peletier, 28 janvier 1678, « Estat de Repartition des Chariots & Pionniers que seront fournir par les Estats et
Chastelenies du Departement de M. Le Peletier pour l'ouverture de la campagne de l'année 1678. »
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See Rowlands, “Moving Mars: The Logistical Geography of Louis XIV’s France,” French History Vol. 25, No. 4
(2011): 500-504. For a general discussion of the necessity of military transport and provisioning, see Perjés,
“Army provisioning, Logistics, and Strategy in the Second Half of the Seventeenth Century,” Acta Historica
Academiae Scientarum Hungaricae (1970): 10-11, 26-28.
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being shipped by boat or wagon reached their intended destinations depended upon the quality and
availability of boatmen and drivers. Boatmen in particular needed to be familiar with the rivers
they were expected to navigate. Before the opening campaign of the Franco- Dutch War, Louvois
requested Charuel in March to investigate “the number of boatmen who are required in order to
make a descent of the Saar and Moselle rivers; let me know what you have done in this regard.”608
His concern was the ability to adequately move supplies and troops in the area as the initial
campaign got underway later that year. Charuel worked hard to find an adequate number of
bateliers and responded by sending a letter with an attached list, which contained the “number of
older boats at Metz, and the names of the boatmen operating” on the two rivers available to be
employed. The list of bateliers categorized them by location where they were assigned to operate
as well as by the transport service they were to provide, at least for those who were to operate on
the Moselle; the list is divided into groups of boat drivers who will “carry flour from Nancy to
Metz,” will carry provisions from Metz to Trier, and those to remain at Metz. 609 He also noted the
restrictions under which the boat operators could be employed, declaring that “Sieur Bonfonds
wrote me that the Saar bargemen said that they cannot serve beyond Trier, not being familiar with
the river, but it is possible to overcome this difficulty, as we can group them with boatmen who
have the knowledge.” 610 This information assessed not only the capacity of the transport but the
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SHD A1 292, pièce 168; Louvois à M. Charuel, 3 mars 1672, à Versailles. « Il est apropos que vous travaillés à
vous asseurer du nombre de batteliers qui est(?) necessaire pour faire descendre lesdits batteaux et vous me ferés
sçavoir ce que vous aurés fait sur cela. »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 320; « Mémoire des batteaux, que l'on fait faire sur les rivieres de Sarre et de Mozelle, Ceux
acheptes sur ladie riviere de Sarre, et des Batteaux qui se trouvent sur la riviere de Mozelle, que l'on peut achepter,
et en disposer. Ensemble les noms des Batteliers qui peuvent servit à la conduitte d'iceux; » 20 mars 1672. Three
marginal notes read: « Les batteliers servent pour la voiture des farines de Nancy à Metz, » « Touts lesdits
batteliers servent à voiturer les vivres de Metz à Trefue, » « Lesdits batteliers restent à Metz pour servir
presentement. »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 241; Charuel à Louvois le 20e mars 1672, à Nancy. « Ce mémoire contient aussy le nombre
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manner and speed in which it could be deployed, an important piece of department information.
The bottleneck was not transport capacity but bateliers, a scarce resource, making it necessary to
contract their services.
Administrators contracted for a wide variety of services related to warfare. One of the
major responsibilities of intendants, governors, and engineers was fortress and town construction.
Construction reports many times addressed costs associated with a specific set of tasks, and
provided accounting for material costs, number and types of workers, cost of local transportation,
materials usage, and expectations for managing and finishing the project in terms of money and
effort. 611 Those responsible for construction reported progress on a regular basis so that the
Louvois could report to the king, who had a strong interest in both civilian and military
construction. Building reports, états de travaux, were a continuous feature of administrative
information transfer. The secrétaire himself was obsessed with the status of fortifications, and
sought out experts very early in his tenure as secrétaire d’État de la guerre. The frontier with
Spain and the Rhineland received much of his attention and Tournai was an important location
bordering the Spanish Netherlands. A letter from Governor La Croix concerning his engineering
team at Tournai stated that “I am sending you the revised accounts from M. Arnaud of the expenses
undertaken for the Citadel of Tournai during the nine months of his assignment. I can assure you

de batteaux, vieux, qui se trouvent à Metz, et les noms des batteliers qui sont sur la Mozelle et la Sarre dont on se
peut servir. Ledit Sr. de Bonfonds m'escrit, que les mariniers de la sarre, disent, qu'ils ne peuvent pas servir au
dela de Treves(?), ne connoissant pas la riviere, mais il passera par dessus cette difficulté, pa[rce] que l'on pourra
les mesler avec des batteliers qui en auront connoissan[ce]. »
611

For a variety of examples, see SHD A1 228, pièce 1; Camus Destouches, « Détail de la quantité de thoises de
terres que dix attelliers peuvent transporter par du fossé de Philippeville (1 août 1668) »; SHD A1 228, pièce 147;
Carlier, « Estat de la dépense ce qui se peut faire aux fortifications de Philippeville pendant l’année prochaine
1669, » SHD A1 228, pièce 148, « Estat des ouvrages qui seront de faire au Quesnoy l’année prochaine 1669 avec
le prix d’iceux (22 septembre 1668), » SHD A1 228, pièce 149 « Estat des ouvrages de faire le reste de cette année
au Quesnoy. »
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that it was made with the utmost precision.” 612 The attached reports are extensive and La Croix
possibly sought to reassure Louvois that the expenses were appropriate and necessary.
The reports, however, illustrate the practice of providing a detailed, line by line, accounting
of per unit and total costs for workers, transport costs, and equipment rental as well as small
expenses for items such as wheelbarrows and carts, stone workers and carriers, bricklayers, and
cost of transported earth, all of which was compiled to justify the expense. There are several
sections to the report that include 1667 costs, 1668 costs through April, mason and bricklayer
costs, other expenses, and appointments. 613 Louvois made persistent demands for prompt reporting
of expenses, as in a letter to three of his field administrators: “I have made know to you that the
intention of the king is that you would regularly send me each month the accounts for the
fortifications in locations in your department. As I have not yet received any [of these from you]
this year, I pray that you will send them to me immediately and that you will be more punctual in
the future.” 614 Ongoing reporting of expenditures allowed the department to both monitor progress
and to manage payments.
Louvois expected field administrators to be able to precisely assess, in terms of both tasks
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SHD A1 228, pièce 138; La Croix à Louvois, à Tournay dudit jour 20e septembre 1668. « Je vous envoye la
revision des comptes dudit nommé Arnaud de la depense faite à la Citadelle de Tournay pendant les neuf mois de
son maniement; je vous prie assurera qu’elle a esté faite avec le derniere exactitude. »
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SHD A1 228, pièce 139; « Estat de la depense faite à la Citadelle de Tournay depuis le septiesme jour d’aoust
1667, qu’elle a esté commencée jusqu’au dernier decembre de la mesme année ainsy qu’il en suite. » The second
half of the report covers the The report is signed and attested to not only by de La Croix, but also by the project
manager Deshoulliers, the lieutenant du roi de Mesgrigney, the architect-engineers Thierry and Arnaud, and
finally the trésorier Van des Rodes. The report mentions « ouvriers à journées, » « charrois, » « brouettes, »
« charons, » « menues frais, » « maçons, bricqueteurs, carrieures ou tireurs de pierre, » and « terres tirées. »
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SHD A1 765, folio 56; Louvois à Charuel, Murat, Boizot, à Versailles le 4e mai 1686. « Je vous en mandé que
l'intention du Roy est que vous m'envoyassiez regulierement tous les mois les comptes des fortiffications des
places de vostre departement; comme je n'en ay encore receu aucun de cette année, je vous prie ^de me l'adresses
immediatement ^ et d’estre plus ponctuelle à l’avenir. »
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and timetables, the status of fortifications underway and the costs needed to complete planned
works. In a letter dated 21 July 1684 the secrétaire wrote to the intendants and others responsible
for works stating “as I am unable to verify the fortifications accounts in the accounts in place for
the ouvrages the king has ordered in locations for which you are responsible for the years
mentioned in the mémoire that I am sending to you, and in case there are some years in which the
expenses have not been sent to do so immediately so I am able to report to the king.” 615 The
department required precise accounting for payment of contractor expenses and in at least one
case, Louvois requested that his intendants send a “procès-verbaux for estimating the works
immediately, so that after reporting [the information] to His Majesty I can dispatch the finding
necessary for their compensation.” 616 Payment would not proceed without confirmation of the
work. More importantly, field agents had to collect both current and projected costs not only for
payment but also to monitor overall costs. Louvois expected them to report their expenses regularly
so as to know fully which funds were spent on which projects, and how the money was managed.
Like grain prices, fortifications costs represented a substantial cost of warfare and the department
sought to actively manage costs by regular and up-to-date information reports.
Military intelligence represented another important aspect of the ecosystem information
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SHD A1 715, folio 517 (745); Louvois aux Intendants et directeurs de fortiffications, à Versailles le 21e juillet
1684. « Comme je ne puis verifier les comptes des fortiffications que je n'ay en estat de la despense qui s'en faire
pour les ouvrages que le Roy a ordonné aux places dont vous avez esté chargé pendant les années mentionnés
dans le mémoire que je vous adresse, je vous prie de me les envoyer au plustost, et en cas qu'il y estoit quelques
ans qui ne soient pas encore areste de la faire incessamment, afin que je fais en estat d’en rendre compte au Roy. »
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SHD A1 741, folio 240; Louvois aux Intendants des frontières, à Versailles le 14e janvier 1685. « Le Roy jugeant
àpropos de faire rembourser les particuliers auxquels apartiennent les heritages qui ont esté pris pour les
fortiffications des places de vostre departement, je vous prie de m'envoyer incessamment les procès-verbaux
d'estimation desdits ouvrages afin qu'après en avoir rendu compte à S.M. je puisse expedier l'arrest necessaire
pour leur desdomagement. » The memo is directed at Mssrs. Desmadrys, Faultrier, Vrevin, Charuel, La
Goupilliere, La Grange, Lafonds, Trobat and Murat ‘pour Pignerol’. »
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flow, and news reports and intelligence gathering was the lifeblood not only of military strategy
but also of diplomacy. The information collected by various agents focused on matters such as
enemy troop strengths but they also supplied suspected march routes or assessed possible
moves. 617 A report by an anonymous correspondent in the United Provinces supplied a complete
account of the Dutch army rates of pay per month for both officers and soldiers within a
company. 618 Another anonymous report provided a full list of details as to League troops,
commanders, and where they were marching to at the beginning of the 1689 campaign in the
Rhineland. 619 Some intelligence was highly specific, such as s report which provided an analysis
of the Elector of Brandenburg’s “table service,” amounting to a list of food and other items
supplied for his dining pleasure during a short stay in the Rhineland. 620 This type of data was quite
useful for both military planning and diplomatic strategy, requiring regular and current reporting.

Practicing Regularity
An evolving practice of regular reporting is evident in many aspects of information collection, but
principally in the periodic inventories of arsenals and associated summaries prepared by the
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See SHD A1 251, pièces 68, 70, et 71; Maqueron à Louvois, à Perpignon avril 1668. These three letters detail
Spanish landings at Roses in Catalonia, along with the anticipated movements of the Viceroy of Catalonia. See
also SHD A1 211, folio 3; « Projet de la conqueste du comté de Bourgogne et son exécution, » Autre Lettre de
Monseigneur le Prince de Condé à Louvois; d’Auxonne le 15 decembre 1667. The register consists solely of
letters to and from Louvois, the king, and Condé during the latter’s reconnaissance of Franche Comté, November
1667 through early 1668. Condé reported on Spanish troop strength in several towns and châteaux.
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SHD A1 260, pièce 313; « Les Estate d'Hollande payent leur cavaliers et indanterie sur le pied qui ensuit, » 1671.
The report contains calculations of the rates and the total monthly costs for a regiment of cavalry and for infantry.
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SHD A1 882, pièce 13; « Nouvelles de Francfort le xi(e) avril 1689. »

SHD A1 295, pièces 278-279. The document lists the food and equipment supplied for the Elector of
Brandenbourg’s table during his stay in the Rhineland area.
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department. In early 1687 in anticipation of a new conflict, Louvois sent account “statements” to
a group of artillery officers and fortress commandants providing them with powder consumption
figures at locations under their watch. He then asked them to make any replenishment needs known
as soon as possible to the Sieur Brunet, who was acting as munitionnaire in charge of obtaining
replacement stocks. 621 There are several versions of the letter, two of which appear to have been
directed to specific locations. From an information management perspective, the request presents
several interesting developments. First, it was directed simultaneously at a number of recipients
located in crucial frontier areas. Second, something had to furnish the basis for these états,
implying that bureau commis had prepared them from existing consumption reports. Finally and
more fundamentally, the letters indicate the level of importance to which ongoing performance
had risen: Louvois required each recipient to make a full report on how effectively Brunet was
able to satisfy the requests, as well as the quality of the powder obtained. These requests reveal
recurring concerns about both quantity and quality, reflecting attention to risk management but
also to an ongoing process of information exchange.
Although certain information reports, such as counts of soldiers detached for forage or
patrol duty, appear to have been sent only on an as-needed basis, even here administrators became
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SHD A1 838, folios 12-15; Louvois à Mssrs. Commandants et Lieutenants commandant l'artillerie, à Versailles le
9 mars 1687. The letter in folio 12 states, « Vous trouverez cy joint un estat de la poudre qui a esté consommée
dans les places de vostre département pendant l'année derniere, Je vous prie d'apporter vos soins à ce que le
remplacement en soit fait incessamment sur les poudres que le Sr. Brunet doit fournir à Douay et à Auesne et de
m'informer de la diligence qu'on aura apportée à faire ce remplacement et de la quantité des poudres qui auront
esté fournies. » Louvois (or one of the premier commis) altered the place names in folio 13 to « Verdun et à
Besançon » and « fournies sont de bonne qualité » was added to the final sentence. In folio 14 he altered the place
name to « Perpignan » and replaced the middle sentence with « Je vous prie de faire faire incessamment ... ».
Finally, on folio 15 Louvois marked out most of the letter and, starting at the end of the first sentence, changed it
to « ... l'année derniere; L'intention du Roy est que vous en fassiez faire incessamment le remplacement et de les
tirer? de Pignerol où le Sr. Brunet les doivent(?) remplacer, vous aurez soin de mei___ et compte de la diligence
aux laquelle l'ordre de Sa Majesté aura esté executé et de la qualité des poudres qui auront esté fournier. »
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practicing habits of systematic reporting. Lists of killed, wounded, and missing officers after a
major siege or battle, sometimes including counts of men, and also lists of prisoners taken after a
major siege or battle all represented a type of episodic, event-based information reporting upon
which the War Department relied for managing responses and actions. The army intendant Robert
received specific instructions from Louvois right after Condé’s victory at Seneffe in a letter dated
17 August 1674, having received his “very accurate account of prisoners taken,” the secrétaire
requested that he send a “summary of those to whom M. le Prince has given the freedom to go to
Mons and other locations based on their testimonies,” and the locations where “you will send
wounded enemies in order for us to take care to secure them as they are healed … so I can know
where the king will want them to be conducted.” 622 War Department commis gathered precise
information not only regarding the names and locations of Dutch and other officers who were
prisoners, but in order to be able to coordinate incarceration and hospitalization conditions, which
ultimately impacted officer ransom demands. Negotiating officer ransoms and prisoner exchanges
required not only careful counts but also adequate care for the prisoners, allowing the king to
negotiate from the best possible position. Despite their episodic nature, reporting certain types of
data after specific events nonetheless became regularized for purposes of planning.
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SHD A1 406, pièce 33; Louvois à Robert, à Versailles du 17e aoust 1674. « J'ay recu votre lettre du 16 de ce
mois, avec l'état qui etoit joint, comme il faut tenir un compte fort exact des prisonniers, je vous prie de m'envoyer
un état de ceux auxquels Mr. Le Prince aura donné la liberté d'aller à Mons et ailleurs sur leurs paroles, et de
retirer des Secretaires des commandements de S.A. les escrits qu'ils auront donné pour me les envoyer, et
recommandés fort aux lieux, où vous envoyerés les blessés des ennemis que l'on ait soin de les enfermer à mesure
qu'ils gueiront, et que l'on m'en adresse un etat, afin que je puisse faire sçavoir où le Roy desirera qu'ils soient
conduits./. Addendum : Le Roy voulant sçavoir le veritable état auquel sont les troupes de l'armée de Mr. Le
Prince depuis le dernier combat, et Sa Ma[jes]té ne voulant pas continuer à faire payer les gens qui y ont été tués,
ou qui ayant été blessés, sont entretenus dans les hospitaux ... »

Systematic Collection and Transmission of Data
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Expense management also began to be reported on a regular basis. A practice of regular reporting
of expenses was emphasized from a very early date in Louvois’s administration for intendants in
frontier provinces, as seen in a letter: “soldiers’ rations having been furnished to the infantry in
your department from the date they re-entered their garrisons, I ask that you provide me with
accounts that detail the distribution [of rations] that have been made to each company since June;
and henceforth you are to send them to me every month without fail.” 623 Garrison costs represented
a significant expense, given the need to garrison so many fortified places on the frontier. However,
the requirement eventually took on greater scope and depth. A much later missive asks for much
more detailed reporting on contributions from the intendants such as Voisin: “I have also received
the états for the receipt of confiscations, and the redemption of forages, as well as the état of flour
and of wheat which are in locations in your department belonging to the munitionnaire général.”
None of these requests were unusual, but the secrétaire continued, “I pray you to send me what
you have [of flour and grain] at the end of each month.” 624 His concern for monthly updates on
grain usage and inventory levels demonstrates a need for bureau commis to track supplies monthly.
Field administrators were not always timely with their paperwork, however, and some did
not report in a consistent manner. Each year the War Department needed to “balance the books,”
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SHD A1 216, folio 10; « Intendans rendre compte de deniers de quartier d'hiver; à St. Germain le premier juillet
1668. » « Le pain de munition ayant esté fourny à l'infanterie de vostre departement depuis qu'elle rentrée dans les
garnisons, je vous suplie encores de m'envoyer les Estats portent le detail de la distribution qui en a esté faite à
chaque compagnie à commencer depuis juin et doresnavant il vous plairer de m'en adresser de mois en mois sans
y manquer.
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SHD A1 950, folio 45; Louvois à Voysin, à Versailles du 11e juin 1690. « J'ay aussi receu les Etats de la recepte
des confiscations, et du rachapt des fourages, aussy bien que l'Etat des farines, et des bleds qui sont dans les places
de vostre departement apartenant au munitionnaire general, je vous prie de m'en envoyer autant de ce dernier à la
fin de chaque mois. »
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that is, to settle accounts with the royal Treasury and its agents, an action that required annual
reports be filed on a timely basis. This practice was also an early attempted effort at regular
reporting. In a letter from Louvois to commissaire Le Camus in early 1672 the secrétaire repeated
a request for the commissaire’s expense reports: “I have written to you several times to ask you
for the forage consumption accounts for the Artois Cavalry [regiment] during the prior year, and
you have not sent them to me.” He goes on to state that the king is pressing him to settle the
accounts of “M. Le Clerc, Tresorier général de l'extraordinaire de la guerre and I cannot do it
without such statements, [and] it is imperative that you send them to me without further delay so
that I can carry out His Majesty’s orders as soon as possible.” 625 Louvois was not tolerant of delays
or missing reports and repeatedly had to ask for these reports. 626 The evidence, however,
demonstrates that timely and regular reporting steadily became instilled in administrative practice.
Saint-Pouanges’s bureau sought to extend regular reporting to an important information
element, troop contrôles and reviews. Sturgill discerns that one of the most important functions of
a commissaire des guerres was to create a rôle de signal that served as a type of register
“containing the record for each soldier in the unit and a variety of administrative information about
them.” 627 Sturgill implies that the application of such reporting mechanisms was crucial for the
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SHD A1 292, pièce 222; Louvois au Commissaire Le Camus, le 16e mars 1672; à Versailles. « Je vous ay escrit
plusieurs fois pour vous demander les états des fourages consommés pour la cavalerie d'Artois pendant l'année
derniere et vous ne me les avés point envoyés cependant comme le Roy me presse de regler les comptes de M. le
Clerc Tresorier general de l'extraordinaire de la guerre et que je ne puis le faire par le deffaut desdits états il faut
absolument que vous me les envoyés sans plus differer afin que je puisse executer au plustost les ordres de Sa
Majesté en cela. »
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See for example SHD A1 762, folio 406; à Versailles le 16e fevrier 1686; aux Intendants.

Claude C. Sturgill et Henri Dutailly, Les Commissaires Des Guerres et L’administration de l’Armée Française,
1715-1730 (Vincennes, 1985), 10. « ... un registre qui comporte le signalement de chaque soldat du corps et divers
renseignements administratifs les concernant. » See François de Chennevières, « ORDRE DU ROI, Qui régle les
fonctions d'un Commissaire des Guerres employé dans une Place. Du 20 Novembre 1654, » in Détails militaires,
dont la connoissance est nécessaire à tous les officiers, & principalement aux commissaires des guerres (Paris,
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army reforms carried out by the Le Tellier. The rôle was indeed used to make the reviews or
musters and the financial contrôles 628 necessary for payment of the troops. However, War
Department continued to struggle with fraud, abuse, and lax attention by both officers and the
commissaires themselves, 629 and demanded that different field administrators report abuses. In
July 1674 during the Franco-Dutch War the commissaire La Coudray sent in reports of officer
neglect of soldiers’ needs, sending the War Department the official copies of the reviews for the
infantry companies in garrison in the town of Besançon “and their condition, concerning which …
the officers have done little to correct,” even after he had advised the officers of this situation. La
Coudray continued by pointed out that the attached reviews for the citadel garrison, a separate
garrison group, indicate they “are excellent in their compliment, and will be fully re-established at
the end of August, just as M. de Mesgrigny and the officers have assured me.” 630 All of this
prompted the department to call for an investigation to be conducted for the regular garrison. Troop
reviews were often not done and many were certainly done with intent to defraud. Even so, reviews

1750), I: 139-145 for a contemporary definition of « rôle de signal ».
628

Contrôles were also frequently issued by the War Department to create a specific list of regiments assigned to a
particular officer or in a given theatre. See SHD A1 665, folio 7, « Memoire pour servir d'Instruction au Sr
Marquis de Boufflers … s'en allant commander les Troupes qui sont presentement en Dauphiné, » 14 août 1681.

629

For a full discussion of ongoing fraud and abuse, see Rowlands, The Dynastic State and the Army under Louis
XIV, 135-149. Rowlands treats primarily the period after after Louvois’s death through 1715, which I believe is
actually another period of adjustment, when the War Department’s control over field administrators declines due
to the sheer monumental nature of the management tasks at hand. This is particularly true under Barbezieux’s
administration. In addition, Rowlands’ examples are sparsely given. Abuse did occur, but the question was, was it
decreasing or increasing?
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SHD A1 416, pièce 175 ; La Coudray à Louvois, à Besançon le 30e juillet 1674. « Vous verrez par l'extrait de
reveüe cy joint le nombre des Compagnies d'infanterie qui sont presentement en garnison dans la ville de
Besançon, et l'estat où elles sont, surquoy je vous diray Monseigneur, que les officiers ont aporter beaucoup de
negligence à les reparer, et que l'on a pas tirée grand fruit jusques à present de tout ce que l'on leur a pû dire la
dessus, vous trouverez aussy cy inclus Monseigneur l'extrait de reveüe des compagnies qui sont en garnison dans
la Citadelle, lesquelles sont très bonne en hommes, et seront reparées entierement à la fin d'aoust, ainsy que M. de
Megrigny [sic] et les officiers m'en ont asseure. » The commis scribed Louvois’ response on the letter, asking for
procès verbaux from the parties involved.
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done by conscientious administrators were essential for the War Department to regularly intervene
with corrective actions whether during campaigns or winter quarters.
Necessary paperwork from commissaires was not always timely or even fully completed,
but it was clear that Saint-Pouanges and other premier commis held specific expectations for
commissaires in terms of the accuracy of their reviews, their commissions themselves reveal the
systematic nature expected regarding information flows. 631 Reports, whether factual or fraudulent,
over time became more regular and also came to depend upon closer cooperation and coordination
between several onsite administrators and commis in the royal government. Unit commanders,
intendants d’armée, commissaires des guerres, and trésoriers extraordinaire des guerres were
tasked by the department to collaborate and corroborate both reviews and the payment of
soldiers. 632 Although abuses still occurred, fraud required more and more collusion and above all
secrecy among the conspirators in order to remain hidden. 633 Regular reporting reduced, but did
not eliminate, the potential for fraud and abuse.

Transmission and Printing
News reporting adds additional weight to the argument that transmitting information within the
ecosystem was to be done regularly because the War Department, as well as field officers, needed
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For the “official list” of commissaire duties, from 1654, see François de Chennevières, « Ordre du Roi, Qui régle
les fonctions d'un Commissaire des Guerres employé dans une Place ; Du 20 Novembre 1654, » in Détails
militaires, dont la connoissance est nécessaire à tous les officiers, & principalement aux commissaires des
guerres (Paris, 1750), 139-145.
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SHD A1 610, pièce 122; Copie d'une lettre écrit à M. de Louvois par le Commissaire Lanfant, à Toulon le 11e
avril 1678. The letter from the Sr. Joly mentioning reviews and other reports is A1 610, pièce 122bis; Autre lettre
de M. Joly, à Toulon du 12e avril 1678.
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Rowlands, The Dynastic State, 81-86. The reorganization of the commissaires in the 1690s citied by Rowlands is
an exceptional case.
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information on enemy forces and movements. News also became more of a frequently reported
information item in terms of periodic news of the French armies themselves. Louvois charged both
of his postal station masters with providing regular news reports by the fastest means possible
when an army was on campaign. In a letter to Rouillé dated 3 July 1689, the secrétaire admonished
him to set up a regular information feed, as “it is appropriate for the service of King that all this
month we have daily news of the army of Monsieur de Luxembourg by this means as soon as
possible, and send me a statement of the expenditure that has been made and I will make
reimbursement.” 634 Rouillé was expected to establish the means of reporting using his maîtres de
poste and courier network. This demand for news was to be a recurring focus of the War
Department during all of Louis XIV’s wars, and the nature of this information was just as much a
requirement as intelligence reports provided by merchants, nobles, and other spies.
However, it was the taking of inventories which became, over time, one of the most regular
and systematic information collection processes. Under Michel Le Peletier de Souzy’s guidance
as Directeur général des fortifications in the 1690s, the munitions inventory sheets became preprinted fill-in-the-blank forms to be completed by those individuals taking the inventory in order
to introduce some much needed conformity to the process of data collection within the arsenals.
Each sheet provided a space for inserting the location, witnessing, certification, the date the
inventory was recorded, and a complete record of all items inventoried. 635 The pre-printed lines
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SHD A1 922, fo.69; Louvois à Sr. Rouillé, à Versailles le 3 Juillet 1690. « Il convient au service du Roy que tout
ce mois cy l'on ait tous les jours des nouvelles de l'armée de M. de Luxembourg par moyen cy (?) au plus tost et
en m'envoyent un estat de la despense qui aura esté fait et je vous en feray remboursement. »
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AN G7, 1789, Correspondance du grand maitre et du tresorier general de l’Artillerie (1697-1715), folio 166 ;
« Inventaire des Munitions de guerre … Inventaire fait en presence de <nom>; Des Pièces & Munitions de Guerre
169X. » Attestation at the bottom: « Je sous-signé certifie que toutes les Pièces d'Artillerie & Munitions de Guerre
mentionées en chacun Article du present Inventaire, sont effectives dans les Magasins, & que je m'en suis chargé
pour en rendre compte au Roy, à Monseigneur le Grand-Maistre, à Monsieur le Garde general, & à tous autres
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list for example fifteen different varieties of cast cannon, the numbers and sizes of all types of
cannonballs, a wide variety of artillery pieces, types of cordage, varieties of grenades, siege tools,
musket parts, wagons, carriages, and other vehicles. Pre-printed forms changed not the nature of
the process but the process itself, removing much of the decision-making about what to include
and in what order to include it. Indeed, printed forms imposed a standard taxonomy and
organization on arsenal inventories. Forms provided a methodological process which sought both
comprehensive but also standardized reporting by any and all arsenals, from the smallest fort to
the largest frontier city, including naval arsenals and towns with metal foundries. Manufacturing
received its own section on forge materials and metal stocks. The inventory taker, as well as the
local royal official, attested to the veracity of the numbers, thus printed forms were comprehensive,
if estimated, records of munitions. Inventories became largely a standardized process of counting,
weighing, and estimating.
The existence of pre-printed forms did not, however, necessitate their use. Not all gardes
magasins charged with taking an inventory of their arsenal utilized the forms. Smaller arsenals and
forts in particular would have contained few of the items listed on the form, the fort being equipped
primarily for self-defense and not support of a siege or field army operations. One such manuscript
inventory, based loosely on the pre-printed form, is handwritten and highly simplified, listing only
muskets, powder, and lead. It was completed by the garde d'artillerie, the officer in charge, at Fort
Lupin for one of several possible reasons: first, he did not have a copy of the 1690s form. Second,
the form was too long and complicated and he did not want to waste his time filling it out for so
few items. Third, he may have not had a copy of the form although appears to have been familiar

qu'il appartiendra. Fait à <location> les jour & an que dessus. » It is a reasonable assumption that this form was
designed under Le Peletier’s watch because he held the office of Directeur général des fortifications from 1691.
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with or was instructed to follow, the form’s organization schema. Yet the most critical piece of
evidence for his familiarity with the form itself is the certification language at the end of this
inventory, which is in wording identical to the pre-printed forms. 636 A formal system of
standardization appears to have by this time been imposed on the administrators managing fortress
and arsenal inventories. 637 Standardization of the process of reporting, if not recording, inventories
including the use of pre-printed forms enhanced the ability of the War Department commis to
create the annual year-end summaries.
The evolution in sophistication for the munitions inventories illustrates most clearly the
transition from ad hoc and specific to regular and periodic reporting. Information collection for
war was slowly evolving into an information science, one for which the civilian administrators
were best equipped to manage. The inventories taken before the 1670s show a more rudimentary
evaluation of munitions placed in or available from storage, which despite the detail are not in
conformance to any particular format or classification. 638 Artillery inventories from the late 1680s
also coincide with Chamlay’s opinion that the royal government had to prepare for a defensive
strategy in the War of the League of Augsburg. 639 Inventories were not new, but having them
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AN G7, 1789, fo.237 ; « Inventaire des Munitions de guerre qui sont dans Les Magasins du fort Lupin, le premier
octobre 1703. » Both this handwritten document and the pre-printed form (folio 166) have similar certifications.
« Je sous-signé certifie que toutes les Munitions de Guerre mentionées en chacun Article du present Inventaire,
sont effectives dans les Magasins du <blank>, Et que je m'en suis chargé pour en rendre compte au Roy, à
Monseigneur le Grand-Maistre, à Monsieur le Garde general, et à tous autres qu'il appartiendra. Fait au <blank> le
jour et an que dessus.
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See SHD A1 909 Inventaire du matériel d'artillerie de diverses places, 1689 (276 folios); SHD A1 1019 Inventaire
général du matériel d'artillerie, 1690 (298 folios); SHD A1 1114 Inventaire du matériel d'artillerie, 1691 (313
folios); SHD A1 1184 Inventaire d’artillerie, 1692 (304 folios). I reviewed all four of these inventories in detail.
Although a master inventory was compiled for 1693, there are none for 1694 or 1695. These resume again and
continue, generally annually, from 1696 through 1710.
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SHD A1 225, pièces 122 and 144ff. These have an ad hoc feel to them.

See Jean-Philippe Cénat, Le roi stratège: Louis XIV et la direction de la guerre, 1661-1715 (Rennes, 2010), 154,
for Chamlay and defensive war: « dans ces conditions, le plus importante était d’avoir des troupes disciplinées,
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organized annually in a liasse in order to allow instant and ongoing consultation of the current
situation was a recent development. They were designed to be consulted and occasionally updated
during the year before a new inventory was taken at year end. It became standard practice by 1692.
Routinization of data collection resulted in standardization of process, content, and analysis.
Specific pieces of information were evaluated, organized, enumerated as they were
required. A contract agreement from 1691 clearly shows the nature of this massive effort to count
and categorize anything numeric. It is laid out by specific category of personnel support for a
supply convoy, in Table 5 below. This report describes the use of one hundred ninety-five draft
horses and supporting personnel available for a supply convoy for the king's army in Piedmont for
1691. The document also illustrates the nature of the verification process. Drawn up on the orders
of the intendant Bouchu, it is signed by the commissaire ordinaire des guerres Lyraud and is
Table 5
« Reveue des Equipages des Vivres de Piemont, 1 mai 1691 »
Wagon
Captains

Chambon
Le Roy
Bathias
Marquis
Dauvergne
Picard
Nonn(?)
Montagny
Totaux

Harnesse
d Horses

Unharnessed
Horses

Commis
assigned
to wagons

Drivers

Marshals
(care and
shoeing)

Harness
-makers

Wheelwrights

Chartiers
on horse

On
foot

150
150
100
100
100
100
63
100
863

6
6
4
4
4
4
0
4
32

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
15

2
3
2
2
2
2
1
2
16

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
15

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
8

40
40
25
25
25
25
16
25
221

6
6
4
4
4
4
2
4
34

Source: AN G7 1802, folio 139; « Reveue des Equipages des Vivres de Piemont, 1 mai 1691. »640

bien entretenues, et bien approvisionnées. »
640

« L'an mil six cens quatre-vingts Onze et le premier Jour de May, Nous Con[seil]er du Roy Commissaire
ordinaire des guerres, en execution de l'ordre à Nous donné par Monsieur Bouchu con[seil]er du Roy en ses
conseils intendant de justice police et finance en Dauphiné, Savoye et de l'armée de Sa Majesté en Piemont,
Avons receu et fait marquer huit cens quatre-vingts quinze chevaux de trait atteles a partié de leurs chavettes
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countersigned by Berthelot de Sechelles (a relative of the munitionnaire Berthelot). 641 Aside from
the precise data it presents, the report also illustrates the varied roles and level of cooperation
existing in the field by this date.
Each of the premier commis at some point would have found it necessary to address the
volume of information flowing into their bureau because of increasingly regular reporting with
some type of system for records retention. The practices of department commis relative to the
preservation and organization of the many reports and other correspondence which they received
has already been briefly discussed in chapter one. Archival documents marked with preservation
notes such as “cote et garder” illustrate the immediate processing of important pieces of data.642
Again, the “f” indicator may have played a role in filing. Doubtless these documents were treated
differently from other more routine information pieces and probably were stored in a locked
drawer. 643 As discussed, commis employed indexing systems which used brief descriptions across
the spine of each document received. After this initial processing, we know little of what happened
to them until they appear again bundled in liasses, in an incomplete 1697 inventory. 644 Much of

chargées de leur caissons pour voiturer les vivres à l'armée, y compris les chevaux qui sont haut le pied, lesqueles
Equipages s'estoient rendus à Grenoble avant le premier du present mois; ainsy qu'il en suit... »
641

Idem, « Nous avons trouvé le tout cy dessus énoncé en estat de servir pendant la campagne, et l’avons veriffée en
presence de Monsieur Berthelot de Sechelles l’un des munitionnaires lequel a signé avec nous le present Verbal le
jour et an que dessus. »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 39, « Pour Monsieur l’Intendant suivant les estates des commis des vivres, » and fo.40, « état
des bateaux. » The first is marked « cote et garder » and the second marked « garder ». Both are early 1672
reports sent by the Intendant Jacques Charuel to Louvois. I had a discussion with Dr. Thierry Sarmant concerning
the terms “garder” et “cote et garder,” which he believes are an indication by one of the commis about the final
disposition of the materials.
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See SHD A1 260, pièce 149, advis du Sieur de Vauban le 19e octobre 1671, and 313, Les Estats d’Hollande
payent leur cavalliers et infanterie sur le pied qui ensuit, as examples. See also 1VD 18, folio 4 ; La Marinière à
Philisbourg, le 30e May 1695. His letter regarding codes used to read an accompanying map are marked « à
garder », possibly by one of the War Department commis. SHD A1 292, pièce 40; Charuel ; « état des bateaux » is
also marked « garder ».
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SHD, A1 3769 through 3773, « Catatogue des registres manuscripts concernant la guerre, le règlement des
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what administrators reported was recorded and filed, although it is impossible to make any kind
of definitive estimate of how much of this material was ultimately retained. The commis probably
generated more information than they received. Passports were notably essential to controlling and
restricting favorable commerce and especially for shipping lucrative trade goods that the royal
government wanted to continue to sell even during wartime, of which wine was an example. 645

The Discipline of Numeracy
Observation, precision, and collection are the three operative concepts that motivated the changes
in the timing, structure, and regularity of information reporting in the War Department ecosystem,
in the process creating not only administrative specialists in the bureaux but also administrative
polymaths in the field. 646 Direct observation of a particular situation meant that the administrator
had to be locally based or have an associate in such a position. Correspondents belonging to
subsidiary field administrator networks, discussed in chapter two, were full participants in these
processes of change. Precision meant that information was perceived as correctly, if not accurately,
recorded, evaluated, compared, and summarized. Collection meant consistent and continual

limites, les fortifications des places et autres matières importantes qui se trouvent au Dépôt à l'Hôtel Royal des
Invalides 1658-1697. » Despite the reference to the Invalides, the inventory was likely taken before the move, as
reflected in the catalogue entry in Brun, Inventaire sommaire des archives historiques, vol. 5, 444.
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SHD A1 1056, pièce 45; Voisin à Louvois, à Maubeuge le 21e fevrier 1691. See pièce 45, Louvois à Le Peletier,
for his response.
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Peter N. Miller, Peiresc's Europe: Learning and Virtue in the Seventeenth Century (New Haven, 2000), 30. In
discussing Peiresc as a quintessential representative of antiquarian learning, Miller notes these three cornerstones
of antiquarianism existed within learning networks. Miller believes them to be a pre-cursor to more formalized
scientific principles, but defines them rather narrowly because of the antiquarian lens through which he examines
them.
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reporting of information and trended towards standardized reporting and analysis. A letter of 3
September from Louvois to La Frezelière indicates these ideas: “M. de La Grange has conveyed
to me that the powder magazine and the arsenal of Fort Louis are in such a condition that will
allow us to store powder; this being [the case] I pray that you will put back twelve thousand
[pounds] of powder with lead and fuses in proportion.” 647 Actions depended upon the transmission
of precise and useful information to those who could initiate that action. A discipline of numeracy,
habits of regularly observing, collecting, and precisely recording, grew within the civilian network
as administrators learned their craft and the value of information continued to rise.
The discipline of numeracy was also driven by a need to craft responses to the continuing
crisis of control. The existence and growth of an ordered and increasingly systematic information
network is overwhelmingly evident in the diversity of correspondence and reporting of the War
Department. In his work with commissariat records from the start of the Le Tellier administration,
Sturgill records that with respect to the financial reporting elements, in effect “the fiscal system
promoted these practices because it required the writing of millions of numerous supporting
documents: letters, payment orders, receipts, etc., often written on scraps of paper which passed,
at a minimum, between eight sets of hands before the transaction was definitely completed.” 648
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SHD A1 808, folio 101; Louvois à La Frezeliere, à Versailles le 3 septembre 1688. « M. de La Grange me mande
que la magasin de poudre et l'arsenal du fort Louis sont en estat que l'on y peut mettre des munitions; Cela estans
je vous prie d'y faire remettre encore? Douze ( ?) milliers de poudre avec du plomb et de la mesche à proportion. »
A second letter was sent the same day to de La Grange to confirm these instructions: « … Je me mande à M. de la
frezeliere de faire encore remettre dans les magasins du fort Louis douze milliers de poudre avec du plombe et de
la mesche à proportion. »
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Claude C. Sturgill et Henri Dutailly, Les commissaires des guerres et l’administration de l’armée française,
1715-1730 (Vincennes, 1985), 10. « Le système comptable favorisait d’ailleurs de telles pratiques car il exigeait la
rédaction de millions de pièces justificatives diverses : lettres, ordres de paiement, reçus, etc., souvent écrits sur
des bouts de papier qui passaient, au minimum, entre huit mains avant que l’opération ne fut définitivement
close. »
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Two aspects of his observation are important to this study: first, Sturgill sees the existence of this
paper as proof of an increasingly powerful group of War Department operatives, the commissaires,
an argument that, given Rowlands work, is problematic at best. Yet a second aspect is more
important to the present analysis, the significance of the volume of these “scraps of paper,” largely
been ignored by historians, and the processes by which they travelled “between eight sets of hands”
to undertake specific transactions. The army could not have functioned effectively or at all without
the increasingly regular and standardized flow of data both into and out from the War Department
from civilian administrators in the field.
The progression to formalized information reporting is nowhere more evident than in an
explanation from the military theorist and writer, François de Chennevières. The author devotes a
number of pages in his work Détailes militaires to the description of such administrative process
details as encampments. He lists the specific requirements for setting up an army camp, for
example, calculating a need for “525 bales of straw of ten to twelve pounds [weight] each, for
soldiers’ beds, one per Sergeant or soldier, which provision is to be renewed after fifteen days’
time.” Other informational items include the length of musket supports, the width of tents, and the
amount of wood for cooking. 649 All of these specifications originated within the War Department
bureaux, the above example being the direct responsibility of Saint-Pouanges’s bureau, known by
1750 as the bureau des déserteurs et du contrôle des troupes, which maintained guidelines for
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Chennevières, Détails militaires (Paris, 1750), 38-9. « Campement. » Entry: « Il faut cinq cens vingt-cinq bottes
de paille de dix à douze livres chacune, pour coucher les soldats, ce qui fait une par Sergent ou soldat, laquelle
fourniture se renouvellera au bout de quinze jours. Pour coucher les soldats & valets d’Officiers, cens vingt-cinq
bottes de paille. » Entry: « V. Fourniture pour le campement d’un Régiment de Cavalerie de deux Escadrons. Un
Régiment de Cavalerie à huit Compagnies de trente hommes chacune, faisant deux cens quarante, chaque
Compagnie a cinq tentes, ce qui fait pour les huit, quarante tentes, ci ... 40 tentes. Il faut à chaque tente, deux
fourches de dix pieds de long sur six à sept pouces de tour; & pour les quarante tentes, ... 80 fourches.
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army provisioning. Chennevières also notes that the duties of commissaires ordonnateurs were
quite specifically defined. They were tasked with managing military administration in towns,
planning for sieges, arranging and monitoring activity in camps, and all aspects of management
for armies and detachments. Although much of this activity was prescribed with respect to
instructions issued in the 1650s and 1660s, by 1750 actual practice had certainly caught up with
original intent. 650 In addition, however poorly or well-performed, the guidelines and expectations
behind all of these activities originated from the practice of sending regular reports to the War
Department during the time of Le Tellier administration. The general expectations of the
instructions from the 1660s had by 1750 given way to specific expectations of “little tools” on the
part of the bureaux commis. Commissaires, intendants, munitionnaires, engineers and other field
agents had regular reporting schedules and specific pieces of information they had to report. Not
only did numeric information needs magnify, but the need for visual information also grew rapidly
as the king sought to secure the borders of a territorially expand France. Visual sources became as
important to army management as precise calculations of provisions.
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Chennevières, « Commissaires ordonnateurs, » in Détails militaires, 166-168. « Dans une Place, ils font chargés
préférablement aux autres Commissaires, de l'Hôpital, du logement des Troupes, des vivres, des fourages, de
l'entretien des Cazernes & Bâtimens du Roi; d'examiner & arrêter les Etats des Entrepreneurs, de faire les Procèsverbaux, &c./. Pendant un siège, quand ils sont renfermés dans la Place , ils sont chargés des distributions , de
l'Hôpital, de faire tous les Etats de dépense , & généralement de tous les détails./. Dans un Camp, ils doivent faire
faire toutes les fournitures nécessaires pour le Campement, pourvoir à la subsistance & au chauffage des Troupes,
& à faire fournir le fourage aux chevaux; ils doivent aussi arrêter tous les Etats de dépense, & même les
ordonnances ? en l’absence de l'Intendant./. Dans une Armée ou avec un Détachement (lorsqu'il n'y a point
d'Intendant) ils en font toutes les fonctions, sont chargés des contributions, des établissemens d'Hôpitaux, de faire
construire des fours de campagne, de commander les charriots & chevaux d'Ordonnance, d'ordonner toutes les
dépenses, & généralement de tous les détails de l'Armée, ou du Corps détaché ... On a vu des Commissaires
Ordonnateurs devenir Intendans, sans avoir été Maîtres des Requêtes; on peut citer entr'autres , Messieurs
d'Egrigny, Charuel, Fumeron, La Goupillière & d'Andrezel: le dernier a été ensuite Ambassadeur à la Porte. Du
tems de M. de Louvois, il y en a eu jusqu'à cinq & sîx à la fois. »

CHAPTER FOUR:
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CREATING VISUAL ARTIFACTS

The power of numbers and calculation had a profound impact on the early modern world, and not
simply within the realms of mathematics and scientific experimentation. Numbers took on
meaning outside of their immediate context, especially when empirical expertise could be
transferred as principles to other professionals and employed in the service of the state. As historian
Karl Appuhn stresses, administrators essentially understood that “for bureaucratic knowledge to
be useful, it had to be both uniform and transferable” and thus the “transition away from
individualized knowledge towards corporate knowledge would result in dramatic changes in both
institutional organization and bureaucratic expertise.” 651 However, this process was not as smooth
as he implies. Ideas about uniformity and transferability, much less what was truly useful
knowledge, were subjective notions and practitioners applied them differently across and even
within disciplines, including the developing disciplines of cartography and engineering.
As this chapter will establish, visual materials served as significant information elements
for “seeing,” but even more as a type of panopticon, devices or calculating machines of a kind,
which permitted active production of knowledge and control over space. The royal government
tasked professional engineers and cartographers with surveying and managing physical spaces,
and with representing those spaces in a particular fashion. Richard Kagan and Benjamin Schmidt
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Karl Appuhn, A Forest on the Sea: Environmental Expertise in Renaissance Venice (Baltimore, 2009), 199-200.
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argue that during the early modern period, maps “moved from the king’s Kunstkammer to the
administrator’s cabinet as they became integral components in the conduct of government. Indeed,
having maps and using maps became part of the very process of running a state” but not, as the
authors imply, in standardized structure. 652 Information contained within maps and drawings
varied both in its content and usage. Maps required more than technical standards alone to give
them full administrative meaning: they needed statistical, numeric or descriptive information to
support those interpretations. Professionals construct visual objects according to requirements and
intended purposes, the training and competency of the professional, and the tools brought to bear
for the task. The War Department in particular chose certain types of professionals, engineers,
cartographers, and the maréchaux des logis, to craft particular notions of useful visual knowledge.
These professionals had the motivation, if not always the skill, to create information arrangements
which would add to understanding of spaces.
This chapter analyzes visual artifacts not as neutral representations of pure data, but as
selective elements of an ever-expanding visual and textual record for the War Department, objects
that were designed to enable engineering and logistics as well as administration. Visual artifacts
formed an additional but complementary collections of “little tools” within the royal government.
In a fashion similar to numeric data reports, engineers used visual representations to craft useable
“knowledge bases,” sets of graphic information that they could employ when working with
department administrators to accomplish assignments. Josef Konvitz asserts that the development
of cartography was collaboration between the state and science and with respect to engineering an
assessment of War Department visual sources yields a similar conclusion, yet collaboration was
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In addition, these supposedly

panoptic artifacts were also incomplete. It is difficult to determine, as J.B. Harley observes, from
the historical context of a map “whether its silences are the result of deliberate acts of censorship,
unintentional epistemological silence, or a mixture of both, or perhaps merely a function of the
slowness with which” those who create these documents revise them “to accord with the realities
of the world.” 654 Often the discernment and interpretation of these visual “silences” require careful
evaluation of accompanying textual information. At times creators of visual artifacts purposefully
excluded information they believed was unimportant to their tasks. In other cases, they tried to
include every possible piece of information in their creation. They were working within the limits
of their training, certainly, but also within their understanding of the information that the secrétaire
de l’État de la guerre, and by implication the king, wanted them to convey.
The information they conveyed, incomplete or even flawed, was nonetheless useful for
prosecuting Louis’s wars. Visual artifacts formed a database because, as with numeric data, once
deposited in the War Department visuals could be consulted again and again for any purpose but
often for understanding progress (construction) or for planning. The secretariat was probably
originally tasked with the retention and storage of military maps to facilitate access. Engineers
employed by the department began to be better trained, better, equipped, and more skilled at
creating useful sets of visual information. Several of the department’s military engineers, including
Mesgrigny, Robelin, Tarade, Choisy, and Chazerat exemplified this evolution, combining
empiricism with the application of technical skills, Konvitz’s idea of collaboration which Christine
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Petto affirms as “science in the service of the state.”
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Military engineers, and to a lesser extent

the maréchaux des logis and siege engineers or artillerists, circulated massive amounts of both
written and visual information to other members of the civilian information ecosystem which
allowed the state to “know” its territories better than its enemies.

Collecting Information and Applying Knowledge

Like their numeric counterparts and because of developing scientific techniques, visual forms of
representation became more standardized in terms of both methods and measures, providing useful
tools for wartime administration of engineering and cartography in France. 656 Cartography in
particular yielded new perspectives for understanding the circumstance of places. Prior to the
development of cartographic science, individualized information gathering techniques for records
such as cadastral surveys had limited power to provide information. Management of forests, a key
resource, in sixteenth-century Venice presented significant problems, with gaps in knowledge
according to Appuhn, from use of textual surveys alone, leading to the development of supporting
visual sources. 657 Daniel Headrick sees this development more generally as part of the eighteenthcentury Enlightenment, stressing that “whereas statistics and narratives are both one-dimensional,
maps and graphs are two-dimensional and therefore can be grasped by seeing rather than reading,”
a more effectual method for planning. 658 The process of creating systems for “connecting the facts
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together” to create more comparable and understandable information was under way well before
Enlightenment scholars refined these notions. Combining maps and quantitative data to create, in
Appuhn’s words, a “common source of information” to track past and future changes and “a single,
precise, historical narrative” 659 was itself a subjective process based on changing administrative
needs. For engineers and cartographers working for the War Department, their ideas of a “common
source of information” were based on the use to which the visual and its text were to be put.
Standardization of representation was a problematic concept, despite Appuhn’s inferences.
The needs of war affected the importance and sophistication of engineering and principles
of fortification. In addition, Christian Jacob believes that cartographic representations took on
more and more authority independent of the veracity of the representation, 660 for example when a
colonial map would illustrate control despite the deceptiveness of such a claim. 661 In France,
ingénieurs du roi 662, many of whom were not professionally educated, 663 became agents of the
War Department and acted in support of bureaux activities. However, ingénieurs du roi despite
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the appointed nature of the position were still dependent upon patronage and support with officials
at court, as illustrated in an August 1671 letter written to Louvois by Gabriel La Motte de La Myre,
a highly respected engineer assigned to Perpignan. The department was seeking skilled engineers
for constructing and improving fortifications prior to the start of the Franco-Dutch War. La Myre
commended one of his engineers working at Bergues, Sieur Gautier, who he had trained, declaring
that he “lacks nothing in zeal and for contributing to the works. He is more [effective] than many
people who are in my employ, working solely under the contractor who is happy with his economy
and the conduct of his work.” La Myre, after praising his skill and dedication, went on to emphasize
Gautier’s enthusiasm for the work itself: “I am certain that he will have ... a great passion for the
service.” 664 This “letter of recommendation” illustrates both a continued dominance of patronclient social arrangements, but moreover the value of an engineer who combined experiential
training, skills, and commitment. Dependence made them amenable to working in the best interests
of their patrons, while the increasingly professional nature of their work made them assets who
could help achieve War Department objectives. The department generally assigned skilled royal
engineers to critical defensive points on the frontiers most at risk of invasion.

Information Collection and Standardization
Engineers employed various information collection methods, developed through application of
both mathematical and statistical principles. 665 Vauban became an authority on standard
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procedures for surveying, combining practical methods with observation. By 1698 Vauban had
sophisticated ideas of how territorial surveys should be conducted. In the context of the duc de
Beauvillier’s request to all intendants to conduct a comprehensive provincial survey 666 he
confidently wrote to Hue de Caligny, a trusted associate and serving as Directeur des fortifications
for Flanders, that he should begin with existing information: “A map of the country that should be
taken from the least flawed of those most recently engraved.” Having obtained this basic
information, Vauban suggested using tools such as different symbols and color to highlight
different kinds of information: Caligny was “to mark all divisions of the country discussed in the
memorandum with dotted lines, illuminated in different colors as is usually done on other maps.”
Although it was especially important to work with existing materials, the engineer was not to
depend upon them for exactness. Existing information could be useless if carelessly gathered.
Standard weights and measures were not yet widely applied, but Vauban nonetheless urged
Caligny to pay attention to precise measures in order to make comparisons to a common measure:
“list the measurements of land in that country, compared to the common ‘acre of France,’ which
is one hundred perches.” 667 Using common and accepted measures made it possible to apply
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Statistics also permitted common understanding of assessments. Even the people of a
territory the engineer was surveying were to be subjected to statistical analysis and measurement,
of course in the context of their social status: “enumerate all the men of the robe and country
practices not only for each chatellenie, but [also] after the table of enumerations. Say as much as
you can about incomes generated by their occupations, what has been sold, [and do the] same for
financiers.” 668 It was important to enumerate the types and professions of various inhabitants and
to understand their livelihoods and the wealth associated with various families. His instructions
are quite specific and he used statistical concepts and categories to instruct Caligny on how to
create a comprehensive territorial portrayal, reporting on people and agricultural capacities such
as acreage of wheat, peas, beans, and rapeseed, as well as understanding the various river courses,
their falls, and their beginnings. Vauban encouraged him to make marginal notes and addenda. 669
The organization of information into tables, marginalia, and supplemental notes was a common
practice, as we saw in chapter three, but here it was paired with visual information which permitted
better understanding of details, totals, averages, and extremes.
For the War Department, provincial surveys were not the only application of these ideas.
Pragmatic mathematical and statistical information presentation techniques were also fundamental

avec une petite proportion géométrique de l’une à l’autre ... » Vauban indicates that a perche was “twenty-two
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to military construction. Indeed, one of Vauban’s objectives in instructing Caligny was to craft a
comprehensive assessment of all the Flanders fortifications, which if done thoroughly, would yield
a “singularly unique mémoire.” 670 Vauban hinted that such a document would be valuable for
understanding the extent of fortification needs in Flandres, and would form the basis for planning
improvements and determining maintenance needs. Vauban’s evaluation of the terrain in the plain
of Cerdaigne in April 1679 after the end of the Franco-Dutch War was the basis for fortification
plans drawn up later for Montlouis. His description laid out practical sets of terrain “situations”
that he analyzed one by one. These include specific details necessary to plan construction efforts,
for example noting that “the longest of the two areas having no more than 150 yards could be used
for a very small square, if the space necessary to cover [the approach] can only accommodate five
small bastions [then] that is what this place could hold [and] if we pull back as much as necessary,
we could not avoid putting [the works] under the command of the mountain.” 671 This type of
insight as to the benefit of combining terrain and construction was only gained by experience.
The building and maintenance of all types of public works required competencies of
planning and execution, as well as insight. As Catherine Bousquet-Bressolier notes, “the drawing
and plotting of maps and plans was inseparable from the function of the engineer; they were the
tools of his reasoning, they constituted the means to understand the limitations of the location and
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However, the information gathered in the

process of performing his function was a critical component. Letters to department bureaux from
the engineer Tarade throughout 1690 show a marked preference for planning and anticipating
needs. In one letter Tarade negotiated a number of issues with the marquis de Louvois regarding
proposals for making siege preparations at Huningue, stating in regards to raising the height of the
beams in the chemin couvert that “lintels installed in this way are strongly disapproved of by those
who served at the siege of Mayence, for the reason that several times they had seen seven or eight
soldiers at a time taken out by lintels dislodged from cannon fire.” The engineer clearly grasped
that an effective defense depended upon the safety of the defenders. He went on to suggest that
“we will be required to place the lintels out a bit above the banquette 673 that has no other purpose
than to maintain the palisades.” 674 After discussing the matter with experienced officers, Tarade
applied his expertise to plan a practical solution.
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Engineering as Applied Knowledge
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Engineering projects, from the construction of casernes to the fortification of an entire town,
required plans based on scientific principles as well as practical information, such as the need for
workers, materials, and necessary costs. Under both Colbert and Louvois as surintendant des
bâtiments du roi, urban planning evolved into an important aspect of engineering in early modern
France. Engineers, whether professionally educated or trained on the job, sought to dominate the
natural order and re-align the landscape through physical manipulation of that same landscape. 675
Vauban himself encouraged this more holistic application of engineering principles related more
broadly to urban planning because of his belief that an engineer should shape each fortress to its
immediate surroundings. Experienced engineers in a variety of practical situations learned
therefore to use the terrain while applying theories of defensive works. He treated colonial venues
in a like fashion. Vauban wrote to the Secrétaire of State for the Navy, Pontchartrain 676 that two
things must be observed in establishing Canada as a viable colony. First, “it is necessary to assure
the faithfulness of the colonies by building châteaux and citadels in the towns as they grow more
dominant, and [second] to establish land registers for them at the same time that the country is put
to the plow.” 677 Vauban integrated his concepts of urban development with objects of royal power
and the need for strong frontier defenses, ideas which engineers then incorporated into practical
devices on the ground. Under War Department direction, the increasingly numerous men of the
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engineering corps brought a level of professional planning and organization to the realm that had
been previously unprecedented. They worked from a body of established rules, practices, and
principles gained from practical experience. 678
Practical experience meant that engineering methods were not rigid but flexible in
application when based on sound information. Engineers designed military structures such as
casernes to optimize costs but at the same time to provide soldiers with some level of comfort and
shelter. Louvois tasked engineers with implementing new building designs such as those for
casernes and based on standardized specifications. He wrote to Chazerat, the Directeur des
fortifications des villes du Nord, in 1680 to emphasize the king’s desire to build model barracks
around the kingdom, and as such he had “crafted a [master] plan, the profile and elevation of which
I am sending you a copy so that you can then adhere to the proportions and measurements [in the
plan] for all the barracks that will be built in locations in your area in the future.” 679 These were
supposedly based on standard and tested engineering designs; however, less than a month later the
secrétaire sent him additional instructions indicating that there were some difficulties with the
standards and that on the advice of some engineers he was correcting the issues, including for
example impractical grain lofts and that “specified beams are too large and spaced too close to
each other.” 680 Such a willingness to make modifications meant that as new information circulated
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among engineers in the ecosystem, they adopted, modified, and incorporated new ideas and
standards which could be evaluated and accepted by the War Department.
The complex and varied types of assignments involved in both gathering and applying
information also required many engineers to become administrative polymaths in a fashion similar
to the intendants and commissaires. According to Émilie d’Orgeix, the engineer Alain ManessonMallet used his writing to “define key disciplines necessary for the exercise of a profession
undergoing full institutional and technical transformation,” and contributed importantly by
applying learned knowledge. 681 The important observation is that what made Manesson-Mallet’s
knowledge useful was the statement that his experiences were wide-ranging. He thus combined
his skills as a geographer, cartographer, mathematician, designer, architect and a soldier. Others
followed him. In 1689 the engineer Descures conducted a series of terrain assessments for army
march and assembly which he then sent along to the War Department. After having completed his
task of examining the best routes for the army to assemble within Spanish territory, he wrote from
Maubeuge on 16 May 1689 that he had “made a reconnaissance yesterday along the Sambre
towards Thuin,” indicating that there were “three [areas] within a league of the country where the
army could be quite well encamped.” In making this assessment, he needed to be knowledgeable
concerning terrain features, as a maréchal des logis, and also skilled at visualizing the defensive
and logistical needs of an army encampment. Based on his experience and reconnaissance, he
provided a somewhat detailed description of each of the three areas, noting carefully each one’s
relationship to the river Sambre. He finished specifically recommending the first route, stating “it
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seems to me that the former is more open and extended,” and insisting that maréchal d’Humières
should use it. 682 He made another detailed report on 22 May regarding the situation with the
Sambre camp, and also provided an order of battle regarding the arriving troops. 683 These reports
proved indispensable information for the Louvois and the king for up-to-date operational planning.

The maréchaux des logis and Geographic Knowledge
The War Department incorporated recommendations into a repository of knowledge, to “know” a
building, a location, a place. As with military engineers a maréchal des logis needed to be able to
evaluate and interpret visual information to perform their roles effectively for the commis in the
department. Both types of professionals relied on knowledge of terrain and use of defensive
features, but the maréchal des logis served directly with an army on campaign and was responsible
for its daily physical movement, in a secure and orderly fashion, from one camp to another.
Because armies at this time were large and unwieldy, commanders required an expert who could
evaluate terrain not only for layout of a defensible camp but for the optimal line of march necessary
to effectively protect the most vulnerable elements, the artillery, food supplies, and munitions
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SHD A1 887, pièce 146 bis-bis, et 146 bis-bis-bis; Descures à Louvois, de Maubeuge ce 22e may 1689. SHD A1
887, pièce 146 bis-bis-bis-bis; « Estat des troupes qui se doivent rendre le 23e et le 24e de may au camp sur la
Sambre et d’y arriver quelques jours après. »
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wagons. The maréchal des logis provided necessary and detailed geographic advice to the army
commander, and their most important competencies involved, according to Ronald Martin,
knowledge of terrain features, reconnaissance skills, stamina, and the ability to present and
summarize the information coherently. 684 More broadly, they needed to manage and integrate
information with respect to both cartography and logistics and needed to understand the overall
plan for movement of troops, as reflected in Chamlay’s march route for Luxembourg’s army after
the 1684 siege of Luxembourg. 685
The geographic needs of the military expanded in a fashion similar to its engineering needs.
Converting information into useful knowledge with regards to geography generally and terrain
features specifically required experience and an ability to read the land. As with Vauban,
individuals made efforts to professionalize the function, efforts which resulted in a developing
body of established principles. Military treatise writers of the day, such as Louis de Gaya,
recognized that observation and interpretation were talents developed through experience. In his
The Art of War (1679) he wrote that the position of maréchal des logis “requires a wise man, a
scholar and a person experienced in geography,” this last skill being extremely important. Gaya
felt that the maréchal’s primary function was to lay out routes and camps, and to do this “he
generally must know the countryside and its rivers, plains, woods, mountains, passages, defiles,
covered and marshy places, and the person should also know even the smallest stream.” 686 Gaya’s
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Ronald D. Martin, The Marquis de Chamlay, friend and confidential advisor to Louis XIV: the early years, 16501691 (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, 1972), 17. For a more complete description of the function of
the maréchal des logis, see Jean-Philippe Cénat, « Les fonctions de maréchal général des logis à l’époque de
Louis XIV. » De l’histoire bataille à l’histoire totale. Revue historique des armées 257 (2009): 76-86.
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SHD A1 731, « Routte que tiendra M. le Maréchal de Schomberg pour se rendre en Alsace partant le 10e aoust.
Le 10e à Charlemont; Le 11e à Rocroy; Le 12e à Sedan; ... Le 16e à Metz on il pourra sejourner un jour à cause de
son esquipage, à moins qu'il ne receust des lettres qui luy fissent faire plus de diligence; Le 17e à Vick … et le 20e
à Strasbourg. »
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Louis de Gaya, L’art de la guerre et la manière dont on la fait à présent... (Paris, 1679), 24. « Chaque Armée
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emphasis here implies that the role was that of an information gatherer and interpreter for a field
army on the march. During their careers, both Chamlay and the marquis de Puységur became
exactly this type of skilled information interpreters. 687 Puységur rose to prominence serving with
maréchal le duc de Luxembourg in the 1690s, eventually becoming a maréchal de France.
Chamlay began his career in the 1670s during the Franco-Dutch War, where Louvois quickly came
to appreciate his particular talents. Even during his first years of service, Cénat notes that “he was
considered as a truly “living map” by the maréchal de Luxembourg because of his skill at reading
terrain and his ability to plot the most advantageous marches for a field army. 688
From a practical standpoint, theory was helpful only to learn basic principles. The art of
reading terrain involved several different types of applied knowledge, illustrated by Chamlay’s
march orders for 19 May 1674 when serving as maréchal des logis in Turenne’s army. First, the
maréchal had to divide the army into columns, each of which had an advance and read guard, so
that the entire army could march in safety. 689 Second, he had to understand the terrain through

doit avoir son Maréchal des logis: mais cette charge demande un homme judicieux, sçavant & experimenté en
matiere de Geographie : & parce que sa fonction n’est autre que de marquer les routes et les camps : il faut qu’il
connoiste generalement tous les pais, les rivieres, les plaines, les bois, les montagnes, les passages, les defiles, les
lieux couverts & marécageux ; et qu’il sçache jusqu’au moindre ruisseau. »
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Jules-Louis Bolé, marquis de Chamlay (avril 1650-21 juin 1719) served as maréchal général des logis aux camps
et armées du Roi (1670), and then as lieutenant-général des armées du Roi in the 1670s. For a biography of
Chamlay, see Jean-Philippe Cénat, Chamlay: Le stratège secret de Louis XIV, Collections Portraits (Paris, 2011).
Jacques-François de Chastenet, marquis de Puységur (1656-1743) wrote a famous treatise on the position of
maréchal des logis entitled, Art de la guerre par principes et par règles, ouvrage de M. le maréchal de Puységur
(Paris, 1748). He served in the Conseil de la guerre during the Regency.
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Cénat, « Stratégie, logistique et propagande : l’usage des cartes militaires par Chamlay. » Le Monde des Cartes no
195 (Mars 2008): 28. « ... comme le modèle du parfait maréchal général des logis. Ainsi, dès ses premiers mois de
service, en 1672, il fut considéré comme une véritable ‘carte vivante’ par Luxembourg. » Cénat’s reference to
Luxembourg’s praises is found in SHD A1 275, pièce 269; « Description par Chamlay, annotée par Luxembourg,
du pays au-delà de la Lippe, entre Dorsten et Lippstadt. »
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SHD A1 403, page 28; « Du 19 mai Partant de camp de Gembloux pour cette à Aréner sur Mehaigne. » « La
marché de l'armée se fera sur trois colonnes et sera imposée sur cette manière : Le Regiment colonel général de
dragons sera à la tête du corps qui marchera sur la gauche... »
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which the commander wanted to march, making sure that obstacles would not hold up the columns
so as to ensure that the entire army arrived at its destination in a timely fashion. 690 Finally, orders
to form columns had to reflect the composition of the army itself and the relative social ranks of
the regiments, both for marching and for entering camp at the end of the day. 691 As vulnerable
units, artillery and supply wagons had to be protected, cavalry being assigned to this task.
However, in these efforts a maréchaux des logis did not work alone nor was he the only
individual tasked with evaluating terrain and converting geographic information into usable
knowledge. Chamlay was assisted in his reconnaissance work and his map-making by a skilled
artist, La Prée. 692 In addition, the demand for information on local conditions required other
civilian administrators to conduct specific reconnaissance duties for the army. Scouting out the
best venue for the army training encampment on the Saar in 1683 was the responsibility of the
intendant La Goupillière, and not a maréchal des logis. He informed the department that he “would
make a tour” of appropriate locations for the camp, and would provide a full report of the
conditions. 693 The information would have been necessary for two reasons: first, his assessment
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Idem., « le Regiment de dragons Dauphin qui fera l'arrière-garde de toute cette colonne qui marchera sur la
gauche de la grande chaussée, Laissant la cense de Rabenton et celle de Bodefrai un peu à droite jusqu'au bois de
Collensart? où laditte colonne approchera sur la bord de la grande chaussée sans le meler dans les Equipages qui
quittera laditte chaussée en approchant la pont de Collensart, le laisiant libre à cette de colonne de cavalerie et
marchant un peu sur la droite de la chaussée, jusqu'auprès de cinq etoile ... »
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Idem, « Le Regiment colonel général de dragons sera à la tête du corps qui marchera sur la gauche. il sera suivi
de la brigade de La Trousse, de celle de St. Cla, et après de celle de Tilladet après laquelle marchera terille
l’infanterie, la brigade de Navarre aura l’avant-garde, puis celle des gardes, ensuitte celle du Roy, et après celle de
Stoppa et celle d'Erlach; à l'arrière-garde, la brigade de Sourdik cavalrie maresera à la queûe de la brigade
D'Erlach et après elle le Regiment de dragons Dauphin... »
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La Prée was entrusted with more mundane tasks as will be discussed later with regard to the campaign books. « il
confia à La Prée le soin de recopier les ordres de marche et de dessiner de belles cartes en couleur, tandis qu'il se
réservait la tâche plus noble de rédiger une petite introduction, qui résumait les différents mouvements de l'armée
royale et mettait en exergue la figure de Louis XIV. » Cénat, Chamlay: Le stratège secret de Louis XIV, 47.
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SHD A1 705, pièce 88; La Goupilliere à Louvois, du 21e mars 1683; A Hombourg. « Je feray la visitte des
endroits propres à camper, sans en donner rien à connoistre à personne, et après l'avoir bien examiné, j'auray
l’honneur de vous en rendre compte. »
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would allow a final decision on a location where the army could set up a secure and defensible
encampment. Second, terrain details would be critical for Saint-Pouanges’s bureau, to make
provisioning, equipage, and transportation arrangements. The intendant Montal received a similar,
if more transitory, request from Louvois asking that he make arrangements for a camp for a troop
of cavalry with accompanying artillery. In this instance, the secrétaire told Montal to mark out the
camp, but the implication was to advise the department of the plan so that Montal could make
certain of the camp’s safety. 694 Responsibilities in these cases were, however, more limited than a
maréchal des logis, probably because they were less experienced.
Maps created from march routes, which are actually rare items, served to circulate
geographic knowledge, that is, to put visual information at the disposal of the War Department.
Chamlay’s maps as well as his knowledge of local conditions during campaign marches proved to
be crucial information at many times and he was able to offer wise advice based on this knowledge.
I have not as yet found evidence that his maps were directly used on campaign, but certainly
Louvois and the maréchaux sought his knowledge. In a letter to maréchal d’Humières in February
1684 the secrétaire queried Humières about his intended line of march, insisting that his previous
letters were not clear on the subject. He stated that he had received a letter from Dumetz "which
leads me to believe that you may pass the Scheldt at Tournay and march on the left bank,” an
observation which was not intended to prohibit this move but which sought clarification for the
reasons. Louvois went on to insist, however, that “Chamlay assures me that roads on that bank are
very bad, and that the bridge at Espierre is infinitely better,” inferring that during previous
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SHD A1 316, folio 13; Louvois à du Montal du 4e juillet 1673. « Le Roy envoyant demain de la cavallerie pour
camper soubs Tongres, il est necessaire qu'il vous plaise de luy marquer le terrain dont elle aura besoin, et comme
Elle y envoye aussy du canon pour marcher avec les troupes, je vous en donne advis, afin que vous puissiez
pourveoir [pourvoir] à la seurité. »
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campaigns, Chamlay had actually passed the bridge and had scouted out the roads in question. In
effect, he emphasized the crucial importance of personal observation. Finally, he stated that “after
reflecting on these matters you will decide what you think best.” 695 He left the decision in the
maréchal’s hands, but had no doubt that Chamlay’s recommendation was best despite the fact that
Chamlay was not physically with Humières.
Knowledge of terrain was fundamental information not only to moving an army but also
for determining realistic campaign objectives. Because sieges formed the cornerstone of the
secrétaire’s obsession with risk-averse operations, he sought advice for the king underpinned by
sound analysis. Maréchal de Schomberg sent him a letter dated 22 June 1684 subsequent to the
siege of Luxembourg declaring that Saint-Pouanges, and Chamlay have conferred “on the project
that you described which you will find attached addressing how we might undertake the siege of
Namur,” one of several possible subsequent objectives for the short War of Réunions. These three
experienced field agents discussed their ideas and jointly shared information before making a
recommendation to the marquis de Louvois. Schomberg went on to maintain that the plan also
contained information on how he could coordinate with maréchal de Créqui’s troops, “along with
several squadrons and battalions which could still be drawn from a few places in Flandres,
concerning which you will discern immediately that the enemy would not come to attack our
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SHD A1 729, pièce 69; Louvois à Maréchal d'Humières, à Versailles le 28 février 1684. « La lettre que vous
m'avez fait l'honneur de m'écrire le 26e de ce mois m'a été rendue, de laquelle ayant rendu compte au Roy, Sa
Majesté m'a commandé de vous faire savoir qu'elle approuve fort la résolution que vous avez prise de différer
l'expédition d'Oudenarde jusqu'à ce que les rivieres soient rentrées dans leurs lits et les chemins ressuyés; je n'ai
point bien compris dans vos dernieres lettres le chemin par lequel vous prétendez marcher pour cette expédition.
J'ai reçu une lettre de M. du Metz qui m'écrit du mont de la Trinité, me fait croire que vous voudriez passer
l'Escaut à Tournay et marcher l'Escaut à votre gauche, cependant M. de Chamlay [m’]assure que les chemins de ce
côté-là sont fort mauvais, et que celui du pont d'Espierre est infiniment meilleur; vous ferez sur cela les réflexions
que vous estimerez à propos. » Reprinted in Jacques Hardré, Letters of Louvois, 342-343.

lines.”
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Schomberg no doubt believed that by providing a reasoned analysis of both the use of

existing troops and the anticipation of enemy moves would convince Louvois of the efficacy of
the proposed siege. A final decision was not reached, as the Spanish agreed to a truce with France.

The Science of Fortification and Construction

The maréchal des logis was a uniquely defined role but nonetheless reflected an increasing
specialization as well as professionalization of military information agents. Different engineering
classes included artillery managers such as Dumetz and La Frezelière as well as fortress and
construction engineers such as Mesgrigny and Rousselot. Through the sharing of useful and tested
knowledge, siege warfare and fortress construction principles were slowly being transformed into
a science through the sharing of knowledge in treatises, such as the comte de Pagan’s Les
Fortifications, a document with which French engineers were intimately familiar. 697 Even so, this
“sharing did not mean the same as sharing information with a wider intellectual community as it
did with mining and metallurgy treatises.” 698 The work discusses in detail the mathematics and
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SHD A1 726, folio 47; Schomberg à Louvois, au camp de Lessines du 22e juin 1684. « Suivant vostre lettre du 19
de ce mois Mssrs. de Saint-Pouanges et de Chamlay et moy avons travaillé au projet que vous marqués par icelle
lequel vous trouverez cy joint pour regler la maniere dont l'on pourroit entreprendre le siège de Namur, les choses
qui y pourroit estre necessaires aussy bien que le jonction des troupes de M. le Maréchal de Créquy et de quelques
escadrons et bataillons que l'on pourroit encore tirer de quelques places de la Flandre lesquels on renvoyeroit
aussytost que l'on verroit que les ennemis ne viendroient pas pour attaquer nos lignes … »
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See Langins, Conserving the Enlightenment, 8-10; 42-58. Langins clearly sees the endeavor as the culmination of
the application and testing of principles in warfare, pronouncing that “the mathematical virtues of demonstrability
and certainty were mapped onto new methods of fortification as security and predictability in war” (9). Although
the more prominent engineers such as Vauban certainly adopted Blaise Pagan's systems, those with less training
and education likely attempted ideas through trial and error rather than through application of engineering theory.
See also Blanchard, Les ingénieurs du roy de Louis XIV à Louis XVI: étude du corps des fortifications
(Montpellier, 1979), 7-11.
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For a discussion of information sharing in these technical specialities, see Pamela O. Long, “The Openness of
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physics of locational defense, and because of this emphasis, Pagan refers several times to fortress
construction a “science.” 699 The principles in these evolving disciplines permitted siege engineers
to actively plan the progress, the timing, and the outcome of a siege. 700 However, scholarship was
only a part of the equation. French interests had to be defended in both provincial and occupied
territories in order for an area to yield its full economic potential. Fortified towns and other strong
points served as a bulwark of France’s contested northern and eastern frontiers and the engineers
assigned to these borders sought to create bastions of security. The prosecution of fortress warfare
in France of the late seventeenth century, a style of warfare which mainly but not exclusively
sought to control territory rather than destroy opposing armies, was a direct result of the
conjuncture of three factors: first, the application of mathematics, geometry, and physics; second,
the desire of the War Department to manage as much risk as possible in war; and third, the need
to secure France’s external borders.
In France, engineers working for the War Department raised siege warfare from a

Knowledge: An Ideal and Its Context in 16th-century Writings on Mining and Metallurgy,” Technology and
Culture 32, no. 2 (1991): 353. She asserts that “openness” did not necessarily refer to wide public dissemination
of knowledge. Rather it could signify the act of writing down orally disseminated craft knowledge, making it
accessible to an unskilled learned and noble audience,” and this was the case with treatises on fortification.
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Blaise François de Pagan, Les Fortifications de Monsieur Le Comte de Pagan: Avec Ses Theorêmes Sur La
Fortification (Paris, 1668 [1645]), 4-5. « … qu'il y a de diverses opinions dans les Auteurs de cette science. Le
plus grand nombre des modernes plus fondez sur la Geometrie, que sur l'experience, establisient pour un principe
certain, que les Angles Flanquez ne soient jamais plus grands de 90. degrès … Mais s'ils prennoient la peine de
s'éloigner quelque fois des raisons mathematiques pour examiner les Physiques … » Louis André calls this treatise
« le manuel classique et indispensable pour les ‘ingénieurs’, y compris Vauban. » See André, Michel Le Tellier et
Louvois, (Genève, 1974 [1942]), 384. See also Sr. de Bitainvieu, Art Universel des fortifications, françoises,
hollandoises, espagnoles, italiennes et composées (Jean Du Breuil, 1665). During the Franco-Dutch War, changes
ideas and methods occurred so frequently that third edition was issued in 1674, only five years later.
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Jamel Ostwald, Vauban under Siege: Engineering Efficiency and Martial Vigor in the War of the Spanish
Succession (Boston, 2007), 46-47. Ostwald states particularly that “before the development of discrete
engineering specialties in the mid-eighteenth century, architects, military engineers, artillery engineers and civil
engineers all learned their craft in a common artisanal fashion and all shared an emphasis on efficiency, defined at
its simplest as a measure of output per unit of input.” See generally Christopher Duffy, Siege Warfare: The
Fortress in the Early Modern World, 1494-1660 (London, 1979).
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commercial, second class support function to an engineering science. Processes that involved
gathering information and applying it as useful knowledge were the salient factors in this
transformation. One is able to see this in two manifestations, the first being the conduct of sieges
and the second the fortification of towns themselves. Although in this case we will address the
second factor, the first was integral and supplemental to the second. Siege journals, for example,
were a way of conveying information about what worked and what did not, allowing engineers to
apply learned knowledge and information. 701 In the introductory remarks of his original treatise
on positional warfare, Vauban declared that “only siegecraft offers the means of conquering and
holding territory; a successful battle may leave the victor in control of the countryside for a while,
but he still cannot become master of an entire area if he does not take the fortresses.” 702 His
opinions on the matter were not simply those of a disinterested theoretician. He strongly believed
in fortress warfare as a less risky method of achieving victory, and his ideas had tremendous
influence on the strategic conduct of Louis XIV’s wars for almost forty years. 703 He and the rapidly
growing body of engineers he helped to train in the War Department put much of their efforts into
fortifying France’s frontiers.
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See Ostwald, Vauban under siege, 53-4, and fn26. He makes a strong point in this section about the fact that
France was far behind other European powers in developing siege principles and that wartime experiences could
significantly “accelerate dissemination of new military ideas and encourage experimentation.” I would add that
experiences are only learned when they are recorded and the lessons applied prospectively.

Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban, A Manual of Siegecraft and Fortification, Translated, with an introduction, by
George A. Rothrock (Ann Arbor, 1968), 21. The translations are those of Rothrock. Vauban’s original treatise was
the Mémoire pour server d’instruction dans la conduite des sieges et dans la defense des places (1672), which
Louvois had been harassing him to finish before the start of the Fraonc-Dutch War (see SHD A1 292, pièce 89,
Louvois à Vauban, à St. Germain le 12e fevrier 1672; et A1 292 pièce 134; Vauban à Louvois, à Lille le 23e fevrier
1672). Ostwald comments that this was “a hasty work that included many undeveloped ideas [that] would later be
supplanted by a much longer work, his Traité de l’attaque des places” (1704) which was written for the
instruction of the duc de Bourgogne. See Ostwald, Vauban under Siege, 49-50.
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Langins, Conserving the Enlightenment, 10. Langins declares that Louvois and Louis “were not merely effective
and intelligent supporters of Vauban but can be considered to have been true collaborators.”

Information, Sieges and Construction
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Engineers assigned to construction projects applied their knowledge in specific ways to the locales
in which they were assigned. However, the engineering services of the royal state were never fully
coordinated through a single department, despite the fact that under Le Peletier de Souzy’s
administration from 1691 until 1715 most of the land and naval engineering functions were
centrally managed. Jānis Langins has noted that engineering services under Colbert and Louvois
were divided, and that the secrétaire’s hierarchy was “less well-developed” than Colbert’s, in part
because the engineers in the War Department tended to be noble and more informally trained, and
whose families traditionally took less interest in this type of profession. 704 This assertion and his
statement that Colbert’s engineers were “better capable of undertaking complex construction
projects” seriously underestimates the professionalism of many War Department engineers. It also
does not mean that they were any less competent or capable of accomplishing their goals. Because
the secrétaire divided his engineering services between the artillery service (ingénieurs des
tranchées) and construction, War Department engineers were actually able to use their particular
skills in increasingly professional and specialized ways. Throughout the 1670s and 1680s they
built new fortifications particularly in Flanders, Alsace, and the Rhineland while they renovated
and updated other locations under the leadership of men such as Robelin, Tarade, Dufresne, and
Chazerat. Blanchard’s study of the engineers in this time period reinforces these notions. 705 During
this time, the engineering corps entered into a gradual process of professionalization.
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Langins, Conserving the Enlightenment, 77. Langins cites his statistics on family background and experience
using Anne Blanchard, Les ingénieurs du roy de Louis XIV à Louis XVI : étude du corps des fortifications,
Collection du Centre d'histoire militaire et d'études de défense nationale de Montpellier no9 (Montpellier, 1979),
95-115.
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See Blanchard, Les ingénieurs du roy de Louis XIV à Louis XVI : étude du corps des fortifications, 56-68.
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The commis in Dufresnoy’s bureau kept records of engineer commissions as they did for
officers and issued these when the secrétaire and Vauban had determined assignments. The effort
required to implement this process is evidenced by meticulous arrangements made in the bureau
in preparation for the siege of Luxembourg. Dufresnoy’s commis constructed lists of engineers, in
this case for three intendants, who would serve and how much each would be paid for his particular
assignment. 706 From this list, the commis in the secretariat would then prepare letters to the
intendants advising them of the assignments. The bureau would then send a copy of the états to
the intendants with this “cover letter” to indicate when the appointments would begin. 707 Finally,
the commis drafted letters to the engineers themselves, confirming their pay and appointment.708
In all of this the commis had to maintain some idea of where these engineers could be found so as
to direct the communications to them. Each letter contained individualizations which included
their assigned location, the intendant they reported to, and their pay. In 1678 Le Boistel noted that
the engineers being sent to his department for fortress upkeep would be deployed judiciously, 709
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SHD A1 712, folio 128 (162); « Estat des ingénieurs de depart[emen]t de M. de La Grange qui doivent servir au
campagne auxquels il faut faire payer un mois d’app[ointemen]t; » à Versailles le 6e avril 1684. The état lists
engineers for M. de La Grange, M. Faultrier, M. de Breteuil in three separate sections. Each engineer has a
marginal note indicating the
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SHD A1 712, folio 129 (163); Aux Intendants; à Versailles le 6e avril 1684. « Je vous envoye un estat des
ingénieurs employes dans les places de vostre departement qui doibvent servir cette année en campagne et partir
pour cet effect dans la fin de ce mois afin que vous leur fassiez avancer leur app[ointmen]ts du mois de may./. M.
de La Grange, M. Faultrier, M. de Breteuil. »
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SHD A1 712, folio 131 (166); Aux Ingénieurs; à Versailles le 6e avril 1684. « Ce mot est pour vous donner avis
que vous estes destiné pour servir d'ingénieur pendant cette campagne et qu'il est necessaire que vous ^vous^
rendiez à Cambray entre le 20 et 25e de ce mois où vous recevrez les ordres de ce que vous aurez à faire, et pour
vous donner le moyen de faire à voyage je mande à M. de la fonds de vous avancer vos app[ointemen]ts du mois
de may. » This form letter not only lists each engineer and their current location, but also has strikethroughs and
corrections, demonstrating active usage. See also SHD A1 712, folio 129 (164) which is a special cover letter for
an engineer to be assigned to Cambrai who was currently working for the Sr. Rousselot in Perpignan.
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SHD A1 612, pièce 41; Le Boistel à Louvois, à Dunkerque le 24e janvier 1678. « J'ay receu la lettre qu'il vous a
plu m'escrire le 16 du courant avec l'estat qui y estoit joinct, des ingénieurs que vous ordonnez estre employes,
pendant la presente année, aux fortiffications des places de ce departement, a quoy je ne manqueray pas, M., de
me conformes et mesme a'y adjouter encore quelques gens dans la forte du travail, quand on en pourra avoir
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while in 1688 Dufresnoy’s bureau sent letters to fifteen engineers to make ready to join maréchal
d’Humières during the upcoming campaign. 710 Semi-professional engineers who were in many
instances informally trained might seem commoditized by such phrasing, but over time developed
more formal standards of training, becoming more highly skilled practitioners who coordinated
larger and more complicated projects through subordinate engineers. By 1688, the assignment
process had become routinized, with Dufresnoy’s bureau summarizing and issuing commissions
according to theatre as well as the lead field engineer, a process quite similar to that of 1684. 711
The department often assigned groups of engineers to the army to coordinate various
aspects of sieges. Noble status could at times trump the hierarchy of professionalism, yet engineers
could not simply choose their own prominent assignments. During the siege of Philippsburg in
1688, a number of engineers sought to serve during this prestigious siege. They wanted not only
experience to learn their craft but also glory for themselves no less than for the king. Even so,
Louvois allowed no-one the latitude to serve themselves. In a letter dated 9 October, he expressed
his frustration to Saint-Pouanges, stating that “I am surprised to learn that the Sieurs Tarade and
Plutot, who have not been ordered to serve at the siege of Philippsburg, are even at the camp. I

besoin, comme vous l'estimez à propos, estant constant, particullierement pour la maçonnerie d'en avoir
actuellement, aupres des maçons, pour observer ce qu'ils font. »
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SHD A1 808, folio 208; Louvois aux ingénieurs, à Versailles le 7e septembre 1688. The list is not complete; it has
two blank lines at the bottom, while the total clearly indicates fifteen recipients. Either the commis taking dictation
needed to go and look up the other two, or, two others identified at a later point were to be assigned for this duty.
This letter does, however, illustrate a process similar to 1684 with Dufresnoy’s bureau and the secretariat.
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See SHD A1 1113, folio 37; « Estat des ingénieurs qui ont esté employez en Roussillon l'année 1688, des
appointement qui leur ont esté ordonnez par mois, et des augmentations proposées pour l'année 1689. » This folio
lists all engineers assigned to Roussillon in 1688 and 1689, with pay amounts. A top marginal note reads: « Il faut
mettre sur cet estat les autres qui sont dans la lettre de M. de Vauban. » In this same register, folio 38 is a simple
list with no amounts for Alsace. Folio 39 is for Alsace as well but has amounts and has lots of marginal notes
about the assignments. Folio 40, lists assignments for Cologne. Finally, folio 41 lists the engineers by intendant:
Chauvelin, Desmadrys, Bagnols, Voisin, Boizot, Malezieu, Charuel, La Grange, de Lafonds, Trobat, Le Camus.
These well-organized and meticulous lists have a less hurried and more professional appearance.
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urge you to take an order to Monseigneur [the Dauphin] requiring them depart.” He no doubt was
informed of their unauthorized presence, as the War Department was the ministry issuing those
assignments. He reserved his strongest admonishment for the two engineers, demanding that SaintPouanges “tell them that if they are not required at their [current] posts, I will have them put in
prison for two months.” However, he was only beginning his chastisement, and continued by
insisting that Saint-Pouanges also tell “M. de Vauban that it gives me no pleasure to employ these
siege engineers there, and, it is not appropriate for him to suffer the presence of anyone other than
those appointed for this service.” 712 The rebuke was assuredly stinging for Vauban, who probably
had no idea that the two had decided on their own to attend the siege.
Engineers assigned to town and fortification construction had to submit their designs and
anticipated work plans to a rigorous process of evaluation and assessment. The construction
program planned by Louvois and Vauban was multi-year in its vision,713 as demonstrated by the
fact that the ceinture de fer created a need to manage many more places, with their associated
arsenals and garrisons, particularly in the north and east along the borders of the Spanish
Netherlands, Liège, and various German states. Because the increase in building as well as
regeneration of older fortresses significantly increased both the planned costs and administrative
activity, the volume and detail of information flowing into the War Department increased
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SHD A1 824, pièce 125 ; Louvois à Saint-Pouanges du 9e octobre 1688, à Fontainebleau. « J'ay apris avec
surprise que les Sieurs Tarrade, et Plotot, qui n'ont point esté ordonnés pour le siège de Philisbourg, sont encores
au Camp, je vous prie de prendre l'ordre de Monseigneur pour les en faire partir, et de leur dire que s'ils n'estoient
point necessaires à leurs places, je les ferois mettre en prison pour deux mois, et M. de Vauban qu'il ne m'a point
fait de plaisir d'employer ces gens là aux tranchée dudit siège, et qu'il ne convient pas qu'il y en souffre d'autres
que ceux qui sont nommés pour y servir./.
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A comparison Anne Blanchard’s maps of fortified places in 1635 and fortified places on the frontier in the 1690s
illustrates that fortress building declined in internal provinces as it significantly accelerated on the fluid frontiers.
See Blanchard, « Carte 28. – Les places fortes françaises en 1635 » et « Carte 31. – Places frontières et châteaux
gérés par le département des fortifications » dans Histoire militaire de la France, Vol. I: « Des origines à 1715, »
Histoire militaire de La France, Anne Blanchard et Philippe Contamine, rédateurs (Paris, 1994), I: 467 & 482.
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commensurately. Planned activity included, importantly, coordinating employment of experienced
workers as seen in a letter from the intendant La Grange regarding the numbers of masons and
sod-cutters needed for construction at Fribourg in 1678. 714 Often, administrators had to locate and
transport experienced workers in order to complete building projects on schedule. Some
administrators maintained lists of experienced workers who could be hired as needed but many
time skilled workers were scarce.
In addition, few building programs were one-time events because of technological changes,
political developments, or lack of funds. Engineers at times sought to incorporate innovations and
improvements into their work. Many projects involved ongoing and multi-year requirements for
new construction, improvements, and repairs. 715 The fortifications of Arras exemplify this ongoing
process of “perfecting” the works, which were always subject to royal sanction based on different
priorities: salience for defense, availability of funds, or practicality. The secrétaire wrote to Choisy
in August 1685 concerning some improvements for which Choisy was seeking approval, and asked
him to “send me a plan for the Place d’Arras where you propose to make a new corps de garde
with an estimate of the cost and I will let you know the king’s intention in this regard.” 716 Louvois
would regularly request additional information detailing construction plans, and as information
about construction flowed into the War Department, the secrétaire could better consider the big
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La Grange worked with Tarade and Choisy to implement approved construction plans but they were short of
masons: « Je crois Monseigneur qu'il fera necessaire que vous fassiés passer à Brisac et à Fribourg avec un routte
150 maçons et 50 gazonneurs pour qu'ils puissent estre dans le 15 ou le 20 de fevrier ... » See SHD A1 606, pièce
2, La Grange à Louvois, à Brisac le premier de janvier 1678.
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Letters from the engineer Tarade to Louvois clearly illustrates the ongoing nature of defensive work for particular
towns, in this case Huningue and Brisack. As an example, see SHD A1 994, pièce 6; Tarade à Louvois, à
Strasbourg ce 3e septembre 1690. « Je me donne l'honneur de vous envoyer cy joint les estats des ouvrages à faire
l'année prochaine à Huningue et Brisack, avec les plans de ces deux places. »
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SHD A1 748, fo.237 ; Louvois à M. de Choisy, à Versailles le 12e Aoust 1685. « Envoyez moi un plan de la place
d'Arras où vous proposez de faire un nouveau corps de garde avec une estimation de ce qu'il pourra couste et je
vous manderay l'intention du Roy. »
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picture regarding priorities. Construction administration required constant planning, coordination,
recommendation, and approval, each in turn requiring current, correct, and complete information.

Actualizing Engineering Plans
In discussing the work of the French engineer Sieur de La Londe, Langins observes that his work
emphasized the management of the work site and expenses just as much as the actual engineering
and that “this role becomes increasingly more complex with the appearance of the modern
bureaucratic state in France.” Langins believes that emphasis on management of the work and
practical, that is, applied mathematics inferred “a concern for order and rationality that suffused
practice and attitudes.” 717 However, in making these suppositions, he omits a critical and important
factor, failing to emphasize that such responsibility in French fortification construction was a
shared and coordinated responsibility and that it was the continuous exchange of information that
was crucial to successful completion. Such coordinated activity had been practiced in Italian city
state fortification and was a regular construction practice because of the demands of time and
limited funding. 718 Louvois’s volume of correspondence with individual engineers shows his
extreme concern and interest in these matters. 719 Certainly such coordination and their associated
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Langins, Conserving the Enlightenment, 44. Langins places the original development of this type of official
squarely in Medicean Florence, in the hands of the provveditore di fortezze, an individual responsible for the
administration of finances and fortress construction. Yet he does not discuss the significance of the fact that
fortress worksites require continual coordination and active management.
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Daniela Lamberini, “Practice and Theory in Sixteenth-century Fortifications,” Fort 15 (1987): 7, 9-12. She
cogently affirms that a “building site for fortifications is a specialised, or rather, a militarised factory in the
manner of any early modern building site” (9-10). She also makes much of the fact that theory was arguably much
less important that the practical knowledge of what worked and what did not in particular situations and that this
was within the purview of an architect as well as an experienced site manager, the provveditori di fortezze.

719

There is no better example of his interest in fortification construction than the almost 400 letters he wrote to the
engineer Chazerat from 1669-1688 which are in manuscript form in the SHD 1M 1745 génie et fortifications,
folio 3, pièces 1 thru 355. During this time period, Louvois wrote to Chazerat at least once a month on specific
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information flows were as important in the French system because of their complexity and the
considerations of urban planning.
Reports and visual aids regarding construction progress, planning, and recommendations
for improvements formed a continual flow, a circuit of information transfer, among field
administrators, engineers, and department commis. The correspondence demonstrates that
engineers such as Mesgrigny, Choisy, and Tarade displayed a level of professional diligence and
meticulousness when performing their duties. They understood that completing a construction
project in an acceptable manner meant working with plans that had been tested. In a letter regarding
the building of a row of barracks, Choisy pointed out to the secrétaire what he saw as flaws in the
designs he was given for the construction. Remarking that the framework of the wooden stairwell
assembly can be filled “with masonry using thick planks”, he stated “I do not know if this will be
sufficient to resist the disturbances of the soldiers; if we had made inside structural walls (murs de
refend) as is practiced in other places the building would be stronger and the expenditure seems to
me to be scarcely greater.” 720 The plans were likely changed as a result of his observation. During
an evaluation of construction at Mayence, he criticized the work that had been done to date, stating
that “most of the fossés have not been cleared ... their depth and width were never regulated, so
that there is a lot earth to remove, which can be used to form the glacis whose parapets have been

engineering matters. The letters in the registre are transcribed lettres from a collection in the Archives de la
bibliothèque de la ville de Clermont-Ferrand, entitled « Correspondance Militaire entre le Marquis de Louvois et
M. de Chazerat, Major du génie Directeur des fortifications des villes du Nord. » Many were reproduced by Henri
Chotard in Louis XIV, Louvois, Vauban et les fortifications du nord de la France (Paris, 1889).
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SHD A1 794, pièce 14; Choisy à Louvois, à Lautreck le 19e aoust 1682. « Il y a un rang de Cazernes commancer
à la ville prest à poser la charpante de comble que l'on prepare, J'ay trouvé que l'on faisoit les cages des escaliers
d'assemblage de charpante que l'on remplira de maçonnerie de l’espaisse des bois, je ne sçay si cela sera assez
suffisant pour resister aux desordres des soldats, si l'on avoit fait des murs de refand [refend] comme il se pratique
en d'aurtes places le bastiment en seroit plus solide et la despense ne m'en paroist gueres plus grand, l'on doit
vouter les planchers de touttes les cazernes entre les poutrelles à cause des accidens du firt? la costruction des
cloisons que l'on fait y sera suiette. »

started in some places but very imperfectly.”

721
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We can presume that he then implemented his own

recommendations. In pointing out perceived flaws and shortcomings, Choisy used his experience
to improve what he saw as inferior work and through his correspondence to the department to
communicate this information as useful state knowledge.
Once plans and designs for particular towns had been approved by the king, only then
would funding be issued. In a series of letters from Louvois to various governors, commissaires,
and engineers in April 1672, he conveyed specific instructions as to what buildings, features, and
improvements were to be made, and how much was allocated for each. At Tournai he provided
funds for Mesgrigny and Chastelain to perform specific building tasks: “mounds of earth [to fill]
the face and the flank [of a bastion] ... 2 520 #, the parapet ... 280 #, the turf bedding ... 350 #”722
thus illustrating the exacting nature of the instructions. To La Grange, at the time a commissaire
in Ath, he added that “if you have need for any clarification of the design of these works as regards
how to execute the intentions of the king, you may get in touch with M. Vauban, who will remain
at Lille until the 28th of this month.”723 La Grange was tasked with consulting directly with the
originator of the plan, in this case Vauban himself, as the arbiter of interpretive misunderstandings.
Some engineers were entrusted with carrying out the tasks on their own while others received more
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SHD A1 832, pièce 8; Choisy à Louvois, à Mayence le 4e novembre 1688. « La plus grande partie des fossés ne
sont point nettoyer leur profondeur et leur largeur n’ont jamais esté regles, de sorte qu’il y a assez de terre à oster,
lesquelles serviront pour former les glacis dont les paraptes ont estés commancés en quelques endroits mais fort
imparfaittement. »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 445; Louvois à Mesgrigny et Chastelain, le 19e avril 1672 à Saint Germain. « ... Le terre-plein
de la face et du flanc ... 2 520#, Le parapet ... 280#, Le gazonnage ... 350# ... » See also SHD A1 292, pièce 449 ;
Louvois à Talon, le 19e avril 1672 à Saint Germain. The bottom of the letter indicates shared responsibility:
« Idem au Sr. de Launoy. » Pièce 448 is a similar letter to Damoresan and Reynault at Quesnoy; pièce 451 is to Le
Boistel and Charignot at Dunkerque, and pièce 452 is to Le Pelitier de Souzy and Vauban at Lille.
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SHD A1 292, pièce 450; Louvois à La Grange, le 19e avril 1672 à Saint Germain. « ... Si vous avez besoin de
quelque eclaircissement pour le dessein de ces ouvrages à la maniere d’executer les intentions du Roi, vous
pouvez vous adresser à M. Vauban, qui demeurera jusqu’au 28e de ce mois à Lille. »
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supervision. In many cases the War Department made it a practice to assign fortifications planning
and progress reporting in such a way as to require coordination between several administrators.
The practice also meant that multiple engineers worked on larger scale projects. Five engineers
working together in Tournai in 1668 provided a detailed accounting report and summary for the
work they were doing. The summary document was also accompanied by plans and drawings that
supported the numeric accounts of the work, making a full evaluation of the work possible yet not
specifying exactly which tasks were performed by individual engineers. 724
More importantly, the reports from the work at Tournai illustrate not only the practice of
joining graphics with text for a complete record but also the regular practice of assigning
construction and reporting to multiple engineers. The engineers were not acting alone, as the
town’s governor or the provincial intendant had responsibility for organizing and paying workers
and soldiers, while the engineers had responsibility for carrying out the actual work to approved
specifications. 725 An état from early 1672 illustrates the coordination of effort regarding employed
workers. The intendant La Grange sent in a short list of the numbers of each type of worker, such
as “carpenters on the bridge at the Mons gate …. 7,” and “terrace workers on the bastion of Artois
…. 73,” 726 it being necessary to determine the types and numbers of workers to determine the
overall compensation for different types of workers but also indicating the regularity with which
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SHD A1 228, pièces 138; De La Croix à Louvois, dudit jour 20e septembre 1668 à Tournay. Pièce 139, « Estat de
la depense faite à la Citadelle de Tournay depuis le septiesme jour d’aoust 1667, qu’elle a esté commencée
jusqu’au dernier decembre de la mesme année ainsy qu’il en suite. » The report is signed by de La Croix,
Deshoulliers, de Mesgrigney, Thierry, Vand Rode, et Arnaud.
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Lamberini, “Practice and Theory in Sixteenth-century Fortifications,” Fort 15 (1987): 11. She discusses this
aspect of coordination as being a regular practice in early modern Florence.
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SHD A1 292, pièce 36; La Grange, « Estat des ouvriers qui ont travaillé à la fortiffications d’Ath par chacune jour
de la semainie finit le 30 janvier 1672. » The document records 135 workers per day, consisting of carpenters,
other wood workers, and terrace builders working on various gates, bastions, and courtines. This was actually the
second report for January, the first being A1 292, pièce 10, « Estat des ouvriers qui ont travaillé à la fortiffications
d'Ath … finit le 16 janvier 1672. » Louvois responded to him in SHD A1 292, pièce 60; 6e février 1672.
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this information reached the War Department. Engineers who faced difficulties, such as that of the
engineer La Myre’s work at Perpignan in 1686, needed to provide the department with periodic
updates: “you will oblige me by continuing to enable me to report to the King the difficulties
effecting your tests.” 727 Updates would allow the secrétaire to obtain the king’s approval for
specific courses of action. As projects became more detailed, particularly when undertaking major
construction with the associated accounting and payment processes, review and approval involved
increasingly regular information transfers, evidenced by Tarade’s comment that “all this copying
occupies one writer, sometimes two,” and had for several years. 728 Tarade’s letter exemplifies the
administrative work needed to provide department commis with the information to evaluate
construction efforts, analysis which required regular reporting to gauge progress and expenditures.

Regular Reporting
Engineers made regular reporting of details on progress a constant feature of correspondence
relative to construction projects, and updates included periodic états de travaux, engineering status
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SHD A1 765, folio 204; Louvois à La Motte à Versailles le 23e mai 1686. « J'ay receu vostre lettre du 3e de ce
mois avec le plan et profil qui y estoit joint, vous me ferez plaisir de continuer à me mettre en estat de rendre
compte au Roy des differends effect que feront vos espruves, cependant je vous diray que quoyque vous mettiez
cinquante livres de poudre moins, … »
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SHD A1 794, pièce 48; Tarade à Louvois, à Strasbourg ce 7e avril 1685. « Je vous suplie très humblement, M.
d’avoir la bonté de considerer que je suis obligé de faire faire un grande quantité d’escriture, … qu’il en fault plus
des copies particulières des toise dont il fault six copie ... Sçavoir une pour M. [et] à M. l’intendant le registre et
une autre copie particulière de chaque entreprise pour l’autre aveq le entrepreneur, fait .... 3 ./. une copie pour le
Tresorier pour la Chambre des comptes .... 1 ./. une copie pour l’entrepreneur et une pour moy .... 2. » He lists a
total of six and goes on the state that « Cela m’ocupe actuelement un escrivais et quelque fois deux; et cela depuis
plusieurs année. » Another excellent example is SHD A1 993, pièce 176 ; « Estimation de la Maconnerie de
Contremines par toise Courante la Ceinture fait avec de la Brique et les piedroites avec du Mouellon », where the
engineer Richerand details each type of stone work and associated costs for the entrepreneur doing the work. In
the accompanying letter to Louvois, he promised to send the attached estimation to La Goupilliere for review. See
A1 993, pièce 175; Richerand à Louvois, le 4e aoust 1690. « Piedroites » are supports and « mouellon (moellon) »
are pieces of rough stone used for foundations.
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reports. The engineer Morel working for Tarade at Fort Louis in 1690, supplied a constant stream
of these regular reports, noting where masonry walls were to be built and how soon they could be
completed. He also discussed the composition of his workforce, often soldiers, as well as expenses
and the reasons for delays. 729 Bureau commis, possibly in the secretariat, summarized reports by
inserting notes at the top of the correspondence as necessary, as discussed in chapter two, so that
the secrétaire would not have to digest all of the raw information and therefore could focus on
selected details. 730 However, summaries were less useful with regards to construction projects as
the secrétaire had an intense interest in fortifications planning. Yet the summary notes prove that
the commis were involved in helping to process visual artifacts almost as much as numeric data.
As with other field agents, engineers sent in a variety of materials which were attached to
their letters which the commis separated once processed. 731 Tarade sent Louvois four detailed
profiles of construction at Landau in June 1690: “I am sending you an attached plan with the
profiles and estimations needed to put the arsenal at Landau into good condition and covering it
sufficiently so that it can hold all the weapons and other munitions necessary to make the location
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SHD A1 994, pièce 34; Morel à Louvois, au Fort Louis le 19e septembre 1690. « La masconnerie de l'ouvrage à
corne du marquesat l'avance et j'espere qu'à la fin du mois elle sera un cordon comme je vous l'ay marqué par mes
precedentes. » A1 994, pièce 46; Morel à Louvois, au Fort Louis le 28e septembre 1690. « La masconnerie de
l'ouvrage à corne est presque partous au cordon et j'espere que la semaine prochaine elle sera à la hauteur. » See
also A1 994, pièce 89; Morel à Louvois, au Fort Louis le 4e novembre 1690, discussing expenses and disorders
caused by the rain; and pièce 93; Morel à Louvois, au Fort Louis le 7e novembre 1690, outlining work done by
soldiers of the régiment d’Anjou. See finally A1 994, pièce 121; Morel à Louvois, au Fort Louis le 25e novembre
1690, in which he reviews casernes et une pavillon des officiers and pièce 126, discussing mill construction.
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See SHD A1 994, pièce 93; Morel à Louvois, au Fort Louis le 7e novembre 1690. The document has a short
summary at the top of page one made by a commis in the War Department for the secretary: « Les hommes qui
composent les deux bataillons d’Anjou [seront] bons pour le travail; Il servit necessaire que le Bataillon de
Piedmont fit [____] la garde, n’estant pas proper au travail, et que l’on [sera] davantage du travailleurs des trois
autres Bataillons. »
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See the letter in SHD A1 616, pièce 110; Robelin à Louvous, à St. Omer le 1er juillet. The “f” is clearly marked as
an indicator of having been processed.

defensible.”
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Tarade understood these demands, supplying the War Department with two plans

of the château de Joux and the arsenal, along with profiles of the arsenal and two accounting reports
summarizing construction costs. 733 The details that he supplied in these drawings provided the
War Department with information necessary to understand not only Tarade’s proposed actions but
the sequence of tasks and expenditures. The drawings themselves would be updated and supplied
to the War Department on a regular basis so that progress towards the intended year-end result
could be tracked and assessed. In addition, such detail permitted planning of future years’ projects.
Assessment required enough information from which to make decisions. The department
encouraged engineers to make detailed information transfers, consisting not just of accounting
details—costs, numbers and types of workers, expected completion—but also meticulous textual
descriptions and graphics to present a precise “virtual” assessment of actual progress. When
working in Strasbourg in the 1680s, Tarade filed a series of états which included both plans and
profiles of the work as well as commentary on progress, all of which contained not only symbols
as reference markers but also contained color and detailed terrain features. The colors were coded
so as to indicate masonry that had been completed using red and that remaining to be completed
using yellow. 734 The engineer Richerand, working in Saarlouis in 1690, used similar markers on
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SHD A1 993, pièce 91; Tarade à Louvois, à Strasbourg ce 22e juin 1690. « Je me donne l'honneur de vous
envoyer cy joint le plans avec les profils et estimations de ce que l'on pouvoit faire pour mettre l'arcenal? à Landau
en bon estat, en y faisant couvers suffisant pour contien? tous les armes et autres munitions necessaire à la
deffance de la place que l'on n'a mil ou l'on n'a peu, jusques [___]. » As previously noted, pièces 91-95 contained
the aforementioned plans and reports. See also SHD A1 993, pièce 77, Robelin à Louvois, à Besançon ce 18e juin
1690. Robelin discusses the attached plans in pièce 78, Plan du chateau de Joux, and pièce 79, Salins et ses forts.
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SHD A1 993, pièce 91; Tarade à Louvois, à Strasbourg ce 22e juin 1690 references a number of attached
materials: pièce 91bis, « Plan du chateau de Joux » ; pièce 92, « Plan des places et maisons des entrepreneurs de
Landau destinées pour servir d’arsenal » ; pièce 93, « Eslevation et profil du logement des Entrepreneurs de
Landau avec les magasins destinées pour l’arsenal » ; pièces 94 et 95 are summary reports of construction and a
full cost accounting of the work. These pieces are the referenced drawings that were attached to this letter, one of
the unusual situations in which materials either were not detached from or reunited with parent correspondence.
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SHD A1 794, pièce 37; Tarade à Louvois, à Strasbourg ce 24e mai 1674. This report contains a detailed drawing,
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his plans to link them to a text. He related his ideas for the “levelling of the prairie which is around
Saarlouis between the Saar and the canal,” noted as “80” on the accompanying map using several
cross-references between the map and the text. He went on to declare that “from the height of the
locks (38), which are marked, you will see that it will be quite easy to flood this prairie, but with
a great drawback being almost level with the Saar,” referencing “(18.18.18)” in the text for the
river’s edge on the plan. 735 As a commis read the letter, the secrétaire likely had the plans laid out
on a table and could then use the cross-reference numbers to follow Richerand’s explanation. The
map was a visual representation of the text which facilitated understanding. Although the reporting
format was generally left to the engineer, the secrétaire expected them to provide necessary
evaluative details as well as relevant and instructive drawings or work plans. Tarade embedded
drawings within the text, as well as attaching them, whereas Robelin took the approach of listing
out the information sequentially, point by point, to educate department commis. 736 Information
organization and reference devices such as embedded drawings, colored features, and symbols
made it easier to understand sequence, costs and effort.

as well as several profiles, of communications lines. SHD A1 794, pièce 48; Tarade à Louvois, à Strasbourg ce 7e
avril 1685. This report contains embedded drawings and profiles that flow from the narrative, as well as a part of a
particularly detailed plan of the Strasbourg fortifications. The colors are coded to indicate masonry that has been
completed in red and that remaining to be completed in yellow. His report from 8 December 1685 includes
additional color drawings (A1 794, pièce 51) and the report from 8 June 1686 (A1 794, pièce 54) includes the
drawing of the architecture piece with fleur de lys to be crafted above a gate. Another detailed map of Strasbourg
and a report from Tarade are found in SHD 1M 1745, folios 6 and 7. It may have been accepted engineering
practice for red to indicate completed work and yellow to indicate intended work. See Lamberini, “Practice and
Theory in Sixteenth-century Fortifications,” Fort 15 (1987): 7, where she discusses this usage in sixteenth century
Italian fortress drawings.
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SHD A1 994, pièce 129; Richerand à Louvois, à SarreLouis le 29e novembre 1690. « J'ay l'honneur de vous
envoyer le nivellement de la prérie qui est autour de SarreLouis entre la Sarre et le canal (80) suivant l'ordre que
M. de Choisy m'en a donné de nostre part, par lesquels et la haulteur des escluses (38) qui y est marqué vous
connoistrez qu'il seroit aysé d'innonder la dite prérie, mais il y a en cela un grand inconvenient qui est que le bord
de la Sarre (18.18.18) opposé à cette preerie se trouvant à peu prest de niveau avec la dite prérie … »
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See one of his staccato lists in SHD A1 994, pièce 66, « Mémoire à Raportant au plan et Profil cy joint,
expliquant l’Etat des travaux à quoy on travaille tant de la ville et citadelle de Besançon du 15e octobre 1690. »
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The department considered these periodic updates an absolute necessity so that ongoing
plans could be approved and monitored. The more that details supplied about both work completed
and work to be done, the more useful the information. The secrétaire many times needed to get
the king’s approval for plans, and the details made it possible to provide Louis with a full picture.
Not all plans were approved, however, as in the case of the Sieur Valory’s request to build redans
in a flooded area around Menig. In certain cases, the risks associated with not carrying out the
work did not merit the expense. 737 In addition, the War Department periodically had to request the
information when it was not forthcoming. 738 If the engineer was deficient in providing adequate
detail, he learned of it very quickly. In October 1672 Louvois chastised Chazerat for his lack of
detail concerning necessary construction in several captured towns in the United Provinces.
Chazerat reacted immediately and supplied the requested information as completely as he could. 739
The momentary lapse in judgement does not seem to have affected his career, as he was later made
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SHD A1 857, folio 37; Louvois à Sr. de Valory, à Marly le 17e septembre 1689. « J’ay receu vostre lettre du 13e
de ce mois avec le papier plan profil et estimation que j’estime ___ de la redans que l'on propose de construire
dans l'inondation de Menig, j'en ay rendu compte au Roy qui ne juge pas àpropos de faire cette dessein __ à
present./. Je ne doute point que depuis que vous aurez à __ni__ les ennemis se ___ du costé d'oudenarde, l'on ne
laisse aller l'inondation que vous avez formée à Menig, laquelle ne me paroist plus necessaires presentement. » A
redan is a small, angle-shaped fortification protruding out of line relative to a larger fortification, isolated and
composed of two faces joining a salient angle. See Bardin’s Dictionnaire de l’armèe de terre, t.15, s.v., Redan.
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SHD A1 715, folio 517 (745); Aux Intendants et directeurs de fortiffications, à Versailles le 21e juillet 1684.
« Comme je ne puis verifier les comptes des fortiffications que je n'ay en estat de la despense qui s'en faire pour
les ouvrages que le Roy a ordonné aux places dont vous avez esté chargé pendant les années mentionnés dans le
mémoire que je vous adresse, je vous prie de me les envoyer au plustost, et en cas qu'il y estoit quelques ans qui
ne soient pas encore arestes de la faire incessamment, afin que je fais en estat d'en rendre compte au Roy. »
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SHD 1M 1745, folio 3, pièce 32; Louvois à Chazerat, à Versailles le 3e octobre 1672. « J'ay receu vostre lettre du
17e du mois passé par laquelle j'ay veu en general ce qui se fait aux fortiffications des places de holande que M. de
Vauban a commises à vos soins; cela ne suffit pas, il faut que doresnavant vous me rendiez compte plus en destail
de chaque place, et de ce qui se sera au fort de Wart dont vous ne me parlez point, Et que vous m'informiez de tout
ce qui fera en execution des ordres que j'envoye à M. Robert pour les ouvrages que Sa Majesté veut qui soyent
faits dans lesdites places. » After receiving a satisfactory response, Louvois lauded Chazerat’s renewed efforts in a
letter, à St. Germain ce 17e octobre 1672. « Vous avez bien fait de m'informer par vostre lettre du 2e de ce mois de
l'estat de Worden et les diques que M. de Luxembourg à fait couper. Il fault toujours vous apliquer à executer ses
ordres et à m'informer de tout ce qui se passera. »
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Directeur des fortifications des villes du nord. In any event, few engineers made this mistake twice.
Visual and textual source material supplied by engineers allowed the War Department to
prioritize construction and repair needs. Fortification drawings acted, in Daniela Lamberini’s view,
as cultural vehicles for information transfer; 740 more importantly, precise details allowed plans to
reach their full military potential. The Secrétaire referenced the same minutiae – notes,
descriptions, and reference devices – within drawings and texts to specifically clarify what was
approved. 741 In September 1688 Tarade wrote a detailed report on the works at Huningue for the
department that included current progress on construction. He remarked that he was sending an
attached plan for the town, “along with a summary of the work to be done next year and a mémoire
of those [tasks] that have been finished along with the details of all the buildings that belong to
His Majesty, their use, and capabilities.” 742 Tarade’s report was more than a simple snapshot of
the existing state of affairs at Huningue and provides additional emphasis for the contention that
both engineers and administrators in the War Department put many of these drawings, plans, and
profiles to use as planning documents. Not only would such a report be useful in determining future
needs, the listing of royal buildings and their capabilities would have been useful working tools
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Lamberini, “Practice and Theory,” 13. She observes that “the fortification drawing as a primary cultural vehicle
by which the new knowledge travelled, is a typical object for collective use and infusion over a wide radius.
Extremely mobile and transportable, it depicts, it documents, it selects inventions and it travels,” and it is thus
easily detachable from its original author and subject to duplication and enhancement. Her concern in this
discussion is the cross-border transfer of useful knowledge rather than maps as cultural objects of state building.
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SHD A1 746, folio 548; Louvois à Tarade, à Versailles le 29e Juin 1685. « J’ay receu avec vostre lettre de 22e de
ce mois le plan de la citadelle de Strasbourg qui l'acompagnoit par laquelle Sa Majesté a veu la distribution que
vous proposez de faire des places à bastir, Elle ne veut pas que l'on court mise les maisons marqués 5.6.7.8.9 et
10. ny tantes celles d'entre les chiffres 23. 41. 42. et 59. desirant que le terrain diminue en esplanade, à l'esgard de
celles marquées 1. 2. 3. et 4. __ entre les chiffres 11. et 22. Elle trouve bon qu'on les bastisse. »
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SHD A1 1115, pièce 9; Tarade à Louvois, à Landau ce 12e septembre 1688. « Je me donne l’honneur de vous
envoyer cy jointe le plan d’Huningue aveq l’estat des ouvrages à faire l’année prochaine, et le mémoire de ceux
quy sont en leurs perfectionne aveq le detaille de tous les bastiments quy apartienne à Sa Majesté et leur usage et
capacites, ainsy que vous m’avez l’honneur de me le mander. » We see similar plans in A1 1115, pièce 55 et 56;
« Plans de Huningue, le 23e octobre 1689, joint à la lettre de M. de Colongne [sic]. »

for the commis in planning garrison and quartier d’hiver assignments.
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The defensive preparations for the 1688 campaign required the War Department to assign
their most experienced engineers to critical locations on the Rhine, and in Flandres, in order to
ensure a continuous stream of precise information about construction efforts. In a fashion similar
to Saint-Pouanges, the engineer Choisy served as a troubleshooter, travelling to several Rhineland
towns and providing reports and updates on particular activities. On 22 August Louvois sent him
a note requesting in depth information on several fortified towns in the bishopric of Cologne,
including Bonn and Keyserwerth, ordering Choisy to “travel down the Mozelle quickly” and to
take several engineers with him to verify the exactness, implying also the efficacy, of Cardinal de
Furstemberg’s plans and “to examine what needs to be done to secure these locations.” Once
Choisy and his staff had assessed these plans, he was to send to the secrétaire “in all haste” the
necessary mémoires and plans. 743 The letter illustrates the confidence which was placed in this
engineer. His advice proved valuable because in the past he had proven himself reliable,
knowledgable, and insightful, aimportant qualities for a War Department professional. 744
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SHD A1 1115, pièce 6; Louvois à Choisy, à Versailles le 22e aoust 1688. « Le Roy jugeant important à son
service d'être promptement informé de l'etat des fortifications de Bonn et de Keyserwert, situés sur le Rhin dans le
pays de Cologne, m'a commandé de vous dêpecher ce courier pour vous marquer que Sa Majesté désire que vous
vous embarquiez sur la Moselle, que vous vous y rendiez au plutôt et que vous meniez avec vous des gens pour
vérifier si les plans que M. le Cardinal de Furstemberg vous en fournira seront juste et pour éxaminer ce qu'il y
aura à faire pour mettre ces places en sureté de quoi vous m'enverrez en toute diligence des mémoires et des plans,
et ne partirez point dudit pays que je ne vous en aye envoyé la réponse. » Choisy’s reports, lengthy and detailed,
with accompaying plans and profiles, are in SHD A1 1115, pièce 10, à Bonn le 17e septembre 1688, et pièce 11, à
Keyserwerth le 24e septembre 1688. In the letter of the 24th, he asked if another engineer could be sent to work on
Keyserwerth’s fortifications assuming he had finished his assignment at Metz and Thionville. Louvois added a
marginal note for the commis to send a note to M. Charuel to hasten the engineer’s departure.
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SHD A1 732; Vauban à Louvois dudit jour 7e juin 1684; au camp devant Luxembourg. « Je vous dire aussy que je
suis extremement content de M. de Choisy à qui je voudrois bien que vous eussiez fait quelque honnesteté, Du
major général de M. de la frezeliere, et de la compagnie des bombardiers, il y a bien des nouveaux Commissaires
dans l'artillerie de la capacité desquesl je n'ay toujours en lieu d'estre satisfait, mais de cela il ne s'en faut prendre
qu'à leur nouveaute. »
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As with other administrators, engineers sought to show the depth of their knowledge
notably when they were given latitude to critique the work of others. In making his assessments,
Choisy was forthright in criticizing and correcting the plans of other engineers. He had conducted
a walking inspection of Mayence the day before “in order to form a general idea of the location”
and as a result wrote that “the men I have with me are working to modify a plan that M. de
Richerand gave to me ... which had been given to him.” Nevertheless, the plan turned out to be
“entirely false,” which then prompted Choisy to tstate that he was creating a new plan and would
“lose no time sending you everything as soon as it is possible.” 745 His competence allowed him
the latitude to recreate rather than revise and in a short period of time. Engineers such as Choisy
and Tarade were able to observe and then, based on their practical experiences to be able to create
plans which reflected what was possible rather than idealized theory in a manner similar to the
abilities of a skilled maréchal des logis and the effective employment of terrain.
Louvois, with the collaboration of Vauban and Dufresnoy, assigned individual engineers
to specific locations as they demonstrated their skills and abilities. Often, the assignment would
last for many years once the incumbent had completed necessary training. The engineer Chazerat,
for example, served under Vauban at Lille from 1668 through 1675 when he was promoted to
Directeur des fortifications des villes du Nord, and thereafter worked for many years at Arras,
Ypres, and several other Flandres locations. 746 The engineer Christophe Rousselot served both the
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SHD A1 832, pièce 8; Choisy à Louvois, à Mayence le 4e novembre 1688. « C'est pour avoir l'honneur de vous
dire que je suis icy depuis avant hier au soir, je me promené hier tout le jour pour prendre une idée generalle de la
place et les gens que j'ay avec moy travaillent à rectifier un plan que M. de Richerand m'a donné en passant à
l’armée de M. de Boufflers qu'il a eu icy de quelqu'un, mais comme il est entierement faux, je le fais lever de
nouveau, j’ay quatre personnes qui y travaillent, pendant quoy j’examineray touttes les pièces les unes après les
autres pour travailler à mes men[__] et je ne perdray aucun temps pour vous e[__] le tout le plustost qu'il me sera
possible. »
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See the collection of letters to Chazerat in SHD 1M 1745 génie et fortifications; folio 3 (pièces 1 thru 355). These
are a series of transcribed pages of letters from Louvois, with some from Desmadrys, Le Peletier, Dufresnoy, and
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secrétaire and then Le Peletier from the 1680s through 1698 and created annual plans for the town
and the citadel in order to get the plans approved and paid. 747 In addition, senior level engineers
served as both end points and pass-through nodes of transmission within the network. Tarade
supervised a number of engineers during the 1690 campaign in the Rhineland, where he regularly
worked with La Grange to coordinate payment and approval of plans, as well as forwarding
materials to the War Department for both information as well as approval. 748 Choisy and Tarade
both supervised the work of several engineers in the Rhine area during 1688 to 1691, including
the engineers Richerand, Delacour, and Morel. Engineers serving the War Department were not
only trained in technique but used their experience to convert detailed construction information
into useful knowledge. The department sought to do the same for military maps and cartography.

Maps and Geographic Information

Military maps, in a fashion similar to drawings, permitted engineers and maréchaux des logis to

Fontaines, from 1669-1688. Chazerat was in this position from 1669 through the early 1690s, and he worked on a
variety of ouvrages in northern towns. He is a good example of the dual roles played by many people. Between
June 1678 (pièce 127) and March 1688 (pièce 420), most of the almost 300 letters Louvois wrote to him addressed
the work at Ypres. This amounts to almost 30 letters per year or three times per month for ten years.
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SHD 1 VH 1408; « Projets de travaux Pyrennes, 1679-1774. See folio 5 (1689): « Plan de Perpignan pour les
ouvrages à faire en 1690 »; folio 6 (1691): « Plan de la ville et Citadelle de Perpignan relatif au projects de 1692 »
with two « Profils de Perpignan »; folio 7 (5 novembre 1691): Trobat à M. de Barbezieux, à Perpignan, including
Rousselot’s plans and profiles for 1692 construction; folio 8 (31 oct 1692): Trobat à Le Peletier, à Perpignan,
1693; Le Peletier was by this time directeur général des fortifications. Rousselot had taken over engineering
responsibilities from Gabriel La Motte de la Myre and worked directly with the intendant Trobat.
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See also his work with St. Lo at Nancy in SHD A1 350, pièce 122ff; Tarade à Louvois, à Nancy ce 15e mars
1673. « Je suis arivée icy il y a quatre jours, n’ayant peu my rendre plustost à cause des desbordements des eaue,
j’ay comencée avoir les travaux avecq M. de St. Lo, nous debvons aller au carierre aujourd’huy, la Terre est
encorre toute couverte de Neige; L’on attends M. de Vauban dans quatre ou cinq jours … » Several following
letters contain sketches of the town’s forts and the progress they are making: pièce 236 (30 avril) pièce 254 (14
mai), pièce 266 (22 mai), pièce 274 (28 mai), pièce 283 (4 juin), pièce 316 (19 juin). St. Lo’s report is pièce 299.
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transmit geographic information and deposit topographic knowledge into the expanding visual
“database” of the War Department. Royal governance in seventeenth-century France enlisted
engineers to work on a number of public works, such as the gardens of Versailles and the canal du
Midi. These efforts sought to both dominate the natural order and re-align the landscape through
physical manipulation of that same landscape. Sandra Mukerji insists that the efficacy of the early
modern state has “historically been importantly manifested in the land—the military articulation
of political boundaries and the development of infrastructures to use and reveal in situ the
technological bases for exercising political will.” 749 She makes an important point, as land
represented both power and wealth; however, land could not be dominated or controlled unless it
was understood, and thorough comprehension of the land meant both mapping and evaluating it
using various graphic tools. Engineers and cartographers drew maps with precision but the
development of cartographic science did not result in the removal of an arbitrariness to maps.
Instead, science became a metaphor for the subject framework of the cartographer. 750
Cartographers and engineers both sought to represent those things that they believed the
users wanted to know, understand and find useful, relating directly to War Department goals. In
this respect, maps created by the engineers can best be described as what Konvitz calls “thematic
maps”, reflecting a specific mentalité, maps that “are best known for presenting information about
social or economic activities ... revealing patterns in nature and society,” 751 but also represent
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Chandra Mukerji, “Intelligent Uses of Engineering and the Legitimacy of State Power.” Technology and Culture
44, no. 4 (2003): 656. She also declares that the “physical world has been politically more than a repository of
resources with politico-economic value. It has been a place to demonstrate intelligence, a collective cognitive
capacity to dominate that has been a foundational and legitimating principle of power.” I would also argue that it
is a method for the state to dominate sources of information, the source upon which those power principles rest.
For more on her conceptualizations of public engineering projects, see Mukerji, Territorial Ambitions and the
Gardens of Versailles, Cambridge Cultural Social Studies (Cambridge University Press, 1997), 248-299.
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J.B. Harley, “Deconstructing the Map,” Cartographica 26, No. 2 (Summer 1989): 10.
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Konvitz, Cartography in France 1660-1848, Science, 124.
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military concepts. Petto describes maps as discursive texts that reflect the norms and values of the
social order, containing specific representations, drawn for specific reasons, giving “substance to
the knowledge” of the engineer. She also remarks that “the power engendered in this knowledge
was transferred to whomever made successful use of the map.” 752 They were constrained by both
tasks and budgets, the funding for major projects being limited. More importantly, their views
were also constrained by expectations on the part of others and by the urgencies of war. Each of
the maps is drawn specifically, with clear lines and systematic thoroughness.
The professionals engaged in military mapping, modelling, and engineering gradually
learned to apply mathematics which provided them with useful tools. Early modern engineering
saw a definite shift from a skill of drawing to a discipline based in geometry and mathematics.753
Calculation was the power to “produce precision, certainty, and security out of seeming chaos and
disorder” 754 but in the context of royal workers this was always restricted to a guided and
constrained type of certainty. Cartography experienced a similar shift towards specific notions of
exactness. According to Harley the development of cartographic knowledge did not result in the
removal of arbitrariness from maps. Instead, science became a metaphor for the subjective
framework of the professional, 755 that is, the cartographer or engineer not only worked using
learned principles of representation, but worked within certain guidelines as to what was to be
represented. Joël Cornette claims that in France, war produced an “acceleration and perfection of
geographic knowledge,” whereby increased precision allowed for specific routes and itineraries to
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Langins, Conserving the Enlightenment, 28.
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John Brewer, The Sinews of Power: War, Money, and the English State, 1688-1783 (Harvard University Press,
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J.B. Harley, “Deconstructing the Map,” Cartographica 26, No. 2 (Summer 1989): 10.

appear on more useful and functional maps.
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However, he implies a level of accuracy which was

never truly achieved during this period. The skill of the professional, as well as his perspective,
was based on whether they worked for the War Department or the Royal Academie. Guidelines
for preparing “little map tools” were subjectively constructed based on the needs of the state. These
professionals did not have the autonomy to create whatever they saw fit.

Maps as Information Tools
Maps and their associated texts provided the basis for comprehensively understanding an
environment in specific ways. Administrators directed mapping projects that represented both
control of land and military improvements. Christophe Rousselot, assigned to the fortress town of
Perpignan as Directeur des fortifications for Roussillon, created maps of the areas surrounding the
town to accompany his annual engineering planning documents. 757 Rousselot crafted this textual
description of the area around the Teet River to describe the various terrain features but also
observes that the local inhabitants of only one town, Soleil, have done well in preserving their
town from local flooding by planting trees, and “have been careful to do it so that the river has
been removed from their land,” while the residents of Villeneuve have neglected this practice to
their detriment. He thus brought a keen eye to the view of how nature could be controlled and the
local practices that had been successful in doing so. Later on in the text, he advocated controlling
the river at specific points, explaining that “the expedient that I think the best would be to do a …
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Joël Cornette, Le Roi de Guerre: Essai sur la Souveraineté dans la France du Grand Siècle (Paris, 1993), 199200, 206-7. The Royal Academie was an arbiter of non-military cartographic endeavors during Louis XIV’s reign.
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See for example SHD Bibliothèque de génie, 1VH 1408, folio 6; « Plan de la ville et Citadelle de Perpignan
relatif au projets de 1692, » Rousselot, 1691.
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masonry dam, marked (1: 2 :) which would not cost more than sixteen pounds per cubic toise.”758
Not only was he astute observer, but was able to propose cost effective engineering solutions to
environmental challenges.
Maps and their accompanying descriptions could also serve to provide vital information
for both transportation as well as army maneuvers. In February of 1688, prior to the first campaign
in the War of the League of Augsburg, the capitaine ingénieur of the régiment de la Marine, a
man named de Ferre, scouted out the roads leading to Landau, a key town near Philippsburg on
the Rhine. He crafted a map of the roads and then carefully described each in detail, tracking his
progress textually using groups of letter markers for each set of roads. The text provides
information on road condition and capacity: “On will note that the road marked E F, is sunken,
and that two wagons cannot pass one beside the other.” He continued, observing that on another
road, marked “D up to G” on the map that the road needed “repairs having been washed out in
several places by water. From there to Anwiller the rest of the road is in good condition.” He also
provided calculations of distance and notations of local landmarks: “We calculate two and a half
leagues from Landau to Anwiller.” Leaving a small town named Sarnstal, there was “a small hill
on the right and meadows on the right … ordinarily full of mud.” 759 Like drawings, plans, and
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See also SHD Bibliothèque de génie, 1VH 1408, folio 4; « Project des Ouvrages à Faire le long des bords de la
riviere de la Tect (Teet) au-dessus de Perpignan; » Rousselot, 10 avril 1688. « Il paroist assez que les seules
plantées d’arbres (4: 5:) que les habitans du Soleil (14:) ont eu soin de faire, avec qu’elle facilité ils ont esloigné la
Rivière de leurs terres ; Et au contraire, à qu’elle extremité la negligence de ceux de Villeneuve, qui n’en ont faire
aucune de leur costé pour se conserver, les reduit presentement. … L’expedient que j’estime le meilleur seroit de
faire un Epis ou digue de maçonnerie de giron, marqué (1: 2:) dont la toise cube ne cousteroit pas plus de seize
livres. » Rousselot might be considered an early environmental engineer as well as accountant. The map
accompanying the text is missing.
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SHD Bibliothèque de génie, 1VE 13, folio 1; « Tables des chemins les plus remarquable contenu dans la carte de
Landau à Sarguemine et Boukenon; de Ferre, cap[itai]ne ingénieur au reg[imen]t de la marine, 2 fevrier 1688. »
« On remarquera que le chemin marqué E F, est creux et que deux chariot n’y peuvent pas passer l’un à costé de
l’autre … Il a besoin d’estre reparé ayant esté ruiné en quelques endroits par les eaux; de là à Anwiller le reste du
chemin est bon. On compte deux lieus et demi de Landau à Anwiller. … Il a un rideau à sa droitte et les prairies à
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profiles, maps allowed the user to visualize a particular area under study without needing to
decipher long and detailed topographical descriptions by themselves. The map helped users to
visualize territory consistently.
For military engineers, precision involved creating a visually understandable map and
possibly text from a personal reconnaissance of the territory. The engineer Mesgrigny described
for Louvois his consultation with Vauban on canal improvements between a small-hold farm of
the Jesuits and a local town. He included a map of the location, declaring that he had personally
observed the area, visiting “every path that could lead to the canal that I have … proposed between
the Jesuits’ small-hold farm …, and the bridge … as it is represented on the plan.” He briefly
clarified the military use to which this canal for military would be put, as it was to be the “line of
communication by which to travel to Tournai ... this channel may be used easily by workers and
even soldiers who will freely travel to work in Lille and Tournai if we want to permit them.”
Vauban’s approval of the project carried enough weight for Mesgrigny to include it, and so
confident was he of its approval that in a postscript to the letter he asked the secrétaire to return
the map so that he could begin the work. 760 Had Mesgrigny not kept a copy on his own, or was the
original modified by Vauban and he needed it returned? Regardless, Mesgrigny had personally

sa gauche. Il est ordinairement plein de boues … » The map that accompanied this description is missing, but the
document provides an excellent geographic narrative addressing military concerns.
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SHD A1 891, pièce 240; Mesgrigny à Louvois, de la Citadelle de Tournay ce 20e octobre 1689. « Je fus hier avec
M. Therry visiteur tous les chemins qui pourroient aboutir au canal que j'ay eu l'honneur de vous proposer à faire
entre la Cense de Jesuits nommé hardy planque, et le pont à Tre[__] joignant la marque au-dessous, comme il est
representé sur le plan. Tous les chemins qui viennent de Lanoy et des autres villages qui en proches aboutissent à
celuy qui passe au-dessus [__] cense de hardy planque, lequel chemin sera [__] communication où pour venir à
Tournay où [__] aller à l'abbaye de Chyjoint, ce qui convient [__] notre canal; car il se terminera par une d[__]
servira de chemin pour passer et qui y arr[__] eaux dans ledit canal ... Ce canal se fera facilement par les pa[__] et
même par les soldats qui y irent trava[__] volontairement de Lille et de Tournay si on veut leur permettre./. J'ay
entretenu M. de Vauban sur ce nouveau canal qui après luy en avoir faite voir la carte, les profiles, et les
avantages, là tout-à-fait approuvé. [Postcript: Ayez la bonté M. de me renvoye la carte de ce canal.]
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reconnoitered the canal in order to provide precise information on its military importance. He
clearly defined the ongoing value of the canal.
Waterways, including canals, took on importance from engineering perspectives because
of need for navigability and unrestricted passage. Navigability projects and the planning of those
projects, such as the deepening of canals, often required engineers to create precise maps from
which to carry out their work. Langins cites Vauban’s interest in the basic utility of canals, but
downplays the importance of such commercial improvements for military engineers. 761 However,
this lack of interest was not the case. A number of engineers were attentive to both military and
commercial potentials of canals and enlisted the support of the War Department to get the projects
approved. Mesgrigny believed that the Haine River in the Spanish Netherlands could be made
navigable by constructing a new lock and draw-bridge on the river. Despite the expense involved,
Louvois approved his idea and the intendant Daniel Voisin was the person charged with carrying
out the work. 762 Two months prior the secrétaire had reminded Voisin that he had spoken to him
at Mons of the “intent of the king to make the Sambre navigable from Landrecy to Maubeuge,”
and asked him to “have M. de Vauban or M. de Mesgrigny visit the site and send to me a summary
of the expenses required to make it navigable” that would be incurred between November and
May. 763 The Sambre was a key east-west waterway flowing from Namur in the Spanish
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Langins, Conserving the Enlightenment, 68-69.
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SHD A1 1056, pièce 237; Voisin à Louvois, à Mons le 3e juillet 1691. En conformité d'une lettre que M. de
Mesgrigny m'a fait voir par laquelle vous approuverez la construction d'une nouvelle escluse aux Sartis sur la
Haisne à une lieue de Condé; j'ay fait marché avec le nommé sol qui la entrepris; et pour indemniser le Roy de la
somme de quatre à cinq mil livres que coustera cette escluse je feray lever un droit de vingt sols sur chaque bateau
chargé montant ou descendant; J'ay engagé l'abbé de St. Gailain a rompre la route de son escluse qui estoit trop
basse aussi bien que celle du pont au lieu duquel on fera un pont levis ; ce qui rendra la navigation beaucoup plus
facile aussitost que la moisson sera faitte, je commanderois des paysans des villages voisins de la riviere, plus
recharger les digues jusqu'à six ou sept cent toises au-dessus de chaque escluse. » See also A1 794, pièce 47;
« Agenda pour aprofondir la proposition d'étandre la navigation de la riviere Dallier, 27 janvier 1685. »
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SHD A1 1020, folio 204; Louvois à Voisin, à Versailles le 23e may 1691. « Je vous ay parlé à Mons du dessein
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Netherlands into northern France and carried grain and other commercial goods, but also linked
Namur with other key towns such as Maubeuge. Such a project would have required a site
reconnaissance of the full length of intended site of the work, doubtless supplemented with a
detailed map. In any case, personal reconnaissance provided the necessary information to create
comprehensive plans.
Nonetheless, it appears that little work was done on the Sambre until 1693, well after
Louvois’s death, when Mesgrigny created a precise color map to accompany a report with a
proposal to undertake the work. The proposal involved adding a dozen or more expensive locks at
various points and drying out wetlands. His accompanying letter remarked that Voisin had asked
him to make a new estimate of expenses, and he added that this sum was easily recoverable from
a one-time cutting of a local forest, presumably by selling off the wood. He also stressed that “the
advantage of such navigation will not be small for the interests of the king, since all the grain from
Thyerache will have to be transported to Maubeuge and it would be even greater after taking
Charleroi to make them pass to Namur. 764 He emphasized not only the fact that he had found a
way to pay for the locks, but also commercial reasons for the usefulness of the project. The

que le Roy auroit de rendre la Sambre navigeable, depuis Landrecy jusqu'à Maubeuge, je vous prie de vous
souvenir de la faire visiter par M. de Vauban, ou par M. de Mesgrigny, et de m'envoyer un estat de la despense à
faire pour faire qu’elle soit navigable depuis le mois de novembre jusqu'à la fin de may. »
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SHD Bibliothèque de génie, 1VE 31, folio 1; Mesgrigny à la Citadelle de Tournay le 17e Janvier 1693. « M.
Voisin a souhaitté que je fisse un autre état de dépence, des saz? qu'il conviendroit faire sur la Sambre pour le
rendre navigable depuis Landrecy jusqu'à Maubeuge. Ils sont au nombre de six et ne couteront pas moins de
40000 lt … J'avois proposé trois moiens pour que ce fond se prit autre part que dans les coffres de Roy; mais il ne
les approve point, et croit que l'expedient de faire une coupe extraordinaire dans les bois de Mormal pour ladite
somme de 40000 … L'avantage de cette navigation ne seroit pas petit pour les interets du Roy; puisque tous les
bleds de la Thyerache? pourront dessendu à Maubeuge; et il seroit encorre plus grand après la prise de Charleroy
pour les faire passer à Namur. » For the map of the Sambre, see SHD Bibliothèque de génie, 1VE 31, folio 2;
« Cours de la rivière de Sambre depuis sa source jusques à Maubeuge » in Appendix I. Although it is unclear
whether Mesgrigny drew the actual map, the project was certainly undertaken by him and the map completed
under his direct supervision.
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accompanying map of the river between Landrecy and Maubeuge contains intricately drawn items
of information in color such as fields, forests, towns, roads, and streams. Each proposed lock
received a red number and a name for identification, as well as cost estimation. The map-maker
numbered other features in black ink. These details supplied the reader with “finding devices” that
permitted a more comprehensive appreciation for the project in both its complexity and its scope.
Not all maps were so intricate and exact. Administrators used crude, hand-drawn maps to
supplement written correspondence when time was of the essence or when personal investigation
was not possible such as with information related to military intelligence. Camus de Beaulieu
wrote regarding the Imperial army’s movements in the Rhineland in October 1673 that “we have
had confirmed news that the enemy’s bridge has been finished at the place that I have marked [on
the map] below at Frankfort,” this news coming to him secondhand but for which he felt confident
enough to pass along. 765 Although a copy of the map was not provided within this transcribed
register, we can infer its hurried nature from the tone of the letter itself. It was likely quickly
scribbled onto the page. Moreover, some agents sent maps to the War Department without
comment, as with the had-drawn route map sent by Pertuis in March of 1678. 766 The map shows
only the environs of the river Lys between Courtrai and Deinse, with towns and major roads that
parallel the river. The style of the map matches that Chamlay or his assistant La Prée, yet may
have been done for Pertuis or for the Chevalier de Tilladet. Whoever created it intended it to
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SHD A1 328, folio 484; « Journal de ce qui s'est passé à l'armée de M. de Turenne, envoyé par M. Camus de
Beaulieu. » « L'on a eu nouvelles asseurées que le pont des ennemis estoit achevé à l'endroit que je vous ay
marqué au-dessous de Francfort et l'on me mande de cette ville-là qui l'armée imperialle vit dans les environs avec
beaucoup de licence pillant jusqu'aux Esglises, on mande aussy que M. de Montecucally [sic] s'en retourne auprès
de l'Empereur, et que M. de Lorraine doit commander l'armée en sa place, 18 octobre 1673. »
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SHD A1 596, pièce 152; « Route de Courtray à Deynse. » Pertuis’ letter is SHD A1 596, pièce 151 ; Pertuis à
Louvois, à Courtray le 7e mars 1678, à cinq heures du soir. Pertuis makes no mention of the map in this short
letter. It may have been intended as a route map for reinforcements, possibly the unit being escorted by the
Chevalier de Tilladet, who is mentioned in the letter as leaving the next day to join the main army.
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provide the information necessary for travel between two points. The route is precise in its
illustration of towns along the route and as such represents the high level of precision and
knowledge the author employed to create it.

The Science of Military Map-making
Maps and other visual sources underpinned a visual knowledge base within an administration more
and more focused on managing both process and risk. First hand observation began to assume
greater importance over existing sources of information because of the need for precision and
because the science of map-making continued to develop. Vauban’s admonishment to the engineer
Hue de Caligny concerning the use of existing maps was noted above but his attitude was not
singular. The dispute between France and the duc de Lorraine from 1660-1663 offered an
opportunity for the War Department to gain detailed knowledge of the province’s terrain and
principal towns. 767 Despite the fact that the duc may not have been altogether sane, the French
government negotiated with him to get him to grant them a viable military route from Nancy to
Phalzbourg and on to Strasbourg. Michel Le Tellier commissioned a 1661 map to display the
desired route, and which was probably created by one of the engineers in the ministry who would
have scouted the territory himself, despite the likely existence of maps from the occupation of
Lorraine in the 1630s. 768 Existing maps may well have been used to plan the making of an updated
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See André, Michel Le Tellier et Louvois, 88-99. The negotiations were handled by Le Tellier’s client SaintPouanges, while Colbert sent Colbert de Croissy, who was actually related to Saint-Pouanges. Thus the
negotiators were of the same family but from different political camps. Despite agreeing to work together they had
a difficult time negotiating with the duc’s obstinate counselors. The footnotes on these pages reference the back
and forth correspondence between Saint-Pouanges and Le Tellier, as well as Croissy’s notes to Colbert.
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SHD Bibliothèque de génie, 1VD 18 folio 1; « Strasbourg et Rhin travaux, » « Carte Topographique, 1661. »
Despite its date, this version was likely made after 1661. Compare the details on this map with the crudely drawn
details in BNF cartes et plans, GE DD-4121 (58RES); Jacques Fougeu, « [Partie de la Lorraine et du duché de
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map, but in any case Saint-Pouanges used a version of this map for the ongoing negotiations and
subsequently for War Department use, securing a route for the use of the French army in 1663
despite difficult negotiations. As with Condé’s detailed reporting in regards to Franche-Comté in
1667 and 1668, the War Department encouraged administrators to physically reconnoiter a site.
Negotiations could then proceed from the strength of useful knowledge rather than speculation,
guesswork, and outdated sources.
Observation and reporting heightened precision. The Lorraine map was drawn using color,
but three different colors are used to indicate the intended military route: yellow outlines the main
route being negotiated, a green line, which by-passed Marsal, represented a proposal for a modified
route from the duc, and the red line represented an easier passage for wheeled vehicles. 769 The
map’s main features are all centered on the contested route, with outlying towns and features added
more as reference points. The only significantly detailed terrain features across the map are the
rivers. Part of the agreement also involved the dismantling of the duc’s fortifications at Nancy, his
capital, a contested provision resisted by the duc until Louis flexed his muscles in 1663. 770 Nancy
is shown on the map without its fortifications. The map thus had a military purpose, that being to
secure a passage for the army and communications between Metz and Alsace, but it also
represented a much deeper meaning. The lines on the map, whether yellow or green, pierce right

Bouillon, depuis Verdun jusqu'à Thionville et Mézières], 1609 ; document cartographique, Échelle(s): [1:232 000
environ], 2 Lieues. » http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb40620595t [accessed 20 May 2015].
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Idem, « Carte Topographique »; « La ligne jaune marque la route accordé par le traité fait à Vincennes en 1661
… La ligne verte marque l’ancien passage qui estoit beaucoup plus commode que celuy de ladite Route, et dont
M. le duc de Lorraine a suplié Le Roy d’agréer Le Changement pour sauver château Salins et Dieuze. La Ligne
marquée de rouge, represente la route de Fribourg, qui est la plus commode pour les charrois quoy que la plus
longue : mais par laquelle il faut passer partie sur les terres de M. l’Evesque de Metz et partie sur celle de M. le
duc de Lorraine. La [sic] lignes d’entre la rouge et la jaune marque une autres [sic] route asee [sic] commode pour
les charrois mais par laquelle il faut toujours passer sur les terres de M. le duc de Lorraine. »
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See André, Michel Le Tellier et Louvois, 89-90, 97-98. In the end, the duc was forced to also dismantle Marsal’s
fortifications, Marsal being on the negotiated route.
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through Lorraine in a manner designed to enhance the power of the king of France. The map
demonstrated the powerlessness of the duc to even protect his own territory.
Leaders in the War Department network prized the technical skills needed to visually
represent information and to convert it into useful knowledge. Saint-Pouanges, while serving with
the Dauphin’s army in May 1690, identified one young engineer with such skills and had asked
him to craft some maps for the Rhine area. He declared that he “had the honor to present to the
Dauphin, on the recommendation of M. de St. Pouanges, a map of part of Lower Alsace such as
that which I had the honor to send you three months ago.” He continued on, emphasizing the
Dauphin’s acknowledgement of his skills, “He was very pleased and recognized the precision
owing to his knowledge of the places he already knew.” 771 Although valuable as military maps,
Saint-Pouanges likely had encouraged him to send the aforementioned copy to the War
Department primarily as an example of his talents. The bureau commis would have been able to
locate the map and Louvois would be able to examine it to verify the young engineer’s claims. The
captain was likely seeking a promotion, but took care to note his particular enthusiasm for this
work, stating that “I will be able to make special maps for all the camps through which you would
see the layout of all the regiments as well as a half a league of land in front and behind the last
camps and the wings.” He also affirmed his skill as a maréchal des logis, stressing that “I will even
draw the roads on which the army would pass when it is required to move” and in so doing would
“make a perfect set of maps of the countryside.” He even suggested that he could serve in a
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SHD A1 987, pièce 97; M. de Ferre, capitaine au régiment de la marine et ingénieur ordinaire du Roy, à Louvois,
au fort longs du Rhin le 4e juin 1690. « J'ay eu l'honneur de presenter à Monseigneur le Dauphin de l'avis de M. de
Saint-Pouanges une carte d'une partie de la basse Alsace pareille à celle que j'ay eu l'honneur de vous envoyer il y
a trois mois. Il en a esté très content et en a reconnu la justesse par la connoissance qu'il a des endroits qu'il a desja
tesmoins. » This is the same de Ferre who crafted the map and description of the roads around Landau in 1688.

supervisory capacity with respect to engineering projects.
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The fact that his skills had already

been noticed by the Dauphin would have lent great weight to his own claims to be a competent
engineer who understood how to visually represent information.
The War Department commissioned engineers to create maps that provided not only
information on terrain but also to represent that terrain in specific ways designed to reflect military
goals. Maps served to facilitate encampment and maneuver but also to empower siege progress,
thereby reflecting a developing methodical approach to siege warfare that included a bureaucratic
element of meticulous planning. The “Plan des attaques de Chasteau de Namur” was probably
created by an engineer on duty with Vauban at the siege in 1692. This map is a detailed blueprint
of the step-by-step progress of the siege rather than a single point in time, hence the title,
“attaques.” It includes the approach lines around Namur, employing a system of colors to illustrate
specific terrain and fortification features. 773 As with Chamlay’s map of Valenciennes, 774 the
details of the town of Namur, to the north, are omitted. This is because the target of the attacks
was the dominant defensive structure of any fortified city, the citadel which, once taken, would
force the city’s surrender. The siege, approach, and communications lines are in red, green, and
yellow, by stage, with defensive fortification features in red and green. Successive artillery
positions and embrasures are clearly drawn and marked with numbers as the finding devices.
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Idem, « Si vous trouviez bon M., que je servera l'armée, je serois en estat de faire des cartes particulieres de tous
les camps par lesquelles vous verriez la disposition de tous les regiments et une demy lieue de pays devant et
derniere le camp et sur les aisles; Je leverois encore les chemins par où l'armée passeroit quand elle seroit quelque
mouvement, cela m'achemineroit à faire un corps de carte parfait de ce pays, et s'il arrivoit qu'on eut besoin
d'ingénieurs pendant la campagne pour quelque entreprise ou pour des retranchements j'y seroit tout apporté ... »
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BNF, Cartes et plans GE D-3126, Anon., « Plan des attaques de Chasteau de Namur, Juin 1692 ; L'attaque était
menée par Vauban, » document cartographique [Echelle de quatre cents thoises [=Om. 094 ; 1:8 400 ca]].
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb406284557 [accessed 20 May 2015].
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BNF, Cartes et plans GE D- 3131, Jules-Louis Bolé de Chamlay, « Plan du siège de Valenciennes par le Roi,
1677, avec la disposition des unités, » Document cartographique [1:20 000 env.].
http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb40647645n [accessed 20 May 2015].
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Features in this part of the map are well detailed: the engineer drew area red circles and cross
hatched lines between the fortified château and the Ouvrage Neuf to show the exchange of fire for
the final French assault on the château, thus symbolizing the firepower employed. The engineer
clearly intended the viewer to see the subject as the approach to and assault on the Ouvrage Neuf
and the château. The details on the map draw the viewer’s eye towards this crucial final action. 775
Another version of this map expands the scope of information presented to include developments
all around the city. This second plan includes a full reference legend, with features related to the
attacks on the fort and citadel numbered and the developments outside of the main area of attacks
using letters. 776 These maps, deposited within the War Department, provided a visual supplement
to siege journals crafted by engineers to provide textual details and a chronology. Together, they
provided not only a means to understand the events but also a way in which to interpret their
success for future siege planning.
The engineers and assistants, those with talents for precision and visual acuity, who drew
these siege maps drew them with the idea that they would become part of a physical record to be
preserved for future sieges. 777 Yet many maps were ephemeral, that is, they were not intended to
be stored or even forwarded to the War Department and this category included those drawn by an
army’s maréchal des logis to executive daily march orders during a campaign season. The
commander of a field army utilized these operational march maps, which are really sketches made
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See a similar but hastily done map during the siege of Maastricht in 1673, BNF, Cartes et plans GE DD 4121
(206); Anon., « Siège de Maastricht 1673. » The map is operational scale and terrain features are indicated with
simple symbols. The area of the city again has no details. Defensive works and the lines of circumvallation
indicate strongpoints, camps, and redoubts. The approach trenches and battery positions are sketched in, and the
Doesburg strongpoint/redoubt is probably the most detailed feature on the map.
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BNF, Cartes et plans GE D-3126, Anon., « Plan des attaques de Namur, » 1692 ; » document cartographique
manuscrit ; Echelle(s) : [1:8 500 ca]. http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb40628454w [accessed 20 May 2015].
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There were any numbers of towns in the Pays-bas and Rhineland areas which were besieged multiple times
during the period 1660 until 1715.
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in some haste, generally to enable the field army to march from one geographic location to another
in a single day’s march. Most of them appear to have been destroyed once used, but some such as
those of Puységur and Chamlay were at times incorporated into formal maps. A 1677 map of a
French army encampment around Fleurus and Vellaines provides an excellent example of a
preserved and re-rendered march map. 778 It is a black and white sketch, but contains certain red
and blue colored lines to indicate the general French march movement from Fleurus and Vellaines
in the southwest to new camps at Perwy and Saint-Germain in the northeast. The terrain features
are general and only those towns and rivers necessary for routing purposes are indicated. 779 The
three columns, a typical march arrangement, would have followed these march lines precisely to
avoid traffic jams and to minimize the risk of attack. The maréchal des logis and his subordinates
drew up precise arrangements for movement, with which commanders had to follow exactly, after
consultation with the commander of a field army and his lieutenants.
The courses each column was to take are marked in red and blue: to a modern map reader
they would appear to be roads or paths but this would be a misinterpretation. The colored lines are
actually lines of directional march, as is the case with many of these extant operational march
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BNF, Cartes et plans GE D-3113, Jules-Louis Bolé de Chamlay, « Marche du camp de Perwy à celui de Fleurus
1677, » Document cartographique manuscrit [1 : 90 000 env.]. http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8441937m
[accessed 7 November 2014]. Interestingly, the sketch fills only the bottom half of the folio. It appears that
Chamlay had started another map on the top half and then erased it. See also a sketch which Chamlay
subsequently filled in and ‘colorized’ after the fact: BNF, Cartes et plans GE D-3114,Jules-Louis Bolé de
Chamlay, « Marche du camp du Casteau en Cambrésis à celui du Quesnoy 1675, » Document cartographique
manuscrit [1 : 100 000 env.]. http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb40664003r [accessed 7 November 2014].
Another map that combines the qualities of both of the above is BNF, Cartes et plans GE D 3110, Chamlay,
« Camp aux environs de Seneffe ; Carte routière d'une partie du Hainaut comprise entre Gosselies, Fontaine
l'Evesque, St. Waast, Seneff & Nivelle, avec les camps de Thiméon et de Haisne, c.1677, » Document
cartographique manuscrit [1 : 60 000 env.]. http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8441934c [accessed 7 November
2014]. The lines which could be mistaken for roads on all of these maps are actually lines of march.
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Fortified towns are generally indicated but no detail is provided. For example, Gemblours is in the center of the
map but there are no fortification details indicated other than a general trace italienne around the town.
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maps. Actual movement was executed by the leading cavalry units of each column, and the
commanders of these advance units would orient themselves to the intended lines of march using
informational devices on the maps such as individual tress, churches, farms and other geographic
reference points. On this map there is a flag symbol on top of a tower with the word “Brigade”
written near the town of Ligny, which likely indicates a specific spot around which a brigade
commander was to center his encampment. 780 These types of maps provided the geographic
reference information necessary to ensure the army’s safe transfer from one camp to the next, as
armies at this time were massive, bulky, slow-moving, and encumbered by significant equipage
and artillery support. 781
Written route descriptions, march orders, added several facets of valuable information
when accompanying the ephemeral maps issued by the maréchal des logis, and were visuals in
their own particular fashion. They described the direction and line of march as well as the specific
order in which the column was to proceed, information which the maps did not fully include. In a
manner similar to Le Peletier’s instructions for his successor, daily march orders were specific and
directive. 782 The descriptors used also enhanced the level of specificity of different points of
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As with many towns in the Pays-Bas, Ligny is famous for a battle fought close by, that being in June 1815 when
Napoleon defeated the Prussians two days before the battle of Waterloo. One wonders whether Chamlay’s maps
in the Bibliothèque nationale and the War Archives might not have been at least partially useful in 1815.
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For example, see John Lynn’s description of the equipages des vivres in Lynn, Giant of the Grand Siècle, 118120. See also his description of camp and march orders, 536-538.
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In these written and sometimes verbally conveyed march orders specifically identified the regiments, squadrons,
and other units of which the column was to be composed. Many of his march orders were never even officially
written down in summary form. Martin asserts that “unlike Chamlay’s periods of service with Condé, not a single
formal marching order exists from his time with Turenne. On the other hand, there are extensive notes in either
Chamlay’s or La Prée’s hands giving the daily destination of each brigade in Turenne’s army for a considerable
portion of their service under him. Turenne preferred to give his orders verbally or in individually written
instructions to each commander rather than create a general order of march for the entire army. Thus Chamlay
spent a great deal of his time distributing orders for the various units in Turenne’s army.” See Martin, The
Marquis de Chamlay, friend and confidential advisor to Louis XIV: the early years, 1650-1691 (PhD. dissertation,
University of California, 1972), 30. In footnote 15 on this page he notes that this material is in the SHD A4, Don
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reference when paired with the maps in order to provide army and regiment commanders with
more precise information for moving the army from one camp to the next. A set of march orders
for two of the columns of Condé’s army for 14 May 1674 states that “the second column will
march between the town halls of Saint Jeanet and Saint Pierre, past the heath of Cathient near to
the Abbey of Saint Denis, then from Saint Denis by the heath of Haven [and] along the wood to
the plain beyond Ville sur Haisne, where the camp will be [set up].” The instructions, which were
accompanied by small sketches of the routes, focused on specific geographic items, easily
identifiable, which would have provided confirmation of the information contained on the map. 783
However, commanders used these instructions for a single day’s march, an event likely not to be
repeated despite often used military corridors. This means that most of them are no longer extant
and may have even been destroyed the day they were used. Nevertheless, these route descriptions
served as useful knowledge, especially when we consider that the information provided a field
army with the means of moving in a secure fashion, eliminating some element of risk.
Unlike other administrators in this role, Chamlay saw beyond the temporary value of such
objects. He and his assistant meticulously organized and retained at least some of his march orders
and maps in order to enhance, embellish, and utilize them later. Chamlay’s purpose was to include
them in his annual historical campaign books for the king, most of which he created between 1672

Bontin carton I, rough drafting notes 27 mai to 2 dec 1673. The collection « Don de Bontin » was given to the
Archives de la Guerre in 1911 by Captain de Bontin and contains pieces of march orders, orders of battles, états
de composition, emplacement de troupes, de projets, de plans, de croquis, and other fragmentary items from Louis
XIV’s campaigns of 1673 to 1693.
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SHD 1M 946, folios 145-195, « Ordres de marche de l'armée du Roy commandée par M. le Prince en 1674 »,
« Du 14 may partent du camp de Lens en Hainaut pour aller à Ville sur Haisney, 2 colonnes. » « Le 2e colonne qui
passera entre mairie ? St. Jeanet et mairie ? St. Pierre par la Bruyere (bruyère) de Cathient en deça de l’abbaye de
St. Denis, par St. Denis sur la Bruier d’havre prenant le long du bois et se rendre dans la plaine au dela de Ville
sur Haisne où sera le camp. » See also folios 196-224, « Marches, campements, et ordres de bataille de l'armée de
Maréchal de Luxembourg en 1676. ».

and 1678.
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These campaign books are somewhat unique in their manuscript nature, their

attention to both strategic and tactical operations, and their detailed emphasis on the minutiae of
maneuver. Even the color artwork was done with the victorious king in mind. The books cover a
full campaign year for the theatre to which Chamlay was assigned, from opening moves in spring
to quartier d’hiver arrangements, transcribing textual march orders paired with composite maps.
The maps included depict portions of the theatre of operations, with none of the finding devices
provided in other maps. Camps are nonetheless marked. There is no direct link between text and
map except through geographic names, but the overall effect was to craft “triumphal” history for
the king and him alone. Yet the contents also unintentionally created a site of institutional memory,
a space for learning and remembrance. 785 Certainly the War department would have been in
possession of copies of the theatre maps given the immense amount of terrain information from
the theatres where Chamlay served, something of immense value to planning.
Chamlay became a skilled maréchaux des logis by integrated both his skills as a tactician and
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These survive today in the Bibliothèque nationale, fonds françaises, registres 7891, 7892, 7893, 7894. See for
example, BNF, fonds françaises 7894; « Cartes des marches et mouvements, et plans de tous les postes occupéz
par l'armée du Roy, commandée par Sa Majesté en personne, pendant les campagnes de 1675-78. IV Campagne
de 1678. » http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84477638. [Accessed 20 May 2015]. Each composite map is
elaborately decorated with illustrations and are matched to specific individual march orders. Examples of the
maps are on folios 62r, 63r, 66v, 68v, 71v, and 74r, each depicting specific regions of the Pays-bas. The opening
order for the army is on folio 15r. A reprint of a march order is on folio 67r, and its composite map is on 68v. The
“Ordre général pour l’armée du samedy quinziéme jour d’Octobre” is on folio 70r.
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According to Martin, the 1675 volume was prepared in large part by assistants, with Chamlay concentrating on
the introduction. After two drafts, Chamlay sent a third and final draft to the king who made one minor correction,
asserting that “this modified third draft became the basis for the text that appeared in the final volume.” See
Martin, The Marquis de Chamlay, friend and confidential advisor to Louis XIV, 81, as well as fn16-19. As regards
the 1675 book (BNF fonds françaises 7891), Cénat maintains that « En décembre 1675, le maréchal des logis
présenta au roi un projet qui consistait à compiler les ordres de marche de l'armée pour en faiire une sorte
d'historique et remémorer au souverain les bons souvenirs de la campagne de l'année. » Because he stopped this
'history after Turenne's death and left out the problematic command of Condé relative to the German army,
« Chamlay n'avait donc pas hésité à aménager son récit pour plaire au roi et à se transformer en historien
courtisan. » Cénat, Chamlay: Le stratège secret de Louis XIV, 47.

as an expert cartographer into his role.
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As the secrétaire became cognizant of Chamlay’s talents

in this regard, one of his services for the War Department was as detailed map creator. One of the
maps commissioned is a map of the primary towns, rivers, and roads in western Flanders. 787 This
map is highly detailed, demarcating terrain in an area from Lessines (S) to Wettere (N) and from
Oudenarde (W) to Alost (E). It is not in color, and yet he displayed a diversity of terrain features
such as forests, roads and paths, hills, mills, chapels, and large and small towns. The maréchal
intentionally left blank areas to the northwest and the southeast, something which did not mean a
lack of geographic knowledge on Chamlay’s part. Such geographic features as windmills, farms,
chateaux, tree lines, and even gallows (one here is marked “justice”) all permitted commanders to
confirm their physical locations when on the march. 788 Daily march maps could be used to create
a more strategic view of a much larger geographic area, providing an addition to the War
Department’s visual database in a more useful manner than daily march maps and route
descriptions.
However, maps and other cartographic productions served not only to produce privileged
information; they also permitted governments to represent contested or controlled space and to
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Lamberini perceives that “the moral and economic value of an engineer in the theature or market of war [was]
measured by his theoretical knowledge, his practical experience, but above all, by his degree of up-to-date
information. This last was acquired,” by collecting of maps, plans, diagrams. Lamberini, “Practice and Theory in
Sixteenth-century Fortifications,” Fort 15 (1987): 18.
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BNF, Cartes et plans GE D-3115; Jules-Louis Bolé de Chamlay, « Carte des chemins d'une partie de la Flandre
Orientale 1678, » document cartographique [Échelle(s): ?]. http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb40664441d
[accessed 7 November 2014]. For a similar style of map, see GE D-15095; « Carte de Lorraine [au Nord de
Lunéville et à l'Est de Metz], 1675, », Document cartographique manuscrit [5 heures de chemin; 1:200 000
environ]. http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84931121 [accessed 7 November 2014].
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Cénat, « Les fonctions de maréchal général des logis à l’époque de Louis XIV, » Revue historique des armées
257 (2009): 81. « Ces cartes et descriptions avaient en général deux grands objectifs : renseigner et aider aux
déplacements des troupes et à leur ravitaillement. Ainsi, on dispose de descriptions très minutieuses de la
topographie et des routes avec une mention particulière pour les points de repère comme un arbre isolé ou une
croix, ou les points de rupture comme les gués, les ponts et les bacs. » See SHD A1 275, pièce 269, « Description
par Chamlay du pays au-delà de la Lippe, entre Dorsten et Lippstadt. » reprinted in footnote 14.
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thereby claim it. As information agents gathered and synthesized geographic information, more
precise maps and descriptions could be produced. The engineers, cartographers, and maréchaux
des logis created these representations to serve a specific purpose for the royal government. In
representing space, Harley declares that “cartographers manufacture power: they create a spatial
panopticon ... a power embedded in the map text.” 789 In the case of early modern France, War
Department field administrators certainly conceptualized aspects of power, the ability to “see” and
“transform” territory through such abstractions as maps and in their texts. They may have been
more caught up in a need to experiment and the deluge of representations owes more to a time of
almost continual war, as in sixteenth century Italy, which Lamberini declares was a century of
continuous warfare, providing first a “stimulus for the search for ever more sophisticated offensive
and defensive solutions,” and second, an “ideal testing ground for their experimental application
and speedy modification,” which combined resulted in a tremendous and unmanageable volume
of material. 790 In other words, power meant application in narrow terms, control of space through
both mapping that space and then physically fortifying it. In addition, appreciating the full extent
of the power of cartographic representations was only possible when the visual and the text had
been combined, transforming the knowledge value of both. This transformation reached a logical
end through a system of three-dimensional representation.

Plans en Relief

Through the work of its engineers, the War Department established a singular method to collect,
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J.B. Harley, “Deconstructing the Map,” Cartographica 26, No. 2 (Summer 1989):13.
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Lamberini, “Practice and Theory in Sixteenth-century Fortifications,” 17.
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document, and store information in its plans en relief, a series of three-dimensional models. The
origins of the evolving set of plans en relief was to be found in Italy in the sixteenth century but
the Italian models were individual; the impetus for the series of models begun between 1663 and
1668 under Le Tellier’s and Louvois’s guidance was systematic in nature. 791 The models allowed
a user, those in the War Department or the king’s council, to view stored engineering information
in an innovative format. Cornette states that “originally, the program was designed to refine the
education of the Dauphin” and crafters built the models “with painstaking attention to detail and
reality.” 792 These models represented construction projects in miniature. Although those who
made them never intended them to represent the final state of a particular location, their value as
constructed knowledge meant that Vauban himself had oversight of the care and security of the
plans once they reached Versailles. 793 Thus from the perspective of project planning, a plan en
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See Antoine de Roux, « Inventaire sommaire des plans en relief des places fortes, » in Les plans en relief des
places du roy, de Roux, N. Faucherre et G. Monsaingeon, rédacteurs (Paris, 1989), 154. Sarmant agrees that
Louvois likely directed their construction, although Corvisier believes only eleven of over 260 models were
completed by the time of Louvois’s death. See Sarmant, et.al., Les ministres de la guerre, 1570-1792 (Paris,
2007), 275. « Le ministre fut probablement à l’origine de la constitution, en 1668, de la collection des plansreliefs, exécutés d’après les instructions de Vauban et conservés alors au Louvre. » See Corviser, Louvois, 373.
On the Italian antecedents of the models, none of which seem to have survived, see Lamberini, “Practice and
Theory,” 14-17. According to Faucherre the very first model was of Rhodes and made by Basilio della Scuola for
Pope Leo X to illustrate the defensibility of the island and main port against a Turkish siege. See Nicolas
Faucherre, “La Construction de la Frontière: De l’usage stratégique des plans en relief” en Les plans en relief des
places du roy (Paris: A. Biro, 1989), 18.
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Cornette, Le Roi de Guerre, 200. The models were continuously improved, adding surrounding villages,
topography, and new works. « À l’origine, le programme fut décidé pour parfaire l’éducation du fils du roi …
Avec grand réalisme et extrême minutie, il s’agissait de reproduire au 1/600 les principales villes fortifiées du
royaume, les forteresses, mais aussi, à mesure que les maquettes se perfectionnaient, leur environnement, avec les
villages, les accidents topographiques, le terroir minutieusement reconstitué. »
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See Cornette, « La France en miniature, » Les dossiers de l’Histoire 01/01/2012 L’Histoire mensuel n°371.
http://www.histoire.presse.fr/agenda/expositions/la-france-en-miniature-01-01-2012-41605. For safety and
security Vauban eventually transferred the entire collection of 144 plans en relief from the Tuileries to the Louvre
in 1706 to be both a showcase of technical expertise and a form of state memory of the places it effectively
controlled. They were eventually displayed in the grande galerie du Bord de l'eau. Their biggest drawback was
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Invalides. In this regard, they represented a significant risk of “data” loss or degradation for the state, and the War
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relief produced a three-dimensional repository of engineering knowledge and memory, fragile, but
which combined the referential and spatial of visual documents with the technical detail of
documentary sources. Cornette affirms that “technical appreciation of concrete space along with
the symbolic mastery of territory came to find their clearest expression in the realization of the
plans en relief.” 794 However, “mastery” was at times symbolic, whereas the goal of administrators
was to employ the models to render space within the kingdom more secure by improving that
security through fortification works and the redesign of urban space.
The craft of model building itself also became an exacting technical expression of visual
information. Treatises on fortification began to address model-building as more than a craft,
something which required professional skills. The first known plan was of Pinerolo, designed by
the engineer Alaine Manneson-Mallet, who subsequently devoted a whole chapter of his book to
the process of model construction. 795 In addition, both his chapters on paper plans and modeling
give intricate details on the methods and procedures for diagraming and creating perspective
models, “what engineers call ‘lofty perspective,’ and painters ‘a bird’s-eye view’.” 796 A model

Department recognized too late that they had by the Revolutionary period lost much of their perceived value as
information records for historical purposes.
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Cornette, Le Roi de Guerre, 200. « L’appréciation technique de l’espace concret ainsi que la maîtrise symbolique
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See Alaine Manesson-Mallet’s claim to have been the one who created this first plan “to have been presented to
His Majesty” in Les Travaux de Mars, ou L’art de la guerre. (Amsterdam, 1696), I : 173. His official French
printing of the work is Les Travaux de Mars, ou L’art de la guerre, 3 vols. (Paris, 1684-1685).
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Alaine Manesson-Mallet, Les Travaux de Mars, ou L’art de la guerre. (Amsterdam, 1696), I : 155-182. « … que
les Ingenieurs appellent Perspective Cavaliere; et les Peintres, à veuë d’Oiseau » (155). Chapter VIII is entitled
« De la Representation des Plans sur le Papier; avec l’élevation, & la maniere de les mettre en Perspective. »
Chapter IX is entitled « De la Methode de Modeler les Plans. »
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provided an exceptional way to understand space and topography in and around a fortified town,
as “only the plan en relief will allow this immediate understanding, this detailed knowledge of
fortification works in relation to terrain elevation, just out to the limit of the range of [artillery]
fire.” 797 The “immediate understanding” to which he refers was the ability to see engineering
works in three dimensions, a facet of this type of visual representation that permitted a user to see
the entire scope of a project, no matter whether the goal was to build new structures or to improve
existing ones.

Visualizing Space
With the desire on the king’s part to achieve military gloire both to defend and to expand France’s
borders, the War Department sought ways in which the military could ensure the security of
conquests and possessions. This goal motivated Louvois to assign engineers to border regions in
order to both assess and plan. Cornette insists that “usage of the plan en relief stemmed from a
long-standing practice ... the realization of these objects was motivated by the need to know,
remotely, the condition of far-away possessions assuring the security of a territory.” 798 However,
as we have seen, field administrators more importantly sought information with which to plan for
future improvements of those possessions. During the War of Dévolutions in 1668, Louvois sought
to have three important fortified towns, Ath, Lille, and Courtrai, rendered as models. Even the king
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Nicolas Faucherre, « La Construction de la Frontière: De l’usage stratégique des plans en relief, » in Les plans en
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Cornette, « La France en miniature, » http://www.histoire.presse.fr/agenda/expositions/la-france-en-miniature01-01-2012-41605 [accessed 13 October 2014]. « Ainsi, l'usage du plan en relief au temps de Louis XIV procédait
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believed that the work was important enough to take an active interest in the modelling process.
In May 1670, when the engineer Sauvage was working on two of these models, the king visited
his workshop in Lille to view the plans. 799 Sauvage must have sufficiently impressed the king with
his competence because he remained a master builder of models throughout the secrétaire’s
ministry. The skills to build these representations required that he be both an artist and an engineer.
As knowledge of model building practices increased, the War Department recruited other
skilled engineers to the tasks. Historian Nicolas Faucherre believes that one such engineer, JeanFrançois de Montaigue, “played an essential role in the standardization of model-making
techniques” and Blanchard calls him “one of the first specialists of plans en relief,” a technician
and artist. 800 In an age where the War Department valued technical expertise highly, there would
have been an incentive for the best model-makers to instruct others in their techniques. Montaigue
certainly shared his some of his practical knowledge among a number of engineers, and received
such an acknowledgement in a letter from secrétaire d’État Pontchartrain to Vauban, who declared
that “before his departure for Canada, the Sieur Villeneuve had determined to make plans en relief
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Cornette, « La France en miniature, » http://www.histoire.presse.fr/agenda/expositions/la-france-en-miniature01-01-2012-41605 [accessed 13 October 2014]. « La réalisation d'une collection normalisée de plans en relief fut
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of Québec, Trois-Rivières and Montréal, in the manner of Sieur de Montaigue, with whom he
worked in France, so as to fully inform His Majesty of the state of these places.” 801 The models
proved so valuable that colonial locations, which would have been impossible for the king to
actually visit, were deemed by the Department of the Navy important enough to justify the effort
and expense.
Both the artistry and precision with which master craftsmen built the models required
striving for high levels of precision to render the subject. 802 During the reign Louvois and Vauban
commissioned almost two hundred models and because of the need for detailed attention each
model needed close supervision and required many man-hours to complete. Sauvage must have
continued to provide the type of quality that the War Department sought, as he was still working
in this role in June 1690 and informed Louvois that he was sending along three plans, one each of
Landau, Belfort, and Phalsbourg. After arriving in Besançon on 23 May, he was “determined to
find a rather bright and large room in which to easily work on the plan ... which will not be less in
length than that of Strasbourg [and which] will contain the two mountains that are near the
citadel.” 803 Each model contained intricate details of towns, countryside, and fortifications and
required close work in order to augment the view. Design techniques obviously required a well-lit
room in which to build the model, whether in parts or as a complete model.
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musée des Plans-Reliefs : Maquettes historiques de villes fortifiées, Éditions du patrimoine (Paris, 1997), 10.
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SHD A1 993, pièce 51; Sauvage à Louvois, à Besançon le 1er juin 1690. « … avoir faict partir les trois plans en
relief de Landau, Belfort, et Phalsbourg, je me suis mis en estat, [suiv]ant vos ordres, de partir pour me rendre à
Besançon Je suis arrivé le 23e de May depuis ce temps, M., [je suis] occuppé à considerer la place et à chercher
[une] salle assez esclairé et assez grande, pour [voul]oir travailler commodement au Relief de coste [__] qui n'aura
pas moins de longues que celuy [de] Strasbourg y comprendre les deux Montagnes, qui sont [à côté] de la
citadelle. »

A Panopticon of Conquest
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The War Department took an active interest in using the plans en relief as a means for planning
town fortification projects. Craftsmen built and modified some of them under Vauban’s direction
and supervision because of their critical defensive value. Montaigue created a plan of Luxembourg
under Vauban’s supervision that he made immediately after the city was captured in 1684 in order
to have the plan transported to Versailles where Louvois could decide what needed to be done to
make the city safer. 804 However, engineers created models independently and as with other
projects some of the engineers corresponded directly with the secrétaire regarding their
assignments. At the end of 1690, Montaigue was working on a plan en relief for the château de
Joux, but was obviously not working fast enough. Louvois had asked how quickly he could
complete it, to which Montaigue responded “yesterday I received a letter from M. de Containe
indicating that you urgently want me to expedite the relief map of Fort de Joux that I am making.
It is impossible for me to work more diligently than at present, and would not please me more than
to carry out your instructions precisely.” He would not be hurried, but at the same time was
sensitive to the ideas of the secrétaire, remarking “I would appreciate your advice on how to
represent the facade of the château de Joux” because of the new plans that the engineer Robelin,
who had oversight for construction work in the actual town, had already sent. 805 A subsequent
letter on 6 December requested additional clarification, a marginal note on this letter instructing
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Faucherre, « La Construction de la Frontière, » 41-42.

SHD A1 997, pièce 298 ; Sr. Montaigue à Louvois, au Fort de Joux ce 26e novembre 1690. « J'ay receu hier une
lettre de M. de Containe qui m'ordonne de vostre part de diligenter le plan en relief du Fort de Joux, que je fait; Il
m'est impossible d'y travailler avec plus d'assiduité que je fais, et je n'ay autres plaisir au monde que celuy de
m'apliquer, très exactement à executer, l'honneur de vos ordres; Il vous plaira Monseigneur, m'ordonner comment
je doit respresenter l'avant chateau dudit Joux, attendré que M. Robelin doit vous avoir envoié ses jours cy un
projet nouveau pour le fortifier quoyque ledit chateau soit petit ses environs que je suis obligé de respresenter sont
grands, et la table et longue de neuf pieds, et sept de large. »
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Robelin to obtain a passeport in order to transport the model to Versailles. At the end of December
Montaigue advised Louvois that there would be a delay in transport because of snow, but that
“having stopped the cart that would carry the model to Versailles, both here and at Dijon” he was
using the time to make changes and would “follow everything that M. de Robelin had told me that
he had resolved to make to the front of the château de Joux.” 806 The plans could be works in
progress and as the design of structures changed or the landscape was modified, the threedimensional models would be changed accordingly.
Each model was designed first and foremost to convey a “snapshot” in time, either the
current state or a condition which would exist in the future. The intendant Malézieu wrote to the
secrétaire in October 1689 to advise him that he was carrying out orders to obtain forage from the
inhabitants and had already conveyed “around 1600 carts [of forage] that I am having ground in a
meadow near the casernes.” He went on to declare that “in order to tighten up the collection of
forage in the future, we are currently building a large magazine at the expense of the principality
that you will find in the plan en relief of [the town of] Bouillon” that one of his engineers, in fact
Montaigue, was presently transporting to the War Department at Versailles. 807 It is likely that this
meadow was outside the town. In any case the mill was already in use, but the magazine had not
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SHD A1 997, pièce 350 ; Montaigne à Louvois, au Fort de Joux ce 6e decembre 1690 ; A1 997, pièce 401 ;
Montaigne à Louvois, à Pontacher ce 24e decembre 1690. « ... qui m'ordonne de suivre ce que Monsieur de
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SHD A1 891, pièce 177 ; Malézieu à Louvois, à Mesières ce 31 octobre 1689. « Quant à Bouillon, où, par une
letttre du 17e Juillet dernier, vous m'avez ordonné d'obliger les gens de la principauté de fourir les fourages ... j'ay
eu l'honneur aussy de vous mander, M., que, pour assez aux en[___] la facilité de subsister dans ce duché contigu
du de Chiny pendant cette campagne, comme ils l'en menaçoyent, j'ay pris mon temps pour tirer des [___] qui en
dependent, le plus soing qu'il m'a esté p[___] sous pretexte du voisinage des ennemis, de mam[___] qu'il y en a
esté voituré environ 1600 chariots que j'ay fais mettre en meules dans une prairie voisin des casernes, où, pour
serrer les fourages à l'avenir se construit actuellement, aux despens de la principauté un grand magasin que vous
trouverez dans le plan de Bouillon en relief que le Sr. de Montegue ingénieur fait conduire presentement à
Versailles ... »
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yet been built despite the fact that it was already represented on the model. The model would serve
to complement any associated engineering drawings and cost estimates, and would also serve to
position its location and illustrate its completed design.
The War Department also requested that these models, like many maps and engineering
drawings, sometimes be specifically altered so that they would represent a desired state, a future
condition. Louvois wrote to Montaigue in February 1682 declaring that “the plan en relief of the
town, citadel and château of Casal … must not be [crafted] according to the current fortifications,
but rather as they will be according to the plan of M. de Vauban once the king has approved it.”
He advised Montaigue that he would shortly be receiving approval by courier from Vauban. 808
This letter shows not only Vauban’s active interest in making modifications to fortresses, but also
that he and the secrétaire sought to display to the king models in a state of “completion.” However,
models were also at times left in an uncompleted state. Louvois wrote to Montaigue a year later to
tell him that “on the plan en relief that you are making of Fribourg you must not represent the
mountain full of undergrowth and trees as they are at present.” It appears that he intended at some
point to clear the side of the mountain or otherwise alter it, but for what purpose remains unknown.
He continued, stressing “in regard to the redoubts that have not yet been made ... it is only
necessary to mark them with paint and to not put them into relief.” 809 Here the instructions from
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the War Department specifically stated that the model’s “completeness” was to be temporarily
suspended until someone could make decisions regarding future work. It is probable that a commis
in the bureaux would have arranged to have an engineer finish the model once decisions on future
work had been made.
For certain towns where the War Department updated the fortifications or implemented
ongoing urban planning, engineers created multiple copies of town models. At least five copies of
Pinero, four of Dunkerque, and three each of Perpignan, Arras and Toulon existed at one time.
Like maps and drawings, these models became active documents, creating a space over which the
king, consulting with Louvois and Chamlay, could visualize the territory in question and could
plan conquest, defense, or reconstruction. 810 The king could in many cases remember the spaces
from his time in the field, as he was actually more active than many historians allow, visiting
various towns and fortifications in 1684, 1687, and 1693. 811 His desire to see his kingdom secure
no doubt stimulated his interest in viewing the plans but in a practical way he could envision
recommended modifications. The fact that Vauban made sure that the most valuable plans were
on display at Versailles, Fontainebleau, or Saint-Germain-en-Laye while older, less useful, and
out-of-date plans were stored in the rez-de-chaussée of the Louvre, meant that the king had access
to them. 812 In addition, Corvisier asserts that by 1706 all of the plans “were deposited in the
Louvre, in a large gallery, under the [continual] guard of an engineer and a company of disabled
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soldiers. No one was able to approach them without direct authorization from the hand of Louis
himself.” 813 The very fact that royal troops kept the plans under guard provides evidence of value
beyond their practical use in military planning to their value as state secrets.
Models provided effective database management in three-dimensions in a manner whereby
the king could literally view all of his kingdom’s defenses, including his colonies and even enemy
defenses. The models were almost unique to France in the early modern period. By 1697 at the
Peace of Ryswick, the War Department had created 144 different models that covered the entire
rim of the kingdom. 814 Cornette declares that part of the endless quest for the definition of
territorial sovereignty, which he states was “as important as the legal definition, for a long time
the business of lawyers and jurists,” relief plans were at the same time archive and living memory,
providing tangible knowledge of strategic areas of the border, and which allowed the creators to
“reproduce what modern techniques of aerial photography provide us with so easily today, namely
an exact and thorough understanding of what contemporaries could not see.” This was an amazing
accomplishment at the time, making visible what was not visible, “an extraordinary novelty, a
revolution the extent of which is difficult to gauge if one does not place it in the reality of
cartographic techniques of the time.” 815 Even more, three-dimensional representations required
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frontière, les plans-reliefs permettaient de restituer ce que les techniques modernes de la photographie aérienne
nous dispensent aujourd'hui si facilement, à savoir une connaissance exacte et minutieuse de ce que les
contemporains ne pouvaient pas voir. Rendre visible ce qui alors ne l'était pour personne, c'était là une nouveauté
extraordinaire, une véritable révolution, dont il est difficile de mesurer l'ampleur si on ne la replace pas dans la
réalité des techniques cartographiques de l'époque. »
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not only the technical skills of a map-maker or engineer, but the creativity of an artist, someone
who could envision an aerial view of a place. Although the device was not new, having been
employed for many years by Italian engineers, the scale upon which the kingdom was reproduced
provided further evidence of the puissance of the king of France, an ultimate representation of
knowledge.

Understanding Space as Power

For the War Department, these varied information pieces served to frame a specific system of
representational knowledge, a system of signs and symbols employed to meaningfully enhance
knowledge. Designers will at times use geometry to impose order on a landscape and in doing so
create a sense of well-arranged perfection while minimizing disorder and confusion. 816 Textual
descriptions of routes, fortifications, rivers and other landforms rendered as symbolic
representations, which Harley and Woodward believe facilitate spatial understanding. 817 However,
symbols also have contextualized form and meaning; cartography is limited in its scope of
representation, an idea which these historians tend to minimize. The craft of military engineering
was certainly more limited in its application than that of systematic mapping under Cassini.
Practitioners developed a detailed and lengthy taxonomy and vocabulary but its professional signs
and symbols existed in the framework of attack and defense and in the building of places.
Practitioners could change representational viewpoints whenever they choose, to better represent
the desired state, but always within the constraints of their assignments.
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Jacob, The Sovereign Map, 147.
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Harley and Woodward, “Preface,” in The History of Cartography, I: xvi.
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Nevertheless, by the early 1690s the volume and pace of construction assignments far
surpassed the efforts made at the time of the Franco-Dutch War. As Cénat has acknowledged, the
probable reason is that Chamlay and Louvois were preparing for a defensive war,. 818 The volume
of correspondence from the Rhine at the start of the War of the League of Augsburg illustrates the
massive engineering efforts coordinated by the War Department. 819 However, the effort was not
restricted to the Rhineland: Robelin worked with his son to craft plans for Besançon and other
towns in and around Franche-Comté. Rousselot regularly sent different visual information pieces
from Perpignan for planning purposes. 820 Engineering and construction had become a primary way
to understand the security of all of the frontiers of the kingdom, as evidenced by the massive threedimensional model construction efforts undertaken by engineers. By 1697, the Invalides contained
at least 144 models, and while 40 of these were deemed of little value, the rest were kept on active
display, carefully guarded and maintained. Roux observes that on his inventory from 1697, Vauban
advocated maintaining two models of Dunkirk so as “to compare past and present.” 821 This
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Jean-Philippe Cénat, Le roi stratège: Louis XIV et la direction de la guerre, 1661-1715, Collection « Histoire »
(Rennes: Presses universitaires de Rennes, 2010), 141-146. He refers to the strategy to create France as « une
immense forteresse » (143). He also notes that this philosophy explains the shortsighted decision to devastate the
Palatinate can more easily be seen in this light, where avoiding field battles was the order of the day because of
weakness and indiscipline in the army. See SHD A1 1183, pièce 1, « Mémoire historique de ce qui s’est passé
depuis le paix de Nimegue ».
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See SHD A1 registres, 993 and 994, entitled « 1690 Guerre d'Allemagne, lettres de génie (fortifications et
travaux), 40e/41e vol., mai-décembre 1690. » For specific examples, see SHD A1 994, pièce 107; Richerand à
Louvois, à Sarrelouis le 19e novembre 1690. See also A1 994, pièce 100; De La Mariniere à Louvois, à
Philisbourg le 12e novembre 1690. A top marginal note from Louvois to a secretarial commis requested he write to
La Grange to take measures to make sure that soldiers working for the entrepreneurs are paid: « Escrire à M. de
La Grange de prendre des mesures de maniere qu'il paye des ___ qui travaille aux magasins des entrepreneurs ...
des ___, afin que tous les soldats puissient travailler aux ouvrages de faire à __ place ... »
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SHD A1 993, pièces 77, 78, 79, 80, 81 ; Robelin à Louvois, à Besançon ce 18e juin 1690. Pièces 78 and 79 are
plans for the Château de Joux and Salins. Pièce 81, « Mémoire des ouvriers employés au chateau de Joux, fait à
Besançon ce 18e juin », is a report by Robelin’s son tallying workers employed.
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See Antoine de Roux et Nicolas Faucherre, « Le « Coup D’œil » Militaire à la Galerie des « Plans en Relief » :
L’Estat de 1697. » Les Collections : Fables et Programmes, J. Guillerme, rédacteur (Paris, 1993) 225-33. The
inventory clearly shows that most of the plans had been completed and delivered prior to 1693. On peut encore
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panopticon of fortified locations all around and even outside of the country supplied decisionmakers with useful information needed to make informed decisions about security.
In many cases involving the transmission of engineering information, drawings enabled
the commis to place construction knowledge into the visual database of the War Department. Maps
and drawings stored with Bellou and Mathieu Pinsonneau in the offices of the secretariat provided
support for operational as well as campaign planning. Such items became what Harley and
Woodward call “memory banks for spatial data and mnemonics,” which Cornette refers to as “the
memory of the state.” 822 Visual information had, however, more than power for remembrance or
understanding alone. The visual database included detailed construction drawings. Each fortified
town had to be meticulously planned to include necessary military architecture such as casernes,
magazines, guard posts, parade grounds, and defensive citadels. 823 On many of these maps, walls
and forts are depicted in great detail, using overlays and much marginalia. Engineers were
frequently called upon to update this visual information. One of the first instructions for maréchal
Catinat upon occupying Casal was to have the engineer La Mothe La Myre to send him “an exact
plan of the Château, both fortifications as well as the housing and underground passages, with a
mémoire on the condition of each.” 824 As with the plans, maps were safeguarded by the War

lire dans l'inventaire de 1697 la note de Vauban qui préconise la conservation des deux reliefs de Dunkerque ‘pour
comparer le passé au présent’ » (231).
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Harley and Woodward, “Chapter One: The Map and the development of the History of Cartography,” in The
History of Cartography, I: 1. They use the phrase to capture the purpose of maps for societies without printing;
however, why should it not be equally applicable to all societies that create visual artifacts? Cornette, Le Roi de
Guerre, 202-203. « L’originalité, mais aussi la force de l’État modern tenaient avant tout à sa capacité de compte,
de vérifier, d’archiver, d’évaluer, de répartir, de récolter, d’exploiter, de classer l’information. »
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See SHD A1 228, pièce 68, « Devis pour la construction de la Citadelle d’Arras, donné par M. Daspermont, à M.
de Louvois, à son passage à Arras, le vingt-cinquiesme aoust, audit an 1668 ». The letter discusses “polygones.”
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SHD A1 665, folio 83; Louvois à Catinat, à St Germain du 21e Décembre 1681. « Je vous suplie d'ordonner au Sr
de la Motte la Mire de m'envoyer un plan exact du Chasteau, tant des fortiffications que du logement et des
sousterrains avec un memoire de l'estat ou est chaque partie. » Reprinted in Hardré, Letters of Louvois, 215-219.

Department commis and eventually transferred to the Dépôt de la guerre for storage.
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The transformation of a town into a fortress was one of the most salient manipulations of
royal administrative power. As regards to state use of knowledge for engineering purposes Mukerji
believes that “science and engineering are sources of social [and political] power, rather than their
effects, and produce an engineered world that shapes our lives.” 826 Fortress construction almost
always required the alteration of some inhabitants’ living spaces. Beyond the social effects,
however, information was crucial to successful transformation to an information state. Statistics,
engineering designs, the plans en relief, and maps in the hands of the state became invaluable
methods not only for understanding the kingdom as a “technical appreciation of concrete space,”
as Cornette declares, but also as “the memory of the state,” 827 albeit a very discriminatory and
selective memory. The information generated through such memory creation devices was oriented
towards specific goals and served to permit future planning. John Brewer sees this relationship of
state information to planning in specifically Foucaultian terms where the “power of governments
has and always will be in large part dependent upon their capacity to order and manipulate different
sorts of information,” 828 that is, to effectively rule a state required access to privileged information.
Yet this argument ignores basic realities and inefficiencies which existed in the information flows
themselves. Early modern maps were, in effect, generally deceptive in presentation and serve as
imperfect reflections of Foucault’s concepts of the signs and privileges of panoptical political
power. 829 Because their plans were rarely fully completed, these engineers drew up plans that
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Headrick, When Information Came of Age, 102-4. The Dépôt acted as the army’s cartographic service.
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Chandra Mukerji, « Les usages intelligents de l’ingenierie et la legitimation du pouvoir étatique, » Revue de
sciences 16, No. 1 (2009): 226.
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Joël Cornette, Le Roi de Guerre : Essai sur la souveraineté dans la France du Grand Siècle (Paris, 1993), 165-8.
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For a full discussion, see Christian Jacob, The Sovereign Map: Theoretical Approaches in Cartography
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combined fact and fiction, imagination and expectation, reality and fantasy, always subject to
interpretation and revision before they reached the end user of the information, a process Foucault
believed represented an ongoing tension. However, the real power was the combination of visual,
textual, and numeric information into useful databases, a combination that allowed the War
Department to make knowledgeable decisions based on that information.

throughout History, translated by Tom Conley (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006), 318.
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PART III:
INFORMATION AND ITS USES
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CHAPTER FIVE:
DECISION-MAKING AND THE POWER OF INFORMATION

Many of the reports, accounts, plans, diagrams, and other forms of written and visual information
that War Department agents in the field gathered were intended to aid the department’s decisionmaking. Neither Le Tellier nor Louvois could make necessary decisions or bring recommendations
to the Conseil en Haut without current, comprehensive, and reliable data. By regularly tapping
their network of informants, the premier commis could provide the support the secrétaire needed
for effective decision-making. Decision-making processes hinged on three salient aspects of
information transfer. First, the bureaux issued orders and instructions to individuals tasked with
implementing or coordinating the specific tasks. Second, field administrators responded by
confirming those instructions they had received, frequently parroting back at least some of the
instructions received in the requesting letter. This device served several purposes, allowing the
field administrator cover in case they received questions about their orders but at the same time
confirmed to the bureaux that the recipient had understood orders correctly. It also allowed the
field administrator to act if they did not receive a contrary response or modified instructions.830
Finally during and upon completion, the field administrator provided verification that specific
tasks had been accomplished. Saint-Pouanges regularly reported compliance in this manner, for
example when in mid- August 1672 he confirmed to Louvois that he had personally carried out his
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See SHD A1 605, pièce 147; Le Boistel à Louvois, à Dunkerque le 2e juin 1678. This letter confirmed the orders
War Department had sent requiring all barques carrying wood and oats to be escorted had been implemented.
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orders, and that he would “send him a full report by the next ordinaire” of everything he had
completed. 831 In this manner, information flows allowed more systematic decision-making.
Decision-making processes did not always operate as intended. Administrators in the
department might never receive an important piece of information, or, they might misunderstand
instructions. As maréchal Catinat was preparing for the spring campaign in Italy, Louvois sent a
message instructing him to send his Piedmontese troops to Lyon, or to occupy the citadel at Turin.
The incorrectly worded letter to Catinat gave him a choice of one or the other, using the word “or”,
rather than ordering him to do both, using the word “and” as it should have done. Because of one
incorrect word, Catinat ended up choosing the former, thus missing the opportunity to occupy
Turin. 832 The episode reveals much about the ability of incorrectly worded orders to affect strategic
actions as French occupation of Turin might have prevented Victor Amadeus II, king of Savoy,
from breaking with France at a crucial time. This incident also demonstrates why many letters
were full of repetition and explanation, as well as explaining why echoing back instructions was
just as important as sending duplicate letters or sending several letters to one person for distribution
to others. To minimize confusion, the secrétaire at times demanded acknowledgement that letters
had been hand-delivered so as to ensure instructions arrived in a timely fashion. 833
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SHD A1 294, pièce 104; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, à Zutphen le 16e Aoust 1672. « J'arrive presentement en cette
ville après avoit passé dans toutes les places qui sont du long de la mer, et y avoit executté les choses ordonnées?
par le memoire que vous m'avez donné; et comme l'ord[inai]re est prest de partir, Je ne vous mande point l'estat
auquel j'ay trouvé lesd[ites] places, et je vous supplie de trouver bons? que je remette à vostre en rendre compte
par l'ord[inai]re prochain. Je partiray demain après midy pour aller coucher à Doisbourg ... »
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This episode is recalled by Corvisier in Louvois, 164. Louvois sent a coded message to Catinat on 2 May 1690
reading as follows: he ordered him to obtain from the duc de Savoie « la marche des troupes piémontaises dans les
faubourgs de Lyon [où elles seraient neutralisées] ou l’entrée des troupes du roi dans la citadelle de Turin. » The
« ou » before « l’entrée » should have been transcribed by the commis who copied the final version as « et », and
this simple error caused the subsequent confusion. Once Louvois realized the mistake he had to apologize to the
king. Was the mistake in the dictation or the copying? We do not know but given Louvois’ temperament, if it was
the later, one wonders what happened to the poor commis in the secretariat who drafted the final letter.
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SHD A1 832, pièce 68; Louvois à M. d’Herleville, à Versailles le 29e decembre 1688. « Je vous adresse un paquet
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Decision-making processes were not always linear, however. In a letter to the intendant Le
Boistel, Louvois confirmed the king’s agreement with the intendant’s request to allow Spanish
subjects to come to French territory to sell goods, but more importantly clarified an order to
maintain additional companies in garrison at two forts, an important action in 1674 considering
the risk of a Dutch descent along the coast near Dunkerque. Le Boistel was to let the secrétaire
“know when it has been done” because of the risk. 834 Field agents such as engineers sometimes
had to push a problem to a higher authority for resolution because they believed that they lacked
the authority to decide. In late December 1668 as he was inspecting fortifications, the engineer
Choisy sent Louvois a copy of a letter he had given to the intendant Carlier to point out problems
with an entrepreneur at Charleroi. He asked for a decision, forwarding a copy of the letter to
Carlier “so that you can understand, and will have the goodness to resolve this matter yourself with
M. du Montal who will presently arrive, as to what you want us to do for this contractor.” 835 The
engineer Choisy and the commissaire Carlier believed that firing the contractor themselves would
exceed their authority. Further action could not be taken in such matters unless someone in the

pour M. de Crenan, et un autre pour M. Le Camus que le Roy desire que vous leur envoyer par une escorte qui le
leur remettre en main propre, vous aurez s'il vous plaist soin de m'en accuser la reception, et les prierez d'en user
de mesme à vostre esgard. »
834

SHD A1 404, pièce 76; Louvois à Le Boistel, à St. Germain le 17e janvier 1674. « J'ay receu votre lettre du 11e de
ce mois; pour les raisons que vous representés, Le Roy trouve bon que vous permettiez aux sujets d'Espagne qui
sont sujets à la Contribution d’aporter leurs Denrées dans les villes de France et aux sujets du Roy d’en user de
mesme à l'egard des villes des Espagnols à condition que ceux-cy y donneront les mains ... Sur ce que vous
m'avez mandé au sujet des fortes de Bergues et de Dunkerque j'escris presentement à M. de la Bourlie que le Roy
ayant été informé qu'il n'y a qu'une compagne dans chacun, Sa Majesté desire qu'il en tire deux de la garnison
dudit Bergues pour en augmenter les garnisons desdits deux fortes de chacun une et vous me ferés sçavoir s'il
l'aura executé. »
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SHD A1 229, pièce 215; Choisy à Louvois, à Charleroy du 26e decembre 1668. « je prends la liberté de vous
envoyer une copie de m'a lettre afin que vous les puissiez voir et que vous ayez la bonté de regler vous-mesme
avec M. du Montal qui doit estre presentement arrivé, ce que vous voulez que l'on fasse pour cet Entrepreneur,
comme c'est luy qui a fait faire tous ces travaux comme il la jugé necessaire, et qu'il sçait ce que l'on a promis il
vous expliquera toutes choses de ces marches qui ne sont pas assez estendus sur toutes les pretentions des
Entrepreneurs. » The letter to Carlier is pièce 216.

department weighed in.
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Information flowing into and out of the bureaux facilitated processes of decision-making,
and by classifying the wide variety of information shown in the previous chapters by their effects
will illustrate how the premier commis participated in decision-making. Information flowed into
the bureaux to inform, to advise, and to proactively advocate. However, decisions did not simply
flow out from the center, nor from the top down. While agents often conveyed information to the
department for a decision, in many other cases they made decisions themselves and then informed
the bureaux of those decisions and subsequent actions. Contract negotiations for special courier
routes illustrate some of the dynamics of authority and latitude for action which characterized the
complex relationships between field agents and the central bureaux as for example when La
Goupillière informed Louvois on that he had made a contract for mail delivery three times per
week between Creutznach and the army of the Dauphin to expedite communications. 836 The role
of “process” in decision-making is a crucial component in uncovering how administrative systems
evolved. While informing, advising, and advocating existed as distinct content forms they were
not mutually exclusive; each form had some of the characteristics of the others and effectively
complemented and overlapped. Nevertheless, they provide a framework for analyzing processes
of decision-making in the War Department ecosystem. The bureaux and field administrators
employed each type in logistical processes of planning and risk management, and the department’s
administrative network was vital to the exchange process.
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SHD A1 831 pièce 127; La Goupillière à Louvois, à Mayence le 19e octobre 1688. « J'ay aussy fait marché pour
la poste qui partira trois fois la semaine pour Creutznach pour aller en droiture à Sarlouis, et par Oppenheim,
Wormes et Spire pour aller à l'armée de Monseigneur affin d'y avoir du commerce, Je me seray du Maistre de la
poste qui estoit establie par M. le Prince de Taxis, parce que je n'en ay point trouvé d'autre, et qu'il y sera plus
àpropos qu'un autre estant accoutumé, Il m'a presté sermeunt de fidelité, on poura avoir vu commis pour le Bureau
qui prendra garde encore à ses actions, Je luy donne 500 lt par an pour les deux routtes, il y a deux heures d'icy à
Niderjugelheim, et 4 à Oppenheim c'est bon marché. »
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Informing the Bureaux

The premier commis needed information specific to a task in order to meet their responsibilities.
In certain cases, the department needed verification that a piece of information was correct. In
September 1685, prior to the Edict of Fontainebleau, the department made some effort to expose
Huguenot heretics and Louvois asked the intendant Desmadrys to verify that one “Jean Pierre
Riouille, called the Purple Cavalier, in the company of Sibourg had abjured his heresy,” and if he
was indeed formerly a Huguenot. In effect Desmadrys should conduct a fact-finding investigation.
He also stressed that, if this was indeed the case, then in consideration of his abjuration, the “king
desires you to give him [the customary] two pistolles.” 837 In the important matter of one’s faith,
even a signed certificate could not be taken at face value; Desmadrys could only implement the
decision once he had confirmed its accuracy. The information generated by Desmadrys’s
investigation would not only allow the bureau to update its records on a nouveau converti, but
demonstrate to the king that measures to secure abjurations in the army were yielding results.
While some requests required a simple confirmation, in other cases field agents needed to
investigate and report the “facts” for a premier commis, Louvois, or even the king, to render a
decision in a matter. This need for precise information was especially the case in disputes between
officers or between officers and soldiers. If regimental colonels or others could not resolve these
disputes, the matter came before Henri Bourdon’s bureau. Bourdon generally initiated an enquiry
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SHD A1 749, folio 43; Louvois à Desmadrys, à Versailles le 8e septembre 1685. « Je vous envoye un certifficat
par lequel vous verray que le nommé Jean Pierre Riouille dit la violette cavalier de la compagnie de Sibourg a
abjuré sa heresie; s'il vous parois qu'il ait esté auparavant de la religion le Roy desire qu'en cette consideration
vous luy fassiez donner deux pistolles. »
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by requesting that the regimental commissaire gather situational details. The commissaire would
prepare an “information”, a report that contained written testimonies of the individuals involved
in the case. In an officer dispute in June 1684, Louvois wrote to a commissaire named Charpentier
that “I am waiting for the informations that you must send regarding the confrontation between
the Sieur de Cary, captain of the régiment de la Marine et Le Despalles, lieutenant … in the same
regiment in order to make a report to the king and [then] to make his intentions known to you.” 838
Administrators used the term “informations” in a limited way, indicating the specific type of
report, not a general request for evidence. In the winter of 1678, La Grange sent several reports to
the War Department concerning a fire in one of the infantry barracks at Brisach. His letter of 22
February indicated that the investigations had been completed: “by the informations that have been
made,” the cause of the fire was from a candle which one of the cavalry officer’s valets had failed
to extinguish after he had “taken wine and fallen asleep.” 839 His culpability thus established, the
secrétaire himself would probably determine punishment, barracks being expensive to build.
Reports such as informations became an important means by which the bureaux gathered decisionmaking information.

Methods for Gathering Information
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SHD A1 714, pièce 155 (182); Louvois à le Sr. Charpentier, à Versailles le 10e juin 1684. « J'attendray les
informations que vous devez envoyer sur le combat? entre le Sr. de Cary/ cappitaine au regiment de la Marine et
les Despalles, lieutenant de la compagnie col___ dudit regiment pour en rendre compte au Roy et vous faire
sçavoir ses intentions. » Note that this Chapentier was a prévôt, not the premier commis in the War Department.
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SHD A1 612, pièce 71; La Grange à Louvois, à Brisac ce 22e fevrier 1678. « Par les informations qui ont esté
faites de l'incendie qui est arivée à Brisac, du petit corps de casernes d'infanterie, il est justiffié que c'est par la
faute d'un valet de la cavalerie qui y? est logée pris de vin qui s'estoit endormy, sans esteindre sa chandele que le
feu sy est mis et lequel s'est sanné?, comme elles sont absolument necessaire, s'il vous trouvez bon je veray des
ouvriers pour sçavoir à quoy se monteroit la despense qu'il faudroit faire pour les remettre en estat promptement. »
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Fact-finding proved useful to an extent. In more serious disputes, the situation required a formal
process in order to gather relevant details. Procès-verbaux were more formal reports used to record
and evaluate testimony. The provincial intendant typically conducted these investigations but they
could also be within the purview of a commissaire. Louvois requested a procès-verbal for Charuel
regarding the appointment of two magistrates in the town of Toul so that the matter could be
decided by the king. 840 As the department’s local representative, Charuel would have been able to
gather information about the two individuals based on his locational knowledge. In a similar
fashion, army commissaires could provide information on disputes within military units. At the
start of the Franco-Dutch War, the War Department was concerned about recruitment and deserters
(passevolants). In August 1672 commissaire Le Camus recorded four separate procès-verbaux on
the subject of soldiers who appeared in the musters but who were exposed as valets, foreigners, or
rouleurs or billardeurs. 841 Le Camus forwarded them to the department “to let you know the truth
of it” to render a decision, which would probably have been made by Louvois in consultation with
Bourdon. 842 Disputes of this nature might be decided locally based on existing ordonnances. Many
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SHD A1 714, folio 35 (42); Louvois à M. Charuel, à Valenciennes le 2e juin 1684. « Je vous adresse avec une
lettre de M. du Castrey le procès-verbal de nomination du deux eschevins pour la ville de Toul sur lequel le Roy
voulant avoir adviser si vous plait. Je me le mander [__] envoyer [__] écrire un procès-verbal pour le mettre en
estat d'en rendre compte à Sa Majesté. »
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Rouleurs, also called billardeurs, were soldiers who deserted from one unit to join another and thus claim
multiple recruitment bounties.
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SHD A1 294, pièce 30; Le Camus à Louvois, à Courtray ce 6e aoust 1672. « Par les extraits que j'ay l'honneur de
vous envoyer vous cognoistrez la force et l'estat auquel sont les Comp[agn]ies des garnisons de Lille et Courtray.
J'y joins aussy quatre procès-verbaux, Le premier pour un pretendu valet du Sr. de Grimont qui estoit dans sa
comp[agn]ie. Le second pour deux soldats qui m’ont esté monstrez pour avoir passés en reveue au mois de Juillet
à Arras dans la Comp[agni]e de Gaulieu, et à Lille dans celle de d’Affry. Les deux autres sont pour six soldats qui
mont esté denoncé(?) comme étrangers ... J'ay crû Monseigneur que je debvrais? vous en envoyer un procèsverbal pour vous faire cognoistre la verité de fait, Et comme il y a deux soldats qui mont denoncé en mesme
temps les trois étrangers de la Comp[agni]e de Grosjean. » For a discussion of Louvois’s efforts to stamp out
various forms of abuse in reviews, see Corvisier, Louvois, 107. Corvisier notes that rouleurs were particularly
singled out because of the high costs.
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cases, however, required relaying information to the War Department for confirmation of a
decision or even the decision itself, particularly if the disagreements within the ranks involved
more complex questions, and only after documentation of the testimonies of the involved persons.
Conducting a thorough investigation of disputes or crimes committed by soldiers meant
taking the time to gather useful information. A commissaire or intendant followed a relatively
structured procedure that might involve multiple meetings with the involved parties. An actual
procès-verbal followed a precise format for testimony, beginning with a discussion of the facts of
the case, then summarizing the actual statements of the involved parties. In a representative
example, a month after his investigation into deserters Le Camus conducted another investigation
of two soldiers who someone had accused of being rouleurs. The commissaire began the report
with an outline of how the events leading to the arrest of the perpetrators had unfolded. The next
section began with the accused person’s swearing “an oath to tell the truth” in the matter at hand,
followed by the testimony of the accused, in this case one Jean Maillet, presented in the form of a
specific question (enquis) paired with the soldier’s answer. 843 The document functioned as the
official record of the case, and a procès-verbal represented the department’s need to adjudicate
cases as fully and reasonably as possible because of the possibility of capital punishment. They
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SHD A1 294, pièce 304; « Procès-verbal de M. Le Camus au sujet de quelques passevolants suisses, » 11
Septembre 1672. « L'an mille six cent soixante et douze Le dernier jour de Juillet, Nous Le Camus Com[missai]re
au Regiment des gardes françoises et ordonné à la police des troupes de la garnison de Lille faissant la Reveue
desd[its] troupes, Après le ban faict aux compagnies suisses pour en faire sortir les passevolans et les soldates qui
ne sont point suisses grisons ny allemands. Le nommé Pierre Crotet bas officier de la Comp[agni]e de daffry
seroit venu à nous et nous auroit montré dans lad[ite] Comp[agni]e quatre soldates desquels il dit y en avoir deux
qui ont passé dimanche dernier en Reveue à Arras dans la Comp[agni]e de Gaulieuse, ... Les ayant à l'instant tirés
des ranger et faict conduire en? prisons de cette ville aujourd'hui premier aoust en presence dud[it] Pierre Crotet
denonciateur; Nous aurions faict venir devant nous Le nommé Jean Maillet l'un des dénoncés, lequel après
serment par luy faict de dire la verité./. Enquis, s'il est soldat de la Comp[agni]e de daffry, a dit qu'ouy? et qu'il y a
eu six ans aux Roys passés que le Sr. de daffrey Le loua à Fribourg le lieu des à? naissance pour servir dans
lad[ite] comp[agni]e en qualité de soldat./. Enquis, ... »
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had to be precise as to their form and recorded content, but they also had to be thorough in order
to render a confident decision.
Administrators routinely generated specific types of information according to the needs of
the bureaux, whether seasonal or situational. Information on matters such as collection of
contributions, quartier d’hiver capabilities, intelligence on enemy troop movements and army
composition, and diplomatic news were all to some extent subject to cycles of ebb and flow before,
during or after a campaign season. Arsenals had to be restocked with munitions in the autumn, and
the commis had to monitor wintertime provisioning for soldiers, the ustancile. Planning for winter
lodging meant that Charpentier’s bureau had to determine, or at least recommend, areas where
infantry regiments and squadrons of horse would be quartered. They also had to solicit information
on the number of troops that each local town and village could adequately house. Charpentier’s
commis converted all of this data into a detailed Contrôle which the provincial intendant and local
commissaires then implemented. 844 When the department solicited this type of important
information by the premier ordinaire it often arrived mixed in with the mundane. Administrators
sent troop reviews and expense reports, for example, with critical, intelligence, news, and afteraction reports. The premier commis sorted out the reports to determine usefulness to either the
secrétaire or their own bureau.
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SHD A4 79, 5 decembre 1675; « Controolle des trouppes en quartier d'hyver dans Tours. » « Controolle des
troupes d'infanterie que le Roy a resolu de faire loger pendant l'hyver dans la generalité de Tours, et du celles que
S.M. y avoit encores destinées et qu'elle a trouvé bon de faire demeurer ailleurs en assignant le payement de leur
Ustancille sur les villes du ladite generalité où elles debvoyent loger./. Le Regiment d'Anjou du trente-quatre
compagnies .... [strikethrough] sera[end] est logé moictié à Angers, moictié au Mans, où l'ustancille luy sera payée
--------- conformement à l'ordonnance de Sa Majesté du xe (10e) octobre dernier./. Dix-sept compagnies du
regiment de la Reyne ......... demeureront à Rennes au lieu d'aller en quartier d'hyver à Angers, et ledit Ustancille
sera payée à raison de cent sols pour chaque compagnie par jour et pour 150 jours du quartier d'hyver par les
habitans de ladite ville d'Angerset remise entre les mains du commis du Tresorier general de l'Extraordinaire des
guerres estant en la generalité de Tours pour leur estre envoyée à Rennes … »
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Field administrators never adopted a single style within their correspondence for purposes
of reporting. What proved more important was regular and reliable reporting, for instance from
commissaires and intendants d’armée so as to track the overall condition of an army on campaign.
As early as 1664 the Le Tellier firmly established this practice, tasking the intendant Robert with
reporting every item of news and progress for the French army sent to assist the Habsburgs against
the Turks. 845 Robert’s reports included everything from routes of march 846 to his efforts to
coordinate his team of commissaires des guerres to secure the pain de munition for the troops at
reasonable prices during the march from Italy to Austria. 847 He wrote often in code and sent news
constantly: the long and detailed letters from Robert not only allowed the War Department to track
the army’s progress but to better understand conditions and the challenges of both supply and
command faced by the commander le comte de Coligny and Robert. Le Tellier had by now created
a set of standard instructions for his intendants which included feeding the soldiers, managing the
funds, conducting accurate reviews, and reporting any and all news. 848 The instructions clearly
laid down the requisite areas of responsibility for the intendant and each type of activity carried
requirements for periodic or episodic information exchanges. One of the primary responsibilities
of the intendant de l’armée was to maintain the flow of communications, to ensure that the War
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SHD A1 251 pièce 43; « Instruction au Sr. Robert sur ce qu'il aura a faire au pres du corps de troupes allant
d'Italie en Allemagne » ; Fait à Paris ce 7e may 1664. « Et ledit Sr. Robert observera qu'une des choses dont Sa
Majesté le charge bien expressement est de luy faire sçavoir le plus souvent qu'il pourra des nouvelles de ce qui
passera dans ledit corps de troupes, et dans l'armée des confeders, Et quand les affaires dont il aura atrainer?
seront considerable Il pourra se servir des chiffre qui luy a ete cy devant donné. »
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SHD A1 251 pièce 13; [Contrôle] Projet de route en Allemagne, 17e mars 1664.
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SHD A1 251 pièce 23; « Lettre de M. Robert, donne des details sur les dispositions prises pour les troupes qui
doivent retourner d'Italie en France »; 24 mars 1664. « Il debvra en mesme temps s'informer particulierement du
prix des vivres et denrées dans cet estat, et chercher des gens qui veuillent entreprendre d'y fournir l'estappe à
meilleur marché, que ne font deux personnes à qui j'en ay desja faict escrire, et qui sont pas trop déraisonnables. »
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Douglas Baxter, Servants of the Sword (Urbana, 1976), 149. See his detailed discussion of the campaign on pp.
147-163.

Department remained informed.
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Most importantly, the premier commis used reported information within their bureaux to
plan. The commis engaged in extensive preparations for annual campaign cycles, issuing requests
for stockpiling arsenals, commissions for commanders and other officers, and routes and étapes to
move troops from winter quarters to assembly areas. The frenetic activity that took place during
August and September of 1671 was not unusual and required increasing exchanges to move
artillery, obtain munitions, fill arsenals, obtain bread flour and other food, assess logistical
capacity, and ensure that work on important fortifications rapidly moved to completion.
Documents in a number of registers for these months attest to this urgency: tthese reports include
a report on the state of masonry at Bergues, an état for the regulation of commerce, and a listing
of tools and other munitions bought to prepare for anticipated sieges. 849 Actual correspondence
also reflected urgency, for example when Louvois instructed ambassador Barillon to assist
commissaire Damoresan with arranging artillery transport. 850 The number of tasks and people
addressing them also illustrates a significant increase in the capacity of the information ecosystem
to generate data. Saint-Pouanges’s bureau requested that the intendant Charuel make a thorough
search for river transport on the Moselle in March 1672, as river transport provided a logistic
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For example, see SHD A1 261, pièce 280; « Estat de la maçonnerie de Bergues le 30e aoust 1671 »; SHD A1 261,
pièce 296; « Bureaux Establis en Flandres pour les traittés »; SHD A1 262, pièce 246; « Plan d’Ath du 8e
Novembre 1671. » SHD A1 261, folio 331; « Estat des menus achapts qu’il convient faire à la suite de l’armée
envoyé par M. le comte du Lude avec sa letter cy dessus; 31 mars 1672, a listing of tools and other munitions
bought in preparation for war. Stocking of munitions was almost a constant topic in the lead up to a campaign.
See A1 265, folio 155v; Camus de Beaulieu à Louvois, à Verdun du 28e fevrier 1672.
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SHD A1 261, pièce 116; Louvois à M. de Barillon, à Fontainebleau le 13e aoust 1671. « En Execution des ordres
du Roy que j’ay expediées pour faire voiturer incessamment par les soins de M. Damoresan une très grande
quantité de pièces d’artillerie et de munitions de guerre de St. Quentin au Quesnoy estant necessaire d’avoir un
nombre considerable de chariots, Sa Majesté m’a ordonné de vous faire sçavoir quelle desire que vous
commandées jusqu’à la quantité de cent chariots du gouvernement de Guise et St. Quentin pour travailler... » See
Damoresan’s report on artillery transport, SHD A1 261, pièce 161; Damoresan à Louvois, à Quesnoy le 17e aoust
1671.

backbone for moving supplies.
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Intendants had to continually inform themselves regarding

transport capacity. Military intelligence about conditions in Dutch, Spanish, and German territories
was also flowing in from the field, as evidenced by a systematic evaluation of several fortified
Dutch cities and a detailed intelligence report on the regiments available to the Elector of
Brandenburg to use on campaign. 852

Staying Informed
News reports and intelligence information served as specific and locational pieces of information,
and included crucial data such as enemy troop strength, suspected lines of march, recruitment and
mobilization exertions, and garrison strengths. Almost all of this data proved useful only for a
single campaign and its flow was overwhelmingly uni-directional into the War Department.
Although its usefulness was ephemeral, precision depended upon the skill of the observers who
many times compiled the information through secondhand reporting, as with the reports from Jean
Heiss in the Rhine area or Talon in charge of contributions for the military department of
Oudenarde. 853 Despite its limited life, the secrétaire and the king utilized this type of information
to evaluate operations as well as to plan campaign strategy. The department asked intendants to
provide detailed information regarding geography and other types of terrain-based reconnaissance
so that operational planning could take place. La Goupillière provided an evaluation of the winter
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SHD A1 265, folio 256; Charuel à Louvois, à Nancy du 2e mars 1672.
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SHD A1 265, folio 324; « Mémoire de Sieur de Lalonde de l’estat auquel il a trouvé les places de Tongres,
Mastrick, Flakem et Mazeick don’t il avoit orders de visiter les fortiffications. » SHD A1 265, folio 302 is the
report on the Elector of Brandenburg’s regiments.
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See also SHD A1 615, pièce 50; Barillon à Louvois, à Londres le 19e fevrier 1678. SHD A1 404, pièce 167; Talon
à Louvois, D’audenarde le 21e février 1674. « On m’escrit de Bruxelles que Monsieur de Monterey faut assembler
quelques troupes sur le canal et que ce peult [sic] estre à cause qu’il est gelé; quelques-uns ne ^m’escrit^ que c’est
pour d’___ à Ruremonde un convois des ____ preparer à M___. »
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quartering capacity of the Palatine area seemed to have been an important factor leading to the
decisions regarding the destruction of the area in 1689. 854 Other factors entered into the decision,
but La Goupillière was able to provide a necessary component.
Information agents assumed active roles in collecting military intelligence, a process of
information transfer by which the department gathered knowledge regarding enemy activity.
Intelligence gathering also applied to diplomacy, as the marquis de Louvois did not treat diplomacy
and military action as separate and distinct concerns. 855 The diplomat Joachim d’Alencé remained
a vital intelligence contributor for the War Department over many years, as did Jean-Antoine de
Mesmes, comte d’Avaux, a diplomat serving as plénipotentiaire du roi at Nimègue then the king’s
ambassador at The Hague until 1688. 856 D’Avaux in particular was tasked with keeping an eye on
Dutch military activities, a particularly vital need during the summer and fall of 1688. In an
exchange of letters between August and October, d’Avaux and Louvois discussed the current
military situation. Because of his diplomatic role, d’Avaux had to rely on a network of spies to
assist him in gathering intelligence. The War Department sought any and all news of William III’s
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See SHD A1 824, folio 107; Louvois à La Goupillière, Intendant de la province de la Sarre du mesme jour 2e
octobre 1688; [à Fontainebleau]. His familiarity with the Palatinate no doubt came into play in Louvois’ decision
to solicit his opinion on winter quarters possibilities in October 1688.
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Yann Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques,
1671-1691 : Guerre et renseignement à la fin du XVIIe siècle. » Revue Internationale d'Histoire Militaire 82
(2002), 4. http://www.institut-strategie.fr/RIHM_82_BROUSSE.html [accessed 12 February 2015]. « Sa
tendance à accaparer les dossiers et à vouloir mêler diplomatie et guerre explique sa volonté d’être renseigné par
les agents des affaires étrangères. »
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Yann Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques,
1671-1691, » 5-6. Brousse cites the case of Joachim d’Alencé, « issu d’une famille de marchands parisiens …
D’Alencé commence sa carrière comme commis de Loménie de Brienne, secrétaire d’État des affaires étrangères
de 1643 à 1663. Puis il passe au service du chancelier Pierre Séguier comme secrétaire … en 1672, lorsque le
chancelier disparaît à son tour, Louvois le prend à son service au département de la guerre. Affaires étrangères,
justice, guerre, voilà un homme dont les compétences semblent variées et reconnues, puisqu’il a travaillé sous les
plus grands commis de l’État de son époque. »
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intentions, fearing among other possibilities a descent on England and consequently d’Avaux
enlisted a number of associates. In a postscript to a letter on 12 August 1688, he related “yesterday
I encountered the Sieur de Saint Leger who told me the following word for word: “I have just
received a letter from my brother, captain in the regiment of Vendôme, who assures me that he
will soon be here and tells me not to write to him, but all this [his information] will be shared
quietly.” 857 D’Avaux’s letter shows that even French officers who travelled could function as
spies. After another of d’Avaux’s letters on the 21 August, Louvois entreated him to “continue to
inform me of developments in Holland, and try to do it with all the certainty and precision
possible,” stressing that this required him to “obtain first-hand reports of what occurs,” and that he
should not report news that was not “given to you by those residing in the area.” 858 Administrators
preferred first-hand information when it was available, but it had to be verified if at all possible. 859
The War Department retained a number of contacts who coordinated intelligence networks
within the French diplomatic corps. Others maintained a close relationship with the department
but did not correspond at all with the French foreign affairs secrétaire. Jean Heiss, a diplomat who
conducted intelligence-gathering missions in Trier in the 1670s, had a large network of agents in
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SHD A1 822, pièce 2 et 2bis; M. le Comte d'Avaux à Louvois, à La Haye du 12e aoust 1688. Postscript: «Je
rencontray hier le Sr. de 470 279 359 489 311 221 449 [Saint Leger] qui me dit mot à mot ce qui suit: ‘Je viens de
recevoir une lettre d'un frere que j'ay 80 402 490 279 361 116 311 456 111 520 159 113 469 331 [capitaine dans
le regiment de Vendosme] qui m'asseure qu'il fera bientost icy et me mande de ne luy plus escrire, mais tout cela
en termes si couverts, que je le donnerois au plus fin à deviner.’ »
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SHD A1 822; Louvois à M. d'Avaux; à Versailles le 26e Août 1688. « Je vous supplie de continuer à me faire part
des mouvements qui se sont en Hollande, et d'essayer de le faire avec toute la certitude et précision possible c'està-dire qu'il est nécessaire que vous voyiez par des yeux assurés ce qui se passe, et que vous ne vous en rapportiez
point aux nouvelles qui vous en peuvent être données par des personnes du pays … » Also SHD A1 822; Louvois
à d'Humières; à Versailles le 5e septembre Août 1688, requesting that d’Humières finding out what was happening
with the Dutch Cavalry.
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SHD A1 822; Louvois à M. d’Avaux; à Versailles le 5e septembre 1688. In this letter he asked d’Avaux to verify
news that he had heard from another source.
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Rhenish dioceses who appear to have kept him well-informed concerning Dutch fortress garrisons
in the area. 860 Heiss retained this network at a critical juncture as the War Department needed to
obtain reliable information on enemy dispositions for the 1672 campaign of the Franco-Dutch War.
In August and September 1671, Heiss’s correspondent in Cologne was keeping a critical eye on
military and political developments. From his Paris residence, Heiss relayed the correspondent’s
reports on Imperial and German troop movements and assemblies near the frontier observing on
11 August for example that “the levée of 5,000 men each that the Electors of Cologne and of
Brandenburg, as well as the duc de Neubourg and the Bishop of Munster, are making for the
defense of the Westphalian Circle is proceeding very slowly. There are very few men presenting
themselves for enlistment.” 861 Such important intelligence could provide some confidence that the
German states would not easily be in a position to oppose French moves in the spring. Interestingly,
these reports also demonstrate how quickly news items travelled: the information sent by the
Cologne correspondent had in arrived in Paris in about 5 days. 862 Heiss and d’Avaux both
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Brousse, « Les réseaux d’information de Louvois dans les provinces-unies et aux Pays-Bas Catholiques, 16711691, » 6. « paraît bien informé grâce aux diverses correspondances qu’il entretient dans les évêchés rhénans où
les Hollandais possèdent plusieurs places fortes. Ce diplomate était résident de l’électeur de Trèves à Paris, mais il
passa au service de la France pour quelques missions à Mayence (1671) puis à Trèves (1673). Jusqu’en 1688, date
à laquelle Louvois le nomme intendant de l’armée française en Allemagne puis commissaire des guerres dans le
pays de Cologne, il joue le rôle d’informateur exclusif du ministre. Malgré son rôle de diplomate, il n’entretient
pas de correspondance avec le secrétaire d’État des affaires étrangères. » Heiss played an informational role but
was also appointed to intendant de l’armée française then commissaire for the territory of Cologne in 1688.
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See SHD A1 259, pièce 53; Heiss à Louvois, à Paris le 16e août 1671 [à Cologne le 11e août 1671]. « Les levées
que les Electeurs de Cologne et de Brandenbourg, et le duc de Neubourg et l’Evescque de Munster font pour la
defense du cercle de Westphalie à raison de cinq mil hommes chacuns vont fort lentement; Il y a fort peu de gens
qui se presentent pour estre enrollés. »
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The details contained within each of his letters during this time period were sent from Cologne five days earlier.
See SHD A1 259, pièce 43; Heiss à Louvois, à Paris le 9e août 1671 [à Cologne le 4e août 1671]. The same is the
case for the other letters as well. See SHD A1 259, pièce 53, Heiss à Louvois, à Paris le 16e août 1671 [à Cologne
le 11e août 1671]; pièce 100, Heiss à Louvois, à Paris le 23e août 1671 [à Cologne le 18e août], pièce 240 Heiss à
Louvois, à Paris le 13e septembre 1671 [à Cologne le 8e September], and pièce 334, Heiss à Louvois, à Paris le 27e
septembre 1671 [à Cologne le 22e Septembre].
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exemplify the efforts of the War Department to keep up-to-date on developments in what might
be termed “hot spots,” news from critical areas, to stay informed and thus try to manage risk.
Systematic intelligence gathering was a hallmark of bureaux campaign planning and
information flows provide the evidence for this contention. Information gathered from enemy
territory provided the necessary component for the War Department to prepare. The Prince de
Condé travelled in Franche Comté during late 1667 and early 1668, filing a series of reports on the
military readiness of the Spanish province. In a manner similar to d’Avaux’s actions twenty years
later, he dispatched letters to both the king and to Louvois, albeit with differing content. After
relaying troop strengths in several major towns, he went on to declare that “I have gained rather
detailed knowledge, but in a few days I will have much more.” He assessed delays in militia
mobilization, supplying vital data for determining the number of French troops needed for an
invasion. 863 However, Condé understood that he could not conduct all the research himself. His
own network of spies gathered some of this information, remarking further on that “I have here a
copy of the mémoire that was given to me by a person in Dole. He is a fairly intelligent and strongly
loyal man. He will have much to tell you below.” 864 His words sought to convey his confidence in
the information’s trustworthiness and value. In any case the reconnaissance tasks were time
consuming, and On 6 January 1668 he wrote from Dijon regarding his reconnaissance at Salins.
Since the town was fortified and surrounded by mountains, he was “obliged to use several persons
to come finish [the work],” charging each with specific matter. He went on to say that he was
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SHD A1 211, folio 3; Autre Lettre de Monseigneur le Prince de Condé à Louvois; d’Auxonne le 15e decembre
1667. « J'en ay plustost eu une connoissance parfaitte mais dans peu de jours j'en auray autant des autres; ils ont
outre cela leur milice qui est composée de cinq ou six mille hommes de pied, mais elle n'est pas sur pied. »
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Ibid. « Je soins icy la coppie du mémoire que celuy qui a esté à Dole m'a donnée; C'est un homme assez
intelligent et fort fidele, Il y auroit beaucoup à vous dire la dessus ... »
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sending along a plan of Salins and its forts, but that it still lacked accuracy because he could not
properly observe all of the works. 865 His information was incomplete, but not useless.
Incorrect information, however, could lead to disaster and this can explain much of the
secrétaire’s concern for verification. In the waning weeks of 1672, it seemed clear that the French
had little information on the Prince of Orange’s intent with respect to his next moves. The
department needed a better idea of what was occurring. Lieutenant General Stoppa, one of the
theatre commanders, speculated in several letters that whatever the Prince’s intent he could do
little without Spanish assistance, and the Spanish were already entering winter quarters. It turned
out that Stoppa’s speculations were not merely wrong, they provide almost fatally flawed. In early
December 1672 and with Spanish support, the Prince marched to Charleroi and laid siege to the
town. Fortunately, the French army forced him to raise the siege, and not for the last time. 866 The
War Department had failed in this case to obtain information from multiple channels, and had to
react to an unexpected situation based on unsupported advice.

Advising Decision-makers

Information exchanges within the ecosystem not only sought to inform but also to provide advice
or counsel to facilitate decision-making. The premier commis sought advisory information from
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SHD A1 211, folio 13; Lettre de Monseigneur Le Prince [de Condé] à M. le Marquis de Louvois; de Dijon le 6
janvier 1668. « J’ay este oblige de me servir de plusieurs personners po[ur] en venir about, j’ay charge les uns
d’une chose et les autres d’une autre, tout cela ne s’est pu faire plutost, outre que j’avois envoye aussy a Besançon
pour m’esclaircir de ce dont je ne l’estois pas, ... »
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SHD A1 280, pièce 38, Stoppa à Louvois, 4e novembre 1672 and pièce 132, Stoppa à Louvois, 11e novembre
1672. This episode is related by Yann Brousse as an example of incorrect intelligence. See Brousse, « Les réseaux
d’information de Louvois ... » Revue Internationale d'Histoire Militaire 82 (2002), 7.
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field administrators so that they or the secrétaire could make informed decisions. They requested
information informally at times but more formally though planning mémoires, a method for
presenting information that provided arguments. The intendant Desmadrys prepared one such
mémoire to address a dispute between the town leaders in several Flanders towns regarding
payments for maintenance of the Chemin Royal. On the right hand side of the document,
Desmadrys laid out his arguments justifying taxes on the people of Artois for the royal road. On
the left had side, the town leaders responded with their own arguments, arguing for example that
they should not have to pay to maintain roads in another province. 867 The intendant provided the
secrétaire with both sides of the argument, not necessarily taking a specific position, for him to
make a final decision. Mémoires served a specific purpose, that being to clarify positions on a
proposed course of action by the War Department.
Advising also meant that administrators would inform the War Department as to situations
which had arisen and then present a simple plan to address that situation. The plan could then be
approved or the premier commis might suggest modifications. In August 1672, during the first
summer of the Franco-Dutch War when the Dutch Navy was harassing the French coast, Le Boistel
informed the department that the entrepreneurs working on the Dunkerque fortifications had lost
two small vessels full of limestone from Boulogne to a Dutch warship. He then advised them of
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SHD A1 822, pièce 231; « Raisons des Estates d'Artois, pour obliger des Magistrats des Chatellenies de Furnes,
Bergue, Bourbourg, terratoire de Dunkerque, et ville de Gravelines, à continuer dans l'entretien du Chemin Royal
qui menne de Gravelines à St. Omer; » 7 decembre 1688. Entry on fourth page - Right hand column: « ...
Autrem[en]t les Estats avoient lieu d’Espe[__] d’estre descharger aussy, des depenses qu’ils sont oblig[er] de faire
pour les Chemins, Chaussees, Rivieres, et Ca[naux] que sont hors de leur Province. » Left hand column: « Il y a
quantite de Chemins et Canaux en flandres dont les habitans de Artois se servent pour leur negoce, sans que
jamais on les aye obliger de contribuer à leur entretien, par Ceque les magistrats de Cette province de flandre, ont
toujours esté persuadez, que ces sortes de depenses, sont à la charge des Comm[it]tes ou ces canaux et chemins
sont scituez. Que jamais la flandre n’a eu communication de Charges avec l’Artois, à moins que ce ne fut pour des
ouvrages netoyens ... »
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his plan to keep this incident from recurring. To obtain the badly needed stone, he discerned that
“the best course will be … to have two frigates of ten or twelve cannon cover the vessels coming
and going from Boulogne during the next month or six weeks.” 868 This simple expedient would
allow continued safe arrival of the stone until the necessary quantity was obtained. Le Boistel then
said that he would await orders regarding this action. In this instance, the employment of naval
vessels would require approval from the Navy Department, and either the secrétaire or one of the
premier commis would need to take the matter up with them. Such cases proved more challenging,
requiring multiple departments to weigh in on a proposed solution. Le Boistel lacked the authority
to take action either on his proposed plan or on the use of naval vessels.
Advising could also take the form of a verification that a field agent had carried out an
action or had received a request so that further action could proceed. Prior to the king’s planned
tour through Lorraine in 1678, Charuel met with Saint-Pouange and then wrote to Louvois on 13
February 1678, avowing that he had received instructions from Saint-Pouanges concerning the
roads that the king would be taking through Nancy. Now that he had this information, he would
“send a knowledgeable man to visit all the roads and [then] have him go on to Vitry to make a
report to M. de Saint-Pouanges.” 869 Such a report would provide current information on the status
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SHD A1 294, pièce 64; Le Boistel à Louvois, à Dunkerque ce 11e aoust, 1672 / Mr. « Il y a deux jours que les
Entrepreneurs des fortiffica[ti]ons de cette place, ont perdu deux bellandes, chargées de pierres de chaux Venans
de Boulogne, ayant esté chasser par un petit Vaisseau de guerre de Hollande, dans la fosse de Huissain, où elles
ont eschouées mais par malheur comme l'estoit à mer montante, le Vaisseau de guerre a envoyé sa chalouppe
abord qui les a renfloues et pris tous les cordages, … et en suitte les a faict coullez à fonds à trois brasses d'eau à
mer basse … le meilleur expedient seroit pour Eviter toutes choses d'avoir deux frigattes de 10. ou 12. pièces de
canons pour couvrir les bellandes allans et Venans pendant un mois ou six semaines que l'on pourront enlever de
boulogne toute la pierre de chaux, dont nous pouvons avoir besoin … J’attendray sur le tout Vos ordres. »
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SHD A1 606, pièce 64; Charuel à Louvois, à Nancy le 13e fevrier 1678. « Vous trouverrez cy jointe M. la copie
de la lettre que j'ay escrit à M. de St. Pouenges en reponce de celle qu'il m'a faite par ordre de Sa Majesté de ma
lettre du 6 que vous luy avez envoyée sur le sujet des chemins de la route du Roy. Cette depesche que je fais à M.
de St. Pouenges servira de reponce à la lettre que vous m'avez ... de m'escrire le 9 sur ce sujet./. Je feray encore
partir un homme intelligent pour visiter tous ces chemins et je le feray passer à Vitry pour en rendre compte à M.
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of preparations and road conditions so that Saint-Pouanges could make the final preparations. The
War Department wanted to ensure that each step in a particular process had been carried out before
they took the next. As the French prepared for war with the Dutch, Louvois wrote to Robert in
April 1672 expressing his exasperation that he had yet to receive any news about the transport of
supplies to Dorsten or munitions to be furnished by the bishop of Munster, asking Robert to “give
me news as soon as possible addressing your letter to the Sieur Descarriers at Liège or writing to
me directly.” 870 The department needed to make sure that these preparations were in hand and
could only do so through Robert’s verification. Time was getting short and operations would soon
commence. If the preparations could proceed according to plan, all would be well.

The Need for Local Advice
Officer and administrator appointments required information on the competence and social status
of the candidate for measured deliberation and an informed decision. The secrétaire depended
upon assessments of candidate quality from field administrators in order to request Dufresnoy’s
bureau draw up officer appointments and commissions. In other cases, Bourdon’s bureau asked
administrators to assess the quality and value of petitions by soldiers, and Saint-Pouanges did the
same for local contractors. A letter from Louvois to the intendant Charuel in May 1685 concerning
a builder’s petition, indicated that he was “sending you a placet for Radeler, entrepreneur for the
fortifications of Thionville, the content of which I pray you to give me your advice and return it to

de St. Pouenges. »
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SHD A1 273, folio 25; Louvois à M. Robert, de St. Germain du 26e avril 1672. « Je suis en peine de n'avoir point
de nouvelles de l'estat de vous voitures du costé de Dorsten ny de la fourniture des munitions que M. de Munster a
entreprise, je vous prie de m'en donner au plustost adressant vostre lettre au Sr. Descarriers à Liege pour me le
rendre ou me l'envoyer lors que j'aprocheray dudit Liege faites en sorte que vous ayez quatre-vingt mil outils
amanchés? et poussez en vingt mil jusques à Dorsten si cela est possible. »

me so that I can report to the king.”
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Charuel would have had some knowledge of the man’s

situation, or, would have been able to gather useful information on him from his local network. In
any event, the secrétaire expected the intendant to give his considered opinion on both the request
as well as the requestor. While decisions in these matters were often restricted at the highest levels,
the secrétaire did not have the time to analyze every situation or request. It is therefore reasonable
to assume that the evaluations, if not always the decisions, rested in the hands of a premier commis.
The authority Saint-Pouanges exercised reveals a wide latitude for action in different
circumstances. On one occasion he wrote to Turenne to tell the maréchal that he had presented to
the king Turenne’s request for the appointment of a battalion standard-bearer. The king had
approved it and he would send the brevet after Louvois’s return, no doubt to ensure that such an
appointment did not generate any additional concerns on the secrétaire’s part. 872 Le Renaudière’s
bureau, which managed the non-military aspects of frontier provinces, required provincial
intendants to provide their advice in matters of ecclesiastic governance. Louvois had previously
written on the premier commis’s behalf to the intendant La Grange concerning advice on church
administration in Strasbourg. La Grange had worked with the Archbishop of Strasbourg to devise
a solution for an instance of financial malfeasance. Louvois wrote back that he had discussed La
Grange’s recommendations with the king, who had approved them as well as the appointment of
local commissaires to oversee them, and “thus you have only to send me a project [detailing] what
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SHD A1 745, folio 50; Louvois à Charuel, à Versailles le 2e May 1685. « Je vous adresse un placet de nommé
Radeler entrepreneur des fortifications de Thionville sur les contens dequel je vous prie de me mander vostre
advice en me le renvoyant afin que j'ay puisse rendre compte au Roy. »
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SHD A1 316, folio 122; Lettre de M. de Saint-Pouanges à M. de Turenne au 6e aoust 1673; à Nancy. « En
l'absence de Monseigneur de Louvois qui est party ce matin pour Brisack (see folio 100), j'ay rendu compte au
Roy des lettres que vous luy avez escrites les 27e et 29e du mois passé, auxquels Sa Majesté m'a ordonné de faire
autre response, si ce n'est qu'Elle trouve bon d'acorder au frere de M. de St. Estienne la Cornette …, et vous
l'envoyer aussytost que Monseigneur de Louvois sera de retour. Saint-Pouanges often served as acting secretary.

is needed for the execution of the plan.”
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In all probability, this action was a temporary measure

to wrest back some control of finances for the chapter. Le Renaudière would have prepared the
official recommendations for the king, and then would have provided his assessment of La
Grange’s and the Archbishop’s subsequent plans.
Once the bureaux had acknowledged approval for a specific action, often the field
administrators requested a further decision on ancillary requests. Toward the end of the FrancoDutch War, the commissaire Bréant advised the department that he would post an ordonnance for
the troops announcing a reformé of sub-lieutenants within each of the companies in garrison which
would not see field service during the coming campaign. He went on to ask for a decision in regard
to the fate of the sub-lieutenants in two of the companies whose commanders had approached him
regarding the reorganization. 874 Still other requests for decisions required the department to seek
additional information from other field administrators. Philippsburg was an important fortified city
on the Rhine, and in 1690 formed part of the theatre’s defense line in the War of the League of
Augsburg. In August 1690, the secrétaire requested comment from the engineer Tarade on plans
La Grange had submitted for a boat bridge at Philippsburg, declaring that after “having examined
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SHD A1 765, folio 104; Louvois à La Grange, à Versailles le 6e mai 1686. « J'ay receu avec le placet de
Monsiegneur l'Evesque de Strasbourg que je vous avois envoyé concernant la mauvaise administration des
revenus du chapitre et du grand cloche? de l'Esglise cathedrale de ladite ville, la lettre que vous m'avez escrite le
24e du mois passé pour donner vostre advis au Roy sur ce qu'il contient, Sa Majesté s'y est conformée en
nommant les com[missai]res que vous proposez …, ainsy vous n'avez qu'à m'adresser un projet de la [__]
necessaire pour l'execution de ce que dessus ... »
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SHD A1 612, pièce 65; Bréant à Louvois, à Oudenarde le 10e fevirer 1678. « J'ay receu ce soir l'ordonnance de Sa
Majesté du 28e du mois dernier pour reformer les sous-lieutenants des compagnies de garnison qui ne sont point
destines pour servir en campagne. Je le mettray demain à execution, et la publieray à la teste des trouppes, Il se
rencontra en cette garnison les compagnies de Martin et Taumeur, qui sont des compagnies destines pour servir
sur les galeyottes, les capitaines qui les commandent m'ont prie de sçavoir de vous Monseigneur si vostre
instruction est que cette ordonnance ayt lieu à l'esgard des sous-lieutenants des ses compagnies comme des
auxdits garnision. »

the contents you can send me your opinion as if I had it written to you”.
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Tarade had to carefully

consider and verify the worth of a plan recommended by another administrator. Because of his
extensive field experience, Saint-Pouanges would at times conduct these “independent”
assessments, as he did when he forwarded a plan from an engineer who “has assured me to be
precisely” what is needed for the fortifications at Manheim, 876 indicating however that the
secrétaire could best decide if such an assessment was accurate. Saint-Pouanges must have seen
value in the proposed plans or he would have counseled the engineer to revise them beforehand.
Verification processes employed by the department were a methodology for risk management. 877
The actualization of decisions could require additional information about changing local
conditions, and the department relied on updated information to adjust plans. In the spring of 1683,
Louvois and Louis intended to move the army into a training camp on the Saar, and the intendant
La Goupillière was tasked with several reconnaissance missions to determine the suitability for the
camp as well as available food and fodder. The intendant’s report of 21 March demonstrates the
information value of direct surveillance for decision-making. La Goupillière reported that “the
winter being long and while scarcely any [new growth] had as yet appeared, there will be enough
grass on 1 June in this area that the horses would be able to graze contentedly.” He based this
conclusion on either his own experiences or upon local advice. He then provided an additional
clarification, observing that because of expected consumption, it would be best to wait until about
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SHD A1 924, folio 108; Louvois à Tarade, à Versailles le 4e aoust 1690. « Je vous renvoye la copie d'une letttre
que j'escris à M. de La Grange sur un po[nt] de bateau à faire à Philisbourg afin qu'après avoir examines de qu'elle
contient vous me mandiez vostre advis comme si je vous l'avois escrites. »
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SHD A1 831, pièce 14; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, au camp devant Philisbourg le 3e octobre 1688. « Le Sr.
Dufaux l'un des ingénieurs qui doibt servir à ce siège a esté à Manheim, Il y a quatre mois. Il en adressé un plan
qu'il m'a assuré estre fort juste, et il doibt demain le remettre à M. de Duras pour vous l'envoyer ... Vous en
pourrez encore mieux juger que moy par le plan qui vous en sera envoyé demain. »
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For a discussion of risk aversion as one of the character traits of Louvois, see Corvisier, Louvois, 169.
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the 15 or 18 of June but at the same time he would also evaluate other suitable locales. He
th

th
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provided important information affecting the choosing of a location where the French army could
conduct its training and be adequately provisioned. The camp was established outside Harkirch,
and La Goupillière continued to provide updates to the department throughout the summer, and
his ongoing reports allowed the department to make adjustments in provisions. 879

Obtaining a Complete Picture
Engineering projects presented a significant challenge for the department in terms of supplying
decision-adequate information. The advisory information needed to fully grasp annual engineering
plans and ongoing projects meant paying attention to precise details on material and labor costs,
timetables, and milestones. Construction work at Fribourg had been overseen by the entrepreneur
Maublanc for a number of years and in 1683 he revised and finalized an extensive report he had
been working on for a long time. The report contained extremely detailed sets of measurements
and costs from every part of the fortifications, with precise accounting of total costs. He forwarded
the full report, along with charts and drawings, to the department for final decisions on cost and
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SHD A1 705, pièce 88; La Goupillière à Louvois, à Hombourg du 21e mars 1683. « L'hyver estant long et tardis il
n'y a guieres d'aparenee? qu'il y ait assez d'herbes dans les pres de ces pays cy pour que les chevaux puissent
paistre commodement au premier juin, cependant dans le besoin on pourra s'en servir dans ce temps-là, la
consommation en sera beaucoup plus grande que si l'herbe estoit forte; et en estat d'estre fauchée, ce qui ne sera
aparemment que vers le 15 ou 18 dudit mois … Je feray la visitte des endroits propres à camper, sans en donner
rien à connoistre à personne, et après l'avoir bien examiné, j'auray l'honneur de vous en rendre compte; on pourroit
en cas que le camp soit aux environs d'icy, faire l'hospital en cette ville, les troupes n'auroient pas de peine à y
subsister les vivres viendroient de Lorraine, des Evesches, et du Palatinat, mesme d'Alsace, outre que le terrain en
eslevé et sablonneuse les soldats ny recevroient pas d'incommodé par la pluye, et sy porteroient bien en aparence,
le bois et l'eau seroient à discretion ils en auroient abondamment cependant je verray encores d'autres endroits. »
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See his report on the order of the regiments decampimg, SHD A1 705, pièce 184 ; La Goupillièr à Louvois, au
camp d'Harskirch du 2e aout 1683.

construction priorities.
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While the associated charts and drawings are missing from the register,

the report itself provides details such as the length, width, and height of brick parapets, and the
amount of materials required to excavate trenches or to thicken walls. The person evaluating the
report could use these details not only to verify Maublanc’s work but to assess both quality and
timing. The report provides full cross-referencing to the charts, with each section clearly identified,
such as “the brick parapet of the aforementioned Fort St. Pierre.” Each article in the textual plan
was then labelled with a graphic reference point: “First Section which begins near the
Communication link marked ‘60’.” 881 By matching a textual reference to the graphic plan, the
premier commis who reviewed the plan could proceed methodically around the fortification and
maintain an overall orientation to the complete plan.
Engineering reports of this nature provided many of the details necessary to understand the
work itself as well as to prioritize construction. Each activity is expressed in terms of measurement
in length, height, or volume expressed in toises 882 along with the cost: one entry reads “total for
the six articles of the parapet listed above 110..0..2 toises cubes à 40# la toise …..
4401#..2s..3d.” 883 Cost estimates are detailed for each facet of construction. Some of the features
provide measures between two points with the lines between labelled “ab”, “bc” and “ad.” The
calculations could easily be verified from the details provided. The measurements and cost
estimates include every component of the Fribourg fortifications, such as bastions, demi-lunes,
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SHD A1 707, « Toisé des ouvrages faits à la fortiffications de Fribourg par Le Sr. Maublanc, Entrepreneur desdits
ouvrages depuis le Mois d'Octobre de l'année Mil Six Cens Soixante et dix-neuf Jusques au vingt-huit Novembre
de l'année Mil Six Cens quatre-vingt-trois. » The register is not foliated.
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See SHD A1 707, « Toisé des ouvrages … », section entitled « Parapet des briques dud[it] fort St. Pierre.
Première partie qui commence proche la Communication marquée 60. »
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Dictionnaire de l'Académie française, 1st Ed (1694): Toise. s.f. Mesure de six pieds de long.
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See SHD A1 707, « Toisé des ouvrages … », section entitled « Parapet des briques dud[it] fort St. Pierre. »
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étoiles, fossés, chemins couvertes, escarpments, courtines, counterforts, casernes, magazines, and
parapets, as well as building processes and their associated materials such as masonry, bricks,
razements, stairs and cisterns. A summary accounting of total costs is provided for each individual
component as well. The textual description of the sections, materials, and costs made it possible
to understand the work itself, but the drawings would have been essential for understanding exactly
what needed to be completed when and to “see” how each component fit into the larger schema.
Field administrators advised the department important logistical and engineering projects
additionally to correct or modify existing plans. La Grange wrote to Louvois to address the idea
of destroying a dike that helped to manage water flow on the Rhine at Landau, in the process noting
that “this would not be an easy thing to do” and then suggesting a better alternative. 884 By
providing an alternative, La Grange provided the information he needed to approve the new
scheme. Advice and recommendations sometimes proved invaluable for avoiding serious logistical
problems, such as with winter quartering. In September 1670, Saint-Pouanges was in Lorraine
arranging winter quarters, and he wrote to the secrétaire that considering the number of troops the
king wanted to lodge in the area the billeting plan developed by Charpentier’s commis appeared
sound, but he further stated that “I feel compelled to tell you that Luneville being partly deserted,”
and the remaining inhabitants “being rather poor, [the town] cannot support an infantry regiment
of ten companies, and that we will only be able to lodge about half the number there.” 885 His onsite
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SHD A1 1067, pièce 156; La Grange à Louvois, à Landau le 6e avril 1691. « J'ay parlé à M. Tarade de la digue
que l'on fait dans l'avant fossé de Fort Louis pour soutenir les eaux du canal du moulin, il m'a dit que c’estoit vous
M., qui l'avez ordonnee, que l'on ne pouvoit pas faire autrement, ce que vous aviez mandé qu'en cas de siège, l'on
pouroit la raser, ce ne seroit pas une chose facile, et il me parroist qu'il seroit mieux de luy bailler moins de hauter
s'il estoit possible. » See also SHD A1 924, folio 492; Louvois à Choisy, à Versailles le 15e aoust 1690, where
Louvois told him that the king has rejected his SarreLouis plans, and that he needed modifications.
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SHD A1 250, folio 151; Saint-Pouenges à Louvois, au camp d'Adonvilliers, dudit jour 19e octobre 1670. « Le
logement que vous avez fait des troupes qui doibvent hyverer en ce pays cy est asseurement aussy juste qu'on le
puisse faire veu la quantité que le Roy a resolu d'y laisser, mais je me sens obligé de vous representer qui
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reconnaissance meant ideally that the troops billeted in the area would not overcrowd the town nor
suffer from resource shortages. Therefore, the plan was to be adjusted, taking into consideration
practical limitations and constraints which could help avoid unnecessary expenses or mishandled
execution. In a like manner, crucial pieces of knowledge for making decisions and taking action
around logistics related to an administrator’s observations on the local geography. Louvois sent
Charuel a report from the engineer Saint Lo on 5 February 1672 concerning the navigability of the
Moselle, which he then instructed Charuel to implement. 886 Charuel responded on 21 February
stating that this plan was not currently feasible and gave considered reasons why. 887
During field operations, the administration at Versailles required frequent updates from
field administrators on imminent actions to obtain a better picture of the actual situation. The
department required updates not so much for approval of actions taken but so that expectations
could be managed accordingly. The French wanted to commence the siege of Philippsburg as early
as possible in the autumn of 1688. On 1 October, Saint-Pouanges wrote to Louvois regarding
preparations for the siege, indicating: “You will see from the attached letter I received from La

Luneville estant de sort? en partie, et ce qu'il y a d'habitans estants assez pauvre et(?) il ne peut pas suporter un
regiment d'infanterie de dix compagnies et que l'on ne peut y en loger que la moitié. »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 21; Louvois à Charuel, à St. Germain le 5e février 1672. « ... Il suffit que les Batteaux que
vous faites faire ayent 50 pieds de long et vous pouvés donner ordre à ce que ceux qui ne sont pas commencées
soient de cette longueur dont vous ferés faire le plus grand nombre que vous pourés./. Je vous envoye une copie
d'un mémoire que le Sr. de St. Lo m'a donné qui contient les moyens de rendre la Mozelle navigable depuis Thoul
jusqu'à Metz; Sa Majesté desire que vous le fassiés executer soit en obligeant les Proprietaires des moulins
marquées dans ledit mémoire à faire des Portieses ? et des tours où il en faut où en faisant romper les digues. »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 128; Charuel à Louvois, à Nancy le 21e fevrier 1672. « J'ay examiné avec un maistre
charpentier Mousnier, le mémoire de M. de St. Lo, que vous m'avez envoyé, contenant les moyens, qu'il fault
tenir, pour rendre la riviere de Mozelle navigable depuis Thoul jusques à Metz. J'ay trouvé Monseigneur, qu'il
fault prendre le party de faire des portieres, et conserver les digues des moulins ; ces ouvrages ne se feront pas à si
bon marché que le propose M. de St. Lo, puis que dans le device que j'ay fait faire a ce charpentier chacune
portiere reviendra pour le Charoy du bois, la ferrure façon et vuidanges des terres à 450 tty? sans y comprendre le
bous, au nombre de cent quinquante pièces qui devront estre fournies par le Roy.... »
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Frezelière that it is not feasible to open the siege trench on the day that the Dauphin arrives because
the heavy cannon cannot reach the bridge of boats we are presently constructing.” The bridge
needed to be completed first, and the War Department could adjust their timetable for the siege
accordingly. He further remarked that “you will see from the attached letter that Vauban has
written to you that he has resolved to make his principal attack where [our] foes have attacked him
...” 888, confirming that the main lines of attack would remain unchanged. While Saint-Pouanges
acted proactively to keep Louvois advised on the immediate situation as well as future
developments, the intendant Le Peletier took a more defensive stance regarding his explanation
for the use of false commercial passports by the crews of ships seized during the Franco-Dutch
War. He wrote: “As to the form of these passports, of which we sent you a copy, I am not surprised
that you believed that there could be abuse because neither the name nor the residence of the
boatman nor the tax paid are marked.” The passports in question were improperly marked and
assumed to be forgeries. Yet Le Peletier had already taken action to limit the problem, and to
cancel any passports already issued so that they could be reissued properly, declaring that “you
see by the clarification I gave you above that there has been no abuse of these passports [and] that
they cannot be issued in another form, and the king thereby suffers no prejudice.” 889 Le Peletier
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SHD A1 831, pièce 1; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, au camp de Remsheim près de Philisoburg le premier d'octobre
1688. « Vous verrez par la lettre cy joincte que je viens de reçevoir de M. de La Frezeliere qu'il n'est pas
practiquable d'ouvrir la tranchée le jour que Monseigneur arrivera puisque le gros canon ne peut arriver aupont de
batteaux que nous faisons presentement ... Vous serez informé par la lettre cy joincte que M. de Vauban vous
escrit qu'il a resolu de faire sa principalle attaque par où les ennemys l'ont attaqué ... »
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SHD A1 615, pièce 27; Le Peletier de Souzy à Louvois, à Courtray ce 2e fevrier 1678. « Je receues hier icy où je
me suis rendu pour le renouvellement de la Loy de la ville et de la Chastelenie deux depesches de vous l'une du
25e et l'autre du 30e du mois passé au sujet des bellandies? qui ont esté arrestées passant d'Ostende ou de Nieuport
à Ypres sur mes passeports; je n'en delivreray plus aucuns pour la navigation à Ypres, et il vais revoquer ceux que
j'ay delivréz le 22e decembre dernier; vous jugez bien M. que si j'avois apris plustost vos intentions sur ce sujet je
n'aurois pas manqué de m'y conformer./. A l'esgard de la forme de ces passeports dont on vous a envoyé copie, je
ne suis pas surpris que vous aviéz cru qu'il pouvoit y avoir de l'abus parce que le nom ny la demeure du battelier
ny sont point marqué non plus que la taxe, cependant vous alléz connoistre M. par les esclaircissement que je vous
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made a point of advising the department that he was on top of the problem and had addressed the
issue promptly.

Sharing Useful Knowledge and Experience
Administrators utilized more formal techniques such as instructions to share useful knowledge and
practical advice on important logistical actions. Instructions could take the form of compilations
of campaign notes or outlines of process methods. Typically, an experienced administrator would
compile a set of what he considered “best practices” based on the author’s actual experiences,
providing the user with advice or counsel that had been tested. Field administrators devoted
instructions not only to engineering projects, but also to matters of daily military responsibilities
in the field. An undated piece entitled “The Function of an Intendant de l'armée” discusses duties
such as providing regular pay to soldiers on campaign, coordinating reviews with commissaires,
and distributing food rations based on current munitionnaires contracts. One of the more crucial
responsibilities was to regularly report news to the War Department. 890 The instructions in the
document seem to provide no more than a brief overview of each task, yet the language used is
itself quite specific as to which offices are to share the various responsibilities, including a warning
to “be very punctual in meeting with the commanding general no less than twice a day.” 891 In

donneray la dessus qu'il n'y a nul abus à ces passeports mesme qu'ils ne peuvent pas estre delivrer en autre forme,
et que le Roy n'en souffre aucun prejudice. » He took a similar tack in his letters to Louvois concerning the “war
of mandements” with the Spanish which took place at that same time. See SHD A1 615, pièce 112; Le Peletier de
Souzy à Louvois, à Gand ce 16e avril 1678; and A1 615, pièce 122; Le Peletier de Souzy à Louvois, à Gand ce 22e
avril 1678. Pièce 113 is a printed copy of a Spanish mandements.
890

SHD 1M 1775, pièce 40, folios 1-15, « La fonction d’un Intendant de l’armée » ; undated but likely anterior to
1715, as the document contains several strikethroughs deleting references to Monseigneur Voisin, Secretary of
State for War at the end of Louis XIV’s reign, and Spanish troops being part of the Intendant’s responsibility.
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Ibid., folio 4. « Un Intendant doit estre tres exact à Veoir le generalissime au moins deux fois par jour lors que
l’armée est campée, c’est-à-dire, qu’il doit aller à l’ordre chez luy le mtin à 7. ou 8. Eures au plustard, et le soir à
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addition, the timing of certain activities, such as reviews, payments, and rations, is quite specific.
While not explaining on individual process steps, the document supplies knowledge that an army
intendant can employ to effectively organize his daily and weekly responsibilities. The author of
the document is unknown, but the advice is consistent with individually designated instructions
issued by the secretariat to intendants d’armée. 892
Supplying regular rations to soldiers on campaign formed one of the most critical concerns
for the War Department, specifically for Charpentier’s and Saint-Pouanges’s bureaux commis.
Food provisions for soldiers on campaign was the responsibility of the commissaires, and the tasks
were addressed in another practical set of instructions entitled “Mémoire concerning the provision
of the pain de munition both on campaign and when in garrison.” 893 The author, probably one or
more of the four brothers Hue de Caligny who served as War Department engineers, seems to have
worked extensively with both commissaires as well as department commis to develop a definitive
manual and in collaborative fashion. The document specifies the amount of wheat and rye needed
for baking bread in the proper ration, noting that the “septier de Paris of grain is mixed half wheat
and half rye” and that “a sack of flour of 200 pounds poid de Marc must produce 180 rations of
pain de munition [and] the ration weighing 28 ounces in dough to be rendered as 24 ounces of

cinq ou six heures … »
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See for example SHD A1 272, folios 841-850; « Mémoire servant d'instruction à M. Robert pour faire les
fonctions d'intendant dans l'armée de M. le Prince du vingtieme avril 1672 de St. Germain. »
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SHD 1M 1775, pièce 113 (4 folios); « Mémoire Concernant la façon du pain de munition tant en campagne que
dans l'en garnison » ; undated. A top marginal note by an archivist indicates that the document is an « extrait des
papiers des frères Hue de Caligny généraux des genié, collaborateurs de Vauban ». The brothers are identified by
Blanchard as four of the sons of Jean-Antènor Hue de Caligny (1637-1704) who was an engineer working for the
Navy. The four sons, all engineers in the War Department, are Jean-Antènor (1657-1731), Antoine (1659- ??)
Hercule (1660-65?-1725), and Louis-Roland (1677-1748). All took part in one or more sieges in the 1680s and
1690s and worked with Vauban; this mémoire is likely anterior to 1725 when the third brother Hercule died. The
eldest brother, Jean-Antènor, was asked by Vauban to write several mémoires, including a statistical census of
Flandres which served as a model for other engineers. See Blanchard, Dictionnaire, 367-370.

fresh or stale bread.”
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Practical experience and bureau guidelines formed the basis for the precise

weights and measures, including the number of sacks of flour required to produce the amount of
rations needed for 9000 men for six months, as well as the composition of a “brigade” of bakers
and the capacity of the ovens they service. 895 The author also gauges costs for paying the bakers
for their service, the wood for the ovens, and the total costs of flour and the transport of water. The
document finishes by discussing the availability of bakers at Dunkerque and the use of water mills
in the area for grinding during wartime. The information he presented was explicit to Flanders, as
a second section discusses the number and milling capacity of the mills at Dunkerque, yet it was
also general enough to be usable in other provincial settings.
While some sets of instructions such as the Caligny treatise addressed one particular aspect
of useful knowledge, other experts sought to provide more comprehensive advice regarding army
supply. The munitionnaire François Nodot crafted a treatise on provisioning the army in the 1690s,
drawing on his own extensive campaign experience. His treatise comprehensively addresses from
the perspective of a munitionnaire actual practices and methodical instructions. He includes
numerous information devices in his book such as an example supply contract (traité). Going
beyond the Caligny’s treatise, Nodot addresses the number of sacks required for processing flour,
processes for milling and baking, yields, overall requirements, mixing of flours, and standard
weights. 896 It is unclear whether the author developed his own standards or appropriated those used
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Ibid., folio 1. « ... septier de Paris dudit grain ainsy meslangé moityé froment et moityé seigle ... un sacq de farine
dudit poid de 200 livres poid de Marcq doibt produire 180 Rations de pain de munition pesant ladite Ration 28
onces en paste pour revenir cuit et rassis 24 onces ... »

895

Ibid., folio 3. « Pour connoistre ladite farine en pain il faut observer que pour occuper un four qui tiendra 500 à
600 rations, il faut une brigade de 4 boulangeres, composé du Brigadier ou chef pour gouverner le four et
enfourner le pain, 2 bons paistrisseurs, et un peseur et pour tirer le pain du four, ... et outre ce un homme de fourné
pour aporter l’eau qu’il leur faut et en garnir la chaudière. »
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See François Nodot, Le munitionaire des armées de France, qui enseigne à fournir les vivres aux troupes avec
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by others. The bureaux employed their own sets of calculations and had done so since the start of
the Franco-Dutch War and they required bakers to adhere to the standards. 897
However, within the ecosystem Nodot’s conversion of experiential information into useful
information was not at all unusual. Louvois instructed Vauban to set down his ideas for siege
warfare in a fully explanatory form and then impatiently waited for the missive, at one point taking
the engineer to task for being slow in addressing the request, 898 to which Vauban responded by
telling him, in effect, that he would receive it in all good time. 899 Vauban eventually produced a
version of his famous treatise on the attack and the defense of places, an important methodological
treatise which soon saw publication. 900 Most often instructions were verbally conveyed, but the
War Department actively sought the knowledge of specialists and asked them to put their
knowledge on paper. The department’s predilection for going beyond oral transmission to physical
documentation of information was exemplified by the written instructions provided by the
intendant Le Peletier in 1683. As intendant of Flanders Le Peletier crafted the document at
Louvois’s request so as to fully brief his successor, François Le Tonnelier de Breteuil, marquis de

toute l’œconomie possible (Paris, 1702 [1697]), 115.
897

See SHD A1 292, pièce 232; Louvois à Talon, à Versailles le 19e mars 1672. « … le traitté ordinaire que le
munitionnaire fait avec les boulangers d'armée est de 150 rations de vingt-quatre onces poids de Marc pour
chaque septier de bled, mais comme dans les villes les Boulangers ont toutes leurs comodités ils en doivent
donner au moins 160 rations, vous ferés le mieux que vous pourés en cela ... »
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SHD A1 292, pièce 98; Louvois à Vauban, à St. Germain le 12e fevrier 1672. « Lorsque je vous ay demandé le
mémoire que vous me promettes il desiroit un plus grand secret qu'à present et il etoit bon qu'il ne fut escrit que de
votre main pour n'etre connu que de vous et de moy, mais maintenant que l'affaire n'est plus sur ce pied la vous
pouvés le faire copier par celuy qui met vos lettres au net, Ce que je souhaitte de vous est que vous me l'envoyés
incessamment parce que il n'y aura pas de temps à perdre pour le pouvoir faire. »

899

See SHD A1 292, pièce 134; Vauban à Louvois, à Lille le 23e fevrier 1672. « Vous aurez s'il vous plaist la bonté
de vous souvenir Monseigneur que je vous ay supplyé de ne me point escrire juesqu'à la fin de febvrier. Et qu'il
me falloit tout ce temps là pour achiever le mémoire je prends encore la liberte de vous le repeter et d'y adjouster
qu'il faut encore huict jours au dela pour reparer l'interruption que vos lettres m'ont causé, vous entendez bien
Monseigneur que plus vous m'escrivez plus vous me retardez. » Louvois responded on 26 February (pièce 153).
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Eventually printed as Vauban, Le Traité de l'attaque des places (Paris, [1704] 1779).

Fontenay-Trafigny.
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Since it was peacetime when he prepared the document, Le Peletier rather

than writing out all of the activities necessary for an intendant relative to army administration, he
compiled a bundle (liasse) of états and mémoires covering payment of soldiers, appointments for
officers and artillery service personnel, equipment necessary for an army hospital, gratifications
for wounded officers, and a number of other items which he noted “would be quite useful” to his
successor. 902 His documentation of an intendant’s military responsibilities consisted mostly of
examples, but vitally important ones.

Advocacy and Information

Provincial and army administrators did not confine themselves to their immediate areas of
responsibility, but occasionally offered advice and counsel—both solicited and unsolicited—to the
War Department on important administrative matters. While we cannot be certain how much of
this advice was actually utilized by the premier commis, knowledge of military and administrative
practice reflected reactive reporting as well as proactive analysis. Numerous mémoires and letters
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See Cédric Glineur, ed., La transition administrative au XVIIe siècle: Les instructions de l’intendant Le Peletier
de Souzy à son successeur en Flandre Wallonne (1683) (Paris, 2013). This is a remarkable and unique work that
describes the work and realities of being a provincial intendant in significant detail. The original document is
Arch. dép. Nord C 268, « Instructions que je dois donner à M. de Breteuil en luy remettant l’intendance de
Flandre au mois de décembre 1683. »
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Ibid., 85. « Pour ne rien obmettre de tout ce qui peut servir à l'instruction de mon successeur, je luy remettray une
liasse d'armée, dans laquelle il trouvera: un état du payement des troupes sur le pied d'armée, un état des
apointemens des oficiers généraux, un état de la distribution du pain de munition, un état des meubles et
ustancilles nécessaires pour un hospital d 'armée, un état des apointemens des officiers des hospitaux d 'armée, un
état des apointemens de ce que l'on paye aux officiers d'artillerie, aux sapeurs et aux travailleurs pendant un siège,
un état des gratiffications que le roy accorde aux officiers blessés, et quelques autres mémoires qui pourront luy
estre utiles en cas qu'il serve à l'armée. Je luy ay donné un mémoire que j'ay fait cette année touchant la
subsistance d'une armée, qui pourra ne luy estre pas inutille.
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are preserved in the department’s archives which purport to provide advice on a wide range of
matters, from recruiting provincial militia to estimating contributions to using new technologies
for grinding grain faster, the limitation here being the number and capacity of operable wind and
water mills. 903 The War Department may have actively solicited such advice, and letters to field
administrators sometimes solicit advice on certain matters.
The premier commis certainly encouraged both informing and advising as types of
information exchange, which often functioned as unidirectional transfers of information. The
purpose of these exchanges, as discussed above, was to supply information for planning and
decision-making. However, some administrators offered direct counsel to advocate for a particular
position or course of action in order to illustrate their knowledge of affairs and potentially gain
favor with the secrétaire or with the king. Information used to advocate was structured and
designed to convince. A letter from commissaire Camus de Beaulieu requested favorable
consideration of a request by a local official in the province of Roussillon, “as he is a person of
quality who has assuredly served [the king] well.” 904 The letter advocates in an explicit manner
where the sender or senders presented a particular set of facts or opinions to build a
recommendation or to sanction a definite course of action. The value of information presented in
this manner was reinforced by the sender’s position, knowledge, or experience which they utilized
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See SHD A1 887, pièce 18, Desmadrys à Louvois, à Dunkerque le 8e avril 1689; SHD A1 887, pièce 10bisbis,
Berthelot à Louvois, à Paris du 8e avril 1689; and SHD A1 887, pièce 74, Desmadrys à Louvois, à Dunkerque le
28e avril 1689.

904

SHD A1 611, pièce 67; Camus de Beaulieu à Louvois, à Puycerda le 3e juin 1678. M. Martin advocat general au
Conseil Souverain de Roussillon m'a presente une Requête à laquelle estoient attachez les originaux des papiers
que vous trouverez cy joints, comme c'est une personne de consideration et qui asseurement a très bien servy, j'ay
crû luy devoir repondre ladite requeste favorablement, et pour cela Je luy ay permis sous le bon plaisir du Roy de
prendre possession des Baronnies par maniere de sequestre jusqu'à ce que Sa Majesté en ayt ordonné autrement à
condition qu'il rendre compte des[___] revenus si le Roy ne veut pas luy continuer la grace qu'il luy a faite … »
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to influence the final decision.

Sharing Expertise
While solicitations such as Camus de Beaulieu’s sought to advocate favor, individuals such as
Jacques de Chastenet-Puységur wrote based on experience and long service and sought to
influence War Department actions, and specifically how the premier commis performed their
tasks. 905 Chastenet-Puységur was the author of two pieces of probably solicited advice provided
to the department in 1661. These two documents may be an extract from his more comprehensive
Instructions militaires, or they may be a unique set of his reflections on army readiness. In any
case, Puységur confidently expressed views on such issues as structuring military administration
in garrison towns. The first document discusses the history of specific administrative practices and
offices, such as auditeur général and procureur général. In the final lines he avows that “here is
all I can send to you and I guarantee [it] is truthful,”906 suggesting that the document was a response
to a request for more information about these offices. In the second document he offers not only a
set of rules for administration but also steps that should be taken regarding garrison duty. For
example, Puységur records that individual logements for soldiers were the responsibility of the
Governor and the town council, housing the troops “company by company and in such a way to

905

Jacques de Chastenet-Puységur (1600-1682) was the fourth son of Jean de Chastenet-Puységur, entering military
service under Louis XIII at the age of 16 and participating in over two hundred battles or sieges during his period
of service (1617-1656). He was the colonel of the Piedmont regiment and governor of Condé; he then later in his
creer became maréchal de camp des armées du roi. The maréchal was the author of a military treatise entitled
Instructions Militaires ; Où Est Monstre Ce Que Doivent Savoir Les Gens de Guerre, et Officiers D’armées
(1659). His mémoires, which included the Instructions militaires, were published by Duchesne in 1690.
Chastenet-Puységur was the father of Jacques François de Chastenet de Puységur who along with Chamlay was
one of the most experienced and effective maréchal-général des logis of the late seventeenth century.

906

SHD A1 1181, pièce 13 (a); « Mémoires presentés à Mr. Le Tellier, Secretaire d'Etat de la guerre en 1661 ;
Infanterie; 1er Mémoire » ; marked « Fait à Soissons ce 13e aoust 1661 ».
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prevent abuses by soldiers which can be committed in such a case.” While Charpentier’s bureau
created the plan for lodging garrison companies, Puységur’s counsel demonstrates that how the
assignment of soldiers’ lodgings should be in local hands, no doubt to provide flexibility but also
to avoid disturbances. His recommendations provide useful guidance on how to delineate
responsibilities. In another definitive statement, he asserts that “one cannot hold a council of war
nor hold any meeting in a town without the permission of the Governor or Commander or seize
any soldiers without having presented them to him for his approval,” 907 essentially advocating that
the local authorities must be kept fully informed on all military activity. Puységur advocated a
defined procedure for addressing military disputes, and while he does not address unresolved
matters, this recommendation may also have resulted in the creation of Bourdon’s bureau shortly
thereafter. Within the War Department, Bourdon’s bureau had the responsibility for ensuring
protocol was followed in cases of military disputes that could not be resolved locally.
Nobles and others advocated action to address concerns and sent their recommendations to
the secrétaire for favorable consideration. At the end of the 1672 campaign, the War Department
sought to raise additional troops for the frontier armies. A document by an unknown author offered
guidance on raising fifty thousand troops “which will not cost anything either for the king or the
people” 908 by drawing rents from church parishes for the maintenance of soldiers payroll. During
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SHD A1 1181, pièce 13 (b) « Second mémoire sur la Garde que faisoit l’infanterie dans les places avant la
Guerre; » 1661. « Devant la declaration de la guerre toute les compagnies d’infanterie etoient divisées en trois
Escoüades dont il y en avoit une de chacune de garde par jour, … il est neantmoins necessaire que le Gouverneur
ou commandant et les gens du corps de ville ayent le contrôlle du logement compagnie par compagnie et même
celuy des soldats qui les occupent pour empescher les abus qui se peuvent commettre en tel cas./. L’on ne peut
tenir conseil de guerre ny tenir aucune assemblée dans une place sans la permission du Gouverneur ou
commandant ny prendre aucuns soldats sans les luy avoir presentéz et qu’il l’agrée. »
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SHD A1 281, pièce 298; « Mémoire pour les moyens pour lever des troupes au Sr. Boucher; » Decembre 1672.
« Les moyens qu'il faut tenir pour avoir plus de cinquante mil hommes de pied entretenir en France qui ne
cousteront rien au Roy … Quand le Roy aura faict execture ladicte declaration de point en point il obligera toutes
les parroisses de son royaume à s'amortir entre eux une partie des usages qu'il leur aura rendu jusque à la somme
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the same time period, a second text advocated payments to militia officers in a more consistent
and equal fashion, requesting that officers, including colonels, majors and aide-majors, in the
Boulonnois militia receive the same appointments, gages, as officers in established regiments. In
addition the author or authors requested that their pay be equalized for complete companies of four
sergeants and one hundred men and that they be paid “from the day they leave their assembly
area.” 909 The writer requested equal treatment of militia officers by the War Department and as
such was worded to correct a perceived deficiency. The author’s motives were likely based on
their service in the militia.
Officers also made entreaties based on utility to the king. In a mémoire probably written in
1672, Charles de Montsaulnin, comte du Montal, who served as the army commander in the Rhine
area advocated on behalf of officers, cavaliers, and soldiers in the service of the duc de Lorraine.
These enemy combatants had made Louis XIV the offer to leave the service of Lorraine and enter
that of France if Louis would agree to their requests. This type of direct appeal used language that
focused on the benefits of the bargain, indicating to the king that if “he would have the good will
to treat with them favorably, removing detailed impositions as well as responsibility for lodging
soldiers” they would agree to switch loyalties. 910 Du Montal also sought allies for this endeavor

de deux cens vingt livres par chacunes parroisses pour la paye d'un soldat qu'elles fourniront au Roy suivant la
force des parroisses, et je feray voir au Roy que de ces deux cens vingt livres pour soldat, il y aura la paye du
soldat et de tous les officiers, jusque au mestre de camp et payeur du regiment pour chacun an ce faisant le Roy
rendra le bien aux peuples et aura beaucoup de trouppes entretenues qui ne luy cousteront rien et fera justice. »
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SHD A1 281, pièce 297; « Mémoire pour la solde des Milices Boulonnoises » [undated]. « Les Colonnels de la
milice du Boulonnois tant de cavalerie que d'infanterie demandent les mesmes apointments qu'aux autres
Colonnels./. Les Majors et aide-Majors demandent la mesme chose./. Les Capitaines qui ont leurs compagnies
complettes demandent les hommes passes qu'on a acoustume de donner … Les Capitaines qui ont leurs
compagnies complettes demandent les hommes passes qu'on a acoustume de donner./. Et comme les Capitaines
ont quatre Sergens, et Cent hommes effectifs, ils demandent estre paies pour 4 Sergens, et les six hommes paies?
qu'on donne aux compagnies complettes, et qu'on les paie du jour qu'ils sont partis de leur quartier. »
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SHD A1 281, pièce 302; « Mémoire en faveur [de les] off[icie]rs, cav[alie]rs et soldats » ; [undated]. « Il y a eu?
des environs de Nancy quantité d’officiers, cavalliers et soldats qui ont cy devant servy Monseigneur le duc de
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by sent the request directly to Louvois for consideration, asking that “if the marquis would have
the good will to examine the issue” closely he will see that it “will render an important service to
these people and then to His Majesty.” 911 It is unclear whether the War Department acted upon
any of these recommendations because of a lack of marginal notes or underlining of important
passages. However, because of his position and the importance of Lorraine the request from du
Montal would have received serious consideration. Louvois may have also consulted with Charuel
or Saint-Pouanges on the matter given their knowledge of Lorraine.
The premier commis themselves probably acted as internal experts and advised Louvois on
technical issues such as the storage of flour. In August 1688 as the War of the League of Augsburg
was beginning, Louvois wrote to the intendant Lafonds in Franche-Comté with instructions for
buying up grain, grinding it, and then storing and transporting it safely. The instructions were
explicit, indicating that when he had purchased and ground the flour, “made of high quality grain
one-third rye and two-thirds wheat” he was to put the flour in brand new fustailles (casks) 912 that
had never held any wine. The instructions continued, observing that he put the four “in casks with
chestnut tops … and afterwards it is necessary to put the cask in a slightly larger one that must also
be sealed … to arrive at Belfort on the 15th or 16th of next month”. These instructions are highly
detailed, but proved necessary in order to preserve the flour against spoilage. At the end of the

Lorraine et qui voudroient retourner en leurs maisons et rendre leurs services au Roy, pour veu que Sa Majesté
agrée leur proposition, et qu’elle ayt la bonté de les traicter favorablement les deschargeant des impositions
destailles, et logements de gens de guerre. »
911

Ibid., « Les biens de ces personnes est considerable, ny ayant aucun quy ne puisse fournir aux despenses qu’il est
necessaire de faire pour se mettre en estat de servir Sa Majesté pour laquelle ils ont une forte inclination … Sy
Monsiegnuer Le Marquis a la bonté d’examiner la chose il rendra un signalé service à ces personnes et ensuitte à
Sa Majesté … »
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Dictionnaire de l'Académie française, 1st Edition (1694), Fustaille. s.f. Vaisseau de bois à mettre du vin.
Manquer de fustaille. il y a plus de vin que de fustailles. acheter des fustailles.
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letter, almost in a postscript, the secrétaire further specified that “I forgot to tell you that it is
necessary to glue large paper over all the joints, both inside and outside the casks containing the
flour in order to stop the flour from sifting out of the joints,” 913 this additional practice being a
crucial part of the instructions but treated as almost an afterthought. One of the bureau commis
may have suggested this additional input based on past practices. The instruction is specific and
someone in the department had learned the steps necessary to properly protect the four in the casks.
Department “experts” were also open to new sources of technical information, and commis
would revise instructions on the basis of that new information. After his long missive to Lafonds
concerning the grinding, packing and transport of flour for Belfort, the secrétaire wrote to the
intendant again on 30 August, noting that in order to prevent the flour from heating up and spoiling
during transport, the intendant needed to remove about twenty pounds of grain from each cask. He
reiterated this instruction in a second letter on the 31st. 914 However, Louvois wrote to Lafonds
again shortly thereafter to change the instructions. He indicated that “since I wrote you, someone
has told me that by leaving them full, the grain will be better preserved and this obliges me to tell

913

SHD A1 824, folio 4; Louvois à M. de Lafonds intendant en Franche Comté du 27e aoust 1688; à Paris;. « Le Roy
a besoin de 2000. sacqs de farine faite de bled de très bonne qualité un tiers seigle, et deux tiers froment, … vous
les ferez mettre dans des futailles neufues, c'est-à-dire dans lesquelles il n'y ait jamais eu de vin, observant de les
faire battre de demy pied en demy pied à mesure qu'on les mettra dans lesdites futailles avec des bottes qui ayent
des testes de chesnes … et ensuitte il faudra mettre ladite futaille dans une autre un peu plus grande qu'il faudra
aussy faire fermer, et vous commencerez à faire arriver lesdites futailles ainsy remplies de farine avec le plus de
secret qu'il vous sera possible, vous commencerez déjà à les faire arriver à Belfort le 15. ou le 16. du mois
prochain./. J'obmettois de vous marquer qu'il est necessaire de faire coler du gros papier sur toutes les jointures,
tant en dehors qu'en dedans des futailles dans lesquelles vous devez faire mettre les farines pour empescher
qu'elles retamisent. »
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SHD A1 824, folio 10; Louvois à M. de Lafonds du mesme jour [30e aoust 1688; à Versailles]. « J'ay oublié de
vous faire observer, que pour empescher que les farines que je vous ay mandé de faire faire en Comté ne
s'eschauffent dans les tonneaux où vous devez les faire mettre pour les voiturer; Il est àpropos d'en faire retirer 20.
livres du plus gros son, c'est ce que je vous prie de faire executer soigneusement. » See SHD A1 824, folio 11;
Louvois à M. de Lafonds du 31e aoust 1688; à Versailles for his letter restating this instruction.

you to fill the casks completely and to ignore what I previously told you.”
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The changing nature

of these instructions indicates that department experts did not always agree on best practices as to
logistics. The procedural clarification for safe transport may represent additional research done by
a commis in Saint-Pouanges’s bureau with experience in these matters. Whatever the situation, the
secrétaire proved open to revising his instructions when the need arose.

Promoting Technological Change
Advocating new technologies for adoption by the War Department meant that an author had to
attest to their validity as well as to understand and relate the practical benefits of that technology.
In a fashion similar to the gathering of intelligence, new technologies could spread through the
ecosystem through multiple venues. The intendant Desmadrys wrote to the department in April
1689 to discuss the advantages of a certain method of milling grain using a new type of English
windmill design. So as to reduce the time needed for large amounts of grain to be ground, so as to
limit the need for flour storage, “I am boldly proposing for your approval to put a new type of
English grain mill in each of the two forts, [Fort] Louis and [Fort] François, through which
operation two men alone can provide sustenance for four hundred men according to the tests that
I myself have completed.” one of the commis in the War Department underlined the entire
paragraph, an indication of its salience. 916 The language Desmadrys uses indicates that he himself
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SHD A1 824, folio 12; Louvois à à M. de Lafonds du premier septembre 1688; à Versailles. « Je vous ay mandé
par mes deux precedentes lettres qu'il falloit faire oster jusqu'à 20. livres de son (volume) de chaque septier des
farines que vous debvez envoyer en Alsace, depuis ce temps là m'estant informé si cela estoit bon pour la
conservation desdits farines, l'on m'a dit qu'il seroit mieux de n'en point oster, parce qu'en y laissant tout le son
elles se conserveront mieux, c'est ce qui m'oblige de vous prier de les faire entonner avec tout leur son sans avoir
esgard à ce que je vous ay mandé sur cela.

916

SHD A1 887, pièce 18; Desmadrys à Louvois, à Dunkerque le 8e avril 1689. « Mais comme il est plus aise de
conserver des bleds, que la farine, J'ose vous proposer M., de trouver bon que je mette dans chacun des forts,
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had checked the results which could thus be trusted as valid. Later in the month he wrote that he
would send, “following your request, a mill of the new design, with which a man can grind at least
a boisseau [a measure of dry quantity] of wheat mesure de Paris in two hours.” Despite his
assurances, someone in the department, possibly Saint-Pouanges, requested Desmadrys to
demonstrate the model’s efficacy. He further attested: “One was constructed in Ghent, and is
similar to those used in England ... I am honored to send to you, attached, a small plan to illustrate
the way in which these mills are constructed,” noting that “they are preferable to the hand-mills”
in different locations because of their capacity and minimal maintenance requirements. 917 They
would then save money, time, and resources. Mechanical knowledge of this sort often existed in
scientific treatises but the War Department sought to convert such information into applied
knowledge that could be employed to construct different special-purpose buildings depending
upon the need. Almost continuous warfare drove a need to establish mills, foundries and other
facilities to increase munitions manufacturing. 918 The War Department was eager to acquire

Louis et François, deux moulins de la nouvelle fabrique d'Angleterre, avec lesquels deux hommes seulement,
pourront fournir la subsistance pour quatre cent hommes, suivant l'Espreuv[ement] que J'en fait faire devant moy,
et qui ne cousteront pas neantmoins chacun dix escus, parce que dans ces forts, il ny a aucun moulin à bras ny
autre, et que l'on sera obligé de faire moudre les bleds qui y seront, à Dunkerque ou Bergues, Je prendray la liberté
aussy de vous proposer, la mesme chose pour le fort de la Kenocque, où il n'y a point de moulin pareillement,
attandu que ceux de Angleterre sont de nul entretien, et cependant d'une très grande utilité. » Louvois or one of
the premier commis underlined much of this paragraph indicating its importance. The two forts mentioned were
near the port of Dunkerque and were an integral part of the surrounding defensive works.
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SHD A1 887, pièce 74; Desmadrys à Louvois, à Dunkerque le 28e avril 1689. « J'ay fait mettre suivant vostre
ordre au coche qui est party aujourd'huy d'icy pour Paris, un moulin de la nouvelle fabrique, avec lequel un
homme seul, peut moudre, au moins dans deux heures, un bousseau de bled mesure de Paris. Il a esté fait à Gand,
et est pareil à ceux qui vienent d'Angleterre; ... Je me donne l'honneur de vous envoyer cy joint, M., un petit
dessein pour monstrer de la maniere qui l'on monté ces moulins, qui seroient sans doutte d'un meilleur service
pour les armées, que ceux que l'on y portoit autrefois, et avant que vous y ayez estably un si bel ordre pour les
vivres. Il me paroit mesme, qu'ils sont preferables aux moulins à bras que sont dans les places, parce qu'ils
peuvent moudre à peu près autant de bleds que la plupart et qu'ils sont d'ailleurs d'un très petit entretien. »
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See « Carte 25. – Les industries de guerre pendant la guerre de la ligue d’Augsbourg, » André Corvisier, Chapitre
XVII, « La France et les guerres de Louis XIV, 1661-1697, » in Anne Blanchard and Philippe Contamine, eds.,
Histoire militaire de la France I: 429.

recommendations, solicited or not, to improve provisioning of French armies.
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Engineering projects related to fortifications proved of salient importance on the frontiers.
Vauban attempted to set down new ideas and techniques in writing so that the premier commis
could disseminate and facilitate their adoption by War Department engineers. In October 1687 just
prior to the War of the League of Augsburg Vauban traveled to Landau, an important Rhenish
border town, to prepare a full report on the town, its fortifications and its geography. The first
section, entitled “Description of the town of Landau,” addressed physical aspects within and
outside the town and included a geographic evaluation. Vauban then used this information in the
second section of the report to discuss the differences between the old manner of fortification and
a new defensive system he had developed. This section recorded a lot of detailed information for
the project: its advantages, the costs of improvements, and an analysis of two different options. He
finished the report by stating that “if the design of this fortification is agreeable to His Majesty,
that either one or the other of the first two be executed, it will have all of the following properties,”
for which he laid out the twelve major strategic advantages of Landau as a fortified town. 919 His
arguments focused on the town’s value as a defensive bastion protecting a wide area of both Alsace
and the Rhenish Palatinate, “holding in place for us the best and most fertile art of the Palatinate.”
His arguments further discussed the difficulties in laying siege to the town, finishing with a long
description of the unfavorability of the surrounding terrain for a siege, his arguments building to a
firm and indisputable conclusion of the value of the design. Other engineers, while sometimes

919

Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban and Antoine-Marie Augoyat, Mémoires Inédits Du Maréchal de Vauban Sur
Landau, Luxembourg, et Divers Sujets Extraits Des Papiers Des Ingénieurs Hüe de Caligny, et Précédés D’une
Notice Historique Sur Ces Ingénieurs, Siècles de Louis XIV et de Louis XV (Paris, 1841), Deuxième Mémoire,
Landau le 9e octobre 1687, 77-80. « Si le dessin de cette fortification est agrée de Sa Majesté, que l’un ou l’autre
des deux premiers soit execute, elle aura toutes les propriétés suivants … 3e Elle nous assujettit en temps de
guerre la meilleure et la plus fertile partie du Palatinat. »
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providing less detail, used similar techniques to advocate alterations and improvements to
fortifications for which they had responsibility. 920
Another crucial aspect of wartime technologies saw administrators advocating projects
involving new or improved munitions manufacturing techniques. New milling techniques, such as
the system advocated by Desmdrys discussed above, could also be applied to powder making.
Other technological changes involved improving the quality of weapons. In late 1690, as war
intensified, Michel Malezieu, intendant in Champagne, advocated a new and secret process for
manufacturing steel and advised the department that he was preparing a mémoire on the subject
alongside an engineer, the Sieur Cladeck. 921 However, the quality of the work at the forge had
already been questioned. Earlier that same year, he had sought to convince Louvois that he was on
top of the situation at the Nouzon forge. The department had received complaints about the foundry
master as well as the quality of materials produced at the forge. Malezieu maintained that both sets
of complaints had no basis in fact. 922 The dispute was between one Sieur Fournier and the commis
in charge of quality inspections, and Malezieu found himself exasperated by Fournier’s constant
920

See SHD 1VD 18, folio 4; Robelin; « Mémoire de la quantité de gays (gues=fords) qu'il y a depuis Sarrebrucken
jusqu'à une grande demi-lieue au dessous de Sarrebourg; » à Hombourg le 30e decembre 1696. Robelin provided a
description of all of the river fords and potential uses near Hombourg.

921
922

SHD A1 951, pièce 288; Malezieu à Louvois, le 6e novembre 1690.

SHD A1 951, pièce 196bis; Malezieu à Louvois, à Sedan ce 6e May 1690. « Vous avéz veu … tout ce que M. le
Comte de Tessé et moy avons fait pour establir à la forge de Nouson, ... mais comme depuis j’ay receu par les
derniers couriers, les deux lettres que vous m’avez fait l’honneur de m’escrire des 24e et 27e du mesme mois, par
lesquelles, sur les plaintes que vous ont esté faites par le Sr. Fournier contre le Sr. Gaillard commis pour
l’inspection desdits armes, ... J’ose vous asseurer, M., que je n’ay jamais rien oublié pour executer exactement
tout ce qu’il vous a plu sur cela m’ordonner, mais comme led[it] Fournier a resolu de vous fatiguer jusques à ce
que vous ne luy donniez plus d’inspecteur, et qu’il connois que vous voulés bien escouter tout ce qu’il a, sauf
respect, l’effronterie de vous escrire quoy que souvent contre la verité, Je me trouve par là, M., souvent exposé a
des reproches de v[ot]re part que je n’ay point merité, et cela ne finira pas, que vous n’ayes la bonté de luy faire
entendre que sans vous rompre la teste de tant de bagatelles, il doit s’adresser à moy pour y pourvoir suivant
l’ordre que vous m’en avés donné desja tant de fois, et que je ne manqueray pas d’executer. ». See also SHD A1
951, pièce 205; Malezieu à Louvois, à Sedan ce 14e May 1690 which addresses concerns about the quality of iron
being used at the forge.
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complaints, ending the letter by asking the secrétaire to have Fournier deal with him directly to
avoid future disputes. The intendant put his reputation on the line for the inspector and to show
that he had the situation in hand before he could recommend a new process.
One particularly astute method of advocacy sought to provide text and visual information
together so the reader could better grasp a proposal. For engineers in particular, drawings helped
convey information on current and planned actions. The engineer Tarade worked primarily in the
Palatinate and Alsace and regularly utilized this method to convey information. 923 In one of his
letters to the War Department
concerning a project to improve
Strasbourg’s fortifications, Tarade
embedded a diagram (Figure 4)
within the text of the letter, with an
accompanying explanation: “what
has made me take the liberty to
propose a fossé on the two fronts of
fort 25, marked ‘a’ [and] where you
would not desire it, is that if the
covered chemins of that fort were
once carried away the besiegers
could easily intimidate the besieged

923

Figure 4: Embedded Diagram
Source: SHD A1 794, pièce 2 ; Sr. Tarade à Strasbourg ce 28e
fevrier 1682.

For example, Tarade sent a series of reports on the progress of his engineering work in Nancy. See SHD A1 350
(1673), pièce 122, his arrival in Nancy and his immediate assessment with St. Lo; pièces 236, 254, 266, and 316
all include updated plans and diagrams; pièces 274 and 283 both include a complete plan de la ville de Nancy and
diagrams. The variety illustrates his method of reporting. His work in SHD A1 794 (1682-87) are discussed below.

by the other two fronts.”

924
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The included diagram illustrated just this point. He felt that if he could

suitably narrate and illustrate the concepts he was discussing in a logical fashion, this method
would provide greater comprehension of the viability of his ideas. The diagrams served to
emphasize his notions of proper military engineering to prevent the success of an enemy siege.

Cooperation and Collaboration
Other decision-makers such as army commanders valued expertise when planning particular
courses of action. Planning processes often required a consultation with a field administrator, upon
whom the commander depended for filling in logistical details before sending a plan to the War
Department. Advocates deployed “question and answer” style investigative techniques so as to
facilitate decision-making when alternative courses of action existed. Such a technique began with
an analysis which posed specific questions regarding a course of action. Despite a tense and
combative relationship early on in their relationship, maréchal de Créqui worked closely with the
intendant Charuel in Lorraine during preparations for the opening campaign of the Franco-Dutch
War. 925 In March 1672 Créqui was planning his opening moves and sent a document to Charuel
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SHD A1 794, pièce 2; Tarade à Louvois, à Strasbourg le 28e fevrier 1682. « Ce quy m’avoit fait prendre la liberté,
M., de proposer un fosse au deux fron[t]s du fort 25 marqué ‘a’, ou vous n’en desirer point est que sy les chemins
couverts dud[it] fort estoit une fois enporté, Les assiegeants pouvoit plus facillement intimid__ les assiegé par
cette endroit que par les deux autre[s] fron[t]s… » Tarade laid out plans for Fort Keel in this missive. The fifth
page contains a small diagram visually explaining fossé work. See Tarade’s engineering correspondence in this
register, pièce 1 et 2 (16e et 28e février 1682), Tarade’s plans for Fort Keel; pièce 32 (12e mai 1684), Tarade’s
report on fortifications in haut Alsace; pièce 37, diagram of a citadel; pièce 48 (7e avril 1685), color drawings of
Strasbourg; pièce 51 (8e décembre 1685), color drawings of Strasbourg; pièce 54 (8e juin 1686), color drawings,
diagrams, and profiles of Strasbourg fortifications, including an architectural drawing; pièce 108 (6e septembre
1687), a detailed description of Fort Louis.
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Charuel’s difficulties began at the moment of his appointment, and he not only needed Saint-Pouanges’s support
but also that of Le Boistel in the bureau des fonds. SHD A1 250, folio 266; Mr. Charuel dudit jour 25 octobre
1670; au camp d’Adoniulliers. « Les difficultés cy dessus que fait Mr. le Mar[ech]al de Créquy m'oblige à vous
suplier très humblement d'ordonner à Mr. le Boistel de m'envoyer tous les estats du Roy pour le pain, chair,
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to gather specific pieces of information from a number of administrators about separate shipments
of food and munitions. He laid out the request in two columns, with short questions or instructions
about the information he wanted gathered on the right-hand side. Charuel then added his research
and findings in writing, which included instructions and subsequent actions, on the left hand side
of the document. Charuel coordinated his responses with commissaire Camus de Beaulieu and
with François Jacquier, the troubleshooting munitionnaire. For example, one set of entries
requested further details regarding the transport of munitions by boat. Créqui’s note on the right
read: “Find out if [the shipment] has artillery and how many, and of what caliber. And what
[munitions] are included in the shipment.” Charuel responded, identifying “six twenty-four
pounders, five eight pounders,” and that he was awaiting “orders regarding six other twenty-four
pounders.” He also noted that the shipment contained “powder, lead, cordage, tools, ... grenades,
sacs-à-terre, armes à les preuves, et piques.” 926 These detailed descriptions provided the maréchal
with the quality of logistical information he needed to continue his operational preparations and
Charuel invested the time necessary with his collaborators to provide the needed details.
The technique was versatile enough to cover a wide range of investigations. The maréchal
expressed a concern not only with the availability and transport of munitions but the cost to

fourages, argent et officiers majors en forme, … » Saint-Pouanges wrote to Louvois that same evening, observing
« M. le maréchal de Créqui a répondu avec assez d'honnêteté; ce n'est pas que je n'aie aperçu, dans la fin de la
conversation, un peu de chaleur en lui-même sur votre sujet. Comme j'espère bientôt me rendre auprès de vous, je
ne vous en dirai pas davantage (SHD A1 250, folio 159; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, dudit jour 25 octobre 1670; au
camp d’Adoniulliers). » For the disagreements between Charuel and Créqui on the duties of an intendant, see
Baxter, Servants of the Sword, 205-7. See also Rousset, Histoire de Louvois et de son administration politique et
militaire, I: 303-9, where he discusses the fact that both the king and Louvois rejected Créqui’s remonstrances
against Charuel using the extant correspondence in SHD, A1 250 and 252.
926

SHD A1 275 pièce 138; « Mémoire des choses que M. le maréchal de Créquy a chargé M. Charuel de demande à
M. de Beaulieu et Berthier »; mars/avril 1672. « [L] Six pieces de vingt-quatres, cinq pieces de huit, et on attend
des ordres pour six autres pieces de vingt-quatre./. [R] Scavoir s’ils ont des canons et combien, et quel est la
calibre./. [L] En poudres, plomb, meches, outils, ... grenades, sacqs a terre, armes a les preuves, et picques. [R] Et
en quoy consiste gener[alement de] la voiture.
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transport them as well. The document contains questions as to whether transport of the supplies
would result in duties or fees imposed by the Spanish for passage of the river, particularly since
the munitions could be considered contraband, to which Charuel responded that “by the 13th or
14th of March we will have a reply” regarding the flour sent by boat to Remick, “and what they
will have paid for the tariff.” He also reported that those transporting the goods “do not specify the
correct amount of goods sent, because the tariffs are excessive,” clearly expressing a desire to
minimize the costs. The maréchal employed this formatting technique to provide concise answers
to his queries for his own use, yet it also served to inform the bureaux of preparations and Charuel’s
diligence in these matters. Charuel clearly sent the report directly to the department, probably to
Saint-Pouanges, as the end contains information on Charuel’s efforts to determine tariff costs,
about which he remarks that “we will give council immediately to M. le maréchal de Créqui.”927
It is highly probably that Charuel sent one version to the department, and another to Créqui to
close the information loop, keeping both informed and permitting the maréchal to express his ideas
about the coming campaign while collaborating on logistics.
Collaboration and cooperation existed as two important means for obtaining approval of
engineering projects, operational alternatives, and logistical matters. In different situations field
administrators sought to strengthen their recommendations by coordinating with and gaining prior
agreement from those who were in a position to add their authority to the recommendations. 928 In
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Ibid., « Le 13e ou 14e mars on aura reponse si les bateaux de farines sont passes à Remick, et ce qu'ils auront
payé pour les droits, d'ordinaire on ne dit pas le nombre juste des marchandises, que l'on voiture, parce que les
droits sont excessifs et par ce moyen on s'acommode avec le fermier, et à l'esgarde des pièces d'artillerie et
munitions de guerreon ne sçauroit de__ n'y sçavoir les droits quelles doivent, les marchandises de contrebandes
n'estant pas specifées dans les tarifs. Mais, si par le tarif le Cuivre rompu, ou en marchandise, est specifié on le
sçaura, de quoy on donnera incessemment advis à M. le maréchal de Créquy. »

928

See for example SHD A1 1056, pièce 171; Voisin à Louvois, à Mons le 30e may 1691. In this letter, Voisin
ensures that he will be able to move forward with two different projects by letting Louvois know that he met with
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advocating for a siege of Luxembourg in 1684, maréchal Créqui sent an overall plan into which
the intendant Charuel then inserted comments relative to providing food for the troops. 929 Charuel
supplemented Créqui’s report by adding the needed logistics information. For example, Créqui
observed that three ovens already existed at Thionville, but more would be necessary to feed the
troops. Charuel inserted his recommendation in an apostille to set up additional ovens at
Thionville, Rodemark and Longwy. 930 Apostilles were a common method in these types of reports
to highlight answers to anticipated questions from the premier commis who would need to know
exact arrangements in matters such as food provisions. 931 Such added information lent weight not
only to the viability of the plan, it established a condition of legitimacy on the plan because a
trusted member of the War Department had provided his review.
Joint advocacy of a specific course of action also involved getting agreement among
important departmental advisors. After the fall of Luxembourg in June, maréchal Schomberg met
with both Saint-Pouanges and Chamlay to discuss further operations. They determined to reject a
move on Mons which Chamlay had originally advocated, 932 and instead discussed the advantages

Mesgrigny regarding the expansion of a canal and with Vauban on construction of new stables.
929

SHD A1 727, folio 47; Maréchal de Créquy à Louvois, à Metz à deux heures après-midy du 10e janvier 1684.
« Mr. Charuel joint aussy à cette depesche un mémoire touchant la subsistance de l'armée, je crois qu'il seroit utile
outre le pain et l'avoine de distribuer aussy la viande aux troupes afin que l'on puisse contenir les soldats dans le
camp durant un siege qui peut estre laborieux et dangereux. » He mentions several accompanying mémoires in
this letter, and one of them is in folio 73
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SHD A1 727, folio 73; « Mémoire de M. le Maréchal de Créquy apostillé par M. Charuel sur les troupes,
munitions, et autre choses qu’ils estiment necessaires pour faire le siège de Luxembourg. » Créqui’s observation
states « Il y a déjà trois fours à Thionville » to which Charuel added « Establir des fours à Thionville, Rodemark
et Longwy. »

931

Dictionnaire de l'Académie française, 1st Edition (1694), Apostille. s. f. Addition faite à la marge d'un escrit, ou
au bas d'une lettre.

932

See SHD A1 726, folio 11; Chamlay à Louvois, au camp de Bossu dudit jour 8e juin 1684. In this letter Chamlay,
while stressing that both places were “the keys to this undertaking,” declares that Mons is the much better
alternative, a siege being much easier to supply from the standpoint of the infantry. « On ne peut pas disconvenir
que Mons et Namur ne soient les clefs de cette entreprise, et que le succes ne depende absoluement de la
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of advancing on Namur. Schomberg first acknowledging Louvois’s position from a prior letter on
the matter, indicating that “there was little forage around Mons, the sterility of the land being as
great as you have portrayed, and that it would be very difficult to maintain a body of cavalry in the
area.” After laying out this common understanding, Schomberg then remarked that his
recommendation of Namur had been made cooperatively, stressing: “I believe that M. de Chamlay
will send you his reflections that we have made together with M. de Saint-Pouanges.” 933 This
cooperation would have been a particular coup de grâce since as noted above just a few days before
Chamlay had been pushing hard for Mons.

934

In addition, he added a caveat to his

recommendation, declaring that if Namur proved too difficult, he would leave it in the hands of
the secrétaire whether to consider Ath or Charleroi as the second choice. However, he admitted
that Saint-Pouanges had elaborated upon this idea, making sure that Louvois remained aware of
their collaboration. 935 Both Saint-Pouanges and Chamlay wrote to him at the same time advocating
for a siege of Namur. 936 Schomberg sought to reinforce his recommendations through close
consultation with those whom Louvois trusted.

conqueste de ces 2 places, par plusieurs conversations que j'ay eu l'honneur d'avoir avec vous, il m'aparu que vous
aviez plus de penchant pour celle de Mons, soit que vous trouvassiez? plus de facilité pour la fourniture des
choses necessaires au siège, soit que vous fassiez persuadé qu'il fut plus aisé que celuy de Namur … »
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SHD A1 726, folio 27; M. le Maréchal de Schomberg à Louvois, au camp de Lessines du 15e juin 1684. « J'ay
veu ce que vous avez m'escrit sur le peu de fourage qu'il y a aux environs de Mons, la sterilité y est bien aussy
grande qu'on vous la dépeinte, et il seroit fort difficile d'y faire subsister un corps de cavallerie comme celuy cy, je
crois que M. de Chamlay vous mandera les reflexions que nous y avons faites en presence de M. de SaintPouanges ... »
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SHD A1 726, folio 11; Chamlay à Louvois, au camp de Bossu dudit jour 8e juin 1684.
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SHD A1 726, folio 27; « M. de Saint-Pouanges m'a fait entendre qu'en cas que le dessein sur Mons fut trop
difficile à executer, vous aviez songé à Charleroy où à Ath, vous sçavez mieux que moy que ces deux places soin
beaucoup inferieurs aux deux autres pour la reputation des armées du Roy … »
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See SHD A1 726, folio 28; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, au Camp de Lessines dudit jour 15e juin 1684; and A1 726,
folio 29; Chamlay à Louvois, au Camp de Lessines dudit jour 15e juin 1684. Both letters referenced the response
to Chamlay’s letter of the 8th of June.
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The collaboration and overall agreement between these three operatives seems to have been
successful in convincing the secrétaire of the viability of the enterprise. In a letter on the 19th,
Louvois indicated to Saint-Pouanges that he was considering these recommendations, declaring
that the attached letter “which I have written to M. de Schomberg by order of the king” fully treated
with “the matters on which the Sieur de Chamlay had written to him, to which I have little to
add.” 937 But the War Department needed a full plan. The plan also required a timetable for
operations in order to coordinate daily maneuvers: “I ask that you indicate to me, in the project
you will send me, … a specific day when Namur should be invested,” as well as the days upon
which “each maneuver must be made;” such a specific timetable would allow a close coordination
of maneuver so that if the king should decide on a change of schedule, the overall timetable could
be adjusted accordingly.” 938 The three men, two of whom were War Department “insiders,” sat
down to craft the supporting recommendations and on 22 June Schomberg forwarded both the
general plan as well as a detailed description of siege preparations. All of this material appears to
be the product of a series of discussions that included the maréchal, Saint-Pouanges, and
Chamlay. 939 Such agreement surely carried significant weight, and the episode demonstrates both
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SHD A1 714, folio 370 (486); Louvois à Saint-Pouanges, à Versailles le 19e Juin 1684. « J'ai reçu votre lettre du
15e de ce mois, avec celle de M. de Chamlay qui est de même datte, lequel, comme je l'espére, voudra bien que
celle cy luy serve de réponse./. La copie qui sera cy jointe de la lettre que j'écris par ordre du Roy à M. de
Schomberg, traite si amplement la matiere sur laquelle le Sr de Chamlay s'étoit étendu dans la lettre qu'il m'a
écrite, que j'ai peu de choses à y ajouter, … » The letter is also transcribed in SHD A1 730, pièce 49, and reprinted
in Hardré, Letters of Louvois, 367-69. Louvois wrote to Chamlay the same day; see folio 372 (488).
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Ibid., « Je vous prie, dans le projet que vous m'enverrés, de me marquer un jour, c'est-à dire que supposant que
Namur doit être investi un tel jour, quels seront les jours que chaque mouvement se devra faire, afin que si le Roi
avance ou recule de quelques jours l'on puisse voir tout d'un coup de combien devront être avancés ou reculés
touts les mouvements dont votre projet fera mention. »
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See A1 726, folio 47; M. le Maréchal de Schomberg à Louvois, au camp de Lessines du 22e juin 1684. « Suivant
vostre lettre du 19 de ce mois, Mssrs. de Saint-Pouanges et de Chamlay et moy avons travaillé au projet que vous
marqués par icelle lequel vous trouverez cy joint pour regler la maniere dont l'on pourroit entreprendre le siège de
Namur, les choses qui y pourroit estre necessaires aussy bien que le jonction des troupes … et de quelques
escadrons et bataillons que l'on pourroit encore tirer de quelques places de la Flandre lesquels on renvoyeroit
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the importance of joint advocacy with field operatives but also the level of importance to which
rigorous operational planning had risen within the War Department.

The Bureaux and Decision-making

As the nature of warfare at the end of the seventeenth century changed, evidenced by meticulous
campaign planning documents, the War Department bureaux assumed increasingly complex
administrative activities to manage war. In the early 1670s, bureaux decision-making proved
generally cooperative with administrators in the field. During the opening campaign of the FrancoDutch War, the comte d’Estrades avowed to Louvois that “Saint-Pouanges had approved his
actions” to commandeer wagons that could carry forage and that “by this method we will put the
most grain possible in [different] locations.” 940 He expressed a concern for obtaining the necessary
food for the troops, but it is also clear from Estrades’s tone that obtaining approval of the action
from meant that Saint-Pouanges had validated his decision. The premier commis, particularly
Saint-Pouanges, acted as advisors to both field administrators and army commanders regarding
material concerns such as pay, food, and clothing, as well as conduct and discipline. However, as
the scale of warfare increased the bureaux chiefs involved themselves more and more assertively
with field administrators who regularly gathered contributions–food and specie, stocked arsenals,

aussytost que l'on verroit que les ennemis ne viendroient pas pour attaquer nos lignes. » The report is SHD A1 726
pièce 48; « Projet envoyé par M. le maréchal de Schomberg pour faire le siège de Namur. » After a lengthy
description of troop assembly and marches, possible enemy countermoves, routes to be taken and other
preparations, this report contains three sections detailing fourniture de pain, pionniers, and munitions de guerre
necessary to prosecute the siege effectively.
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SHD A1 277, pièce 168; D’Estrades à Louvois, à Vezel le 23e août 1672. « Monsieur de St. Pouenge qui est icy
depuis deux jours à aprouvé cette conduite, et par ce moyens nous mettrons dans les places [begin chiffre] le plus
de grains que nous pourrons [end]. »
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manufactured munitions, requisitioned transport, and set up hospitals. Each of the bureau utilized
increasingly regularized information flows to develop standards or evaluate capabilities as a basis
for administrative and logistical decisions.
Departmental decision-making requirements resulting in not only an increasing volume but
an increasing quality of information. Engineering projects, for example, required that a field
administrator forward details on tasks, results, and costs. In 1682 the intendant d’Herleville in
Roussillon received a chastisement for his lack of information needed to make a decision
concerning improvement to the road from Pinero to Perouse, a road that would be useful in
supplying the French army if it invaded Catalonia. Herleville’s letter describing the bad condition
of the road was important, but the secrétaire emphasized that “when you write to me about similar
matters, it is always necessary for you to send me the cost estimate so that His Majesty will be able
to fully appreciate the need, and can then decide whether to make the expense and give the
appropriate orders.” His language and intent are clear: before Louvois took any such request to the
king, it had to be fully evaluated by the department on its costs and qualities. He finished the note
by indicating he would write to the Sieur de la Boinière to ask him to develop an estimate, thus
absolving Herleville, this time, from providing the follow-up. 941 This failure was not the last time
the intendant would run afoul of the War Department because of his incomplete reporting and
incompetence. In November for the same year the secrétaire took him to task for his carelessness
with grain storage. 942 Because of his repeated negligence in his duties, Saint-Pouanges had to
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SHD A1 794, pièce 16; Louvois à d’Herleville, à Fontainebleau le 28e octobre 1682. « J'ay veu par la lettre que
vous avez ... le 15e de ce mois, le mauvais estat où est le chemin de Pignerol à Perouse à l'endroit apellé le
malnage, mais je suis obligé de vous dire que quand vous m'escrivez sur pareille chose, je faudroit tousjours
mander ce que l'ouvrage peut couster, afin que Sa Majesté fust en estat de voir si elle en veut faire la despense, et
de donner les ordres qu'elle juge àpropos, j'escris au Sr. de la Boiniere de s'y transporter pour voir, ce qu'il y a à
faire, et me mander à quoy cette despense pourra monter. »
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See SHD A1 794, pièce 17; Louvois à d’Herleville, à Versailles le 23e novembre 1682. Louvois advised him to

eventually advise him on how to return to the good graces of the secrétaire.
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The exchanges with

the intendant, stationed in a crucial theatre on the Spanish border, demonstrates that the department
sought a new level of diligence from its administrators, one that emphasized both professional
behavior and thoroughness.

Calculating and Tracking Needs
Demands for greater meticulousness meant that the bureaux issued periodic requests that required
administrators to personally verify information. At the start of the 1673 campaign, the department
issued a strongly worded letter asking each of the local governors in Flanders to gather accurate
military intelligence: “The king wanting to know the exact quantity and quality of troops … close
to the places where you command, you need to expressly familiarize yourself with the [number of]
infantry, cavalry, and dragons in each location, and their condition.” Requests for information of
this nature used language that would emphasize the vital nature of the request research, invoking
the king’s authority and requesting precision by the use of such terms as fort particulièrement.
However, the request also expressed urgency in that they were to send the information to Louvois

get the town to repair the doors and bridges or he will send a garrison to punish them. See also SHD A1 729, pièce
117; Louvois à d'Herleville, à Versailles ce 15e novembre 1687. « J'apprends que des douze mil sacqs de bleds que
l'on doit meure dans les magasins de Pignerol, l'on en a achapté six mil pleins de vers et de chalentons, comme des
bleds de cette qualité sont de fort mauvaise garde et qu'ils pourroient gaster ceux qui sont desja dans lesdits
magasins je vous prie de ny en point laisser entrer qui ne soit fort net, et sans aucune vermine. »
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SHD A1 1113, pièce 10; Saint-Pouanges à M. d'Herleville, à Versailles le 15e septembre 1688. « Vous devez
estre persuadé Monsieur que j'ay veu avec beaucoup de deplaisir que vous n'ayaez pas este sur l'estat des officiers
generaux que Le Roy vient de faire, Je crois que vous me faites bien la justice de croire que je n'ay rien oublié de
ce qui a pu dependre de mes soins pour vostre satisfaction en cette rencontre, l'advise que j'ay à vous donner en
pareil cas c'est de representer à M. de Louvois vos justes raisons avec beaucoup de soumission et de respect pour
ce qu'il plaist au Roy de faire et en mesme temps luy marquer le longtemps que vous servez, les blessures que
vous avez receues et le poste considerable dans lequel vous commandez depuis plusieurs années. Je vous prie de
croire que j'entre veritablement dans vostre juste douleur et qu'on ne peut s'interesser plus fort que je fais à tout ce
qui vous regarde ny estre plus parfaitement Monsieur vostre très humble serviteur … »

in Courtrai within in ten days.
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Invoking the king’s name was common, yet continued to signify

that not only the importance of precision and speed, but that the request took on the authority of a
royal command, something a field administrator could not ignore. Verification of information
proved an important component of decision-making for the bureaux, which permitted the commis
to analyze and assess a situation, in turn permitting the department to take further actions.
One central aspect of bureaux verification involved munitions supplies and transport
capacities. The amount of transport available in an area affected several aspects of campaign
planning upon which the premier commis and field agents relied. In April of 1674 as the campaign
in Franche-Comté was commencing, the army intendant Camus de Beaulieu created a set of
mémoires to instruct the chevalier Lenet as to transporting food for the troops and munitions for
the army besieging Besançon. 945 His first report discusses cart transport, noting for example that
“there are 300 carts which have been ordered to go to Chalons on Saturday, 21 April arriving the
22nd in order to carry 210 esmines of oats to Lovans, and to Lyon on 23 April,” providing both the
available transport and the timetable for moving the food. In addition, Beaulieu indicated in the
report that the actual transport would “require only about 230 carts,” thereby providing an estimate
of actual need for the chevalier. However, the report also provided necessary detail to understand
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SHD A1 315, folio 78; Louvois aux Mssrs. les gouverneurs des places de Flandres du 5e may 1673, à Peronne.
« Le Roy voullant sçavoir au juste la quantité et la qualité des troupes qu'il y a dans les places estrangers voisines
de celle où vous commandes, il est necessaire que vous vous fassiez informer fort particulierement de ce qu'il y a
d'infanterie, de Cavallerie, et de dragons dans chacune, et en quel estat elles sont, et que vous me le fassiez sçavoir
à Courtray dans le quinziesme de ce mois. » This was a circulaire letter that was to be issued to twenty different
location-based governors in Flanders. Interestingly, six of the intended recipients are shown as blank lines with
only place names.
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SHD A1 416, pièce 93; « Instructions pour M. le Chevalier Lenet ; à Dijon le 20 avril 1674. » These reports were
probably created by Turenne’s intendant de l’armée Germain-Michel Camus de Beaulieu but sent to the War
Department for recording and distribution to the associated parties. The king himself was leading the invasion
army. Several of the documents contain marginal notes by department commis. A marginal note here indicates
« Allant à Auxonne. »
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the transport process itself, each stage of transport being described in the left, bracketed along with
the number of available carts, the number necessary, and the remaining number of (extraneous)
carts shown on the right. 946 Other reports provided instructions regarding escorts, 947 as well as a
schedule of boat transport along with the carrying capacity of available boats at each town, the
goods to be transported, and the departure date. 948 Another report provided data regarding oats for
the horse to be transported to specific locations, along with the conversion of weight from esmines
to setiers. 949 Finally, he provided a summary calculating the rations to be provided by day and in
total for a week at several locations for specific bodies of troops in the area, from where the rations
were to come, and how transport would occur. 950 This last report was important, as it indicated the
daily needs of the each part of the army and provided a plan to distribute the necessary number of
rations. Camus de Beaulieu worked out the details using standards developed in the department
and coordinated the work accordingly.
From the Franco-Dutch War to the War of the League of Augsburg, verification of capacity
and availability of food and munitions took on increased complexity as evidenced in the format as
well as the detail of such reports. During the winter of 1674, in preparation for the spring campaign,
Saint-Pouanges’s bureau issued instructions to Damoresan, intendant in Hainaut, informing him
that the munitionnaire Berthelot had been ordered to maintain twelve operational ovens in
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SHD A1 416, pièce 95; 1674, « Mémoire des Charettes. » « Il y a 300 charettes commandees pour se rendre
Samedy 21e avril à Chalon et porter le 22, 210 esmines d'avoine à Lovans?, et le 23e à Lyon le saunier, Et il ne
faut pour cela qu'environ 230 charettes. » « Esmines » does not seem to be an official measure and was not a
dictionary term. The conversion rate was 3 and a half setiers per esmine.
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SHD A1 416, pièce 94; « Instruction pour le Sr. du Vivier Exempt de nos gardes [avril 1674]. »

948

Ibid., pièce 96, « Mémoire des Bateaux ».

949

Ibid., pièce 97, « Mémoire des avoines ».

950

Ibid., pièce 98, « Pain de munition ». A marginal note from a department commis indicates « Il y a eu quelque
chose de changé dans ce mémoire conformément au suivant. »
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Charleroi so as “to have enough to make 30,000 bread rations per day,” a quantity necessary to
provide adequate supply for the anticipated number of troops in the area. Damoresan’s instructions
were to inform the department “as soon as the season will allow it” of how this was “to be done
and take it in hand.” 951 Saint-Pouanges left matters of disposition in Damoresan’s hands. By 1690
however, in response to department requests, the intendant Malezieu created several detailed
reports on supplies, including a report detailing daily bread ration capacities of the existing ovens
in towns in Champagne close to the frontier. 952 He briefly described the condition of the ovens,
whether as small, large, broken, old, commonplace, and used this information to calculate an
estimate of daily output. 953 This analysis, along with a summary report that provided daily sacks
of flour that could be baked, the number of rations thereby available, and arsenal storage at certain
towns along the frontier of Champagne, 954 provided commis in the bureau with an exact idea of
the number of troops which could be sustained in the area and from where rations could be drawn.
The variety and complexity of these reports suggests the importance of these types of reports as
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SHD A1 404, pièce 31; Louvois à Damoresan, à St. Germain le meme jour le 8e janvier 1674. « J’ay receu Votre
Lettre du 1er de ce mois, Je donne ordre au Sr. Berthelot de faire faire dans Charleroy jusques à douze fours y
compris ce qu’il y en a presentement, C’est-à-dire de quoy faire 30000 Rations de pain par jour; mandés moy les
diligences qu’il fera dés que la saison le poura permettre et tenés y la main. » The letter was responding to
Damoresan’s letter in A1 404, pièce 1.
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For one of the department requests, see SHD A1 951, pièce 212; Louvois à Maleaieu le 29e mai, in which
Louvois requested an état des armes fait à Charleville et Nouzon. For Malezieu’s reports, see SHD A1 951, pièce
196bis ; Malezieu à Louvois, à Sedan ce 6e May 1690, in which he discusses quantities of fusils from Beaulieu
and the forge at Nouzon; SHD A1 951, pièce 200; à Sedan ce 9e May 1690, in which he discusses pilotage
available on the Meuse River; He also provides reports (pieces 229-231) on availability of saltpeter.
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SHD A1 951, pièce 195; « Estat des fours qui appartiennent tant au Roy, qu’aux particuliers, dans les places de la
frontiere de Champagne, et de la quantité de rations de pain qu’on y peut cuire par jour; fait à Sedan ce 15e Janvier
1690. » « Premierement à Rocroy. Il n’y a dans Rocroy que deux fours qui ont esté construitte par les
munitionnaires des dernieres guerres, dans lesquels, en les fesant reparer, on peut cuire en quatre fournées par
jour, Trois mille, quatre cens rations de pain cy …….. 3400: R[ations]. » The report continued, detailing oven
capacity at Mezieres, Charleville, Marville, and Danvilers.
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Ibid., pièce 208; [état des places de] Frontière de Champagne, 18e May, in which he discusses grain stocks,
required grinding et cuir by day for rations, and magasin capacity.

decision-making tools for the department.
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Precise Reporting
One can witness this same type of structural transition in winter quarters planning. Charpentier’s
bureau took on additional responsibilities for collecting information from the field on local
quartering and food supply conditions in order to create the final quartering plans. 955 Exact local
conditions proved an ongoing consideration for the duration of each campaign season and beyond,
requiring a thorough knowledge of the geography of an area to determine dispositions. Planning
began while a summer campaign was still in full vigor, but in the 1670s, the plans seem to have
been cooperatively developed. In an August 1672 letter to the duc de Luxembourg, Louvois
solicited his ideas, declaring that “the times for taking measures for winter quarters have arrived,
and I await your thoughts on the matter.” 956 Luxembourg’s opinion would have been seriously
considered because of his experience, and the plan would have reflected those concerns. The
intendant Charuel wrote to the War Department in October 1673, expressing his opinion that to
meet the provisioning needs for the troops in his area he would extract money contributions at
about half the rate that his predecessor Carlier imposed in 1667 but that he would seek to find other
sources of grain as available. Charuel operated under department dictates, yet he combined past
experience with a knowledge of local conditions to provide the kind of information necessary to
assure the department that its plan for quartering was realistic. 957 However by 1688, while the
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See for example SHD A1 831, pièce 16, Louvois à La Goupillière, à Fontainebleau le 3e octobre 1688, where
Louvois requests information on the availability of winter quarters in the Palatinate.
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SHD A1 277, pièce 105; Louvois à le duc de Luxembourg le même jour [16e août 1672]; à St. Germain. « Les
temps de commencer à prendre les mesures pour la quartier d'hyver et je m'attends que vous me ferez sçavoir au
premier jour vostre sentiment sur cela. »
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SHD A1 351, pièce 181; Charuel à Louvois, à Nancy le 21e octobre 1673; « J'ay dressé un estat de taxe du pain de
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department still relied on field administrator input, it now had the final say in matters. The bureau
began to create contrôles that specified unit by unit where each regiment and squadron in the army
of the Dauphine was to be quartered; the details being drawn up and approved by the secrétaire
and the king. 958 However, it could be modified as needed. The process was more centralized but
remained adaptable as local conditions could still affect final dispositions.
The War Department also tasks field administrators with the precise reporting of munitions
supplies for the purpose of ensuring that an army could be adequately provisioned. In 1689 at the
beginning of the League War, the need for powder had become acute and Saint-Pouanges’s bureau
in all probability had responsibility for tracking supplies of saltpeter, an important ingredient.959
In late October 1689, the department requested that several intendants conduct research into the
availability of saltpeter in their provinces to determine production capacities. The intendant
Malezieu wrote back on 20 November that he would immediately initiate, “as much as it was in
his power, a search for saltpeter in all the places in my department.” Production of the chemical
proved important enough to engender special benefits, Malezieu’s letter declaring that he would
communicate to saltpeter workers that they “would enjoy the privileges and exemptions granted

Luxembourg entier, conformement à celuy de M.Carlier, dont la deman[de] d'argent sera de la moitié de
l'imposition que mondit Sr. Carlier avoit faite en 166[7] pour une année, et celle des fourages sera de 286000
Rations, qui est environ 1600 rations par jour pendant les six mois du quartier d'hiver … »
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SHD A1 838, folios 156-160; « Estat de l'infanterie qui doibt hyverner audela du Rhin; du 2 November 1688. »
folio 157, « Cavalerie qui sera logée audela du Rhin et en Alsace » is the plan for the cavalerie. Folios 159-160 is
a more detailed version and expands the geographic area for quartier d'hiver; « Contrôlle des troupes de l’armée
de Monseigneur et des lieux où le Roy a resolu de les faire loger pendant l’hyver », 1688. These plans are marked
« faict à Fontainbleau le 2e novembre 1688 » and the commis could modify them as needed during the winter. An
“after action report” which would have been retained by Charpentier’s bureau for the winter of 1688-1689 in SHD
A1 1113, pièce 36; « Mémoire sur le premier ustancile de la Guerre de 1688 et sur le quartier d'hyver. »
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Saltpeter (salpêtre) is the common name for potassium nitrate which is used, along with charcoal and sulfur, to
produce gunpowder. Saltpeter is made by combining manure, straw, and earth and allowing the mixture to
decompose. See Bardin, Dictionnaire de l’armée de terre, Part 15 (Paris, 1841-1851), s.v. « Salpêtre ».

to them by the King.”
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The intendant seemed to understand the urgency of both the physical as

well as the informational need, but he was not the only one. In a response earlier the same month,
commissaire Mahyeu expressed surprise that the munitionnaire Berthelot had not yet investigated
the situation in Luxembourg; the commissaire “was certain that we would find saltpeter in many
locations and that we would be able to extract a rather considerable quantity.” He could also set
up mills for craftsmen to refine the chemical. His information provided the commis with a starting
point for further investigation at the very least. However, he went on to assure Louvois that he
would meet with Berthelot’s commis and afterwards “would propose the means by which these
types of manufacturing establishments could be realized.” 961 The urgency of the need seemed clear
and it is logical to conclude that the commis summarized the resulting reports to facilitate plans.962
Contributions also represented a very important aspect of information management for the
department. The premier commis Pierre Tourmont was responsible for summarizing contributions,
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SHD A1 891, pièce 180; Malezieu à Louvois, à Mezières ce 20e novembre 1689. « J'ay receu la lettre que vous
m'avez ... du 30e du mois passé, pour favoriser, en tout ce qui dependra de moy, la recherche des salpetres dans
tous les lieux de mon departement, en faisant jouir, les salpetriers, des privileges et exemptions à eux accordés par
les ordonnances du Roy; c'est ce que j'executeray ponctuellement. »
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SHD A1 891, pièce 189; Mahyeu à Louvois, à Luxembourg ce 16e novembre 1689. « Des qué j'eus receu la lettre
que vous m'avez fait la grace de m'escrire au sujet de la recherche des salpetres je parlé au commis que M. de
Berthelot tient dans le Luxembourg pour m'informer de luy pourquoy Mondit Sr. Berthelot n'envoyoit point des
gens dans la province pour y travailler à faire cette recherche, et y establir des atteliers, estant certain que l'on y
trouveroit de salpetre en beaucoup d'endroites, et qu'on pourroit y en recouvrir une quantité assez considerable, …
mais il me paroist qu'il eust esté tousjours d'un grand avantage de profitte de les salpetres qui se seroient trouvées
dans la province et elle auroit fait qu'on auroit peu se passer secours d'ailleurs pour les poudres dont on y auroit
besoing; Je me suis entretenu la dessus avec le commis, … pour y mener des poudres, et qu'on [___] voir avec luy
ce qu’il y auroit à faire, lorsqu'il sera, je luy proposeray les moiens dont on pou[rroit] se servir pour faire ces
establissements. » For the results of his investigations at Liège, Blankenheim, and Luxembourg, see A1 891, pièce
196; Mahyeu à Louvois, à Luxembourg ce 27e décembre 1689.
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The flood of reports can be seen in a number of 1689 registers. See SHD A1 891, pièce 155 Voisin à Louvois, à
Maubeuge le 16e novembre 1689, intendant at Maubeuge, and pièce 165 from Chauvelin Chauvelin à Louvois, à
Amiens le 6e décembre 1689 (intendant at Amiens), both of which discuss the procurement of saltpeter. See also
SHD A1 899, pieces 17 (1 fevier), pièce 27 (3 mars), and pièce 56 (10 avril) which are all reports from Monsieur
Dandigné, commandant l'artillerie en Roussillon concerning saltpeter supplies in the province.
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and their precise accounting features prominently within ministry correspondence. He repeatedly
and prolifically addressed collection in letters. 963 These accounts served as foundational financial
support for a significant portion of the army’s maintenance while in the field, even though the
money or goods collected were generally inadequate to fully pay or provision. 964 Data collection
and reporting of this information depended on first-hand investigation and calculation–part of an
annual planning process–which required the department to have capable agents at the appropriate
place and time. During the Franco-Dutch War, Tourmont and Louvois needed information
regarding collection of contributions in the Pays-bas in order to keep those funds or in-kind
materials out of the hands of the Spanish authorities. Because of the importance of collections, Le
Peletier wrote that he had promptly established contributions in occupied Flanders and stressed
that “you will find in this packet a mémoire that will inform you as to my efforts.” He was also
unsure as to whether his actions proved sufficient, adding that “you will have the goodwill to let
me know if you agree with what I have done; otherwise I will try to rectify it hereafter, and will
promptly comply with your intentions.” 965 He applied his knowledge of local conditions but
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Contributions are referenced all throughout the registers of this period and the collection of sums is a prominent
discussion topics in ministry missives. See for example, SHD A1 688, pièce 82; Louvois à Le Peletier, à
Fontainebleau le 18e aoust 1683; A1 688, pièce 83; Instruction pour M. le Comte Du Montal, à Fontainebleau le
18e aoust 1683; and A1 688, pièce 93; Louvois à Faultrier, à Fontainebleau le 21e aoust 1683. The department had
addressed the importance of contributions since the start of the Franco-Dutch War, see Satterfield, Princes, Posts,
and Partisans, but during the League War they took on increased importance because of the financial demands.
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See George Satterfield, Princes, Posts, and Partisans: The Army of Louis XIV and Partisan Warfare in the
Netherlands (1673-1678), (Leiden, 2003), 78-88. See also Lynn, Giant of the Grand Siècle, 184-220.
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SHD A1 328, folio 557; Le Peletier de Souzy à Louvois, au camp d'Espierres dudit jour 21e octobre 1673. « J'ay
cru, Monseigneur, qu'il estoit si important d'establir promptement les contributions que j'y ay donné tout mon
temps, et me suis mesme dispensé de vous escrire pendant que j'y travaillois attendant à vous en rendre compte
que la chose sur entierement consommée autant quelle le peut estre de m'a part, vous trouverés dans ce paquet un
mémoire qui vous fera connoistre quel pied j'ay suivy dans cet establissement, vous aurez la bonté de me faire
sçavoir si vous aprouvez ce que j'ay fait sinon je tascheray à le rectifier dans la suitte, et me conformeray
ponctuellement à vos intentions. »
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deferred the final decision on implementation until he had definitive feedback. As with other
aspects of logistical monitoring, the department reserved decisions to itself based on its view of
the larger picture.
The War Department sought to collect as much precise information as possible to inform
the total picture. The intendant Lafonds was working to set up an army encampment on the Saône
River in 1683 (the decision eventually being made to set up on the Saar), and came under fire from
the War Department with respect to his negotiation of prices for food rations by a local
munitionnaire. Louvois, or Saint-Pouanges, wrote to him on 9 March that even with an agreedupon reduction, the “prices still seem to me to be quite high for the reasons I have already told
you, and I cannot believe it, especially when I see that the said entrepreneur is telling us himself
that we will not find more reasonable entrepreneurs.” 966 This response to Lafonds illustrates that
the department considered knowledge of food prices as well as active management of supplier
costs were vitally important. In this case, based on existing information it appeared that the prices
for which Lafonds had contracted proved unreasonable and that the intendant would need to
address matters immediately. In order to “know” the reasonableness of pricing, the department
must have maintained some record of local pricing so as to be able to evaluate grain and other
supply contracts, suggesting that these types of “databases” served important purposes.
In any case, Lafonds’s situation was not unique. During his efforts to set up the army’s
summer training camp in the Saar in early 1683, La Goupillière wrote to Louvois on 18 March to
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SHD A1 835, Louvois à Lafonds, à Versailles du 9e mars 1688. « J'ay veu par la lettre que vous avez pris ... le 5e
de ce mois, la dimunition qu'a pris le Sr. Maistre sur la viande qui doibt estre fournie aux troupes du camp de la
Saône, dont le prix de mesme que ce luy du pain, et de l'avoine; me paroissent encores bien hauts par les raisons
que je vous ay desja mandé, et je ne sçaurois croire, particulierement quand je vois que le dit maistre est moins
disant, que l'on ne trouve pas des entrepreneurs plus raisonnables. »
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let him know that as yet only the Sieur Voinier had presented a contract for furnishing rations to
the troops on the Saar and at Philippsburg at the price of 18 deniers per ration, but he could reduce
this to 17 deniers “when he receives [quotes] from other” entrepreneurs. He went on to note
Voinier’s past contracts, and closed by stating that “he is waiting for other men who will see him
very soon,” and that “I will be honored to report their requests to you.” 967 Louvois responded rather
emphatically on the 26th noting that he had received his letter “in which I saw the proposals you
made [with] the Sieur Voinier to supply food to the troops,” and then declaring that “if you would
reflect on the cost of grain in Alsace, and at Metz, you would see that his [prices] are unreasonable,
… so it is fitting that you are seeking other men who can contract it cheaper.” 968 However, the
department’s knowledge was not complete. Even before receiving a response, La Goupillière had
sent along a copy of a contract that he negotiated with three entrepreneurs to furnish bread at 15
deniers per ration, along with a detailed mémoire describing grain prices. He insisted that while
the rate was good, “we need only fear that the contract price will be raised if it is made known that
we wanted to buy in quantity.” He was also still hoping for additional bids. The mémoire provided
details regarding grain, transportation, baking, and storage costs, to justify the contractual rates. In
another letter, dated 1 April, he responded directly to Louvois with his views on why the price was
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SHD A1 705, pièce 87; La Goupillière à Louvois, à Hombourg du 18e mars 1683. « Il ne s'est encores presenté
que le Sr. Voinier de Sarbourg pour faire la fourniture du pain des troupes du camp de la Sarre; il demande 18d de
la ration, je croy qu'il pourroit bien aller jusques à 17 quand il sera venu d'autres gens, c'est un homme soluable
qui fist la fourniture l'année derniere avec le Sr. de Lisle, et j'en aquitta bien, il est du pays il peut faire à la plus
commodement qu'un autre, il s'offre aussy de prendre la garnison de Phaltzbourg à 15d la ration, j'attend d'autres
gens qui doivent incessamment me venir trouver j'auray l'honneur de vous rendre compte de leurs demandes, je
continuera d'estre, etc. »
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SHD A1 705, pièce 5; Louvois à La Goupillière, à Versailles du 26e mars 1683. « J'ay receu vostre lettre du 18e
de ce mois, par laquelle j'ay veu les propositions que vous a fait le Sr. Voinier pour la fourniture du pain aux
troupes qui camperont cet esté sur la Sarre, et à la garnison de Phaltzbourg; si vous vouliez bien faire reflexion sur
ce que le bled couste en Alsace, et a Metz, vous verriez qu'elles sont deraisonnables, que vous ne vous chargeriez
pas de m'en escrire, ainsy il est bien apropos que vous cherchiez d'autres gens qui l'entreprennent à meilleur
marché. »
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so high on the Saar, it being necessary to transport by cart. Louvois replied on 5 April that the
offers received were still exorbitant, but if necessary he should make the contracts at 16 deniers.969
The department at times found it necessary to adjust expectations when faced with local conditions.

The Advantage of Perspective

Field administrators such as intendants and commissaires performed various information
management tasks to support the overall administration of the War Department. However, they
never worked at the locus of decision-making. At certain times, the secrétaire tasked agents with
different activities designed to provide the department with the information it needed to make the
decisions. In a letter to baron d’Asfeld in September 1688 as campaigning got underway, Louvois
sent the diplomat a substantial number of tasks to carry out, including investigating lines of enemy
march, arranging quartering, informing Cardinal Furstemberg of events, arranging for payments
and forage, discussing situational matters with the comte d’Estrées, and obtaining news of Cologne
and Ratisbon. 970 D’Asfeld’s instructions were explicit and clear but the draft of the letter itself
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SHD A1 705, pièce 89; La Goupillière à Louvois, à Hombourg du 29e mars 1683. « J'ay l'honneur de vous
adresser avec les propositions des Srs. Cousin, Beualet, et Carné, pour la fourniture du pain du camp de la Sarre,
un mémoire du prix des grains, et de ce que coustera le sacq de bled du poids de 200: #, rendu à Bouquenum,
ainsy que vous m'ordonnez par celle du 23e de ce mois que je reçois presentement, il est fort juste, il n'y a qu'à
craindre que le bled vienne à encherir si l'on donnoit à connoistre qu'on en vouloit achepter quantité, les trois
personnes qui se presentent sont soluables, et habiles, mais trop chers, il doibt encores me venir trouver ces jours
cy un homme de Nancy fort entendu, j'auray l'honneur de vous rendre compte de ses propositions. » See contract
in A1 705, pièce 90; « Propositions faites par les Srs. Cousin, Beualet, et Carné, pour la fourniture de pain des
troupes qui doivent campées sur la Sarre l'esté prochain. » The état is in A1 705, pièce 91. La Goupillière’s 1 April
response to Louvois’s letter of 26 March is in A1 705, pièce 92. Louvois’ response of 5 April is in A1 705, pièce 9.
A marginal note on this letter indicates that on the Saône, the price is only 3 deniers.
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illustrates behind the scenes work at the War Department. As was frequently the case, the draft
contains changes and insertions indicating additional consideration of the listed tasks. D’Asfeld’s
role was primarily directed towards providing actionable information for the Department.
At times, field administrators needed to make local decisions because they were the ones
who had the required knowledge of both necessary information and local parameters. At times
such decisions involved multiple concerns, including considerations centered on traditions and
historic rights. Historian Jacqueline Gratton asserts that “the power of the intendant varied
considerably, according to local conditions,” yet they were not “passive agents of the crown but
had a significant influence on the shaping, as well as the implementation, of policy.” 971 While
Gratton considers intendants to be liaisons between the local authorities and the royal state, the
roles they served within the War Department ecosystem specific and situational. At the start of the
League War, with French troops traversing Franche Comté, the intendant Lafonds requested
department decisions around logements and exemptions thereof. Louvois sent him two letters, the
first dated 4 January 1688, where he states “before I can take the matter to the king I need to know
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what rights they [the Rectors, professors and college staff of the University of Dole

972
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] enjoyed

when the city was under Spanish rule.” The secrétaire sought specifics as to those who would be
exempt and those who would not in order to properly grant exemptions. Later that day, however,
he sent a second letter in which he added that the king wanted Lafonds to issue an ordonnance
conforming to what had already been sent “regarding the exemption of the officers of the Besançon
parlement and the Chambre des comptes at Dole.” Regarding the University, Louvois declared
that “they need to be exempt if they had been so under the king of Spain, but it would be good to
reduce the exemptions to the principal officers, that is, to those who currently teach.” 973 The
granting of exemptions was in the hands of the king, although Louvois was the one to recommend
them. However, specific named exemptions were in the hands of the intendant. 974
In other situations, Intendants, commissaires and others played primarily an information
gathering and logistical coordination role. In essence, they generally could only act when they
believed they had the latitude to do so. Often they had to justify their ideas, recommendations, or
decisions with extensive information and reasoned argument. During the 1660s, intendants had
assumed local responsibility for arranging troop billeting and the policing of conduct, becoming
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in Gratton’s words, “the principal actors [who] made independent and opportunistic use of their
powers to billet troops.”975 However, as we have seen in the documentary evidence, intendants
assumed more of an advise and consent role with the War Department during the 1670s and 1680s,
a process of change which actually illustrates limits placed on their power. Intendants could
generally make local billeting decisions based solely on the quartering plan assignments made by
the premier commis. The quartering process is also indicative of a larger trend in decision-making,
where in many instances, only the details were left up to the intendants. 976 The structure of civilian
governance of military affairs was not either a process of binary traditional social collaboration or
innovative centralization; it was a hybrid, becoming more demarcated and delimited.
The implication is that the rise of the civilian administration of the military meant that more
and more information could be collected systematically and systemically and used for making a
wide range of royal decisions. As with diplomacy, information could be employed defensively or
offensively. 977 Defensively, the bureaux gathered information to conduct evaluations of actions or
expenses that had been completed. The summarized information permitted not only immediate
tasks such as reimbursements, but also permitted future planning. Information deployed
offensively allowed the commis to actively contribute to decision-making and risk management
within the department. As Philip Anderson tells us, “normal science shows how complex effects
can be understood from simple laws, chaos theory demonstrates [however that these] simple laws
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can have complicated, unpredictable consequences, and complexity theory describes how complex
causes can [in turn] produce simple effects.” 978 The unpredictable consequences in the present
case involved the growth of increasingly sophisticated administrative structures in the War
Department. The more complex the situation, the more difficult it can be to make decisions to act
or implement a certain course, yet simple effects were realized in the information flows
themselves. To be useful in decision-making, however, information had to be timely, precise,
complete, and collected far enough in advance to allow the War Department to act. 979 These simple
principles guided the actions of the premier commis in their increasingly complicated and detailed
information requests, and it was through such principles of decision-making that they gradually if
unintentionally crafted an important department within the growing information state.
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CONCLUSION:
ARMY ADMINISTRATION AND THE CREATION OF AN INFORMATION STATE

I have argued that approaching state development in early modern France from the perspective of
information management within the French military administration offers insights into the rise of
the seventeenth-century information state. An analysis of the routine work practices of the premier
commis and the information flows within the War Department ecosystem has revealed
undercurrents of administrative power that were only partly dependent upon the actions of the
minister. 980 The premier commis became key intermediaries within an expanding information
state, a role through which they were able to assert administrative power. In addition,
methodological frameworks of complexity and organizational change theory have influenced my
analysis of a growing information ecosystem, with its adaptive organization structures and its
“little tools” of government. However, I have also argued that the administrative changes wrought
in the fires of war were far from the realization of any long-term plan or grand design for
governmental centralization. Rather than implementing “absolutism,” civilian administrators’ ad
hoc responses to crises in information flows gradually produced an information state in early
modern France. David Parrott found that the French military of the mid-seventeenth century
suffered from a “lack of orderly and established systems,” but the everyday activities of the
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premier commis gradually created information management processes and structures that, while
never perfected, nonetheless responded meaningfully to the deluge of military information during
Louis XIV’s wars. By the 1690s, an information state managed army administration, logistics, and
military operations, establishing patterns of administration that would continue under Louis XV
well into the eighteenth century. 981
Information history thus provides a powerful window into important changes in the way in
which royal governance evolved in late seventeenth-century France. Historian Jean-Philippe Cénat
sees the marquis de Louvois as a powerful secrétaire, whose desire was to serve his royal master
by implementing discipline and order within the French army and royal government. Cénat
presents the premier commis and other military administrators as loyal clients of Louvois who
were of minor importance to his efforts “to forge a military tool of redoubtable efficiency.” The
bureaux, in his view, served as administrative “laboratories” for other departments in the royal
government. 982 Yet the Timoléon Le Roy documents presented here illustrate that the young
marquis de Louvois was less innovative than Cénat has suggested. Indeed, Louvois learned
administrative technique directly from his father and from the premier commis already working in
the War Department. Although he restructured the War Department’s bureaux during his tenure,
it was his chefs de bureaux who coordinated the actual information flows. In this endeavor, the
premier commis worked to continuously manage administrative operations and workloads,
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progressively constructing an information state from the 1660s through the early 1700s. These
information actors constantly struggled with rapid and rising amounts of information, and they
responded by crafting regular and systematic methods to manage and organize those same massive
volumes of information circulating within department networks.

The Premier Commis and Their Bureaux

The premier commis initially served in the War Department based on their patronage connections,
but they became increasingly independent through their ongoing training, their professional status,
their salaries, and their skills as information processing specialists. The bureaux seem to have
operated for the most part without formal written rules but simultaneously exhibited increased
structural complexity, where commis worked to acquire the skills needed to manage considerable
information demands. As Jean-Claude Devos asserts, specialization within the bureaux produced
a long-tenured staff that was no longer beholden to a particular secrétaire. Each minister needed
“collaborators who are already proven or who are taken from his supporters,” but after they took
up their offices, family ties and opportunities had more limited effects. 983 Although experienced,
premier commis accrued specialized skills in order to more effectively perform their jobs. The
hiring and promotion of talented premier commis created a situation whereby these administrators
“accumulated a great deal of knowledge about the departments over which they presided.” They
were vitally important to their bureaux, “the repositories of wisdom and the guardians of proper
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Secrétaires came and went, while the organizational structure, as well as the

information tools and processes, remained. 985 Although a few of the premier commis retired when
Chamillart took office in 1701, several of them remained in office. In the case of those who left,
bureaux commis who had worked for them for years received promotions to assume their offices.
Most premier commis served for more than thirty years, demonstrating the stability of leadership
within the bureaux. 986 This patron-client “paradox” resulted in a significant contribution to longterm service through the appointment of family members and trusted associates. At the same time,
the premier commis prepared their commis as their successors, training a new group in existing
work processes. The paradox stimulated the establishment of defined bureaux procedures as well
as specialization and professionalization. 987
Louis XIV’s pursuit of gloire and the stunning army growth during his reign ensured that
the civilian administrators of the War Department were central to the transformation of the French
army and the creation of an information state in early modern France. Arguably the War
Department was the most important of royal government’s organizations. 988 Premier commis
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created, applied, and refined information-based work practices and established standards through
which they categorized and preserved useful knowledge. They, rather than the marquis de Louvois,
were the key agents responsible for this transformation. The department maintained operations,
even under the stresses of increased army size and greater information demands, because of them.
Professionalism to them was not simply a matter of service to the king, and final estate inventories
of both Giles Charpentier and his nephew Hyacinthe illustrate the personal dedication with which
they worked. These inventories list the tools of an administrator: a small library of books and
papers, an office with desks and chairs, and collections of legislative texts and military
ordonnances. His office was expressly fitted out for the work of his bureaux, having responsibility
for routes, winter quarters, and troop movements. 989 The Charpentiers’ personal effects reflect
both the professionalization of premier commis and the royal state’s pressing needs for information
specialists.
Premier commis like Charpentier could be considered as bureaucrats, working on behalf
of the royal state, or alternatively as clients enmeshed in patronage networks. Joël Cornette affirms
that the government “was engaged in a vigorous administrative program of organization, control,
management, of a more hierarchical army, better regulated, better provisioned, better lodged and
better performing.” 990 The War Department has traditionally been viewed as a purely hierarchical
structure, under the powerful and authoritative direction of the marquis de Louvois. Sharon
Kettering instead sees governance differently, with many seventeenth-century administrators as
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clients, “incorporated into the emerging royal bureaucracy while the intendants, new quasibureaucrats belonging to administrative clienteles, created their own clienteles in the provinces
and occasionally acted as brokers.” 991 However, the premier commis also acted as brokers,
utilizing their own personal connections to manage their information duties within the armies and
across provinces. They utilized these networks to request and collect information, acting as
information intermediaries and converting information into useful knowledge.
Information flows are thus central to my conclusions about this new information state in
early modern France. Guy Rowlands portrays civilian administrators as ineffective, with little
power and displaying few of the characteristics of bureaucratic power centers, arguing further that
the War Department simply does not fit the definition of a “Weberian bureaucracy.” 992 Sarmant
and Stoll agree that late seventeenth-century clerks did not as yet fit Weber’s narrow definition of
intense specialization, fixed hierarchies, and impersonal procedures, but they maintain that some
“Weberian” characteristics already existed in ‘embryonic’ form, along with feudal, nepotistic,
patron-focused practices.
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My analysis has adopted a broader view of administrative

organizations and their routinization of information composition, transmission, and utilization.
The premier commis’ information management practices confirm Jan Glete’s insight that “state
formation was very much a process of learning which form of administration was most suited for
various forms of coordination and control.” 994 While hierarchical, the different agents within War
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Department social networks could interact in many fashions and at many levels, resulting over
time in the creation of a complex organization designed to advance the goals of the royal
government. The fluid hierarchical nature of its structure actually enabled it to function more
effectively across lines of reporting and provided actors with latitude to make local decisions. 995
Likewise, the premier commis served as the “living memory” of their bureaux, mastering
information classification and storage. 996
The War Department’s increasingly detailed information needs meant that many
administrators had to supply standardized reports on a regular and periodic basis. Within the
bureaux, the premier commis both requested and drew up such standardized reports. They
responded to the regularized information flows by creating new work procedures around the
collection, organization, conversion, and preservation, an important factor in shaping the structure
of this information-based organization. The department’s administrative organization became
procedurally dependent upon the information flows which helped to create it. Utilizing a broad
lens of information flows and data management, the accretion of power and its relation to state
development is clearly seen in these developments. The essential question is not whether royal
servants can be defined as “bureaucrats,” but how their administrative work and information
management brought about changes in systems of government knowledge in France. The growth

States, 1500-1660 (London, 2002), 6-7. He also affirms that “the new organisations required an administration
with knowledge about local conditions and power to enforce centrally determined policies locally” (31).
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of state power took place in tandem with fundamental changes in administrative practices that
determined how information was utilized and to what ends. The royal state sought to assert control
over specific aspects of knowledge involving military administration and in so doing set in motion
the accumulation of administrative power. Systems of information represent the principal
ingredient for understanding how and why these “layers” develop into state power structures.

The Archival Impulse

In the second half of the seventeenth century, the staff in the War Department worked to bring
decision-making into the bureaux from the field by managing the flow of correspondence in order
to gain control over state knowledge through classification strategies and archival storage. The
War Department sought this result through a greatly expanded information network and an
increasingly complex system of administration, and correspondence volume is only a nominal
indicator of these efforts. 997 Crucially, analysis and evaluation of types of respondents, content,
and urgency demonstrates that an expanding network fed in the information necessary for logistical
and administrative planning. Louvois made major strategic decisions along with Vauban or
Chamlay, but he increasingly left routine correspondence and operational decision-making to his
premier commis. In consequence, over time the proportion of information that actually reached the
king from the War Department became progressively more limited. 998 Military knowledge and
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administrative power thus directly reinforced each other within the information state. Even so, this
development was also not part of previously considered design. Regular and standardized reporting
within the War Department was a response to the crisis of control, and the multiplicity of issues
and confusion with which field personnel had to deal became striking. The intendants responded
to requests for information from the bureaux as well as from other field and provincial agents in
the information ecosystem. These circumstances forced intendants to develop skills as
administrative polymaths, tasked with supplying a diversity of information types and necessary
formats. His and other field agents’ responses had to be received, evaluated, and resolved in some
fashion by the commis in the War Department. The royal government could not, however, gather
information comprehensively nor could it address every need. Bureaux personnel had to be
selective in what they requested, summarized, and retained.
Nevertheless, the premier commis developed more systematic methods through which they
could manage the rising amounts of information from field agents needed to both monitor
situations and make administrative decisions. By the 1690s, the requirements for special field
reports had created a systematic processing of information along with a more formal delineation
of duties. A series of reports from the marquis de Desalleurs in May 1690 demonstrates the detailed
statements and statistics that military officers were submitting to the premier commis. Desalleurs
sent the War Department a set of troop reviews, supporting mémoires, and a narrative justifying
his actions—all of which would be supported by subordinates’ reports. 999 He promised that figures
on unit strengths would be submitted in the ustanciles provided by the commissaires. 1000 The
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inspector général d’infanterie, working on Desalleurs’s behalf, crafted several supplemental
reports, including expense reports that provided line items, listed down to the sol, for clothing and
equipment such as culottes, justaucorps, chapeaux, swords, other weapons, leather ammunition
harnesses (bandoulliers) and in the case of the second battalion of the Vaisseaux, noted that the
“battalion was [now] clothed for twenty months.” Each element of these reports provided the
premier commis with decision-making information in a standardized format that could be kept in
an organized and logical fashion within the War Department’s records.
At the same time, more sophisticated systems to store and recreate royal government
memory represented the culmination of early modern processes of data collection and information
management that had been developing throughout the second half of the seventeenth century. By
the late 1680s the information flows within Louis XIV’s War Department had reached a critical
point. The systematic collection and processing of so much paper had created a need to organize
and manage it. As for other early modern organizations, information overload “mirrored”
administrative systems in the French royal state. In other words, organization structures and the
information they stored directly reflected, in Randolph Head’s words, a constantly changing
“relationship between inventoried records and … documents.” Information overload demanded
effective responses not only in terms of use but of preservation. 1001 To address this acute need,

mois de l'Ustancile, parce que vous leur avez donné jusques au Commancement de la Campagne, à cause que
leurs reveües n'estoient point encore arrivées, mais j'ay fair voir mon ordre aux Lieutenants Colonels,
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Louvois established the Dépôt de la guerre in 1688 as one of the first official French government
archives and asked d’Arbon de Bellou, the premier commis of the secretariat, to begin the process
of organization. Bellou was a sensible choice for the post because of his extensive experience in
directing correspondence, having intimate knowledge of the flows of communications within the
department. The Dépôt in its early modern French context as an emerging “state archive” engaged
in continuous if incomplete information gathering but with the “flaws of human management,
obliterations, and disorganization.” 1002 Premier commis participated in the Dépôt’s administrative
mechanisms to preserve selected types of information, and in doing so reinforced a biased
preservation of “useful knowledge.” 1003 Its existence represents an important development of the
early modern information state. As Bernard Barbiche observes, the repository was “independent
from the person of the administrators, whereas before each individual invested with public office
retained his official papers with the records of his family.” 1004 Even so, the premier commis made
decisions that shaped the efforts of the Dépôt to preserve useful knowledge, but according to
subjectivity and haphazard judgements. Such efforts meant that selective elements of useful
knowledge remained accessible to the royal state.

Military Administration and the Information State

Through archival preservation and everyday work practices, the premier commis added knowledge
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to royal information “databases” by collecting and analyzing numeric data as well as textual and
geographic information. In addition, the Dépôt was created specifically to ensure that important
military information was held securely and that access to the information was restricted. Joël
Cornette asserts that “the originality but also the force of the modern state held above all its
capacity to account, verify, archive, evaluate, allocate, amass, exploit and classify
information.” 1005 The War Department staff pursued these goals for specific and focused purposes.
Once created, administrative organizations tend to assume a life of its own and can long survive
even when original purposes have long since changed. The premier commis and their commis
working in the bureaux built up government information practices over time, slowly, based on
immediate needs rather than purposeful planning. However, the durability of form and function is
the factor that allowed the bureaux to survive and maintain their importance during periods of
testing in the latter half of the reign. Indeed, the skills of these information workers made many of
them invaluable to successive secrétaires. 1006 They structured their bureaux and deliberately
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organized the paperwork to facilitate the flow of information, which in turn led to stable but
growing information management systems.
Formalized processes for information gathering, specialization of bureaux personnel,
practices of information analysis and evaluation, and finally the tenure of the bureaux personnel
became crucial factors in the growth of military administration. The resilience of the emerging
information state and the military system it supported were tested during the final wars of Louis
XIV: The Nine Years War (1688-1697) and the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-1714). John
Lynn argues that the volume of military correspondence fell off under the young marquis de
Barbezieux, who replaced the marquis de Louvois following his death in 1691. Lynn observes that
while Barbezieux never adopted his father’s incredible capacity for work, the decrease was
primarily due to decreased responsibilities relative to the dismantling of Louvois’s personal
administrative “empire.” 1007 Guy Rowlands sees the young marquis in a more generous light,
noting that his capacity for work could never attain the level of his father. Even so, the work itself
had not diminished and indeed still had to be performed, especially given the larger army sizes at
the beginning of the Nine Years War. 1008 For both Lynn and Rowlands, this war represented a
period of administrative upheaval, yet this war should be considered from the standpoint of its
overtly defensive character, as Louis XIV and his armies attempted to outlast his enemies in a war
of attrition. 1009 By the end of the war in 1697, the bureaux and the premier commis were no longer

temporary agents of an individual secrétaire, but had become indispensable to a growing
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information state. The War Department had taken on a more permanent structure as an essential
component of the French royal state and its military system.
Although noble military commanders began to reassert themselves after Louvois left the
scene, these processes of shifting power relations did not seem to have changed the direction
towards an accretion of information management and decision-making responsibilities of the
bureaux. The War Department suffered from a lack of experienced field operatives, particularly
commissaires, but a more proximate cause of administrative disarray was the lack of leadership
from Barbezieux. The maréchal de Luxembourg repeatedly complained to the king that
Barbezieux was not granting officers the congés (leaves) to go on recruiting missions, nor was he
sending necessary routes and quartier d’hiver assignments during the 1692 campaign. The
maréchal de Catinat voiced similar complaints the following year. 1010 The maréchal de Vauban
likewise lamented to Le Peletier de Souzy, by this time contrôleur général des fortifications, that
Barbezieux “knew only how to evade and thwart” him with respect to the needs of the artillery,
whereas his father “had been grateful to him” and provided the needed support. 1011 These
complaints run contrary to Rowlands’s assertions about the bureaux, indeed, providing important
evidence of the increasing indispensability of the premier commis during the “lean” years of the
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1690s. By this time, the premier commis had assumed significant stature as administrators and the
complaints reflect a tensions within the military high command rather than a serious loss of
administrative power by the bureaux of the War Department.
By the 1690s, the information ecosystem created under Le Tellier and Louvois had taken
on a more formalized structure which included highly structured bureaux, as well as more secure
and expanded information networks through formal and informal agents. 1012 A new generation of
administrators—Chamillart, Colbert de Torcy, and Phélypeaux—benefitted from the information
networks created by their predecessors, allowing them to gradually form an “esprit de corps that
blossomed the age of Louis XV.” 1013 Interestingly, all of these men had been protégés of Michel
Le Tellier or the marquis de Louvois. Information systems had become an integral method for
projecting military action, and the War Department’s administrative structures were tied to
increasingly centralized royal governance. An ad hoc system founded upon patronage and family
connections had gradually transformed into an administrative system that reflected specialized and
routinized information management. 1014 These sweeping administrative changes took place in a
framework of royal military growth that originated in Louis XIV’s bellicose desire for gloire.
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During his reign, the French War Department increasingly used and preserved information to
aggressively pursue military and political power in early modern Europe. The premier commis
who worked in the War Department applied their practical skills to the problems of knowledge
acquisition and information management, and their daily efforts represented the driving force
behind the creation of a vibrant and growing information state during Louis XIV’s personal reign.
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Premier Commis and Commis – Longevity of Service and Tenure
Michel Le Tellier

Secrétaire d’Etat de la
guerre
Les Bureaux / Années

1650s

1

Bureau d’expédition des
patentes, pouvoirs,
règlements, commissions

1630s

2

Secrétairerie

1640s

Timoléon Le Roy

1661-1668

François-Michel Le Tellier (Louvois)
1668-1673
1674-1677
1678-1687
1688-1691

Louis-François-Marie
Le Tellier (Barbezieux)
1692-1695
1696-1701

Elie Dufresnoy

Eighteenth
Century Bureau

Chamillart/Voisin/Villars/Le Blanc
1701-2
1703-1721

Georges-Hélie Gardien (1696)

1715

Bureau des grâces

(Dufresnoy served the Le Tellier family from the 1630s)
Thomas Carpatry

François d’Arbon de Bellou

Mathieu Pinsonneau

1721 Bureau du correspondance

(Transferred)
3

Dépôt de la Guerre

est. 1688

Commission des officiers des
4/9 troupes, extraits des revues, 1650s?
des hôpitaux

François d’Arbon de Bellou

Jean-Colbert Saint-Pouanges

1719

Gilbert-Colbert Saint-Pouanges (fils)

Split

Gilbert-Colbert Saint-Pouanges (fils)
5

Bureau des routes,
ordonnances et règlements

1650s?

Giles Charpentier

6

Bureau des fonds, des vivres
1650s?
et des pensions

Pierre Le Boistel

Gilbert-François Alexandre 1742

Bureau des déserteurs et du
controle des troupes

Chamillart de Vilatte 1705

Bureau des commissions
Bureau des routes (puis
movements)

1703
(from 1673 - assisted by his nephew Hyacinthe-Louis Charpentier de Jossigny)
Pierre de Tourmont

Dépôt de la Guerre (puis
Archives)

1723
Bureau des fonds

1705

(formerly premier commis des affaires étrangères)
7

Bureau de la rôle des placets
1670s?
et informations

Henri Bourdon (1670?)

??
Didier Fontaine (1685)

8

Bureau de la rôle des
bénéfices, des mois de Mgr.
le secrétaire d’État

1679

Split off from the Secrétairerie

Bureau des informations?

1711

Pierre Desmarets de La Renaudière (1675)

??
La Cossiere (1695)

Bureau des provinces (puis
du Conseil)

1708
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Definitions of Commis et Commis (Premiers)
Source: François Bluche, Dictionnaire du grande siècle, les indispensables de l'histoire (Paris:
Fayard, 2005 [1990]).
Commis: ... « Au sens large, on nomme aussi les employés des service publics, qui
dans les bureaux des secrétaires d’État, du contrôle général ou des autres
administrations – y compris les intendances –, assument des tâches d’exécution ou
de préparation des décisions prises ou à prendre, ou expédient les affaires courantes,
au nom des ministres et autres responsables directs. Jusqu’au milieu du XVIIIe
siècle, les commis des diverses bureaux ne sont pas astreints à la présence selon des
horaires fixes, et travaillent le plus souvent à leur domicile. Un principal commis
coordonne dans chaque bureau le travail des commis. ... Ils jouissent en fait d’une
stabilité d'emploi qui débouche finalement sur une pension de retraite. Les
fluctuations de la politique amènent des changements dans la personne des
ministres, certains of ces employés, dits ‘premier commis’, sont les véritables chefs
des bureaux. Ils tirent de leur stabilité et de leur longue connaissance des affaires
une autorité particulière. Le cas échéant, ils prennent les décisions a la place du
secrétaire d’état, lorsque celui-ci est débordé ou peu compètent. » (Auteur: Abel
Poitrineau)
Commis (Premiers): « La fonction de premier commis ou 'principal commis' a créée
par un règlement de Henri IV du 15 février 1599. Elle remplaçait ainsi la fonction
de commis, apparue des 1567 et confirmée dans un règlement de 1588 autorisant
chaque secrétaire d’État a nommé pour son service et après l’approbation du Roi,
un commis et six clercs. Le statut de premier commis se renforce au sein de
l’organisation administrative puisque, à partir de 1630, il est prévu de leur attribuer
une rémunération mensuelle. Ils apparaissent donc dès le début du XVIIe siècle
comme un élément important des structures administratives et politiques du
royaume. D’ailleurs, dans la hiérarchie du temps, ils occupent un rang égal aux
chefs d’escadre. ... Le recrutement des premiers commis est largement tributaire
des règles qui régissent les relations au XVIIe siècle, fondées sur un réseau
d’obligations réciproques de dévouement, de confiance et de fidélité. De ce point
de vue, les premiers commis apparaissent souvent comme les auxiliaires, les
confidents intimes des secrétaires d’État, parfois même leur exécutoire
testamentaire. Si leur ascension trouve en partie son origine dans les relations
procurées par les offices qu’ils détiennent en sus de leur fonction, ... Elle est aussi
très souvent favorisée par la protection familiale. ... Cette parente très proche a aussi
favorise l'accession aux fonctions ministérielles. ... Ils préparaient le travail des
secrétaires d’État, rédigeaient des notes, les instructions aux ambassadeurs, les
dépêches qu'ils soumettaient à la signature des ministres. La stabilité de la fonction
(sept à huit ans), leur permit d’acquérir une connaissance parfaite des affaires et
d’assurer, par-delà les fluctuations ministérielles, une continuité administrative et
politique. ... ‘Dévoues aux intérêts du royaume comme a une religion’ (Mousnier),

les premiers commis ont constitué un rouage essentiel du développement de la
monarchie administrative. » (Auteur: Jean-Baptiste Geffroy)
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Premier Commis and Commis – Annotated Biographies
Premier Commis: 1015
LE ROY
Timoléon Le Roy (Roi) (?-9 septembre 1659); served as principal commis de la guerre, bureau du conseil;
drafting and dispatch of rules, regulations and lettres patentes, military and civilian commissions, special
powers, and ordonnances relative to personnel; chief advisor to Le Tellier.
1st bureau
SAINT-POUANGE (POUENGES)
Gilbert Colbert, marquis de Saint-Pouange: (1642-23 octobre 1706); his father has served Le Tellier from
the 1640s; Saint-Pouanges fils was the most important premier commis under Louvois; intendant des ordres
du roi (1671); secrétaire des commandements de la reine (1678); secrétaire du cabinet et de la chambre de
roi (1681); retired in January 1701 after Barbezieux’s death; in 18th C his departement was split in two
under Chamillart to become food provisioning; des commissions des troupes, des extraits de revues, des
hôpitaux, tentes, sacs à terre, etc., soit les nominations; Saint-Pouanges expedited officer nominations and
replaced Louvois in the king’s presence when the minister was away from Court.
2nd bureau
CARPATRY
Thomas Carpatry (16??-1678); served as the premier commis of the secretariat until 1674, then was
succeeded by François D’Arbon (Darbon) de Bellou (below); owned office/home in Place Dauphine with
Charpentier and d’Arbon de Bellou.
ARBON DE BELLOU
François d’ (Darbon) (v.1647-28 août 1719); his father Jean d’Arbon de Bellou had served as a principal
commis under Le Tellier and was regularly sent on provincial missions; André describes Jean as « Le
Tellier’s right-hand man » (André, Le Tellier, 58); his brother Michel d’Arbon also served as a commis
under Louvois (Cénat, Louvois, 172); he succeeded Carpatry as premier commis of the secretariat (chef de
la bureau de la correspondence) in 1674; he was replaced by Mathieu Pinsonneau in 1688 and he then
served as the head of the Dépôt de la guerre until 1719; died in office; the secretariat was also responsible
for « le roolle des mois »; pulled together the archives in 1688 at l’Hôtel de Louvois, and in 1701 moved
them to a new office in Les Invalides to establish a home for the young Dépôt de la Guerre; he also owned
office/home in Place Dauphine with Charpentier and Carpatry.
PINSONNEAU
Mathieu Pinsonneau, Sr. (1656-13 décembre 1747); served from c.1680 until 1721; commis under Bellou;
premier commis in the secretariat (1688).

1015

Note: dates for the Premier Commis are birth to death
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3rd bureau
DUFRESNOY

Élie (Hélie) Dufresnoy (du Fresnoy) (1614-15 février 1698); served as commis under Sublet de Noyers in
the 1630s; succeeded Timoléon Le Roy in the bureau du conseil as premier commis du bureau d’expédition
under Le Tellier, Louvois, and Barbezieux; responsible for drafting and dispatch of rules, regulations and
lettres patentes, military and civilian commissions, special powers, and ordonnances relative to personnel;
also, responsible for chiffrage des lettres du minister; part of the work of this group depended on the King's
Council, hence the name of the department; he had a passion for books and was a bookbinder/collector; his
beautiful young wife was Louvois’ mistress and became a dame de lit de la reine.”
4th bureau
CHARPENTIER
Giles Charpentier (1618-13 mars 1703); commis and then premier commis in charge of routes, winter
quarters (quartier d’hiver), troop movements (étapes) and the regulations and ordonnances appertaining
thereto; he was made the premier commis de bureau in 1680; his brother François Charpentier was a
member of the Academie française (1651) and one of the founders of the Academie des Inscriptions (16201702); several brothers and nephews were commissaires or commis; later, he brought in his nephew
Hyacinthe-Louis Chapentier de Jossigny who became premier commis in his turn (below); he owned an
office/home in Place Dauphine with Carpatry and d’Arbon de Bellou, probably after Le Boistel’s death.
DE JOSSIGNY
Hyacinthe-Louis Charpentier de Jossigny (20 mai 1650-10 novembre 1723), a nephew (actually a distant
cousin) of Giles Charpentier; commis under Charpentier; served 1673-1723 (Pénicaut says 1680); he turned
the Place Dauphine office/home shared between the aforementioned three premier commis into the hôtel
de Jossigny; he requested retirement 12 Mars 1723.

5th bureau
LE BOISTEL
Pierre Le Boistel (?-1681); a family relative of the Le Telliers and premier commis in charge of pensions
and funding (financial affairs); liaison with military treasury system; supply company liaison; one of the
three owners of the office/home in Place Dauphine.; Le Boistel acting as receiver of Contributions in
Picardie and Artois 1667 thru 1678.
TOURMONT
Pierre de Tourmont (1640-1 décembre 1715); served as premier commis des affaires étrangères (16711679) until Pomponne’s disgrace, then from 1679-avril 1705 as premier commis in the bureau des fonds in
the War Department; he succeeded Le Boistel (1679-81) as premier commis from 1681; his bureau managed
pensions and funding (financial affairs); he owned office/home in Place Dauphine with Charpentier and
d’Arbon de Bellou, probably after Carpatry’s or Le Boistel’s death ; often sick ,he was aided by his son,
Robert-Henri, before his retirement in 1705 ; he was succeded by François Gassot de Soix.
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6th bureau
BOURDON
Henri Bourdon (?-?); premier commis who managed petitions (“le roolle des placets”) and disagreements
within the army.
7th bureau
LA RENAUDIERE
Pierre Desmarets de (?- ?); premier commis from 1679-v.1692 where he supervised the role des mois, the
non-military aspects of the War Secretary’s work, including quarterly processing of petitions to the king,
and religious benefices; he also managed the administration (roads, litigation, debt issues) of frontier
provinces which fell under the responsibility of the department of War; in 1679 Renaudière's bureau had
been detached from Bellou's secretariat.

Commis and Others: (in alpha order)
ALEXANDRE (PÈRE)
Claude Francois (v.1670-5 août 1701; died 23 août 1710); he originally served as a secrétaire to the
intendant d’armée Louis Robert in Italy from 1664 and was close to him; he worked as premier commis
for Saint-Pouanges when the latter was absent in the field and retired soon after his mentor in 1701,
leaving his office to his son, Gilbert Francois Alexandre (below); the father served 50 years; the father
and son together 90 years.
ALEXANDRE (FILS)
Gilbert-François (v.1701-d.16 juin 1742); commis under Saint-Pouanges but Claude Francois Alexandre
(père) retired right after Saint-Pouanges (see above) and Gilbert Francois served in the bureau de
Chamillart de Vilatte from 1701 to 1705; he became premier commis of Saint-Pouanges’ bureau in 1705
and served as premier commis until his death in 1742; he also went by the name of Alexandre de
Neuvermeil (Neucorneil), as did his adopted nephew.
BERNARD
Pierre (v.1681-1726); worked in the Dépôt de la guerre under both d’Arbon and Lafaye; he and a
colleague worked for a year to get the Préfontaine papers in order in the Dépôt (see A1 1181, pièce 55); he
died in 1727.
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BERTHELOT DE PLÉNEUF
(Jean-Étienne) (1 juin 1707-10 octobre 1715); commis under Chamillart, who gave him “extremely wide
powers,” according to Pénicaut; his father was François Berthelot, secrétaire du roi, commissaire général
de l’artillerie and one of the most important players; the son had been called in to replace Fumeron (see
below); he had served as commissaire général des poudres et salpêtres (1693), trésorier général de
l’Extraordinaire des guerre (1703), and directeur général de l’artillerie (1704); Pénicaut states (94), “His
unexpected entry into the bureaux de la guerre shows the growing importance held by financiers within
the royal state during the difficult years of the end of the reign of Louis XIV”; he preferred flight to
Switzerland rather than testifying before the Chambre de Justice.
BLONDEAU (PÈRE)
Jacques-Philippe (1689-1740; d.9 décembre 1749); served as a commis in the secretariat under Louvois,
Barbezieux, Chamillart, Voysin, Le Blanc, and d’Angervilliers; commis for Briquet; retired in 1740.
DE BRIQUET
Pierre (1691-1707 and 1715-21 janvier 1748); commis under d’Arbon de Bellou but also worked in the
bureau of Hélie Dufresnoy during Barbezieu’s time; he was temporarily absence while he was working
for Michel II Chamillart, son of the minister; upon his return he was deputy to Pinsonneau, then became
head of the secretariat in 1721; he also served as a commissaire des guerres. Importantly, he worked with
Chamillart on the Code militaire.

CARLIER
Pierre ( - ); commis in the War department under Le Roy in the 1640s and 1650s; note that a relative
Étienne Carlier was an intendant d’armée in Roussillon; André got them mixed up as it seems did
Satterfield.
CARPON
? (?-?); commis under Le Roy and Le Tellier.
CHAMILLART
Clément, Sr. de Vilatte; (1701-1705); served as premier commis for Saint-Pouanges bureau; nephew of
Chamillart.
CHAVIGNE [CHAVIGNY]
? (c.1680-??); commis under Bourdon; there are two Chavigny listed in Pénicaut: Claude Davy de
Chavigné served 1700-1708 but the bureau is unknown; a footnote (on page 37) states « Une note
manuscrite sur l’histoire du Dépôt de la guerre cite cependant ‘le bureau de M. Bourdon auquel succéda
M. Fontaine et après M. de Chavigné (SHAT A1 1181 pièce 55); » There is also a Sr. de Chavigny who
carried letters for the department under Louvois, Chamillart, and Voysin.
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ESPRIT
Jean-André (v1680-1705, d.16 janvier 1738); his father was an avocat au Parlement de Paris; Esprit
worked in the bureaux of Dufresnoy, Saint-Pouanges et Chamillart de Vilatte from 1680; he originally
served as a commissaire, then served as an ingénieur ordinaire at the siege de Condé (1684); he was
married to daughter of a commissaire; he was replaced by Fumeron after de Vilatte’s departure.
FUMERON
Jean-François (25 avril 1705-31 mai 1707); he began his career as a secrétaire for La Grange in 1680 and
then became intendant de l’armée for the troops sent to Ireland in 1690; he then served as a commissaire
but came into the départmente de la guerre to replace Chamillart de Vilatte (1705) as premier commis; he
left his bureau to Berthelot de Pleneuf (1707); he ended his career as a secrétaire du roi.
GARDIEN
Georges-Hélie (1696-1715; d.22 janvier 1716); commis under his uncle Dufresnoy; he is mentioned in the
règlement de 1708; he left the département in 1715, leaving his premier commis office to François Marie;
Gardien died in bad financial straits, owing monies to many people including four of his fellow commis.
GASSOT DE SOIX
François (1705-1711); he was a commis under Tourmont but brought in to replace Tourmont; his name is
also read, incorrectly, in documents as “de Foix,” notably in Luçay; notarial records sometimes refer to
him as M. de Rochefort de Soix; he had served as a capitaine au régiment de Castelnau (1670) and then
directeur du bureau des fermes de la douane in Valence (1702); he left his bureau to Claude Laurent.
D'HEU

Charles (1 mai 1688-1 novembre 1745; b.30 octobre 1671, d.14 novembre 1745); commis in the bureau
des routes under Charpentier, then Charpentier de Jossigny; became premier commis of the bureau in
1717; his son became a commis and daughter married into Berthelot family.
LE PELETIER
Nicolas (v.1687-1722); a commis who served in the bureau of Saint-Pouanges and then Alexandre, during
successive administrations (Louvois, Barbezieux, Chamillart, Voisin, and Le Blanc).
VREVIN
(Félix de) (?-?); commis mentioned in André, Le Tellier & Louvois, 211, as accompanying Pomponne and
Louvois with Dufresnoy to Hollande; he was also an intendant in Champagne.
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Système de chiffre
« Chiffre commun entre M. de Louvois et M. de Maumont et de M le Comte d'Avaux. »1016

1016

BNF fonds françaises 6204, folio 1-4, 1688. « Chiffre commun entre M. de Louvois et M. de Maumont et de M
le Comte d'Avaux. »
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Lettre en chiffre 1017
Note: Brackets and red letters indicate the words en chiffre
« {Jacquier n'a plus de farines à Kaysers[werth]}. Il les a toutes fait {deffendre
cette ville} ____ il aura soin de faire {moudre incessamment aud[it] lieu les
bleds que l'on y fera doresnavant deffendre} afin qu'en cas que {M. de Turenne
fist quelque marchés du costé du Rhin}, Il pust ___ en estre de luy fournir le pain
qui luy seroit nec[essa]ire. J'ay trouvé les {places qui sont du Costé de la ___ du
Zuydur zee} en estat de pouvoir estre {insultées ; Maerden est la seulle qui en
le plus en seureté} par les soings qu'à pris ; {M du Pas} de faire mettre une bonne
pallissade autour à l'egard {de Arderswick? et de Campen}, il est ___ d'y faire
{des descentes par mer} la derniere est butte d'une grande estenue, et dans une
situation qui me parroist fort avantageuse pour le service du Roy, et comme il
m'assemblés {les garnisons qui sont dans lesd[ites] places} sur tout {au
Campen} n'estoient pas suffisantes pour ___ confirmation, J'ay envoyé {à
Campen} trois comp[agni]es de suisses et une {à Arderswick?}; J'ay aussy
envoyé à Elbourn qui est une petite ville scitué {entre Arderswick et Campen}
une comp[agni]e suisse, et les deux comp[agni]es de {Bourgogne} qui estoient {à
Arderswick} ayant jugé {par la bonté?} dont m'a paru {cette place} aussy bien
{que Vauban} qu'il estoit necessaire d'y mettre {garnison de peur que les Ennemis
ne e’en saisissent, la maison ____} vous supplie de luy donner le commandement
de lad[ite] place parce qu'il seriot plus en estat de s'y bien deffendre que dans cette
(ville?) où il est, J'ay aussy envoyé {à Amesfort?} une comp[agni]e de che[vaux]
legers, et une {à Arderswick et à Elburg}, les partis Ennemis viennent quelque
fois {deffendre le long de la costé ne piller} dans les villages qui y sont
scituer./. »1018

1017
1018

SHD A1 293, pièce 171; Saint-Pouanges à Louvois, 23e août 1672.

This document clearly illustrates both the crucial role played by Saint-Pouanges in doing field coordination as
well as the central role of chiffres in important administrative correspondence. The letter runs to nineteen pages
and is not atypical of the details Saint-Pouanges relayed on an almost daily basis.
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« ORDRE DU ROI, Qui régle les fonctions d'un Commissaire des Guerres employé dans une
Place. Du 20 Novembre 1654. » 1019
DE PAR LE ROI
Sa Majesté voulant commettre le soin de la police & subsistance des Troupes étant & qui seront
ci-après en garnison en la Place de Rozes, à une personne capable de s'en bien acquitter, & se
confiant en la capacité, probité & expérience du Sieur Person, Commissaire ordinaire de ses
Guerres, &c en sa fidélité & affection à son Service, pour les preuves qu'il en a rendues dans
les fonctions de ladite Charge en plusieurs emplois qui lui ont été confiés; Sa Majesté l'a choisi,
ordonné & établi pour resider en ladite Place de Rozes, faire les montres & revues générales &
particulieres des Troupes Françoises & Etrangeres d'Infanterie & de Cavalerie qui y sont &
seront ci-après en garnison, toutes les fois & ainsi qu'il verra être à propos; les faire mettre à
cet effet en bataille toutes en un même tems, les gardes fournies, Se après en avoir averti le
Gouverneur de la Place, ou celui qui y commandera en son absence, & l'avoir requis d'en faire
fermer les portes ; ordonner aux Chefs & Officiers ce qu'il verra être à faire pour sçavoir le
nombre au vrai de leurs soldats , les faire mettre en état d'être comptés, ainsi qu'il avisera; aller
en la Place d'armes, aux Corps de garde & portes, soit de jour, soit de nuit, toutes les fois que
bon lui semblera , à l'effet de voir & compter les Chefs, Officiers & soldats, en dresser les roles
& extraits, Escouade par Escouade , en présence du Capitaine de la garde, lequel sera tenu de
certifier lesdits roles ou extraits, à peine ausdits Chefs & Officiers d'être par lui interdits de
leurs Charges, & privés de leurs appointerons … Faire punir les passevolans, soit soldats
empruntés ou autres (qui ne seront Factionnaires des Compagnies où ils se présenteront en
revûë) suivant la rigueur des Ordonnances; visiter les logemens des Officiers & soldats,
s'informer des désordres qu'ils pourront commettre, pour en avertir le Gouverneur de la Place;
faire arrêter ceux qu'il trouvera en flagrant délit, les faire mettre ès mains de la Justice, & en
poursuivre le châtiment; se faire donner par les Majors les rôles de signal de tous les soldats de
chaque Corps d'Infanterie , & même de la Cavalerie, s'il y en a, signés de certifies d'eux; dresser
lui-même à chaque revûë , des rôles de signal de tous les soldats , en forte qu'il puisse, avec le
tems, connoître tous ceux de ladite garnison, tant Chefs, Officiers que soldats; obliger les
Maréchaux des Logis & Officiers à lui représenter le contrôle des logemens, le tout à peine
ausdits Maréchaux des Logis d'être par lui interdits de leurs Charges , & d'être privés par Sa
Majesté de leurs appointemens, … Avoir aussi l'œil que le pain soit de la bonté, qualité, & du
poids requis; faire réparer incontinent les manquemens qu'il y reconnoîtra, & dont il sera averti;
faire que le Munitionnaire ait toujours dans la Place pour trois ou quatre mois de bled, pour la
fourniture courante de la garnison, outre ce qui sera dans les magasins de reserve … Rendre
compte à Sa Majesté, au Général & à l'Intendant, de mois en mois, ou plus souvent si besoin
est, de la force & de l'état de la garnison, & de ce qui se passera en la place qui sera à la
conservation d'icelle, & au Service de Sa Majesté; faire vivre les, gens de guerre en bonne
Discipline & Police ; Faire châtier exemplairement ceux qui commettront quelque désordre ou
1019

François de Chennevières, Détails militaires, dont la connoissance est nécessaire à tous les officiers, &
principalement aux commissaires des guerres (Paris, Versailles: Chez C.-A. Jombert; Chez J.-H. Fournier, 1750),
139-145.
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violence notable ; ne passer aucuns Officiers qui ne soient connus de lui, ou que le Gouverneur,
ou celui qui commandera en sa place en son absence ; ne certifie qu'il le connoît pour faire la
Charge en laquelle il se presentera; & en cas de changement aux Charges par mort, resignation
ou autrement, obliger ceux qui y feront établis, à représenter les Commissîons ou Lettres de Sa
Majesté pour leur promotion, & à faute de ce, ne les point paner en revue; faire garder &
observer exactement les Ordonnances & Règlemens militaires; avoir l'œil en outre à ce qui sera
à faire aux reparations & fortifications de la Place & logemens des Officiers & soldats; tenir la
main à ce qu'il soit travaillé suivant les desseins ou devis qui auront été ou seront faits; ordonner
de la dépense & de l'emploi des fonds qui y auront été ou seront destinés; avoir l'œil à la garde
&.conservation des bleds, farines, légumes, chairs, avoines, & de toutes autres provisions &
munitions de bouche & de guerre, médicamens & ustenciles mis & à mettre en ladite Place;
s'en faire représenter l'inventaire par celui qui aura la garde desdits magasins; en garder un pardevers lui, & envoyer le double à Sa Majesté; empêcher que les munitions 1020 mises & à mettre
ne soient employées qu'en cas de siège, & en ce cas, qu'il n'en soit distribué que sur les ordres
par écrit du Gouverneur de la Place, ou de celui qui y commandera en son absence, & selon la
nécessité absolue qu'il y aura de faire subsister la garnison, & généralement faire en tout ce qui
concerne les Revûës & la Police des Troupes, & le bon ménage des deniers de Sa Majesté pour
les reparations, fortifications & vivres de ladite Place, circonstances & dépendances, tout ce
qu'il verra être nécessaire & à propos pour le bien du Service de Sa Majesté, aux appointemens
qui lui seront ordonnés par ses Etats & Ordonnances, tant & si longuement qu'il sera employé
en ladite Place. Mande & ordonne Sa Majesté au Sieur Baron de la Fare, Maréchal de ses
Camps & Armées, Gouverneur d'icelle, & en son absence, à celui qui y commande, de donner
audit Commissaire toute aide & assistance pour l'exécution de la présente. Ordonne Sa Majesté,
tant aux Chefs, Officiers & Soldats des Troupes de ladite garnison, qu'aux Habitans du Lieu,
& aux Entrepreneurs, Trésoriers de l'Extraordinaire de la Guerre & Cavalerie légère, leurs
Commis étant sur les lieux , Entrepreneurs de la fourniture des vivres de la Place, gardesmagasins d'icelle; Conducteurs des ouvrages, reparations, fortifications, & bâtimens à faire en
icelle, & tous autres qu'il appartiendra, de reconnoître ledit Commissaire en toutes les choses
dépendantes de ladite exécution. Fait à …
Nota. On a passé aux endroits où il y a des lacunes, bien des choses qui n’ont plus lieu
aujourd’hui.

1020

Here the meaning of “munitions” is in a fuller context: “to equip, supply, or furnish a troop in a place.”
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Instructions from Louvois to Commissaire Chaunoy 1021
« J'ay besoin d'avoir promptement une response aux points suivants:
« Si l'on fournit présentement le pain à la garnison de Pignerol, ou si l'on luy deslivre
sa solde entiere,
« Ce que l'on peut faire de pain de munition par la ville en 24 heures, en se servant
des fours et des boullangers que vous connoissés, c'est à dire que pour me respondre à
cet article, il ne faut faire aucune perquisition qui puisse donner lieu à personne de
soubçonner que je vous aye fait une pareille demande;
« Ce qu'il y a de lits dans Pignerol apartennants au Sr Berthelot.
« Ce qu'il en faut pour l'Infanterie, et la Cavallerie qui y est présentement, Et partant
ce qu'il y en a de reste.
« S'il y en a assez dans l'hostel de la Cavallerie, ce qu'il en faut pour cet effect.
« Si ils ne sont pas tous achevés, ce qu'ils y en a de faits.
« Combien il reste à en faire.
« Dans combien ils seront fait.
« D'ou le Commis du Sr Berthelot à coustume de tirer les matieres et estoffes
necessaires pour la construction des Lits. Si c'est de France, de quelle ville de France,
si c'est de Piedmont ou de Savoye, de quelle ville de ces deux pais là.
« Si l'on trouve facilement dans ces villes les Estoffes et autres choses necessaires
pour les dits Lits, et pour combien de Lits on en pouvroit recouvrir en six semaines
ou deux mois.
« Avec quels animaux se fait la culture du pais apartennant tant au Roy, qu'à
monsieur le Duc de Savoye, à neuf ou dix lieues autour de Pignerol.
« Si pour de l'argent on pourroit trouver des Chevaux, mules, ou mulets, a louer, pour
pendant quinze jours ou trois semaines voiturer des munitions à la suite d'un Corps de
troupes qui entreroit au Piedmont.
« Combien on en trouveroit.
« Si ces Chevaux ou mullets seroient esquipés de Coliers et Cordages necessaires
pour estre attelles a des Charettes, ou si l'on ne pourroit trouver que des bestes de
some.
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« Si l'on se sert de Charettes dans le pais. De quelle manière elles sont construites,
c'est à dire si elles sont à hautes ou basses ridelles, ou si ce sont des haquets.
« S'il y a des Charettes dans les magasins du Roy à Pignerol.
« S'il y en a point, en combien de temps l'on en pourroit construire quarante ou
cinquante.
« Si en peu de jours l'on pourroit ramasser dans les montagnes de Dauphiné voisines
du gouvernement de Pignerol un nombre de bestes de some. Combien, et ce qu'elles
pourroient porter chacune à peu près.
« Si les troupes du Roy entrants dans le Piedmont et se saisissants de quelque poste,
l'on pourroit faire estat de pouvoir y trouver des gerbées qui puissent servir à faire des
Baraques. Et si le bled se bat au fléau dans le pais, ou est piétiné par les boeufs,
Chevaux, ou mulets.
« Si le pont de batteaux est en bon estat, de Combien de batteaux il est composé, et
s'il ne manque rien aux haquets destinés pour voiturer les batteaux de cuivre.
« Ce que les Moulins de la despendance de Pignerol peuvent de moudre des septiers
de bled pour chaque 24 heures mesure de Paris.
« Ce que cousteroit presentement le septier de bled mesure de Paris rendu à Pignerol,
Et ce qu'il cousteroit moins si on en faisoit un magasin à Turin.
« Redespeschés moy le Courier qui vous portera cette lettre avec les
Esclaircissements que vous me pourrés donner sur les points cy dessus, Et ne le
gardés que le temps necessaire pour cet effect.
« J'oubliois de vous demander en quel estat sont les logements que l'on construit pour
la Cavalerie, et dans Combien je puis compter qu'ils seront en estat de loger les
troupes. »
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Appendix I
Cartes et Plans
SHD Bibliothéque de genie, 1VE 31, folio 2
« Cours de la rivière de Sambre depuis sa source jusques à Maubeuge »
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SHD Bibliothéque de genie, 1VH 1408 - Perpignan-Rousselot

1 VH 1408 folio 6 (1)

1 VH 1408 folio 1

1 VH 1408 folio 6 (2)
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